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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

The preparation of this edition of my late father's work was

undertaken by me in response to many requests, and I regard

the task both as an honour and a duty. Although, in view of the

many recent pubHcations of a similar nature, there was possibly

no pressing need for a new edition, still, a desire was evinced

that the book should be saved from lapsing into oblivion, and

that its original value, both historical and professional, should

be preserved unimpaired.

Eleven years have elapsed since the publication of the Third

Edition, a fact which rendered extensive alterations necessary.

It has been found possible to omit many portions which are

now embodied in our Army Regulations, and thus are matters

of common knowledge ; but, on the other hand, the working of

the General Staff in War and Peace has been treated in still

greater detail.*

I was fortunate enough to receive much valuable instruction

and many suggestions from my father during the last nine years

of his life, and it has been my endeavour to revise his work in

accordance with his views.

I take this opportimity of thanking my colleagues for the

assistance they have afiorded me in my labours.

Bronsart v. Schellendorff,

Major, Great General Staff.

Berlin, Autumn, 1904,

* This is to a great extent duo to Lieiitmnnt-CciicralvonJaiison's valuable

work, "The Duties of the tJoneral Staff with Troops in Peace," 2nd edition.

Berlin, 1901. E. S- Mittler and Son.
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FART I.

THE ORGANISATION OF TBE GENERAL STAFF IN

THE ARMIES OF THE GREAT POWERS.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL STAFF DUTIES.

rPHE General Staff forms an essential part of modern Army
L organisation. The General commanding a large body of

troops cannot (and least of all in war) encumber himself with

minor details, though their consideration and proper arranain«

may be often of the highest importance. Apart from the fact

that the mental and physical powers of one man are not equal to

such a task, the comprehensive supervision of the forces under

his command would suffer. He should consequently have

assistants. These assistants form his " Staff. '^ To a certain

extent, an arbitrary rule decides what portion of the latter is

designated as " General Staffs In some Armies all the StafE

belongs to the General Staff. But a necessity has universally

been felt of having a distinct portion of the Staff entrusted with

planning and carrying out the movements of Armies in the field,

and it is generally distinguished by some special name. This par-

ticular branch of the Staff of a General holding an important

command is known in the German Army as the " General Staff
"

(Generaldtah).

The latter has grown in importance with the numerical

increase of modern Armies, and the development of military

training and efficiency.
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As long as Armies were small, and movements, encampments

and fighting formations were laid down by hard-and-fast regula-

tions, the want of trained General Staff officers was less felt.

The plan determined on by the General in command usually

contained the details of execution. But few directions were

necessary to ensure the quartering, concentration and general

advance against the enemy of a force in the regulation fighting for-

mation, in the way that was intended. A departure from the

generally accepted forms—such as, for instance, the advance of

the Prussian Army before the Battle of Leuthen—of course

necessitated special instructions to the subordinate commanders.

Such measures were intended to take the enemy by surprise

and be decisive, and were entirely a matter for the personal

energy and initiative of the Commander.

A General Staff officer who, at that time, would have taken

on himself the responsibility of departing from fixed forms

in drawing up orders for marching or fighting, would have

exceeded the limits of his responsibility. He would have been

considered, as it were, guilty of assuming the position and duties

of his General. His duty in these matters being only looked

upon as strictly mechanical, could consequently be replaced

by regulations, previously issued, and to be invariably adhered

to. But this state of affairs no longer exists.

The enormous numerical strength of modern Armies, and the

way they must be organised to meet the constantly changing

requirements of war, render necessary great differences in

carrying out the details of military operations even under

apparently similar circumstances of time and place. Con-

sequently the higher leaders and Commanders require a regular

staff of specially selected and trained officers.

But this necessity of assistance is felt also in handling troops

in action, viz., in the reconnaissance of the ground and of the

dispositions and movements of the enemy, and for the observation

of the tactical situation, at a point removed from the personal

observation of the General Commanding.

The nature and small extent of ground covered by the
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battlefields of the Seven Years' War, enabled a General, as a

rule, to dispense with the assistance of specially trained officers

in this respect. But the want of assistance in reconnoitring the

ground on which troops were to encamp, march or fight, was

even then often felt. The Great King (Frederick) says himself in

his history of the Seven Years' War :
" The Army has. stood the

test of many campaigns, but the want of a good Quartermaster-

General's Staff was often felt at headquarters. The King being

anxious to create a body of officers of this description, selected

twelve officers who showed special aptitudes for these duties.

They were instructed in surveying, laying out camps, placing

villages in a state of defence and field bridging. They learned

also how to guide columns marching, and especially how to

reconnoitre marshes and rivers, so that they might not, by

mistake or negligence, place an Army with its flank on a shallow

river or a passable tract of marshy country. Mistakes of this

nature have led to the most serious results. They cost the

French the defeat of Malplaquet, and the Austrians that of

Leuthen."

The Prince of Ligny, who at times was given to answering

important questions by a facetious expression or a short definition,

says the only qualities he considers necessary for an officer of

the Quartermaster-General's Staff are, that he should have good

eyes and be a bold rider—qualities which, as a matter of course,

are now as much as ever absolutely indispensable to a young

cavalry officer told off as a galloper, and naturally extremely

useful to a General Staff officer as well. But, at the same time,

it is evident that much more is to be expected of the General

Staff officer, if he is to be equal to all emergencies.

Clausewitz says :

—

" Tlie General Staff is intended to convert the ideas of the

General commanding into orders, not only conveying the

former to the troops, but also working out all matters of

detail, thus relieving the General from a great amount of

trouble."

This definition could still be taken as amply meeting the

A 2
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case were it not now considered part of the duty of the General

Staff to be invariably watching over the military efficiency and

material welfare of the troops. On every large Staff, it is true,

all branches of the service are represented by certain indi\'iduals

or heads of departments, and it is naturally their duty, in the

first place, to see to the proper efficiency of their respective

branches or departments. But, being often ignorant of the

general military situation, or not rightly understanding sudden

changes in the state of affairs, they are unable to carry out

what is expected from them. The General Staff is consequently

called upon to act as a directing and explaining body towards

these individuals, keeping itself in constant communication

with them, the Chief of the General Staff being at the same time,

in a comprehensive way, the head of the whole Staff.

Officers of the General Staff are invested with no military

command ; it is only the General who commands and is respon-

sible. The officers of the General Staff must be his devoted and

confidential counsellors. This necessitates the General having

absolute confidence in his assistants. Their usefulness will

depend not only on their fitness and ability, but on their tact

and discretion in rightly appreciating the position they hold both

as regards General and troops. The conditions to fulfil this,

however, are not entirely one-sided. Troops very soon find out,

especially in war, whether the duties of the General Staff are in

good hands ; but this does not exclude the fact that every now and

then, when the aspect of affairs takes a disadvantageous turn,

responsibility is placed on the shoulders of the General Staff

officer, which the circumstances of the case do not justify.

This is often one of the drawbacks of his position. Another

is, that he must always deny himself the true military instinct

of wishing to take command in accordance with his army rank.

A good General Staff officer is therefore certainly not asking

too much if he claims the complete confidence of his General,

and the grant of a certain amount of independence in the details

of his duty. Otherwise he would at once feel that his post might

be better filled by an inferior person and he himself more advan-

tageously employed at regimental duty.
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Let us now examine the duties of the General Staff in war.

These would be :

—

1. Working out all arrangements necessary for quartering,

security, marches, and battle

;

2. Communicating the necessary orders, either verbally or in

writing, at the right time and place, and in sufficient detail

;

3. Obtaining, collecting and compiling in order all informa-

tion concerning the nature and the military character of the

theatre of war, providing maps and plans;

4. Collecting and estimating the value of information received

concerning the enemy's forces
;

5. Watching over the fighting condition of the troops, and

keeping himself posted as to their efficiency in every respect

;

6. Keeping journals and diaries, drawing up reports on

engagements, and collecting important materials, for the sub-

sequent history of the war
;

7. Special duties, particularly reconnaissances.

General Staff officers have to take, as a basis for carrying

out their duties in all the branches that have been assigned

them, the wish and determination of the General in command,

in which, however, proposals by them are by no means excluded,

but rather invited. A General Staff officer cannot excuse

himself of any neglect on his part on the plea that no order

on the subject had been given him by his General. He should

only consider himself freed from responsibility when his suggestion

has been declined by the General. This gives no small measure

of responsibility to the General Staff officer in war, and necessi-

tates untiring energy.

The peace duties of the General Staff should prepare it for

its duties in war. Consequently, General Staff officers with

commands have to work out in peace all matters of mobilisation,

movements, quarters, manoeuvres, railways and information.

The " Great General Staff," a body of General Staff officers

who are not attached to Army Corps, is entrusted, under the

immediate supervision of the Chief of the General Staff, with

drawing up and preparing possible plans of operation by
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arranging for the strategical concentration of the Army in

certain directions by road and rail, by knowing and estimating

the strength of the various European Armies, by the study of the

theatres of war, and by the preparation of military maps. The

General Staff also deals with the study of the art of war,

especially military history, and the training of the younger officers.

The General Staff officer should, however, not be satisfied with

the simple discharge of the duties assigned to him in peace time.

It is his serious duty to prepare himself in every way, indepen-

dently of these, for his important calling in war. This indeed

is the duty of every officer, but the rule applies in a far higher

degree in the case of General Staff officers, for they are invariably

called upon in war to hold positions, though perhaps only as

assistants, which are far above their rank, and also generally

far above what their experience would entitle them to. The

General Staff officer has consequently to strive all he can to

make up for this by the most diligent study. It is only thus

that he can be of real use to both General and troops.

The first condition for this is a most accurate and intimate

knowledge of the organisation and formations of his own Army.

It is not sufficient, for instance, to know that a mobilised Army
Corps is accompanied by a ceitain number of bearer companies

and field hospitals, but it is also necessary to know their special

use, and what amount of service they are actually capable of.

The usual peace duties, even at autumn manoeuvres, when, as is

well known, these medical services are not put to the test, but

are usually only nominally employed, afford no opportunity

of intimately learning the object they are intended for, or their

practical use. Nothing but the most intimate acquaintance

with the regulations on the subject, the very nature of which is

anything but attractive, can lead to the results desired.

Next, a General Staff officer must be perfectly familiar with

the tactical formations of all arms. He is not indeed expected

to occupy his time in learning by heart the tiresome, insignificant

details of drill, but in mastering the main tactical principles

which are laid down in the Regulations, and then directing his
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special attention to those formations which are most genera 11 v

used on the march and in battle. In this respect, he will perhaps

find the best way of acquiring knowledge is by constantly being

present on the drill grounds of all arms.

This work, which is so essentially necessary to the practical

training of the General Staff officer, must, however,, go hand in

hand with the theoretical study of military science, limited,

of course, to a certain extent, but including all that will be

practically useful.

With a view to the useful development of various special

military sciences, and permanently keeping them up to date,

the General Staff, taken as a whole, cannot dispense with those

officers who, gifted by nature v/ith certain talents and tastes,

can go deep into certain subjects, and thereby render most

important services. But it is certtiinly not desirable that all

General Staff officers should be distinguished by some special

kind of learning which would, of necessity, limit their general

utility. Thus, as the most minute mathematical investigations

prove that for certain purposes the use of simple elementary

formulae suffices, and as an individual using such formulae

places the most implicit confidence in the authority of the

higher mathematician, so in the case of the mihtary sciences

the results of the deep special study of others must be accepted.

They can then be turned to practical use in the performance

of the duties of the General Staff. In this way a man
may be most accomphshed without falling into the error

of being superficial. A General Staff officer should know

most thoroughly everything he has to do both in peace and

war, but it is by no means necessary that he should be

the origiiiator and author of everything that he knows.

The investigations of individuals in special subjects should

be looked upon rather as the common property of all,

provided they have a general and acknowledged importance,

and their value has been satisfactorily proved by competent

authority. But everything must work collectively to the attain-

ment of a conmio)! result, and this is : to ascertain from tbe
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study of tte history of war, the principles of leading troops

both to and during battle, arriving herein at clear and indepen-

dent conclusions. It is not a means to an end, but the end itself,

the knowledge of all that the study of mihtary matters and

military experience can teach.

In devoting his energy to these mental qualifications, the

General Staff officer should, however, not neglect to keep his

physical powers up to the mark. He must have frequent

practice in the handling of the different arms ; he must train

himself to be a bold and untiring rider ; he must accustom his

eye to taking in at a glance a correct view of the military

situation ; he must write a clear hand, and be a good military

draughtsman. Finally, by keeping himself constantly in contact

with troops, he should never lose his fellow-feeling for them or

their wants ; a frequent return to regimental duty will, in this

respect, refresh his knowledge, and is consequently most desirable.



CHAPTER IIJ

THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE GERMAN ARMY.

It will be interesting, and at the same time give us a deeper

insight into the organisation of the great European Armies,

if we closely examine the special arrangements of their General

Staffs. And it will be best if we first of all deal with the

Prussian General Staff in a specially exhaustive way. A

description of its historical development affords us at the same

time a picture of the gradual growth of the original Branden-

burg, and subsequently Prussian Army, and shows what duties

were assigned to the General Staff at difterent periods, in

conformity with the standard of military knowledge and the

characteristics of the distinguished Generals of the day.

Next, the different stages of its development, especially its

position as regards the Commander-in-Chief, the higher

Military Administrative Authorities, and the Army
;
and how

this has been developed and moulded in course of time in

the Prussian Army, furnish us with a scale of comparison by

which we can judge the comparative state of development on

these points, of the General Stall's of other great Armies at the

present moment. A careful consideration of all these circum-

stances will perhaps result in our finding that the following points

constitute the main principles on which the present efficiency of

the Prussian General Staff is secured. First of all there is the

independent position in the organisation of the Army which it

has gradually attained ; next, the fact that appointment to it is

restricted to no clearly defined claims ;
next, again, the absolute

freedom of its military scientific training, which is controlled

only by the Sovereign as Commander-in-Chief; and finally
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there is the compulsory return of its officers from time to time to

regimental duty. Officers of the Prussian General Staff are, and

will consequently continue to be, on these conditions, an

unadulterated product of the Prussian Army of which they are

a part, and of which they possess all the excellent qualities.

1. The Great General Staff.

We first find traces of a General Staff, i.e., of certain officers

permanently employed apart from regimental duty in the

Brandenburg Army, under the rule of the Great Elector.

It is to be assumed that this arrangement, like many other

improvements introduced at that time in the Brandenburg Army,

was copied from the Swedish organisation, which was then looked

upon as a pattern.*

The first Brandenburg Quartermaster-General was Lieutenant-

Colonel Gerhard v. Bellicum, in the year 1655, to whom was

immediately added Jacob Holsten, a Colonel of Cavalry.

The appointment of these two officers took place on the

Brandenburg Army taking the field at the time of the war

between Sweden and Poland, in which the Great Elector found

himself involved against his wish. Gerhard v. Bellicum was

attached to Lieutenant-General Graf zu Waldeck, commanding

the Cavalry, and Jacob Holsten was appointed Quartermaster-

General of the Army which was with His Serene Highness, and

under the command of the Master-General of the Ordnance,

Freiherr v. Sparr. The Quartermaster-General was, however,

at that time only a member of the " General Staff," which

comprised, in the military language of that time, all general

officers and the higlier functionaries.

We find the following persons on the pay list of the General

Staff of an Army on the 1st July, 1657 :

—

£ .«. d.

1 Master of the Ordnaiu^e (Cicneral commanding), witli

monthly pay and allowances of . . . . . . 105 10

* Tho statement of ilic Belgian Captain Baron Lahurc (compare his work
on the General Staff, see pages 68 and 77) that the Prussian General Staff was
formed under Frederick II, and was based on the Frencli pattern, is incorrect.
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£ s. d.

Lieiitenant-Quartermaster-General . . .

.

.

.

7 10

2 Engineer Officers .. .. ,. .. ,. ..each 7 10

1 Captain of Guides 4 10

23 additional Employes with a total of .. ,. .. 74 11

The high rate of pay in peace time of tlie General officers is

remarkable in the above, for, notwithstanding the depreciation

in value that money has since undergone, such high rates of pay

have never been since attained. Quartermaster-General Chieze

had charge of the Brandenburg fortresses, laid out the Miillroser

Canal, buUt the palace at Potsdam and the mint in Berlin, and

invented carriages slung by straps, called BerUnen. He was

consequently a most useful man in more ways than one. The

General War Commissariat (General Staff and Administrative

Departments, according to modern ideas) was specially formed

for each campaign. The Quartermaster-General and his assist-

ants alone had a permanent peace employment, and this was of a

military engineering nature.

This proves, beyond doubt, that the historical growth of the

Brandenburg-Prussian Quartermaster-General's Staff can only

have commenced with the very limited sphere of General Staff

duties just mentioned. Moreover, it is evident that a close

connection between the General Staff and the Corps of Engineers

existed for considerably over a century, that is to say, until the

year 1806, when Lieutenant-General v. Geusau, the Chief of the

Corps of Engineers, held the post of Chief of the Quartermaster-

General's Staff as well.

A fixed establishment of ranks was gradually introduced in

the Quartermaster-General's Staff by the successors of the Great

Elector. These were " Quartermaster-General," " Lieutenant-

Quartermaster-Gencral," " Chief Quartermaster," " General

Staff Quartermaster " and " Staff Quartermaster." These ap-

pointments were not, however, necessarily to be held by officers of

any fixed Army rank.

Frederick II had but very few officers of the Quartermaster-

General's Staff. The Great King was not only his own Chief of

the General Staff, but performed at the same time many duties
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of General Staff officers of lower rank. All plans for military

operations and all orders and instructions to subordinate c6m-

manders, were either written or dictated by tlie King himself.

If he required assistance, he had his Adjutants,* some Engineer

officers, and the mounted Feldj'iger. The Quartermaster-

General's Staff existed hardly even in name.

The (written) Army List for the year 1741 shows the following

officers as belonging to the General Staff :

—

1. Colonels and Adjutant-Generals.

2 Cavalry.

5 Infantry.

2. Colonels and Brigade ]\Iajors.

1 Infantry.

3. Majors and Wing Adjutants {Fliigel Adjutanten).

1 Cavalry.

4 Infantry.

4. Quartermaster-General du Moulin from 1728.

Lieutenant-Quartermaster-Generals.

Colonel de Hautcharmoy from 1730.

Major de Seers 1 from 17th May, 1741.
„ V. Wrede J

^

5. Colonels and Lieutenant-Colonels belonging to the Army.
9 Officers.

But in the year 1742 Majors de Seers and v. Wrede were

transferred to the Regiment of Pioneers, without other officers

being appointed to fill their places on the Quartermaster-General's

Staff". It was not until the year 1750 that the latter again

consisted of three officers ; in the year 1756 it consisted of six,

which number, however, was, after many changes, reduced

during the Seven Years' War to two.

The King's " Instructions " for his Quartermaster-General

are dated from the summer of the year 1757, but these, however,

only contained the principles of planning fortresses, and thelayin^

out, attack and defence of fortified camps. On the latter art,

which he called Castrafnrtrie, the King laid great stress. In

• Adjutants signifies Aides-de-Camp in this case. The German terra

Adjutantur signifies the Routine Staff as distinct from the General Staff, and
their duties more nearly coriespoiul to tliose of the Staff in the English

Army.—(Tr.)
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the year 1758, he dictated at the Gsunp at Breslau instructions

dealing with this subject to his Fiekl Engineers. The latter

were specially employed by him in surveying ground, in recon-

noitring the enemy's camps and positions, and in finding and

establishing roads for the movements of troops {Kolonnenwege).

New appointments in this branch, however, were created

during the Seven Years' War in the Captains of Guides and

Brigade Majors. The former were commanders of the mounted

Feldjdger, on whom devolved the duty of leading columns on the

march, as no maps then existed. Brigade Majors with troops

in the field corresponded to Town Majors in barracks. They

gave the parole, regulated the guard duties in camp, and kept

the duty rosters and reports.

All these officers employed away from regimental duty,

kept the rank and uniform of their corps or regiments, with

the single exception of those who were appointed Wing

Adjutants. It was not until after the peace of Hubertsburg

that the Quartermaster-General's Staff was increased by the

appointment of six Lieutenants, who were taken from the estab-

lishment of their corps or regiments, but, nevertheless, con-

tinued to wear their respective uniforms. We find the King

increasing this number, as early as the year 1764, to twelve.

This decidedly shows that a want in this respect had made itself

felt during the war, which could not be remedied until the

peace which followed.

We find in the Army List of 1767—

1 Quartermaster-General.

1 Quartermaster.

15 Licutenant-QuartcrmaRters.

The latter, however, were ordered by the King to do duty

from time to time with the regiment of Guards at Potsdam,

so that they might not get estranged from regimental duty.

He took, at the same time, great interest in the scientific

training of these officers, and was careful to supply the Quarter-

master-General's Staff with highly-trained and talented men, and
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to reward those who distinguished themselves. Colonel v.

Massenbach, whose name is subsequently associated with a

painful period of our history, but who rendered good service

in the organisation of the General Staff, was transferred from

the Wiirtemburg service, after passing a special examination

in 1783, and appointed Junior Quartermaster-Lieutenant. Von

Riichel, who afterwards became a Lieutenant-General, and

who, as a young officer, enjoyed an excellent reputation in his

profession, was appointed to the Quartermaster-General's Staff

as early as 1782, and was honoured with the special favour of

the King, who personally instructed him in scientific military

matters. A certain Lieutenant v. Zastrow received as a reward

for a beautifully drawn plan the decoration " pour le mirite"

which was at that time the only decoration besides that of the

" Black Eagle."

In the year 1785 we still find all officers, not actually be-

longing to, or doing duty with, troops, borne on the strength

of the General Staff, whilst the Quartermaster-General's Staff

consisted of 10 officers only. It was not until the time of Frederick

William II that both had one and the same meaning. The

Quartermaster-General's Staff then received a special uniform

(light blue or white coat, with red collar and facings, silver lace,

and white buttons), and became a distinct corps. The first

printed Army List shows the following in the year 1789 :

—

Personal Staff of the King.

1. 2 Adjutant-Gonerals.

2. 4 Fliigel Adjiitanta.

3. General .Staff, eonsistinf:; of 2 Colonels, 1 Lieutenant-Colonel, 6 Majors,

4 Ca|)tains and I Lieutenant. (All these officers had a place at the

Marslial's table at Potsdam.)

4. 10 officers belonging to the Army.

There were 19 officers of the General Staff in 1791, 24 in

1793, 20 in 1791, and 15 in 179G, besides 15 Engineer officers

as surveyors, of whom the senior was Reimann, the originator

of the celebrated map which bears his name, and the junior

Krauseneck, who afterwards became Chief of the General Staff
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of the Prussian Army. The Quartermaster-General's .Staff ^

has been entrusted with the survey of the country from the

year 1796. The work was first carried on without the plane table

(this instrument was not introduced till the year 1821), but

with reflecting instruments and very careful sketching. The

officers carried on the actual surveying of the ground, whilst

the mapping was done by Engineer surveyors. The latter

were partially selected from the Feldjdger, as this kind of em-

ployment was expected to prepare them for their duties in

war time, as guides to columns on the march. With this object,

Colonel v. Massenbach worked out a special set of Instructions

in the year 1801 for the Feldjager, and in these he laid great

stress on the importance of reconnoitring and reporting on ground,

leading columns, quartering troops, and field engineering. General

v. Lecoq, who belonged to the Quartermaster-General's Staff

from 1787 to 1801, issued a set of Instructions in 1800 concerning

the duties of the officers of the Quartermaster-General's Staff.

These had special reference to the following points :

—

1. Laying out camps for the Army, in which it was particu-

larly pointed out that the necessary supply of water should

be close at hand.

2. The reconnaissance of roads.

3. Guiding columns on the march.

4. Conducting troops into camp.

5. The reconnaissance of positions.

6. Organising and covering foraging expeditions.

7. Reconnoitring the enemy's positions—a duty pointed out

as being of extreme importance.

8. Adjutants' (aides-de-camp) duties with the General com-

manding during an engagement, in which officers of the Quarter-

master-General's Staff could also make themselves useful by

giving their advice, if theij ivere required to do so.

9. Leading columns or detachments into action.

10. Engineers' duties during sieges, if Engineer officers were

wanting.

11. Laying out entrenchments in the field under a similar

supposition.
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12. Information and spies.

13. Keeping a journal of operations.

Colonel V. Massenbach, however, wlio at that time held the

post of Quartermaster-Lieutenant, was as little satisfied with

these Instructions as with the organisation and practical efficiency

of the General Staff, and he undertook the task of instituting

cjforms in all these branches.

The office of the Quartermaster-General was then at Potsdam.

Lieutenant-General v. Geusau, who held the post of Chief, wa3

worn out with age, and overworked by his other duties in Berlin.

This arose from his holding at th3 sann tim3 the posts of Chief

of the Corps of Engineers, Director of the Engineer Department

in the War Ministry, Inspector of Fortresses, and Custodian of

the Army Medical School in Berlin. The direction of affairs in

Potsdam consequently fell into the hands of the Licutenant-

Quartermaster-Generals, who actcl indepembntly, with no

controlling herd. These were at that time Colonels v. Phall

and V. Massenbach. They were both clever msn, but, as was

afterwards se-n, they failetl to"distinguish themselves or even to

carry out what was absolutely necessary in actual war.

The officers of the Quartermaster-General's Staff were employed

in summer in travelling, surveying and reconnoitring ground.

[n winter the materials collected in summer were put together

and worked out, and the junior officers were at the same time

instructed by the senior. But in all this there was a want of

systematic arrangement, so that neither did the officers benefit

by a sufficiently good and general training, nor indeed were the

materials obtained worked out in a lucid or comprehensive

manner.

This state of affairs, the imperfections of which did not escape

the keen observation and business-like mind of Colonel v.

Massenbach, induced the latter to formulate a clearly defined

organisation of duties for the Quartermaster-General's Staff,

based on scientific principles, and requiring very great and

serious exertions on the part of the individual officers belonging

to it (an idea which at that time wa^3 extromoly unpopular).
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But as a whole, Colonel v. Massenbach's Instructions are by no

msans perfect, and are based, in spite of tlicir wide range, on

one-sided military ideas.

In these are also to be found his classified description of

" Military Positions," in which there is a want of clear and intelli-

gent perception of real war and the value of the practical handling

of troops. His collection of " Plans of Operations " was more-

over unpractical. These plans were not merely prepared as an

exercise, but Colonel v. Massenbach seemed to expect that the

examples they contained were to be of great value for all time,

and were consequently fitted to solve the difficulties of less gifted

individuals in the future. He attempted, moreover, by estab-

lishing what he was pleased to call " Fundamental Treatises," in

which the changes that constantly occur in practically carrying

out the art of war, had, naturally, to be left out of consideration,

to lay down rigidly-fixed and indisputable maxims which, once

in possession of the Prussian Quartermaster-General's Staff as

its precious property, were invariably to prevent it from making

mistakes.

These endeavours certainly far exceeded any reasonable aim.

Of all that was worked out with these ideas, there was little

which resulted in being of any value for purely practical purposes,

though this was invariably what Colonel v. Massenbach really

intended. Nevertheless, we must allow that the mental work

which he induced individual officers to devote themselves to,

proved afterwards to be of great value to themselves and their

subsequent careers. The organisation which he proposed, and

in the main carried out, survived even the catastrophes of 1806

and 1807, and its distinctive features have been adhered to to

the present day.

The first memoir addressed to the King by Colonel v. Massen-

bach is dated January, 1802. This memoir was on the question

of regulating, according to fixed principles, the work of the

General Staff in peace, hitherto carried on without any system;

and gives the ideas of the author himself on the subject, though

not arranged with much system or method.
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The first part dealt with the " Order and rules by which we

are to draw up a general plan of any military undertaking,"

and gave as examples a number of political complications and

casei of war in which Prussia might possibly find herself involved.

It is characteristic of Colonel v. Massenbach, who was one of the

greatest admirers of Napoleon, that he never proposed a single

case to be worked out which concerned a war between France

and Prussia.

In the second part, he shows the necessity of reports on tours.

He also proposed to divide the country into three theatres of war,

and the General Staff into three Brigades corresponding to them.

For the topographical survey of the most important parts of the

country he proposed the use of the scale of 1 : 20,000, and a larger

one of 1 : 10,000, for the ground in the immediate neighbourhood

of fortresses. He went, indeed, so far as proposing models of the

Silesian mountains.

Colonel V. Massenbach next condemned the principle of

scattering General Staff officers in the provinces. In this he

was certainly right, for at that time the peace organisation of the

Army had no commands to which General Staff officers could

have been permanently attached with advantage. On the other

hand, he proposed that almost half of these officers should

revert, after a certain time, from the General Staff to regimental

duty, in order to supply the Army with a school of trained

officers for Generals.

After this followed directions to General Staff officers with

regard to maintaining the secrecy of official documents, keeping

themselves acquainted with all tactical and administrative

changes in the Army, and as to the duties they would have to

perform at peace manojuvres. Finally, Colonel v. Massenbach

expressed a wish that the King should call upon the Quarter-

master-General (Chief of the General Staff) to furnish him

directly with a verbal report on the proposed plans of operations

for war, when fully worked out, as the Adjutant-General, who
would otherwise be called upon to do this, would not, he main-

tained, have sufficient time with his other duties to study

R 2
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tlioroughly all General Staff projects, anl furnish the King with

exhaustive reports on them.

Frederick William III received the memoir very favourably,

and referred it, after expressing his approval in general terms,

to certain distinguished Generals for their opinion, viz., the

Duke of Brunswick, Prince Hohenlohe, Field-Marshal v. Molien-

dorff, Lieutenant-General V. Geusau (Quartermaster-General), and

Major-General v. Zastrow (Adjutant-General).

All were highly pleased with its merits as a whole. Serious

objections were raised only by General v. Zastrow, who in fact

appeared to have been made somewhat uneasy by the claim?

urged for the position of the Quartermaster-General in his

relations with the King, although in the opinion which he

submitted he refrained from expressing a judgment on this point

which concerned himself personally.

Meanwhile, however. Colonel v. Massenbach, who did not

remain ignorant of the opinions, good or otherwise, that had

been expressed on his project, prepared a second and better

compiled memoir, slightly modified from the first, dated lO^h

November, 1802, which he prayed the King to submit to the

judgment of Generals v. Kiichel and v. Tempelhoif. These agreed

in the main with Massenbach, but General v. Tempelhoif found

ii good deal to object to in the details. They were of the same

mind in opposing the aims of the memoir as regards the prelimi-

nary working out of plans of operations. The latter they would

allow to be of value as exercises only ; but whilst General v.

Ixiichel urged " that there are many more political combinations

than are given as examples," General v. TempelhofE declared that

it was " very injudicious and hurtful to endeavour to extract from

such dissertations an epitome to serve as directions to the General

in command." " No General," he added, " would be satisfied at

receiving such directions, and the less so the more he was confi-

dent in his own al)ility."

The King then referred the second memoir, together with all

the opinions expressed on it, in March, 1803, to Lieutenant-

General V. Geusau, with an order to prepare a project for the
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new organisation of the General Staff according to it.

This was entrusted to Colonel v. Massenbach, who fulfilled

the task by rapidly making a project in a third and

fourth memoir, the result being the issue of " Instructions

approved of by the King, dated the 25th November, 1803, for

the Quartermaster-General's Staff."

The Quartermaster-General's Staff was now to consist of

—

1 Quartermaster-General. 6 Assistants.

3 Lieutenant-Quartermaster-Gcncrals. G Officers as surveyors {o/Jlcicn

6 Quartermasters. geographes).

6 Lieutenant-Quartermasters. 6 Kolonnevj'iger.

To these were attached

—

;• „ . .

1 Inspector of plans, &c.
, /

2 Registrars of plans, &c.
;

. .;

2 Engravers on copper.

2 Office servants.

An examination in surveying, fortification, tactics, and military

art and history was made compulsory for the appointment of

young officers to the General Staff. Further conditions were also

imposed, viz., as rcgirds integrity, rehabihty and thorough

knowledge of regime ntil duty. The General Staff was divided

into three equally strong Brigades, which were respectively

charf^ed with working out the eastern, southern and western

theatres of war, together with the countries lying adjacent.

The duties of the General Staff were divided into permanent

and current work.

The former consisted in developing the principles upon which

military operations are carried out. Only what had been con-

firmed by the Special Committee, consisting of the Quartermaster-

General and the three Lieutenant-Quartcrmaster-Generals, was

to be received and submitted for Koyal Assent.

The current work embraced all military subjects, including

the stv;dy of current literature, as well as the most careful work-

in(T out of all m'litary problems, in which there was any

possibility of the State becommg involved.

Ofhcers of the Quartermaster-Gencrars Staff were, moreover.
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expected to make themselves familiar with all military positions

in any way remarkable in Prussian territory, both from a

defensive as well as an offensive point of view, that is to say,

whether they could be used by the Prussian Army only or

by the enemy as well, and this not in a general way, but in

the most minute detail.

The tours necessary for the above were to be used for collecting

statistical information of every kind, which was to be kept up to

date by constant reference, as regards changes, to the civil

authorities. A triangulation was to form the basis of the

survey, which however, was to be restricted to only what

was most necessary. At the same time, maps, as well as all

other work of the General Staff, were to be kept perfectly

secret.

55,769 thalers* were assigned to the Quartermaster-General's

Staff for personal and other expenses, of which 10,800 thalers

alone were for travelling expenses during -the six summer months.

Colonel V. Massenbach also succeeded in getting 18 attached

officers added to the establishment, instead of the 6 attached

officers, 6 officers as surveyors and 6 Kolonnenjllger, as well as the

Royal Sanction, dated 11th February, 1804. to some of his

" Explanations " of the Instructions previously mentioned. By
tiiis he succeeded in getting some of his pet ideas made to hold

good as supplementary. We thus find among the twelve " Funda-

mental Treatises " to be worked out by the General Staff,

a treatise (No. 7) on the " Way in which fortresses should be

considered as playing a part in the Ordre de Bataille of Armies."

Fiom remarks on routine work it is gathered that Massenbach

tliought of providing the country with several large central

fortresses and scattering broadcast an enormous number of

smaller ones. The actual existence or non-existence of these

naturally caused on his part certain modifications in working

out the problems of the different cases of war.

Thirty-nine officers had originally intimated their intention

of competing at the first examination, held on the 15th February,

*IS,3(J5. Tlic llialcr is taken as 35.
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1804 This number was subsequently reduced, by voluntary

retirement, to 29, of whom 22 passed, i.e., were appomted

to the 22 new posts created in the Quartermaster-General s

Staff (4 Lieutenant-Quartermasters and 18 attached officers).

As a whole, the result of the examination was not satisfactory

A few of the candidates were taken with the mtention of

keeping them only for a short time on the General Staff leavmg.

svhen the establishment of attached officers was reduced, as

early as the year 1805, from 18 to 15.

The year 180G found the General Staff complete It was

distributed to the different Armies, but failed to save them rom

disaster. But it numbered in its ranks -^--^,^:^'^^^^^^
Scharnborst, Knesebeck, Miiffling, Valentmi, Kuhle and Boyen,

who, later on, greatly distinguished themselves.

The important services thus rendered to the General Staff b>

Colonel V. Massenbach, whose military career came to such an

untimely end at Prenzlau, must be regarded as marking a distinct

stride in the gradual growth of the present General Staff, its

weak points have been long ago remedied. The first step

towards improvement, after the disastrous war, was taken

by Colonel v. Scharnhorst. A memoir of his, written m the

be^innin. of the year 1808, starts with the war organisation

of Ihe Pmssian Army in three Army Corps, and fixes the number

of General Staff officers necessary for war, in accordance with

this, at

—

1 Quaitermastcr-General (Major-Geiicral).

1
Lieatenant-Quarterraaster-General (Colonel).

4 Quartermasters (Majorr,).

8 Lieutenant-Quartermasters (Capiauis).

12 Attached officers (Lieutenants).

Total, 2() Officers.

The duties of these officers in war wore to be regulatod by a

set of Special Instructiom approved of by the King, These were

not to be taken as a guide by General Staff officers only. They

were to be communicated to the Generals of the Army as well.
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" SO that every officer of tlic former, on the one liaiid, .should

know exactly what he had to do and what was expected of him,

and, on the other, that the latter should be cognizant of the duties

of a General StafE Officer, so that misunderstandings, over-

lapping, wrong expectations, or accusations might be avoided."

The practical training of General Staff officers was to be kept up

in peace time by ensuring an accurate knowledge of the condition

and the tactical manoeuvres of troops, a general knowledge of the

country, by exercises in the movements of troops in the fiel 1, and

finally, by being employed in surveying. The summer tours were

to be reduced to three months (partly for the sake of economy),

and were not to be restricted to Prussia alone, but were to

comprise foreign countries as well, " in so far as they might

possibly form a theatre of operations for a Prussian Army at any

future time."

Knowledge in detail of certain tracts of country was to be

connected with military history and thus afford opportunities

for closely studying the effect which ground has on the handling

of troops. Finally, the younger General Staff officers were to be

practised in the autumn of every year, after the manoeuvres, in

reconnaissance of ground, choosing roads for troops, places for

bivouacing, and in similar duties.

Whilst the greater portion of the General Staff was to be

stationed, as before, in Berhn and Potsdam, some officers were

to be permanently attached in the provinces to the Generals

they would be told off to in war, with the double object of estab-

lishing mutual confidence and bringing them closer in contact

with the troops.

The estabhshment fixed on the principles of this scheme

required 3G,000 thalers (£5,400) for the General Staff, of which

9,100 thalers were for tours, &c. This, in proportion to the

general reduction at that time of military expenditure, does

not show a very great reduction from the former sum of G 1,000

thalers.

The Army List of the year 1808 shows

—

1 Lieutonant-Qnarld-mastor-Gcneral (Major-Ocncral r. Sdiarnhorst).

2 Qiinitrniia^tfis.
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T-i'-i:tcnant-Quartcrmastcr3.

10 Attached oiHccrs.

15 Extra officers, giving a total cf 34 oGcrrs.

After the Army had been divided into 3 " Govommcnts

"

and G Brigades (forming the cadres of 3 Army Corps and 6

Divisions on a war footing), from the year 1809 one General Staff

officer was attached permanently to each Brigade, and one or

tvro to each Government.

The Prussian General Staff a;;;;ain appears in a distinct form

in the campaign of 1812 against Russia. There were 20 General

Staff officers of all ranks, besides 9 Adjutants, in the Prussian

Auxiliary Corps of 21,000 men, viz. :

—

With the General Commanding-in-Chief (Lieutenant-Gencral

V. Grawcrt)

—

1 Chi'Jof the GLncral StafT.

1 Qiiarteriiiaster.

4 Lieutenants of the General Staff.

Vrith the Second in Command (Licutenant-Gcncral v. Yorch)—

1 Major -|

1 Cai)tain y of the General Staff.

1 Lieutenant J

* ^^'^j"""
,

, I attached to the General Staff.
1 Captain of Cavalry J

Vrilh the Commander of the Infantry

—

2 Majors \ ^^ ^,^^ General StafT.
1 Lieutenant J

2 Lieutenants attached to the General Staff.

vrith the Commander of the Cavalry

—

1 Quartermaster.

2 Lieutenants of the General StafT.

1 Lieutenant attached to the General Staff.

This strong contingent of General Staff officers was caused,

in the first place, by the fact that the position of Commander-

in-Chief was held by two officers. On tlie other hand, we cac
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see that it was intended to give to a large number of General

Staff officers the opportunity of actually practising what they

had learnt in the last four years of peace.

The war of 1813-14 brought, with the une?q3ected appearance

of an Army which had been quietly formed in peace, a corre-

sponding increase in the General Staff. Besides being employed

at the headquarters of Armies, the officers belonging to it were

attached to Army Corps and Brigades. From one to two General

Staff officers were attached to each of the latter formations,

which, being composed of all arms, corresponded to Divisions of

the present day. There was this difference, however, from

former custom, viz., they were attached to the Brigade itself

and not to the person of its Commander, and consequently were

not affected by a change of Brigadiers.

We shall not be wrono; in assuming; that the officers belonging

to the General Staff took their full share in the great events of

those years. The work done by the Headquarters Staff of the

Silesian Army may be taken as an example of efficiency even at

the present day.

When the war came to a close, i.e., after the second Peace

of Paris, the General Staff was consolidated, so that one portion

was kept together in Berlin under its own special Chief as the

" Great General Staff," and the other distributed as " Army
General Staff" among Army Corps and Divisional commands,

and consequently kept very closely connected with the troops.

The whole of the General Staff was then under the Second

Department of the War Ministry, and from this position it was

not released until 1821, in which year the King, on the 25th

January, appointed General v. Muffling sole Chief of the General

Staff of the Army.* By this decree the General Staff obtained

* Licutcnant-Gciicral Freiherr v. Miiifling (called Weiss) held the post of

Chief of tlio General Staff of the Army from the 25th January, 1821, to the

28th November, 1829. He reorganised the general survey of the country; which

had been neglected to the very verge of ruin, including both the triangulation

and the to])ographical survey. A system of hill shading, in use uj) to the present

day, is still called after his name ; and, under his direction, Stall' tours for

General Stall oIliciTS were introduced.

Lieuteaant-Gcneral v. Krauseneck was Chief of the General Stalf of the Army
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an independent position directly under the Kmperor, which ii

has retained to the present day.

We may regaixl this circumstance as one of the most important

causes of the splendid achievements of the General Staff in

recent campaigns. The fact that the Prussian General Staff is

quite diiierent from the General Staffs of most other great Armies

as regards this particular question, certainly justifies a very close

examination of the considerations which bear on this point.

The result of this must surely convince us that even if the

Prussian General Staff had not already enjoyed the advantage

of being directly under the Emperor for more than 80 years,

other causes, arising partly from progressive changes in the form

of government, partly from developments in military organisation,

and partly from innovations in military matters generally, would

certainly have secured for it the position it now holds.

The position held by the Chief of the General Staff is, in fact,

a matter of the greatest importance.

It cannot be denied that it is essential for war purposes tliat

the same man who is charged with the necessary preparations in

peace should be entrusted with the conduct of the operations in

from the 28th November, 1829, to the 9th May, 1848. It will be shown fuvlhcr

on, in the chapter on autumn manojuvi-es, what excellent services he rendered

in this most important subject. After him the post was filled by Lieiitenant

General v. Reyer from the 13th May, 1848, during whose tenure of office tours

for practising the duties of the General Staff with the different Army Corps

were established. The great experience which General v. Reyer had gained

as a General Staff officer of the advanced guard of the Army of Silesia, in the

campaign of 1813-14, was turned to account by him in a most practical and

iii3tiuotive way. He died on the 7th October, 1857.

General Field-Marshal Graf v. Moltke was Chief of the General Staff of the Army

from the 29th October, 1857, till the 10th August, 1888. We shall show further

on in tliis work the immense strides the Prussian General Staff made during this

period. Th(! campaigns of 1804, 1800 and 1870-71 bear witness to this of

tliemselves and make other allusions appear superfluous.

General Field-JIarshal Graf v. Moltke, who was appointed President of the

Defence Committee, was succeeded on the 10th August, 1888, by General

Graf V. Waldersee, who afterwards became Field- Marsluxl. This officer was

General Officer Commanding Ninth Army Corps from the 2nd February, 1891,

and subs (piently Army Tnsp-ctor; he also went out in command of the Allied

F. re s in China ; he died in 1901.

(Jeiicral (!raf v. Schlieffen has been Chief of the General Staff of the Army

since the 7th February, 1891-
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war. Tliis is evidently absolutely necoo^ary owing to the rapidity

with wliicli well-organi33d. Armies can be chanjcJ from a peace

to a war footing and strategically concentrated on the frontier

by railway. If the arrangements for the latter operation, whicli

really forms a commencement of the campaign, were left till the

last moment, precious time would be lost and fatal delays caused.

It is just as absurd, on principle, that it should be expected that

any man, called upon at the last moment, could undertake the

direction of warlike operations, after a fixed direction had been

given them by a strategical concentration by railway, which had

been prepared beforehand in peace by another man and had

already been set in motion.

Consequently, there cannot be the slightest doubt that the

Chief of the General Staff of the Army, both in peace a:id war,

should be one and the same man.

In countries where the Chief of the General Staff is under the

Minister of War, it is possibly taken for granted that the latter,

without whose knowledge and authority the preparatory business

cannot be carried out, would himself take over the whole of the

duties of Chief of the General Staff of the iVrmy at the most

critical moment. This is, however, a terrible mistake. In the

first place, it would be next to impossible that a man would be

found who possessed at the same time the necessary qualifications

of a War Minister and of a Chief of the General Staff, that is to

say, was equally master of the art of military administration and

of handling Armies. Besides, the choice of a War Minister in

niiny countricj is often restricted by political considerations,

such as his parliamentary connections.

And even if such an exceptional man as this could be found,

he could not possibly fill both appointments referred to in war

time. It would be impossible even for the most talented man.

Consequently, one of these most important and responsible

posts would have to be placed in other hands at a critical

moment. Again, should the War Minister be unable, on war

breaking out, to carry on the duties of Chief of the General

Staff, which, perhaps, he might have done during peace, then
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certainly no one who had served under him during this time

would be found able to do so, for he would neither possess the

requisite authority nor be trusted to the extent necessary. In

fact, the man who had not been supposed capable of carrying on

the duties of such an important post in peace, could certainly

not be given far greater responsibilities in war.

The Chief of the General Staff of the Aimy must hold, in

peace, a separate and independent position. Like Generals

holding commands, he must be directly under the Emperor.

He will then know best hov/ to train his officers so as to

render good service in war. It is thus evident that the step

taken in Prussia in 1821 was a right one.

The General Staff was soon reduced again on economical

grounds. Notably, the General Staff officers hitherto attached

to Divisions w^erc abolished during peace time.

The following was the establishment of the General Staff,

fixed according to Royal Order, dated 11th January, 1824 :

—

1 LiLHitenant-Concral as Chief.

13 Colonels (9 Chiefs of the General Staff with Army Corps. 3 Chiefs

in the Great General Staff, and 1 Chief of the General Staff

attaehed to the Inspector-General of Artillery).

13 Field Officers (9 on the staffs of Arniy Corps and J on the Great
General Staff).

10 Captains (9 on the staffs of Army Corps).

9 Lieutenants (on tlie Great General Staff).

Total, 4G OOiccra.

The war formation at that time required the following

3 Army commands: 3 General Oflieers, (5 FivlA Ollicers, G Cai)taiiis,

G Lieutenants.

9 .Army Corps : 9 General O.Ticcrs or Colonels, 9 Fii Id Ollicers, 9 Captains.

3G Divisions .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3() „

9 Cavalry Divisions .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . <)

Commander-in-Chiet's headquarters, 2 General Ollicers, i FiAd OHiccrs

2 Caplidiis.

Total 101 Oni'.ers.
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Thus the peace estabhshment was considerably less than

one-half of what was required for war—a state of affairs

which was exceedingly dangerous. This was the more so,

as at that time General Staff officers were not often changed,

and consequently there was no sufficient reserve of regimental

officers who had served on the General Staff and could be

reckoned on in case of emergency.

The events of the years 1848 to 1850 disclosed many im-

perfections, chiefly caused by certain economies which had

been carried to excess in preceding years. This led to

a fresh work of re-organisation, the final result of which forms

the foundation of the German Army as it exists at the present

moment.

Attention was soon turned to the General Staff. It was

given a new establishment as early as the 7th April, 1853, by

which General Staff officers were again attached to Divisions in

peace. The increase in the peace footing thus obtained was

met by a corresponding decrease in the war footing of the Army

in another way (2 Infantry Divisions, of 12 battalions each,

forming an Army Corps, instead of 4 Divisions of 6 battalions

each). This was a more favourable proportion between the peace

and war establishments at the time.

The peace establishment was as follows :—
1 Lieutenant-General as Chief 1 ^ hitherto.

1 3 Colonels J

32 Field Officers (9 on the staffs of Army Corps, IS on tliose of Divisions,

and 5 on the Great General Staff).

18 Captains (0 on the staffs of Army Corps and 9 on the Great General

Staff).

Total, M Officers.

The war establishment was reckoned at 83 officers (18 officers

less than hitherto), so that the peace footing was only 19 officers

short, i.e., about a fourth. The supply for this deficiency could

be counted on, after the necessity of the periodical return of

General Staff officers to regimental duty was agam recognised.

The mobilisation which took place in the summer of the year
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1859 showed no difficulty in increasing the number of General

Staff officers.

But, on the other hand, difficulties arose in the campaign of

1864 which could only be remedied by raising the peace establish-

ment. No systematic mobilisation of whole Army Corps took

place in this campaign, but only that of certain separate Divisions.

Whereas, however, the General Staffs of Army Corps remained

behind at their posts occupied with their peace duties, the Divisions

were re-formed into Army Corps at the seat of war. The extra

number of General Staff officers required in consequence of this

was met by detaching officers from the Great General Staff. But

the latter was then barely able to carry on its own duties. An
increase of the General Staff was therefore determined on,

together with the strict separation of a special establishment

of the General Staff for purely scientific purposes, to ensure the

rontinnity of which, certain specially fitted officers were to be

retained and exempted from the usual spells of regim^ental

duty.

The establishment fixed by Royal Order of the 5th August,

1865, and which had reference to these requirements, was, how-

ever, never actually carried into effect. Want of funds at the

time, as well as the differences which arose between the Government

and a certain party of the representatives of the country on the

question of regulating the administration of the public finances,

prevented the increase in the establishment actually taking place

till the spring of the year 1866.

The events of this year brought the proposed increase again

to the front, and led to the establishment on \\hich our present

organisation is based, being fixed by Royal Order of the 31st

January, 1867. The considerable augmentation of the General

Staff on this occasion arose not only from the increase of the

Prussian Army by three Army Corps, but more especially from

the necessity which had been felt during the campaign of 1866

of leaving a sufficient number of supernumerary or extra

General Staff officers bejiind to take permanent charge of the

military organisation of tlic railway traffic, and to be ready for
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any new contingencies that might aris3 in the course of the

campaign, when the whole arm/ wai mobilised.

In spite of the reduction in numbers at headquarters of Armies,

and the fact that four staffs were not appointed (those of the

III and IV Army Corps were not formed at all, and the VII and

VIII Army Corps formed the nucleus of the Staff of the

Commander of the Elbe and Maine Armies), and several Cavalry

Divisions were not formed, still 105 General Staff officers were

gradually employed in one way or another exclusive of Railway

Staff officers. Thus, the assumed Avar establishment of 83

officers was very considerably exceeded, for the peace footing

of G-i officers had to be increased by 41, i.e., about two-fifths

of the whole number actually required.

The following was the establishment fixed by Royal Order of

the 31st January, 1867 :—

" Haup-Etat.'' (Main Eutablishmont.)

1 Chill of the Cencral StafT of the Arm\\

3 Cliiefs of Sections of the Crcat General Staff.

12 C'hiefs of the General Staff of Army Corps.

1 Chief of the General Staff with the General Inspection of the Artillery.

7 Field Officers in the Great General Staff.

12 Field Officers on the staffs of Army Corps.

25 Field Officers on the staffs of Divisions (including 1 for the Cavaliy

Division of the Guard).

15 Captains on the Great General Staff.

12 Captains on the staffs of Army Corps.

Total. 88 Officers.

" Nehen-Elat.^'' (subsidiary Establishment) (for scientific

purposes).

4 C'hi^'fs of Sections t

5 Field Ofliceis l- hcloni^ing to the Giccit General Staff.

12 Captains J

Total, 21 Officers.

A grand total of 100 officers, of which 4G officers, i.e.,

'12-2 per cent., belor)gcd to the Great General Staff", whilst the

old establishment of Gl officers showed only 17, i.e., only 2G-G

per cent, as belonging to it.
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The analogous formation for the Kingdom of Saxony and the

Grand Duchy of Hesse, adding to the above eight and two

officers respectively, brought the peace footing for the Army of

the North German Confederation up to 119 officers. This was the

state of affairs on the declaration of war in 1870-71, which made

great demands on the available number of officers. The original

organisation of the Army on taking the field was as follows :

—

1. Headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces

in the Field (His Majesty the King)

—

1 Chief of the General Staff of the Army.
1 Quartermaster-General.

3 Chiefs of Sections.

3 Field Officers (including 1 of the Royal Saxon Army).-*

C) Captains, &c.

Total, 14 Officers.

To which should be added, from the fact of their being so

closely connected during the whole of the campaign with the

General Staff

—

1 Intendant-General of the Army.

1 Chief of Jlilitary Telegraphs.

2. Command of the I Army

—

1 Chief of the General Staff.

1 Chief Quartermaster.

1 Field Officer.

2 Captains.

1 First Lieutenant.

Total, 6 Officers.

3. Command of the II Army

—

1 Chief of the General Staff

1 Chief Quartermaster.

2 Field Officers.

2 Captains.

2 First Li'jutenants.

Total, 8 Officers.

• The Chief of the General Staff of the Army had two Adjutante told off to
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4. Command of the III Army

—

1 Chief of the General Staff.

1 Chief Quartermaster.

1 Field Officer.

3 Captains.

2 First Lieutenants.

Total, 8 Officers.

To which should be added 1 Bavarian, 1 Wiirtemburg, and 1

Baden officer.

5. Each Line of Communications of the three Armies had a

Chief of the General Staff, in all three officers.

6. Military Government of the Rhine—Districts of the VIL
V^III and XI Army Corps

—

1 Chief of the General Staff.

1 Field Officer.

1 Captain.

1 First Lieutenant.

Total, 4 Officers.

7. Military Government of the Districts lying on the sea-coast

—

Districts of the I, II, IX and X Army Corps

—

1 Chief of the General Staff.

1 Field Officer.

1 Captain.

1 First Lieutenant.

Total, 4 Officers.

8. General Command of mobilised troops in the Districts of

the I, II, IX and X Army Corps- -

1 Chief of tiie General Staff.

1 Field Officer.

2 Captains.

Total, 4 Officers.

9. Milicary Government of Berlin —Districts of the III and IV

.A.rray Corps

—

1 Field Officer.
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10. Military Government of Posen—Districts of the V and VI

A.rmy Corps

—

1 Field Officer.

11. Army Corps Commands of the Guard Corps and Aimy
Corps, Nos. I to XI

—

eacli, 1 Chief of the Staff.

1 Field Officer.

2 Captains.

Total, 4S Officers for the 12 Army Corps.

12. 2 Infantry Divisions of the Guard, 22 Infantry Divisions,

I Cavalry Division of the Guard, 6 Cavalry Divisions, 1 Landwehr

Division of the Guard, and .3 Reserve Divisions, giving a total of

35 Divisions

—

1 Field Officer or Captain each, or a total of .35 officers for the 35 Divisions.

13.

1 General Staff officer witli the Wiirtemburg Field Division.

The grand total of the above shows 138 mobilised Prussian

General Staff officers in the field, to which should be added 23

extra officers acting on the Great General Staff who were stationary.

For this war strength of 161 officers there was a peace footing

of 109 officers only. Consequently an increase of almost one-half

had to be made.

Of the other German troops, Saxony, in addition to 1 General

Stai! officer at the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters, had 10

General Staff officers with her Army Corps and the headquarters

of the Army of the Meuse, which was formed in the early part

of the campaign ; Hesse had 1 officer at the headquarters of the

II Army, and 2 officers with her Division ; Bavaria, in addition

to some officers at the headquarters of the III Army, had 24

officers with her two Army Corps (there was a General StafE officer

attached to each Infantry or Cavalry Brigade) : Wiirtemburg,

in addition to 1 officer at the headquarters of the III Army, had

8 General Staff officers with her Field Division (there was a

c 2
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General Staff officer to each Brigade) ; and Baden, in addition

to 1 officer at the headquarters of the III Army, had 4 General

StafE officers with her Field Division.

There were, therefore, altogether about 200 General Staff

officers with the mobilised forces of Germany at the outset of the

campaign.

This number was raised during the war by the formation of

new Army Commands, Army Corps, Reserve Divisions and

Military Governments of the occupied parts of tlie enemy's

territory (a corresponding reduction in the Military Governments

at home should be set against this), so that at the close of the

campaign there were 155 Prussian officers alone holding posts on

the General Staff with mobilised troops, giving an increase of 17

officers from the opening of the campaign.

After peace was restored, the XIV and XV Army Corps formed,

and the officers of the Grand Ducal Hessian, Baden, and Mecklen-

burg Forces at the same time amalgamated with the Prussian

Army, the peace establishment of the Prussian General Staff

was fixed as follows :

—

a. Hawpt-Etat.

1 Chief of the General Staff of the Army (one of his Adjutants was
borne on the estabhshment of the Adjutantur and the other

on that of tlie General Staff).

14 Chiefs of the General Staff' of Army Corps (the Guard and Army
Corps Nos. I to XI inc., and the XIV and XV Army Corps).

1 Chief of the General Staff with the General Inspection of the

Artillery.

4 Chiefs of Sections of the Great General Staff.

14 Field Officers on the staffs of Army Corps.

30 Field Officers on the staff's of Divisions (including one with the

Cavalry Division of the Guard and one with the Hessian

Division (the 25th) ).

10 Field Oflicer.s of the Great General Staff.

14 Captains on tlie staffs of Army Corps.

18 Captains of the Gn^at General Staff.

Total, 106 Officera.
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b. Nehen-Etat.

4 Chiefs of Sectioas.

7 Field Officers.

18 Captains.

Total, 29 Officers.

Making a grand total of 135 officers.

The establishment for 1875 shows a further increase in the

Haupt-Etat of 5 Field Officers, the object of adding these to

the Great General Staff being that a sufficient number of military

instructors for the War Academy should be furnished by the

Great General StafE without interfering with the proper discharge

of its other duties. The Haupt-Etat was further increased on

the 1st January, 187G, by an additional Captain, on the formation

of the Cavalry Division* of the XV Army Corps ; and again on

the 1st April, 1878, by an additional Field Officer, with a view of

attaching officers of the General Staff to important Military

Governments. The Nehen-Etat was also increased in the year

1875 by 2 Chiefs of Sections, 1 Field Officer and 4 Captains, in

order to bring the survey entirely under the sole direction of the

Chief of the General Staff of the Army, and properly organise the

increased duties that it had been called on to undertake. It was

again increased by an additional Captain on the 1st April, 1882,

to take charge of the Record Section of the Survey, which has to

keep maps corrected up to date.

Thus the numbers became

—

Haupt-Etat, 113 Officers.

Neben-Etat, 37 „

Total, 150 Officers.

It was laid down by Imperial Order of the 27th December,

1881, that in future there was to be a Quartermaster-General

belonging to the General Staff' in peace as well as in war.

In all General Staff' matters he was to be regarded as

the representative of the Chief of the General Staff of the

* Wliieli baa since been aga'n di.'jbandefl.
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Army, and as Director as regards the Chiefs of Sections of the

Great General Staff {Haupt-Etat and ISehen-Etat), the Chiefs of

the General Staff with Army Corps, and with the General

Inspection of the Artillery.

In the year 1886 the General Staff was increased by five addi-

tional Captains in the Haupt-Etat and two additional captains in

the Neben-Etat.

With this a General Staff officer was allotted to each of the

Military Governments of Cologne and Mayence, and one to the

Commandantship of Posen. A Captain was posted to the

newly-formed 33rd Division and one to the staff of the XV
Army Corps respectively. The two additional Captains of the

Neben-Etat were employed on the Survey, to which another

Captain was subsequently added in 1888.

The appointment of Quartermaster-General, created in 1881,

was abolished in 1889. Three Chief Quartermasters (Lieutenant-

Generals or Major-Generals) were appointed instead, and these,

so far as their work or duties were concerned, Avere placed

immediately under the Chief of the General Staff. It was also

laid down that the senior Chief Quartermaster in Berlin was

to act as the representative of the Chief of the General Staff

unless special orders were given to the contrary. The Chief of

the General Staff was at the same time instructed to entrust one

of the Chief Quartermasters with the general supervision of the

training, &c., of the Railway Regiment and Balloon Detacliment.*

A Captain was next attached to each Chief Quartermaster as

"Adjutant." The Neben-Etat was consequently hicreased by

three additional officers. The Great General Staff was again

increased by three Field Officers as " Commissioners of Lines of

Railway," and six Field Officers as " Railway Commissioners."

By Imperial Order of tlie 20th February, 1890, the Great

General Staff" was further increased by the following :

—

1 Chief of ii Settiou (Major-lJciieial).

4 Chiefs of .Sectiona (Colonels).

5 Field Officers.

7 Captains.

• On the 1st April, ISO!), the Railway, Telegra))li and Balloon troops were

ulatud under tlic newly formed lusijection of Conimunieation troops.
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The Nehen-Etat was also increased by three Field Officers. One

Captain was, however, taken from the staff of the XV Army

Corps.

The General Staff of the Prussian Army thus consisted of :

—

a. Haupt-Etat.

1 Chief of the General Staff of the Army.

3 Chief Quartermasters.

6 Chiefs of Sections.

19 Chiefs of Sub-sections.

117 Officers.

Total, 146 Officers.

h. Nehen-Etat.

1 Chief of the Survey.

5 Chiefs of Sections.

52 Officers.

Total, 58 Officers.

To the above should be added

14 Field Officers ad Commissioners of Lines of Railway.

6 Field Officers as Railway Commissioners.

As wtiU as some 74 Lieutenants attached for duty.

Bavaria has a peace establishment of 24 General Staff officers,

Saxony 11, and Wiirtemburg 7.

During the succeeding years the following increases and

changes took place in the Great General Staff :

—

189-1: : One Field Officer (for the Central control of Surveys),

one Captain (Chief Quartermaster-Adjutant). 1897 : Of 20 posts

for Field Officers as Railway Line and Railway Commissioners,

three were changed into Colonel's and three into Captain's

appointments.

On the 1st April, 18US, the Nehen-Etat was amalgamated

with the Ilaupt-Etal. About half of the oiHcers belonging to the

former Nehen-Etat were taken into the General Staff, the re-

mainder coutinued as " attached to the Great Gejicral Stall."
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From this time on, 93 officers (16 Chiefs, 77 Field Officers and

Captains) were told off as General Staff with troops, the re-

mainder being designated as Great General Staff.

The latter now consisted of the following :

—

1 Quartennaster-Geueral* 1
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ .j^i^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^.^^^^

3 Chief Quarternia.sters J

14 Chiefs of Sections (Brigadiers or Colonels).

97 Field Officers or Captains.

Total, 115 Officers.

And about 100 First Lieutenants attached for training.

Also 20 Railway Line and Railway Commissioners.

Of whom 3 Field Officers (Colonels).

14 „

3 Captains, 1st Class.

To these must be added two retired officers (Field Officers or

Captains) for work in the Historical Section and Library.

In 1899 the establishment was increased by one Kailway Line

Commissioner (Field Officer) and two pensioned (retired) officers.

In 1901 it was further increased by one Field Officer as Railway

Line Commissioner.

The General Staff with troops has been increased by four

Field Officers and five Captains, owing to the formation of new

commands, during the years 1899 to 1904.

The arrangement of the duties of the Great General Staff—
among the Chief Quartermasters and Section Chiefs—depends on

the instructions given by the Chief of the General Staff of the Army,

and comprises :

—

1. The preparation of the German Army and fortresses for

war, the transport of troops during the mobiUsation and con-

centration of the Army.

2. Obtaining information as to foreign Armies and Navies,

and their progressive development, following military operations

in foreign countries.

3. Training officers for the General Staff, including those for

* This designation has since been adopted again for the Senior Chi-'f Quarter-

master.
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duty with troops and those officers attached to the Great Genera]

Staff for General Staff work.

4. Study of the latest questions regarding fortifications, rifles

and guns.

5. Arrangement of the Imperial manoeuvres.

6. Mihtary histories.

The Survey Department consists of the Trigonometrical,

Topographical and Cartographical Sections.

The Trigonometrical Section has to cover the whole country

with a network of triangulation which serves for scientific and

State purposes, as well as for the foundation of the topographical

survey. It has also to determine all heights for the same

purposes.

On every German square mile ten stations in stonework and a

number of towers and other suitable buildings must be fixed.

The Trigonometrical Section has to carry out the same work in

the States of the German Confederation, with which an arrange-

ment has been come to in the matter.

The Topographical Section carries out the topographical

survey of Prussia and of the other German States, with the excep-

tion of Bavaria, Saxony, Wiirtemburg, Baden and Hesse, which

are doing their own. The surveys are carried out almost exclusively

on a scale of 1 : 25,000. To keep maps corrected up to date

special reconnaissances are made.

The work of the Cartographical Section consists in

—

A. Preparing, printing and distributing : (1) The plane table

maps, scale 1 : 25,000 ; (2) the maps of the German Empire,

scale 1 : 100,(XX) (plain and coloured)
; (3) the topographical

general maps of the German Empire, scale 1 : 200,000
; (4) the

topographical special map of Central Europe, scale 1 : 200,000.

B. Preparing maps for special objects, c.j/., maps of environs

of garrisons, of theatres of war, plans of battlefields, maps of

China and South-West Africa.

C. Preparing maps for Army use, such as plans of garrisons,

maps for manceuvres, field days and instructional [)urposes.

D. The custody and keeping corrected all maps, and their issue.
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E. The execution of all drawing and printing work required

by the Great General Staff.

The Great General Staff, together with the Survey Department,

consists of

—

270 officers (including officers attached for duty).

289 higher grade officials and 53 lower grade officials.

2. The Staff College.

The Staff College having been placed, as regards instruc-

tion, under the Chief of the General Staff of the Army, by Im-

perial Order of the 21st November, 1872, it appears desirable

to give a short description of the history and organisation

of this Institution, which may be regarded, to a certain extent,

as a training establishment or school for the General Staff.

The Staff College owes its origin to the experiences of the

Great King in the Seven Years' War, and, indeed, to no small

extent to the great decline in quality which took place in the

officers of the Prussian Army, the best of whom had fallen

on the field of battle. The national body of officers {Offizierkorps),

with a code of honour laid down by Frederick William I,

was unable to preserve its original quality intact during the trials

of a long and costly war, and was obliged to fill up gaps with

many men of a very inferior stamp, to whom not only the old

Prussian officer's spirit, but military training as well, were en-

tirely wanting. The King himself wrote as follows to Fouque

on the 27th AprU, 1764 :—
" As regards the private soldier, it will be precisely the same

as it was before the war. But as regards the oificer, the case

is one of the greatest anxiety to me. With the object of

making officers attentive to their duties, and giving them the

power of reasoning for themselves, I have them now instructed

in the Art of War, and they are taught to form their own

judgment on everjrthing they do. You will, of course,

see, my dear fellow, that this method will not succeed with every-

body, but that, at the same time, we shall eventually get from the
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whole body certain men who will not only in course of time be

generals by virtue of their rank, but, what is more, possess the

necessary qualifications.
"

But the King did not stop with the introduction of this training,

which was carried on in the principal garrisons. He went further,

inasmuch as he desired his Army to be augmented by a scientific

element, and this led to the foundation of the " New Academy,"

for which Institution the necessary building land and grounds,

on which our present Staff College {Kriecfs Akademie) stands,

were acquired as early as the latter part of the autumn of 1763.

The organisation of the Institution, which was intended by

the Great King for the training of young noblemen, both for

the military and diplomatic services, was undertaken forthwith

under the direction of the King himself, by Major-General v.

Buddenbrock,* who had been Chief of the Cadet Corps from the

year 1759.

The new Institution was opened on the 1st March, 1765,

under the name of Acadrmie des Nobles, of which the first students

were 15 selected cadets ; and we find the King himself carrying

out a minute inspection of it as early at the 9tli March of the

same year.

Major-General v. Buddenbrock was appointed Director. The

instructional 'personnel consisted of 5 governors, 5 professors,

and a master of the French language. It received a total annual

fixed allowance of 21,000 thalers (£3,150), so that the cost of

instruction of each student was 1,-100 thalers (£210) per head

per annum. The King himself framed the Instructions on train-

ing, instruction and interior economy.

With the exception of some difficulties caused by the variable

characteristics of certain masters and instructors imported from

France, the Institution, on the whole, developed itself in accord-

* The statement made by the Belgian Captain Laliuro (eoniiiare his work on

the (Jeneral Staff, i)age 79), tliat Frederick II selected a French orticer as the

lirst Director of this establishment, is incorrect. There was certainly no neces-

sity for such a step after the experience of the Seven Years' War. The ap-

pointment has never at any time been held by an officer taken fiom the French

service.
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ance with the King's intentions, so far as the training of useful

officers was concerned.

The King himself says, in his historical work :
"

1'Academic

prospera et fournit des officiers." Of 140 students who entered

the Institution up to the date of the King's death, 104 left as

military officers, and we find 6 holding the rank of General

officer as early as 1806.

Durins the reign of Frederick William II the character of

the Institution, which was now called the Acadnnie Militaire,

remained unchanged. A set of Instructions, issued on the 7th

June, 1790, having reference to the many alterations that had

taken place in military matters, is a proof of the interest which

the King took in the Institution.

Frederick William III enlarged the Institution, and gave it

the name of Adelicfie Militair Ahademie in the year 1804. In

addition to the Inspector-General, Lieutenant-General v. Riichel,

and the Director, Colonel v. Kleist, there were 8 professors, 5

governors (3 of them being Captains), and 13 civil and military

mstructors for 15 royal and 30 boarding students.

The Academy, completely broken up by the events of 1806,

was not re-established in the new army organisation which

followed. It had hitherto furnished the Army with well-prepared

material for forming officers, similar to the Selecta of the Cadet

Corps of the present day, but the establishment which was now

founded under the name of " General War School," or " General

Military Academy " (" AUgemeine Kriegsschide " or Allqemeine

Militair Ahademie), by Royal Order of the 3rd May, 1810, was

intended to carry out a far more extensive programme. The

hitherto existing military training institutions, viz., the Engineer

Academy founded at Potsdam in 1788, the Artillery Academy

founded at Berlin in 1791, and the Academy for Young Officers

founded at Berlin in 1804, were, in fact, simultaneously abolished.

The latter, originally a voluntary society, had been given a more

permanent character under the leadership of Scharnhorst,

who himself gave instruction in strategy, tactics, the use of

field artillery, and the duties of the General Staff. Frederick
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William III granted to this institution an annual allowance of

3,000 thalers (£450) on the 21st June, 1804, ordering at the

same time that young officers who had studied the elementary

principles of the military and mathematical sciences and passed

the necessary examination, and who desired to prosecute their

studies further in the higher and applied branches of these

sciences, should receive instruction in logic, pure and applied

mathematics, artillery, fortification, the attack and defence of

fortresses, tactics, strategy, military geography and assistance

in the study of the history of the most instructive wars. The

practical exercises were to include :—Artillery practice in

firing shot, &c., mortar practice, manoeuvring, constructing

a field work, working out military projects with reference to

ground in the neighbourhood of Berlin, and instruction in the

use of surveying instruments. The course lasted from the 1st

September to the2 1 st March. All officers of the '

' Berlin Inspection
'

'

and 20 officers of other garrisons had a right to go through the

course. The former could also receive instruction in other sciences

if they so desired. It is easy to perceive in tliis organisation

traces of the main principles on which the present Staff College

is founded.

The Institution which was founded in 1810 had, however,

to undertake more extensive work. According to the desire of

the King, expressed as early as the 8th September, 1809, to

Major-General v. Liibzow, it was intended to form a school

of instruction for all arms of the service, to take the place

of those Institutions which were confined to training ofiicers

for one particular arm. The prospectus for the year 1810

lays down the object of the Institution as being to " prepare

useful and in every way meritorious servants of the State,

but especially to promote and maintain in the Prussian Army

a spirit of duty and mihtary knowledge which should make

members of the Institution thoroughly capable of carrying out

at all times any duty that might be entrusted to them, and impress

them at the same time with certain high principles of fulfilling

their duty towards their King aud country. Men such as these.
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possessing knowledge and a high sense of duty, are more hkely

to accomplish great results and to sacrifice themselves for the

good of their country than those whose ideas are limited to the

conception of a mere mechanical service." The Academy,

divided into two classes, was intended both to prepare

Portrprefahnriche* for the officers' examination and to afford an

opportunity to young officers of acquiring higher scientific

attainments.

These proposals were modified by the King, inasmuch as

three AVar Schools {Kriegsschulen) for Porti'p'efahnriche (at

Berlin, Konigsberg (in Prussia) and Breslau) and a War School

for officers (at Berlin), which was under the same direction as

the PortrprefdJmrich School at Berlin, were established. The

War School for officers was intended for the higher training of

more senior officers and for the study of certain professional

subjects. It was pointed out that " although stress is laid on

imparting to the student that special knowledge and skill which

is required for his particular calling, nevertheless great attention

must be paid, at the same time, to combine with this instruction

an application of the power of thought, and the training of the

mind and power of judgment are to be looked on as of the first

importance."

The course lasted three years, beginning on the 15th October

and ending on the 15th July. The general superintendence

was under the Chief of the General Staff. In addition to the

military board, there was a committee charged with the super-

intendence of the Studies. The latter consisted of two officers

of special scientific attainments and two savants of known

reputation, to carry on the scientific part of the work. The

annual admission of students was fixed at 50, and made

subject to an entrance examination.

The events of the year 1812, however, caused the officers'

class to bo broken up on the 24th March, and on the 18th

* The Pnrti'pi'effihvrich of the Prussian Army is a candidate for a commisaion.

literally " Sword Knot Ensign."' He is now called " Fuhnrich." —(Tb..)
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January, 1813, all the Portt^pt'efdhnriche at the War Schodls

were dismissed.

After peace was re-established the old arrangements were

again adopted, with the exception, however, that the class for

Port^p^efdhnriche was divided into two sections, one being for

the training of Infantry and Cavalry officers and the other for

that of the Artillery and Engineers. On the 1st September,

1816, however, the connection between the officers' and PorUp^e-

fdhnrich classes was discontinued. All elementary instruction,

which formerly took place in the second class, was to cease. In

its place a two years' course was established in the Brigade

Schools and a special training establishment created for the

Artillery and Engnieers.

The General War School {Allgemeine Kriegsschvle), which,

was afterwards placed under the Inspector-General of Military

Education and Training by Royal Order of the 26th December,

1819, was henceforth intended for those officers only who " after

having acquired elementary knowledge in other establishments

desired to increase and perfect the same in every province of the

Art of War, in order to acquire the necessary skill for the higher

and extraordinary demands of the service."

The course, as before, lasted three years, the number admitted

annually being 40. The Institution, which received the name of

Staff College on the 5th October, 1859, has experienced no material

radical changes since the year 1816. The number of students has

increased with the Army and amounts now to over 400. The

three years' course has been adhered to. The Staff College was

taken from the superintendence of the General Inspection of

Military Education and Training by Imperial Order of the 16/21

November, 1872, and the general superintendence of the scientific

training of the Institution placed under the Chief of the General

Staff. This step, which corresponds with the principles on which

the Army was re-organised in 1809, secures for the Institution,

in addition to other advantages, that of the immediate care of

the Chief of the General Staff of the Army in providing it with

the very best military instructors, who, for the most part, belong

to tiie Great General Staff.
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At the present time the work of the Staff College is carried cue

by-
1 Director (General).

4 Members of the Committee of Management.

9 „ „ Studies Committee.

21 Military Instructors.

22 Civilian „

15 Officials.

3. General Staff Duties with Troops.

Although only a part of the office work falls to General Staff

officers with troops, a thorough explanation of this work seems

desirable, as it is inevitable that the General Staff and Routine

Staff officers are called upon to act the one for the other at times.

General Staff officers, as the appointed representatives of the

Chief of the General Staff, must make themselves thoroughly

acquainted with the whole of the business procedure in the

commands in all its branches. One may remark beforehand that

as there is very little definitely laid down as to the conduct of

business, the particular arrangements vary somewhat according

to local and other circumstances. The description which follows

therefore gives the duty of certain officials, and apart from

what has been laid down by Imperial Order, must be looked

upon essentially as a proposal, which has been tried and proved

satisfactory.

A. Staff of an Army Corps.

" The instructions for the transaction of business with troops,

dated the 12th July, 1828," serve as the basis on which to

work. It deals specially with the conditions in an Army Corps

Command, and, apart from such matters as have meanwhile

undergone change, contains the following instructions which still

hold good :

—

All the business which arises in a command will be dealt with

under one of four heads, viz. :

—
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Section I.~General Staff.

Section II.—Routine Staff.

Section III.—Legal (Judge-Advocate's Department).

Section IV.—Departmental (Intendance), medical and veteri-

nary matters, religious matters.

Section I, in which are two officers* (la and 16), deals with—

Marches, billeting, training of troops and mana3uvres, selection

of manoeuvre areas. General Staff and tactical rides, mobilisation,

roads, railways and communications, frontier and political affairs,

stren^h, condition and distribution of the Armies of neighbouring

foreign Armies, questions on Army organisation, matters connected

with civil law, equipment of fortresses, maps, reconnaissances, the

winter work of the officers of a scientific professional nature.

Section II, in which are two officers (Ila and 116), deals with—

Orders of the day, garrison duties, states and reports, courts

of honour, personal affairs of officers and men, offences against

discipline, decorations, interior economy of units, reserve and

Landwehr matters, discharges, invaliding, remounts, arms and -

ammunition.!

In Section III the Military Law Officials^ deal with the follow-

ing in so far as there is any question of law :—

Pardons, judgments in affairs of courts of honour, matters of

discipline, ' complaints, inquests, press matters, requests for

employment as artificers, discharges of men on account of offences

committed before entering the service to be disposed of by the

authorities, proof of property as marriage portion for officers,

legal opinions for the Corps Intendance officials, examination

of requests for appointments as military clerks.

The military law officers, apart from the above, have to deal with

• Several Army Corps commands have three officers in Section I.

+ There is a Major on the retired list attached to every Army Corps command.

How he is employed rests with the General Officer Commanding.

Witli the Guards Army Corps there is also an officer (Captain or Field Officer

on the retired list) in Section II, who is in chart^c of the office concerned with

the lists of and all details regarding officers and men of the Reserve of the

Guard Another retired officer, as Section V, deals with questions as to mvalidmg

from the Chinese Brigade and the previous expeditionary force,

t Two higher grade and one lower grade military law officials.

D
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all the affairs of the General Officer Commanding in his capacity

as arbiter of justice ; they, in addition, take part in the prepara-

tion and proceedings of the higher courts-martial as prosecutor

or as judge (member). Their rights and duties are contained in

the military law regulations ; they must always keep the Chief of

the General Staff posted in all legal matters which arise.

The clerical work is always performed by a military clerk,

the messenger work by a court messenger.

Section IV deals with

—

By the Corps Intendant (IVa).—All matters of supply, finance,

buUding and clothing, travelling claims, allowances, the personal

affairs of the Intendance officials, paymasters, and other officials.

By the Corps Surgeon-General (IV6) (who also gives his opinion

on the medical certificates given by the military surgeons in cases

of discharges and invaliding).—The health of the troops and the

personal affairs of the officers of the Medical Corps.

By the Senior Chaplain (IVc).—Religious matters, the personal

affairs of the chaplains and vergers.

By the Corps Staff Veterinary Surgeon (lYd).—The care of the

horses and the personalaffairsof the veterinary officers, andofficials.

The above distribution of duties may be changed by the

General Officer Commanding, and the particular division of

the work in Sections I and II, between the two officers working

in each section, is subject to his decision.

The work done in Section I by the Senior General Staff officer,

which consists principally in arrangements for mobilisation and for

manoeuvres on a large scale (Section la), is the most extensive and

responsible work done by the Army Corps Staff. Although the posi-

tion of this officer is less independent than that of a General Staff

Officer with a Division, only such Senior General Staff officers are

employed in Section la of the Army Corps Staff as have already

filled this appointment with a Division. A change in the distribu-

tion of work in Sections I and II tends to enlarge the sphere of

knowledge of the officers concerned. Opportunity for such

change arises from leave, sickness, an appointment not being

filled, when it is necessary for someone to act in the appoint-
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ment. It is taken as a principle in these cases that the other

officer in the section is to act for an officer who is absent.

The three military justice officials act for each other, or are

represented by one of the military justice officials belonging to

the garrison.

The Corps Intendant is replaced by a member of the Int'endance,

the Corps Surgeon-General by a Divisional Staff Surgeon (or the

Garrison Surgeon), the Senior Chaplain by a Divisional Chaplain

(or the Garrison Chaplain), the Corps Staff Veterinary Officer by a

Senior Veterinary Officer belonging to the Army Corps. The

Chief of the General Staff is responsible for all the office work of

the Army Corps Staff. The officers and officials dealing with the

work in the four sections, who are immediately under him, must

first of all refer to the Chief Staff officer before they are permitted

to interview the General Commanding.* The Chief of the

General Staff decides in the first place whether matters are to be

laid before the General or can be dealt with and disposed of in

accordance with existing regulations without further reference.

Interviews with the General Commanding take place on certain

days of the week, the whole staff being present. The representa-

tives of Sections III and IV bring forward their business first of

all and are then as a rule allowed to go. The officers of the staff

are present throughout the discussion of all matters affecting

Sections I and II. Through their being present while the business

of all four Sections is discussed, they gain knowledge of much
outside their own particular department, which can but be of

advantage to them during the course of their subsequent career

in the service. Finally, the Chief of the General Staff, the

remainder having taken their leave, will report any confidential

matters that may have arisen. He will, of course, report any

urgent matters to, or may receive orders from, the General Com-

manding at any time, irrespective of the periodical interviews

referred to above.

Matters in hand will then be dealt with as quickly as possible

or by some certain date, in accordance with the decision given.

* War Oniuo Orders of the 20th May, 1S30, and the 15th April, 1S42,

D 2
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It is the rule that no paper will be laid before the General

Commanding for signature till the Chief of the General Staff has

convinced himself that the decision arrived at by the General

Commanding has been correctly carried out, or that a paper

which has been prepared without special reference is in accordance

with the existing regulations as regards its form and contents.

The responsible position occupied by the Chief of the General

Staff, and the exact knowledge which he must always possess as

to the intention and ideas of his General, have rightly led to

special powers being given to him in order to accelerate the

transaction of business. They were conferred by the Royal

Order of the 28th August, 1814, and subsequently condensed in

the following manner in the Royal Order of the 1st November,

1855 :—

" In reference to your proposal regarding the carrying on of

work in Army Corps Staffs I have decided as follows :

—

" 1. During the absence of the General Commanding in cases

where no special order has been issued by me, the Chief of the

General Staff will deal with all current business ; he is also

authorised to issue orders to the troops on his own responsibility

in the name of the General Commanding in all pressing and urgent

cases in which he is convinced that he alone is in a position to

weigh and form a judgment on the existing circumstances of the

moment.

"2. The General Commanding and the Chief of the General

Staff must not, as a rule, be absent from Headquarters at the same

time ; if, however, this be unavoidable, the authority given in

para. 1 to the Chief of the General Staff will not apply to his

representative, who is only empowered to deal with such business

as necessitates no issuing of orders. Should the issue of orders be

necessary, the matter must be laid before the Senior Divisional

Commander for disposal. These orders are to be made known to

the Army.
(Signed) " Frederick William.

" Sans Souci, 1st November, 1855.

" To the War Minister."
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The above order is supplemented by the following Royal Order,

dated 25th October, 1877 :—

" I decree :

—

"1. In the absence of a General Commanding in cases in which

I have issued no special orders as to a substitute, questions as to

confirmation of courts-martial, courts of honour and disciplinary

punishments, decisions as to complaints, the functions which the

law of the 31st March, 1873, regarding legal questions affecting

Government officials, assigns to the General Commanding as

president of a higher, national or superior service administra-

tion, and the General Commanding' s powers for granting leave

will be passed to the next Senior General, Divisional Commander

or Governor.

" 2. Para. 2 of the Order of the 1st November, 1855, concerning

the disposal of business in Army Corps commands is therefore

to be amended, so that it reads ' the next Senior General, Divi-

sional Commander or Governor ' in place of ' the Senior Division

Commander.'

(Signed) " William.
" Berlin, 2bth October, 1877.

" To the War Minister."

The substitution of confirming officers subsequent to the

introduction of the new Military Law Regulations is provided

for by the Imperial Order of the 12th March, 1901 ; it reads as

follows :

—

" With reference to your report of the 2nd March, 1901, I order

the following :

—

"
1. The General Commanding cannot be represented in his

capacity as Confirming Officer by the next Senior Division Com-

mander or Governor in cases in which the Commander in question

has already dealt with the case in tlic ' Isfc instance.' In such

cases the latter's place will be taken by the uoxt Senior General

in the Army Corps.
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" 2. The Governor of a fortress will not be represented in the

aforementioned cases by the Commandant, but by the Senior

Division or Brigade Commander in the fortress at the time, the

Governor of Berlin by the General Commanding the Guard Corps.

"3. The Commandant of a fortress having one Comman-

dant can only be represented in his authority as Confirming

Officer in appeal cases and cases of complaint by a Commander

who has not dealt with the case in the ' 1st instance.' The

General Commanding will arrange for his substitute in con-

formity with this Order.

(Signed) " William.
" Berlin, I2th March, 1901.

" To the War Minister."

In the first-mentioned Order of the 28th August, 1814, it is

particularly laid down that when the Chief of the General Staff

is acting for the General Commanding, he will insert the words

" By order of the General Commanding " above his signature.

The powers given to the Chief of the General Staff do not aj)ply

in the case of the Guards Corps, as, owing to the fact that the

staffs of all three Divisions are located at the Corps Headquarters,

it is certain that one of the Divisional Commanders will be there

to act for the General Commanding during his absence. Con-

sequently, as early as the 23rd December, 1816, a Royal Order

was issued laying down that in the absence of the General Com-

manding, the Senior General present would act for him.

It may be remarked that the special cases in which the Chief

of the General Staff would have reason to avail himself of the

powers conferred in the Order of the 1st November, 1855, re-

garding the issue of orders to the troops, are only of exceptional

occurrence.

In the event of the Chief of the General Staff and the Senior

General Staff Officer being absent simultaneously, the Junior

General Staft" Officer will act for the Chief, even though Routine

Staff Officers of the same rank be senior ;* on the other hand, the

* lluyal Order of 23rd June, 1817.
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Senior Routine StafE Officer would act should lie be of a liigher

rank than the General Staff officer.

It is not permitted that a retired officer on the Corps Staff

should act for the Chief.*

A registrar, and certain clerks and orderlies are attached to

the Army Corps Staff for the execution of subordinate duties.

The registrar, who is of N.C.O.'s rank, is immediately under the

Chief of the General Staff and over the clerks and orderlies.

The number of clerks (N.C.O.'s or privates with the colours) is

laid down by regulation, but varies in the different Army Corps

commands between seven and thirteen. In times of exceptional

stress additional clerks are attached to assist.

Two orderlies are, as a rule, told off for the office of the Army

Corps, and from the point of view of their military training

it is desirable that they be frequently changed. The General

Commanding can increase this number should he consider it

desirable.

In comparison to the arrangements in some other countries

the number of the staff told off for the carrying on of business

appears very small ; but the result of such a comparison is the

conclusion that everyone has plenty to do.

The work is divided into current routine and special work.

For the former, certain periods are fixed, within which it must be

dealt with. It includes states and returns, also reports on certain

natures of duties, petitions, the answering of which is desirable.

Special work, that is such as is necessitated by special

circumstances which may arise, must be dealt with as quickly as

possible.

Every letter addressed to the Army Corps Headquarters is to

be stamped with the date of receipt at once after being opened

by the General Commanding or the Chief of the General Staff,

and alongside it is noted the Section whose duty it is to deal

with it. It is advisable to put the date of receipt {e.(j., 5/8.'04)

always at the same place, somewhere above the heading of the

document, as a certain regularity in this as in aU office work

*^Royal Order of 12th July, 1890.
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facilitates tlie work which, follows for those who have to deal

with it. Trifling as this may seem, it is of importance at

times when work is heavy.*

Letters which have not to be treated confidentially, but are

passed on in the ordinary way, are handed over by the registrar

to the clerk whose duty it is to keep the correspondence register.

The latter enters the business in the book in such a way that

every in-coming document receives a consecutive number, and

that the authority whence it originated, day of arrival, summary

of contents, the number of any enclosures and the number of

the Section dealing with it are all clearly entered. If the in-

coming document has to do with any previous correspondence

it does not receive a fresh number, but is entered under the

number of the previous papers, or should it be given a new number

a note must be made referring to the previous number. All

legal matters are subject to the inspection of the Head-

quarter's StafE f and must therefore be entered here.

The decision as to whether a document should or should not

receive a fresh number naturally does not rest with the entering

clerk ; he receives his instructions in a practical manner from the

form of the date of arrival. If, e.g., this runs " 5/8.'04," he would

enter it under a new number ; if, on the other hand, he finds

the note " f. or for. (former) 5/8.'04," he understands therefrom

that it is to be considered as a continuation, and enters it under

the old number. It is very usual to stamp the date of return of

a despatch under the heading of the document or under the

reply ; but the number of the Section dealing with it, if it has

not to go on to another Section, is not entered again there.

When a matter has passed through the in and out register

in the above manner, it is la d before the ofiicer or official concerned

* The motive is the same as, e.g., causes the Post Office to request that the

addresses on letters should be written as far as possible in a similar form, that

the stamps be placed in a certain position on the envelope, &c. It is, of course

quite immaterial where the stamps arc ; but it is important that they should

always be found in the same place.

t Order of the PeD8i<^ns and Justice Department of tho W.O. of 13.2.01,

94.2.01. C3.
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by the registrar. The latter deals with it in accordance with

existing regulations or with a previous decision of the General

Commanding, or his instructions will be obtained at the inter-

view. In all cases which are not met by existing regulations, it

is advisable to look back in the files, to see if similar questions

have previously been submitted and how they were dealt with.

An opinion can then be formed as to whether, under the altered

circumstances, somewhat different action is desirable. In the

majority of cases it is better to adhere to former decisions, A
settled course of action is thus arrived at, which eventually, if it

does not lead to a decisive order, at all events ensures adherence

to certain principles.

If several Sections are concerned in dealing with a subject,

they do so in the sequence which is indicated by the Chief of

the General Staff alongside the entry stamp. The last Section

concerned has, allowing for any possible remarks or additions

by the other Sections, to finish and see to the despatch of

the papers ; if necessary advising the other Sections of the

result.

Papers may be dealt with either by minuting on the original

or may require separate papers written on them.

The first method is the simpler and shorter, and should be

employed whenever possible. Where separate papers must be

written, it is not always necessary to keep a rough copy.

Comparatively few officers, however, are able to write im-

portant memoranda straight off in an entirely satisfactory

form. Thus a rough draft is prepared, as it were uninten-

tionally, and, once made, may be kept as an office copy.

There are, of course, a certain number of documents received

which simply have to be noted and require no further corre-

spondence. If they have no importance for future use, they are

destroyed, otherwise they are entered in the files.

It also often happens that documents have to be prepared

in an office which do not result from correspondence received.

Papers of this nature, prepared by order of the General

Commanding on his own initiative, are called "Enactments"

(Verfiigungen).
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Every paper, after receiving the signature of the General in

command, must, before leaving the office, pass through the

registry of in-going and out-going correspondence, and have the

contents noted by the registrar.

The latter has to make a note of the date of completion and

despatch, the address, the contents (in detail, if no office copy

has been kept), the number of enclosures, if any, and whether the

latter or the whole correspondence is to be returned from the

person it is addressed to. The request that a portion or the

whole of the document or documents may be returned is noted

on the paper itself as well as in the registry, with simply the

addition of the letter " 72."

Correspondence, after passing the registry, must be immediately

despatched under cover. On the latter must be written in addition

to the address and the registered number of the contents, either

the word " Militaria,^^ in which case it goes free by post*, or

else " Portopflichtige Bienstsache,^'' in which case the recipient has

to pay the postage. The latter course has invariably to be

pursued when a letter is sent to a person in private life, containing

nothing in the interest of the service but only what concerns the

interests of the individual.

Correspondence which is to be treated as confidential, or which

refers to personal matters concerning officers, is registered or

distinguished externally by the addition of the word " Personal."

Papers referring to matters of this description must be kept

from the registrar and clerks. This necessitates a confidential

register, called the secret book, being kept in which in-going and

out-going correspondence of this description is entered by the

Chief of the General Staff himself. This measure is absolutely

necessary, as, for instance, questions referring to personal

matters of officers of high rank can only be dealt with by the

Chief of the General Staff himself. Confidential or secret matters,

which can be dealt with by other officers of the Staff, are handed

over directly to them by the Chief of the General Staff and are

again returned directly to the latter for dispatch.

* But only outside the postal delivery district.
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The labour of keeping a register which thus falls on the Chief

of the General Staff may be somewhat lessened by his keeping

a registry of matters dealt with by himself only, and causing

correspondence connected with personal matters of officers and

dealt with by some other officer of the Staff (generally the Senior

Routine Staff Officer), to be entered by the latter in a separate or

third register to be kept by him.

Besides the two (in some cases three) registers just referred

to, there are also the following books kept for the purpose of

regulating the transaction of business in the Army Corps Head-

quarters,

a. The Chief Index {Haupthuch). This is a book containing

the number of pages shown to be necessary, from experience,

for each person, office, and establishment, directly in regular

communication with the office of the General Commanding
the Army Corps, so that every letter received or despatched

may be entered, giving a short precis of the contents, together

with the number and mark of the registry of in-going and out-

going correspondence. This index also contains a list of names,

alphabetically arranged, which have any important connection

with past, or are likely to give rise to future, correspondence. By
this " Chief Index," correspondence in the registry of in-going

and out-going correspondence may be easily found when the

number and mark of such correspondence is for the moment
unknown.

6. The Order-Book (Ordresbuch). The originals of all Royal

Orders received ])y the headquarters of the General Commanding

are bound together in this book.

c. The " Carried Over " Book {Restbuch). It contains the num-

bers for fixed periods of time of such matters as are not yet com-

pleted. Though sometimes it is possible to finish off the work

of a certain period in the time allotted, still this book is a very

necessary reminder in cases where delay may possibly have been

caused by oversight, especially in matters of minor importance.

d. The Return Calender {Terminkalcnder). This is a book

which shows the periods of time fixed for the transaction of busi-

ness on documents received or sent out periodically, and showing
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not only tlie reports to be sent by, but also those to be addressed

to, the General Commanding the Army Corps.

A register of the periods fixed for correspondence which is

occasionally and not periodically received or despatched, must

be kept separately.

Though the keeping and care of such registers is essentially

the business of the registrar, nevertheless every Chief of a Section

must be in possession of a coj)y showing a registry of the periods

of time referring to matters belonging to his own particular

Section.

e. The Office Records (Acfenverzeichniss), which consists of a

registry of all records, arranged according to the different branches

of the office. The proper and careful arrangement of these is,

it is scarcely necessary to point out, of immense importance.

Records are divided into general and special records. The

former comprise a record of all Instructions and Memoranda,

already issued. Thus, when reference is made in the issue of

new Instructions to corresponding former issues, or to any

Instructions referring to the same subject previously issued,

an officer newly entering on the duties of the office can find

sufficient data for acting on any special case that may
occur.

Special records, on the other hand, consist of a collection of

such special cases occurring in the different branches of the office

as it is necessary to keep.

In certain cases the keeping of such records is imperative on

the General Commanding the Army Corps, as, for instance,

records of all cases referring to matters connected with the

personnel of the Army, such as, for instance, dates of appoint-

ments and commissions. Lists of mea invalided are sent to

the district authorities, and judgments are kept in the Courts.

There are also many other cases in which a record should be

kept of decisions arrived at by the General Commanding, with a

view to the many and various applications and inquiries made by

officers and men who have left the service, civil authorities,

or private persons, which can then be dealt with at once.
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The records generally can be better arranged and kept by the

larger clerical staff belonging to the headquarters offices of the

Army Corps than in the offices of subordinate officials. With a

view of preventing the collection of records from becoming too

bulky, they are gone through periodically and those cleared out

which are of no further use.* This more particularly refers

to special records, tliough the rule applies in certain cases

to general records as well. But in the latter case it should be

applied with the greatest caution, for though it may appear that

the actual use of such records for the current duties of the office

may be at an end, in consequence, perhaps, of a complete change

of organisation, yet their historical value may often be of great

importance. In a case of this kind, instead of making away

with records, they should be provisionally extracted from the

registries and handed over for custody to some permanent office,

or given over to certain offices entrusted with the custody of

archives, such as the War Ministry or the Great General StafE.

To the latter are sent, for instance, all records relating to

matters taking place in time of war concerning warlike operations,

battles, engagements or actions fought or undertaken, as well as

records of matters referring to formations existing in time of

war, but disbanded in peace. Special instructions are issued on

the subject by the War Ministry on the conclusion of hostilities.

/. A register of Service Regulations. Two separate registers

of these have to be kept up, one containing a general list according

to the date of issue, and the other containing the Regidations, &c.,

arranged under headings for general use according to the subject.

g. A register of maps and handbooks bought out of the office

allowance.

It is generally advisable to give an officer belonging to the

StafE special charge of the funds which are intended to cover

* The following general instructions have reference to the destruction of
useless records, viz., the Royal Cabinet Order of the 24th November, 1838, the
Instructions of the General " Kriegs Dcparteincnt" of the 28th August, 1855,

of the " General Auditoriat " (Judge-Advocate's General Department) of the
9th September, 1855, and of the War Ministry of the 30th September, 1870,
and the 10th November, 1873.
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the purchase of writing materials, required for the use of the

office, and which are administered by the registrar.

In addition to the general arrangement of office work just

given, and which is followed more or less throughout the service,

certain regulations are necessary, depending on special and

local circumstances, concerning office hours to be observed

by officers, and the subordinate staff, the duties of the clerk on

duty for the day, orderlies.

It is generally advisable to collect the necessary rules on

the above in a book of Regulations, and issue it to every person

joining the office as a guide. It is not to be inferred by this

that verbal instructions are inadmissible. It is, however, better

if ths latter are confined to special cases.

It is desirable to so arrange the office hours and interviews

that officers can manage to ride every day.

B. Divisional Staff.

The same rules and principles are observed in carrying on

the office duties of the Staff of a Division as of that of an Army

Corps.

A Divisional Staff consists of 1 officer of the General Staff,

1 Routine Staff Officer, 2 to 4 Judge-Advocates (Auditeure),

1 Chief of the Divisional Intendance, 1 Divisional Surgeon, and

from 1 to 3 Divisional Chaplains.

The sub-division of office duties is analogous to that of an

Army Corps command, but the General Staff officer does not

hold the same position or have the same powers as the Cliief

of the General Staff of an Army Corps. In the Divisional

Staff he is simply Chief of a Section, and is only Chief of the

office if he is senior in rank to the Routine Staff Officer of the

Division, in which case he is responsible that the business of the

office is properly transacted, without, however, having any

jurisdiction in the actual transaction of business in any Section

other than his own.

The legal work is carried out by the Judge-Advocates in
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conformity with the instructions for Divisional Commanders and

Judge-Advocates as in the case of an Army Corps command.

The number of Chaplains belonging to a Division is not always

the same, varying according to the wants of the different per-

suasions.

The Chief of the General Staf! of the Army Corps has power

to give General Staff officers belonging to Divisions projects

to work out of a military professional character.

The prescribed number of clerks and orderlies for the office of a

Divisional command is two of each.

C. Special Appointments.

The number of General Staff officers on the Staffs of

several Army Inspectors varies. The sphere of action of Army

Inspectors is naturally limited, and the duties of their Staffs are

consequently not laid down on hard and fast lines, but depend on

the instructions given by the Army Inspector concerned.

The General Staff officers in the fortress commands at Cologne,

Konigsberg, Mayence, Metz, Posen, Strasburg and Thorn work

out the necessary details as to armament and equipment, and

the plans for defence of the fortresses, and also the projects for

exercises in fortress warfare.

There is one General Staff officer on the Staff of the Governor

of Berlin and one on the Staff of the Inspector-General of Com-

munication troops.

The official relations of Military Attaches, who belong to the

General Staff or have been taken from it, to the Chief of the

General Staff of the Army are regulated by special orders.
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CHAPTER III.

THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN ARMY.

Of the many extensive alterations wliicli the Austrian army

underwent in consequence of the war of 1866, and which resulted

in the issuing of the " Regulations concerning the organisation of

the Army," some affected the General Staff.

Up to the war of 1866 the General Staff had been a distinct

corps, separate from the Army as regards establishment, pro-

motion and uniform. It was directly under the War Ministry

—

the 5th Section of the latter corresponding to the Prussian

" Great General Staff." There was also a certain distribution

of General Staff officers to the higher commands in the Army,

down to Brigade Staffs inclusive.

As might have been expected, after the war of 1866 many
opinions, both in and out of the Army, put the responsibility of

defeat on the General Staff, and declared that the assumed

failure of the latter in their duties was an important cause of

the disasters of the North Army.

The main question in reorganising the General Staff—a subject

which was eagerly discussed in the Austrian military press

—

was whether the General Staff was to be retained as an inde-

pendent corps or whether the duties of the General Staff, the

necessity of which was not disputed, should not be provided for

by officers taken from regimental duty.

The point in question was in fact an insignificant one in itself,

provided the choice and training of the officers were based on

proper principles. It was, however, as a matter of fact the more
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rapid promotion, which had been enjoyed by the General Staff,

that was the real reason of the hostility to it as it existed then.

It has since been considered necessary to determine the right

to promotion in the Austro-Hungarian Array by law, and more

especially to fix precisely the conditions under which promotion

by selection should be allowed. The question of giving the

General Staff a quicker promotion consequently vanished. The

General Staff was deprived by the Kegulations of 1871 of an

independent establishment of its own, giving quick promotion, and

the individual officers were shown on the promotion lists of their

respective arms of the service. It was thus left entirely to them-

selves to make good their claims to promotion out of their turn,

according to the general rules which applied to all alike. It may
be assumed, of course, that the proof required was forthcominc^

in the case of any officer suited for the General Staff.

But in the year 1875 this was all altered. The Regulations

published in this year gave the General Staff an independent

establishment of its own again, as well as a greater independence

as regarded the War Minister. In 1883 a new edition of the

" Regulations on Organisation " was issued (see " Verordnungs-

hlatt " for the Army of the 10th March, 1883), which, besides

some minor alterations, gave the Chief of the General Staff a

position independent of the War Minister altogether. His

position is now much the same as that of the Chief of the General

Staff of the German Army.

Previous to the year 1900 only the permanent Army had a

General Staff, while with the Landwehr (in Austria there are large

establishments existing in the Landwehr Divisions in peace)

suitable Landwehr officers were entrusted with the duties of

General Staff' officers. In that year a General Staff was formed

which was common to the permanent Army and the two Land-

wehrs (Austrian and Hungarian). The Austria'i General Staff

is at the present time organised as follows :

—

The General Staff" is intended, as a body, to be the mechanism

for carrying on all the duties at the headquarters of the Higher

Authorities and Commands, which are necessary both in peace
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and war, for the management of the Army from a strategical and

tactical point of view. Its duties extend, moreover, to all

matters affecting military duties, organisation, distribution and

training, and it acts as an • advising agent in all matters con-

nected with the armament and equipment of the Army. It

comprises, in addition, the general military considerations of the

defences of the Empire, the whole system of communications from

a military point of view, the business connected with the military

survey of the country, the geodesical and astronomical measure-

ments of the Military Topographical Institute, and finally, all

military scientific preparations for war, including the preparation

of maps, which are comprised in General Staff duties.

According to the above the Austrian General Staff comprises

the business of the General Staff and of the higher Routine Staff

Officers with the troops (according to Prussian ideas), and also the

work and duties which are carried on by the German Great

General Staff. It includes, moreover, business which is carried on

in Prussia by the War Office, and the 3rd, 5th, fith and (to a

certain extent) the 10th Sections of the War Office are worked by

General Staff officers.

The Chief of the General Staff is directly under the orders

of the Emperor. He is at the same time the assistant of the

War Minister and as a rule submits his proposals to him. He
can, however, in important matters that immediately concern

the duties of the General Staff, make proposals and address

reports to His Majesty the Emperor, acting as it were as Imperial

War Minister. He is entrusted with all preparations for war of a

strategical nature. Consequently he is concerned in all

questions of a politico-military character, the war formations

of the Army, mobilisation, defences of the Empire, railways

and communications, and everything affecting the efficiency

of the Army. The Military Geographical Institute is under

him (in matters military and professional), and also the

Railway and Telegraph Regiment in peace, the Staff College and

the MiHtary Archives. The Chief of the General Staff has a

deputy.
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The following are the Sections into which the Great General

Staff (" General Staff in Vienna ") is divided :

—

•

j

a. The Directing Section manages all matters concerning the

personnel, interior economy, and the internal and external corre-

spondence of the General Staff.

h. The Section for military operations undertakes all work

connected with organisation, mobilisation, projects for strategical

concentrations, and suggestions and proposals as to fortifications.

It is also entrusted with all matters connected with the organisa-

tion and training of the Army and consequently with the issue

of regulations, instructions of a strategical or tactical nature,

schemes for the big manoeuvres and the preparations for them.

c. The Section for instructional work and General Staff exer-

cises deals with subjects connected with the further training of

General Staff officers, tactical problems. General Staff and

Departmental tours and the examinations for promotion to

Major,

d. The Geographical Section deals with the military geography

of foreign countries as well as of Austria-Hungary, and the records

concerned therewith.

e. The Intelligence Section for collecting and compiling informa-

tion on foreign Armies.

/, The Railway Section, including transport by sea.

g. The Telegraph Section for all matters connected with

military telegraphs.

The Field Officers in charge of Sections are called Chiefs, those

with the higher commands, including Divisional and Fortress

commands and the Staff officer with the Hungarian Landwehr

Cavalry Inspector-General who direct the work of the officers

carrying out General Staff duties, are called " Chiefs of the

General Staff of the x Command." They, with the other General

Staff officers assigned to it, form the General Staff Sections of the

X Command. The General Staff' Sections have the same official

relation to each other as the commands to which they belong.

The officers with Brigades, the Directors of Artillery and

Fortress Artillery, who are concerned with the military routine

e2
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work, are called " General Staff officers of the x Brigade."'

Officers attached to the General Staff are employed in this way,

and they are only exceptionally employed in the " General

Staff Sections " (Great General Staff).

General Staff officers are also employed in the Imperial War

Office (Central Section, 3rd, 5tli, 6th and 10th Sections) and in

the two Home Defence Ministries.

Officers of the General Staff, doing duty with the higher com-

mands, are under the Chief of the General Staff as regards General

Staff" duty proper and scientific professional work.

The organisation of the Imperial War Office is as follows :

—

1. Central Section : All secret or particularly important

matters. Army organisation, personal affairs of Generals on the

active list. Field Officers, and also of military officials of equivalent

rank, issue of Army Orders
;

2. No. 3 Section : Organisation of Cavalry and Train troops,

transport of all arms, and Army institutions, remounts, personal

matters of veterinary officials
;

3. No. 5 Section : Plans of operations, training of the Army,

drills, matters concerning the General Staff, military geography,

the Military Geographical Institute, war records, communications,

telegraphs

;

4. No. 10 Section : Mobilisation matters.

General Staff officers are also em^^loyed for preference

—

1. In the Military Chancelry (Military Cabinet)
;

2. As Personal Military Staff of His Majesty
;

3. As Staff officer to the Inspector-General of Cavalry
;

4. In the Military Survey
;

5. In certain special instructional appointments
;

6. On special duties and travels.

The peace establishment is shown in tabular form on page 70.

In the event of war the extra numbers would be found by

calling in officers qualified for General Staff duty who were at

regimental duty. The necessary Orders would be issued in

accordance with the demands of the Chief of the General Staff.

Appointment to the General Staff in peace is made from
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officers who possess the necessary professional quahfications,

and who besides have been practically tested in General Staff

duties. Officers are attached on proljation with a view of being

thus tested without any particular periods being fixed (officers

are " attached for duty " in a similar way to the German General

Staff). The conditions are : a minimum service of three years'

regimental duty, a good character, a thorough general

education and proof of military knowledge. Proof of the

latter qualifications must be forthcoming in the shape of a certifi-

cate marked at least " good," and the decision stated in the

final examination return of the War School that the officer is

considered suitable for duty on the General Staff. In the case

of Field Officers the necessary certificate is that of the prescribed

examination for Field Officers of the General Staff. The selection

of officers for transfer to the General Staff is left to the Chief of

the General Staff, without any regard to rank or length of service

or any defined periods of employment.

Promotion in the General Staff is regulated by the rules

wliich apply to the Army in general. Promotion by selection on

the General Staff is, however, unknown.
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As an officer only requires to have completed three years'

regimental duty to be eligible for the Staff College, and as the

Staff College course only lasts two years, officers are compara-

tively young when they are appointed to the General Staff in

Austria.

In 1903 137 officers were admitted to the Staff College. Of

these, 117 belonged to the regular Army and 10 to each of the

Landwehrs. Of the 117 officers of the regular Army, 82 were

Sub-Lieutenants. As Sub-Lieutenants become Lieutenants on

the average after four and a-half years' service, 70 per cent, of

the officers entering the Staff College had less than four and a-half

years' service. About a third of the previous graduates were

admitted into the General Staff Corps.

To train officers of the General Staff in practical duties in the

field, as well as to fit them for command, they are attached, on

the recommendation of the Chief of the General Staff', to the

different arms for one to two years. These periods are, as a rule,

longer in the case of the arm of the service to which the officer

in question belongs and shorter with the others. According

to the regulations on promotion in force in the Austrian Army

no officer can, as a rule, be promoted to General officer who has not

commanded a regiment or battalion for two years. Promotion

is in every case sanctioned by the Emperor.

As regards appointment to posts on the General Staff it is laid

down that the Emperor himself appoints

—

The Chief of the General Staff and his Deputy, the Commandants

of the Staff College and the Military Geographical Institute

and their De.puties, the Chiefs of Sections, the Director of Archives,

the Section (Office, Department, Group) Directors of the War

Office and Home Defence Ministries, and also the Chief of the

III Section of the Technical Military Committee, all General

Staff Chiefs of General's or Field Officer's rank, except those with

Divisional Commands, all Colonels belonging to the General

Staff Corps who are otherwise specially employed, personal

Military Staff to His Majesty, the Field Officer on the Staff of

the Inspector-General of Cavalry, the Military Plenipotentiaries
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and Military Attaches, the Chiefs of the Sections deahng with

operations and details of field railways and field telegraphs,

the President of the Transport Committee.

Previous to appointment of Chief of the General Staff to an

Army command, the General Commanding in question is con-

sulted.

The appointment and employment of all other officers of the

General Staff in the regular Army is in the hands of the Chief of

the General Staff, in the Landwehrs it is left to the Home Defence

Minister concerned.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE GENERAL STAFJ?^ OF THE ITALIAN ARMY.

The existence of an Italian General Staff dates as far back as

the year 1655, when there was a Royal Piedmontese General

Staff {Corpo Reale di Stato Macjgiore). This was considerably

expanded by the Royal Decree of the 24:th January, 1861, by

which the Italian Army was considerably increased and placed

on an entirely new footing.

Changes have constantly taken place since then owing to

new laws on army organisation.

At the present moment the establishment of the General Staff

of the Italian Army is based on the law of the 22nd December,

1898, and is as follows :

—

4 General Officers (Cliief. Deputy Chief, a Gcner.il Officer at the disposal

of the Chief of the General StafT and a Geiu-ral Officer as Director of

the Military Geographical Institute at Florence).

137 Officers of the General .Staff (15 Colonels, 3 Colonels or Lieutenant-

Colonels, 45 Lieutenant-Colonels or Majors and 74 Captains).

127 Officers " seconded "
: 1 Colonel from the Engineers as Chief of the

Technical Section, 1 Colonel as Sub-Director of the Military Geographical

Institute at Florence, 31 Cai)tains, 79 Captains " attached " to the

General Staff with troops, 13 Captains at the Military Geographical

Institute at Florence.

1 Surgeon.

3 Administration Officers (1 Lieutenant-Colonel or Major, 2 Captains)

with the Great General Staff,

y Payma.sters (I Lieutenant-Colonel or Major, 1 Captain, 3 Lieutenants)

with the Great General Staff, 1 Lieutenant-Colonel or Major, 1 Captain,

2 Lieutenants at the Military Geographical Institute at Florence.

This ostablishment includes General Staff officers belonging

to the Great General Staff", Army Corps and Divisional commands,

and the Commandants of three large fortresses.
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Officers of the General Staff are, besides the above, borne on

the estabHshments of the miUtary households of the King and

Royal Princes, the list of Military Attaches, the War Office,

the Staff College and War Schools, and the Survey (Military

Geographical Institute).

1. The Chief of the General Staff.

The Chief of the General Staff of the Italian Army is entrusted

with the prepration in time of peace, and execution in time

of war, of all military operations, but under the Minister of War.

He submits his proposals as to organisation and the defences

of the country to the War Minister, and prepares, with the co-

operation of the latter, the main principles on which the mobilisa-

tion and concentration of the Army are to be effected, and reports

on questions concerning the defences of the country, so far as

these are likely to affect operations in the field.

The Chief of the General Staff is entrusted with all matters

concerning the appointment, promotion and employment of

officers of the General Staff, and is i'pso facto Chief of the Great

General Staff.

He has directly under him the Military Geographical Insti-

tute at Florence, the Staff College {Scuola di Guerra) at Turin

so far as instruction is concerned, and the Railway Battalion

(Brigata Ferrovieri) (four companies at Turin and two companies

in Rome) as regards technical duties.

In war the Chief of the General Staff is called upon to prepare

and lay before the Commander-in-Chief everything that in any

way may concern the operations of the Army in the field. It is

his duty to communicate the opinion of the Commander-in-

Chief, ill the shape of orders and instructions, to the Generals

commanding Army Corps, &c., and to see that they are carried

out.

The Chief of the General Staff has his deputy as assistant, who
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in war is entrusted with the "operations" Section at tlie

Commander-in-Chief's Headquarters.

The General at the disposal of the C*hief of the General Staff

would be appointed in war either as Inspector-General of

Railways and Lines of Communications, or else as Chief of the

Staff of the same.

2. The Great General Staff.

This comprises

—

3 General Officers (Chief, Deputy and a General Officer attached),

14 Field Officers of the General Staff,

25 Captains of the General vStaff,

Seconded': 1 Colonel of Engineers as Chief of the Technical Section,

31 Captains " attached,"

1 Surgeon,

3 Administration Officers,

6 Paymasters.

To these should be added a certain number of Military Attaches

abroad and various officers attached according to circumstances.

The Great General Staff is divided into—

a. The central office of the Chief of the General Staff of the

Army, 1 Colonel (as his secretary) in charge.

6. The Department for Military Operations, 1 Lieutenant-

or Major-General in charge.

c. The Administration Department, 1 Lieutenant- or Major-

General in charge.

The Generals in charge of h and c Sections correspond somewhat

to the German Chief Quartermasters (6 equals Chief Quartermaster

I Section and c equals Chief Quartermaster II Section).

a. The central office collects and arranges the work of the two

principal departments, deals with secret business and affairs

concerning the General Staff with Troops and the Great General

Staff. In addition, under a are :

—

The Staff College,

The Railway Battalion,

The Military Geographical Institute at Florence.
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6. The Department of Military Operations {Riparto Opera

zioni) consists of—

The Section dealing with the eastern theatre of war (Austria

and the countries to the north-east),

The Section dealing with the western theatre of war (France,

Switzerland and the countries to the north-west),

The Section dealing with the southern theatre of war (the

countries beyond the sea and the colony of Eritrea),

The Technical Section.

The Chief of the Department for Military Operations is President

of a Great General Staff Committee, the members of which belong

to b and c Departments, the object of which is to consider, from

the point of view of home defence, projects for new railways,

roads and canals. In time of war he takes over the duties of the

Deputy to the Chief of the General Staff. In November each

year the Captains and Lieutenants who have successfully passed

through the Staff College, are attached to his Department for six

months' duty to test their suitability for the General Staff.

These officers are detailed to the different Sections, where they

are employed in General Staff work at Headquarters and in the

country. At the conclusion of this period a Committee decides

as to their suitability for appointment to the General Staff.

The Chief of this Department has an office (sub-section for

current business) and has the Historical Section with the Archives

under him.

c. Administration Depart;nent {Riparto Intendenza) is divided

into

—

The Intendance Section {Ufficio Intendenza),

The Transport Section {Ufficio Trasporti),

The Accounts Section {Ufficio Contrahilita).

The officers appointed as " Inspectors of Lines of Communica-

tion " in case of war, and the Chiefs of Staffs to Inspectors, are

annually instructed in this Section in the duties they would be

called upon to perform. The Section further appoints the Com-

missioners of the Central Transport Commission, which is

entrusted, in conjunction with the representatives of the Great
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Railway Companies, and under the presidency of the Chief of the

Administration Department, with making the necessary arrange-

ments in peace for the transport of the Army by rail in case of

war.

Officers of Artillery, Engineers and of the Medical and Veteri-

nary Corps are also attached to this Department. The Chief of

the Administration Department in time of war becomes Intendant-

General.

Every year the Generals and Field Officers who have been

selected as Army Intendants or Chiefs of tlie Intendantur Staff

in case of war are attached for a time to this Department.

The Intendance Section deals with matters concerning the

organisation and management of all the administrative branches

of the Army.

The Chief and Field Officers belonging to the Transport

Section are Railway Commissioners, that is to say, officials

representing the War Minister in dealings with the Ministry of

Public Works and private Railway Companies. The office is in

Rome, and they are only sent to other places as circumstances

require.

From March to July every year a certain number of subaltern

officers, both on the active and reserve lists, are attached to the

Transport Section for certain practical exercises, with a view to

training them for the various duties they would have to perform

in war as station Commandants and Railway Line Commis-

sioners.

The Accounts Section has charge of the pay and accounts of

the Great General Staff.

Officers of the General Staff belonging to the Great General

Staff, as well as those attached to commands who are called up

for the purpose, are practised with a view to keeping up their

professional knowledge with schemes, plans, projects, war

games. General Staff tours and lectures.

The officers of the Great General Staff would be taken in war

to fill posts and appointments on high commands and military

administrative Staffs, the office of the Great General Staff itself

being then left merely in charge of plans, documents, records, &c.
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The Military Geographical Institute at Florence.

The General Staff of the Piedmontese Army possessed a

Topografia Reale even before the end of the eighteenth century.

The present Mihtary Geographical Institute owes its origin to this,

though it is now of course very much enlarged. It was given

its present title and a new organisation in 1872, and was re-

organised again in 1882. Its object is the survey of the country.

Th? establishment is fixed at

—

1 General Officer as Director,

1 Colonel " seconded " as Sub-Director,

2 Lieutenant-Colonels or Majors " seconded,"

13 Captains " seconded,"

10 Surveyors,

110 Topograpbists,

4 Paymasters (1 Lieutenant-Colonel or Major, 1 Captain, 2 Lieutenants).

There is a Central Section and four other Sections. The

former consists of an office for general duties, a depot for foreign

maps, a depot for the custody, sale and issue of Government

maps, and an office for pay, accounts, &c.

The four Sections are

—

1. The Geodesical Section, for trigonometrical work,

2. The Topographical Section,

3. The Artistic Section, for drawing, engraving and litho-

graphy,

4. The Photographic Section.

As in Germany survey work is carried out every year. In

Italy the maps produced are not all placed on sale to the

public.

3. Officers of the General Staff with the Troops.

The Staff of an Army Corps comprises

—

1 Colonel as Ciiief of tlie Staff.

I Licutenant-(V)lonel or Major.

1 or 2 Captains.

2 or 3 " attac^hcd " Captains.
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The Staff of a Division comprises

—

1 Lieutenant-Colonel or jMajor as Chief of the iStaff.

1 or 2 Captains of the General Staff.

2 or 3 " attached " Captains.

The duties are much the same as in the German Army, but

the General Staff performs the duties of the Routine Staff Officers.

In Africa (Eritrea colony) there is 1 Lieutenant-Colonel or

Major as Chief of the Staff to the troops.

Appointment and Promotion of General Staff Officers.

Appointment to the General Staff is only made from officers

who have passed the Staff College successfully.

Admission to the latter is made the subject of an examination,

and Captains and Lieutenants can compete. The course lasts

three years. Each annual batch consists of at most 50 students

(Captains or Lieutenants, of whom 48 may belong to Infantry

and Cavalry, 12 to the Artillery and Engineers). At the end of

the first and second years' course each student does a two months'

training with the other arms.

At the conclusion of the third year they are attached as

Orderly Officers to the higher Staffs during the manoeuvres.

Officers who have gone through the three years at the Staff

College successfully are noted for accelerated promotion and

consequently all get some advantage from their work.

Officers nominated to the General Staff have first to prove

their fitness by doing duty with the Great General Staff for a

period of six months and then on the General Staff with troops,

but cannot be appointed to the General Staff before they have

commanded a company, squadron or battery for two years.

Captains of the General Staff are promoted to Major when

they have reached the senior fifth of the total rank, having done

at least two years' regimental duty with their own arm.

The promotion of Majors of the General Staff to Lieutenant-

Colonels takes place when they have reached the senior tenth of

the Major's rank.
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Lieutenant-Colonels of the General Staff are promoted to

Colonel in their turn with others of the same rank in these arms.

When promoted they are, as a rule, obliged to rejoin their arm.

Colonels cannot be promoted, as a rule, to Brigadier-CTeneral

or Major-General without having previously commanded a regi-

ment for two years.
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CHAPTER V.

THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE RUSSIAN ARMY.

The Russian General Staff dates from the time of Peter the

Great. The appointment of the first " Quartermaster-General "

in the year 1701 was soon followed by an increase in the General

Staff, so that in the year 1720 we find the following :

—

At Headquarters : 2 General Staff Quartermasters and 2

Staff Quartermasters,

For the two formed Armies : 2 Quartermaster-Generals, 2

• Lieutenant Quartermaster-Generals, 5 Chief Quarter-

masters, 2 Captains and 8 Lieutenants.

Officers were appointed straight from regimental duty, and

wore no distinct uniform. The above appointments formed,

moreover, a portion of the general list of the whole Staff of the

Army, which consisted of upwards of 300 officers, &c., com-

prising every one from the Commander-in-Chief to the provost,

who was not actually doing regimental duty.

As regards the special requirements that were expected from

the Quartermaster-General, we find the following in the Regula-

tions of the year 1716 :

—
" He must be brave and intelhgent,

and skilled in geography and fortification, for he has to plan

marches and select positions for field and permanent fortifica-

tions. He must also know both his own country and that of

the enemy, and at the same time know both Armies intimately.

During marches he should be, with his subordinates, with the

advanced guard or outposts."

During the government of the Empress Catherine II the

officers of the Quartermaster-General's branch were separated

from the Staff, and formed into one Staff, under the title of

" General Staff," and given a special uniform. This, organised
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alike both in peace and war, comprised 40 officers, including

Divisional Quartermasters with the rank of Captain or Lieu-

tenant. The Cxeneral Staff was to collect beforehand in peace

time intelUgence concerning the frontier districts, and in war

to report on the situations of all Divisions and Columns,

assign roads to them, and accompany columns and detachments.

The Russian General Staff appears in a much more distinct forma-

tion under the direction of General Baur, an officer who had

been obtained from a foreign service, and who served in the

Turkish campaign as Quartermaster-General of the First Army
as early as the year 1769. The estabhshment in the year 1772

included, in addition to him, 2 Lieutenant Quartermaster-

Generals, 10 Chief Quartermasters (Field Officers), and 24

Divisional Quartermasters ; 60 non-commissioned officers were

employed as " Column Guides," and were to be thoroughly

trained in the duties of the General Staff in peace time, by

lectures given them by the Quartermaster-General, and by

training in surveying, &c. Appointment to the General Staff

was in the hands of the Quartermaster-General, quite independ-

ently of the Commander-in-Chief of the Army.

This rule, however, did not hold good for any considerable

length of time, for, under the successor of General Baur, Generals

holding commands chose their own General Staff officers for

themselves, without regard to any previous special training,

and the Quartermaster-General then lost all control over the

appointment to, and training of, the General Staff.

One of the first steps taken by the Emperor Paul in the govern-

ment, was to break up the whole of the General Staff on the

13tli November, 1796, and distribute the officers in the Army.

Three days afterwards the " Suite of His Majesty for the

duties of Quartermaster " was formed in its stead, and General

Araktschejeft' placed at the head of it as Quartermaster-General

on the 19th April, 1797. Appointments to it were made partly

from former General Staff officers and partly from the Cadet

Corps. Drawing and surveying seem to have been considered

especially important as regards training in peace time, which is
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evident from the existence of a " Drawing-Room of His Majesty,"

as well as from the estabUshment of " His Majesty's Private

Map Depot."

The government of the Emperor Alexander I is in every

respect remarkable for the improvement of the miUtary strength

of Russia. Consequently the due development of the." Suite of

His Majesty for the duties of Quartermaster " w^as not neglected.

There was apparently even then no fixed establishment, and

had there been the numerous wars would have rendered it

impossible to keep it up to strength. There were, in the year

1803, 106 officers belonging to it ; in the year 1811 this number

had risen to 152 ; and in the year 1814* there were 217 officers

carrying on the duties of the General Staff, mostly in the lower

ranks, inasmuch as the proportion was 1 Field Officer in every 4

officers. From the year 1810 the Mathematical Society of the

Moscow University afforded an opportunity of further general

scientific training to the candidates for " Column Guides," who

had been brought together, mider the supervision of General

Murawieff, for regular courses in General StafE duties.

At the same time, the formation of a Central Direction for

the business and duties of the Quartermaster-General's Depart-

ment was begun in the year 1810, the first steps taken being the

establishment of a chancelry, library and mechanical workshops.

The " Headquarters Staff of His Imperial Majesty " was created

by a Ukase of the 12th December, 1815. Prince Wolkonski was

appointed to it as C*hief, and at the same time entrusted with

the Chief Direction of the Quartermaster-General's Department,

in which he was assisted by the appointment of a Quartermaster-

General and a Director of Administrative Affairs. The former

had direction and charge of everything connected with the

marches, quarters and military operations of the troops. This

business was carried on in the chancelry by two departments

—

* Certain officers of the "Suite" were given, in 1814, the rights of Ihc Old

Guard, as a privilrf^e, and wore fcrmed into thc^ so-cal'ecl "Guaid General

Staff" whicli enjoyed certain advantages as regards proiiiolion. They

gradually absorbed a third of the whole "Suite." The Guard General Staff

was abo'i-hed ij 1864.

F 2
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viz., the Topograpliical and the Marching Roads Departments.

The Administrative Affairs included the chancelry of the Chief

of the Quartermaster-General's affairs, personal matters and

accounts, the printing office of the Headquarters Stai¥, the

library, the observatory, the mechanical workshop, and from

the year 1826 the Military Topographical Depot as well.

The Central Direction of the General Staff, thus firmly organ-

ised, formed, as it were, a branch of the Headquarters Staff, the

Director of which was the Quartermaster-General. The Head-

quarter, Corps and Divisional Quartermasters attached to the

commands of troops were placed under him.

The supply of officers trained in the military sciences was

maintained up to the year 1826 by the " School for Column

Guides," previously mentioned, founded by General Murawieff,

and carried on afterwards by his son. Both theoretical and

practical instruction was afforded by this school to young men,

who Hved, however, at their own expense during the winter at

the house of Murawieff in Moscow, and during the .summer at

his country seat.

But in the meanwhile a school for officers, comprising two

classes, had been opened at the headquarters of the First Army

at Mohileff, the first class being especially intended to give

instruction in Quartermaster-General's duties. From the year

1826 to the year 1832—the date of the founding of the " Military

Academy "—this was actually the only training establishment

of the kind in the country.

The want of an extended survey, which, from the huge dimen-

sions of the Russian Empire was a very large undertaking,

was met in the year 1822 by the creation of a special topo-

graphical establishment. It consisted of as many as 50 officers

and 347 non-commissioned officers on the 1st January, 1832.

The former belonged to and were promoted with tlie officers of

the " Suite of His Majesty for Quartermaster-General's duties."

The latter received the name of " General Staff " on the 27th

June, 1827, and on the 28th March, 1832, a fixed establishment,

consisting altoifetlier of 17 General Officers, 80 Field Officers and
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200 Officers below this rank. In addition to this, the estabhsh-

ment of the Topographical Corps was increased to 70 officers

and 456 surveyors (non-commissioned officers and privates).

History now brings us to the alterations which the Emperor

Nicolas made in the General Staff, as well as in the position of

its Chief. The post of " Chief of the Headquarters Staff " was

replaced in the year 1836 by a War Minister. From that date

the War Office included a " General Staff section," with a Quarter-

master-General as Director, It was divided into three sections.

The first was entrusted with the quartering and movements of

troops, the second was the MiUtary History Section and the

third the Accounts Section.

There was in addition a General Staff of the troops, which,

independently of the Army Staff, comprised four Field

Officers and four officers below that rank, with each Army Corps

command, and two officers below the rank of Field Officer with

each Divisional command.

As a preparatory school there was the " Mihtary Academy "

founded by the Emperor Nicolas in the year 1832, on the recom-

mendation of General Jomini, and afterwards called " the Nicolas

Academy." It was intended to turn out annually from 40 to 50

trained Staff officers, but this number was far from being attained

during the first 20 years of its existence. In the year 1854 the

Academy was severed from its immediate connection with the

Quartermaster-General's Department and placed directly under

the Tsarevitch.

» Generally speaking the organisation of the General Staff, just

described, remained almost unchanged till the early part of the

reign of the Emperor Alexander II. It was not until the re-

organisation of the Russian Army, which took place in conse-

quence of the Crimean war, and has since been steadily carried

out, that the General Staff was put on a different footing. In

this, three points were mainly considered, viz :—1. The completion

of the General Staff, and in connection therewith the importance

of the Nicolas Academy of tlic General Staff. 2. The Central

Direction of the General Staff. 3. The special service conditions

of the officers of the General Stafi.
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Admission to the Academy, which from the year 1857 had

been on more general Hnes, was, from the year 1863, hmited to

officers who had at least performed four years' actual duty. At

the same time the Quartermaster-General again took over the

scientific direction of the institution, which now was intended

avowedly to be a preparatory training establishment for the

General Staff.

The reorganisation of the Central Direction of the General

Staff was immediately connected with the introduction of the

" Mihtary District " system, instead of the " Army Corps

"

system, together with other alterations arising therefrom in the

higher branches of mihtary administration. Matters were in a

transition state in the year 1863, when the hitherto existing

" General Staff Section " was changed into a " Chief Direction

of the General Staff," Avith a Quartermaster-General at its

head.

After the abolition of the " Guard General Staff " (November,

1864), new regulations were issued in January, 1865, on the

promotion and such like matters of General Staff officers.

The transition period just mentioned came to an end in the

year ]865, when the post of Quartermaster-General was abohshed

and the Chief Direction of the General Staff was amalgamated,

under the name of " Headquarter Staff," with that department

of the War Office, which corresponds, to a certain extent, with

the Prussian " General War Department."

The " Regulations for the Administration of the Army in the

Field " of the 17th April, 1868,* the " Regulations concerning

the War Office " of the 1st January, 1869,f and the " Regulations

of the Topographical Corps " of the 24th December, 1865,J finally

establish the organisation and duties of the Russian General

Staff, the principles of which are still adhered to in the General

Staff of to-daj^

* Aa amended by Regulations of the 9th March, 1800. (Note by General

Staff.)

t " Regulations for the Headquarters Staff," issued with Army Order 133,

of April, l!)()3. (Note by Ceneral Staff.)

X As amended by llcgtdalions of the 1st July, 1887. (Note by GcncialStaff.)
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1. The Corps of Officers of the General Staff.

' There is no fixed establishment of the General Staff laid down.

The Eegulations merely define the posts that must be held by

ofl&cers of the General Staff, the appointments that may be held

by them, and which officers other than these are to be entered

on the strength of the General Staff. A hst of all General Stafi

officers is kept in the Headquarters Staff.

According to this the following are General Staff officers :

—

a. The Chiefs of the Mihtary District Staffs, and officers

holding appointments set aside for officers of the

General Staff, either with troops or in Administrative

Departments
;

b. Military attaches abroad, professors and instructors in the

three Mihtary Academies (General Staff, Artillery and

Engineer Academies), and Chiefs of the War and Cadet

{Junker) Schools

;

c. Aides-de-camp of the Emperor. Aides-de-camp of the

members of the Imperial family, or officers attached to

their households. Aides-de-camp of the Commander-in-

Chief or War Minister, or officers attached to them, and

Aides-de-camp of the Chief of the Headquarters Staff
;

d Officers holding appointments such as are set aside in the

cliief administrative departments of the War Office,

officers permanently or temporarily attached to other

Ministries or to the War and Cadet {Junker) Schools.

The uniform of the General Staff is only worn, however, by

Generals belonging to the General Staff, Field or other officers

shown under a and b* and General Staff officers temporarily

attached to other offices. All other officers belonging to the

General Staff wear the uniform of their rank and regiment.

On the 1st January, 1904, there were 63 Generals, 113

Lieutenant-Generals, 103 Major-Generals, 213 Colonels, 222

Lieutenant-Colonels, 173 Captains.

f

* The Chiefs of the District {Staffa wear the uuifoim of the General Staff

though they may not bo 8ho\vn on the list of the same.

t The rank of .Major doi>a not u.\ibt in the llussiau Aiiiiy.
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2. The Headquarters Staff.

The " Headquarters Staff " was made part of the War Office as

its fifth department, by a Priyase of the 1st January, 1869. In

Russia there is no head of the General Staff, who is independent

of the War Office.

The Chief of the Headquarter Staff is, however, the first repre-

sentative of the War Minister in mihtary matters, and is

immediately under him. This does not, however, allow him to

take the AVar Minister's place as president in Councils of War.

The Chief of the Headquarters Staff performs, under the War
Minister, those duties which in Prussia, speaking generally, would

fall to the lot of the Chief of the General Staff of the Army, the

Director of the General War Department {Allegmeines, Kriegs-

departement) and the Cliief of the Military Cabinet. Nor is there

a " Great General Staff," with its analogous special duties, as in

Prussia. Such duties are in Russia carried on by the Head-

quarters Staff, together with other work, which in Prussia would

be assigned to Departments of the War Office.

The CTiief of the Headquarters Staff' (Lieutenant-General or

General of Infantry, Cavalry or Artillery) has two Aides-de-camp

and a chancelry numbering 15. He is aided in addition by two

Major-Generals and two Field Officers of the General Staff.

He is responsible for keeping the training of the General Staff

and of the Mihtary Topographical Corps up to the standard

of modern requirements, for the proper performance of their

duties, and for the supply of officers for the General Staff. He
superintends the Nicolas Academy of the General Staff', the

Military Topographical Department, the Military Topographical

School, the Cadet {Junker) Schools, and the Corps of Orderlies

{Feldjager Korps). All questions of promotion on the General

Staff, as well as all appointments to it, are submitted to him for

approval. He holds the rank and position of a General Com-

manding a Military District so far as the officers under him are

concerned. In the event of the Chief of the Headquarter Staff

being absent, the War Miiuster orders one of the Quartermaster-

Generals or the " tUity "' General to act for him.
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The Headquarters Staff has. since the 1st (14th) May, 1903,

been divided into 5 principal Departments, comprising 24 sections,

3 sub-sections, 4 committees, &c. At the present time they are

as follows :

—

The Department of Quartermaster-General, I ; the Depart-

ment of Quartermaster-General, II ; the Department

of the " duty " General ; the Department of Mihtary

Communications ; the Department of Mihtary Topo-

graphy.

Each of these principal Departments forms one or two divisions,

each division is sub-divided into sections, each section into sub-

sections. At the head of the Departments are Generals, and in

charge of the sections are Generals or Colonels.

1. Department of Quartermaster-General, I :—Sections 1 to 3,

which are independent (not organised as a division), deal with

Army organisation, armament, clothing, equipment, quartering,

training, manoeuvres, regulations, training and personal affairs

of General Staff Officers, the General Staff Academy. The

Asiatic division comprises sections 4 and 5. The 4th section

deals with the Caucasus and Turkistan. It also deals with the

instruction of officers and officials in Oriental languages. The

5th section formerly attended to matters concerning Siberia,

the Amur Province and Kwantung District. Owing to the

appointment of a Viceroy "for the Far East" (Kwantung District,

the Amur Province and Coast District), and owing to the war

with Japan, the existing arrangements for administration will

piobably be altered.

2. Department of Quartermaster-General, II.—The mihtary

statistical division deals in the Gth section with the collection,

elaboration and distribution of mihtary statistical matter regard-

ing European and Asiatic Russia, while in the 7th section intelh-

gence as to foreign countries is dealt with (0 sub-sections, of

which No. 1 has charge of Germany). The 8th section comprises

the military history archives and the library. The 9th section

deals with the statistical concentration and movements of the

Army, and is not in a division. The mobilisation division
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comprises the 10th section, which deals with recruiting in peace

time, reserves, home defence, and the 11th section, which deals

^^'ith supply of men in war, calhng up of reserves and remounts.

3. Department of the " duty " CTcneral.—It deals only with

matters which would in Germany come under the War Office

and Mihtary Cabinet. The " Chancelry of the Headquarters

Staff " (Office) is also under it.

[a) Division 1.

—

12th section : Men, terms of enhstment, voluntary

enhstment (re-enhstment), provisioning of the Army.

13th section : officers, promotions and transfers.

14th section : officers, appointments.

15th section : Rewards, decorations, allowances.

16th section: Courts of honour, administration of the law.

(6) Division 2 (" Privy Councillor ").

—

17th section : Officers, retirement pensions.

18th section : Pro^nsion of money and accommodation for

troops ; also, general archives, mihtary printing

office,

(c) Chancelry : Clerking, messenger service, periodicals,

cash.

4. Mihtary Communications Department.—Corresponds to the

railway section of the Prussian General Staff.

{a) Division 1 (arrangements for the Army in peace).

—

19th section : Affairs of officers, transport of troops by

rail in peace, railway troops, and the Amudarja

flotilla.

20th section : Transport of troops by water in peace,

transport of stores.

2l8t section : The construction and repair of the network

of railways and roads.

{h) Division 2 (preparations for war).

—

22nd section : Transport of troops in war.

23rd section : Concentration by rail, time tables, foreign

countries,

24th section : Lines of communication of the Army.
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5.. Military Topograpliical Department.—This corresponds to

the Siu'vey Department of the Prussian General Staff, and

includes the chancelry, the geodetic section, the triangulation,

topographical survey, the administration of maps (drawing,

engraving, printing, photography, care and distribution of maps).

The Mihtary Topographical School is under its supervision.

The follomng are also under the Headquarters Staff :

—

1. The Committee of the Headquarters Staff.

—

President : The Chief of the Headquarters Staff.

Members : (a) The 5 Generals in charge of Departments

;

(6) the Director of the Nicolas General Staff Academy ;

(c) 10 Generals (the Chief of the Headquarters Staff can

call in officers as additional temporary members to

the meetings).

The Committee considers questions of Army organisation and

training of troops, the work for the General Staff and the Military

Topograpliical Department, and the conferring of rewards for

work.

2. The Mobilisation Committee.

—

President : The Chief of the Headquarters Staff.

12 permanent members.

3. The Committee on transport of troops and stores to deal

with matters which necessitate the co-operation of the xldmiralty

and Communications Department.

—

President : Chief of the Headquarters Staff.

Members : 8 Generals, 1 representative of the Admiralty and

2 representatives of the Communications Department.

4. The Committee for internal affairs of the Headquarters

Staff,—1 President and 4 members.

5. Nicolas General Staff Academy,

Finally, under the Headquarters Staff are :—

The Corps of General Staft olhcers, the Corps of Orderlies,

whose work c9rresponds practically to that of the

Prussian Feldjager Corps, Military Topography, the

publication of the " Vojennii Sbornik " and " Kusski

Invahd " journals.
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From the foregoing description of the organisation of the Head-

quarters Staff it follows that the work of a "Great General Staff,"

in the German sense, is practically done by the 2nd and 3rd,

6th to 9th and the 19th to 24th sections and the Mihtary Topo-

graphy Department, while the work done in the 1st, 4th, 5th, 10th

to 12th, 15th to 18th (the latter partly in the Mihtary Cabinet),

would be done by the Prussian War Office, and that in sections

13 to 17, by the Prussian Mihtary Cabinet.

The Chief of the Headquarters Staff, moreover, has, in addition

to the duties of " Chief of the General Staff of the Army "

(according to German ideas), a very extensive and influential

share in other branches of mihtary administration, the educa-

tional estabhshments and the training of the troops. But he is,

nevertheless, a subordinate of the War Minister, and it appears

doubtful whether, in case of war, the latter, or the Chief of the

Headquarters Staff, or even a third man, might not be chosen

to take charge of warhke operations. At the present time the

question is solved by the sending of the War Minister to the

theatre of war in East Asia as Commander-in-Chief.

On the 1st January, 1904, the estabhshment of the Headquaiters

Staff was 147 officers and 275 officials.*

3. The General Staff with the Troops.

The General Staff with the troops comprises in peace all officers

of the General Staff holding appointments fixed by estabhshment

on the following Staffs and Commands :

—

The Administrative Staffs of Military Districts, including

the Viceroy's Staff in the Far East (1. Priamur District

with the Trans-Baikal, Amur and Coast Districts,

Sakhahn Island, 2. Kwantung District) : 30 Generals.

98 Field and 79 other Officers.f

Army Corps Staffs : 32 Generals, 32 Field, GO Officers junior

ranks.

* According to the list of General Staff officers of Ist January, 1904.

t 'Jhe new formations owing to the ^ircscnt war with Japan are not

included.
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Divisional Staffs : 76 Field, 76 Officers junior ranks.

With 3 Cavalry Brigades : 3 Officers junior ranks.

With 3 independent Cossack Brigades : 3 Field Officers.

With the Rifle Brigades (to the 9th East Siberian inclusive) :

24 Field Officers, 1 Junior Officer.

With the Infantry Brigades 46 to 66, the 1st and 2nd

Turkistan Reserve Brigades, the 1st to 3rd Siberian

Infantry Brigades : Each 1 Field Officer.

With the Don Army : 1 Field, 1 Junior Officer.

With the Staffs of Fortresses : 4 Generals, 27 Field, 8

Junior Officers.

In the Administrative Staffs of MiUtary Districts, the Assistant

to the Chief of the District Staff, or (as in the frontier districts

Wilna, Warsaw, Kieff, Caucasus, Turkistan, Priamur), the

" Quartermaster-General," the Chief of '^ Military Communica-

tions," several officers employed on special work under the

General Officer Commanding and in the District Staff, as well as

several routine Staff officers and their assistants, belong to the

General Staff. The Chief of the District Staff is not, according

to the estabhshment, a General Staff officer.

The duties of his assistants are regulated by the Cliief of the

District Staff. They consequently vary in character in different

districts. According to regulation the assistant has only to do

with the special employment of officers of the General Staff

and their duties with the troops. The officers specially employed

are given particular subjects to work out, such as, for instance,

the mobihsation of the forces in the district in question, collecting

and compiUng information of a topographical or statistical nature,

the selection of country for quarters, camps and manoeuvres,

Staff rides with regimental officers. These officers of the

General Staff are attached to Generals during the summer

manoeuvres. The Routine Staff officers, with their assistants,

are the Chiefs of the Sections of the District Staff. The Chiefs

of these Sections, which deal with questions of quarters, transport,

training and mobilisation, arc Field Officers.

In an Army Corps the Chief of the General Staff is either
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a Major-General or Colonel of the General Staff. He is imme-

diately under the General Commanding the Army Corps, and

reports on all matters which come to the Staff and directs the work

of the Staff. He can, by order of the General Commanding,

inspect any body of troops belonging to the Army Corps. The

readiness for war of the Army Corps is especially his responsibility.

He has the rank of a Brigadier-General, but as regards the officers

of the Staff, the rank and powers of a Divisional General. One

of his Senior Routine Staff officers is an officer of the General Staff.

He has besides two officers of the General Staff for projects,

schemes, &c.

The Chief of the General Staff of a Division (Infantry or

Cavalry) is a Colonel or Lieutenant-Colonel of the General Staff.

He is assisted in his duties by two Senior Routine Staff officers,

having the two Sections of the Divisional Staff, one for mihtary

duties and the other for administrative purposes. One of these

must be an officer of the General Staff. The Chief reports directly

to the Divisional General, issues his orders and sees that they are

carried out.

The General Staff officer with Rifle and Reserve Brigades,

and the 4th Turkistan Brigade, is attached for special duties.

On the Staff of the Army of the Don, the Routine Staff officer

under the Chief of the Staff and his assistant are officers of

the General Staff. The Routine Staff officer has charge of the

Mobilisation Section.

The Chief of a Fortress Staff is, as a rule, an officer of the

General Staff. The Chief of the Section deaUng with military

duties, that is to say, the military government of the fortress,

its preparation for defence, the strength of the troops, exercises,

drills, and manoeuvres, and questions affecting the officers of

the garrison, is, however, always an officer of the General Staff.

Many officers of the General Staff would, in the event of the

Army being placed on a war footing, be appointed to the follow-

ing :—

The Headquarters of the Commander -in-Chief ; the Army

Commands ; and the Military District Administration

in the theatre of war
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Tlio niimliers of General Staff officers with these commands
depends on the theatre of war and the existing requirements.

The number of General Staff officers with Army Corps and

Divisions is generally doubled on a war footing. There is in

addition one General Staff officer told off to each Army Corps

in the field to be at the disposal of the Chief of the Staff.

It is not laid down by regulation that the Chiefs of the Staffs

are to be officers of the General Staff. It is, however, laid down
that the Chief of the Divisional Staff is to be a Colonel of the

General Staff.

General Staff officers of the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters

are for general and special duties. For the latter the Chief

of the Staff has one General Officer and two Field Officers of the

General Staff at his disposal. The Quartermaster-General,

who has charge of strategical operations and the Intelligence

Department, has attached to him for every Army placed under

the orders of the Commander-in-Chief, three officers of the General

Staff for general and special duties. Similarly, two officers of

the General Staff are attached to the Railway Section, which

undertakes the whole management of the railway system of

the theatre of war.

The Quartermaster-General on the Staff of an Army in the

field is a General of the General Staff. He has attached to him
four Senior Routine Staff officers and their assistants and five

officers of the General Staff for special duties. The Senior Routine

Staff officers and their assistants carry on the work and duties

of the four Sections of the Quartermaster-General's Department,

viz.. Military Operations, General Staff work, the Intelligence

Department and the Topographical Department. One General

Staff ofl&cer is attached for special duty to the Inspector-General

of the Communications of the Army.

Officers of the General Staff with the Staffs of District Commands
in the theatre of war are intended mainly for special duties.

The Chief of a military district and the head of the civil

administration of a district on the lines of communication of an

Army would each have one officer of the General Staff. The
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District Staff would also have several officers attached to it for

similar purposes. Each District Staff would have besidestwo officers

of the General Staff—as Senior Routine Staff officer and assistant

—to carry on the ordinary work and duties of the Sections.

In an Army Corps acting independently, the Chief Quarter-

master, his two Senior Routine Staff officers, and the two officers

attached for special duties, are officers of the General Staff.

The duties of the Senior Routine Staff officers correspond to those

of the Senior Routine Staff officers of the Quartermaster-General

of an Army.

The composition of the Staff of a Division in war undergoes

a change in that both Sections of the Divisional Staff may be put

in charge of General Staff officers.

4. General Staff Officers Holding Special Appointments.

On the 1st January, 1904, there were employed :

—

In the Cossack Department of the War Office (Mobilisation

Section) : 1 General, 2 Field Officers.

In the Department of the I.G. Cavalry : 2 Generals, 2 Field

Officers.

In the Cavalry Officer's School : ] Field Officer as member of

the Committee.

In the Officer's Musketry School : 1 Field Officer.

At the Nicolas General Staff Academy : 1 General, 1 Field

Officer as Director, 6 Field Officers as Inspecting Officers,

10 Generals, 5 Field Officers as instructors.

At other Military Training Establishments : 10 Major-

Generals, 12 Colonels, 20 Lieutenant-Colonels and 8

Captains.

Finally, 19 Field Officers were employed as Railway Line

Commissioners (for the transport of troops and stores).

5. Appointment to the General Staff,

Appointment to the General Staff can only be obtained by

those officers who have passed the Nicolas Staff Academy with
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good results. The course lasts two and a-half years and is divided

into two classes. The last half-year, called the supplementary

course, is devoted to special preparation for duty in the Greneral

Staff ; only the best are admitted to this, about three-quarters,

on the results of the final examination in the second year. The

establishment allows of 120 to 140 officers being admitted to

the Academy yearly. Other officers are admitted to attend the

lectures as supernumeraries.

The course in the Survey Section lasts two years, at the end

of which the officers remain half a year in the supplementary

course. They are then attached to the Chief Observatory at

Poltava for one and a-half years. The whole course consequently

lasts four years.

Admission to the survey course is only every other year ; the

number of students does not exceed seven.

Officers of all arms up to first Lieutenant in the Guard, and to

Staff Captain of other Arms, are allowed to enter the Academy,

provided they have served at least three years in the rank of

officer, and passed the entrance examination. This examination

is preceded by a preliminary examination carried out in districts.

After this officers are sent to St. Petersburg, by the end of

August at latest, to undergo the entrance examination.

The subjects of examination are tactics, mathematics, artillery

and small arms, fortification, the elements of military adminis-

tration, topographical drawing, political history and geography

and the Russian, French and German languages.

The course of instruction begins in October. The following

are the principal subjects taught :—Military history, tactics,

strategy, mihtary administration, military statistics, geodesy

and map-making, surveying and drawing. The special subjects

are artillery, mihtary engineering, political history, physical

geography, and the Russian and foreign languages. Instruction

is also given in riding. In the summer the ofKcers do practical

military sketching and the solution of tactical problems on the

ground.

An exit or final examination takes place in the month of

a
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August, September or October. According to the result, those

passing out are divided into three categories. Those in the first

and second categories are given a decoration to be worn on the

breast, but those of the first category receive as well a gold or

silver medal of various sizes.

Officers who have successfully passed the supplementary

course are taken on the list of the General Staff. They first of

all return to regimental duty for two years, and are then appointed

to the General Staff as vacancies occur. An officer who is noted

as unsuccessful at the end of the supplementary course,

returns to regimental duty without any prospect of special

employment.

The surveyors are always posted to the General Staff at once

at the conclusion of their four years' course.

The further promotion of General Staff officers, as well as their

periodical return to regimental duty, is regulated by special

orders on the subject.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE FRENCH ARMY.

In the year 1790, before the cominencemeiit of the wars of the

Revolution, by a decree of the National Assembly, a General

Staff was formed in the French Army for the first time. It con-

sisted of " Adjiidants Greneraux " and " Aides-de-camp " of

the rank of Field Officers or Captains. The General Staff was not

a separate corps of officers, as the individual officers belonging

to it were always obliged to return to regimental duty before

promotion to the next higher rank.

In the time of Napoleon I there were General Staffs at the head-

quarters of the Commander-in-Chief, and also with the different

armies, which, however, were not organised on any fixed lines.

but according to the requirements of the Emperor and Army

Commanders at the moment. General Berthier's role as "Major-

General " of the Army is well known. It only corresponded

to the position of Chief of the General Staff of the Army from a

German point of view, in so far that Berthier was responsible

for the drawing up of the orders of his imperial master. He was

not consulted as to the strategy to be adopted.

The appearance of the Corsican genius precluded the intro-

duction of a regularly organised General Staff. It was not till

6th May, 1818, that by royal decree a regular General Staff Corps

was formed. Appointment to the General Staff was at that time

through a special General Staff School (ecole d'appHcation

d'etat-major), into which 25 officers were admitted each year.

At the end of a two years' residence at this school there was

an examination, on the results of which a certain number of

officers were appointed to the General Staff, and remained in it

continuously till they were promoted to the rank of General.

Officers of the General Staff were promoted more rapidly, and thpv

G 2
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were employed as General Staff with troops, in tlie War Office, in

the higher posts of the " Routine Staff," as instructors and as

MiHtary Attaches. According to German ideas there was no

" Great General Staff " any more than there was an independent

Chief of the General Staff of the Army. Their place was filled

by the War Office and the War Minister.

Although the want of this organisation was distinctly recognised

as a result of the 1870-71 war, it was not till the year 1880 that

a thorough reorganisation of the General Staff was introduced.

The differences of opinion at the time were principally as to

whether the General Staff was to be as formerly a " corps ferme,"

that is to say, a permanent corps of officers, independent of the

rest of the Army, or whether it was to be a " service ouvert,"

consisting of officers who would be employed on General Staff

duties for a time and then returning to regimental duty. It was

decided in favour of the principles which had existed at the time

of the Revolution, and the General Staff was turned into a

" service ouvert."

The most important points of the law for the reorganisation,

dated 20th March, 1880, are, taking into account the changes

which had taken place meanwhile, the following :

—

The General Staff consists of officers of all arms who have

quahfied for the General Staff (brevet d'etat-major) and who

are employed for a time on the General Staff, and of the necessary

" Administrative Officers " (registrars) and clerks. The quaUfi-

cation is obtained by passing the final examination at the con-

clusion of the two years' course at the Staff College (ecole supe-

rieure de guerre). Captains and Field Officers can also quahfy

without passing through the Staff College by passing a special

examination. As a rule all the students at the Staff College

qualify for General Staff. At the conclusion of the Staff College

course, the officer is tested by being attached for two years for duty

to the General Staff with troops, and according to the result of this

lie is appointed to the General Staff or returns to regimental duty.

The officers who are appointed to the General Staff remain in

and wear the uniform of their arm, with certain restrictions
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(embroidery on the collar, aiguilettes, arm bands), and are placed

Jiors cadre (seconded in English, or somewhat the same as d la

suite in Germany). They can only be promoted to a higher

rank when they have previously completed two years' regimental

duty in their present rank. The maximum number of General

Staff officers was fixed by law at : 30 Colonels, 40 Lieutenant-

Colonels, 170 Majors, 400 Captains, a total of 640 officers, who,

however, are not all employed in proper General Staff duty. In

addition there are the officers of the Survey Department and 240

" Administrative Officers " (registrars). According to the Army
List for 1903 there are at present actually belonging to the

General Staff :— .

18 Colonels, 48 Lieutenant-Colonels, 153 Majors. 165

Captains.

At the head stands the Chief of the General Staff of the Army

(chef d'etat-major general de VArmce), who is placed under the

Minister of War. He is responsible for the work and training

of the officers of the General Staff. Formerly his appointment

was a parliamentary one, so that on a change of War Minister

he also had to resign his appointment. The result was that

from the time that the Great General Staff was formed, from

1874 to 1888, that is in 14 years, there were 12 chiefs at the head

of the General Staff. This frequent changing was very bad for

the continuity of the work of the General Staff, especially as

regards preparations for war. Consequently, in 1890, de Frey-

cinet, the Civil War Minister at the time, a very sensible man,

succeeded in making the Chief of the General Staff politically

independent of the Minister of War.

The position of the Chief of the General Staff in case of war

has given rise to some lively discussions in recent years. Formerly

he was destined to act as Chief of the Staff to the Commander-in-

Chief {Generalissimus). The term " Generalissimus " is generally,

though incorrectly, used in France to designate the commander

of the principal group of armies destined for action against

Germany.

The question arose as to who was to take the supreme command
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of all the forces of France in war (corresponding to the German
" Great Headquarters "), a question which was answered by

the War Minister at the time to the effect that the Government,

that is, in other words, the War Minister, would take the supreme

command. On these grounds it was not considered advisable

to rob the War Minister of his principal adviser in time of war,

and it was now arranged that on mobilisation the Chief of the

General Staff of the Army would remain at the side of the War
Minister, while a General who had been previously selected

during peace time, would go as Chief of the Staff to the so-called

" Generahssimus."

The Great General Staff, immediately under the Chief of the

General Staff, is divided into the following sections :

—

Section 1. Organisation and preparation of the Army for

war, distribution and strength
;

Section 2. Organisation and tactics of foreign armies,

study of foreign theatres of war, miUtary missions

abroad

;

Section 3. Military operations and general training of the

Army
;

Section 4. Railways and lines of communication, transport

of troops
;

Historical Section
;

African Section : Deals with the affairs of Algeria and Tunis ;

Survey.

These sections are each under one of the three " sub-

chiefs."

According to the Army List for 1903 the total number of officers

on the Great General Staff, including the officers attached for duty,

is 142.

The General Staif with troops, apart from tlie Routine Statf

officers {Officiers d'ordonna/nce) consists of :

—

With the Military Government of Paris : 2 Colonels or

Lieutenant-Colonels, 3 Majors, 5 Captains

;

With the MiUtary Government of Lyons : 2 Colonels or

Lieuteiuuit-Coloncls, 3 Majors, 4 Captains
;
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With an Army Corps : 2 Colonels or Lieutenant-Colonels.

2 or 3 Majors, 2 or 3 Captains
;

With an Infantry or Cavalry Division : 1 Major, 1 Captain.

The Chief of the General StafI with the Government of Paris

or with a Frontier Army Corps may be a Brigadier-General

instead of a Colonel.

The Senior General Staff officer with an Army Corps is the Chief

of the General Staff, and the next senior is Sub-Chief. In the

same way, the Field Officer of the General Staff with a Division

is Chief of the Divisional Stai?. As in Germany, there is only

Routine Staff and no General Staff with a Brigade.

The duties of the General Staff of an Army Corps are arranged

in the following manner : The post of Chief of the General Staff

is the same as in Germany. The Sub-Chief assists him and acts

for him when absent. The two Field Officers are employed as

chiefs of the two sections, between which the work is divided.

Section 1 deals with : General correspondence, training, opera-

tions, drill and manoeuvres, affairs of officers, administration

of the law, administrative departments, survey, statistics.

Section 2 (territorial section) deals with : Conscription, organisa-

tion, preparation for war, reserve and territorial army, Artillery

and Engineer establishments, military works, fortifications. The

work is divided in a similar way in General Staffs of divisions.

The rules as to correspondence, records and returns are all

definitely laid down.

General Staffs for the Headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief

and the Commanders of Armies and General Staffs to act with the

individual Army Corps are only formed for war. The General

Staff of an Army Corps on a war footing consists of a Colonel or

Lieutenant-Colonel as Chief, a Lieutenant-Colonel or Major as

Sub-Chief, one Field Officer and five Captains or Lieutenants.

The General Staff of a Division consists of a Lieutenant-Colonel

or Major as Chief and two Captains or Lieutenants, The duties

of a General Staff in war arc divided into external duties and office

duties. In the instructions reganling exteinal duties, it is worth

noticing that a General Staff officer who is sent on an}- special
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mission is authorised to demand any assistance from Commanders

of troops in the way of information or the provision of escorts

and horses. If several officers are sent on one mission, the General

Staff officer takes command of other officers of his own rank.

The office work of the General Staff of an Army in war time

is divided in three sections, which deal with :

—

1. Maintenance of efficiency
;

2. IntelHgence and pohtical

;

3. Operations.

With an Army Corps or Division the work of 2 and .3 is in one

section. Instructions as to correspondence, petitions, reports,

information, issue of orders, diaries, arrangement of the office

and records, are all set forth in detail.

The training of General Staff officers in peace time is regulated

by a special decree of the War Minister. General Staff officers

have to deal with big questions on professional subjects as

winter work, to work out tactical problems, carry out recon-

naissances and to take part in war games, tactical and General

Staff rides. These are divided as in Germany, into Army and

Corps General Staff rides. Officers have in addition to attend

manoeuvres and practice camps.

There is a general complaint that there is too much office work

required of General Staff officers in France, and that consequently

they are kept away from their proper duties, although the indi-

vidual Staffs have a higher estabhshment of officers than is the

case in Germany.
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THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE BRITISH ARMY.

The English Army is in every respect so entirely different

from any of the great European armies, not only as regards the

system of recruiting of the Army, but also as regards administra-

tion and the duties of the higher mihtary authorities, that it must

not appear surprising if the character, duties and business of

the General Staff belonging to it are totally different from that

of any other Army.

The " Staff " in the Enghsh Army is looked upon rather as

consisting of the General officers holding commands and the

Staffs attached to them in peace or war ;
moreover, a great part

of the duties connected with Army administration is transferred

to the General Staff.

The reason for this is to be found in the organisation of the

British War Office. The British Army is a parHamentary Army,

and the Constitution takes care that the reputation of the

Cabinet is not affected by the influence of a professional officer.

At the head of the War Office is the Secretary of State for War,

mider whom was formerly the Commander-in-Chief. The former

is a pohtical personage, a member of, and responsible to,

Parliament, whose fate is dependent on that of the Cabinet

;

the latter, who had no scat in the House of Commons, was only

responsible to the Sovereign.

The War Office formerly consisted of :—

I. The Civil Department, under the Financial Secretary

;

II. The Military Department, under the Commandei-m-Chief

appointed by the Crown.
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There are two Under Secretaries of State directly under the

Civil War Minister : (a) The Parliamentary Under Secretary of

State, a pohtician who changes with the War Minister and

supports him in Parliament
;

(b) the Permanent Under Secretary

of State, who as a professional official is independent of any change

of Ministry, and has no seat in Parliament. Immediately under

the War Minister and controlled by the Parhamentary Under

Secretary is the Central Department, divided in four sections.

By it is carried on the business of the Department with other

Departments, other authorities and Parliament.

The Mihtary Department under the Commander-in-Chief

was formerly divided into five principal and two subordinate

departments :

—

1. The Department of the Commander-in-Chief.—As the

Commander-in-Chief formerly had command of all the troops

at home and abroad, Army Orders were issued, and inspections

were arranged from this office. The Commander-in-Chief

was the principal adviser of the Minister of War in mihtary

matters. He also was responsible for the general distribution of

the Army, mobilisation, plans of operations, intelhgence, and

personal affairs of officers. His deputy was the senior officer of the

Military Department. The sphere of his duties included the

business of : {a) Adjutant-General, who dealt with discipline,

training, education, and recruiting, in eight sections
; (6) Director-

General of Mobilisation and Mihtary Intelhgence, who collected

all information of value for the defence of the country, and details

of organisation of foreign armies; (c) Military Secretary, corre-

sponding somewhat to the German Military Cabinet, which deals

with the appointment and promotion of officers (but only up to

Field Officer*) and other personal affairs of officers.

2. Quartermaster-General's Department.—Supply, quartering,

remounts and transport of troops by land and sea.

3. Department of the Director-General of Fortifications.

—

Fortifications.

* The sclcftion and promotion boaiil formerly dealt with promotions in tlio

higher ranks.
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4. Department of the Director-General of Ordnance.—Equip-

ment and clothing, technical estabUshments.

5. Department of the Director-General of Army Medical

services.—Medical Section.

6. Department deahng with rehgious matters.

7. Veterinary Department deahng with supply of horses

There is not yet, properly speaking, a Great General Staff

in the British Army. The proposed changes in the War Office

in this respect will be referred to later on. At the present time

a great part of the work which falls to the Great General Staff

in Germany, is, as would be imagined from the above description

of the organisation of the English War Office, done there and

also in certain of the five standing Committees {e.g., in the " Army
Railway Council " for the transport of troops in war, and in the

" Defence Committee " for the consideration of fundamental

questions for the land and sea forces).

The General Staff officers do not form a special corps. The
" Staff " consists in the first place of officers who have been

specially trained at the " Staff College " (Camberley, near

Aldershot), who in peace are sent to assist at Headquarters,

with the General and Divisional Conmaands, Colonial Commands,

and Inspector-General of Cavalry, and in war to corps Divi-

sional and Brigade Commands with troops in the field. These

officers form the real " General Staff." In addition, officers on

the " Personal Staff " belong to the " Staff," corresponding to

the German higher " Adjutantur."

Officers considered suitable for the General Staff must go

through the two years' course at the " Staff College," or pass the

final examination which is prescribed for appointment under

exceptional circumstances. To be eligible for the entrance

examination the competitor must have five years' service

(exclusive of long leave). Officers who have distinguished them-

selves on active service are exempted from the examination.

As a rule an appointment on the General Staff is for five years.

General Staff officers gain no advantages as regards promotion,

but have more opportunity of distinguishing themselves on active
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service, and, consequently, of being promoted, than regimental

officers.

General Staff officers are classified in five grades

:

(a) Adjutant or Quartermaster-General — General (from

Major-General upwards)

;

(b) Deputy Adjutant-General—Colonel or Major-Goneral

;

(c) Assistant Adjutant-General — Lieutenant-Colonel or

Colonel

;

(d) Deputy Assistant Adjutant — Captain to Lieutenant-

Colonel
;

(e) Staff Captains—Captains.

General Staff officers doing duty in the Quartermaster-General

Branch (at the War Office, with the higher commands aud Pres-

dency Commands in India) of grades (6) to (d) are called corre-

spondingly : Deputy Quartermaster-General, &c. The officers

in the " Mobihsation and Military Intelligence Division " of the

War Office also have the title " Quartermaster," &c., although

they are not actually engaged in Quartermaster-General's work.

There are one to three officers on the " Personal Staff " of

Generals, according to their rank, who are called " Mihtary

Secretary," " Assistant Mihtary Secretary " or " Aide-de-camp."

They are only allotted to the highest appointments and deal

with confidential service matters (personnel). The " Aides-de-

camp " are selected by the Generals with whom they serve, and

are chosen rather from personal than service reasons.

Officers of the General Staff proper wear a special uniform,

and those on the Personal Staff a similar uniform.

The work of the " Great General Staff " is done, as already

stated, partly by the War Office and partly by standing com-

mittees.

With the General Staff with troops, the Senior General Staff

officer of those appointed to a command is called Chief of the

General Staff (" Chief Staff officer "). The work is carried out

as follows :

—

Section A deals with discipline, interior economy, training,

musketry, signalling, schools ;
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Section B : Recruiting, transport of troops, distribution and

quartering of troops, barracks and camps
;

Section C : Artillery matters
;

Section D : Engineer matters
;

Section E : Equipment, &c.

The employment of General Staff officers in war is similar to

that in the German Army. With Brigades the work of sections

A and B is done by the " Brigade-Major," the only General

Staff officer with a Brigade in war.

At the present time the British Army is undergoing reorganisa-

tion, which touches, in the first place, the War Office, and with

it the General Staff (" Intelhgence Division ").

The Committee entrusted with the preparations for this change

finds the first necessity, in order to improve the Army, to be the

reconstitution of the Defence Committee and of the General

Staff. The former, following the parhamentary traditions of

the country, is to be directly and exclusively imder the Prime

Minister. Tliis Committee is to have, in addition to the former

members, who were frequently changing, and much occupied

with other duties, a permanent nucleus to deal with defence

questions. These questions will include, in accordance with the

composition of the British Empire, not only the troops of the

Mother country, but also the Navy, India and the Colonies.

Till now, the Committee consisted of the President, namely,

the Parliamentary Under Secretary to the War Minister, and the

following members : The First Sea Lord, the Director of Naval

Ordnance, the Director of Naval Intelhgence, the Adjutant-

General, the Inspector-General of Fortifications, the Director-

General of Ordnance, the Director-General of the Mobihsation

and Intelligence Division and two Secretaries.

In addition to this Committee there was a Colonial Defence

Committee. Both these will now be amalgamated in the Defence

Committee.

The new members joining will be : a permanent secretary, whose

appointment will originally only be for five years, but which can

be prolonged at pleasure. Under him will be 2 naval officers
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selected by the Admiralty, 2 military officers selected by the War-

Office, 2 Indian officers, selected by the Viceroy, 1 or more

representatives of the Colonies.

The seniority of these officers is immaterial ; their appointment

would be for two years at the most, wlien they could return

for at least one year to regimental duty. They can then come

back to the War Office again later.

The duties of the new " Defence Committee," as proposed, are

as follows :

—

(fl) The consideration of all questions of the defence of the

Empire as affecting the Army, Navy, India and the

Colonies

;

(b) The collecting of the necessary information from the

Admiralty, War Office, India Office, Colonial Office, and

other departments of State
;

(c) The preparation of all documents relating to the defence

of the country for the information of the Prime Minister
;

{d) Proposals in regard to defence questions, which involve

several departments of State
;

(e) Furnishing reports to the Cabinet.

The above-mentioned Committee likewise proposed a trans-

formation of the War Office, which was in great part carried out

at once by the Government. The spheres of work which had been

under the Commander-in-Chief are assigned directly to the War
Minister.

The constitution of the War Office was modelled on the

Admiralty " Board." The new Army Council, at the head of

which is the War Minister, is composed as follows :

—

1. Tlie War Minister (civihan)
;

2. First mihtary member : Preparations for war ;

3. Second mihtary member : Recruiting, pay, discipHne, &c.

4. Third military member : Supply, clothing, remounts, &c.

5. Fourth mihtary member : Equipment, fortifications, &c.

6. Civil member for mihtary buildings and rehgious matters

7. Financial Secretary for financial matters.
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There is in addition a Secretary of the " War Office," immedi-

ately under the War Minister, for the carrying on of business and

for parhamentary work. The " War Office " is only an

administrative and not a commanding authority.

It is further intended to form a " General Staff," such as exists

in all armies organised on modern lines. In England alone, much

to the disadvantage of her Army, there has so far been no General

Staff.

While questions relating to the defence of the country by the

Army and Navy jointly wil] be dealt with by the Defence Com-

mittee, all preparations for war on land are to be carried out

by the General Staff, which is under the First Mihtary Member

of the Army Council. The General Staff is to remain in effective

touch with the Army, no officer is to serve on the General Staff

for longer than four years consecutively. The supply of General

Staff officers is to be mainly from the Staff College.

The organisation of the General Staff is arranged somewhat

as follows :

—

Chief of the General Staff of the Army.

Director of Military Operations :

—

Information as to the British forces, their distribution,

plans of attack and defence for wars out of the United

Kingdom.

Intelligence.

Mapping.

Director of Staff Duties :

—

Higher military education.

Publication of regulations as to tactical training, military

history, library.

Director of Military Training ;

—

Home defence.

Manoeuvres.

The abolition of the post of Commander-in-Chief under the

War Minister was urgently necessary. The attempt to combine

in a measure administration and command in the person of the
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Commander-in-Chief failed absolutely. With the composition

and extent of the British Empire it seems impossible that one

man could properly fill such a position.

The former Commander-in-Chief was at the same time the

Inspector-General of the troops. This post has now been taken

by an Inspector-General who is outside of and independent of the

War Office. Under him are a number of inspectors. The

Inspector-General is to be the " eyes and ears " of the Army
Council and furnish reports yearly to that authority. Proposals

for the promotion of officers, from Captain upwards, are toemanate

from him (through the " Selection Board ").

Finally, it is intended, in accordance with a demand which

has been made many times, to increase the powers of the Com-

manders of troops, in order to arrive at a greater measure of

decentralisation. Seven administrative districts are to be formed

under Major-Generals (five in England, one in Scotland, one in

Ireland). Each of these authorities wiU take over the adminis-

trative work of their district, which formerly was altogether in

the hands of the War Office. The staff of these seven administra-

tive chiefs has nothing to do with the " General Staff." The

Brigade Commands are Commands pure and simple, and are

concerned with the training and leading of the troops. Administra-

tion and command are miited in the " General Officers Command-
ing in Chief," of whom there are to be five : 1. for the two Army
Corps in Aldershot and Salisbury, the troops of which are always

in a state of readiness ; 2, for the Northern Command ; 3, for

the Eastern Command ; 4, for the Western Command ; 5, for

Ireland.

In peace time no other Army Corps will exist beyond the two

mentioned.
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CHAPTER VIII.

GENERAL STAFF OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY.

Till the end of the last century the United States of North

America looked on their geographical position and the building of

a strong Navy as the best protection against Powers beyond the

sea, and were accustomed to consider a standing Army as a

continual threat to the Republic ; but the .Spanish-American War
brought about a complete change in their ideas. The mobihsation

of 1898 revealed so many weak spots in their organisation as it

then stood, that lasting remedies were applied by the reorganisa-

tion law of 1901 and the Mihtia Law of 1903. By the Law
of 14th February, 1903, a General Stafi has been given to the

Army.

Formerly the Commander-in-Cliief was responsible for the

preparedness of the Army, without the power of putting into

force his ideas on Army organisation, armament, &c., as he was

dependent on the Secretary for War (War Minister) in all

important questions. The post of Commander-in-Chief has

consequently been abolished, and his duties, in a very extended

form, have been transferred to the Chief of the General Staff.

The latter is immediately subordinate to the President of the

Republic, although, to a less extent than formerly, still dependent

on the War Minister.

Speaking generally, the duties of the General Staff are very

comprehensive, and it seems doubtful whether the limited

number of General Staff officers will sufiiee for the work, although

the Army is not large. With the exception of real General Statf

business, moreover, the sphere of the General Staff is advisory

generally rather than executive.

In contrast to this the Chief of the General Staff has been given

H
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the very important right of supervising the service of the troops

as regards command and disciphne, hkewise of inspecting all

units. He and all other officers on the General Staff are to return

as a rule to regimental duty after four years' staff service. To

avoid friction between the former chief and his younger successor,

it has been decided that all important orders and instructions are

to be issued in the name of the President or of the War Minister.

Further, the Chief of the General Staff of the Army is to occupy

a pecuharly confidential position in his relations with the President

of the Republic and the War Minister, in order to exclude as

far as possible any dissensions between these three persons. This

might, by a suitable selection, be conceivable, but, as a further

consequence of this requirement, the Chief of the General Staff

would have to resign his post when the President quitted office.

In war, the Chief of the General Staff is to become the Com-

mander-in-Chief of all the land forces. The General Staff is

divided into the General Staff Corps atWashington and the General

Staff with the troops, with the five Divisions which exist in peace.

It consists of 1 Chief, 3 Generals (exclusive of the permanently

appointed General of the Artillery Corps), 4 Colonels, 6 Lieutenant-

Colonels, 12 Majors and 20 Captains or First Lieutenants. In

all 46 officers.

These officers, except the three Generals, who will be nominated

by the President of the RepubHc, will be selected from some 500

candidates by a Committee of seven senior officers. The appoint-

ment of officers to the General Staff is for four years. The officers

who are reheved during or at the termination of this period return

to their former arm, and cannot be appointed to the General

Staff again till they have completed two years' regimental duty.

Hereby the former custom, according to which officers on

staffs remained permanently in their appointments, is done away

with. In order to avoid the simultaneous quitting of the General

Staff at the end of this four years by all the officers now employed

during this transition period, some officers will return to regi-

mental duty after two and three years, and their places will

be filled by suitable selected officers, subject to the approval
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of the Chief of the General Staff. They do not appear to be.

required to pass any special examination. Service in the General

Staff Corps (corresponding to the German " Great General Staff ")

is for the time being organised as follows :

—

The Chief (the only Lieutenant-General in the Army) is at the

head ; under him are 4 Generals (Major-Generals or Brigadiers),

of whom 2 are the Chiefs assistants (" Chief Quartermasters "),

1 is Director of the War College (Staff College), and 1 is General of

the Artillery Corps. In addition there is 1 First Lieutenant

immediately under the Chief as secretary.

The General Staff in Washington is divided into three depart-

ments :

—

Department I. (1 Colonel) :

—

Section 1. (1 Major, 3 Captains) :

a. Organisation, training, armament and equipment.

h. Preparation of the Army for war and operations in war.

c. Large manoeuvres in peace.

Section 2. (1 Lieutenant-Colonel, f Major, 4 Captains) : .

a. Discipline, regulations, orders, examinations for appoint-

ment and promotion of officers (with the exception of

the scientific branches).

h. War College (Staff College), military schools, training.

Section 3. (1 Lieutenant-Colonel, 2 Captains) :

a. Transport of troops by land and water, signalling.

balloons.

h. Barracks, camps, magazines, sanitary measures,

c. Supply in peace and war.

Department IL (1 Major) :

—

a. (1 Major and 8 Captains) : Intelligence, information

as to organisation of foreign armies, military history,

library, maps.

6. MiUtary attaches.

Department III. (1 Lieutenant-Colonel as Chief, 1 Lieutenant-

Colonel and 3 Majors) :

—

Section L Information as to possible theatres of war,

co-operation of Army and Navy.

h2
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Section 2 :

a. Technical troops (their organisation, armament, equip-

ments, &c.).

h. Regulations, &c., for technical troops, examinations

of officers for technical troops, technical schools.

c. Ordnance and fortification.

Section 3 :

a. Permanent Fortifications, so far as they have to be

considered in choice of manceuvre grounds, electric

and other designs.

h. Mining and Coast defence,

c. Joint manoeuvres of Army and Navy.

The duties of the General Staff with troops in war and peace

are modelled on the German General Staff duties as they are

carried out with Army Corps Commands.

There are in peace time two General Staff officers with each

of the five Divisions, the senior acting as " Chief " and the other

as his assistant. There are in addition Routine Staff Officers.
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CHAPTER IX.

GENERAL STAFF OF THE RUMANIAN ARMY.

It is especially worthy of notice that the German prince who

ascended the throne of Rumania in the year 1866, at once turned

his attention to the improvement of the Army, and set to work

to develop the existing foundations of a General Staff. The

brilliant achievements of the young Army in the Russo-Turkish

War in 1877 and 1878 give convincing proof of how far his efforts

had been crowned by success. As far back as 12th September,

1859, the foundation was laid for the Army of the United Princi-

palities of Moldavia and Wallachia. The work entrusted to it

included topographical and statistical labours, reconnaissances,

manoeuvres, preparations for war, forming of camps, tactical

and strategical problems, questions as to fortification, miUtary

buildings, arms and ammunition ; and finally the forming of

committees which had to express their opinion as to proposed

improvements in the Army.

In the course of the next few years the General Staff underwent

many changes, affecting both its constitution and the number

and selection of the officers appointed to it.

In the year 1860 the General Staff was considerably increased,

and for the first time the General StafE serving with the troops

was separated from the Great General Staff. It was ordered

that appointment to the General Staff would be made from :

1. Officers who had ])assed the French General Staff School

;

2. Odicers who luid [)asscd a special ex.'unination. It was not
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till the Army reorganisation introduced by the law of 1866 had

been carried out that it was possible to give to the General Staff

a settled constitution and formation, and to lay down the objects

of the Great General Staff on the one hand and of the General

Staff with the troops on the other.

The object of the General Staff was stated to be the training of

officers for higher commands. A purely scientific training was

the main point, as there was no opportunity of practical exercise

in troop leading. The General Staff was filled chiefly by ofi&cers

of the scientific branches. On 3rd February, 1870, appeared

regulations for duty on the General Staff and for the officers

of the General Staff Corps. These regulations laid down the

duty of the General Staff A\dth the higher commands. The

General Staff itself was divided into four sections, of which the

fourth one was to be disbanded in the event of mobilisation
;

the duty in these four sections was classified as follows :

—

I. General Staff work : Marches, movements of troops,

manoeuvres, instructions for service, reconnaissances, &c.

II. Routine Staff work : Promotions, furloughs, punish-

ments, reserves.

III. Administraton : Ammunition, equipment, mihtary

courts, marriages, &c.

IV. War depot or survey.

By Order No. 695 of 1871 a " permanent advisory Committee "

iComiU Consultatif permanent) was formed at the War Office,

wliich consisted of six sections. One of these sections belonged

to the General Staff, and dealt with the following matters :

Organisation in peace and war, disciphne, training and uniform

of the General Staff. Tlic Committee also decided as to the

yearly work of the officers of the General Staff.

Admission to the General Staff Corps of officers of all arms

was legislated for by Order No. 1824 of the year 1873. Those

officers who were recommended by their Commanding Officers

as suitable for the General Staff wore, after passing an examina-
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tion, to be trained for the General Staff. Officers who passed

the examination were first of all sent to the arms to which they

did not belong. They subsequently worked for six months in

Section VI (War Depot) of the General Staff. They were then

transferred to the General Staff.

The same Order laid down that officers of the General Staff

during the time they were working in the different sections had

to do duty from time to time with their unit. General Staff

officers returning to regimental duty continued to wear General

Staff uniform, with a small variation (small aiguilettes). (Order

1717 of 1875.)

These regulations remained unchanged till the year 1882. In

November, 1883, there was a reorganisation of the Great General

Staff. It was now organised as follows :

—

Section I : Organisation, preparation for war, concentration,

preparation of Unes of communication for the Army

for different theatres of war, geography and topography

of the country.

Section II : Preparation and organisation of resources,

movement of troops, information as to mihtary forces

of foreign countries, reconnaissances.

Section III : Carrying out and correction of the survey oi

the country.

The two first sections each consisted of 1 Field Officer and

2 Captains ; the third of 1 Colonel, 1 Lieutenant-Colonel, 1 Major

and 4 Captains.

The interior organisation of the General Staff was modelled

on that of the French General Staff. The training of the officers

was still chiefly technical and scientific. They almost all belonged

to the scientific branches. This was due to the order that General

Staff officers must have passed through either an Artillery or

Engineer School or a Staff College.

To be a General Staff ofticcr a so-called " Brevet " was

necessary. The General Staff officer was in reality seldom in
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actual connection with the troops, although it was laid down

that " breveted " officers up to Lieutenant-Colonel inclusive

were not to remain longer than four years consecutively in General

StafE employ.

The Order of 17th January, 1884, which followed the law of

1883, contained a more detailed classification of the work to be

performed by the individual sections. The authority and duties

of the chief of the General Staff were also laid down. In addition

to the control and training of the General StafE and the direction

of the work of the General Staff, he was entrusted with military

training and education. At the same time the Chief of the

General Staff was in everything subordinate to the War Office

;

consequently a change in the control of the War Office neces-

sitated a change at the same time in the appointment of the Chief

of the General Staff.

In the War Office itself there was also a General Staff section

which dealt withArmy organisation and establishments, recruiting,

preparation for war, concentration, operations, reconnaissances,

big inspections, standing of breveted General Staff officers,

political and international questions, Unes of communications,

railways, post and telegraph. This General Staff section had the

same authority as the corresponding offices of the Great General

Staff. In the year 1891 new regulations were issued for General

Staff duties. In accordance with these the General Staff was

placed directly under the War Office.

The following was the distribution of duties :

—

Section I.—Office 1 : General Staff officers, officers abroad

on duty, education and training. Office 2 : Army
organisation and preparation for war. Office 3

:

Operations, strategical deployment, &c., manoeuvres,

training.

Section II.—Office 1 : Intelligence. Office 2 : Lines of

Communication and transport of troops.

Section III.—Office 1 : Topography. Office 2 : Geodesy and

astronomy. Office 3 : Mapping. Office 4 : Records.
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A new Order in 1895 added to what was required of officers to

gain admission to the General Staff. The brevet as General

Staff officer was only to be bestowed on officers of the rank of

Field Officer and upwards, and only under the following con-

ditions : (1) Successful course at the Rumanian Staff College

or a foreign General Staff school, and a corresponding certificate

of capabihty
; (2) a similar certificate after being attached for

one year to the Great General Staff, and also after being attached

for a year to another arm
; (3) the officer having passed the

examination for promotion to the rank of Major, must still be

on the promotion list
; (4) a special examination.

The Order of 1883 laying down that officers who had been

employed for four years consecutively on the General Staff must

return to regimental duty, Avas cancelled by the law of 1893.

At the same time it was laid down tliat " breveted " officers

who were promoted when with their unit could not return to the

General Staff till they had completed one year's regimental

duty in their new rank. Finally, the former Section III of the

Great General Staff was separated, and received the name of

the " Geographical Institution."

In the year 1901 the above changes were carried a step further :

the routine Staff and registration office of the Great General Staff

were placed under Office 1. Further orders caused no material

alterations.

The Rumanian General Staff is in accordance with above

organised as follows at the present time :

—

Office 1 ; Routine Staff and registration, personnel, military

schools, examination boards, recruiting, statistical

questions, frontiers, reserve officers, library.

Section I.—Office 2, Sub-office A : Organisation, distribution

in peace. Sub-office B : Preparation for war. Office 3 :

Operations, concentration, manoeuvres, Staff rides,

training, calling up of reserves, military history.

Section II.—Office 4, Sub-office A: Transport of troops;

Sub-office P> : Lines of Coniiinitiication of the Army
post and fclegraph. Office 5 : Intelligence.
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The present establishment of officers who wear the uniform

of the Great General Staff is as follows : 11 Colonels, 10 Lieutenant-

Colonels, 15 Majors. The officers of the General Staff doing duty

with troops have generally the same work as falls to General

Staff officers on Army Corps and Divisional Staffs in Germany,

The distribution of General Staff officers to these commands

is similar to what it is in Germany, but in Rumania all General

Staff officers with, troops do not wear the uniform of the General

Staff, but many wear that of their former arm.
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CHAPTER X.

GENERAL STAFF OF THE JAPANESE ARMY.

The Japanese nation, which but a few decades back, after much

internal conflict, decided to adopt European organisations,

has, in a surprisingly short time, stepped into the ranks of the

great land and sea powers.

The Japanese Army possesses in its General Staff an organisa-

tion which in its main features is modelled on the German General

.Staff. Of course it was not German officers who were the first

instructors of the Japanese, as French officers had been appointed

in 18G6 as miUtary instructors in the Mikado's dominions. Dating

from that time the Japanese have continued to wear a similar

uniform to the French. The fundamental training of the

Japanese officers was, however, carried out mainly by Prussian

General Staff officers.*

The excellent work in the Chino-Japanese war, and the careful

preparation for the present war with Russia, bear testimony to

the scientific work and sound procedure of the Japanese General

Staff.

The Chief of the General Staff is, as in Germany, directly under

the Emperor, the same as the War Minister and the Inspector-

General of Education and Training. Divisional Commandersf

report direct to the Mikado on the training of troops, while in

administrative matters they are under the War Minister.

The General Staff numbers some 150 officers, and is divided

into :

—

1. The Great General Staff.

2. The General Staff with the troops.

* Meckel and v. Wildenbruch.

I The .Japanese Ai my in peace lia.-s only divisious.
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At its head is the Chief of the General Staff of the Army, who

has a vice-chief at his side.

The Great General Staff is composed of :

—

The General Section :

Section 1.—For home defence.

Section 2.—^For organisation and preparation of the Japanese

Army for war.

Section 3.—For information as to foreign armies and

intelligence.

Section 4.—For communications and transport of troops.

Section 5.—For military history.

In addition it supervises :

—

(a) The survey, and the trigonometrical, topographical and

cartographical section.

(b) The Staff College, to which is admitted yearly from

150 to 160 Lieutenants.

(c) The Mihtary Attaches.

As General Staff with troops there are three General Staff

officers allotted to each Division: 1 Colonel, as Chief; 1 Major,

and 1 Captain.

The General Staff officers return to regimental duty from time

to time with their own arm. Before each step to promotion they

must have done at least one year's regimental duty.



r>ART TI.

ARMY MANffiUVRES.

——
CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT.

IT
is to be supposed that the creation of standing Armies, or

the idea of always maintaining a military force trained and

prepared for war, immediately led to the system of peace

manoeuvres, which, beginning with the training of the individual

soldier, and afterwards with the exercise of small bodies of men

(tactical units), has eventually led to the present system of

autumn manoeuvres, or the practice of large forces in marching

and fighting. It would be a mistake to assume that the avowed

object of all manoeuvres has been exclusively, from the very

beginning, to exercise the military efficiency of the troops in

question. There may have been other reasons, one of which

was possibly that, with long service, it was considered

necessary to provide a certain amount of employment

for officers and men. But one thing is certain, and that

is, that great Generals have at all times taken pains to train

their Armies during peace for war ; and that, on the other hand,

disaster in war has invariably been the consequence of neglect of

military training in peace.

The constant increase in the numbers of Armies has augmented

the difficulty of handling them, and has rendered it necessary to

introduce Army manoeuvres, in which very large bodies of troops

have to act in concert. These Army manoeuvres are in addition
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to the smaller manoeuvres carried out among themselves by the

troops of a single Army Corps.

It was formerly not the custom to turn out more than two

Army Corps for a given scheme of manoeuvres. This was

sufficient for the instruction of officers in leading troops, up to the

rank of General Officer Commanding Army Corps. But not

every General Officer Commanding Army Corps is qualified to

become a Commander-in-Chief of an Army. A theoretical

knowledge of the handling of an Army is not sufficient ; theory

requires to be supplemented by practical experience, so far as

this is attainable in peace time.

Hence we find that the Great Powers have introduced annual

Army manoeuvres, in which as many as four Army Corps and two

Cavalry Divisions—sometimes even more—have been exercised.

These manoeuvres have been carried out, with occasional inter-

missions, in the autumn of every year.

In Germany this exercise constitutes the Imperial manoeuvres,

which are planned and superintended by the Emperor himself,

through the Chief of the General Staff (Field Service Regulations,

para, 693).

Manoeuvres on such a scale are by no means free from serious

difficulties, and their execution calls for a very completely

organised umpire staff. Both the troops and the civil population

are exposed to much discomfort, owing to the crowding together

of masses of men in a district. The expense is heavy, and the

mounted branches especially lose much time in marching to the

place of assembly, which entails an interruption in the normal

training of the troops.

But these objections are far outweighed by the resulting

advantages. We have already referred to the experience gained

by the Senior Generals. And, moreover, all grades of Commanding

Officers, as well as the troops themselves, derive great advantage

from the march under service conditions to the place of assembly,

and from the eight days' " state of war " with all its hardships

and fatigues. Much instruction is gained in the feeding and

supply of large bodies of troops, and the conveyance of troops by
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rail. Experimental equipment and experimental methods are

practically tested. In fact, the Imperial manoeuvres are useful

in the widest sense of the word.

There is now, as compared with former days, an additional

reason for increasing the importance of manoeuvres in peace, and

this arises from the rapidity with which troops can be strategically

concentrated, and even taken to the actual battlefiekl by railway,

immediately after being placed on a war footing. There is now

no longer the possibility of collecting in camps a large proportion

of the troops intended for active operations within the time

allowed for concentration, thus giving Generals an opportunity

for practice in the handling of large masses of troops before actual

hostilities commence.

The history of the gradual development of ideas which has

led to the establishment of peace manoeuvres in the Prussian

Army is very interesting. The zenith of our military successes,

both in the present and in the past centuries, may be significantly

referred to as immediately following a time when peace manoeuvres

were considered of the highest importance. Their close connec-

tion with actual.warfare, and especially the endeavours that were

made to assimilate them as far as possible to real war, were the

means of providing our Generals with a machine which proved

itself equal to any reasonable efEort that could be called for, and

gave them the most trustworthy instrument on which to base their

plans and decisions. On the other hand, the decline of peace

manoeuvres, and the fact that military training became more

and more confined to the unproductive niceties of parade drill in

the beginning of the present century, paved the way for our

terrible disasters, which could not have been averted at the last

moment even with the assistance of the finest generalship.

Frederick William I, a King whose character has been generally

unjustly judged from his rough exterior only, and who cemented

the bonds that have held Prussia together for more than a

century, is, as has been already mentioned, to be considered

the founder of the military strength of Prussia. With the able

assistance of Prince Leopold of Anhalt Dessau, he laid the
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foundation stone of a system of military training going into tlie

minutest details, and based on the strictest discipline the world

has ever known, and left his great successor the legacy of an Army

which was only wanting in the tactical skill and intellectual

training of its Generals to make it perfection itself.

Frederick II then developed on the manoeuvre fields of

Potsdam, Spandau and Berlin the Prussian tactics of the last

century. The present day has never seen such constant, closely

connected and numerous manoeuvres as took place from the year

1745 to the year 1750. The manoeuvres at Spandau in 1753

lasted twelve days, 49 battalions and 61 squadrons, amounting

altogether to 36,000 men, being assembled together for the

purpose of taking part in them. The King laid the greatest

stress on them, and took immense pains to turn the experiences

gained in the first two campaigns in Silesia to account. In

spite of his having been always victorious in both wars, he was,

nevertheless, fully alive to the wants of his Army. He was

quite unsparing in his exactions with regard to the training for

the field of his Cavalry and Infantry Regiments, holding the

regimental commanders themselves responsible for it. But he

undertook himself the test of this, as well as the higher training

of his Army for war in large masses, at manoeuvres. At these,

before the Seven Years' War, no one could be present, not even

a Prussian officer, unless on duty. A screen was drawn round the

manoeuvring ground, hermetically sealing it, so to speak. Well-

informed eye witnesses, who were by no means worshippers of

the King, have avowed that since arms were first introduced

the world had never seen anything more brilliant or more like

real war than these manoeuvres. The result of all this was shown

in the battles of the Seven Years' War, in which, though under-

taken almost invarialily against superior numbers, victory

declared itself with few exceptions for the Prussian arms. The

military genius of Frederick the Great certainly does not suffer

if we are obliged to admit that, without such troops as had been

trained by him for war, he could never have carried out his

plans, and that without such an excellent Army the battle of
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Leuthen, fought against a threefold superiority in numbers,
could not have possibly resulted in a Prussian victory.

Representatives from every Army in Europe were to be seen

at Prussian manoeuvres after the Seven Years' War, for after

a successful contest had been undertaken and maintained for

seven years against nearly the whole of Continental Europe,
with apparently permanent results, there appeared no further

need of secrecy. There cannot, however, be the slightest doubt
that the constant presence of a large number of persons of high
rank, fond of display, soon had the effect, though perhaps imper-
ceptibly at first, of changing the original character of these

manoeuvres. It is possible that even towards the close of the
reign of the Great Frederick too much attention was paid to the

precision of appearance of the movements of troops in large masses.

But it is well known how this fatal tendency was further unfor-

tunately developed in the twenty years that followed his decease.

The mathematical precision with which the colours of battalions

were required to be dressed is a type of the military manoeuvres
of those days, and the efforts of men of the Yorck and Biilow

stamp were unable to counteract fallacies of the kind by quietly

training their newly formed battalions of Light Infantry in the

open order fighting formation on the Johannisburg Heath far

away on the other side of the Vistula.

Then came our terrible disasters of the years 1806 and 1807.

The military re-organisation which followed gave full import-

ance to peace manoeuvres. The combination of Infantry

and Cavalry in bodies corresponding to our Divisions of the

present day,* and the appointment of Inspectors of light troops,

both mounted and foot, formed a guarantee that the manoeuvres
would be so conducted as to prepare for the co-operation of both
arms in war. The exhausted finances of the country, however
could not stand the immediate undertaking of manoeuvres on a
large scale, which, moreover, were not at all suited' to the times,

* In the place of the Infantry and Cavalry Inspections which existed from
I7C3 to I80G.

I
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as the new military system of training had to be first of all intro-

duced, entirely replacing the old from its very foundation.

The Royal Order of the 3rd June, 1808 (a preliminary set of

Instructions on the training of troops), distinctly laid down

that the greatest amount of attention and pains was to be

devoted to the instruction of officers and non-commissioned

officers in field duties, and of the men in target practice and

skirmishing. Moreover, by carrying on manoeuvres on a small

scale troops were to be trained with a view of giving instruction

in the mutual support of the different arms, and the greatest

attention was to be paid to this most important subject, hitherto

not sufficiently practised. The training of the Artillery remained

for the time separate from that of the other arms. But the

necessity of not leaving the higher training of the Artillery

entirely to itself was so far acknowledged that Prince Augustus

of Prussia, who came from the Infantry, and had greatly distin-

guished himself at the head of his Grenadier Battalion by his

attitude before the capitulation of Prenzlau, was appointed

Brigadier-General of Artillery, and given at the same time chief

command of the Artillery by Royal Order of the 8th August,

1808.*

In the campaigns of 1813-14-15 we find the Prince at the

head of a body of troops of all arms ; we thus see the principle

established of combining the three arms for the common object.

The twenty-five years of peace which followed the wars of

liberation did not upset the experiences so dearly purchased.

By Royal Order of the 12th May, 1822, it was laid down that

the manoeuvres of each Army Corps were to be annually divided

into three periods, viz., the four Infantry and four Cavalry

Regiments were to be separately trained for seven days under

•their own Commanders, next for sevea days together in Divisions

for the mutual co-operation of the two arms on ground of varied

character, and finally for fourteen days in Army Corps, of which

Since then Generals belonging to the other arras have been given high

commands in the Artillery, and certainly not to the disadvantage of the latter

arm. Similarly olTiccra of high rank, who have como from the Artillery, have

occasionally been given commands of Infantry and Cavalry,
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seven days were to be spent in a review and Corps manoeuvres

and seven days in sham fights over fresh country. The horsed

batteries, both of Horse and Field Artillery, were to take part as

much as possible in these manoeuvres.

But when the firm conviction gained ground that the peace

which had recently been won was to be of a lasting nature,

economical motives, which we cannot deny were based on very

good reasons, came to the front. These led, first, to the reduc-

tion of the whole period of manoeuvres to twenty days, a

measure which was effected by an Order of the 27th October,

1828. Then, in the year 1833, an attempt, which was prose-

cuted up to the year 1856, was made to introduce a two years'

service with the colours for all Infantry Regiments of the line.

It is very evident that by this the training of the mass of the

Army would have been reduced to only what was absolutely

necessary, and that this evil was one which would grow as time-

went on, for one half of the Active Army in those days consisted

of Landwehr of the first levy, to which it was impossible to give

an adequate training at any time during the whole of its service.

It must, however, be acknowledged that endeavours were

made to stave off further evil by the manoeuvres which were

held almost every year for two Army Corps. It can easily

be doubted whether this was sufficient to meet the case, for it

must have been extremely difficult not to have noticed, in

planning and carrying out manoeuvres, the insufficient military

training of many corps or regiments, especially those of the

Landwehr. Fortunately the idea that the peace was to be

a lasting one turned out to be correct, and Prussia, putting aside

certain military demonstrations that were made on her eastern

and western frontiers, arising from complications in Belgium

and Poland, was not called upon to undertake any warlike

operations of a serious nature.

We may, therefore, congratulate ourselves that the military

spirit in our Army was quickened by a Royal Order of the

12th July, 1840, which again drew attention to the importance

of peace manoeuvres, and caused a set of Instructions to be

I 2
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framed having special reference to the spirit in which they were

to be carried out.

The Order referred to, addressed to the War Minister, was as

follows :

—

" The manoeuvres, which were ordered by His Gracious

Majesty the late King on the re-organisation of the Army, are

in the highest degree instructive, and most valuable as a training

for real war. They formerly contributed in no small degree

to our successes in the glorious campaigns of 1813-14-15. With

a view of causing the same spirit to continue as heretofore,

and of furnishing the Army with a guide, consisting for the

greater part of a summary or essence of the different Regulations

that have been issued on so many occasions, and which are for

the general use of the service in planning and carrying out all

manoeuvres and field exercises, I have caused a memoir to be

issued to the Army on the subject, which has been prepared

by the Chief of the General Staff at my command. With the

contents of this I fully agree, and express my desire that it

should be closely followed throughout, but more particularly

as regards the two principles which are therein distinctly laid

down, viz., first, that the Brigade is to be considered as the

largest tactical unit with which manoeuvres of a strictly tactical

nature, as prescribed by the Regulations, are to be carried out

;

and secondly, that manoeuvres are invariably to commeijce with

a combination of the different arms, so that the use of the three

arms may be practised with a common object, and the movements

of troops suited to the peculiarities of ground.

" I desire that you will cause this to be strictly observed in

the Army, and draw the attention of Generals and all officers to

the fact that they only act in accordance with the object of

these Regulations if they devote an equal share of attention and

care to the different kinds of training of the men in their charge,

and pay as much attention to parade and drill as to manoeuvres.

(Signed) "Frederick William.

" Sans Souci, 12th July, 1840.

." To the War Minister v. Ranch.''
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The following are the instructions of General v. Krauseneck,
which are quoted in the above-named Royal Order :

—

" The object of manoeuvres is :

—

" To train officers of all ranks and men, so that they may be
fully up to the duties they have to perform in actual warfare,

and that the latter may use their arms with skill, and be able

to carry out the necessary movements with precision and order.

" To be able to know the degree of order that a body of men
has acquired.

" Manoeuvres may be divided into two kinds, viz. :

—

" 1. Those which may be considered as purely tactical, or in

which the training of men to the use of their arms, and
accustoming them to the orderly and rapid movements
required in an engagement (evolutions), are the points

chiefly desired.

"2. Manoeuvres having a general reference to the ground,

according to a preconcerted ' general idea,' that is to say,

sham fights, viz. :

—

"a. Without dividing the force (Division or Army Corps)

against a skeleton enemy, under an appointed leader.

"6. In two separate forces, under two distinct leaders, acting

against each other according to a ' general idea.'

" The manoeuvres in No. 1 are carried out according to the drill

regulations of the different arms. It is of the highest importance

that these should be accurately comphed with, but it is also very

necessary that the officer conducting the manoeuvres should

exercise a circumspect supervision and a proper and, above all

things, very decided, general control. It follows from the nature

of these exercises that the Brigade is the largest tactical body
with which the object intended can be best attained in every way.

" If the different arms are to be practised together for one

common object, a useful exercise will only be learnt when the

nature of the ground must affect the movements of troops, or, in

other words, when difficulties in the nature of tlic country have
to bo overcome.

." The object of the exercises in No. 2 is to practise officers and
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men in the art of taking advantage of ground and forming an

intelligent idea of the state of affairs at any time in an engage-

ment. The object of a ' general idea,' clearlj' defining the

military position, is to afford both the General directing the

whole, as well as the officers commanding the different fractions

of the force, an opportunity of displaying and perfecting their

military cowp d'a^il, quick decision and the skill they have acquired

in handling troops, according to the nature of the ground and

other conditions affecting the situation at the time. It follows

from the very nature of the object of these manoeuvres that no

movements must be laid down and no times given beforehand,

but everything left in the hands of officers in command. The

latter, moreover, must otiIij be given the ' general idea,' and no

directions affecting the issue of the situation ; and the state of

affairs at the end of the manoeuvres should only be explained or

given out as the result of the measures that have been adopted.

It would, it is needless to say, be incompatible with the object

of these exercises if the movements to be performed were in any

way rehearsed.

" On the other hand, all manoeuvres are useful and instructive

if they cause troops to be placed in situations in which they are

likely to find themselves in actual warfare, and practise them

in overcoming the difficulties they are sure to meet with in the

field. In war a Corps or a Division may possibly find itself on

the march without in the least knowing when or where it may

come on the enemy. The sudden and unexpected information of

the approach of the enemy, or perhaps the presence of the enemy

himself, must oblige the force at once to deploy from column

of route into a tactical formation. The force may have been

marching in several columns, in which case the difficulties of

forming up in a tactical position rendered necessary by the sudden

appearance of the enemy, may be materially increased. It is

important that movements of this description should be practised,

and that troops should at times be put in motion on the march

and compelled either by the inspecting officer suddenly sending

them information of the appearance of the enemy, or by hi3
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causing the troops that are representing a skeleton enemy to

appear unexpectedly, to carry out a deployment from column of

route with order and precision in spite of all difficulties presented

by the country. In order that these exercises may fulfil the

object desired, and that faults and errors may be pointed out by

the inspecting officer on the spot, and made by him the subject of

instructive lessons, all movements must necessarily be carried

out with the greatest deliberation and without the slightest

precipitation.

" A most necessary condition is that order should never be

lost in any manoeuvre. If the great precision required in halting

and marching on the drill parade cannot be always maintained at

manoeuvres, order must, nevertheless, on no account be wanting

at the latter, for without order the proper handling of troops

cannot be imagined as possible. The power of command by

which every fraction of a body of troops down to, for instance, a

sub-division* of a battalion, is under control at any moment by a

mere word of command, must never be lost.

" The manoeuvres in 2 & are the manoeuvres of two forces

against each other. In these the two forces are placed in

situations opposed to each other according to a 'general idea,'

guided by which the officers commanding the opposing forces

make their own dispositions from what appears best to them

according to their own judgment of the situation. By these

manoeuvres ability can be both displayed and practised in

rapidly and rightly grasping situations which happen in real

war, coming to a decision thereon, and acting in accordance

with the judgment formed. The ' general idea ' should in every

case dearly and jully describe the military situation of both

forces, but it should not allude to anything that should only

come from the officers commanding the two forces as their

own free judgment. To restrict the dispositions of the latter

by any such measures would be exactly in opposition to the

object of manoeuvres. The ' general idea ' may define the

strategical position of the opposing forces for a period extend-

* The German " Z%ig," which is Jrd of a company or ^^ih of a

battalion.—(Tb.)
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ing over several days, but the nature of the country and other

circumstances may render it necessary to issue another ' general

idea ' for the manoeuvres that follow. But in no case should

either of the commanders be given more of the ' general idea

'

than actually describes the military situation of the force under

his command, or than he could actually know or learn from the

means at his disposal in actual warfare. The military situation

may also be changed and the necessity of forming fresh disposi-

tions be imposed to meet the case caused by (supposed) unex-

pected tidings of events happening outside the tactical sphere

of the manoeuvres.

" The dispositions of the Commanders determine the general

movements and positions of the troops ; they indicate the

view which is taken of the situation, as regards both their

own and the enemy's forces, the plan to be carried out, and

the means that are to be adopted for attaining the same, but

only so far as is necessary to make the orders that are connected

with them perfectly dear. These should be as short as possible
;

and that which can be verbally ordered, as is generally the case

in war, should not be made the subject of written communications.

Every Commander follows according to the meaning of the dis-

positions that have been communicated to him, the object

given him in them, according to his own judgment of the ground,

of the position and movements of the enemy, and in short of

every circumstance which can act advantageously or disad-

vantageously in the solution of his task.

" If the Commanders of both forces have had opportunities of

showing how they can understand and grasp military situations,

and, moreover, how quickly they can make up their minds to

correct decisions, one important object of these manoeuvres has,

we must admit, been fulfilled. Nevertheless, much would still

remain to be desired if opportunity were not offered to Com-

manders of Brigades, Battalions, Squadrons and Batteries of

acting according to their own judgment (in a limited sphere, it

is true) and not working too mechanically, by giving them, in

certain moments, tasks to carry out which belong to the general
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undertaking. If the general plan of the manoeuvres did not

admit of the juniors being thus called upon to act, ib must be

the result of a ' general idea ' which does not fulfil the object

intended by these exercises. But if the task to be fulfilled by

both opposing forces is designed so as to meet all the require-

ments intended by manoeuvres, the dispositions given out

should exercise the powers and skill of officers of all arms and

ranks.

" There exists already in the necessary sub-division of a force

advancing to meet the enemy into advanced guard, main body

and reserve the means of giving to several Commanders the

opportunity of acting, up to a certain point, independently on

their own judgment. And if it appears desirable to make
further detachments from the whole force, this opportunity is

more and more increased in proportion.

" If the movements of both forces commence when, the positions

of both sides being mutually known, further results can only be

obtained by actual engagement, one very important element in

making such manoeuvres instructive has been missed. The

lesson of the sham fight, as a purely tactical exercise, is of itself

little instructive. For even here the use of the ground in

itself, or the application of tactical rules in accordance with it,

is not of very great importance. The main object consists

in the complete and proper use of the forces at hand for a

distinct object. It consequently includes marches and move-

ments outside the sphere of action of the enemy, in short, all

the introductory measures, the value of which is eventually

shown by the relative position of the two forces when they

come into collision. The latter itself can only be decisive in

real warfare.

" The ' general idea ' must leave the field open for this most

important part of the manoeuvres of two opposing forces. It

should give the respective positions of both forces at the com-

mencement of the manoeuvres, and the places from which

the forces start, in a way suited to the general object of the

OACl'ciiiO. But eaob aid© ahould be obhged to procure for itself
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the necessary information on the position of its opponent,

which is and should be wanting at the outset, and use the proper

means for obtaining the same, precisely as would be the case

in actual warfare. The distance between the opposing forces

should be sufficient to allow plenty of room for the movements

of the detachments which in war are used to obtain intelligence

on the enemy's strength and position. The manoeuvres will be

more interesting and instructive if the country to be reconnoitred

is of a varied description, and thus gives an opportunity for the

use of all arms. The duties of the outposts, pickets, and supports,

will, moreover, in the latter case require greater vigilance, and a

more marked attention will have to be paid to the nature of the

country, thus making the exercises all the more instructive.

" The ' general idea ' may be so framed that it may be necessary

for one side to await the movements of the other in a defensive

attitude, or even await its attack, and perhaps oblige it to

neutralise part of its strength on natural obstacles, and thus

weakened, to carry on the contest with the reserves of its ad-

versary. The choice of positions, especially the skilful use of

ground for placing reserves, is in particular in this case the

most important thing in carrying out these exercises. The

attack in this case devolves on the opposing force. The value

of the lesson on the latter side will then consist in perceiving

the weak points in the adversary's position, in the skilful distri-

bution of the attacking troops according to their numbers and

arms, and in the proper composition and position of the reserves

(which should never be wanting).

" The ' general idea ' may induce both sides to take the

offensive. In this case both sides will meet with a similar

intention, viz., that of attacking each other. A rapid coup

d'ceil of the situation, as it appears affected by every circum-

stance—ground, strength and position of the enemy, &c., &c.--'

will in this case lead to the right line of action.

" The opposing forces then approach each other in accordance

with the dispositions given out. Everything that now takes place

is instructive according as it represents the facsimile of what
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would actually take place in war, and if everything is carried

out just as would be the case in actual hostilities. And in this

it is above all things necessary to assign the proper value to the

different kinds of ground manoeuvred over, that is to say, how it

would affect an engagement (the troops being equally good on
both sides), and how to take advantage of it. If manoeuvres
are to be of any real use, means of carrying out an object should

never be used which in war would either be impossible or attended

with great disadvantage. For instance, at peace manoeuvres
an attack with the bayonet should never be attempted to carry

out what could be gained in warfare by a superiority of fire.

"If the Commanders of Brigades, Battalions, Squadrons,

Batteries, and the special arms are to have an opportunity of

displaying their coup cCoeil, decision, and the degree of military

training they have acquired, the movements of manoeuvres,

taken as a whole, must not be so rapid or continue so unin-

terruptedly as to prevent each of the above Commanders having

time to throw a glance on the situation he may find himself

in, and make up his mind accorduig to what he has been
enabled to ascertain. Such over-haste, which is as unnatural

as it is inconsistent with the object of manoeuvres, generally

results from the entire neglect of the measures adopted by the

enemy, which in real war would either delay or check the progress

of an engagement. Very often indeed moral effect is supposed to

be taken into consideration, but this at peace manoeuvres is, of

course, quite out of the question. Again, attempts at turning

movements, which are so constantly repeated, often lead to order

and precision being lost before such would be actually the

case in real war. A turning movement, i,e., a movement
threatening the enemy's flank or line of retreat, cannot of itself

be only looked upon as an actual advantage to the side which
attempts the turning movement, and a corresponding disadvan-

tage to the side which has its flank turned. Everything really

depends in the long run on how the opposing forces actually

came into collision on the turning movement being completed.

The side which has had its flank turned, but which has its forces
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well together, and its reserves at hand, can very often put its

adversary, who has separated or too widely extended his forces,

in a very critical position.

" In war an engagement consists of several different actions,

both as regards time and place, and the same will be found to

be the case at peace manoeuvres, that is to say, if the country

that has been selected for the manoeuvres answers the purpose,

and the handling of the different bodies of troops is, indepen-

dently of the actual efficiency of the dispositions given out and

consequent general direction of the manoeuvres as a whole, suited

to matters of detail—if, again, the individual order of the troops,

such as is required on the ordinary drill parade, is never lost, or

when it has been unavoidably lost owing to obstacles on the

ground, it has been immediately restored—if, again, the formation

of troops in Brigades and Divisions, according to the Regulations,

is no further departed from than is rendered necessary by the

ground and other circumstances at the time as would be the case

in war—if, moreover, all movements (with very few exceptions)

are carried out at the usual pace observed in marching—if arms

are carried and used, the Infantry load and fire, the Cavalry

charge and the Artillery serve their guns invariably as is laid

down in the Regulations. If, indeed, all this is carried out, and

if due attention is paid to the combined action of the three arms,

the neglect of which so often leads to troops getting out of hand—

a

state of affairs fatal to military order—the manoeuvres of two

forces opposed to each other must always be highly instructive.

" If the whole be properly conducted with order and precision,

the officers commanding Brigades, Battalions, Squadrons and

Batteries, and the special arms, will also find time and oppor-

tunity to act every now and then independently, being guided

by their own coup (Vceil and decision to seize and turn to account

any weak points exposed by the enemy, and thus be able to

individually take a part in the whole and work for the side to

which they belong. The interest in manoeuvres, which must

necessarily decrease in proportion as opportunities of displaying

individual activity of this kind diminishes, will then be felt and

extend to the lower ranks,"
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The experience gained in the subject of manoeuvres up to the

year 1844 led to the issue of a Royal Order of the 27th February,

1845, which, as regards the general arrangement and duration of

manoeuvres, holds good to the present day. It has only received

certain additions necessitated by altered conditions of warfare.

The regulations on the manoeuvres of the Landwehr became

obsolete when the relations which this force bore to the rest of

the Army were altered.

This circumstance, together with alterations in tactics arising

from the introduction of the breech-loader, which appeared

every day more necessary, gave rise to the issue of the " Royal

Instructions on Manoeuvres" of the 29th June, 1861. The

arrangements as regards the division of time for the manoeuvres

of troops intended for active operations in the field were retained,

otherwise the Rules and Regulations connected with former

Instructions underwent a thorough revision and sifting. The

most important object effected was, however, the introduction

of certain tactical principles on the best use to be made of

the breech-loader when opposed to an enemy armed with the

muzzle-loader, and hints on the use of the rifled field gun then

being introduced.

But the experience gained in the campaigns of 1864 and

1866, the complete armament of the Artillery with rifled guns,

and last, but not least, the conviction that in the next war the

enemy's Infantry would be found armed with the breech-loader,

caused the Royal Instructions just mentioned to be completely

revised. A project prepared by the Chief of the General Staff

of the Army, and examined by a Commission of Generals of all

arms of the service, received the Royal Sanction, dated 17th June,

1870, and was issued without alteration to the Army after the

war of 1870-71.

These Royal Instructions were superseded in 1887 by the

Field Service Regulations, and of these again a fresh edition was

issued in 1900, embodying the experience gained since 1887.

The introduction to these Regulations treats of the peace

time preparation of officers and men for field service. Part I,
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whicli IS of a purely tactical character, deals with subjects

affecting the Army when on active service only. Part II refers

to autumn manceuvres. There is an Appendix dealing with the

written reports called for from officers making Staff tours in time

of peace.

The following observations upon Army manoeuvres are, as a

matter of course, in strict conformity with the provisions of the

Field Service Kegulations, hereinafter referred to as the " F.S.

Regns.''
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CHAPTER II.

PREPARATION FOR MANCEUVRES.

To give the troops an opportunity of exercising every year over a

country which shall be, as far as possible, unfamiUar to them,

each Army Corps command is divided into a number of manoeuvre

districts. Unless special circumstances render this inadvisable,

it is desirable to put these districts on a regular roster, so that

(according to the size and number of the districts) each district

is assigned for manoeuvres once in from five to ten years. The

object of this is that the inconvenience caused to the civil popula-

tion in each province or Confederated State shall be, as far as

possible, equalised.

This system has the further advantage that the troops next

on the roster for manoeuvres can make themselves generally

acquainted, a year or even two years beforehand, with the

geography of the manoeuvre district. They are also able to

correct and keep up to date the billeting lists {vide Chapter VI,

page 179), and to arrange with the civil authorities for the

preparation of new lists when required. In the case of the

Guards, billeting arrangements have to be made in consultation

with the General Officer Commanding Third Army Corps.

As a rule the Army Orders for the conduct of the manoeuvres

during the current year are published in February. The Staff of

Army Corps and Divisions then at or.ce begin the work of pre-

paration.

We will deal with these preparations in detail, since some of

them form a not unimportant part of the training of an officer

of the General Staff for his duties iti war.
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In the first place, the manoeuvre area for the autumn manoeuvres

must be fixed, and the general nature of the operations com-

municated to the civil authorities. In the case of " The Imperial

Manoeuvres " this cannot be done until the sphere of the

manoeuvres has been published in Army Orders. At the same

time a decision must be come to as to whether Army Corps

manoeuvres are to be held. This will only be possible when the

manoeuvre districts assigned to the two Di^asions are adjoining

or not far distant from each other. For compact commands

this can always be arranged. But in a command of long, irregular

shape the annual changes of manoeuvring ground may leave the

Divisions so far apart that long marches—or, preferably, the

transport of troops by rail—may be necessary in order to bring

them together. This will involve a material increase of expense,

which is subject to the sanction of the Minister for War, and

may frequently prevent Army Corps manoeuvres from being held.

If, however, the geographical conditions are favourable, the

manoeuvre ground may be marked out on the map and the general

scheme worked out.

Since the greater part of the Infantry taking part in autumn

manoeuvres usually return to their stations by rail, it is desirable

to arrange for the manoeuvres to conclude in the neighbourhood

of a large railway station—a junction if possible—in order that

the de-concentration of the Infantry may commence, and, if

possible, be concluded, after the final battle on the last day.

(See Chapter X, page 208) Besides the saving of expense,

this leaves the neighbouring villages clear for billeting the

mounted troops, so that these do not have to start on long and

fatiguing marches immediately on the conclusion of manoeuvres.

It will rarely be possible to billet an entire Army Corps during

manoeuvres, except on the day of rest which intervenes between

Divisional and Army Corps manoeuvres. For even in a populous

district the daily concentration of the troops and their return

to billets will make heavy demands on their marching powers,

which is undesirable in view of the exertions required of the

troops on the ground. It will therefore be advisable to assume
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that the troops will always bivouac during Army manoeuvres,

and merely to arrange for the provision of ""emergency quarters"

(Chapter VI, page 179) in case of severe weather.

A bivouac on such a large scale, namely for 20,000 men and

3,000 to 5,000 horses, requires a large and conveniently accessible

water supply for men and for horses. This will usually necessitate

the division of the force into several bivouac camps. {See F.S.

Eegns., para. 388.)

The choice of the fighting ground will be considered in Chapter

V ; for our present purpose we need only bear in mind

that it must be such as to allow the deployment of long lines of

Infantry and Artillery, and to admit of the free movement of

masses of Cavalry.

At this period of preparation, namely the month of March, it

appears neither necessary nor desirable to proceed to the manoeuvre

area in order personally to reconnoitre the ground. A Staff

officer, experienced in map reading, can obtain all the information

required at this stage from the map ; the details which the map
does not give, namely, the nature of cultivation and periods of

harvest, cannot be ascertained till April, possibly later.

As soon as possible, a time-table must be drawn up, showing

provisionally the days assigned to each Division and to each

Brigade, as laid down in F.S. Regns., para. 552. At this stage

the question will arise how far it is desirable to shorten the periods

of Brigade manoeuvres to give more time for Divisional and

Anny Corps manoeuvres.

The opponents of so-called " petty manoeuvres," in which single

units are opposed to one another, urge that the object of

manoeuvres is to prepare troops for great battles, not for minor

engagements. For the result of a war is determined by a decisive

battle, not by the success or failure of minor combats. Moreover,

under modern conditions of war the occasions on which a small

detachment could act independently for days at a time will be

rare. The truth of this contention must be admitted, but it

should be added that the same reasoning applies to Divisional

and Army Corps manoeuvres. For the independent action of a

K
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single Brigade or even of a single Infantry Division must be of

rare occurrence on service.

The difficulty which was formerly felt in maintaining the same

strategical situation throughout the whole of the Brigade

manoeuvres has been overcome by the provisions of F.S. Regns.,

para. 573. But it is stUl the case that the units combined on

any one day of the manoeuvres are often allowed more freedom of

movement than would be possible in war on the large scale. For

one if not both flanks would then be supported by other troops,

the presence of which, while affording protection, would restrict

liberty of action.

But so long as we hold, and rightly hold, that Senior Staff

officers must be trained for their higher duties by the frequent

handling of forces of all arms, so long as we are assured that

self-reliance and decision can only be developed by freedom of

action under a sense of responsibility. Brigade manoeuvres will

remain indispensable. It is much to be regretted that the constant

extension of towns and villages encroaches year by year upon the

local manoeuvre grounds upon which the three arms can work

together.

Moreover, we may practise sound battle tactics even in Brigade

manoeuvres, if these be so conducted as to require the proper

handling and combination of units to carry out a given task, and

so that each subordinate Commander has full liberty within the

limits imposed by the necessity of combined action. Such tactics

are a fundamental necessity in every fight, from a skirmish to a

great battle. And in teaching such principles. Brigade manoeuvres

form an invaluable step from simple to more difficult tactics.

We consider therefore that Brigade manoeuvres are so useful that

it would be highly undesirable to cut them down to three days in

every year.

The manoeuvres can in no case be continued beyond the day

fixed in Army Orders, by which all units must have returned to

their stations. But the date on which they are to commence is

determined with reference to various considerations.

It will first be necessary to consider which troops, if any, are
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to be exercised on hired Brigade manoeuvre grounds ; how
many marches are entailed by the moves from such grounds

to the manoeuvre area ; how far they are stationed from the

projected manoeuvre area ; and on what date the Brigades will

have finished using any manoeuvre grounds that may be situated

within such area. It will also be necessary to take into considera-

tion the prevailing conditions of weather and the completion

of the harvest.

The time-table of the Brigade and Divisional manoeuvres

must be framed with due reference to Sundays and intervening

days of rest. The latter should fall between Brigade and
Divisional manoeuvres, and between these and Army Corps

manoeuvres. It is desirable that these intervals should coincide

with the changes in the strategical situation as embodied in the
" general idea." It may possibly be advisable to allow Brigades

and Divisions to make their own arrangements for days of rest.

But it should be remembered that the General Officer Commanding
will be able to see more of the work of the troops if their days of

rest are arranged to fall upon different dates.

Simultaneously with the issue of the time-table the delimitation

of the Divisional manoeuvre areas must be published in orders.

This requires a careful study of the map. It is not only necessary

to assign to each Division an area sufficient to allow of a succession

of instructive combats under varied conditions; besides this,

the" facilities afforded by the country for billeting troops, when
necessary, must be considered. Carefully-calculated estimates

of the requirements of the Divisions in these respects must be

framed, upon which the delimitation of the available ground is to

be based. But it is advisable to allow each Division, by agree-

ment with a neighbouring Division, to encroach upon the ground
assigned to the latter.

The Corps troops must be attached for manoeuvres to the

various divisions. Their further sub-division between Brigades

is best left to the Divisional Staff, as this will affect the Divisional

manoeuvre schemes and the distribution of the ground to Brigades.

If Army Corps manoeuvres are to be held, the date of their

k2
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termination must be fixed. The Divisional manoeuvres must

then be so arranged that when they terminate the position of the

troops corresponds roughly with that desired at the commence-

ment of the Army Corps manoeuvres. Each Division must be

therefore ordered to have its troops in position on a given front

at the end of its manoeuvres. When secrecy is desired, this order

will be communicated separately and confidentially to each

Division.

It may be impracticable to hold Army Corps manoeuvres,

as when the district next on the roster is unsuitable for instructive

handling of large bodies of troops, or when the Divisional

manoeuvre areas are far apart. In such a case it is desirable to

arrange that the manoeuvres of one Division take place later

than those of the other, so that the General Officer Commanding

Army Corps may be able to attend both. Possibly, moreover,

the General Officer Commanding Army Corps may wish to execute

manoeuvres against a marked enemy with the whole of oneDivision,

Finally, it must be decided which Generals (with their Staffs)

are to be appointed Directors of Brigade and Divisional

manoeuvres, what funds for billeting are to be assigned to each

Division, and what rej)orts are required to be rendered. The

work of the Directors of manoeuvres will be facilitated if they

know beforehand which senior officers are to be in command at

the inspections, during manoeuvres, by the General Officer

Commanding Army Corps ; this may affect the manoeuvre

schemes and the distribution of units. But this information

will not be communicated to the Directors of manoeuvres till

a later period of the year.

The Staff work, as above outlined, should be finished by the

middle of April at latest, and the necessary instructions com-

municated by an Army Corps circular to the Divisions.

Simultaneously with the work of preparmg for autumn

manoeuvres, the distribution of the funds allotted to the Infantry

for musketry and field firing must be worked out, and prepara-

tions made for the principal summer exercises of all arms.

The allotment of the funds will in general be based upon the
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practice of the previous year. But the special needs of individual

units must be carefully re-considered every year. Special

regard must be had to the requirements of troops stationed in

places where the conditions are unfavourable for instruction.

To avoid spending more than the sum available it is well to keep in

hand funds sufficient to defray the cost (as determined by pre-

vious experience) of holding Infantry field firing on the manoeuvre

grounds or upon land hired for the purpose. Whether the re-

mainder of the money be handed over to Divisions, so that they

may make their own arrangements under the Appendix to para.

14 of Allowance Regulations, as modified by Army Orders of 26th

May, 1904, or whether the whole amount be kept in hand and

each item of expense considered separately, is a matter which

must depend upon personal considerations and upon the experience

gained in previous years. In addition to the above-mentioned

sums a reserve fund must be kept in hand for emergencies. But

in all cases care must be taken to see that the money is not

diverted from its proper purpose, namely, the training of the

Infantry in fighting and in service musketry.*

Closely connected with the preparations for manoeuvres is the

arrangement of the order in which the different units are to use

the manoeuvre grounds and the extended drill grounds, the

Artillery ranges and the lands hired for manoeuvres, and the

period allotted to each unit. The manner in which this programme

is arranged may materially affect the brigading of the troo]3S

for manoeuvres and the date on which they may be commenced.

The task of arranging for the successive training of all the troops

of an Army Corps upon a single manoeuvre ground, and of varying

the order from year to year, is both difficult and thankless. It

is not easy to reconcile the interests of the different units, nor is it

usually possible to satisfy everyone ; but the Army Corps Staff

is best qualified to decide between conflicting claims. The

period for which the ground is allotted to each body of troops is

necessarily short, and the Brigades must inevitably tread upon

* Service musketry means shooting at service targets under service conditions,

as distinguislied from practice at the butts.

—

(Tr.)
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one another's heels. Some of the troops are obliged to finish their

field training and field firing early in the year, since the total time

available for work in the field does not exceed five months. When
a number of troops are out together the camp accommodation is

often barely sufficient. The result is that many get neither

full time nor proper facilities for training ; this is a standing

grievance and a well-founded one. Sometimes the accommoda-

tion in standing hut cam,^s can be supplemented with tents, w^hich

may be still available in Ordnance depots. But even this does

not overcome the principal difiiculty, which is that the manoeuvre

grounds are overcrowded and that the troops get in each other's

way. This state of things cannot fail to be prejudicial to the

training of the troops.

These difficulties diminish as the number of troops to use the

manoeuvre ground is reduced. It would be well if even the Array

Corps for which manoeuvre grounds are provided were occasionally

excused from compliance with F.S. Regns., para. 562, and were

allowed to send out at least one Brigade (to be changed every

year) to do the whole of its field training and field firing in the

country, off the Government manoeuvre ground. Nobody would

nowadays propose to use the permanent manoeuvre grounds for

autumn manoeuvres. Other considerations, which render it

desirable that these permanent grounds should be occasionally

exchanged for the open country, will be discussed in Chapter III.

The political difiiculty which stands in the way is that when

the purchase of the permanent manoeuvre grounds was first

sanctioned by Government, this expenditure was justified by

the expected reduction in the cost of making good damages to

crops and of billeting troops. Still, if the ground so acquired

proves insufficient for the accommodation or the training of the

troops which have to use it, it will be necessary either to add to

the Government ground or to supplement it by hiring ground for

manoeuvres in the country.

The following points should be borne in mind in arranging the

sequence in which the different bodies of troops are to visit the

Government manoeuvre ground :

—
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Except for flying visits, troops are not to be sent to the manceuvre
ground earlier than the middle of April. Before this date the

preliminary training of the troops will be incomplete and the

weather will ordinarily be too severe ; both these conditions

militate against the proper progressive training of the men. But
as soon as company inspections are over the first of the Infantry

units must leave barracks and commence service musketry on the

manoeuvre ground. In the interests of the training of the batta-

lions it is desirable that the battalion inspections should be carried

out on the manoeuvre ground. This, however, would in many
cases oblige the battalion to make two visits to the manoeuvre

ground, which is rarely possible.

A portion of the Infantry must therefore unavoidably carry

out their principal musketry practices, as well as their Regimental

Brigade training, early in the year. This interferes with the

proper progressive training of the men, which requires that they

should proceed gradually from easy tasks to more difficult ones.

Accordingly we find that in most cases the results obtained at

field firing by these troops are inferior to the results obtained by
troops which go into camp later in the year. It is therefore

necessary that the order in which the troops move out should be

changed from year to year.

Infantry Brigades will, on the average, spend three weeks on the

manoeuvre ground. This includes five to seven da3's of Regi-

mental exercises and five days of Brigade exercises. Of the

remaining days two or three will be allotted to field exercises,

and the remainder to musketry, which will also have to be carried

out on some of the afternoons after the Regimental and Brigade

exercises. Further details are laid down in Regulations for the

Use of Manoeuvre Grounds, paras. 17 and 18.

The available hut camp accommodation will usually allow of

a Cavalry Brigade using the ground simultaneously with the

Infantry. Not only Cavalry Brigade and Regimental exercises

but also squadron training is allowed to be carried out on the

manceuvre ground. Cavalry and Infantry do not interfere with

one another to any great extent, and they are able to practise

many useful exercises together.
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The duration of Artillery practice is laid down in Field Artillery

Practice Regulations, para. 270. If the whole of the Artillery of

the Army Corps has to practise on the manoeuvre ground this leaves

little time available for the other arms. Every endeavour should

therefore be made to carry out at least a part of the Regimental

and Brigade exercises and several series of the practice in the open

country. {See F.S. Regns., para. 548.) When Artillery is

practising the amount of ground left clear for other arras is

small, and if Cavalry or Infantry have to use the ground during

Artillery practice this should be taken into account in estimating

the number of days allotted to them. It is best to have the

two Artillery Brigades on the ground together, if the hut camp

accommodation permits ; it may possibly be extended by

pitching stable tents.

In the interests of Artillery training it is desirable that this

arm shall not be moved into camp before the beginning of

June ; but, on account of the competition for the Emperor's

prize, they should finish their practice as soon as possible after

the 1st of August. If possible they should not march straight

from practice to autumn manoeuvres. Hence, generally speaking,

the period for which the manoeuvre ground is allotted to the

Artillery should be from the beginning of June to the beginning

of August. As the preparation of Artillery targets requires a

large quantity of running target wires, sheet iron, planks, &c.,

to be brought on the ground, which cannot be removed immediately

on the conclusion of practice, it is as well to allow not only

two days (as provided by Manoeuvre Ground Regulations,

para. 89), but eight or ten days to elapse before the ground is

used by large bodies of Cavalry. Part of the Cavalry will

therefore have to do their field training before the Artillery,

part afterwards. As aforesaid, it is best to make them exercise

simultaneously with the Infantry.

Rifle battalions, in accordance with F.S. Regns., para. 347,

are not to be attached to Infantry Brigades until the commence-

ment of Brigade exercises. In consultation with the Inspector-

General of Rifle Regiments it may be arranged for them to carry
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out their service musketry somewhat earlier than the line bat-

tahons. The same holds good for machine-gun detachments.

These troops do not require to be considered in the allotment of

field firing funds, as they have special funds of their own. More-

over, they carry out a part of their service musketry in the open

country.

It will be necessary to reserve some days for the

Pioneer Battalions, possibly also for Non-Commissioned Officers'

schools. The War Office may also require certain days to be

reserved for the School of Musketry. Several special exercises

have also to be arranged for ; thus the regiment of Heavy
Artillery attached to the Army Corps has to do two or three

days' training with a force of all arms, unless it takes part in

autumn manoeuvres (F.S. Regns., para. 550) or in siege operations.

To save expense, these three days' training are usually ordered

to be carried out on the manoeuvre ground. Similarly, the special

Cavalry exercises prescribed by F.S, Regns., para. 5G5, require

the concentration of such a number of mounted troops as to

leave no room for Infantry on the ground while they are beinf'

carried on.

From the end of manoeuvres to the following spring it is not

necessary to allot the ground regularly to different units, as it

will be only occasionally visited by small bodies of troops.

Similar considerations apply to the allotment to units of

Artillery ranges, enlarged permanent exercising grounds and
hired manoeuvre grounds in the open country.
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CHAPTER III.

DRILL GROUNDS, MANOEUVRE GROUNDS, HIRED MANOEUVRE

GROUNDS AND PARADE GROUNDS.

Most of the older garrison drill grounds were very small, and

dated from the time when troops exercised in close formations

under peace conditions, and when any attempt at service

training was the exception. The surface was usually firm, but,

unfortunately, it was nearly always perfectly flat. Much money

has been spent by the Government in purchasing new grounds

or enlarging the old ones, and, so far as the limited space permits,

we are now able to keep up to the modern standard of military

training, involving the scientific use of cover and the recognition

of the increased range of the rifle.

If a drill ground is partly level and partly undulating, then

the former may be used for mere drill, while the latter enables

small bodies of troops (Companies, Squadrons and Batteries) to

be taught the elements of manoeuvre. If there is a village, a

wood, or a defile adjoining it, the value for instructional purposes

is much increased.

Manoeuvres must also be practised in level open country.

For, in war, troops have sometimes to fight in a neighbou'hood

which is perfectly flat and affords no cover of any kind, and there

is no doubt that an engagement on ground such as this must,

with the enormously increased efficiency of modern firearms,

call for a higher degree of excellency, both in officers and men,

than one in country which affords temporary cover for the

formation and movements of troops. All ranks must,

however, clearly understand whether the exercise is
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merely drill in the regulation military formations, or whether it is

intended to simulate a combat in the open.

Full instructions for the use of the drill ground by the

Infantry are given in Infantry Training, Part II, paras. 6 to 11.

The Cavalry and Artillery drill books do not contain these detailed

instructions, since the principles underlying the movements of

these arms have been subjected to no such radical change as in

the Infantry. The latter have changed their fighting formation

from closed ranks to swarms of skirmishers; but the Cavalry

still charge knee to knee and the Artillery advance in line as of

old.

In the Cavalry the fighting formations are much the same as

those used at drill. This arm, therefore, requires a wide level

plain to exercise on. When the Cavalry have learnt to move
over open ground they will have no difficulty in apjDlying this

knowledge to broken or varied country. Their drill book lays

down that they are occasionally to work over difficult around.

The Artillery must practise forming line, the different methods
of coming into action and of unlimbering, increase and decrease

of front during the advance, and so forth, upon level ground.

The application of these academical formations to manoeuvres
will be learnt upon undulating and broken ground.

Generally speaking, the drill grounds will have fulfilled

their object if they suffice for the training of Squadrons, Batteries

and Companies. But for the training of larger bodies these

drill grounds cannot be used with advantage
; they are too

cramped and present too little variety. They moreover lead to

undue attention being given to some special form of tactics

suited to that particular ground.

Manoouvre Grounds.

The difficulty of carrying out Artillery practice and manoeuvres
of large bodies of troops over private ground, the inconvenience

caused to the civil population by clearing the ground, the expense
of billeting, and, finally, the difficulty of finding suitable ground
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in the neighbourhood of niilita,ry stations, are considerations

which have led the Government to acquire permanent manoeuvre

grounds. These have been formed either by the purchase of

large tracts of land or by the extension of existing Artillery

ranges. These permanent grounds enable troops of all arms to

be assembled to carry out manoeuvres on the large scale, musketry

and artillery practice. All military stations will be provided

with manoeuvre grounds as the available funds permit.

Each manoeuvre ground has its standing camp of huts, intended

to accommodate one Brigade of Infantry and one of Cavalry or

Artillery. This saves the troops the fatigue of daily marching to

and from the ground, and relieves the neighbouring villages from

the inconveniences of billeting.

In the interests of the training of the troops it is desirable that

a manoeuvre ground should afford as many varieties of country

as possible. It should include flat open ground, hilly country,

streams, marshes, woods, coppices and deserted villages ; the

latter features prevent the view over the country from being too

unimpeded. To make such a ground suitable for all arms, various

works must be executed, but these must not be such as to interfere

with the natural features of the country. Streams may have to

be bridged or dammed, woods cleared, coppices trimmed, loose

sand made firm and so on. But although the Artillery are con-

stantly asking to have woods and trees cut down, it is not advis-

able to accede to such requests except in urgent cases, and then

only when such clearing will not prejudice the action of the other

arms. (F.S. Regns., paras. 97 and 99.)

The permanent manoeuvre ground cannot be too highly valued

as affording means for the service training of officers and men, an

intermediate step in the preparation of the troops for

manoeuvres. But the training received on the permanent ground

can in no sense be considered an efficient substitute for regular

manoeuvres.

There are certain drawbacks to the use of the manoeuvre

grounds which have already been referred to in Chapter II. page

149. The troops return to the same neighbourhood every year
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and get to know it too well ; the camps are often unavoidably

overcrowded, which reduces the area available for practice and

manoeuvre ; and the space is often too small to afEord sufficiently

long ranges, especially for Artillery.

In spite of the size of the manoeuvre grounds, these draw-

backs may often lead to the training of the troops becoming

one-sided, unless inspecting officers take especial care to correct

such defects. Every time that an officer of the General Staff

visits these locaUties he must carefully study the topography in

order to introduce as much variety as possible into the tactical

inspection scheme, and to consider the possibility of utihsinw

some little-used corner for the next inspection (Chapter IV,

page 163).

Another evil consequence of the repeated use of the same locality

is the habit of giving names to all prominent features. This

custom, which is prevalent on some manoeuvre grounds, is,

however, easy to put a stop to. The men naturally like to com-

memorate the names of their favourite Generals or of victories

won by their own corps by naming hills after them. But this

practice should be restricted to the naming of streets in camp
and parade grounds, in order that the troops may not get into

unmiHtary ways of finding their way about the country.

For the same reason the Yyooo (IJ inches to a mile) map
should only be used in Staff offices, and for making out schemes.

The only map used upon the ground should be the Staff map of

T?io'o(ro5 or 22 miles to the inch.

But these minor regulations can only mitigate the principal

drawback to the use of a permanent ground, which is that troops

soon get to know it far more intimately than is consistent with

service conditions. The ground in front of the positions which

are oftenest attacked soon becomes familiar to all ranks, and
they get to know every undulation and every hollow in it. The
attacking and the defending force know exactly where the enemy
will appear and where he will disappear. All distances are

known, or can easily be measured on the li-inch map. The
process of change of subordinate officers of Squadrons, Batteries
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and Companies does not take place sufficiently rapidly to mitigate

this evil to any extent.

The only way to escape it is not to allow the troops to use the

same manoeuvre ground two years running. This is prescribed

by the Regulations as advisable, if two permanent grounds are

available. But very few Army Corps are so fortunate as to have

two grounds of their own. The only resource then remaining

is to exchange grounds with a neighbouring Army Corps. This

has long been customary as regards Artillery practice camps,

and the Artillery now endeavour to carry out their manoeuvres

on a different ground every year. At the great Cavalry

manoeuvres regiments from different commands are concentrated

at one manoeuvre ground. It would be a distinct advantage to

carry this system further and let the Infantry change ground

every year ; the practicability of this is only limited by considera-

tions of expense.

Those Army Corps which have no manoeuvre ground, or

none sufficiently large, must concentrate a part of their troops

every year for combined training, as directed by F.S. Regns.,

paras. 552, 562 and 563. So far as consistent with the

funds available, the convenience of the civil population, and the

distances to be traversed, it is advisable to hire a manoeuvre

ground in the country. The expense will naturally be lessened

if the ground lies in the manoeuvre area. According to circum-

stances, a " Brigade drill ground "* may be chosen which was

hired by another Army Corps in a previous year, or it may be

selected by Brigade Commanders during their Staff rides, or

by Staff officers from the nearest military station, or officers

of the General Staff.

The General Staff officer entrusted with the duty of selecting

a manoeuvre ground should spare no pains to find one really

* It is to bo wished that the term " Brigade Drill Ground " were

altered to " Manoeuvre Ground," and that the Brigade, Regimental and Battalion

" drills " of Infantry and Cavalry were styled " manoeuvres." The Artillery

have already introduced this reform. Tho time is gone by when troops were

" drilled " in largo bodies.
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well adapted for the training of the troops. It must be of the

necessary size, as laid down in F.S. Regns., para. 563, and it

must admit of varied and instructive tactical schemes. For

artillery practice and service musketry a clear range of sufficient

length is requisite, but it is necessary for the training of all

arms that at least part of the area should be intersected and

wooded country.

The question of quartering and supplying the troops that are

to be assembled for training on a manoeuvre ground has also

to be taken into consideration, and one of the chief difficulties

met with is, that the more prosperous and thickly inhabited

the district is, the greater is the value of land and degree of

cultivation, and consequently the higher are the indemnities to be

paid. In a poor district, on the other hand, where waste or

fallow land or large tracts of rye stubble may be expected to be

found, the country is generally sparsely populated, and the

villages offer very limited means of quartering troops. The

quarters of the troops to be assembled for exercises have to be

scattered in the latter case over so wide an extent of country,

and the daily marches of certain fractions of the troops to and

from the manoeuvre ground might be so long, as to render the

choice of the ground a doubtful one. For the sake of the

exercises themselves, as well as with a view of husbanding the

strength of the soldier for his exertions on the ground itself,

care should be taken that Infantry be not quartered more than

8 kilometres (5 miles), and Cavalry not more than 12 kilometres

(7^ miles) from tlie manoeuvre ground. In a case of the kind

it is advisable to quarter the troops in the villages nearest

the ground to the utmost extent of their capacity. The

objections naturally raised by the civil authorities against such

a proceeding would have to be met by the General Staff officer

by clearly representing the difficulties of the situation and holding

out every prospect of lightening the burthen on the inhabitants.

It may, however, be noted that the increase in the number of

villages and habitations during the past forty years has not kepi

pace with the increase in the numbers of the Army ; and this
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limits tlie extent to which it is possible to quarter troops on the

inhabitants in time of peace.

Whether the men are to be billeted or merely quartered, the

military authorities supplying food, is a question to be decided in

consultation with the civil authorities. The latter method is

much disliked in some districts, as the inhabitants are put to great

inconvenience without adequate compensation. It is much better

if the inhabitants can be got to consent to billeting. When

mounted troops are to be billeted it will be necessary to arrange

for a depot of forage and straw, as the inhabitants will not have

a sufficient surplus beyond their own requirements to supply the

wants of a large body of troops such as a Cavalry Brigade,

Parade Grounds.

For reviewing troops it is desirable that the ground should be

level, so that the reviewing officer can see the whole of the troops

assembled at once, and so that the subsequent march past may

take place under the most favourable conditions.

In calculating the dimensions of the ground the formation of

the troops both when drawn up and when marching past, as laid

down in Regulations, have to be taken into consideration. The

marching-past ground must be facing the troops when drawn up,

and should preferably be sound level turf.

In reviewing large bodies of troops, next to the importance

of finding quarters for the troops within a short radius of the

ground (Infantry within G, and Cavalry and Artillery within 9^-

miles at the outside), comes that of having a sufiicient number

of roads leading to it, and the allotment of these roads to different

units. The more troops have to use one road, the earlier must

the first units start, and the longer they must wait about on the

review ground. To avoid checks and to prevent columns

crossing one another, it may be necessary to fix the times at

which they are to leave barracks. Neglect of these precautions

often entails useless fatigue to the men.

It facilitates the drawing up of a large force for review if
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the ground be marked off by banderols, set up to mark for the

right flank of each unit. These are to be removed as soon as

the troops have formed up for review.

The roads by which the troops return to barracks are also

to be allotted to the different units. Otherwise a number of

troops, in a hurry to get home, will crowd on to the same road.

This allotment may oblige some units to go a little out of their

way, but this inconvenience must be put up with for the sake of

preser\'ing order.

The more carefully the preparations are worked out by the Staff,

the more perfectly all difficulties are foreseen and avoided, the

later will the troops have to start, the more punctually will they

arrive, and the sooner will they get home to barracks.
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CHAPTER IV.

INSPECTIONS.

In making out the inspection programme the leading idea to be

borne in mind is that the General Officer Commanding an Army

Corps should as far as possible personally carry out the inspection

of all the troops under his command. The order in which the

inspections are to be carried out will depend on the location of

the military stations and manoeuvre grounds.

Experience shows that it is well to entrust the preparation

of the inspection programme, in so far as it is concerned with the

greater manoeuvres, to the Staff officer whose duty it is to carry

out the preparations for these manoeuvres. The details of the

tour are left to the Staff officer who is to accompany the inspecting

officer. The more carefully the tour is worked out, down to the

smallest detail, the more certainly will all hitches be avoided, and

the pleasanter will the tour be both for the General and for the

troops.

It is only natural that inspections should be important events in

the eyes of the troops ; they mark the culmination of the training

of the men in its various branches. But, from a higher point

of view, inspections are a test not only of the fitness of the

troops, but of the knowledge and efficiency of the General. The

higher the rank of the inspecting officer the more important is

the method of his inspection and the conference which follows

it. It is therefore the duty of the Staff officer who accompanies

the General to prepare himself carefully beforehand for the duties

which may devolve upon him, such as, for instance, the setting
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of tactical and other tasks. To carry out this latter duty properly

he must have an accurate knowledge of the topography of the

station or manoeuvre ground.

The troops are naturally inclined to devote most attention

to the subjects in which they expect to be inspected. Now,

every branch of military duty contained in the Regulations should

be carefully practised, but it is not permissible to devote undue

attention to less material matters at the expense of more important

ones. Many of our Regulations, especially those of the Infantry,

still contain a number of parade evolutions which are not required

in war, and which might, therefore, well be dispensed with.

These superfluities will disappear in good time ; they hinder

and delay the service training of the troops. His Majesty the

Emperor expresses himself very plainly on this point

:

" The duties required of the soldier in war must determine the

nature of his training in time of peace."

" It must never be forgotten that war is carried on not with weak

peace establishments but with troops at war strength, and that

all fancy work is thrown aside on the first day of mobilisation."*

" The training of the troops will have been rightly conducted

if they can do in peace what they will have to do in war, and if

on the battlefield they have to unlearn nothing that they have

learnt at drill."f

If, then, the Staff officer has to prepare for the approval of

his General schemes for the tasks to be executed by the troops at

inspections, he will do well to bear these maxims in mind.

The extent of such tasks must be limited by the nature and

extent of the ground on which the inspection is to be carried out.

The scheme must not be complicated by strategical considerations,

but must deal with a simple tactical situation immediately before

a combat. The information available about the enemy, the

relation of the troops to the main body and to troops on either

side, and the task itself, must be stated as briefly and simply as

* Introduction to Fiokl Service Regulations.

•j- Infantry Training, conclusion of Part II.

h2
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possible. Usually the task will not require to be stated, being

evident from the situation. (F.S. Regns., para. 570.) It is

immaterial whether the task is set verbally or in writing ; it may

be convenient to use the field message form, which saves errors

and delay. But the Commanding Officer must always be

allowed time, after he has given his preliminary orders which set

the troops in motion, to explain the situation to his subordinates

so that they can all act in accordance \\ith the special idea. At

manoeuvres mistakes due to over-haste in issuing orders are of

frequent occurrence. It is therefore advisable to conduct

inspections patiently and to allow the Commanding Officer the

necessary time for reflection.

On the cramped and level garrison drill grounds it is impos-

sible to conduct complete combats, through all their stages, even

with small bodies of men. On such ground it is only possible to

illustrate the simplest phases of attack and defence. The

inspecting officer must abandon any idea of a continuous

tactical scheme, and must give out a fresh tactical situation of the

simplest character for each task. But a too rapid and kaleido-

scopic change of situations is to be avoided, for, even if the

Commanding Officer has time to realise the new situation himself,

he will not have time to explain it to his subordinates. Misunder-

standings of various kinds will result, and the inspection will be a

failure for which the blame will not rest with the troops.

The troops will be only called upon to execute elementary

evolutions on the drill ground ; by far the more important

portion of their inspection will take place at manoeuvres. It is

not desirable for the inspecting officer to see mere drill on the

manoeuvre ground ; attention should then be directed to seeing

that the men can move across country in fighting formation

without mistakes. The troops will then be able to devote their

whole time on the manoeuvre ground to service training. Modern

fire discipline requires such a high degree of training that

manoeuvre forms a far better test of the efficiency of a unit than

drill evolutions. However finished the drill may be, it can never

be accepted as a criterion of efficiency.
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When larger bodies of troops, sucli as Battalions, Regiments,

and Brigades have to be inspected on a drill ground, the

inspection will usually be necessarily limited to drill movements

and marching past. The service inspection on the manoeuvre

ground or in the open country will in such cases become still more

important.

In setting tactical tasks for Infantry it will rarely be assumed

that the unit under inspection is acting independently. It must

be supposed to be acting in concert with other similar units. And

as most Infantry work is performed in combination with Artillery,

the scheme of the inspection task should include the presence of

Artillery, real, marked or imaginary. The presence of neigh-

bouring troops on the flanks gives support during a manoeuvre,

but restricts liberty of action. This restriction limits the exten-

sion of front of the unit concerned and affects its formation in

depth ; this is specially instructive since this is what we must

expect in war. It is well that such restrictions should be frequently

enforced at inspections, since they form a corrective to the results

of the unrestrained liberty of action which has to be allowed to Com-

manding Officers in training their men on the manoeuvre ground.

Cavalry actions on service will not go off as smoothly and

neatly as on the drill ground ; they will be affected both by

the tactical situation and by the shape of the ground. It is

therefore imperative to carry out the inspection of large bodies of

Cavalry (Regiments, Brigades and Divisions) either on a large

manoeuvre ground or in the open country. The ground chosen

should of course be well suited to the action of Cavalry. Un-

dulating ground often favours the successful action of Cavalry,

since it enables them to appear suddenly, surprise the enemy ajid

disappear again. But wide level plains, if not exposed to the

enemy's Artillery fire, form the ideal ground for Cavalry action.

It is also desirable to set the Cavalry tasks to perform in difficult

ground, where unexpected obstacles occur which compel the

Cavalry leader to quickly change his plans, and which bring out

the .sclf-reliaiicf of his subordinates. The tactical scheme and
the (lispdsilion of the opposing troops must be sucli as to leave
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the Cavalry in doubt up to the last moment as to which of their

units will have to lead the attack and which units will have to

support it.

Artillery must be tested in applied tactics on the manoeuvre

ground or in the open country. But while in the case of Cavalry

or Infantry it may be occasionally possible to suppose that the

corps is acting independently, with Artillery this is practically

out of the question. Therefore in setting tactical tasks it is

necessary not only to arrange for a marked enemy, but to mark

at least the position of the Infantry of their own side. This

will enable the men to appreciate the tactical situation. Two

special tasks are particularly instructive, namely :

—

a. To deploy rapidly from a long column on meeting the

enemy.

h. To open fire simultaneously with a number of batteries from

covered positions, so as to take the enemy by surprise.

Whenever the nature of the ground permits, it will be well,

when inspecting a large body of troops, to let the tactical scheme

be continuous and develop naturally through the whole series of

operations.

It is important that the tactical inspection scheme should

frequently illustrate the case of two bodies of troops meeting

and giving battle. As stated in our Infantry Regulations (Part II,

para. 80) most actions in which our Army will engage nmst be of

this nature. It is true that a field day of this kind requires

careful and elaborate preparation. But it will save time and

trouble in moving troops into position if an opportunity be chosen

when the troops are already in marching formation.

It is not desirable to commence a battle from rendezvous

formation, especially where it entails moving the troops in this

unwieldy formation about the country. For modern tactics

discountenance the practice of assembling troops in mass as a

preparatory formation, even on the defensive. In most cases the

troops will have to be deployed from the marching formation into

a number of parallel columns, each of which must keep to its

column formation as long as possible. Concentration of the
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troops in mass would only necessitate their immediate dispersion,

and would be an utter waste of time.

The tactical enemy should, whenever possible, be of full strength.

If it is necessary to have recourse to a marked or skeleton army,

the provisions of F.S. Regns., paras. 608 to 612, must be observed.

Similarly at least the inner flank of the supposed troops on either

side must be real or marked.

The general principles which underlie the training, and con-

sequently the inspection, of troops of all arms, are given at the

beginning of this chapter. All other necessary information

will be found in the text books of the three arms. If the in-

spections be conducted on this basis they will become highly

instructive exercises.

If it is necessary for the inspecting officer, while at the

manoeuvre ground, to see any unit do drill movements in closed

formations, then this should be arranged to take place on the

parade ground at the beginning or at the end of the day's in-

spection. In the former case the evolutions will no doubt be

executed with clockwork precision ; in the latter case, a good

march past after a tiring field day speaks well for the training

of the men.

The duties of the Staff officer who accompanies the inspecting

officer are varied and arduous. He must constantly keep his

attention on the troops, and at the same time must always

keep close to his General in order to note down the latter's

remarks. Should he notice any mistakes due to imperfect

comprehension of the inspecting officer's orders, he must set

these right at once. He must carry orders and collect informa-

tion. It may not be his duty to bring to notice small mistakes,

such as the best troops arc liable to make. But he must report

to his General all errors of command and all failures due to

defective training which require to be noticed or corrected.

He must avoid urging his own opinion upon the inspecting

officer. He must possess a complete knowledge of the tactics

of all arms, power of quick observation, and, above all, tact.

Duiiny the conference which fulluws the manoeuvres the Staff
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officer should have the headings of his General's remarks arranged

either in his head or in his notebook, so that no point may be

missed. He will serve the interests of the Army by doing his

best to ensure that no hard words are used at the conference.

It is customary in our o^vn service for all ranks to do their best

at inspections. And consequently, the inspection day, which

marks the culmination of a period of hard work and instructive

training, should be a day of honour for the troops. A well-

reasoned appreciation of the work done, in the course of which

the Commanding Officers may occasionally have a word to say,

will always be stimulating and instructive. But hard words

cannot fail to diminish the self-reliance of the Commanding Officers

and the willingness and zeal of the men. Even the worst male-

factor should not be condemned unheard. The inspecting

officer should put himself in the place of the Commanding Officer

and consider what interpretation he would have placed ujDon the

orders received.

Finally, it is well to inspect troops in their working dress and

to lay little or no stress on their turn-out. This is a matter

which is better dealt with on other occasions.
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CHAPTER V;

CHOICE OF GROUND FOR MAN(EUVRES.

We have already in Chapter II given some indications as to the

selection of ground on the ma,p. The Staff officer must first

consider in what district the manoeuvres are to terminate. Tliis

will be determined either by Army .Orders, which require tlie

troops to be in a certain situation at the beginning of Army
manoeuvres, or by the necessity of sending the troops back to

their stations by rail as soon as possible after the end of the last

field day.

Beginning with the last day of manoeuvres, the Staff officer

must now work backwards and select on the map a piece of fresh

and suitable ground for each day's scheme. He must take into

consideration the strength of the forces to be engaged, their

combination as regards the different arms, and the nature of the

tasks to be set. Finally, he must take into account the housing

of the troops, the length of the marches to, from and during the

manoeuvres, and the possible necessity for bivouacking.

This being done, a general scheme embodying the situation

and the resulting tactical tasks must be worked out with the

assistance of the map. The Staff officer must form a clear idea

of the various solutions which the tactical problem admits of,

and of the probable sequence of events. Should the manoeuvres

afterwards not develop in the manner intended by the General

OiHcer Commanding, he will then be able to indicate tiie proper

measures to lead them into the required direction. {See

(hiii.icr IX.)

it is absoliitcl}- necessary that the Stall' ullicor must know
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the intentions of the General Officer Commanding who is to

direct the manoeuvres, and must do his best to follow out his line

of thought.

It would, for instance, be very injudicious, in the case of the

manoeuvres of two Divisions against each other, to choose a

tract of country of a mountainous character, woodland, or

ground covered with thick undergrowth, in which movements

of troops off the high roads would be impossible or seriously

hampered. In such a case the heads of columns only would

come into collision and their action would be limited by the

character of the country on either side of the road. Cavalry and

Artillery might hardly play any part at all, and the mass of the

forces merely be practised in route marching, and not in any

kind of fighting exercises. The debouching of a large force from

a mountain defile in the face of an enemy is quite another matter,

and is an operation entailing the deployment for battle of the

whole force which is crossing or has crossed the mountainous

tract. This can consequently be made the subject of the

mananivres of a large force.

As a rule it is advisable to choose the kind of country which

in war generally forms the theatre of battles and operations.

Besides, as the latter are generally carried on in countries well

jjrovided with good communications and numerous habitations,

the choice of this kind of country for manoeuvres has the additional

advantage of affording facilities for quartering troops and

supplying them with their necessary wants. On the other

hand, it should be observed that the high state of cultivation

and value of land in districts of this descri2)tion very easily

entails heavy compensation for damages to property, or renders

it necessary to restrict troops in their movements to such an

extent, by constantly creating unreal illustrations of warfare,

as to affect seriously the object for which the manoeuvres are

intended.

•Should it be in contemplation to select a district vvliich is well

a(la))l<'d for manauivres but is so barren and thinly irdiabited

us to prevent the possibihiy of billeting the troops, this ground
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may be made to answer the purpose by arranging for the troops

to bivouac. This procedure has the advantage that on the

manoeuvre day following a bivouac the Commanding Officers

can make their own arrangements as to time of starting, and are

in general allowed a freer hand.

A personal reconnaissance of the manoeuvre area is best

undertaken at a season when the trees are in leaf and the crops

sufficiently advanced to make it possible to judge which of them

will still be standing when the manoeuvres take place. In order

not to defer the preparations too late, it will be well to carry out

this reconnaissance early, say between the middle of April and the

beginning of May. It is best for the Staff officer entrusted with

the preparations to make the first visit alone ; the General Officer

Commanding will not proceed to the ground till the second visit,

when matters are more advanced.

At the first visit the Staff officer will examine the ground in

the reverse order to that pursued in making out the scheme, and

will begin by visiting the first day's ground. This procedure

makes it easier to estimate the influence of the ground on the

development of the tactical situation. Should it be found that

the ground is unsuitable for the scheme or that the latter is

improbable in view of the natm-e of the ground, then the scheme

must be altered or re-modelled ; but if the ground is altogether

impossible—if, for instance, it is covered with miles of sugar-beet

fields, intersected with wire fences, and dotted with enclosures

which must be placed out of bounds—it will then be necessary

to select fresh ground within the limits prescribed for the Divisions.

A decision of this nature is a momentous one and must be

carefully considered. The Staff officer here assumes a responsi-

bility from which he is not entirely relieved by the subsequent

consent of the General Officer Commanding to the shifting of the

ground. Should the Staif officer feel unequal to this responsi-

bility, he will do well to break off his journey and return to head-

quarters for fresh orders. But even in this case he will do well

first to visit the proposed alternative ground in order that he

nuiy be able to submit proposals regarding it based on a personal

inspection.
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During the visit to the ground it is advisable to establish rela-

tions with the civil authorities and the inhabitants. A visit to

the office of the County Council will do much to facilitate business

relations and to save unnecessary correspondence. Landowners,

forest officers and farmers will often be able to give valuable

information.

The scenes of the projected battles and bivouacs must not be

too near large towns or industrial districts, as the inhabitants

are apt to turn out en masse to look on, and it is then not ahvays

possible to clear the ground as directed by F.S. Regns., para. 545.

Not only do such crov/ds interfere with the manoeuvres, but they

may appreciably increase the bill for damages to crops.

The second visit to the ground is to be carried out before the

final arrangements as to billets, &c., are made, not later than June.

This is in case the condition of any cultivated or arable land

which was left in doubt by the previous visit is found to be such

as to require a change of plan.

It is not necessary to traverse every part of the manoeuvre

ground ; it is sufficient to visit the proposed battlefields, outpost

lines and bivouacs, in order to take account of the effect which

the ground will have on the employment and movements of troops.

The larger the masses of troops that are to use the ground, the less

use it is to waste time examining individual featiu'es. This is

sometimes even injurious, since it leads one to form preconceived

notions of the tactical result.

To avoid repetition, the general principles underlying recon-

naissance of ground in peace or war will be dealt with in Part III

of this book.
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CHAPTER VI.

MARCHES AND QUARTERS ON THE MARCH.

To quote the Field Service Regulations, " Marching constitutes

nine-tenths of the work done by troops in war."

Marches indeed may be looked upon as the basis of

all operations in war, and battles, on the other hand, as

the end or result. The latter are knit together by the marches

into a connected whole. Decisive results depend therefore to

an immense extent on the precision with which marches can

be accomplished. Troops must arrive on the spot where their

action is required at the right time and in fighting condition.

This should be practised in peace both as regards arrangement

and execution. Consequently there can be no doubt that one

very important branch of the training of troops consists in

raising the marching powers of large bodies of men to the highest

standard of efficiency.

It is not desirable, nor is it indeed necessary, to tax the powers

of horse and man in peace time to the utmost limit of physical

endurance. The object of practising maiching is rather to

secure a high collective result with the minimum of fatigue to

individual men and horses. The first condition for this is the

maintenance of the strictest discipline on the line of march, which,

however, must be carried out within reasonable limits.

The soldier must march in the strictest military order, but

with as much personal comfort as possible. If personal comfort
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or ease be allowed to such an extent as to interfere with order,

discipline on the march cannot properly be maintained. But,

on the other hand, if the idea of order on the line of march be

carried to such an extent as to cause, without the slightest

object, the greatest discomfort to the soldier, it may simply

become unbearable.

If under peace conditions the soldier is occasionally called upon

to execute marches requiring severe physical exertion, this is

useful in that it strengthens his will-power and enables him to

form an idea of the demands which may be made on him in time

of war. But even in peace time this severe strain should never be

imposed on the soldier as the result of mismanagement or bad

Staff work. It must be ordered deliberately and with a given

object in view, so that the men, when they have been kept on

their legs for hours beyond the usual time, may feel that they

have achieved some solid result. This sense of achievement,

together with the knowledge that the conduct of the march,

including the periods of rest, has been well managed, is of great

assistance in overcoming the sensation of physical fatigue. It

would be a mistake to suppose that the great majority of the

men do not take a keen interest in the object for which they are

exerting themselves.

It must be made clear to the Infantry that a march of 12| to

15 1 miles is not the average but the mifmnum daily distance

which will have to be covered. But to make them realise this

the Infantry officers must take as much trouble over route

marching as the Cavalry do over long-distance rides.

Marches may be divided into travelling and fighting marches.

In the former the object is to cover a given distance with the

least possible fatigue ; in the latter, fighting conditions are para-

mount.

In concentrating troops for autumn manoeuvres travelling

marches of several days' duration are unavoidable. As laid

down in F.S. Regns., para. 552, the average length of these

marches should not exceed 14 miles. Mounted corps may oc-

casionally be called upon to cover distances up to 19 miles^ if
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the distance between camps or billets renders this necessary.

The final march into action, or fighting march, must be a short

one. This is due to the necessity of assembling large bodies

of troops, all marching to manoeuvres, at given points ; and

further to the fact that they will have to march to quarters at

the end of the day. In the case of Infantry, this fighting march

should not exceed 9 miles. For the troops will have been

quartered as much as 3 miles away on either side of the line

of march, and will have to do another 3 miles away from the

line of march at the end of the day.

If several detachments have to pass a certain defile or bridge,

on the same day, special orders should be issued fixing the

hour at which the head of each column is to arrive at the

defile. Similar instructions would have to be given if the

troops have to cross a river by a ferry or such like contrivance.

The benefit of any advantage should always be given to the

detachment which has still the longest march to perform, but

the time required by each detachment to pass the defile or

biidge must be carefully considered.

When troops have to cross by a ferry—a circumstance which

may sometimes occur even in the case of a large force, owing

to the absence of bridges—the load the ferry can carry in men,

horses and carriages should be previously ascertained, together

with the time taken in crossing to and fro.

It is only by taking precautions of this kind that troops are

prevented from being ordered to parade at unnecessarily early

hours—a proceeding which is justly considered by them to be

most annoying, and should always be avoided when possible.

While the arrangement of the travelling marches deperfds

principally on the location of the quarters and the necessity for

the avoidance of undue fatigue to the troops, that of the fighting

marches must be determined by the military situation. But

even these marches will be affected by peace-time considerations.

Further details will be found in F.S. Regns., paras. 303 to 305.

Fighting marches are dealt with in Part III of this book.
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Quarters.

On the march and during manoeuvres the troops may be in

billets*, in village bivouacs, or in bivouacsf in the open.

For the comfort of the troops it is desirable that during

travelling marches their quarters should not be too close together.

But, on the other hand, when large masses of troops are marching

on an extended front, the quarters must not be so scattered as

to be at considerable distances from the lines of advance. Regard

should be had to the idiosyncracies of the various arms ; thus,

Artillery should be quartered so that they will have good roads

to march by, Cavalry should not travel by rocky mountain roads,

and Infantry should be quartered as close as possible to their

roads so as to shorten the distance they will have to cover.

On days of rest the quartering need not be so compact as on

marching days.

When troops are constantly billeted in the same villages,

as on a main road leading to the manoeuvre ground which is

constantly traversed by troops, much inconvenience is caused to

the inhabitants. Though it may cover the actual cost of the

lodging and meals, still the billeting money does not fully com-

pensate for the trouble and expense caused. This is especially

the case when, on military grounds, more troops are billeted

in a village than, according to the billeting lists, it is supposed

to accommodate. It is, therefore, necessary to vary the

quartering arrangements as much as possible.

The quarters for two bodies of troops manoeuvring against

each other must, of course, be made to suit the movements

contemplated during the exercises in question according to the

" ideas " given out. In the course of a manoeuvre of the kind

the final positions of the troops engaged may be found to be

very different from those contemplated at the outset. But

there is no reason whatever why such a state of affairs should

be allowed to occur, that is to say, the troops finding themselves

* Either eloeiiing nccommodation only, or billets, including meals

f Bivouacking Bignifies making use of the portable tents which are carried

by GeiTnan soldicrB.
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at the end of their day's work far from the quarters assigned

them. It is always possible to alter the " ideas " by sending the

troops information of a new kind or issuing fresh instructions in

the programme originally given out, and to avoid such an occur-

rence without, indeed, seriously interfering with the freedom of

action of the various Commanders. Still, to draw up schemes

for manoeuvres and exercises and select quarters for the troops

engaged so as to avoid, if possible, any interference of the kind,

must be essentially the aim and object of those entrusted with the

necessary arrangements.

The military situation, as projected, may render it desirable

not to quarter troops in the space between the opposing forces.

This will save the troops from having to march back to their

own force and then advance again with it. Whether this arrange-

ment is possible depends upon the number of men that the villao-es

can accommodate.

In allotting the billeting area to each corps, and in assigning

quarters to the Staff, units should be kept together as far

as possible. This facilitates interior economy and the issue of

orders.

From a military point of view the limit to the distance

to which quarters may be scattered in the various villages

depends on the question of bringing troops to the manoeuvre

ground without causing them unnecessary fatigue. It has

already been stated that the maximum distance of quarters

from the point of assembly of the troops should not exceed

miles in the case of Infantry or 9i- miles in the case of Cavalry

and Artillery. In the case of the concentration of very large

masses of troops these distances must sometimes be exceeded in

certain unavoidable cases, especially when bivouacking, which,

under the circumstances, might appear preferable, is objection-

able on account of very bad weather. The General Staff officer

must, however, not lose sight of the main principle of shortening

the distance the troops will have to march to reach the places of

assembly, for it should not bo forgotten that any fatifrue or

M
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exertion that can thereby be spared on tbe part of men and

horses may be turned to accomit at manoeuvres.

If we reckon, for instance, the march from quarters to place of

assembly at 5 to 7 nule^, fighting march 5 miles, combat 2 to 3 miles,

retreat or pursuit 3 to 4 miles, march to new quarters 5 miles, we

have a total of 20 to 23 miles ; the latter total should not be

exceeded. For very hot weather may supervene, which will

reduce the marching power of the troops. In arranging for such

marches it is well to proceed gradually from easy to more difficult

tasks. Thus we may begin with short marches at Brigade

manoeuvres, and as the men's feet get hardened we may proceed

to longer marches for Divisional manoeuvres and full marches for

Army Corps manoeuvres.

The mounted corps may be set rather longer distances to

cover, and they may be quartered on the outer limit of .the

quartering area, except when tactical considerations require

them to accompany the advanced guard.

When large bodies of troops have to be quartered it is necessary,

in order to take full advantage of the available stable accom-

modation, to mix mounted and dismounted troops together

in the same village. The limit is reached whe^ the discomfort

caused to the troops by too closely concentrated quarters begins

to make itself felt. But this discomfort does not affect the troops

as much as the inhabitants, especially when the former have the

advantage of short marches to their places of assembly.

Billeting Laws.

The demands that may be made on the inhabitants in peace

time are laid down in the Act of 25th June, 1868, modified and

extended by the Act of 21st June, 1887.

Three different kinds of quarters are recognised by law

—

Regulation billets, including victuals.

Regulation billets, without victuals.

Close-packed quarters.
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The latter term has superseded the old " emergency quarters
"

and " village camps." As regards the first two varieties of

quarters, rules for determining the billeting capacity of each

village are embodied in the Act. But no rules are given for

close-packed quarters, so these have to be allotted under para. 77

of the 1868 Act, and under the Instructions for carrying out

the Act dated 31st December, 1868.

The billeting lists in each district are drawn up by a Civil

Committee. An officer may sit on the Committee as military

member to watch the interests of the Army. Senior Staff

officers of some experience should be chosen for this duty. The

military member has no vote, but is only a consultative member.

He must not only be a master of the subject, but must exercise

great tact in order to influence the Committee to agree to military

requirements. This applies especially to the billeting Hst for

close-packed quarters, as there is httle in the Act to guide the

Committee, and considerable divergence of opinion is not

improbable. From the military point of view a building should

accommodate as many men as can He side by side on the floor, or

as many horses as can find standing room in the barns and sheds.

The troops will readily put up with the hardships of close-packing

for a short time if this saves them a long march to better billets

;

but the civil population are- put to great inconvenience for small

remuneration ; indeed, this method of quartering may necessitate

the complete suspension of agricultural operations. It will

require great tact on the part of the Staff officer to decide fairly

between these conflicting interests and to admit fully the just

demands of the inhabitants without sacrificing the interests of

the Army.

Billeting lists are often five to ten years out of date. The

General Officer Commanding should therefore communicate with

the civil authorities some time beforehand, and arrange with them

the order in which the Billeting Committees are to visit the

villages in the manoeuvre area assigned to the Army Corps. The

districts next on the roster for manoeuvres should, of course, be

taken first-

m2
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It may happen that the accommodation provided by the civil

billeting list is insufficient for the proposed operations, and that

the civil authorities decline to extend it. In such cases it will be

necessary to require the civil authorities, under Appendix A of

the Act, to provide a certain proportion of close-packed quarters.

In Prussia the maximum quota of close-packed quarters to be

provided by each village is fixed by the civil billeting list. But

even when the civil authorities allow this quota to be exceeded,

it may be impossible to find room for large bodies of troops when

concentrated in a small area, as at Army Corps or Imperial

manoeuvres. In such a case it is necessary to order part of the

troops to bivouac. It must here be remembered that a bivouac

is more expensive than billets ; but since bivouacking has to be

practised as a military operation, it will be well to take advantage

of cases in which quarters are not available to practise

bivouacking.

Bivouacking in the immediate neighbourhood of a village

affords an approximation to war conditions. It is not, however,

quite the same thing, since the troops are not allowed to enter

houses, stables and gardens (F.S. Regns., para. 670). In the

interests of the service training of the men it will be well to give

up the idea of a great general bivouac and allow each portion of

the force to bivouac in turn, except on days of rest. The bivouac

allowance (F.S. Regns., para. 566) will then be divided equally

among the units. Troops should not bivouac on the night

preceding or following a day of rest, nor as a rule on the day

preceding the commencement of a fresh set of manoeuvres, or of

a change in the military situation.

If there are to be 4 days of brigade manoeuvres, 4 days of

Divisional manoeuvres and 2 days of Army Corps manoeuvres,

and that 3 Sundays or days of rest fall between these 10

working days, this leaves 5 nights available for bivouacking

in the open or in villages. The bivouac allowance amounts

to 4^- bivouacs for each man on marching-out strength.

(This allowance is considerably reduced for the Brigade and

Divisional manoeuvres of corps which are to attend Emperor's
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manoeuvres,) It follows that billeting will be obligatory for only

two-fifteentlis of tlie whole strength of the force ; this of course

does not prevent a larger percentage from billeting one day and

a lesser one the next, according to the accommodation available.

If it be desired to have at least one day of general bivouac, then

on two other nights one-fifth of the troops who would otherwise

bivouac may be billeted. It is desirable to let the mounted

troops bivouac fewer nights than the Infantry, since they carry

no shelter-tents (F.S. Regns., para. 598).

It will readily be admitted that even in the most thinly

inhabited districts, and even at Army Corps or Imperial

manoeuvres, it will be possible to find at least close-packed

quarters for this proportion of two-fifteenths to one-fifth of

the strength of the force, without having recourse to distant

villages or villages beyond the outpost line. This procedure

renders it possible to hold manoeuvres in barren country, and

so to avoid damages to crops, which now a days form a heavy

item.

When troops were billeted in the old style, without reference to

tactical considerations, then all miHtary operations other than

the day's work—such as night attacks, surprises and so forth

—

used to fall upon the outposts alone, it was not uncommon to

find troops billeted, under peace conditions, in neighbouring

villages, listening to a battle beginning at the outpost fine as if

it did not concern them ! But when troops are quartered and

bivouacked in battle formation, then such an attempt on the

outpost fine sets the whole body of troops, back to the most

distant quarter, in motion. Commanding Officers of all ranks

are practised in the difficult art of making arrangements to meet

a sudden attack ; they must neither fatigue their troops by turning

them out prematurely or without adequate reason, nor must

they be late in turning out and so contribute to the defeat of

their force.

When this " service " system of quartering and bivouacking

is adopted, the Commanders on both sides may be left free to

choose their own means for effecting the object in view.
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Even the hour at which troops are to turn out may be left

to them. This procedure enables manoeuvres to be con-

ducted under conditions approximating to those which will

prevail in war.

It is hardly necessary to say that emergency quarters, which will

be close-packed quarters, must be arranged for all troops bivou-

acking in case of very bad weather. (F.S. Regns., para. 601.) If

the number of troops is very large, as at Army Corps manoeuvres,

the distance to the furthest quarters may be so great that

some of the troops will prefer to bivouac in spite of the weather

rather than march long distances to reach close-packed quarters.

For emergency quarters the numbers fixed by the civil billeting

list must not be exceeded without the consent of the civil

authorities.

Under ordinary circumstances the nimaber of men that are to

be billeted in each village will be published beforehand by the

civil authorities in official circulars. But if the authorities

will consent to refrain from publishing the numbers that are to

occupy close-packed quarters, then, if the " service " system of

quartering and bivouacking be adopted, the published numbers

will give no clue to the movements of the force. For the only

figures communicated to the civil authorities for publication

will be the numbers to occupy billets on Sundays and days of

rest. It is quite impossible to maintain absolute secrecy regarding

the billeting arrangements, nor is this necessary, for the foregoing

precautions will be quite sujB&cient to leave the intentions of the

General Officer Commanding in doubt. In many cases it will

even be possible to allow the publication of the projected close-

packed quarters ; this will make for the convenience of the

inhabitants.

The list of ration depots for the manoeuvres must in any case

be communicated to the troops, but the situation of these depots

need not necessarily give away the proposed course of the

manoeuvres.

Moreover, some confidence must be placed in the self-reliance

and sound judgment of the Commanding Officers, and they must
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be trusted to base their dispositions on the military situation

and not upon any vague information which may be derived from

pubKshed arrangements for billets and supplies.

In making out the billeting and supply scheme for the march

and for manoeuvres, it is advisable to use copies of the map on

which the capacity of each village as regards billets and close-

packed quarters is inserted under the names. This gives a

general idea of the quarters at a glance, and allows the troops

to be moved about on the map so as to arrive at the most

advantageous distribution.

From the map thus prepared the billeting scheme is made out.

For short marches and for small bodies of troops this may well

be combined with the marcJdng scheme. Separate schemes must

be made out for each body of troops and for each village. Each

such scheme must show the number of officers, men and horses

quartered on each village, and the individual schemes must

agree with the general scheme for the whole force. This detailed

billeting scheme will form the basis of the ensuing negotiations

with the civil authorities. A specimen scheme is given in the

Appendix to the 1898 Billeting Act.

Should the scheme submitted to the civil authorities involve

occupation of certain villages in excess of their authorised

capacity, the reasons for such excess must be stated, and alterna-

tive schemes must be prepared in case such excess occupation is

not sanctioned.

When the sanction of the civil authorities to the billeting

scheme has been obtained, they will communicate it to the

inhabitants, while the military authorities will issue the necessary

instructions to each body of troops. These latter are held respon-

sible that they inform the village authorities, at least eight days

before their arrival, of the exact numbers to be quartered. Any

subsequent alterations must be communicated at least 24 hours

before arrival ; if any alterations are necessary at the last moment

the billet-masters must be informed.

No information regarding close-packed quarters need be given

to the troops beforehand, but the days on which they are to
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bivouac should be notified. It is convenient to issue the list of

supply depots at the same time.

Any other instructions that may be necessary should be

embodied in a Programme of Manceuvres issued to the troops.

Nothing is laid down as to the form of such programme, but it

should be as short as possible, since the general instructions for

manoeuvres are already given in F.S. Regns.
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CHAPTER VII.

SUPPLIES, BIVOUAC REQUISITES AND TRANSPORT.

As soon as the scheme of mana3uvres is so far settled that no

material alterations are to be expected, the General Staff Officer,

in consultation with the Supply Officer, must work out the

arrangements for supply, bivouac requisites and transport.

Victuals are supplied either by the inhabitants on whom the

troops are quartered, or from supply depots, or occasionally—

as when troops are quartered in empty barracks—by purchase by

the troops.

The first description of supply is governed by the BUleting Act

of 1898 and the Instructions for its Application, by Army Orders,

1898, and by the Supply Regulations. But it is as well to agree

beforehand with the civil authorities as to what supplies will be

demanded, as the inhabitants, however wiJling they may be, are

often unable to comply with all requisitions. This is especially

the case in the country. For instance, it is often difficult to

obtain a sufficient supply of oats for a large number of horses.

If the harvest has been a bad one, such a demand may be very

hard on the villagers.*

When troops are billeted in villages up to the limit of their

capacity, and when they remain for any time, it often happens

that the parish authorities, representing the inhabitants, decline

to undertake the victualling of the troops. If the civil authorities

• The inconveniences to which the civil population are subjected during

manoeuvres principally affect the inhabitants of small towns and the agricultural

population. Largo towns are not inconvenienced to any great extent. It is

the more necessary for the Army to show the greatest consideration for agri.

cultural interests.
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refuse to reconsider this decision, supply depots will have to be

organised. The great objection to this is the delay in drawing

and cooking the rations when the men come in tired from

manoeuvres, since the host is only obliged to supply fuel and

facilities for cooking. This system is, moreover, most objection-

able as leading to difficulties of all kinds with the inhabitants,

who are doubly inconvenienced by the quartering of troops on

them, since they receive no remuneration for supplying victuals.

Every endeavour should be made to get the inhabitants to under-

take to feed the men.

On bivouac days, or in emergency quarters, rations are issued

from supply depots.

It is occasionally convenient to hand over the ration money to

the troops and let them make their own arrangements. This

applies especially to the day of return from manoeuvres ; it can

then be left to units to decide whether they will have their meal

at the railway station before entraining or on arrival in barracks
;

whether they will provide rations by private purchase or draw

them from the Intendance.

When more than 4,000 men are to entrain at one railway station

it may be advisable to provide a travelling field kitchen (Supply

Regulations, 1898).

Under special circumstances it may be necessary to pay the

ration money direct to the men. This will be the case when

Cavalry patrols or cyclists are to be despatched to a distance, as

their own unit will then be unable to feed them.

Detailed instructions for supply of food and forrge will be found

in the Supply Regulations.

In order to train the men in field cooking it is advisable not to

issue tinned meat to troops in bivouac, as this requires no cooking.

They should rather be practised in cooking fresh meat. This,

however, according to the skill of the men, takes some time to

do, so that the men who are to go on outpost duty and have no

time for cooking had better receive tinned meat.

It will depend on the amount of fresh meat consumed whether

a field slaughter-house is to be organised. If only a small quantity

is used it is better to buy butchers' meat.
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Mincing machines taken into tlie field by the troops have been

found of great assistance in preparing fresh meat.

The Supply Department will arrange for the provision at the

depots of rations and bivouac requisites, as straw and firewood.

The necessary instructions to the Intendance will be issued by

the General Staff.

Supply depots will be located in accordance with the manoeuvre

scheme, except when existing depots are used. They should be

situated close to a railway station, or, faihng this, close to a canal

or high road. Troops who are to draw supphes from a depot

must not be quartered too far away, otherwise the ration party

will have to arrive at the depot on the day before issue. The

number of depots to be provided depends upon the manoeuvre

scheme. If sufficient Intendance officials are not available

to take charge of the depots, the War Office must be asked to

attach officers from other commands.

The Officer Commanding Supply Depot is responsible for the

loading of all supply wagons. The officer told off to command the

column of wagons is responsible for the discipline of his men, but

will not interfere with the work of the depot. He does not take

over command of the wagons till they are loaded.

Unless the Intendance hire the draught animals before-

hand they will have to depend on transport requisitioned

from the civil authorities. Hiring is on all accounts to be

preferred, especially as having to provide transport at harvest time

is very hard on the farmer (War Office circular, 28th July, 1900).

Depots for the supply of permanent manoeuvre grounds are

organised in the same way, but in this case, although the supply

authorities are responsible for issue, the troops have to provide

transport. Infantry use transport hired or requisitioned by

themselves ; mounted troops have to horse their own wagons.

To save unnecessary expense it is as well not to order hired or

requisitioned transport to be ready at an unnecessarily early

hour. If the supply authorities have the stores all ready for

issue, it should not take more than three hours to load up the

supplies for an Infantry Division. Allowing three hours' drive
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to the proposed bivouac, it will be sufficient to liave the wagons

ready at the depot by 8 a.m. This presupposes that the troops

are clear of the village where the depot is by that hour, or, which

is preferable, that they do not march through that village at all.

In case a whole army transport train is available for manoeuvres,

this should be organised in military transport columns (F.S.

Regns., para. 650), loaded according to regulation. This method

of supplying the troops is the quickest and least liable to break-

downs ; but most of the existing transport trains are required

for Imperial manoeuvres, which now take place every year.

And, moreover, the fuel and straw required for bivouacs cannot

be loaded on the service ration-vans, but have to be carried in

farmers' hay wagons.

As everyone should know, it is impossible in war time to carry

fuel, straw, potatoes and such bulky goods with the troops.

This would unduly increase the length of the transport columns.

These supplies are obtainable on service in most villages. It is

therefore permissible to accumulate such supplies before

manoeuvres, at the projected bivouacs, and to issue them to the

troops on the ground. But in order to prevent the troops from

drawing conclusions as to the result of the day's fight from the

presence of such supplies, they must be kept loaded on wagons,

which must be parked under cover at some distance to one side

of the proposed battlefield. If this measure of secrecy is con-

sidered insufficient, the wagons may be kept ready at the nearest

supply depot, and there handed over to the troops to march

with the baggage. This will practise Commanding Officers in

issuing orders for their baggage trains, which they will have to do

on service, so that they never get in the way of the troops and

yet always arrive in good time.

But in any case it is advisable for the troops to carry one

day's supplies with them, so that they can begin cooking their

meal as soon as they reach the bivouac. As soon as the wagons

from the supply depot arrive the supplies expended are to be

replenished.

At Army Corps manoeuvres single corps, such as Cavalry
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Divisions, may be rendered more mobile by giving tliem pro-

vision vans to carry their rations and hired or requisitioned

farmers' wagons for their forage. These conveyances will ac-

company the troops, carrying one day's supplies. The troops

will then be quartered, or bivouac, according to the military

situation, finding their own supplies. The wagons, havino-

unloaded their day's supply, will proceed next morning to the

nearest railway station, as directed in manoeuvre orders of the

previous evening, to replenish. They will there find a day's

supply, ordered by telegraph from the nearest depot by the

Officer Commanding Supplies. These supplies will be in trucks

ready for issue, the wood ready cut up. As soon as the wagons

are refilled they will rejoin their corps, travelling with the baggage.

To carry out this system it is necessary that the manoeuvre area

should be in a district traversed by railways ; arrangements

must be made beforehand with the railway authorities, and the

stations must be reconnoitred to see that sidings accessible to

the transport columns are available.

But although the supply arrangements should be as perfect as

possible, it must not be hastily assumed that the main feature

of the manoeuvre scheme is the punctual arrival of supply wagons.

This would rarely be possible in war, especially after a battle.

Accordingly, even at small manoeuvres, delays in the arrival of

baggage and supplies must be foreseen. If the transport columns

march under service conditions—that is, at a proper interval

in rear of the fighting line—they will often fail to arrive before

dark.

Expense may often be saved by contracting for the purchase of

wood, straw and potatoes by the troops at the bivouac, instead

of purchasing large quantities beforehand and storing them at

the depots. This will save transport expenses, and will save the

provision of stores in excess of actual requirements. But if this

method be adopted it is necessary to make certain beforehand that

the supplies will be available in the district in question. In
most districts there will be no difticulty in this respect at minor
mancEuvrcs. Tlie system constitutes a good education for the
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Regimental Staff officers who will be sent ahead of the troops

to obtain supplies. But the general situation of the bivouacs

must be communicated to the troops in good time, in order that

the different villages where supplies are to be purchased may be

allotted to units beforehand. This system will help to compensate

the villages nearest to the bivouacs for the inconveniences to which

they will be put, such as having to find shelter for horses and

using up all the water in their wells. Surplus wood, or straw

still fit for use, may be re-sold to the vendors at a fair rate,

instead of the trifle which would be realised if it were put up to

auction.

During Army Corps and Imperial manoeuvres the supply of

firewood, &c., locally available will often be insufficient, and

arrangements must be made beforehand to meet demands.

Finally, it should be noted that F.S. Regns., para. 664, sanction

the requisitioning of water carts in very hot weather, of carts

to carry knapsacks (para. 665,) and of sick transport-
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CHAPTER VIIL

SANITATION, HOSPITALS AND PEISONS.

The precautions necessary to keep the troops in health during
the manoeuvres are detailed in F.S. Regns., paras. 662 to 667.
For Army Corps and Imperial manoeuvres each Brigade

should have at least one four-horse ambulance with stretchers
and one pharmacy wagon. The medical authorities should
ascertain, through the civd authorities, whether there are any
cases of infectio^js disease, or, more especiaUy, epidemic disease
in the manoeu\Te area, and should report the same to the General.
To save delay it is advisable, in urgent cases, for the parish
doctors to communicate directly with the manoeuvre stafE.^ The
same applies to the local veterinary surgeons with respect to
diseases of horses or cattle. On the receipt of such reports the
General Staff may have to arrange for the necessary alteration in
the biUeting scheme. This should be done in consultation (by
telegraph if necessary) with the civil authorities. Where only an
isolated case of disease is reported, it will often suffice to keep the
troops clear of that house and the surrounding enclosure. Con-
tagious disease does not exclude the possibihty of biUeting in a
village, provided that proper measures for isolation are observed.
The Quartermasters sent on 2i hours in advance (even for
emergency quarters they will arrive some hours before the troops)
must inquire of the. local authorities whether any infectious
disease exists. If so, they must inform their Commanding
Officers as sooa as possible ; in any case this must be reported
to the Commandmg Officer before the troops enter the village.
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Railways, by enabling the sick that can be moved to be sent

back to the nearest garrison hospitals, have considerably reduced

the necessity for establishing field hospitals during manoeuvres.

These, however, cannot be entirely dispensed with, being required

to meet cases of sudden sickness too severe to allow of the

patient's travelhng by rail. For such emergencies the local

hospitals, such as are to be found in all large villages, may be

utilised. Inquiries as to the existence of such hospitals must be

made through the civil authorities and the information com-

municated to the troops. But if there are no civil hospitals in the

manoeuvre district, or none available, then field hospitals must

be organised.

The location of such hospitals is governed by the principles

which apply to the location of supply depots, and is decided by

the General Stafi in consultation with the Medical Department

and the Intendance. A field hospital must be near a

railway station, to facilitate the transfer of patients, as they

become fit to travel, to a garrison hospital. It is very desirable

that the field hospital should be at a place where there is a local

doctor to take charge of any patients that may be left behind

when the field hospital is broken up.

Every parish is compelled by law to take charge of soldiers

who are sick and unfit to travel, and to provide them with

proper medical attendance. The expense so incurred is recovered

through the Intendance.

Terms of imprisonment awarded to men during the manxuvre

period can often be postponed until the corps or regiment con-

cerned returns to its garrison. When cases occur in which such

a proceeding would be prejudicial to military order and discipline,

or when men awaiting trial have to be removed, the prisoners

must be sent to military prisons. The only necessary arrange-

ments are then, precautions for the proper custody of prisoners

when billeted on the march or when delayed for any considerable

time at railway stations. The latter circumstance should be

avoided as much as possible by making proper arrangements

beforehand.
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The best way of meeting the requirements of the kind is by-

making use of civil prisons or police stations. It is generally

desirable to issue directions on this subject to the troops, and

hence the necessary inquiries must be made beforehand. For

the rest, the custody and temporary detention of prisoners, either

in billets or bivouacs, must devolve on the corps or regiments

to which they belong. When removed from such, special

instructions have to be issued on the subject.
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CHAPTER IX.

MANCEUVRE SCHEMES AND CONDUCT OP MANCEUVRES.

The preparation of the manoeuvre scheme has in part been

discussed in Chapters II and V. Even after the ground has been

reconnoitred, the scheme still remains a project, of which the

details are not to be worked out till the Director of the manoeuvres

has accepted it. His sanction is also required to the detailed

scheme, since in working this out local conditions and other

considerations may have to be taken into account, the effect of

which was not foreseen when the scheme was outlined. It may

also occur that during the course of the preparations changes of

personnel may take place among the troops and their Commanders,

or that higher military authorities require some special manoeuvre

to be carried out on a particular day, which requires a modification

of the scheme.

The first condition to be observed in drawing up schemes for

manoeuvres is simplicity, and it should be always borne in mind

that the end and object of all manoeuvres is to train the Army in

peace for war.

To ensure that the manoeuvre scheme, both in outline and m
detail, is completely in accordance with the wishes of the Director

of the manoeuvres, the General Staff officer must discuss the

scheme fully with him, to avoid any possible misunderstanding.

Should any difference of opinion arise, the Staff officer must

cheerfully accept the General's decision and must remember that

the General, not himself, is the person responsible for the training

of the troops.
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The principal object of manoeuvres is the training of the senior

Commanders. The tasks set in pursuance of the " general idea
"

should therefore be such as not to curtail the freedom of the

Commanders, but to leave room for the exercise of independent

decision. The opposing forces, whether Regiments, Brigades or

Divisions, should be considered as subordinate, but, in a sense,

independent portions of a larger force, so that the supposed

existence of the main body does not necessarily affect the

immediate tactical situation.

It is not advisable, for instance, to make one force the advanced

guard of one Army and the other force the rear guard of another,

or to make both forces flank guards of two meeting Armies

;

for in such a case each Commander would be directly subordinate

to the General Officer Commanding main body, whose orders he

must obey implicitly. It is not the object of manoeuvres to

create such a situation, and it would lead to an artificial and unreal

situation if it were attempted to replace by a permanent " general

idea " the sequence of reports and orders which would actually

take place between the Commander of the force and his General

Officer Commanding.

On the other hand, a necessary element of the general idea is

the supposed existence, outside the manoeuvre area, of two

Armies whose action more or less affects the strategical situation of

the two opposing forces.

This supposition leaves the Director of the manoeuvres free to

alter the situation, in a natural manner, by reinforcing either side,

and it gives the Commanders some training in elementary

strategy as affecting the solution of the tactical problem with

which they are immediately concerned. Elaborate strategical

problems are suitable for Staff rides and war games, but are out

of place at manoeuvres.

The special idea cannot always contain a definite challenge to

both sides to decide the question at once by seeking a general

engagement ; and even were this so, it would be still possible

to take a different view, from which it might appear more

advantageous to one side to avoid an engagement into which it
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perhaps could not be drawn. It is nevertheless extremely

desirable, for the sake of affording further instruction both to

Generals and troops, that the few days which are available for

manceuvres may be turned to account in the practice of the

actual combat.

Movements of troops at the free discretion of the Commander,

far out of reach of the enemy, may be practised almost as well

and far more cheaply in a Staff ride over the ground, or even in

a room on a map ; but the leading and handling of troops in

action is an exceedingly difficult art, in which it is hardly possible

to attain perfection, and no opportunity of practising it should

be neglected.

Should the plan of operations adopted by either side be such as

to lead to the avoidance of a combat, the Director of the manoeuvres

will usually intervene, and will assign to the combatants such

motives as will oblige them to join battle. It is for the Director

to consider how far such intervention is in accordance with the

" special idea," and to clear away, at the final conference, any

misconceptions arising out of his action.

Such an intervention on the part of the Director must always

be considered a last resource, and the manoeuvres would bear a

closer resemblance to war if allowed to take their natural course

as determined by the plans of the Commanders.

But at manoeuvres peace-time conditions are paramount, and

must often hmit the application of rules which would hold good

on active service.

Thus, at manoeuvres the physique and morale of the troops,

to say nothing of their training, armament and equipment, are

equal on both sides. There is no actual fire effect, and move-

ments of troops are often carried out without due regard to the

enemy's fire. The latter point especially renders it most difficult

to give a correct decision as to the result of the fight. However

hard Umpires and Commanding Officers may work, it is im-

possible altogether to check this neglect of the enemy's fire, or

to ascertain to what extent it has, often unconsciously, been

carried. The directing officers will often have to admit privately
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that in actual war the result of the fight would have been very

different to that arrived at on the manoeuvre ground.

The difficulty in reconciling manoeuvre conditions with service

conditions is increased by the fact that the movements of troops

are limited to a prescribed area of ground. They must proceed

in a given general direction, and must often start and finish at

prescribed points:

The Director will often be obliged, under peace conditions,

to fix the hour at which hostiHties are to commence, or at least

to order that troops are not to pass certain limits before a given

hour. This enables the Directing Staff to ensure that the

encounter shall take place on a certain area of ground, selected

as suitable for instruction. In the interests of the training of the

troops it will often be necessary to depart from the sound precept

that the manoeuvres should be allowed to take their normal course

in pursuance of the plans of the Commanders. For these plans

if carried out, may lead the troops on to gromid where the cost

of damage to crops would be heavy, or where so much ground

might be out of bounds as to prevent the deployment of the troops.

Similarly, peace-time conditions may unexpectedly prevent the

troops from occupying certain villages or traversing certain

pieces of ground, and thereby place one side or the other at a

disadvantage.

In time of peace the interests of the soldier as regards quartering

and supplies cannot be allowed to over-ride the interests of the

inhabitants, as would be the case on service. Bivouacking is

restricted by considerations of expense, and the troops have often

to be quartered in distant villages ; this entails long marches

to reach the ground, which unavoidably aft'ect tactical dispositions.

In real war, moreover, we are not likely to have a series of

engagements, each fought out to a finish, between the same

bodies of troops. But at nianoiuvres allowance must be made

for unreal conditions, and all ranks nmst remember that

manoeuvres can only give a representation of war, which falls

far short of reality.

Tliough these esseni ial shortcomings of manoeuvres cannot be
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remedied, their evil effect will be mitigated if the Director,

at the conference, is careful to explain the difference between

the conditions prevailing at manoeuvres and those to be expected

in war, so that no false conclusions may be drawn from the

results actually arrived at.

The General Staff officer, in making out the manoeuvre scheme,

must be prepared for the effect of unreal conditions on the

conduct of operations, so that he is not taken by surprise if these

afterwards lead to unreal results. In this connection it is of

especial importance to provide carefully for adjusting the respective

strength of the opposed forces. By such adjustment it is possible

for the Director to exercise the necessary influence on the develop-

ment of the military situation.

This may be effected by transferring complete units from one

force to another, by raising certain units of one force to war

strength, by skeleton troops and by neutral troops.

The first method, moving units to the opposite side, is simple,

but is difficult to bring into harmony with the military situation.

It is often subject to drawbacks which it is impossible completely

to remedy. Even if such troops are temporarily declared

neutral and marched out of the sphere of operations, the game

has still to be played with the cards on the table ; and when

troops are transferred from one side to the other, they carry with

them the knowledge of their former Commander's dispositions.

The second method, raising units to war strength, reduces

the strength of a side on paper but not in reality. It reduces

the number of units by increasing their strength. No Com-

manding Officer or Umpire could seriously pretend that a bat-

talion of J,000 men is only half as strong as two of 500. (This

is not an argument against raising units on both sides to war

strength, which is occasionally advisable for instructional

purposes.)

The use of skeleton or flagged troops is not open to the above

drawbacks. They are easily extemporised, without sensibly

affecting the strength of the troops, and they necessitate no

changes in the billeting arrang«ments. On the other hand,
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their fire effect is not sufficiently manifest, and it is more difficult

for the adversary to locate them and to estimate their strength

than would be the case in reality. This evil may be mitigated

by arranging for skeleton troops not to make their appearance

till the decisive moment. They may be kept in reserve, or used

to threaten the enemy's flank ; the Director will then consider

that the object has been attained if the skeleton troops are

brought into action at the proper time and the proper place.

But if flagged troops are made to fight a regular action,

then the representation of real war will not improbably become a

caricature.

Yet another means of adjusting the strength of the opposing

forces is by the use of neutral troops. These troops are stationed

at a given point, under the immediate orders of the Director

;

he can throw them into the fight on one side or the other, so as

to alter the relative strength of the forces, and so as to create

unexpected situations which oblige the Commanders to make

up their minds quickly and bring out the initiative of all ranks.

But even this method is open to objections. It is difficult to

keep the neutral troops concealed, and the projected surprise

as often as not fails to come off, which spoils the whole scheme

of the engagement.

The General Staff officer must therefore consider beforehand

which method of adjusting the strength of the forces will be most

suitable for application on each day. No definite rules can here

be laid down, as so much depends upon the tactical situation

and on the nature of the ground.

It must further be borne in mind that unforeseen developments

of the situation may occur which will oblige the Director to

readjust the strength of the forces, and this contingency must

be provided for beforehand.

We have already referred to the effect upon the billeting scheme

of the tactical idea. We will merely add that the location of the

quarters should be such as to enable troops to cover their front

by regular outposts. When troops are billeted this ideal can
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rarely be completely attained. Efforts should be made to avoid

billeting in villages in front of the outpost line, and the quartering

area should if possible be shifted so far backwards or sideways as

to be outside of the sphere of outpost operations. If this is

impossible, then villages in and near the outpost line must be

declared to be in a state of war and troops quartered therein must

provide for their own safety in combination with the outpost

troops. Finally, in very exceptional cases such villages may be

declared neutral. Whichever method is adopted, the arrange-

ments should be such that the troops can move from their billets

to their fighting formation behind the out]30st line unobserved by

the enemy. This is almost impossible when troops are quartered

in villages in front of the outpost Kne, or on a level with it to a

flank.

It is also desirable to leave the villages in or near the outpost

line clear of troops for another reason, namely, that they may be

available as " emergency quarters " should necessity arise.

If a day of rest occurs during a manoeuvre period, the outposts

should be in their places by daybreak on the following morning,

so that the day's fighting may commence under service conditions.

The arrangements made must be such that the advanced troops

and outposts do not have to march unduly long distances to get

into position.

The hour at which hostilities are to commence can only be left

to Commanders in cases where the whole of the troops are

bivouacked or quartered under Service conditions, and even so

it must be remembered that if a Commander chooses to commence

operations in the dark and so convert the combat into a night

attack, this may defeat the intentions of the Director. The

same considerations apply to the commencement of operations on

a very foggy morning. In war it is usual for the entire operations

of large bodies of troops to cease when darkness sets in. (Remem-

ber Wellington's prayer for " night or Bliicher ! ") Only out-

posts and small bodies of troops remain active and the minor

(jpeiutions attempted are usually of the nature of surprises. If a
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Commander feels strong enough to risk a decisive battle, he will

be wiser to choose the daytime, which permits of the use of the

rifle, a clear ^dew of the situation and the ordered movement of

troops.

Still, after a decisive battle darkness should not arrest the

unremitting pursuit of the beaten enemy. This is not a case of

a combat against an equal adversary, but against a disorganised

mass of men without leaders, whom a pursuit by night wdll reduce

to utter rout. But such a situation cannot be illustrated at

manoeuvres, and is therefore not to be taken into account.

On the other hand, much instruction may be gained from an

early start leading up to an attack at dawn, or from a sudden

return march before daylight for the purpose of administering

a check to a pursuing enemy. The Director need not hesitate to

sanction such operations, provided that the dispositions of both

sides are such as not to entail an encounter of the main bodies

in the dark.

On the first day of manoeuvres, provided that the opposing

forces are more than a day's march apart, the hour of starting

may be left to the Commanders. This presupposes that the

troops have outposts out, that they are quartered conveniently

for the commencement of operations, and that the Director

attaches no special importance to the encounter taking place on

any particular piece of ground.

If only a small proportion of the troops are in bivouac, the rest

being in quarters under peace conditions, then very early starts,

even if in harmony with the tactical situation, must be disallowed,

as the troops would not have time enough to leave their quarters

and get into fighting formation ; and if the tactical situation

does not specially require an early start, it is well to remember

that the earlier the day's work is begun the earlier it will be

over, and the troops may have to wait long hours in bivouac or

quarters before their rations arrive. If in such cases the Com-

manders propose to start at an early hour, it is well for the

Director to intervene in the interests of men and horses and post-

pone the commencement of hostihties till later. This does not,
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however, apply to the outposts, who may be left free to carry

out any operations required by the tactical situation, such as

keejiing touch with the enemy (F.S. Regns., paras. 595 to 597).

But if both sides are in scattered billets under peace conditions,

as, for instance, after a day of rest, then the hour for the com-

mencement of operations should invariably be fixed by the

Director. This will apply both to the main forces and to outposts

and reconnoitring parties.

In preparing the scheme for the day following a day of rest,

the General Staff officer must therefore so arrange that the

outposts and patrols have time to get to their places without

requiring any part of the troops to make a very early start from

distant billets. The despatch of reconnoitring patrols must bo

so timed, with reference to the distance separating the two forces,

that by the time they get into contact with the enemy they

find him already in fighting formation, and have then reached

a sufficient distance in advance of their own force. The

further apart the two forces are, the more chance will the

Cavalry have of reconnoitring properly, and the fuller and

earlier will be the information sent back to the Commanders.

The importance of this point with reference to the service-like

conduct of manoeuvres is sufficiently obvious.

It is especially important to supervise closely the orders issued

by each Commander, both as to form and substance. The

instructions for framing orders are given in F.S. Regns., paras.

53 and 54, and are further discussed in Part III of this book.

Any deviation from these instructions must be fully explained

and justified at the conference.

Should a Commander issue orders, based on a mis-apprehension

of the situation, which are likely to defeat the object of manoeuvres,

the Director should give such additional information, within

the limits of the general idea, as may serve to set matters right.

J>ut if the effect of such mistaken orders will not be prejudicial

to the instructions of the troops, they may be allowed to stand, as

the Commander may learn wisdom from the failure of his plans.

It may occur that a Commander, in order not to commit
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himself, only gives general orders for next morning, merely

directing the troops to assemble and to march in a given direction.

Such orders are frequently justified, and would be the rule

rather than the exception in war. This leaves the Director

rather in the dark as to the way the situation will work out.

But it has the great advantage of obliging the Commander to

issue his further orders " from his saddle," as he would have to do

on service. This is better than issuing elaborate orders which

may prove impossible to carry out.

The Director should not require the orders for the rest day to

be handed in too early, esjjecially since outpost and reconnais-

sance reports may not be sent in till late. It will be sufficient if the

Director receives the orders between 10 p.m. and midnight.

But if the Commander can submit an appreciation of the situation

earlier, so much the better ; this should not, however, be insisted

upon.

In order that the Director may be kept constantly informed

of the intentions of the Commanders, it is permissible for him

to attach an Intelligence Officer to the stafE of each, so that he

may receive early news of all that is going on. He will thus be

able to meet unexpected developments more readily than if only

informed of them by the tedious process of calling for reports.

At the same time the Commanders will be relieved of the worry

of reporting all their dispositions to the Director, and can devote

their whole attention to the operations. This of course does

not excuse them from the duty of making proper service reports

to their (imaginary) General Officers Commanding, which reports

are handed in to the Director.

Not only the orders of the Commanders but the decisions of the

Umpires (F.S. Regns., 614 to 635) may affect the result of

the day's operations. vShould these decisions bring about a

result inconsistent with the object of the manoeuvres, the Director

may intervene as Chief Umpire and alter the decisions. This is

sometimes unavoidable at manoeuvres on a large scale, where,

owing to conflicting decisions of different Umpires along an

extended line of battle, an impossible state of things may come
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to pass. But sucli intervention should be looked upon as a last

resource.

The place at which the Director should take his station

during manoeuvres depends upon the schemes, the nature of

the ground, and the dispositions of the Commanders. The

General Staff officer must be well informed as to all that is going

on, and must be able at any moment to indicate to his General

the best place for seeing the fight. It is also his duty to arrange

that the Commanders, Umpires and Intelligence Officers are kept

constantly informed as to the whereabouts of the General, in

order that messages may not go astray, and that there may be

no delay in summoning officers to the conference.

Should an impossible tactical situation ensue during a field day,

the " stand fast " must be ordered. This may be necessary if,

owing to the absence of Umpires, the troops have become involved

in a hand to hand fight, requiring them to be separated before

operations can continue.

Pursuit.

This cannot be practised in peace time. It would presuppose

a disorganisation of the defeated side, the loss of most of their

leaders, and a disorderly crowding together of beaten troops.

But in peace time the destructive effect of the enemy's fire is

not felt, and the defeated side remain completely organised and

at full strength. At manoeuvres, as soon as the combat is decided,

the opposing forces must be separated, and this completes one

stage of the operations. The defeated side are then given a start,

so as to get clear of the enemy, and this constitutes a fresh tactical

situation. The Director will require the winning Commander to

submit his measures for the pursuit as they would have been

carried out had the fight continued, but these measures will not

be put into execution, but only indicated. Similarly, the de-

feated Commander will submit his measures for retreat.

The time at which the field day is to conclude, and the tactical

situation then existing, must be foreseen by the directing staff

If necessary, these matters should be adjusted by the adroit

intervention of the Stafi", so that at the end of the day the troops
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are placed conveniently with regard to the billets which have been

prepared for them. On the last day the troops must be so placed

at the end of the fight as to arrive in good time at the stations

from which.they are to be railed to their garrisons.

The General Staff officer must keep notes of all comments

made by the Director during the manoeuvres, as materials for

the Director's address at the final conference. He must see that

every day the scheme for the next day's operations, except in

cases where this follows naturally from the existing situation, is

forwarded in good time to the Commanders. When a change of

command occurs, he must see that the Commander taking over

receives the proper orders and information. It is part of his duty

to issue all necessary instructions concerning bivouac requisites,

baggage, situation of emergency quarters and similar matters,

as well as daily orders for the interior economy of the force.

At the end of the manoeuvres, on the last day, a mass of troops

will be crowded into a confined space. The Directing Staff

must arrange beforehand for these troops to move off the ground

to the railway stations or to their quarters. Troops whose trains

start first should of course have the precedence. Mounted

corps move of? at a trot, so as to leave the roads clear for the

Infantry. It will facilitate de-concentration if the baggage is

despatched to the railway stations or to billets, as the case may
be, during the day's manoeuvres.

Schemes for the Army Medical Corps.

All the Medical Officers not actually employed in attending

sick troops should be practised daily in medical duties in the

field, including the organisation of first aid stations and field

dressing stations, as laid down in F.S. Regns., paras. 465 to 475.

To be able to carry out their duties efliciently, the Medical Officers

must be acquainted with the tactical situation and with the

intentions of the Commander. The Senior Medical Officer of each

force will ride with the Staff of the Director in order to keep in

touch with the situation, and will submit to the Director his plans

for the (marked or imaginary) dressing stations which he proposes
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to organise. These stations will be notified to the troops and

will be marked by ambulances and red-cross flags.

It is frequently objected that fights at manauvres are rushed

so quickly that there is no time to bring up ambulances and

organise dressing stations. There is, however, not much force in

this contention, since the field medical organisation will work

much more smoothly than can be the case on service. Even the

smallest real fight will not be decided without a few casualties,

and it is just this art of getting the dressing stations to the right

place in the shortest possible time that Medical Ofiicers must

practise in peace time. On service the difficulty will be increased

by the fact that situations for dressing stations cannot be recon-

noitred beforehand ; the stations must be formed wherever they

are required by the course of the fight, and when a dressing

station is in full activity, crowded with wounded, it is no easy

matter to move it.

All these points, which are further referred to in Part III,

Chapters II and VIII of this book, the Senior Medical Officer must

discuss on the spot with his subordinates. The Director may or

may not have time to go fully into questions of medical organisa-

tion at his conference ; but if he is able to do so, this will be

desirable in the interests of the instruction of all branches of the

service.

For the Army Medical Corps the study of the organisation

required by actual tactical conditions will form a most valuable

addition to the instruction afforded by the Army Medical war

games and Staff rides which have of late years been introduced.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the duties of the Staff

officer told off to assist the Director of manoeuvres are both varied

and onerous ; they require bodily and mental activity, an inti-

mate knowledge of the work, and, above all, tact. They afford

training in a wide range of subjects, and an opportunity of

acquiring much experience which may be useful to the Staff

officer when his own General takes command of a Division or of

an Army Corps,
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As regards tliis last point, the duties of an officer on the Staff of

a General Officer Commanding are much the same at manoeuvres

as in war. This branch of the subject will be further considered

in Part III ; but it is necessary to bear in mind that at manoeuvres

the military measures which would be adopted in war are cramped

and curtailed by the exigencies of peace, which, if not respected,

would cause great inconvenience to the troops, the inhabitants^

and not impossibly to the Directing Staff.
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CHAPTER X.

RAILWAYS AND STEAMERS,

Army Orders of 26th May, 1904, provide for the transport of

troops to and from manoeuvres and practice camps by rail and

steamer. This requires the sanction of Army Headquarters,

which may be accorded if the cost does not exceed the cost of

marching, or if valuable time for the training of troops is thereby

saved.

It is not, however, justifiable to expend the greater part of the

funds set aside for the expenses of military training upon such

transport, and the possibility of its employment is therefore

limited.

Rail and steamer transport is apphed for under Transport

Regulations, para. 31, F.S. Regns., para. 540, sanctions the

return of troops to their stations after manoeuvres by rail, and

this proviso is generally taken advantage of for the return con-

veyance of the Infantry and Staff. In this case requisitions

for railway transport are submitted to the Railway Section of the

Army Staff, which makes tJie necessary arrangements with the

railway authorities.

The number of troops to be transported by rail at the end of

manoeuvres is often very large, and considerable difficulties have

to be overcome in making the necessary preparations.

The greater the number of stations at which troops can entrain,

the more quickly will they be despatched. Next in importance

is the number of available sidings, loading docks and other railway

facilities. Generally speaking it will be found possible to

despatch troop trains at intervals of one hour, but this is
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dependent on the regular time table, since neither express trains

nor passenger trains may be interfered with. The difficulties

are much increased if the railway is only a single line, since a

number of empty troop trains have then to return on the same

line of rails.

In war time, when the ordinary time table is suspended, the

transport of large masses of troops is easier. It then often happens

that a single railway company is unable to provide sufficient

rolling-stock, and this is then requisitioned from other companies.

To facilitate the work of the railway employes, the troops must

arrive punctually at the places where they are to unload transport

and prepare for entraining. Horses and baggage must be loaded

up in good time, in order to enable the trains to be made up

properly. When masses of troops are to be transported, delays

in the despatch of trains cannot possibly be allowed ; these

would check the whole of the traffic, and possibly lead to accidents.

If therefore any troops are not ready to entrain at the prescribed

time, they must stand aside and follow by an extra train after all

the others have started.

The General iStaff officer must place himself in communication

with the railway authorities beforehand, and ascertain the hour

by which the troops must be ready to begin loading baggage from

the transport wagons into the train in order that the whole of

them may reach tlieir garrisons the same evening. If only a

single line of rail is available, and if this already carries a heavy

traffic, it will be necessary to billet a part of the troops and

entrain them next day ; but this is undesirable, on the score of

the extra expense. The only alternative in such cases would be

to begin entraining early on the morning of the last day, which

would spoil the last day's manoeuvres. It will not usually be

possible, after a big field day, to begin entraiiiing before noon,

for at the end of the day the troops are often 4 to 8 miles from

their departure station, and they should under ordinary circum-

stances arrive at the station at least an hour before the train

starts.

Suitable camping grounds should be selected close to the

o
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departure stations, where the troops can rest and cook their food

before starting. It is necessary that the departure sidings

should be conveniently accessible from these camps. The railway

authorities rightly object to marching troops across the main

line.

When large masses of troops have to be transported by train,

as, for instance, after Imperial manoeuvres, this constitutes a

most difficult task for the railway authorities. This operation,

if carried through without a hitch, speaks highly for the fitness of

the railway staff to deal with the emergencies of war.

It will be instructive to give a few instances of what has actually

been effected in the way of entraining troops after Imperial

manoeuvres.

In 1897, between the afternoon of 10th September and the

morning of the 11th, a total time of 20 hours, 83,000 men, a large

number of horses and wagons, and a quantity of baggage were

despatched from Frankfort-on-the-Main and the surrounding

district. Several railways were here available, and the troops

were able to entrain at 18 stations. The number of railway

wagons required was 3,300.

An impromptu but none the less excellent performance was

achieved by the railway authorities in 1899 at the end of the

Imperial manoeuvres. On the night of the 10th September,

three days before the date fixed for the return of the troops, the

Director of manoeuvres expressed a wish for the troops to return

to their garrisons on the 13th, or twenty-four hours sooner than

had been arranged. The despatch of the troops by train went off

without the smallest hitch. This performance is the more

remarkable, since three different railway companies took part in

it. By midnight on the 13th the bulk of the troops had been

despatched, with the exception of 13 troop trains to be sent off next

morning ; that is to say, under exceptionally difficult circum-

stances, 57,000 men, 2,842 horses and KK) wagons were despatched

in GO trains, all within 20 hours.

After the Imperial manoeuvres in 19U3, the railway section of

the General Staff, in consultation with the authorities of the
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different railways, had to send off a large number of troops in a

short time.

For the despatch of the four Army Corps, eleven stations were

available. There was plenty of rolling-stock, but at eight of the

stations ramps had to be erected for loading horses and wagons,

and at one station it was even necessary to shift the rails. The

passenger traffic was not in any way interfered with, but goods

traffic was suspended. On the last day of manoeuvres the whole

of the Infantry of the four Army Corps, 87 1 battalions in all,

with their Staffs, were entrained. The only troops left over to

the following day were the balloon and telegraph sections and

some of the mounted units. Fifty-seven trains were required,

which carried 2,270 officers, 54,105 men, 3,271 horses, 217 wagons

and 6,051 tons of baggage.

On this occasion a difficulty arose : the manoeuvres did not

end in the district intended by the Directing Staff, as the plans

had to be changed within twenty-four hours of the end, in con-

sequence of orders from superior authority. Accordingly several

of the battalions which were to have entrained first could not

reach their departure stations in time, and had to be billeted till

next morning.

The railway authorities usually arrange for a few extra trains

to run at the end of the movement of troops in order to meet such

emergencies as the above. This has the advantage of avoiding

any disturbance of the time table ; for if any units fail to arrive

in time for the earlier trains, these trains are simply withdrawn and

the units wait for the extra trains. This may be inconvenient for

the units in question, but they must put up with it in the interests

of the public service, for nothing is more liable to disturb the safe

working of a great scheme of railway conveyance than sudden

and arbitrary alterations in the time table.

Transport by Steamer.

This is occasionally useful to save marching or to supplement

railway transport. Troops stationed on one of the great rivers

o 2
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may often advantageously travel to their manoeuvre ground or

return from it by water.

River passenger steamers may be hired from the owners. The

number of persons they can carry is usually fixed by law and

cannot be exceeded ; the more so that a fully equipped soldier

takes up more space than a Sunday excursionist. The passenger

steamers plying on the great rivers will usually accommodate

400 to GOO persons, those to be found on small rivers usually carry

200.

Steamers may also be used as tugs, like locomotives on a

railway ; they are capable of towing a large number of men in

lighters.

River steamers are rarely capable of carrying a number of

horses ; they are generally only fit to accommodate Infantry

and a small number of chargers. The mounted troops must

travel by road, or, in exceptional cases, by rail.

Sea Transport.

At Imperial manoeuvres combined naval and military

schemes may be carried out involving the landing of a large

body of troops; for this service the great liners and cargo

steamers may be utihsed.

According to the duty required of them, these hired transports

are classed as :

—

Troopships, for the transport of complete units of troops

with their equipment and supphes.

Horse transports, for the conveyance of a number of horses

with their forage and tlie necessary number of attendants.

Store ships, for baggage and stor^^s.

Special ships, which, according to requirements, may be fitted

as colliers, hospital ships, or for other purposes.

Merchant ships differ very much in build, speed, capacity and

draught of water ; it is therefore important to select those most

suitable for the special purpose in view.

The first point to be considered is the length of the passage.

Two nights on board is technically called a short voyage ; ten
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nights, an ordinary voyage, and anything over this a long voyage.

It is obvious that for a short voyage a ship may be able to carry

twice as many men as for an ordinary voyage. Moreover, it

is possible, by fitting extra berth decks, to materially increase

the accommodation. But the fitting of such decks, even if

preparations be made beforehand, takes considerable time.

The capacity of the space below deck is measured in gross

registered tons (one registered ton is about 100 cubic feet). The

usual allowance is 2 tons for a man or 4 for a horse. A steam-

ship of 3,000 gross registered tons would therefore carry only

1,500 men or 750 horses.

The speed of a ship is express3d in knots per hour, a knot

being equal to a geographical mile. It is not advisable to select

ships whose speed is less than 10 knots.

The steamers most suitable for troop ships are large passenger

or emigrant ships, which have three continuous decks. Cargo

ships are less suitable, since troop decks have to be fitted. The

German mercantile marine now possesses enough great liners to

transport a very large body of troops.

Infantry officers' chargers will mostly accompany their regi-

ments ; being few in number, they can be carried in horse boxes on

deck.

To carry a number of horses, horse fittings must be erected.

These are of an elaborate nature, and consist of stalls with padded

breast boards and breech boards, slings, and other special

fittings.

Store ships usually require no extra fittings ; hospital

ships have to be fitted specially.

It will not be possible to transport any of the troops on the

ships of war ; not only is there no room for them on board, but

they would interfere with the fighting efficiency of the ship.

When a large body of troops have to undertake an " ordinary
"

voyage or " long " voyage, it is better to hire a few large ships

than a number of small ones. The large ships are steadier,

carry more coal, and afford room to move about on deck.

Embarking troops on our own shores, where piers, landing
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stages, barges, horse flats, and cranes are available, should be an

easy matter if proper preparations are made beforehand ; but

it requires knowledge and practice if the embarkation is to go off

without a hitch. The process of embarking men is similar to

that of entraining. Getting horses and wagons on board takes

much longer, especially if they cannot be embarked from piers

over gangways. Gangways can be used up to an inclination of

35 degrees. 100 horses take about 5| hours to embark with one

crane
; 100 wagons take 7 hours. Much depends on the nature

of the means of embarking, which may be from barges, horse

flats, or rafts.

Guns and wagons are stowed in the hold. All stores, &c., which

will be required immediately on arrival must be stowed on the

top ; that is, they must be put on board last. This is sometimes

difficult to manage, but it is absolutely necessary in order that

the troops shall be ready for action as soon as landed.

Since on mobilisation the Army and the Navy will possibly both

be hiring ships at the same time, this service is performed by

one department, that of Sea Transport. In peace time this

department undertakes the inspection of all steamers of the

merchant marine suitable for use as troop ships and store ships,

and makes all arrangements with the dockyards for fittings,

equipment and loading plans. The steamers are all surveyed

beforehand and registered in the department ; their tonnage

and capacity is accurately known, and the measurements, plans

and working drawings for fitting them out are all prepared.

On the outbreak of war the selected sliips are equipped and

fitted out for the transport of men, horses or stores according to

the pre-arranged plans. The same department undertakes the

arrangements for loading and embarkation. To avoid delays

due to divided command, it is necessary that no one else, not

even the military commanders, should interfere.

The ships start in the order in which the troops are to land
;

it is desirable to send a fast steamer ahead with the Staff entrusted

with the duty of preparing the disembarkation. During the

voyage the discipline on board is regulated by special orders.
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Disembarkation will be under the orders of the Commander of

the joint land and sea forces. The details arc supervised by

the Staff and special troops sent on in the first ship, who have

to arrange for the provision of landing stages, lighters and

cranes, as well as for quarters for the troops and for store rooms.

This will be the post of the General Staff officer in charge of

disembarkation, and his duties will be similar to those of the

General Staff officer sent on ahead to the concentration area of

a field Army in a war on land. Further details will be found in

Chapter XII.

Landing troops on a beach becomes a very difficult operation

when no piers, landing stages or other conveniences are available

except such as can be extemporised by the invading expedition.

Under such circumstances it is necessary that each ship should be

fully equipped with landing stores such as sheers, landing stages

and troop boats, so as not to be dependent on other ships. It

is inadvisable to convey all such gear on special ships, since

these may arrive late or be separated from the fleet.

Disembarkation under fire is an operation dependent on tactical

considerations, which are discussed in Part III, Chapter IX,

" Combined Action of Land and Sea Forces in War."
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CHAPTER XL

SPECIAL MANCEUVRES.

Cavalry.

Cavalry manoeuvres (F.S. Regns., paras. 565 to 568) are usually

carried out on the permanent manoeuvre grounds, since, for reasons

of economy, it is rarely possible to assign to them a sufficiently

large area in the open country.- It is Recessary -for the proper

conduct of these manoeuvres that a large space of ground should

be available, such as is to be found on our principal manoeuvre

grounds. Most of these grounds offer a sufficient variety of

instructive country.

The main object of such manoeuvres is the training of the troops

and their leaders in the action of the Cavalry Division. They

must learn to bring their forces quickly to bear at decisive points

as indicated by the tactical situation, and then and there to push

home a vigorous attack ; for this is the only way in which

decisive results can be attained in war.

To practise the duties of Cavalry when working in front of an

Army a large area of ground must be available, not less than

three days' marches in extent. Such exercises, combined with the

strategical reconnaissance of a country, are usually carried out

as the preliminary stage of Imperial manoeuvres. Unfor-

tunately sufficient time to carry out this exercise properly is

rarely available, and the reconnaissance and other work has to

be curtailed. It is never possible to carry out these exercises

under Service conditions ; for it is impossible in peace even to

indicate a state of war, when military necessities override all

other considerations. Telegraph lines would be cut, newspapers
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forbidden to publish information, stringent measures taken to

prevent interference by the inhabitants, and other steps taken

which are out of the question in peace time.

It is therefore necessary to discuss in detail all sucli military

measures as cannot be practised in peace time at Cavalry tours

and war games, and so to supplement to some extent the de-

ficiencies of Cavalry manceuvres.

When two Cavalry Divisions are concentrated at a manoeuvre

ground, these may be worked not only in opposition to one another

but in combination. It is highly inadvisable to attempt to drill

such a mass of troops together ; the General Officer Commanding
will get the best results by working the two Divisions side by
side, seeing that they are in the right places at the right time,

pointing out the objective to each, and taking steps to secure

proper combination as regards place and time in their yAn.t

attack.

Heavy Artillery.

Exercises in the attack of entrenched positions by the Infantry

in combination with the Heavy Artillery of the Field Army are

governed by special regulations. Much information on this

subject is to be found in F.S. Regns., and in the training re<Tula-

tions of the Infantry, Field Artillery and Heavy Artillerv.

The Heavy Artillery does not take any part till the

Divisional or Army Corps manoeuvres commence, since this arm
is not usually attached to a smaller force than a Brigade of all

arms. If the heavy batteries do not take part in the manoeuvres,

their field training is carried out, to save expense, on the permanent

manoeuvre ground. If other troops are to take part in their field

firing, this will be specially ordered. The field firing of Heavy
Artillery gives a great deal of trouble, on account of the large area

behind the targets tiiat has to be cleared. There is also the

uncertainty as to whether the results obtained will permit of the

practice being concluded on the first day, in the ensuing night, or

on the following day. This is inconvenient in view of the billeting

arrangements for the troops.
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Ammunition Supply.

This should occasionally be practised, as there is rarely sufficient

time to do this thoroughly at manoeu%Tes.

These special exercises serve not only to train the troops and

their leaders in all branches of their duty, but also ofPer oppor-

tunities for carrying out experiments, collecting data and testing

projected alterations in the regulations.

Combined Manoeuvres.

Besides the regular autumn manoeuvres, combined manoeuvres

of the three arms should be carried out at other times of the year.

A most instructive form of Infantry training are manoeuvres at

war strength, especially when combined with field firing. The

possibility of carrying out such manoeuvres in the open country

depends upon the nature of the ground and the probable cost

of damage to crops.

At conferences Commanding Officers must on no account

express disapproval of the Service regulations ; still less may they

deliberately disobey them ; but they must constantly bear in

mind the possibility of amending the regulations so as to keep

pace with improvements in military weapons and equipment

:

the more attention is devoted to these matters in our Army, the

sounder and the clearer will be our views.
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CHAPTER XII.

COMBINED WORK OF THE ARMY AND NAVY IN PEACE TIME.

In the early days of the Fleet, when it belonged to Prussia alone,

it was under the orders of the Minister for War, but since the rise

of the German Empire both the Army and Navy have greatly

increased, and the war training of each is so widely different that

it has become impossible to direct both Services from the same

office; but both are under the orders of H.l.M. the Emperor,

which ensures that the training of the Army and of the Navy will

be conducted on the same lines, namely, with a view to fit them

for their duties in war.

Our Navy has grown mightily and is still growing. It is now

capable of fighting in concert with the Army, and of contributing

in no small measure to the efficient defence of the country. In

such a case the duty of the Navy will be principally strategical,

but, under certam circumstances, it may have to fight in direct

combination with the Army.

It is therefore necessary that in peace time both services should

acquire a general knowledge of each other's weapons and methods

of using them. Just as in the Army the combined action of the

three arms and the proper division of work between them are

essential to success, so the combination of land and sea forces-

can only be effective if they understand one another's ways and

work like brothers, not like half-hearted allies.

To some extent the two services already work together in

peace time. This is the case as regards the enlistment of sailors

by the mihtary administrative circles, the joint action of the

Admiralty, the War Office and the General Staff of the Army on

mobilisation, the defence of our coasts and so forth. But these
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joint duties are of little assistance in making the Services better

acquainted with one another, since they affect but a small

number of officers of each branch.

Something has been effected in this direction by the practice,

recently introduced, of appointing naval officers to the Army
Staff, and vice versa ; of detailing joint committees of naval and

military officers ; and of selecting officers to attend the manoeuvres

of the sister service. But much more than this is required to

instil into all ranks of the Army and of the Navy the necessity

for combined action and mutual support in war.

In the Army the regulations and text books are open to all,

wnth the exception of those dealing with a few special subjects.

Further, all military matters are freely discussed in current

Service literature ; the Navy are therefore fortunate in being

able to make themselves acquainted with matters relating to

the Army.

The converse is unfortunately not the case. The battle

tactics of the Navy remained for years in the experimental stage,

since they are intimately connected with the constantly pro-

gressing sciences of ship-building and gun-making. And when

they had at last assumed definite shape, it was not considered

wise to publish our hard-won experience for the benefit of all

nations.

Generally speaking, the leading principle of naval battle

tactics is to utilise to the fullest extent the numerous powerful

long-range guns of the ships, and to secure effective fire at the

earliest possible moment.

Many other naval questions are still in process of solution,

such as the substitution of liquid fuel for the bulky coal hitherto

carried, the replacement of steam engines by internal combustion

engines, the use of steam turbines, and the general introduction

of wireless telegraphy.

Modern naval literature covers but a small field ; the naval

history of the last wars has not yet been written ; the attention

of naval officers has been engrossed by more pressing questions.

Recently naval lectures have been instituted at the Military
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College, and naval oJB&cers have very kindly undertaken to lecture

on the construction and armament of battleships before the

Military Society of Berlin. But mere theoretical acquaintance

with facts is not knowledge ; this is only to be acquired by

personal experience and the practical application of what one

has learnt. Therefore it is to be hoped that the sj^stem of

sending naval officers to military manoeuvres, and vice versa,

will become still more general, and that we may occasionally

carry out combined naval and military manoeuvres, to include

the landing of large bodies of troops.

The first manoeuvres of this nature took place in 1890. On

this occasion the ships joined in the battle on land, both by their

fire and by landing a portion of their crews. But this would

rarely occur in war ; a landing would be effected by an organised

military expedition accompanying the naval force in transports.

Any great scheme of despatching troops oversea is dependent on

one fundamental necessity, and that is, that the Navy shall have

already secured complete command of the sea. In the present

state of naval tactics it would appear a most hazardous proceeding

to send the whole fleet to protect the landing flotilla, leaving the

enemy with the command of the high seas. (See Part III,

Chapter X.)

Combined manoeuvres of the Army and Navy will therefore

be limited to the landing of troops, covered by the fire of the fleet,

on the supposition that the command of the sea has already been

established. In a war with a Continental nation the landing of

troops on a large scale would be the exception. But in a war

with a transpontine power the only means of subduing it would be

to fight the enemy on his own ground.

A manoeuvre scheme comprising the landing of troops on an

open beach is liable to be interrupted or delayed by bad weather,

which prevents the landing from being carried out on the day

fixed. The scheme should therefore be so framed that it will be

possiljle, in case of bad weather, to effect the landing in a sheltered

harbour.

As regards the Navy, the instruction to be derived from such
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combined manoeuvres is somewhat limited, being confined tc-

tactical support of the landing force. But, on the other hand,

a large number of naval and military officers will be brought into

contact with each other during the joint preliminary recon-

naissance, the preparations for landing, the landing and re-

embarkation, and, most important of all, both services will for the

time be under a single Commander, and will have to work together

to carry out his orders.

Combined naval and military manoeuvres are upon a higher

plane than exercises involving merely the unopposed landing of

troops. And shoidd Germany at any future time have to send

large bodies of men overseas, such preparations will then be

found of inestimable valuo.



I>ART III.

DUTIES OF THE GENERAL STAFF IN WAR.

CHAPTER I.

ORGANISATION FOR WAR AND DISTRIBUTION OF TROOPS.

THE composition of the German Army is given in its War

organisation. The latter was originally based on the

"ordre de bataille," but is now mainly intended to show the

general distribution of the troops and the arrangements for

command and administration. It therefore merely indicates the

normal fighting formations.

The necessity of dividing an Army into smaller units, and

of sub-dividing these again, became manifest as soon as

regular Armies began to be organised. However closely com-

batants may be concentrated, only a limited number can be

directly commanded by one General. Any increase in this

number necessitates the formation of sub-divisions capable of

being directly commanded by one man and for certain

purposes even a further sub-division is necessary.

It is very interesting to follow the history of the develop-

ment of these principles as shown in their gradual effect

on the composition of Armies. But this would load us beyond
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the scope of the present work. We must be content to limit

ourselves to the present dav, and seek to deduce from an

examination of military organisation based on modern warfare

the considerations which should have weight in regulating the

formation of an Army at the present time.

There are many points to be considered in such an examina-

tion. The employment of troops in battle and the best means of

moving them on the line of march and bringing them to the

battlefield are the first in importance. In immediate connection

with this comes the question of certainty and precision in the

transmission of orders. Questions of supply, clothing, arms and

equipment and medical-matters—all, in fact, that we are

accustomed to class under the general heading of " Military

Administration "—are matters for secondary consideration.

As a necessary consequence of the conditions of modern

warfare, the order in which an Army now engages in battle

changes constantly. Special distributions of troops must there-

fore be made for special purposes and must be varied to suit

conditions of time and place.

By this we do not mean to infer that the War organisation

which fixes the permanent organisation of an Army for war is

incompatible with any special distribution. The latter is

a development of the former, and it is desirable in arranging

such to deviate as little as possible from the War organisation.

Otherwise the accustomed channel by which orders and

instructions are issued is interrupted, which makes effective

command difficult and upsets the administrative arrangements

on which the efficiency of the troops depends.

It is therefore often better not to change the composition of

the units of an Army if it is in any way consistent with the

attainment of the particular objectives in view at the momant,

even if this composition miy not be the ideal one for the

purpose.

It is equally important that any special formitions required

should be cfl'ected without seriously disturbing the normal

arrangements for command and administration of the organisa-
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tion for war, and that, vice versa, the organisation for war
should itself be such as to meet the requirements of modern
warfare, and should include a distribution suited to the majority

of cases, or should at least facilitate such a distribution. If

we further take into account considerations of movements
and supply and tlie accurate transmission of orders, we can

clearly see how important to every Army in the field must
be the judicious selection of its organisation for war; and it is

for war that Armies should be organised in peace.

The best peace distribution of an Army would be one which

would ensure its passing at once to its war organisation. But
in practice we find that many modifications are necessitated by
the requirements of peace. The question how far such reauire-

mcnts justify us in deviating in peace from the organisation

adopted for war, must henceforth be a subject for more serious

consideration than ever, because of the increasing rapidity with

which troops can now be taken from their garrisons, formed

into Divisions and Army Corps, and at once sent to the very

battlefield. No measure should therefore be neglected which

would have the effect of facilitating their transfer from a peace to

a war footing.

We have next to consider the principles which should be

borne in mind in the formation and composition of a large

Army. The formation of small Armies need not be discussed,

for in undertakings of importance they are usually united to

larger Armies, and all that is to be desired is that their

orianisation should facihtate tliis union.

The forces in the field of a great Confine ital military power

are formed into several sub-divisions which are styled " Armies.^'

The strength and composition of these " Armies " cannot be

determined beforehand, as the particular circumstances under

which war begins vary extremely, and may be influenced by
the position of allied Armies, by the attitude of States which,

for the time being, remain neutral, as well as by the strength and

position of the enemy's forces

P
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The first question to be considered then is into how many

units an " Army " should be divided.

It may be laid down as a general principle that the Army
should, in the first instance, be divided into as many units

as practicable, in order to avoid the necessity for further

sub-division. The maximum to be fixed depends on the

consideration that one General can only direct efficiently

a certain number of subordinates. What this number is can

hardly be determined by theory. Experience, however, gives us

a guide, and the conclusion that has been arrived at is that if

an Army be divided into more than eight different units (six

Army Corps and two Cavalry Divisions, for instance), its leader

will find enormous difficulties in exercising a strict and uniform

control.

Let us now look on the Army as a collection of tactical units,

that is to say, as consisting of a certain number of battahons

squadrons and batteries (taking into account the three

principal arms only, viz.. Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery).

In arranging its organisation, the first point to be considered

is whether we should begin with the Infantry and divide it

into equal parts, assigning to each its due proportion of Cavalry

and Artillery, or whether we should form separate units,

consisting either entirely or partly of the two last-named

arms.

The renaissance of the German Cavalry in the war of 1870-71,

as an arm capable of independently reconnoitring far in

advance and of screening from the enemy the movements of

its own Armies, makes it unnecessary to demonstrate

that an Army must comprise independent bodies consisting

exclusively of Cavalry and Horse Artillery. The only question

is : of what strength should these bodies be, and how should they

be organised ?

In the campaign of 1866 the Prussian Field Army had a

Cavalry Corps of two Divisions, which was generally placed

under one of the Generals commanding Armies, and only
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occasionally received its orders direct from the Commander-

in-Chief.

The result was not satisfactory, but this was not due so much

to the organisation of the Cavalry in corps as to its faulty strategic

and tactical employment. In the war of 1870-71 no Cavalry

Corps was employed, but several independent Cavalry Divisions

were formed and placed directly under the orders of Commanders

of Armies. This arrangement was justified in most cases in view

of the condition of the French Cavalry at that time ; still cases

occurred where the organisation of larger masses of Cavalry

in units would have made it possible to attain better

results.

When the squadrons engaged on the strategic reconnaissance

in front of the Army are allotted absolutely distinct duties and

objectives, which require an advance on. a very broad front, the

Cavalry Divisions can be most efficiently employed as independent

units. To put them directly under the command of a Cavalry

General whose duties could be perfectly well performed by the

Commander of the Army would be merely to create a useless

intermediary. On the other hand, when several large bodies of

Cavalry are moving in the same direction and are engaged in the

same task they may, with advantage, be placed under the orders

of one man, in order that the enemy's Cavalry may be driven

off by a timely concentration of force at the decisive point and

the general situation cleared up.

Very large masses of Cavalry should also be organised as a

complete unit to enable them to act decisively on the battle-

field and to pursue a beaten enemy. They can then be distributed

in successive lines and work together on a broad front, so as to be

able not only to ride down hostile detachments, but also to break

through into the middle of the enemy's forces, and at the same

time to be in a position to keep off any hostile Cavalry who might

wish to interfere. Should these masses of Cavalry succeed

in interrupting the enemy's communications or in cutting

him off when he is retiring, they may bring about his com-

plete destruction. The German Cavalry in 1870-71 let

p 2
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many opportunities slip of obtaining great results in this

way.

Of course no attempt must be made to keep these large bodies

of Cavalry marching for any length of time on a single road, nor

to subject them altogether to the control of one man ; but when

it is intended to gain some decisive result at a point which has

been indicated by headquarters, either during the reconnaissance,

or in a battle, or in the enemy's rear, the Cavalry Divisions which

have been marching on different roads should be temporarily

placed under the control of a Senior Cavalry General. When

they have carried out their common duty there is nothing to

prevent the different Cavalry Divisions being given distinct

objectives and becoming once more independent.

The most effective method therefore appears to be, not to

arrange for the organisation of a Cavalry Corps beforehand, but to

allot to the various Armies sufficient Staffs for the larger Cavalry

units.

In arranging for the composition of a Cavalry Division, its

efficiency as a fighting unit on the battlefield and its duties in the

strategic reconnaissance must be considered. Its establishment,

organisation, and a suitable provision of Artillery must be thought

out, and the necessity of attaching Engineers to carry out demoli-

tions debated.

The Cavalry Division in the German Army consists, as a general

rule, of three Brigades, A Brigade consists of two regiments

each of four squadrons.

This formation and strength suit the two chief duties

that a Cavalry Division is called upon to perform in war,

that is to say, first, to act as a distinct fighting force on the

battlefield, and secondly, as a unit of an Army, in scouting and

reconnaissance. To act in the former capacity a large force of

Cavalry should be tactically divided in three lines, and thus the

three Brigades fulfil this condition without any further arrange-

ment.

The principle of distribution in lines must not, however,

be considered inviolable. A Commander has the right to dis*
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tribute his Division for battle in the way he considers most

suitable in the circumstances.

It has been universally recognised as unpractical to arrange in

the War organisation for an Infantry detachment, carried in carts,

to be permanently attached to a Cavalry Division, for there

is scarcely any duty which the latter have to carry out on service

which could not be as well performed by dismounted Cavalry

as by a small Infantry detachment. The difficulty of finding a

sufficient number of suitable vehicles (ten men per cart) in an

enemy's country for the transport of the Infantry has also to

be considered.

On the other hand, an Infantry detachment temporarily

attached to a Cavalry Division for a specific purpose (for example,

to block a defile), may render very valuable services. But if

Infantry are attached for long to Cavalry they either become a

drag upon them and injure their efficiency, or they must be

left to look after themselves.*

The addition of machine-gun detachments, which can follow

the Cavalry anywhere, and are horsed and equipped by Horse

Artillery, appears more to the point. They will often be able

to save Cavalry the necessity of dismounting, and may be

usefully employed in battle to surprise the enemy's flanks and

rear.

Artillery should be attached to a Cavalry Division both when

employed on reconnoitring duty and as a fighting force on the

field of battle ; in the former case to overcome the resistance

which might be offered by small detachments of all arms, or to

cover the retreat of the Cavalry if pressed, and in the latter to

make a rapid but effective preparation for the charge. The only

question that remains is, then, of what strength should the

force of Artillery be ? The minimum force of Artillery to be

assigned to a Cavalry Division of six regiments is a

battery ; as a maximum, never more than three batteries,

that is to say, a battery to each Brigade. But it is evident

* According to their organisation for war, the Austrians attach rifle

battalions, and the French cyclist companies to their Cavalry Divisions.
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that with only one battery per Division, the action of the

Cavalry would often be undesirably limited. Consequently

a Brigade (three batteries) is undoubtedly the right

thing. This is enough to meet every possible requirement.

It entails, in the first place, a diminution of the work required

from each battery, and, secondly, in the event of battle, the

Artillery can play an effective part in the fighting.

An Engineer detachment about forty strong, provided with all

the necessary apparatus for demolitions carried in a tool cart,

should form part of a Cavalry Division, the personnel riding in

requisitioned carts. Apart from the considerations which have

been discussed in dealing with the question of infantry carried in

carts, it would appear to be of advantage that a sufficient number

of Engineers should be trained to ride, so that they could carry

out demolitions under a mounted Engineer officer.

The above arguments lead to the conclusion that the Cavalry

should be organised in independent Divisions placed directly

under the orders of Commanders of Armies, and that these

Divisions should consist of three Brigades, each of two regiments
;

that Infantry should not be permanently attached to these

Divisions, but that they should have an Artillery Brigade

of two or three horse batteries and a small detachment of

Engineers.

There are many opinions as to the best organisation for a

Cavalry Division. In France out of eight Cavalry Divisions,

two have six, three have five and three have four regiments.

In the Austrian, Russian and Italian Armies the principle of

organising the Division in two, instead of three. Brigades seems

to be preferred. In these Armies a Cavalry Division consists of

two Brigades of two regiments each, and each of the latter of

six squadrons. But it must be evident that with such an

organisation the Brigade is only of minor importance. In

fact both on scouting duties as well as when drawing up the

Division for the charge in three lines on the field of battle one

Brigade must, at any rate, be split up. On the other hand

there are undeniable advantages in dividing a Division
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into four regiments. Modern Cavalry tactics require a very

strong first line. Now, by dividing the Division into three

parts, the first line is, as a rule, no stronger than the second or

third, whereas by dividing it into four parts the first line

may consist of half the Division, and is then strong enough to

form its own supporting squadrons and small flanking parties,

and leave the second and third lines intact, and, consequently,

more efiicient as manoeuvring bodies. Besides, after the

first contact, one-fourth of the Division might not be

forthcoming—which will often be the case—and the Divisions

would then be reduced to three fractions. But were it organised

in three fractions it would be reduced to two.

In Austria and Italy supj)ly columns are added to the Divisions.*

Many in the German Army consequently favour the division of

a Cavalry Division in four fractions. Proposals have indeed been

made to increase the Division by an additional (or seventh)

regiment, so that the first line might consist of a Brigade of three

regiments. This is practically, in so many words, admitting the

superiority of the four-fraction system.

The number of Cavalry Divisions that can be formed depends

on the number of Cavalry Regiments remaining available after a

regiment has been deducted for each Infantry Division to act as

Divisional Cavalry, The necessity of this arrangement will be

considered in detail further on.

Now, according to the peace organisation of the German

Army,t only the Guard Corps is in a position to attach the

requisite Cavalry to its Infantry Divisions and form in addition

a Cavalry Division of six regiments, the remaining Army Corps

having only from two to four regiments available for the latter

purpose. It follows, therefore, that the formation of Cavalry

Divisions cannot be a question to be settled by Generals com-

manding Army Corps. The formation of Cavalry Divisions

• In Italy the regiments consist of six squadrons, and are divided into two
wings each of three squadrons.

I France has a peace establishment of 8, Austria 6 and Russia 22 Cavalry

Divisions (in tiie latter country four arc formed into two Cavalry corps, each

of two Cavalry Divisions).
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for war must then be specially laid down in the war organi-

sation.

If it be agreed that the various and important strategical and

tactical duties which will fall to Cavalry in future wars can only

be successfully carried out by a very strong force of Cavalry, and

in some cases only by Cavalry in large masses, a comparison

between the German Cavalry and that of other Great Powers will

show the inadequacy of the former. This must call forth a

demand in Germany for a corresponding increase in this arm. It

is necessary for Germany to employ so much Cavalry in front of

her Armies that there is not sufficient left for duty with the

Armies themselves. 8

The desire to increase this arm is the more justified as, on the

one hand, the losses which Cavalry sustain in the course of a

campaign cannot be replaced from reserves of equally effective

men, as they can be to some extent in the other arms, and on

the other hand, the waste in horseflesh is very great. The

requirements of the Artillery and transport are less exacting,

and it is easier to supply their wants than to provide

serviceable troop horses, i.e., those which are thoroughly

broken and in hard condition. Unbroken horses are of little

practical use, for they soon succumb to the demands made on

them.

In considering these points the question which has been so

often asked must be debated : Is the existing peace organisation

of the German Cavalry on the right lines, or if not should the

greater part of the Cavalry be organised in Cavalry Divisions

formed in peace, as is done by other Great Powers ? There can

be no doubt that the latter arrangement simplifies preparation

for war, but the Cavalry itself, the other arms too, and more

especially the higher Commanders, would lose much if the intimate

relations between the three arms were destroyed, owing to the

present system of attaching Cavalry to Army Corps and Infantry

Divisions being discontinued. The same considerations have

weight to-day as those which caused the abolition, after the

unfortunate war of 180G -07, of the Infantry and Cavalry " inspec-
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tions,^'' which had existed till then, and replaced them by mixed

Divisions composed of the two arms.

Perhaps a way out of the difficulty may be found by some such

arrangement as the follomng :
—

" Four CavalryBrigades consisting

of ten Cavalry Regiments should be allotted to every two of the

sixteen Prussian Army Corps of the Line, so that they would be

able to form eight Cavalry Divisions and still let each Infantry

Division have a regiment of Divisional Cavalry. Each group

of ten regiments should have a Cavalry Inspector, wlio should

form, with his own Stair, the Staff of the Cavalry Division on

mobilisation. The training of the Cavalry np to the end of tlie

regimental training should be carried out under the direction and

supervision of the Commanders of Infantry Divisions and Army
Corps. The Brigade training and higher training should be

carried out by the Inspector. A different Cavalry Regiment will

be attached yearly to each Infantry Division for trainin^^ with

other arms, so that the regiments will get this training every two

or three years. The remaining regiments will train in Brigades

and Divisions. Cavalry Brigades could be attached to sinorle

Infantry Divisions as independent Cavalry for the manoeuvres,

or the whole Cavalry Division could be allotted to one of the two

Army Corps when it is carrying out corps manoeuvres."

The increase in the Prussian Cavalry necessitated by some such

re-organisation as this should be brought about by raising

regiments of five squadrons.

This increase should in the first place be used for the benefit

of the Infantry Divisions, which have not enough Cavalry at

present, and in some cases have mere skeleton squadrons. Ex-

perience shows that an Infantry Division requires a Cavalry

regiment of four squadrons, and in order that these squadrons

should be kept up to the necessary standard the peace establish-

ment of the regiment should be five squadrons. The organisation

of the rest of the German Cavalry should be regulated in a similar

manner. The armament and equipment of all the Cavalry must

be uniform, in order not to limit its field of utility, but instructions

might be issued allotting Light Cavalry Regiments to the Infantry
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Divisions in war. In any case the present organisation is only

a makeshift and gives cause for serious thought.

The above remarks about Cavalry apply equally to Artillery,

The point to be specially considered is, whether large masses

of Artillery should be formed and placed under the immediate

orders of Generals commanding Armies.

In the campaign of 1866 the III and IV Prussian Corps did

not take the field as Army Corps, but the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th

Divisions belonging to them were placed under the direct

orders of the General commanding the First Army, and

the surplus Artillery. of the III and IV Army Corps, had they

been formed, was combined into an " Army Artillery Reserve."

The body thus formed proved to be one difficult to find quarters

for, and unwieldy both on the line of march and in battle. It

was never possible to employ it as a whole so as to obtain an

effect commensurate with the number of batteries of which it

consisted and this has always been found to be the case with

Army Ai iUery Reserves. It was soon evident that in spite ot

the most careful arrangements the great disproportion which

exists between the depth of Artillery in column of route and the

front when deployed for action, occasioned, in the case of such

large masses, difficulties that it was impossible to overcome.

Theory and practice are then equally opposed to the formation of

large bodies of Artillery as integral parts of an Army, and we are

justified in assuming that, as in the campaign of 1870-71, so

in the future, we shall never see Army Artillery Reserves figuring

again in the War organisation.

The final decision of this question, like the ephemeral appear-

ance of an Army Artillery Reserve in the campaign of 1866,

is closely connected with another question : Should Infantry

be grouped in larger or smaller bodies, in other words, should

the primary sub-division of an Army be into Army Corps or Divi-

sions ? This brings us back to the outset of our remarks, when we

laid stress on the principle that the Army should, in the first

instance, be divided into as many units as possible, but not more

than can be directed with certainty and precision by one General.
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If this condition were strictly carried out, that is to say, if an

Army were always to contain the same number of primary sub-

divisions, the latter would necessarily be of variable strength,

depending on that of the Army. It need scarcely be said that

to organise an Army in this manner would be impracticable.

We must rather, while giving due weight to the principle above

alluded to, fix a normal strength for the primary sub-divisions of

the Army. The number of these in each Army must then be

made to vary according to its size.

The only question on which any discussion has taken place in

recent years is whether the primary normal sub-division of an

Army should be the Army Corps—a force varying from 35,000 to

45,000 men (including supply columns and transport)—or the

Division—a body of about half the strength of the Army
Corps.

To begin with, putting aside the campaign of 1870-71, we

must not forget that the Army Corps system is the result of

the experience gained in the great and protracted struggles in

the beginning of this century, and should be treated with

respect.

Since that time the considerations which affect the organisation

of an Army have really undergone no change, except that, with

the introduction of universal liability to military service, the

numerical strength of Armies has increased. This fact is cer-

tainly no argument in favour of diminishing the primary sub-

divisions of an Army. Doubtless, if we had to deal with an Army
of some 70,000 or 80,000 men only it might seem more rational

to form it in four Infantry Divisions and one Cavalry Division,

than in two Army Corps and one Cavalry Division. The two

Army Corps really consist of but four Infantry Divisions, and

in this case Army Corps Commanders would seem to be un-

necessary, and therefore obstructive, interm'ediate authorities.

With a peace establishment of 22 Army Corps, which would prob-

ably in case of war be organised as five or six Armies, each Army

must consist of about four Army Corps and one or two Cavalry

Divisions.
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To carry out the Divisional system would then involve the

division of each Army into some ten different fractions, which

would make effective command difficult.

Experience teaches us, moreover, that the main difficulty in

rejulating the daily movements of Armies does not arise so

much from having to regulate the movements of the troops

themselves, but from the difficulties connected with what is

classed under the heading of supply columns, transport, &;c. If

the Staff of the General commanding an Army had, beside.?

regulating the daily march of some eight Infantry and two

Cavalry Divisions, to issue instructions (which must often be very

varied, according to the special circumstances of time and place)

as to the position which the ammunition and sujjply columns

were to take in the order of march, it would simply be attempting

the impossible. The principle of the division of labour must, in

fact, be applied.

It is especially in the matter of marches—that almost daily

recurring incident of active operations in the field—that the

advantages of the Army Corps as the primary sub-division of

the Army are especially apparent. An Army Corps, with that

portion of its columns and transport from which, as a rule, it

cannot be separated, occupies a length in column of route of

30 kilometres (nearly 19 miles), that is to say, a good day's

march, if only one road is available, and this is generally the case

in the movements of large Armies. The arrangements for the

march of a body of troops along a single road can undoubtedly

be most effectually made by the officer who permanently

ccnmands the body of troops in question. Consequently, the

vitally important matter of ensuring proper arrangements for the

daily march of troops plainly points to the necessity of the

Army Corps system in large Armies.

Experience leads us to the same conclusion in consider-

ing the special requirements of the units composing an

Army.

For, in order to diminish our impedimenta as much as possible,

we must use every effort to reduce to the smallest possible limits
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the stores of ammunition, supplies, clothing, hospital equipment,

&c., which we are obliged to carry with us, and the greater the

size of the sub-divisions of an Army in time of war, the

easier is it to do this. The requirements of large units are

pretty much the same in character, whereas the smaller the

units are, the more dissimilar are their wants. From this point

of view again it seems preferable that the sub-division of an

Army should be into Army Corps instead of Divisions, the latter

being only half the size of the former. It need scarcely be

pointed out that Divisions, if they are to form the primary

sub-divisions of an Army, must be fully equipped with ammuni-

tion and supply columns and transport. It would thus be

impossible for the General Commanding the Army to regulate all

the different branches of supply, &c., in such a way as to meet at

all times the requirements of the Divisions, unless indeed the

Army consisted of three or four only. But as this is a case which

would only very exceptionally occur, we need not take it into

account in devising a system of organisation.

If the employment of troops on the field of battle only is

considered, the Divisional organisation may perhaps appear

practicable enough, though even then it would be often very

desirable to have Generals entrusted mth the command of more

than one Division.

When two Divisions are engaged side by side in a long line

of battle, it may often occur that, though the special objects to

be accomplished by each have been most carefully defined,

a very considerable difference may possibly arise in the difficulties

of execution. These may indeed be as two to one. Thus,

perhaps, while one Division can easily perform the duty allotted

to it with two-thirds of its Infantry supported by its Artillery,

the other Division may find it necessary to have its attack

prepared by a more powerful force of Artillery than it possesses,

and may require in addition a reserve of Infantry, which it

cannot furnish. The Division entrusted with the easier duty

might supply this reserve. But will it do so voluntarily before

it has made ahsohdely certain of its own success ? In cases
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of the kind it is undoubtedly desirable that part of one

Division should be detached to form a reserve for both and

there should be, therefore, a Commander possessing the

authority to order this to be done. It is clear that this authority

should be exercised by an officer of higher rank, that is, by an

Army Corps Commander and not by the Senior Divisional

Commander, who, besides, would be thereby diverted from his

own functions.

But it is when an Army is marching in separate columns,

each made as strong as possible, and when each becomes

independently engaged with the enemy, that the necessity for

such superior authority is especially apparent. Now the General

Commanding the Army can only be with one of these columns

and can therefore alone exercise an immediate command
over it. To entrust the command of the others to the senior

Divisional Commander, whose Staff is only just sufficient for

the management of one Division, is to leave too much to

chance. A permanently constituted authority must he more

efficient than one established for a particular occasion only.*

The basis of the organisation for war must then be the

Army Corps system. This corresponds, moreover, in the

German Army, to its peace distribution. Cavalry Divisions

must also be formed, as we have already explained.

We come now to the sub-division of the Army^ Corps, which

consists generally of twenty-five battalions. According to the

regulations in force in the Prussian Army up to the year 1853,

the Army Corps had a normal strength of twenty-four battalions

* It is perhaps worth mentioning that those who advocate a Divisional,

instead of an Army Corps, organisation, adduce in support of their views the

only defeat sustained by the Prussian Army in the campaign of ISGC, that is

to say, that of Trautenau. They do not attempt to prove, however, that the

1st and 2nd Divisions would have been more successful on that day liad they

not formed the 1st Army Corps. They also overlook the services performed

at the time by the 5th Army Corps, which it would hardly have been capable

of had it not consisted of a regularly organised force placed under the command
of one General.
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of Infantry and one battalion of Rifles, and was divided into four

Infantry Divisions, to each of which was attached a Cavalry

Regiment and a battery (eight guns). These Infantry Divisions

were formed from the four Infantry Brigades which existed on

the peace establishment. The Cavalry Division was formed

from the four other Cavalry Regiments belonging to the

Army Corps, and a Horse Artillery battery (eight guns)

attached to it. The Reserve Artillery of the Army Corps con-

sisted of four Field and two Horse Artillery batteries, or forty-

eight guns in all.

This organisation was based on the system of enrolling the

Landwehr contingents of the first levy in the Active Army, and

therefore contained all the defects of such an arrangement. Four

of the eight Cavalry Regiments belonged to the Landwehr, and

were therefore not formed tiU the moment of mobiKsation. It

cannot be maintained that it would have been advantageous

to have employed these regiments as Divisional Cavalry ; on the

other hand, the General Commanding a Cavalry Division, com-

posed of one Line-cuirassier Regiment and three Landwehr

Cavahy Regiments, would hardly have felt confidence in his

command.

The division of the Army Corps into four small Infantry

Divisions entailed therefore the spUtting up of the only part of

the Cavalry which was at the outset fit for service. The distri-

bution of the Artillery was equally unsatisfactory, for the

one battery attached to each of the five Divisions was strangely

out of proportion to the six batteries kept united as Reserve

Artillery. The attachment of one battery to an Infantry

Division was, of course, quite insufficient.

These evils were partially remedied (even before the system

of incorporating the Landwehr troops of the first levy in the

Active Army was abandoned) by the division of the Ariny Corps

into two Infantry Divisions, one Cavalry Division, and an Artiller))

Reserve. Each Infantry Division had then attached to it a

Cavalry Regiment and two batteries (eight guns each). In the

most unfavourable circumstances, therefore, only two Line
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Cavalry Regiments would have been required for employment

as Divisional Cavalry, and the Cavalry Division consequently

comprised six regiments, thus acquiring a superiority in numbers

over its former establishment which compensated in some

measure for the inferior efficiency of the Landwehr Cavalry

The Infantry divisions had, it is true, only two batteries each, so

that the Divisional Artillery of the Army Corps consisted, as

hitherto, of four batteries only (or five, including that attached

to the Cavalry Division). But by attaching the batteries in

pairs to the Infantry Divisions, in place of singly to Brigades,

something was gained, for both batteries could be directed by

one leader, and their fire concentrated.

In the year 18G0 the system of combining Landwehr troops

with those of the Line to form the units of the Active Army

was completely abandoned.

The introduction of railways as a factor in the operations

of war was a strong reason for the exclusion of the Landwehr

troops from the Field Army, apart from other serious defects

which became daily more evident.

Since long preliminary marches are now dispensed with and

troops can be brought in a very short time, almost direct it

may be said, from their garrisons to the field of battle, it

appears desirable that such troops as are only embodied at

the moment of mobilisation should be relegated first of ?11 to

the second line, so that they may have time to complete their

organisation. These considerations, as well as the further

development of artillery, the increase of the number of batteries

assigned to an Army Corps (the number of guns per battery

being at the same time reduced from eight to six),* and the

admitted necessity of strengthening the Divisional Artillery,

finally led to the formation in which the Prussian Army Corps

took the field in the campaign of 1870-7 l.f

Each Infantry Division consisted of two Infantry Brigades

* Six batteries each of four guns were temporarily formed on mobilisadon

from the three Horse Artillery batteries on the peace establishment.

I There were certain differences due to special circumstances in those Army
Corps \vhi< h did not belong to the Prussian Army.
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(the Brigade being composed, as a rule, of two Infantry

Regiments, but having added to it, according to circumstances,

a rifle battalion, or sometimes an additional Infantry-

Regiment), a Cavalry Regiment (four squadrons), an Artillery-

Brigade * (four batteries of six guns each), one or two companies

of Engineers (with a pontoon troop),f and a bearer company.

Since that time greater efforts have been made to facilitate the

early deployment of a strong force of Artillery, This has led to

the Di\dsional Artillery being increased and the Corps Artillery

being abolished. A German Infantry Division at the present

time has accordingly a Field Artillery " Brigade ^^* of two regi-

ments, each of two Brigades (Abteilungen) * of three batteries

(in all twelve batteries each of six guns).

This composition gives Infantry Divisions a certain amount of

independence within the limits of the Army Corps to which

they belong. They are quite capable, that is to say, of occupying

in line of battle a front proportionate to their strength, and,

supported by the Di\dsions on their right and left, to fight

independently, whether on the offensive or defensive.

The reasons which led to the abolition of Corps Artillery and

its distribution among the Infantry Divisions, and at the

same time led to the increase in that arm, may be assumed to be

well known. At the present day, Germany has Hi guns in each

Army Corps, and is therefore stronger in Field Artillery than any

other Great Power ; the limit has here been reached, for a more

numerous Artillery would be a hindrance, because of its length in

column of route and the front it would occupy in action.

It is quite possible to imagine cases in which, either from the

conditions of the combat or from the nature of the ground, the

Cavalry Regiment attached to a Division cannot be employed at

all, or only to a very limited extent. Nevertheless in view of

the varied duties which have to be performed by Divisional

Cavalry on the line of march, in the bivouac, or in quarters,

* 'J he CJcrniaii Field Artillery " y'r/yat/c " imist not be confused with the

British Field Artillery Brigade, the lader being known in Germany as an
*' Abtcilung."

f Now Divi:^ional Bridge Train.

Q
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even when the duty of reconnoitring and screening the whole

Army is being performed by Cavalry Divisions, we cannot hold

that an effective strength at the outset of a campaign of 600

sabres (the establishment of a German Cavalry Regiment of

four squadrons) is too great for an Infantry Division of some

12,000 bayonets. Even if, as some people think, a much

smaller force of Cavalry would suffice, it would be most undesirable

to divide a body like a Cavalry Regiment fennanetitly. It has

been proposed to form stronger regiments, each of six squadrons,

and to allot one to every two Infantry Divisions. As, however,

hardly any other argument can be adduced in favour of such

a measure, and as it may be maintained with confidence that

we have already reached the minimum, we have really no option

left but to increase considerably the numbers of our Cavalry

Regiments in peace in order to be able to attach permanently a

Cavalry Regiment to each Infantry Division in war.

Each Infantry Division had in 1870-71 attached to it part of

the Engineer troops belonging to the Army Corps (three companies,

a pontoon troop and an entrenching tool column). This distri-

bution arose from the requirements which almost daily presented

themselves on the line of march.

Finally, a Bearer Company was attached by the war organisa-

tion to each Infantry Division, in order that directly a serious

engagement began the wounded might be picked up and at once

attended to.

In accordance with the principles on which the Army Corps

system had been adopted as the primary sub-division of the

Army instead of the Divisional, no other columns were assigned

to Infantry Divisions in the order of battle. The power of

temporarily attaching other columns in the event of its becoming

necessary, was reserved.

Some Divisions when detached had a larger proportion of

Cavalry and Artillery, and were also more plentifully provided

with supply and other columns, in order to render them more

independent and to allow them greater freedom of action.

What was known as Reperve Artillery in the year 18G6, was
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called Corps Artillery in the campaign of 1870-71. This change

in name was intended to express the idea that the body in ques-

tion was not to be really considered as a Reserve, but simply as a

part of the main hrxhj to be employed under the orders of the

Army Corps Commander. In the campaign of 18GG the

Reserve Artillery was, in conformity with an erroneous

theory, relegated almost to the tail of the columns of route, so

that it could only come into action in the last phases of a

battle and thus produce but little effect. In the battles of the

campaign of 1870-71 the Corps Artillery was pushed rapidly to

the front out of the advancing columns, and in conj unction with

the Divisional Artillery prepared by a vigorous fire the attack of

the main body.

The abolition of Corps Artillery which has taken place in the

interval has made it possible to deploy rapidly the whole of the

batteries of an Army Corps armed with guns at the very beginning

of a battle.

On the other hand, the hght field howitzer batteries will often

be kept back until an opportunity arises for employing them

in their special rule of the destruction of a target behind cover.

These high angle fire batteries, as well as the heavy field howitzer

battalions, which have been allotted to most Army Corps, form

a kind of Corps Artillery at the disposal of the General Command-

ing the Corps. They too may be occasionally brought early

into action when the circumstances require it. Their role on

the battlefield is, as is that of every other arm, to contribute

to the attainment of a decisive result, and to be able, even

when two forces meet unexpectedly, to support effectively their

own Field Artillery in the attainment of superiority of fire. In

this, as in many other respects, the art of war is reverting to the

principles of Frederick the Great, who began nearly all his battles

with the lire of heavy batteries.

The Corps Artillery, which consisted of four- field batteries

and the available Horse Artillery Batteries, had besides attached

to it ten ammunition columns (four small arm and six artillery

ammunition columns).

Q 2
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This combination was dictated by considerations of an ad-

ministrative nature, and cannot be advantageous to either

the batteries on the one hand, or the ammunition coUimns on

the other.

Every effort used to be made to concentrate the former as

rapidly as possible on the field of battle, but the latter were

kept as far from it as practicable, and only allowed to approach

when an immediate supply of ammunition was required, and

then no nearer than was absolutely necessary. Besides, since

the ten ammunition columns of the Army Corps had to provide

reserve ammunition not only for the batteries of the Corps

Artillery, but for the whole of the Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery

of the Divisions as well, it was certainly desirable that they should

be placed directly under the orders of the officer who had to

regulate the supply of ammunition throughout the Army Corps,

that is to say, under the Officer Commanding the Field Artillery

on the Staff of the Army Corps.

The 3rd Bearer Company, attached to the Corps Artillery,

might perhaps have been considered too strong in proportion to

that force, it being of the same strength as the bearer companies

attached to the two Infantry Divisions. The possibility, however,

of forming it into two sections capable of being employed indepen-

dently wherever their services might be required, and also the

fact that in a great battle the units charged with the care of the

wounded must, once they have taken up their position, \\ork

entirely according to the demands made on them on the spot and

not with regard to the body of troops to which they are attached,

sufficiently justified the assignment of the 3rd Bearer Company to

the third great fighting component of the Army Corps.

The 3rd Bearer Company is now attached to one of the two

Infantry Divisions.

The 2nd Line Transport of the Army Corps consisted of five

Supply Columns {Proviant Kolonnen), the Field Bakery Column,

the Remount Depot and an Escort Squadron. The latter

performed the orderly duties necessary between the various

parts of the 2nd Line Transport, which were often widely separated
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from each other, and exercised miUtary superintendence over

five Transport Cokimns {FuhrparJc Kolonncn) consisting of vehicles

drawn by hired or requisitioned teams. This organisation was

a step in advance of the system of purely hired transport used at

the beginning of the campaign of 1866, but it has been since

further improved on, and we now have in view the formation

of Transport Columns consisting exclusively of military transport.

The Pontoon Troop formed part of the Army Corps 2nd Line

Transport for administrative purposes, but its disposal was kept

in the hands of the General Commanding the Army Corps.

The twelve Field Hospitals might really be reckoned among
the 2nd Line Transport, though they belonged in name to the

administrative departments of an Army Corps. These latter were

under the Administrative Staff of the Corps, and were called

on to provide for all the requirements which arise with an Army
Corps in the field.

We have thus sought to give a general view of the way in

which the principles which govern the organisation of an Army
have been evolved by following the organisation for war of the

German Army up to the campaign of 1870-7L In Chapter II

we shall proceed to a more detailed examination, under

various headings, of the formation of the Army in time of war.

But it is advisable to discuss here certain points which affect

special formations for special purposes—some of which forma-

tions conform to the war organisation, while others necessarilv

deviate from it.

One principle must always be adhered to, and that is that

alterations in the brigading of the troops are permissible only

when absolutely necessary, and that the war organisation is to

be reverted to directly the necessity for a deviation from it has

ceased. The reason of this is evident. Every disturbance of

the organisation however indispensable it may be exercises

a prejudicial effect on the interior economy of the body of troops

concerned.

Further, it is a well-recognised principle that when troops

have to be detached, the question to be asked is not " how
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strong shall we make the detachment," but, on the contrary,

" how weak can we make the detachment with safety ? " This

principle is chiefly based on the importance of keeping the

main body as strong as possible, but it is equally in accordance

with the principle of disturbing the normal organisation as little

as possible.

If circumstances render it absolutely necessary to adopt an

exceptional arrangement and keep it up for several days—as

for example in the case of the formation of an advanced guard
•—it is then desirable, as has been stated above, not to alter the

formation once settled on without urgent reason, but to retain

it as far as possible throughout the period in question. In

this way the advantages resulting from a strict adherence to

the war organisation are, at any rate, obtained to a certain

extent. Daily recurring changes in the distribution of the

troops are prejudicial to their vital interests, to precision

and certainty in the transmission of orders and instructions,

and finally to the successful accomplishment of the special

object in view. A change is only necessary when, without it,

the desired ends could only be attained with the greatest

difficulty or not at all, or when the complete exhaustion of

the force renders it desirable to relieve it by fresh troops.

A m'litary instinct is needed to decide the various points

which must be considered in such circumstances, and to make

the arrangements necessary.

Special formations may become necessary in battle, on the

line of march, or on outpost duty, or when a force has to be

detached to accomplish a certain object, especially if the under-

taking requires the employment of a force of the various arms of

less than a Division.

The war organisation would generally be departed from

in action in forming reserves. An Army Corps cannot

dispense with Infantry reserves, and if a separate body of troops

is not placed at its disposal by the General Commanding the

Army, to act as a special reserve, it must form one itself either

from one or both of its Divisions.
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It may be of advantage to discuss here the question of dividing

Army Corps into three parts. The Corps Artillery, which

used always to form the reserve at the disposal of the General

Commanding the Army Corps, has been abolished. The Com-

mander of the Corps can therefore only exercise an immediate

influence on the battle by means of the Heavy Artillery of the

Army which may sometimes be allotted to him, or by breaking

up one or both of his Infantry Divisions. A Division certainly

loses much of its importance as a fighting unit by being split

up, which must be done if the Corps Commander wishes to

carry out some important duty with the greater part of the

Corps and a less important duty vdth the remainder. In this

respect a Corps di\'ided into three parts has great advantages.

But this should not be attained by adding a third Division of

the same strength as the others to the Army Corps ;
for in that

case the length of such an Army Corps in column of route on a

single road would not allow of all its units being employed on

the same day. It may here be mentioned that a change m
the peace organisation of the Infantry {e.g., the formation of

battalions of three companies) might make the addition of a

third Infantry Division* possible, without increasing the total

strength of the Army Corps to any great extent (111 companies

instead of 100).

When an Army Corps goes into battle with the Army of

which it forms a part, it would rarely form a Cavalry Reserve,

for the Divisional Cavalry should always be left with the

Infantry Divisions. On the other hand the Commander of the

Army will always endeavour to use his Cavalry Divisions as

complete units on the battlefield. An Army Corps acting

""^
TlieadvantagesoTaTbattalion of three companies are evident, for apart from

the fact that such an organisation is more suitable in war, the promotion of

Infantry ofticers in peace would be more in accordance with that in the other

arms. At the present time, of every twelve Infantry Captains only one reaches

the rank of Regimental Commander ; in the Cavahry, on the other hand, the

proportion is one to every five Squadron Commanders, in the Field Artillery

it is one to every six Battery Commanders. The Artillery of the 3rd Infantry

Division of the Army Corps could be provided on the reduction of batteries

to four gun?, which is to follow the introduction of the new quick-liring gun.
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independently would generally be given a larger force of Cavalry

than that normally assigned to its Divisions, and tliis Cavalry,

after having performed the reconnoitring duties required of it,

could be employed as a Cavalry Reserve in case of a general

action.

An Infantry Division going into battle as part of an Army

Corps hardly requires an Artillery Reserve. It may therefore

at the very outset of the battle bring the whole of its Artillery

into action. A reserve of Infantry must almost always be

formed. It will depend on circumstances whether the Divisional

Cavalry would be kept in reserve at the beginning of the battle,

i.e., at the immediate disposal of the Comminder, and these

circumstances will be affected by the information obtained by

the Cavalry, who should remiin in constant observation, even

during the battle. It should, however, be kept close enough

to the fighting line to be able to seize rapidly, of its own

initiative, any opportunities favourable to its action which may

arise.

An Infantry Division acting independently would, as a rule,

have assigned to it a larger proportion than usual of Cavalry.

It would, therefore, be in a position to form a sufficient reserve

of this arm. As regard's Artillery, however, a reserve would

rarely be formed, except in certain circumstances when acting on

the defensive.

The reserve of a Cavalry Division is formed according to the

requirements of the moment.

Reserves formed of troops of the different arms, ivhich are kept

at the disposal of the G.O.C., should never be placed under the

command of a single Commander.

It is not to be expected that the various arms composing

the reserve would all be called on to act simultaneously at the

same spot, or that the points on which they would be

directed in battle would be close to each other. The command

would thus be broken up directly the reserves were called

upon to act. Nevertheless, if the whole of the reserves are in

the first instance concentratcil at one point, it will be the duty
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of the Senior Officer present to exercise, in unforeseen emergencies,

the authority of his rank according to the regulations of the

service, and to give decisions in the event of any differences of

opinion arising.

Bodies of troops which are moving near the enemy have to

form an advanced guard (or a rear guard), and in certain circum-

stances, -flank guards as well. The strength and composition

of these must vary very much, according to circumstances.

For reconnoitring a large extent of country and ensuring the

Army against surprise, the employment of a strong force of

Cavalry is necessary, especially when the Army is advancing.

When, in a retreat, it is desirable to check a pursuing enemy,

rear guards should be reinforced with Artillery. Advanced guards

should also be strong in Artillery when, in the case of a pursuit,

it is desirable at once to crush the resistance of the enemy's rear

guard. It needs, we think, no argument to show that all the

available Cavalry and a proportion of Field Artillery should be

with an advanced guard in pursuit. When flank guards are

employed for purposes of observation only, they should be

formed of Cavalry alone ; but if they are likely to be

seriously engaged, they must comprise Artillery and Infantry

as well.

On the march it is unnecessary to form a reserve. All

the troops not detached on reconnoitring or outpost duties

either in advance, in rear, or on the flanks, constitute the inain

body for which no Commander need be detailed, even when the

march takes place on a single road. The reasons for this are

closely allied to those which, as fully explained above, make it

undesirable to appoint special Commanders for reserves of the

different arms. There is nothing in fact to prevent the General

commanding a column which is moving along a single road from

himself regulating the march of the main body. If he has to

be temporarily absent (as for example in going to see what is

going on in front), he can always be represented, if necessary,

by the next senior General present.

Further details about marches and measures for their security
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are given in Chap. IV, B, " Marches in the Presence of an

Enemy."

The duty of watching over the safety of the troops during

rest, that is, after the termination of the day's march, or in the

case of a protracted halt, is entrusted to the outposts ; these

are naturally formed from the advanced (or rear) guard and
flank guards. No special distribution of the troops for this

purpose is, therefore, usually made by the higher Com-
manders. The advanced guard which has been already

detailed for the march, as well as the flank guards, which have

been entrusted with special duties, continue without any further

orders to see to the security of the main body against surprise,

and to carry out their reconnoitring duties when the force is

halted. Sometimes in the evening reinforcements of Artillery

and Cavalry, which may have been attached during the day to

the advanced (or rear) guard in anticipation of an engagement,

may be directed to rejoin the body to which they belong. Before

giving an order to this efiect, however, it may be well to con-

sider whether a similar arrangement may not be necessary on

the following day. For, if so, the order would in most cases

entail on the troops in question an unnecessary march to the rear

and then again to the front. This could only be justified by

their thereby finding better quarters or more abundant supplies.

When battles arc prolonged to nightfall and are only inter-

rupted by darkness, without the issue being definitely decided,

the side which is determined to continue the struggle next morning,

and therefore bivouacs during the night on the battlefield, must

protect itself against surprise by some system of outposts.

• As a general rule, no special distribution of troops would take

place on such occasions. The Commanders concerned would

rather improvise measures for securing the repose of their troops

according to the ground they occupied. On the other hand,

when there is a conscious feeling of victory, or an inclination

to beat a speedy retreat, it would be desirable to assemble

whatever units still remain intact at the disposal of the General

Commanding on the spot, in order to employ them on the follow-
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ing day, either as an advanced guard in pursuit or as a rear

guard to cover tlie retreat. To such troops would then be

entrusted the duty of securing the night's rest of the troops which

had taken part in the day's battle.

As regards the formation of detachments to perform special

duties, the general principle laid down is, that they should be as

weak as possible. At the same time it must be remembered that

to detach small parties of Infantry to great distances is always a

proceeding attended with risk.

Whenever, therefore, the duty can be performed by Cavalry,

supported, if necessary, by x4.rtillery. Infantry should not be

employed. In consequence of the slowness of its movements,

the safety of a body of Infantry compelled to retreat before

superior forces of the enemy may easily be imperilled, and even

when not so opposed, Infantry is often a very long time in

rejoining the force from which it has been detached.

In conclusion, we have only to insist on one point, viz., that

in all cases when detachments have to be composed of troops of

different arms (the word " detachment " is here used in a broad

sense to include advanced and rear guards), the organisation

should never be disturbed more than is absolutely necessarj^

If, for example, it were necessary to interfere with the war

organisation of a Division, that of the Brigades should, if

possible, be kept intact. This principle becomes of especial

practical importance in the formation of advanced guards, &c.

;

it has even been proposed that they should be composed of

battalions taken from different regiments, in order to obtain

thereby the greatest possible freedom in the selection of

Commanding Officers. It is usual to adduce in support of

this plan the example of the Army of Silesia during the

campaign of 1813-14, the regulations of which on this subject

are admitted to be perfect models of their kind. But those who
do so quite overlook the fact that circumstances have greatly

changed since that time, both as regards the intrinsic value of the

troops themselves and the training of the higher leaders.

Various considerations at that time necessitated the union of
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Landwehr troops to those of the Line, to form the units of which

the Army of Silesia was composed. The former, which consisted

principally of yomig recruits, had neither sufficient training to

perform advanced guard duties efficiently, nor were they in a condi-

tion to support the great hardship and fatigue which it entaUs. It

was, therefore, necessary to employ troops of the Line only. In

order not to deprive the various Brigades of all their reliable

troops by taking from them entire regiments for this particular

purpose, the plan was adopted of detaching battalions only, which

were relieved from time to time according to circumstances.

But at the present day there is no reason whatever against

detailing whole Brigades or Regiments (with Cavalry and Artil-

lery) for duty as advanced guards, and, if necessary, relieving the

whole at once. Moreover, the most important part of this

service now falls on the Cavalry Divisions, and the Generals

commanding these should be undoubtedly " born leaders of

advanced guards." The theory of " combined " advanced

guards {i.e., advanced guards formed of detached battalions)

has, therefore, at the present time no real raison d'etre.

The same principle holds good for every detachment. In very

exceptional cases, that is to say, when excessive physical exer-

tions are required which could only be expected from specially

selected men and horses, it may be justifiable to depart from

this rule in forming s7naU detachments ; for instance, instead of

detaching an entire squadron, to send one made up of twenty or

thirty picked horses from each squadron of a regiment.
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CHAPTER II.

THE WAR ORGANISATION OF THE GERMAN ARMY.

An Army is transferred from a peace to a war footing by the

operation known as " Mobilisation!'^ This process, especially as

regards preliminary or preparatory steps, is, by the regulations

of the Service, kept as far as possible secret. An examination

in detail of the preparatory work which forms part of the duty

of the General Staff cannot consequently be given here.

But the " Plan of Mobilisation,'''' to which all officers of the

General Staff have access, and the " Instructions for Mobilisa-

tion " issued to the different military commands and authorities,

contain everything that it is desirable for them to know. Besides,

the preparatory work, which is annually revised or drawn up
afresh to meet the case of mobilisation being necessary in

the course of the year, gives every facility for acquiring the most

thorough and intimate knowledge of the subject.

Mobilisation requires the following most important measures :

—

Staffs, departments, and miits must be at once completed

with officers, clerks, &c. Units must be immediately raised

to war strength in men and liorses ; special units that only

exist on a war footing, such as depots, garrison troops, &c.,

must be formed ; and finally, all the above must be clothed,

armed and equipped according to their particular duties.

In the first place it is necessary to know clearly in peace

time the nature and number of the troops that are to be mobilised

in case of war, and the equipment they are to receive accordin^^

to the various objects for which they may be intended. The

organisation in time of peace should therefore prepare in the
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most effectual way possible for raising the Army to a wai

footing, by providing sufficiently strong peace cadres, for ensuring

that the additional officers, clevks, men and horses required

shall be forthcoming, and for having ready for immediate use the

necessary arms, ammunition, clothing, equipment, supplies,

and transjjort of every kind. Mobilisation can take place with-

out a hitch, as planned and laid down, and all unnecessary

loss of time be avoided when such matters have been thoroughly

attended to in peace time.

As regards the latter point, it is a matter of the greatest

importance that the calling out of the reserves, the purchase

or acquisition of the additional horses necessary, and the for-

warding and issue of military maP-'riel stored in the various

depots, should be prepared beforehand with the greatest care,

advantage being taken of every assistance the civil authorities

can afford and of the existing communications of the country.

The officers of the General Staff specially entrusted with the

preparatory work of mobilisation must be constantly striving

to attain a still higher degree of perfection in all such

matters.

The chief limits to the rapidity of mobilisation are the carrying

capacity of the railway system of the country and the disturbance

to order caused in isolated places by the unavoidable massing

at the same time of large numbers of men called to the colours.

Order must, however, be maintained in any circumstances.

It is assured if, as is enjoined by the instructions issued on the

subject by the higher military authorities, a proper division of

labour is observed, so that as many officers and officials as possible

may co-operate towards the common end "without collision or

friction.

A process of mobilisation might, possibly, for instance, be

imagined, in which the Army Corps Commands and Landwehr

District Commands were alone concerned in the preparatory

work, and the Divisional and Brigade Commands so far set aside

as to be only called upon to prepare for the mobilisation of their

Staffs.
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Sucli a plan would be undesirable, because a number of persons

whose co-operation is essential would be excluded from taking

any part in the preparatory labours by which alone the necessary

knowledge on the subject can be practically obtained.

The higher military authorities can at once see for themselves

whether all preparations are duly and properly made, by examining

and checking the " Diaries of Mobilisation:' These are kept up

in advance, by all units, and should show the whole process

in detail with every step chronologically arranged in due

secjuence.

1. The Field Army.

A. STAFFS OF ARMIES, ARMY CORPS AND DI\nSIONS.

A mobilised Army must in the first place be commandea,

and, as it is more or less freed from the system by which it

is administered in peace, it must, as far as possible, be organised

so as to be independent in the field, and able itself to satisfy its

various wants. Communications with Germany, and relations

with the authorities who still carry on their administrative

functions at home, are nevertheless indispensable, so that the

Army may be continually supplied with such things as it requires

for its maintenance. It consequently follows that every Army,

Army Corps or Divisional Staff must be provided with an Admini-

strative Staff to carry on the duties of the various departments,

besides the Staff which has to deal with operations of war.

The various branches and departments that have to be considered

in the formation of an Army, Army Corps or Divisional Staff are

as follows :

—

The General Staff.

The Routine Staff (Adjutantur).

The Artillery.

The Engineers.

The Judge-Advocate's Department.
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The Military Police.

The Intendance,

The " Communications," including railways, telegraphs and

post office.

The Medical Department.

The Chaplain's Department.

The particular organisation of each separate branch or depart-

ment determines whether it should be represented on every Army,

Army Corps or Divisional Staff.

The more any department must be centralised—as for instance,

in the case of " Communications "—the more necessary it is for

the department to be represented on the higher Staffs, whereas,

when decentralisation can be allowed to the utmost extent—as

for instance, in the case of the Chaplain's Department—repre-

sentatives of the department are only found on the Divisional

Staffs.

The principle strictly followed throughout the German Service

of reducing all Staffs to the smallest possible dimensions is more-

over vindicated by restricting every Staff to what is absolutely

necessary, and by not attaching to every Army, Army Corps

and Divisional Staff representatives of all the various branches

and departments according to any fixed rule.

There cannot be the slightest doubt that the addition of every

individual not absolutely required on a Staff is in itself an evil.

In the first place, it unnecessarily weakens the strength of the

regiment from which an officer is taken. Again, it increases the

difficulty of providing the Staff with quarters, which affects the

troops that may happen to be quartered in the same place ; and

these are quite ready enough, as it is, occasionally to look with

a certain amount of dislike—though in most cases it is entirely

uncalled for—on the ^personnel of the higher Staffs. Finally, it

should be remembered—and this is the most weighty argument

against the proceeding—that idleness is at the root of all miscJiiej.

When there are too many officers on a Staff they cannot always

lind the work and occupation essential for their mental and

physical welfare, and their superfluous energies soon make them-
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selves felt in all sorts of objectionable ways. Experience

shows that whenever a Staff is unnecessarily numerous the

ambitious before long take to inti'igue, the litigious soon produce

general friction, and the vain are never satisfied. These failings,

so common to human nature, even if all present, are to a great

extent counteracted, if those concerned have plenty of hard and

constant work. Besides, the numbers of a Staff being few, there

is all the greater choice in the selection of the men who are

to fill posts on it. In forming a Staff for war the qualifica-

tions required include not oidy great professional knowledge

and acquaintance with service routine, but above all things

character, self-denial, energy, tact and discretion.

As regards the last-named qualification, newspaper correspon-

dcjits would ap|)ear to be most undesirable hangers-on of a Staff.

for their business requires the very reverse of discretion. But
since it seems to be impossible, under the circumstances of modern
war, to prevent such persons—often in themselves most estimable

men—from accompanying the Staff, it is all the more necessary to

exercise the greatest care in their selection. Correspondents

once selected should be strictly bound over, and, what is more
carefully watched, so that tliey jnay be unable to send off a letter

or telegram which has not been submitted to the censorship of an
officer of high rank. Tlie distrust that this would seem to imply

must not be taken as directed against the intentions of men of

this class, but rather against their military judgment, which

cannot always be depended on. A letter written without the

slightest intention of doing any harm, ])ut which really might
contain information of a most important nature to the enemv
can nowadays be extracted from a newspaper, and by means of

the telegraph flashed vid neutral territory straight to the enemy's

camp in an incredibly short space of time. Complete and unfettered

freedom of the Press is in fact utterly incompatible with a state

of war.

The same line of conduct should be pursued as regards other

individuals who have succeeded on some pretext or other

but without having any official position, in obtaining permission

Iv
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to accompany an Army in tlie field. Such people invariably

try to get attached to a Staff. The reasons for wishing to accom-

pany the Army in the field may indeed be in themselves of a

most patriotic and praiseworthy nature ; but the presence of

such persons only proves a useless burden to the Army, unless,

indeed, they have some recognised duty, such as tending the

sick and wounded, supplying the Army with medical and other

comforts and articles of clothing.

Foreigners who, not being officers of an allied Army (or of

a country whose friendship is bej^ond all doubt), either from

curiosity, pretended personal interest, or for the sake of improving

their military knowledge, put in an appearance either with the

Staffs or troops, should be at once ordered about their business.

1. The Staff of the Commander-in-Chief in

THE Field.

It is to be hoped, in any future war that the united Army
of Germany may be called upon to undertake, the Emperor will

again be found at its head. His first assistant, as regards the

province of warlike operations, is the Cldej of the General Staff

of the Army. The latter submits to the Emperor the various

measures it is desirable to take to meet the requirements of the

military situation, asks for his decision, and then, by order of

the Commander-in-Chief, issues them to the Generals Com-

manding Armies in the form of " dispositions," " instructions,"

&c. The immediate assistant of the Chief of the General Staff

of the Army, and his substitute in case of absence is the

Quartermaster-General. The precise duties of the latter have

never been clearly defined, and this would only be desirable in

the extreme case of the Chief of the General Staff" of the

Army and the Quartermaster-General not being on the

best of terms. And even if this were so there would still be

no necessity for any regulation clearly defining the functions

of the latter For without it the Quartermaster-General can
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always find a completely independent line of action, especially

in superintending the general business of the General Staff of

the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters, thus relieving the Chief

of the General Staff of certain details—which, however, have

to be settled by high authority—and enabling the latter to devote

his attention more completely to the higher duties of his post.

In the campaign of 1870-71 the Quartermaster-General was,

in addition, called upon to keep an eye on the " Communica-

tions,"* as there was then no officer filling the post of

Inspector-General of Communications on the Headquarters

Staff. The Intendance and Telegraphs were only generall)^

represented, as regards the Forces in the Field, on the Staff

of the Commander-in-Chief, by the Jntendaut-General'f and the

Director-General of Military Telegraphs.X These officers were

dependent on the Chief of the General Staff for the informa-

tion necessary to enable them to fulfil their respective roles,

but were not bound by any hard-and-fast regulations. The

judicious selection of the officers in question made the want of

regulations on the subjects in question scarcely to be felt. Any

defect in this respect was admitted as soon as it was discovered,

and at once rectified. The Intendant-General of the Army in

the Campaign of 1870-71, who had been Quartermaster-

General of an Army in the war of 1866, and had belonged for

many years to the General Staff, was almost daily to be found

at the conferences of the General Staif at the King's head-

quarters, ready to answer any inquiry, and was kept informed

of the plans and intentions of the Commander-in-Chief.

The Director-General of Military 1'elegraphs, who had been

an officer of the General Staff", hardly required any directions

from the Quartermaster-General to enable him to take the

* The Field Post Office atfatlicd to the Staff of tlie Cominandcr-in-Chicf

had, indeed, a practically independent position, but had nevertheless to act

conformably (o the directions of the Quartermaster-General.

f The Field Commismriid Department was under the Intendant-Ccncral.

t The Director-General of Military Telegraphs on the Commander-in-Chief'a

Staff had the immediate services of a Field Tclajyaph Detarhmciit at his disposal

K 2
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necessary steps to secure telegraphic communication between

the headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief and those of

Generals Commanding Armies.

The Field Railway Service, on which the communications

of the Army may be said to have mainly depended, was in charge

of a Chief of a Section of the General Staff of the King's head-

quarters, and a railway official of high rank was temporarily

attached.

Military operations, together with supply, railways and

telegraphs, were thus all managed at the Commander-in-Chief's

headquarters directly or indirectly by the General Staff, enlarged

for the purpose. The latter had, in addition to two Adjutants,

to carry on duties connected with the interior economy, &c.,

of the General Staff itself, three Chiefs of Sections and nine

officers. The General Staff of the Commander-in-Chief's head-

quarters was thus divided into three Sections, viz. :-

a. Operations and organisation of the German Army.

6. Railways and other communications.

c. Intelligence Department, information as to the organisa-

tion of the enemy's forces and negotiations with the

enemy.

Of the nine officers above referred to as belonging to these

Sections, a considerable number were invariably absent for

several days together on duties of a special nature, which, in the

event of the duty being, of an exceptional kind, entailed the

absence of the Chiefs of Sections themselves. In fact, owing to

officers being detached for considerable periods at times, and

to temporary vacancies, the General Staff of the King's head-

quarters may almost be said to have been never complete at any

single moment of the campaign. According to its establishment,

it comprised 2 General Officers, 3 Chiefs of Sections, 2 Routine

Staff Officers, 3 Field Officers and 6 Captains of the General

Staff, 10 topographers and draughtsmen, 3 clerks,* 4 orderlies

59 train soldiers, and 115 horses.

* Mofit of (he writing, when the dooumcnta concerned were in any way

inijiorliint, was done by officei-H and hlglier oflicials. A J'icld Officer kept the

Cuiifiilcnii^il JiiuriKil of Oiici'iilioii.s.
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It is improbable that in the next great war the General

StafE of the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters will take the

field in greater numbers than in the last. The officers

employed on it in the war of 1870-71 were fully equal to the

calls made on them. But its organisation will in all probability

be somewhat different, as according to the General Order of the

2nd June, 1872, on " Communications and Railways," these

are now placed in charge of an Inspector-General under the

Chief of the General Staff of the Army. This alteration in

organisation, which will be more closely examined further on, was

shown to be necessary to enable all communications, especially

railways, to be turned to the best account by a central directing

authority.*

The War Minister, with certain officers and employes of the

War Ministry forming his Staff, closely followed the progress of

military events as a mend^er of the Commander-in-Chief's Staff.

As a rule he was present at the interviews of the Chief of the

General Staff of the Army, and was thus enabled, by learning

the plans and decisions of the Commander-in-Chief, at once to

give directions to the War Ministry to meet any demands required

in his own particular province.

A similar desire to secure the proper representation of the

Artillery and Engineers caused the Inspectors-General of these

arms of the service to be mobilised with their Staffs and attached

to the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters. Matters actually

connected with arms and ammunition as regards the Field Armv
were left to the Officers Commanding the Artillery of Armies

and Army Corps. A similar course was pursued as regards the

Officers Commanding the Engineers of Armies and Army Corps.

The external routine staff work of the Commander-in-

Chief's Staff was performed by the General and Wing Aidcs-

de-Camp of His Majesty and mounted Feldjnger. The Military

Cabinet continued to carry out the same duties as in peace, though

* See Part III, Cli. IV. A. 2 and R 5.
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these were very considerably increased by the circumstances

of war, especially as regards the promotion and appointment

of officers.

In view of the importance of the German Fleet at the present

day and of the still greater importance which it will have in the

future, the Chief of the Staff of the Navy and the Chief of the

Naval Cabinet with their Staffs will in future be attached to the

Headquarters Staff in order to ensure the co-operation of the Navy
with the Army.*

Police and discipline were questions left to the Commandayit

of the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters.| For such purposes

he had, in addition to a detachment of Field Gendarmerie, a

Headquarter Escort of Infantry and Cavalry. The former

mustered 250 bayonets and the latter 180 sabres. Its first duty

was to ensure the safety of the Commander-in-Chief and his

Staff on the march and in quarters. The Cavalry in addition had

(o provide mounted orderlies.

The Judge-Advocate, Medical and Chaplaiti's Departments

were not represented on the Commander-in-Chief's Staff.

Seeing the great powers given to Generals Commanding
Army Corps in matters of Military Law, there appeared, under

the circumstances, no necessity for attaching Judge-Advocates

to Staffs higher than those of Army Corps. The Medical Depart-

ment was represented in a higher degree by Surgeons-General

attached to the Staffs of Armies^ but the Chaplain's Department,

excluding Chaplains belonging to hospitals, was only represented

on the Staffs of Divisions by Divisional Chaplains. On the other

hand, the Royal Commissioner and Military Inspector of the

Volunteer Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War, was
often in the war of 1870-71 working immediately in concert with

the Intendant-General of the Army, and consequently present

at the Commander-in-Chief's headquarters.

2. The Staff of an Army.
The General Staff of an Army comprised the Chief of the

General Staff, the Quartermaster-General and a certain number

Part III, Ch. X.

t A second Commandant has recently been added.
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of Field Officers, Captains and Lieutenants of the General Staff

according to the size of the Army. It was not divided into sections,

but the different officers dealt with all matters connected

with warlike operations—organisation, communications, tele-

graphs, railways, the Intelligence Department, &c., under the

immediate direction of the Chief of the General Staff or of the

Chief Quartermaster, as the case might be ; a permanent

distribution according to the nature or character of the work

being, however, at the same time found advisable.

The position held by the CTiief Quartermaster as regards the

Chief of the General Staff is not laid down by any hard-and-fast

regulation. The former is subordinate to the latter, and his

substitute in case of absence or sickness. The actual relations

between the two officers mainly depend on their judicious

selection.

The chief Quartermaster is the office chief in all matters

with which the General Staff have to deal. He is thus kept

constantly informed of everything that goes on, and is in a position

to deal independently with all matters of minor importance. But

he must pay particular attention to all questions affecting

" Communications " in the broadest sense of the term, and

invariably keep himself in constant communication with the

Intendants of Armies.

The Routine Staff comprised a number of Field Officers,

Captains and Lieutenants depending on the strength of the

Army, the numbers being about the same as those of the General

Staff of the Army. The Senior Routine Staff Officer acted as

office chief in all matters affecting the Routine Staff' (promotions,

appointments, recruits, remounts, general orders, reports and

returns) thus relieving the Chief of the General Staff from a vast

amount of minor detail.

The Artillery of an Army was represented by a General Com-

manding the Artillery, provided with a special Staff. He did not

hold any actual military command, for an Army Artillery Reserve

was never formed, nor was he ever given the general direction of

the combined Artillery of several Army Corps in battle. Since
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the massing of the Artillery in battle under one command will

scarcely ever be required in the future, it will be sufficient to

attach an Artillery Staff officer to the Staff of the Army to deal

with questions which concern the Artillery as a whole, e.g., the

supply of ammunition from the ammunition parks. The case is

somewhat different if an Army has Siege Artillery specially

attached to it. It may then be necessary to place all the Heavy

Artillery under the command of a Garrison Artillery General.

The Engineers of an Army were represented on the Staff of

the Commander-in-Chief by a General Commanding the Engineers,

provided with a special Staff. Since the duties required of them

will not be very exacting in future, they can be rej)laced by an

Engineer officer on the Staff of the Army, who should be charged

with the provision of engineer stores. An Engineer General

may, however, be necessary when a large body of Engineers is

brought together to carry out siege works.

The J adge-Advocate'' s Department was not permanently repre-

sented during the war of 1870-71 on the Staffs of Armies, as

questions of miUtary law were left to Generals Commanding

Army Corps, Divisions and Brigades, and when it became

necessary for any particular purpose, the services of an Army
Corps Judge-Advocate could always be procured. A Judge-

Advocate General lias recently been allotted to each Army Staff.

Military folicc duties at Army headquarters are under the

" Commandant," who has also charge of the Army Staff Escort.

There is in addition, a detachment of Field Gendarmerie avail

able for such duties. The Commandant takes his orders directly

from the Chief of the General Staff of the Army.

The Intendance of an xVrmy has a head representative in

the Army Intendant. His chief duties consist in seeing

that man and horse arc properly supplied with food. To

enable him to do this he takes the necessary directions from

the Chief of the General Staff, whose subordinate he is in all

matters, which he, as a member of the Staff of the Army, has to

see carried out. The most important of these are : making the

best use of the resources of the country comprised in the rayon
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of operations, in the interests of the Army, by cstabUshing stores,

requisitioning supplies of food, cloth, and leather ; assessing

and collecting war contributions in money, and taxes ; framing

orders and instructions on the issue of supplies to Array

Corps. The Army Intendant occupies, as chief of the In

tendance, an independent position on the Army Staff as

regards the whole system of pay and accounts, as well as in

his relations with the Intendant-General of the Forces in

the Field, the Army Intendants of other Armies, the Com-

munications and Corps Intendants. He has at his disposal the

necessary personnel of Intendance employes and clerks, and the

Field Commissariat Department of the Army.

The " Communications " of the Army are under an Inspector of

Communications. He is, on the one hand, under the orders of

his General, and on the other, under those of the Inspector-

General of Communications and Railwaj-s. To carrv out the

functions that are assigned to him, of which more will be said

further on when dealing with the organisation of the '' Com-

munications of the Forces in the Field,"* he is provided with a

special Staff. The troops detailed to guard and protect the

Lines of Communications are under his orders.

The Medical and Hospital Departments are under the chief

supervision of tlie Army Surgeon-General. The latter must be

in constant cc-mmunication with tlie authorities in charge of

" Couiinunicatioiis," with a view to the rapid evacuation from

the hospitals of all sick and wounded that can be moved, so as

to free the field hospitals and enable them to again meet the

demands of the Army operating against the enemy.

The Society for x\id to the Sick and Wounded in War was in

the cam))aign o[ 1870-71 represented on tlie Stalls of the different

Armies, by deh'gates having permanent relations with the Army
Intendants, the Army Surgeons-General, and the authorities

in charge of " Communications."

Finally, there was attached to the Staff of every Army a

Field Po-t Office, which in all matters not absolutely of a postal

or technical nature, was under the Chief Quartermaster.

Part 1 1 1 ,

(
' h. \ 1 1 IB.
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The Armies consist of Army Corps, Cavalry Divisions, Reserve

Divisions, mixed Landwehr Brigades and mobile railway and

line of communication units. Telegraph detachments, balloon

sections. Engineer siege companies and Siege Artillery are added

when required.*

3. The Staff of an Army Corps.

The following branches and departments were represented on

the Staff of an Army Corps :

—

The General Staff consisted of the Chief of the General

Staff, a Field Officer and two Captains.f The Chief of the General

Staff is at the same time Chief of the whole Staff'. As in peace

time, not only are the officers of the General Staff and Routine

Staff under his immediate orders, but also, so far as all office

duties actually connected with the Army Corps are concerned,

the Corps Judge-Advocate, the Corps Field Intendant and

the Corps Surgeon-General (as heads of their respective depart-

ments). The Officer Commanding the Staff Escort,{ and the

Officer Commanding the detachment of Field Gendarmerie, as well

as the Field Postmaster (in charge of the Field Post Office), were

also under his immediate orders. He was in direct communica-

tion with the Officers Commanding the Artillery§ and Engineers

of the Army Corps, who were immediately under the General's

orders. This arrangement has worked very satisfactorily, and,

with the exception of a few alterations due to changes in

organisation, it still holds good.

There are no rules or regulations on the distribution of the

work or duties of the General Staff. The Chief of the General

Staff is responsible for the due performance of all business, and

should the General be absent or otherwise prevented from

attending to his duties, he has the power to sign himself any

orders or instructions of a pressing nature. It is his special

* Part Til, Ch. II D. " Special establishments."

•j" Three are now provided.

% He is now under tlie Commandant of the Corps Headquarters.

§ Now abolislied. Tlie Oflicer Commanding the Corps Ammunition Columns

a:id the Offieer Commanding tlie Train have been added.
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duty to see to the proper drafting and preparation of all impor-

tant " orders " and " instructions," and the issue of arrange-

ments for the marching and quartering of the troops. He has

charge of the Intelligence Department. He should assign the

most important duties of his office to the Field Officer of the

General Staff, who, moreover, should always be kept sufficiently

informed to be in a position to take over the duties of his Chief

at any moment. The Field Officer keeps the diary and journal

of operations of the Army Corps. The other two officers of the

General Staff may be allotted work at the discretion of the Chief,

or assigned special duties with the sanction of the General

commanding.

The Routine Staff consisted of four Routine Staff Officers (two

Captains and two Lieutenants). The Senior acted as office chief

in all matters not immediately connected with military operations,

thus relieving the Chief of the General Staff of a considerable

amount of detail, without, however, actually freeing him from

any of the responsibility attached to his post.

As a whole, the office work of the Routine Staff is less in the

field than in peace, and is chiefly confined to matters affecting

officers, drafts of men and horses, and reports and returns.

When secret or confidential orders have to be prepared, the

Routine Staff may assist in drawing them up. They may
also be sent as bearers of written orders of an important

nature, which it is deemed unadvisable to entrust to mounted

orderlies. It may be often desirable to increase their numbers'

for this duty by temporarily attaching orderly officers drawn

from Cavalry Regiments. Tlie most important duty Routine

Staff Officers have to perform in the field is transmitting verbal

orders in an engagement. These often require to be explained.

A Routine Staff Officer must on no account take upon

himself the responsibility of modifying an order he is given

to deliver, but he should be in a position to give such

information to the officer to whom he conveys the order as may
enable the latter to decide for himself. This consequentl}'

necessitates the employment, as Routine Staff, of officers who are
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intelligent, observant, capable of forming an opinion, that is to

say, in every way thoroughly trained soldiers.

The Intendance was represented by a Field Intendant,

assisted by an Intendance official who acted as his

substitute, and a suitable 'personnel of clerks and assistants.

The different administrative branches comprised are the Corps

Military Chest, the Field Commissariat Department, and the

Field Bakery Department. The duties of these are laid down by

special regulations.

The Intendant, whose duties in the field also form the

subject of special regulations, has the exceedingly difficult

duty of satisfying all the material wants of the troops when

the Army is in motion, by daily providing and forwarding the

necessary quantities of supplies. He can only be in a position

to do this effectually if he is constantly kept informed by the

Chief of the General Staff of the operations contemplated. He
can then meet to the utmost of his ability the wishes of the latter

as regards the disposal of his supply columns (field bakery column,

provision columns, and transport columns).

The Medical Service, having at its head the Corps-Surgeon-

Oeneral (with an Assistant Surgeon and a Staff Apothecary*),

dealt with general medical arrangements, and the employment of

the field hospitals.! As a rule there would be a delegate of the

Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War attached to the

Staff of an Army Corps.

The Judge-Advocate's Department was represented by the Corps

Judge-Advocate. In war he acted as the first legal adviser of

the General Commanding. At the present time, too, only one

Judge-Advocate is attached to the Staff of an Army Corps, and he

deals with all questions of military jurisprudence. The Army
Corps Commander has the power to give the Divisional courts

jurisdiction over all troops under his immediate command. There

is no appeal against or revision of sentences and confirmations in

* Now a Senior Surgeon and Corps Staff Apothecary.

t A Consulting Surgeon with a Senior Surgeon are now attached to the

Stall of a Corps Surgeon-General.
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tlie field
;

generally, however, the procedure is the same as

in peace. Any vacancies on the local Staff may be filled by

officers.

The Artillery was under the Officer Commanding the Field

Artillery of the Corps. He was responsible for the efficiency of the

batteries and ammunition columns of the Army Corps, and had

further to see to the supply of arms and ammunition for all arms

comprised in the Army Corps. In a general engagement he was

available, if the General Commanding so directed, to take com-

mand of all the Artillery in action.

As the Corps Artillery is now abolished and the Field Artillery

has been organised in two Brigades and attached to the Infantry

Divisions, the Officer Commanding the anmiunition columns of

the Army Corps is now charged with the arrangements for

ammunition supply. Should it perchance be necessary to place

the whole of the Field Artillery under one command in a battle,

the senior of the two Field Artillery Brigade * Commanders would

talce over command of the whole.

The two Train battalions are under the command of the Officer

Commanding Army Service Corps, who has recently been added

to the Army Corps Staff'.

The question here arises whether, since the ammunition and

supply columns will usually be following the Corps on one

road, it would not be a more satisfactory organisation to

place the Officers Commanding the ammunition columns and

the Train of an Army Corps imder the command of one

General.

The Engineers of an Army Corps are expected to maintain in

a state of efficiency the Field Engineer companies as well as the

materiel of the bridging trains. For purposes requiring either

the direction or assistance of an Officer of Engineers, there is

attached to the Staff of an Army Corps an Officer Commanding

the Engineers (Commanding the Engineer Battalion).

* A German Field Artillery Brigade consists of 2 Regimrnts of 2 Brigade

Divisions each—in all 12 batteries—and is coiiimancled us a rule by a

Urigndicr.—(Tk.)
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The Officer Commanding the Staff Escort* to whom is attached

the Corps Veterinary Surgeon, has to see to the quartering and
security of the Army Corps Staff, has charge of orderly duties and
has disciphnary powers over the Train drivers, &c., belonging to

the Staff.

The Officer Commanding the detachment of Field Gendarmerie

has charge of all police duties in the rayon occupied by the

Army Corps, and has to see that his gendarmerie patrols properly

perform their duty.

The Field Post Office of an Army Corps is in charge of a Field

Postmaster, who, in all matters not of a purely postal character,

has to conform to the directions of the Chief of the General

Staff.

4. The Staff of a Division.

The Staff of a Division is very much smaller than that of an

Army Corps, both as regards Staff and departmental services.

The General Staff is represented by an officer of the General

Staff (usually a Field Officer) who by regulation is not given the

high position of " Chief of the General Staff," as the General

commanding the Division can and must superintend all details

himself. The General Staff officer of a Division has in fact less to do

with deliberations connected with the greater operations of war,

and should consequently be looked upon rather as one whose

duty it is more to execute than to design or plan. It is, however,

both desirable and necessary for him to be in constant contact,

in all matters of business, wath the heads of all branches and

departments. He cannot perhaps be given the position of

Chief of the General Staff as head of the whole Staff', but if he is-

thoroughly up to his work and conscientiously performs his

duties he can, nevertheless, gain the confidence of his General to

such an extent as to be practically given the position of first man
on his Staff. Such being the case, it cannot be otherwise than

* He is now nndor the commaiul of tlie Commandant of the Corps Head-
quarters, who also has a Captain to take charge of the StafT baggage.
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advantageous if the officer of tlie General Staff is tlie senior

officer in military rank on the Staff, and can thus, without any-

further arrangement, at once take over the duties as head of the

office.

The Staff of a Division also comprises two Routine Staff

Officers (a Captain and a Lieutenant), and these may often find

themselves called upon to perform duties which are more

properly those of the General Staff. Under certain circumstances

it may be necessary to attach orderly officers.

A Divisional Staff has besides a Camp Commandant, a Trans-

port Officer, and an escort.

The departmental services of a Divisional Staff are repre-

sented by a Field Tntcndant, a Field Commissariat Department,

a Field Post Office, a Divisional Surgeon, a Divisional Judge-

Advocate, and two Field Divisional Chaplains,

In a Cavalry Division there is only one Field Divisional

Chaplain, and no Divisional Surgeon.

B. The Army Corps and the Units Composing it.

The general composition of a mobilised German Army Corps

has changed little since the war of 1870-71.

An Army Corps may be generally taken as composed as

follows :

—

Two Infa?itry Divisions. Each of these consists, as a rule,

of two Infantry Brigades (each of two regiments, three

battalions strong), half a Cavalry Regiment (three squad-

rons), a Field Artillery Brigade of ^wo Field Artillery

regiments each, of two Brigades of three field

batteries each,* one or two field companies of Engineers

(there being three to an Army Corps), a Divisional Bridge

Train, and one or two Bearer Companies.

The Rifle Battalion and Machine-gun sectionf belonging

* One of the rof^inicnts lias a light field howitzer Brigade Division, with a

special light field howitzer ainnmnifion eolmnii.

f Maehine-gnn sections may, if necessary, be altached to (iie Cavalry

Divisions as well
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to the Army Corps is attached to an Infantry Brigade.

Should there be two Rifle BattaKons belonging to the Army
Corps, one would be assigned to each Infantry Division, and

further attached to one of the Infantry Brigades.

b. An Engineer Battalion of three coni'panies, one or two of which

is attached to each Infantry Division.

c. The Corps Telegraph Section.

d. The Corps Bridge Train.

c. The Ammunition Columns. These are formed in two

detachments, each consisting of two Infantry and four

Artillery Ammunition Columns. They are under the

Ofl&cer Commanding the Ammunition Columns of the

Corps.

/. Two (Supply) ^ Train Battalions, each composed of three

Supply Columns, three or four Transport Columns and

a Remount Depnt.

(J.
Two Field Bakery Columns,

h. A Bearer Battalion of three Bearer Companies (permanently

attached to the Division) and twelve Field Hospitals.

One or more battalions of Heavy Artillery are nearly always

attached to an Army Corps.

It is assumed that the organisation of, and the tactical and other

formations used by the different arms for marching and fighting

are sufficiently well known to need no further description. But

it is desirable to draw attention to, and give an idea of, the

great difference that exists between the ration strength of an Army

Corps as regards men and horses, and its fighting strength in

bayonets, sabres and guns, for the strength of troops in the

field is usually considered under the former heading. Again,

the vehicles that accompany the troops, staffs, and departments

in the field, greatly tend to lengthen columns on the march,

and form of themselves a question of serious importance.

An Army Corps on a war footing at full strength in its normal

formation of 25 battalions of Infantry and Rifles, 6 squadrons of

Cavalry, and 24 batteries of Artillery, has a lighting strength of

25,000 men, 1,900 horses and 144 guns. On the other hand, its
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ration strength in round numbers is 41,000 men and 13,000

horses, this being the total amount of rations daily required.

Belonging to the Army Corps there are again, in addition, some

2,200 vehicles, including guns.

This apparently enormous number of vehicles is unavoidable

if the troops are to be kept supplied with all they need. The

transport with the troops and the ammunition columns enable the

troops to be ready for battle. The telegraph carts, pontoons,

tool carts, &c., increase their efficiency. The Field Bakery, Supply

and Transport Columns assure their being fed under difficulties,

the wagons of the medical units are required for the sick and

wounded and allow of the erection of Field Hospitals.

The transport with the troops has been considerably increased

since the last war. It is divided into 1st and 2nd Lino

Transport.

The 1st Line Transport includes everything that the troops

require in battle ; it therefore follows them immediately on the

line of march. Its composition is given in the F.S. Regns.,

sect. 428.* The 2nd Line Transport comprises the vehicles

which the troops require w^hen at rest ; it will not be included in

the fighting portion of the columns when the troops are marching

under service conditions and will be kept at a distance from the

battlefield. {See F.S. Regns., sect. 428.)* The supply of

ammunition is so regulated that for every rifle in the Infantry

and Rifle Battalions (reckoning 800 rifles per battalion) 120 rounds

are carried on the man, 72 in the Company ammunition wagons,

130 in the four Infantry Ammunition Columns of the Army
Corps ; a total of 322 rounds per rifle. 14,550 rounds are carried

for each machine gun. For every gun of the '9G pattern, 80

rounds are carried on the gun and limber, 50 in the battery

wagons and 51 in the Light Ammunition Column, 139 in the

nine Artillery Ammunition Columns of the Army Corps, a total

of 320 rounds. For each light field howitzer 53 rounds are

carried on the gun and limber, 33 in the battery wagons, G7 in

• The Gorman Field Service Regulations have been translated and publi.shed

by authority.—(Tu.)

S
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the Light Ammunition Column and 70 rounds in the eight

Ammunition Columns of the Army Corps ; altogether 223

rounds.

A field battery can thus fire four rounds a minute for 4^ hours

before it need draw upon the Artillery Ammunition Columns

of the Army Corps.

The Corps Telegraph Detachment consists of 20 wagons,

and has 12 instruments and 48 miles of field cable, as well as

50 miles of light line which is not suitable for Morse instruments.

It is divided into four sections, which can be used independently

and will chiefly be used to maintain communication with the

Army Headquarters, in conjunction with existing lines whenever

possible. One section is usually sufficient to maintain communica-

tion within the Army Corps. A line can usually be laid at the

rate of a mile in 33 minutes.

The Bridge Trains of a mobihsed Army Corps consist of

two Divisional Bridge Trains and the Corps Bridge Train

bearing the number and description of the Infantry Divisions and

Army Corps respectively. A Divisional Bridge Train consists

of thirteen vehicles, a Corps Bridge Train of thirty-four.

The Corps Bridge Train, to Avhich an Engineer Detachment

is added, usually marches with the second section of the Supply

and Transport Columns, but can, if required, be brought forward

to join the advance guard. The technical equipment of the Corps

and Divisional Bridge Train is the same ; they can all, therefore,

be used for building the same bridge. If the Officer Commanding

the Engineer Battalion is not present, the Senior Company

Commander has to superintend the bridge construction.

Under ordinary circumstances and with the usual arrange-

ments, a Divisional Bridge Train can throw a bridge of 40 yards,

and a Corps Bridge Train can, under similar conditions, throw

a bridge of 133 yards ; thus the combined Bridge Trains of an

Army Corps can throw a bridge of 213 yards, and for this about

5 hours are required. If, however, the bridge is to take an

exceptionally heavy load, such as Siege Artillery, these spans

must be reduced by a third, or even a half,
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If a foot bridge only is required, a Divisional Bridge Train

can span up to 74 yards.

To cover the bridging of a river, or when the bridging materiel

available is insufficient to throw a bridge from bank to bank,

troops may be ferried over a river by rafts put together and

worked with the stores carried by the bridging trains.

Two pontoons coupled to form a raft may take from 35 to 40

Infantry soldiers in marching order, but perhaps only from

.30 to 35 if the stream be strong, the wind high or the water

rough.

Two pontoons coupled 15 feet apart from centre to centre

by 5 or 10 baulks, properly planked over and fitted with

handrails, give a space of about 190 square feet available for

Cavalry or Artillery. The raft thus formed can take from

8 to 9 horses with as many men, or a field gun with

limber and ammunition, 4 horses and 8 men. A Divisional

Bridge Train can furnish three such rafts, a Corps Bridge

Train 13.

The following numbers can be carried across in one journey,

exclusive of the crews :

—

By the three rafts of a Divisional Bridge Train : 108 men,

or 21 men and 21 horses, or 3 guns each with 4 horses and

8 men.

By the 13 rafts of a Corps Bridge Train : 650 men, or 133

horses and 133 men, or 18 guns each with 4 horses and

8 men.

When the stream is strong, flying bridges made to swing

across the river by a hawser may be used with advantage. The

raft would then be formed of from 5 to 13 pontoons. If

the number of pontoons available be few, a river of compara-

tively slight breadth (110 to 130 yards) maybe crossed by a

raft made of four or five pontoons put together, running on a

hawser stretched across.

82
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The enfrencJiing tools carried are as follows :
—

Infantry and Cavalry

—

An Infantry Battalion : 400 small shovels, 20 hatchets and

40 picks, carried by the men ; and 20 large shovels,

10 picks, 8 axes, 15 hatchets and 4 saws, carried by the

Regimental Transport.

A Machine-gun Detachment : 24 small spades, 12 picks,

12 hatchets, 3 axes, 10 saws.

A Cavalry Regiment of four squadrons : 32 small shovels and

32 hatchets, carried on the horses ; 12 large spades, 14

hatchets, 1 pick, 1 saw and 16 small picks on the transport.

Artillery : 33 large shovels, 51 picks, 7 axes and 30 hatchets,

carried on the wagons and limbers of each battery

;

43 spades, 43 picks, 46 hatchets, 22 axes, carried with the

Light Ammunition Column ; 17 large spades, 17 picks,

19 hatchets, 9 axes, with the Light Ammunition Column of

a Cavalry Division,

In a Company of Engineers : 110 large shovels, 22 hatchets,

55 picks and 58 axes are carried by the men ; and 60 large

shovels, 30 picks, 20 axes, 6 crowbars, 6 cross-cut saws,

6 hand saws are carried on the entrenching tool

wagons belonging to the company. The Engineer

Detachment with a Cavalry Division carries 13 large

spades, 6 picks, 3 hatchets, 8 axes on the men ; 12 axes

and 4 saws on the wagons.

In 3 four-horse entrenching tool wagons and one technical

wagon of a Divisional Bridge Train 614 large shovels,

164 picks, 15 hatchets, 93 axes and 27 saws are carried.

Entrenching tools are carried partly by the troops and partly

on the vehicles.

Every vehicle of the Regimental Transport, Ammunition

or Supply Columns is besides supplied with certain tools for

bivouacking and similar purposes.

An Infantry Division is thus provided with some 5,000 small

and 1,500 large shovels, and 700 large and 500 small picks, 1,000

hatchets in all, then, 8,000 picks and shovels for digging

purposes, besides 1,400 other implements for cutting wood.
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These figures include the tools carried by batteries and

Machine-gun Sections for making gun pits and emplacements.

The number of tools carried with an Infantry Division is about

one for every two men.

Only those tools with Infantry units and with the Divisional

Bridge Train are available for entrenching work.

The Heavy Artillery also carries entrenching tools, partly with

the Ammunition Columns (in the case of heavy howitzers) and

partly on the platform wagons (in the case of the 10-centimetre

guns* and mortars) so as to be able to throw up cover.

The Field Bakery Columns provide the troops with bread and

biscuit when they cannot be supplied in any other way.

Each column consists of twenty-five vehicles, and can bo

divided into two sections, each of three sub-sections. They have

each twelve field ovens. A column when in uninterrupted work

can bake for 23,000 men in twenty-four hours. If it has to change

camp it can bake for ISjiOO. The two columns together can

therefore supply an Army Corps with its daily requirements in

bread. Since every move reduces the working power of a field

bakery, they should be kept in the same place as long as possible

and then follow by double marches with double teams, the

-personnel either riding in wagons or being sent by train.

The six Supply and the seven Wagon Park Columns of the

Army Corps, which are organised into two Train battalions,

carry the reserve supplies. A Supply Column, which can be

divided into three sections, consists of from twenty-seven to

thirty-six supply wagons, and two to three other wagons, the

wagons being partly four-horse and partly two-horse. The

Wagon Park Columns are divisible into three sections, and have

sixty forage wagons and two baggage wagons, all two-horse.

It is evident that a proper and judicious use of the various

means of transport available is a matter of very great importance.

In the first place it is well, as a general rule, to avoid loadincr

wagons with articles of food that, relatively to their nourishinor

* The lO-centimetrc gun battalions belong for the present to the Sioge

Artillery.
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properties, are either bulky or easily deteriorate and consequently

have to be frequently renewed. Thus, to fill wagons with fresh

meat or bread would, as a rule, be inadvisable for both these

reasons. The former is generally easily procurable during active

operations in the field, and the latter when carried in wagons for

any length of time is generally unfit for use by the time it is

issued to the troops, as it only keeps for nine days at most.

Fresh bread must therefore be consumed quickly, i.e., as soon

and as long as it is fit to eat. It must consequently be baked

by the troops themselves, or by the Field Bakery Columns, which

open their bakeries as soon as possible. It is then, as in the

case of freshly killed meat, carried in the regimental transport, on

tlie provision wagons.

The provision columns carry usually only flour or biscuit

instead of bread, and for a similar reason salt pork and canned

meat instead of fresh meat, together with rice, pulse, salt and

coffee. As regards forage, oats only can be carried.

There is next the question whether it appears advisable to

load the different wagons each with separate articles of food or to

load each wagon partially or entirely with the different kinds of

provisions comprised in the daily ration. The advantages of

the latter plan are, as regards issue to the troops, of course, at

once apparent ; but, on the other hand, the time taken in loading

the wagons on this system is much greater (in approximately the

proportion of 3 to 2). This disadvantage must be accepted if

the ideal of being able in case of need to send each unit its

rations in single wagons detached from the columns is to be

attained.

A well packed two-horse supply wagon can carry rations for

680 men, or forage for 125 horses ; a transport wagon carries

rations for 820 men or 150 horses ; a four-horse supply wagon

for 900 men or IGG horses. Thus a Supply Column carries a day's

rations for 16,000 men and 1,400 horses, or for 10,500 men and

2,600 horses, or for 3,750 men and 3,750 horses. A Wagon Park

Column can carry rations for 22,000 men and 4,800 horses, or for

7,500 men and 7,500 horses
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The Medical Service of an Army Corps comprises three Bearer

Companies ^nd twelve Field Hospitals, ovg^msed as one Medical

Battalion.

A Bearer Company comprises 8 Surgeons, 1 Apothecary, 8

Hospital Assistants, 8 Military Hospital Orderlies and 160

Bearers (Non-Commissioned Officers and Privates). It is provided

with 8 two-horse ambulance wagons, 2 two-horse hospital store

wagons, and 2 two-horse baggage wagons, and the provision

wagon.

This organisation enables it to be divided into two sections

of nearly equal strength, and it can thus be more extensively

employed.

Orders as regards movements of the compames, estabhshment

of dressing stations, removal of the latter from one place to

another, or as to the employment of one or both sections, are

issued to the Officer Commanding the Company by the General

Commanding the Division, usually with the advice and

concurrence of the Divisional Surgeon.

The duties of Bearer Companies on the field of battle consists

in the first place in establishing a chief dressing station,* with

the Surgeons and their assistants, and secondly, in searching for

the wounded and conveying them to the dressing station, where

their injuries can be attended to.

The Surgeons with their assistants have, in the first

place, to prepare the wounded for removal to the field hospitals.

They' have, therefore, after giving them the necessary rest and

treatment, to examine their wounds, to apply such bandaging

and dressing as is required, and to perform minor operations

or such large operations as cannot be postponed without

immediate danger to life. For such duties the medical personnel

* At the beginning of an engagement, units establish their own dressing

stations with their Regimental Surgeons, assistants and combatant bearers

with the red arm band. The latter are not included in the terms of the

Geneva Convention. The Surgeons, &o., of such regimental dressing stations

should be relieved of their charge as soon as possible by the chief dressmg

stations, and thus enabled to rejoia their units with their personnel a,nd materiel

—F.S. Regulations, Sec. 467.
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would be augmented partly by Regimental Surgeons and

partly by Surgeons taken from Field Hospitals. The latter

would afterwards return to their respective Field Hospitals in

medical charge of convoys of wounded.

The wounded who are to be received and treated in Field

Hospitals are conveyed thither in the ambulance wagons of the

Bearer Companies (provided these can be spared from the battle-

field) or in hired or requisitioned wagons or carts or empty pro-

vision wagons.

After the wounded have been removed, and after such as are

able to walk or bear further travelling without danger have been

handed over to the nearest Commandant of " Communications,"

the Bearer Companies are no longer required on the battle

field, and hold themselves in readiness to move off on the

receipt of orders, and follow their respective Divisions.

Their duties as regards care of the wounded are, therefore,

merely of a temporary nature. The further treatment of the

wounded takes place in the Field Hospitals.

A Field Hospital comprises the following medical "personnel :

1 Surgeon in medical charge, 5 Surgeons, 1 Apothecary, 9 Hospital

Assistants, and 14 Military Hospital Orderlies. It is accom-

panied by 3 four-horse wagons for medical stores and appliances,

1 two-horse baggage wagon and 2 two-horse hospital store

wagons and 1 staff wagon. A Field Hospital can accommodate

200 sick or wounded, and can be divided into tv/o sections.

The employment of the Field Hospitals, or their attachment from

time to time to Divisions, is regulated by the General Commanding

the Army Corps. The latter, or, as the case may be, the General

Commanding the Division, gives the necessary order for bringing

forward or establishing Field Hospitals near the scene of an engage-

ment. Once they are established, the sick and wounded are treated

and cared foi independently of the movements of Armies. In the

case of a retreat in the face of the enemy, however, all the horsed

transport, as well as all personnel and materiel not absolutely

required for the immediate wants of the patients, should be

handed over to the nearest Bearer company.
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All the wounded who cannot be moved, and the appliances

for their treatment, together with the necessary number of

doctors, must remain behind under the protection of the Geneva

Convention.

When the Army is either stationary or advancing, the Surgeon

in medical charge of a field hospital must do his utmost to get

the latter ready again for active operations. He must con-

sequently endeavour to diminish as far as possible the number of

sick and wounded under treatment (by evacuating as many as

are able to travel, on hospitals established further in rear) and

enable the field hospital to be relieved of its work by replacing it

with penomiel and materiel drawn from the authorities in charge

of " Communications."* If the field hospital cannot be thus

entirely relieved of its work, one section may at any rate be freed

at a time. When the field hospital is relieved, the hospital

which replaces it is a " Permanent Military Hospital," and is

then under the authorities in charge of " Communications."

The field hospital rejoins the Army Corps to which it belongs

v/ith the least possible delay.

Heavy Artillery will be attached to Army Corps when required,

the unit is the battalion, which is divided either into four batteries

of heavy field howitzers, or two mortar batteries.f The employ-

ment of the heavy howitzer battalions has already been discussed

above. The mortars are available for special duties, such as the

attack or defence of prepared positions. Each battery has 2-iG

rifles and 11,070 rounds of small arm ammunition; each ammuni-

tion column has 45 rifles, 2,025 rounds small arm ammunition.

The heavy howitzer batteries carry 432 shells, the mortar batteries

1G5. The ammunition column detachment of a heavy field

howitzer battalion has eight ammunition columns, that of a

mortar battalion, four ammunition columns. Each heavy field

howitzer ammunition column carries 510 to 612 shells, the mortar

ammunition columns, 255 shells. A heavy field howitzer battery

can therefore fire for 2.^ hours at the rate of three rounds a minute,

* Part III, Ch. VIII B and C.

I The 10-centimetre gun batteries at present belong to the Siece Artillery.
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and ammunition in its two ammunition columns will last for

5| hours, or 8 hours in all, A mortar battery can fire for 2| hours

at the rate of one round per minute, and the ammunition in its

two ammunition columns will last for 9J hours, or for 12 hours in

all.

C. The Independent Division.

1. The Cavalry Division.

The German Cavalry Division is ordinarily composed of

three Brigades of two regiments, each of four Squadrons, a Horse

Artillery Detachment of two Batteries, each of six guns, with

their wagons, and a light ammunition column, and also of an

Engineer detachment. Machine gun detachments are added when

required. It is very desirable that in the future some vehicles

should be added to carry wireless telegraphy equipment, so that

this invention, which is daily being perfected, may be made

available for the strategic reconnaissance. The light ammunition

column with the Horse Artillery has seven small arm ammunition

carts, which form the small arm ammunition reserve. Until the

introduction of ammunition columns for the machine gun detach-

ments it will be necessary to add some ammunition carts for the

latter.

The Engineer detachment, which is intended to carry out

demolitions, is provided with a technical store wagon. In

future each regiment will have, besides, two light vehicles to take

the place of the old heavy collapsible boat wagons. These

vehicles will carry the new Cavalry bridging apparatus, which

enables the Cavalry Division to cross rivers in a very short time

on rafts.

It does not seem necessary to attach medical units permanently,

because the duties of the Cavalry Divisions in front of the Armies

do not require them to become seriously engaged, so that the

medical oflicers attached to units and the ambulance wagons with

the regimental transport should be sufficient. The Cavalry

Divisions do not usually suffer heavy losses, except in decisive

engagements, and the general medical equipment of the Army

Corps is then available for their use.
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The transport, provision and forage wagons, wMcli are attaclied

to the Staffs, Squadrons, Batteries and other units, tend

partly to the comfort and efficiency of the troops and are used to

carry provisions for three days and forage (oats) for one. Hay and

straw cannot, of course, be carried, but these will usually be found

in the country in sufficient quantities^ except in barren districts

and at certain times of year. There are therefore only about

120 vehicles with the Cavalry Division, exclusive' of the guns

and battery ammunition wagons.

The experiences of the Campaign in 1870, which was fought in

a rich country, led to efforts being made to free the Cavalry

Divisions from every vehicle that was not essential, so as to increase

their mobility as much as possible. In a poor country, or when

the theatre of war has been exhausted by the huge armies which

will be employed in future wars, the one day's forage ration of

the Cavalry Division will soon be used up and will only be replaced

from the country with the very greatest difficulty. To increase

further the radius within which the Cavalry Division is to requisi-

tion will injure its mobility and lower its fighting efficiency.

Horses, however, require to be well fed when in hard work,

even more than men,* otherwise their power of work is reduced

at an astonishing rate. It will not be possible to rely on supplies

being brought up from the supply columns of the Army Corps,

for it will frequently be impossible to detail the marches of the

Cavalry Division, which are usually in advance of the Armies,

for several days ahead. For a Cavalry Division to halt to fill up

its supplies or to fall back upon its supply columns would be

directly to violate the principle which led to the number of its

vehicles being reduced, viz., that it should be independent of

supply columns. It will in future be quite exceptional for the

Cavalry Divisions to be for any length of time in the neighbour-

hood of the Armies and their supply columns. This is indeed only

conceivable just before a great battle ; but in such a case the

massing of large Armies in a small area greatly increases the

difficulties of supply, so that the 5,000 horses of a Cavalry

* Three days' rations are, however, carried for the men, as has been mentioned^
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Division will hardly be supplied with sufficient rations from the

supply columns of the Army Corps.

It therefore seems absolutely essential that the German Cavalry

Divisions should be allotted supply columns of their own in the

organisation for war, as is done m Austria and Italy. These supply

columns can then get their orders direct from the Cavalry Divisions

and should be able to follow them even on bad roads. This

necessitates the vehicles,* when loaded, being comparatively

very light ; still the numbers must not be unduly increased.

In order that these light vehicles should not be entirely filled

with forage for their own draft horses, but should be able to carry

several days' fodder for the Cavalry Division, it is essential that

this fodder should be compressed so as to take up the smallest

possible space, as is done in the case of certain preserved pro-

visions. Hay and straw must be obtained from the country as

before. The compressed fodder which has been invented has

not yet come up to requirements, but this problem will no doubt

be satisfactorily solved in the near future. Of course the horses

must be accustomed in peace time to changes from oats to com-

pressed fodder ; this will give opportunities for testing the latter.

2. The Augmented Infantry Division and the Reserve

Division.

The extent to which an Infantry Division would be reinforced

by Cavalry and Artillery, and provided with supply columns

must naturally depend on the particular object for which the

Division in question is detached, or, as is more often the case,

formed to act independently.

If the Division is to act independently, it should be provided

Avith supply and ammunition columns and administrative

services to about half the extent of those of a mobilised Army
Corps. Whether an extra force of Cavalry be desirable is a

question that must depend on the nature of the operations the

Division is to perform, the distance at which it is to manoiuvre

from the main Army, and the character of the country it is

* The veliiclcs at present in use are too heavy to be able to keep up with the

Cavalry Division and to follow it on bail roads.
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to act in. Country of a mountainous character would, for

instance, require a much smaller proportion of Cavalry than

flat country.

Again, for minor operations the Division need not be strong in

Artillery, Engineers, or supply and ammunition columns. For

instance, a Reserve Division detailed to hold a province of the

enemy's country already occupied, and to protect the lines of com-

munication running through it, would hardly require a whole

Artillery Regiment. In a case of the kind it would, as a rule,

be merely a question of occupying the country with small flying

columns of Infantry and Cavalry, entailing the splitting up into

small bodies of these arms, but requiring little or no Artillery.

Similarly it would be unnecessary under such circumstances to

have a full complement of supply and ammunition columns, as,

since the troops are immediately employed in connection with

the " Communications," their wants can be supplied by the

authorities in charge of the latter.

Reserve Divisions, detailed to invest fortified places, should be,

as a rule, augmented by Artillery, and more especially by Cavalry.

From the fact of their duties being of a stationary character,

they can dispense with a large proportion of the usual supply

columns. Ammunition columns and bearer companies, as

well as personnel and materiel for the establishment of hospitals,

cannot, however, be dispensed with. If the investment becomes

eventually a siege, the addition of special troops, that is to say.

Engineers and Siege Artillery in proportion to the cize and

strength of the fortress, takes place as a matter of course.

In case of need Reserve Divisions can be combined to form

Reserve Corps, and Reserve Corps to form Reserve Armies.

The above, it is thought, is sufficient to show the various

considerations that should be borne in mind when a Division

has to be detached or formed to act independently under different

circumstances.

D. Special Establishments.

Mixed Landwehr Brigades will be formed from the mobilised

Landwehr troops, and will usually be allotted to Armies for duty
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on the Line oi Communications, and to guard the frontiers and

coast. An Army Telegraph detachment is allotted to head-

quarters and to the Staff of each Army. It is under the Director

of Telegraphs in the first case, and the Chief of the General Staf?

of the Army in the latter case. It has sixteen vehicles, and is

charged with maintaining communication between headquarters

and the line of communication, and permanent telegraph systems.

A Balloon Detachment consists of eighteen vehicles and is as

mobile as Field Artillery; it carries two balloons (cigar-shaped

captive balloons) and sufficient hydrogen gas in steel tubes to

fill two balloons. The second balloon is an auxiliary balloon.

The preparation of a balloon takes twenty minutes, the ascent (1,950

to 3,250 feet) two to three minutes. It takes fifteen minutes to

haul in and prepare to move off with the balloon stUl full. It is

difficult to move with the balloon full, because trees and telegraph

wire interfere with the cable. It takes fifteen minutes to

empty and pack the balloon. A balloon reconnaissance is depen-

dent on the weather : a strong wind reduces the height of ascent,

makes observation difficult, or even stops ascent altogether.

It is seldom possible to reconnoitre beyond a radius of about

4 miles. Photography can be employed under favourable

conditions. A reserve supply of gas is carried in gas columns.

Each detachment has a gas column, which consists of sixteen

wagons, and carries with it an auxiliary balloon and gas for two

fillings ; it fills up from the line of communication.

Siege Armies, Siege Corps or Detachments will be formed

to carry out the siege of fortresses, forts and fortified places.

Heavy Artillery, Balloon Detachments, Artillery and Engineer

Siege Trains will be attached to them according to requirement.

The attack on fortresses is generally similar to a deliberate

attack against a prepared position ; heavier weapons are of course

used than in field operations in proportion to the power of

resistance of the place attacked ; still, the peculiar conditions of

the attack and defence of fortresses, e.g., the limited space, the

weight of metal used in the attack and defence, the constant

proximity of the enemy, require a number of measures which are
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only exceptionally employed in field operations, but ifierc is no

essential difference between siege and field operations. No hard-and-

fast rules can be laid down for the attack and defence of fortresses.

A resourceful leader will be able to achieve success by making a

skiKul use of the ground and of the enemy's weak points, and by

taking full advantage of the mechanical appliances at his disposal.

A comprehensive description of the methods of attack and defence

of fortresses is the less necessary as the Regulations on the subject,

though only designed for the troops concerned, are accessible to

General Staff officers.

An Artillery Siege Train consists of heavy 12-centim.etre and

long 15-centinietre guns, heavy field howitzers and 21-centimetre

mortars ; it is manned by Garrison Artillery.

An Engineer Siege Train contains the tools, explosives and

other apparatus required by Engineer Regiments. The very

technical character of these units prevents their being described

in detail.

2. The Garrison (or Home) Army.

The Garrison Army left at home in Germany is composed of

such formations as do not at once take the field on mobilisation.

It would, therefore, comprise such Staffs and departments as

would be formed to take the place of those that had proceeded on

active service, and would also include depot troops, gariison

troops and Landsfurm lormations.

To give in detail the various formations comprised in

the above would be foreign to the object of this work. With

the exception of certain officers of the General Staff taking the

place at home of the Great General Staff that had proceeded

on active service, aiid any others attached to Military Govern-

ments that might be established, each comprising the districts of

several Army Corps, there would seem to be no employment for

officers of the General Staff.

The special composition and manner of employment of the

Garrison Army, and the question of its further development

lor war purposes, must depend so much on the course of events
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in a war, and form to such an extent the subject of measures

taken to meet each emergency, that very httle can be said

about it beforehand. The prehminary formation of the

Garrison Army is moreover clearly laid down and defined

by regulation, and corresponds generally with the division

of the Empire into Army Corps and Brigade Districts. The

military authorities, again, would retain in the main the same

organisation that exists in time of peace, since military

commanders and administrative authorities would immediately

take the place and carry on the duties of those that had proceeded

to the seat of war.
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CHAPTER III.

OFFICE DUTIES IN THE FIELD.

A. General Arrangements. Issue and Transmission

OF Orders.

Office work with Armies in the held must be restricted to

what is absolutely indispensable and confined to the offices of

the higher Staffs.

It is quite impossible for troops who have often to bivouac

to carry on an extensive system of office correspondence. They

are consequently only called upon to keep accounts showing ths

expenditure of supplies either in kind or money and give receipts

for ammunition, draw up the field states and the returns

showing men transferred to the reserve or sent to hospital, and

forward reports on actions fought, together with the necessary

enclosures (lists of killed, wounded, and other casualties, and

account of ammunition expended).

Orders for actual operations in the field are in the case of

the smaller units given, as a rule, verbally. But the larger

units which receive their orders direct from the higher Staffs are

rarely sufficiently closely concentrated to enable such a proceed-

ing to be practicable. In the case of a Brigade, which, perhaps,

by making use of the accommodation afforded by a village, is

able to draw its bivouacs close together, it may be feasible

enou<Th. But the Division must always receive orders in writing—

T
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a system entailing far greater precision than that of verbal orders,

and therefore having the advantage of greater accuracy and

clearness.

It need scarcely be said that on the march or during an engage-

ment, a Divisional General gives a certain portion of his orders

verbally, either directly himself or through certain officers.

But in the case of higher commands, the troops belonging to

which cover a larger extent of ground when engaged with the

enemy. Generals Commanding will generally find it necessary

to issue their orders written in a condensed form. Any mis-

understanding that might arise in the transmission of verbal

orders is more quickly seen and remedied on the comparatively

small extent of ground occupied by a Division when engaged

with the enemy than on the more extensive battlefield occupied

by an Army Corps or Army. A large force consequently calls

for greater care and precision in the issue of orders, and this is

best ensured by always giving them in writing.

All the office work which we are obliged to carry on in time

of peace at home in connection with the annual training of

the Array, the continual alteration and improvement in the

various branches of military organisation, the strictest system of

military economy and administration is unknown in time of

war with Armies in the field.

On the other hand, however, an entirely new class of

office work arises in the field, and this is in connection with

Warlike Operations.

It is unnecessary to dwell on its immense importance. Any

mistakes in the preparation and transmission of orders, any

want of clearness, any errors in their meaning, or the accident

of their falling into the hands of the enemy, or coming to the

knowledge of unauthorised persons, may have the most disastrous

consequences. The fact, moreover, that in nearly every case

all loss of time must be avoided, and that the means of con-

veying orders are often uncertain and exposed to danger, con-

siderably increases the difficulty. We have consequently first

to deal with clearness and precision in issuing orders, and next
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with 'precautions against tJieir contents coming to the knowledge of

unautJiorised 'persons.

As regards the latter question, the greatest discretion of

those concerned is of the highest importance. To be

discreet, reticent and in every way thoroughly reliable

are naturally indispensable qualifications for officers en-

trusted with framing and transmitting orders for warlike

operations.

At the headquarters of an Army, where there can be no lack of

officers, it is not advisable, when many copies of an order or a

set of orders have to be written, to employ persons of inferior rank

for the purpose. With a lithographic or some such kind of

printing press, the original can be written with prepared ink by an

officer, °the necessary number of copies struck of?, and the stone or

plate then cleaned under his supervision.

Orders of minor importance may, of course, be written or

printed by clerks.

Next there is the "Confidential Journal of Operations," in

which all telegrams, despatches, reports and orders issued or

received, and relating in any way to warlike operations, have

to be entered. The entry of a document, whether despatched or

received, shoiUd contain the hour and minute as well as the

date of 'despatch or receipt, and also the name of the person

bringing it, or forwarding it to some further destination. In

the^caJe of telegrams it is sufficient to give the number

of the field telegraph detachment, if it be on the spot.

The "Confidential Journal of Operations," which supplies

the first materials for drawing up an official account of the

war, should be placed in charge of an officer, both on account

of the importance of the work and also on account of the special

secrecy which must in many cises be maintained. It remains

with the officer in charge to decide when the documents

received, or the copies of documents despatched, should be

sent to the War Ministry. Until the time arrives for their

being disposed of in this way, they are kept in portfolios under

lock and key.
T 2
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It may happen, liowever, in spite oi every precaution, that

some small note or document may now and then be left lying

in the office, the contents of which might, if in the hands of the

wrong persons, be of use in enabling the latter to form certain

conclusions. For this reason, as well as to ensure the security

of documents under lock and key, sentries or orderlies,

furnished by the Staff Escort, should be placed over the office

entrances* to stop all unauthorised persons from entering, and,

if necessary, refer them to the officer on duty.f The latter is

on duty fox twelve hours at a time, and is relieved at about

G o'clock in the morning and evening. He must, while on duty,

never leave the office or its precincts; he opens all letters and

documents received in the night, and uses his own discretion as to

whether the case is sufficiently important for him to awake the

Chief of the Section to which it refers, or, as the case may be,

the Chief of the Staff himself. If he should have any doubt in

the matter, he should not hesitate to cause the officer in question

to be called up, and he can then act as the latter may direct.

All possibility ot delay as regards the action to be taken on

in-coming matter being thus avoided, it is necessary to take

measures to ensure that all out-going matter shall be quickly

and safely forwarded.

The actual office work entailed by the preparation of orders is

perhaps what offers the least difficulty, for by judiciously select-

ing the quarters assigned to the various members of the Staff,

appointing fixed meal hours for all, and assembling all the officers

several times during the day at times when experience shows that

orders from above or reports from below are usually received,

there is little fear of any difficulty arising from the Staff finding

itself shorthanded. Finally, the General Commanding the

Army, or, as the case may be, Army Corps, and his Chief of the

* It is very desirable that the office should have one entrance only.

\ Men, belonging to every variety of unit, who have become separated

by accident or otherwise from their comrades, are constantly reporting

themselves at the offices of the various Staffs, with a view to rejoining. The

officer on duty should consequently be prepared with sufficient information to

furnish them with the directions they seek.
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General Staff, sliould never be both absent from headquarters at

the same time, so that somebodymay always be present who is accu-

rately informed of the actual state of affairs and plans contemplated.

There is far more difficulty in forwarding orders and reports

to their proper destination. When the distance is great, it has

to be done either by telegraph, railway or relays of mounted

men. If the distance be small, the safest plan is to send several

copies by different individuals, such as orderly officers, orderlies,

or Feldjdger. The latter being specially trained in carrying

despatches, and organised for that purpose, may also be used in

cases where the distance is very considerable.

As a rule the Field Post Office should only be resorted to for

correspondence of minor importance, and requiring no immediate

despatch.

The telegraph is a rapid and sure means of communication as

long as the line is not interrupted, but this may happen either

by the act of the enemy, or in consequence of accidents or

meteorological disturbances. Any interruption, hov/ever, is at

once known by the telegraphist, and some other way of com-

munication can then and there be substituted. To guard against

the possibility of a message being intercepted and falling into

the hands of the enemy, telegrams may be sent in cypher, in

addition to precautions being taken to ensure the safety of the

line. This plan may, of course, also be followed when it is

desirable that any communications should be kept secret, or

when there is a risk of the message carried by orderlies

independently of the telegraph, falling into the hands of the

enemy. In any case an answer by telegraph should invariably

be asked for at the conclusion of the message, stating whether

it has been correctly received. Cyphering and decyphering a

telegram invariably occupies, however, a certain amount of

time. Finally, any mistakes that may occur in telegraphing

a message may be rectified by the receiver being asked to repeat

the telegram to the sender. Which, if any, of these measures of

precaution should be taken, must always depend on circumstances.

Messages sent by telephone arc liable to be overheard, and care is

necessary to avoid misunderstandings.
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All the higher Staffs should nowadays be provided with

motor cars. They mean a great economy of time and strength,

for they will generally obviate the necessity ior long rides. For

further details as to motor cars, see Section C of this chapter.

In cases when a despatch of a lengthy nature, such as " detailed

instructions," has to be sent, the telegraphing of which would

monopolise the use of the line for a long time, a messenger may
be despatched by railway. This plan may also be resorted to

when the telegraph line alongside the railway in question is out

of order. It may sometimes even be expedient, in cases where

traffic on a line has not been completely established, or has been

temporarily stopped, to try to forward an important despatch

requiring immediate delivery in charge of an officer on an engine.

In the absence of telegraphic or railway communication, the

system of mounted relays has to be resorted to. The instructions

for their establishment and disposal are contained in the F.S.

Regns., sects. 99 to 105.

When the distance is small and no chain of mounted relays

has been regularly established, despatches must be sent by

special mounted messengers. The importance of the contents

of the despatch or order, the difficulty likely to be experienced

in finding the best and shortest way, the chance of falling in

with the enemy, and the actual distance to be traversed, are

questions that have to be taken into consideration in deciding

whether mounted Staff orderlies, single officers, or Feldjiiger

should be sent; or again, whether these should be escorted by

orderlies or even by more or less numerous detachments of

Cavalry. It may be well, indeed, to send the despatch or order

in duplicate or even triplicate, this extra precaution naturally

depending on the importance of the contents and degree of risk.

Similarly, it is desirable, if there be any danger of the despatch

falling into the hands of the enemy, to send the communica-

tion in cypher.*

* It is not proposed to deal in this work with the various expedients and
artifices that may bo resorted to by the garrison of a besieged or bloclvaded

fortress to coniniunicate with the exterior, or vice vcrs'i, by the friends of the

garrison to conuuunicatc from the exterior witli the bcsioged.
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As a rule it is unnecessary to have horses always kept ready

saddled and bridled at the different Staffs. A certain number of

orderlies always ready in attendance generally meets the case, for

the time taken in drawing up and preparing a despatch or order

lasts, as a rule, much longer than that taken in putting the

saddle and bridle on a horse. The orderlies told off in attendance

can consequently be warned in time to be ready to mount when

their services are required. Cyclists may also be used.

It may perhaps be mentioned here that in the campaign

of 1870-71 the FddjOger were often, in an entire or partial

absence of railway communication, of invaluable service in

carrying despatches for long distances under the greatest diffi-

culties. By their courage and judgment they often succeeded

in reaching their destination through the enemy's country,

unprotected by any escort, using post-carriages with relays of

requisitioned horses.

The above may be taken as a brief description of the way in

which the more important duties in the office work of a Head-

quarters Staff are carried on, but it is neither possible, nor is it

indeed necessary, strictly to carry out the same system m
detail on a small scale—on a Divisional Staff, for instance.

Cavalry Divisions, having unlimited means as regards mounted

orderlies and the transmission of messages, form of course an

exception, but in the case of Divisions or even Army Corps form-

ing part of Armies, the comparatively small extent of ground

covered by each considerably limits the work entailed in the safe

and rapid transmission of orders and reports. The measures taken

to ensure this must in each case be modified to suit circumstances.

Finally, it may be mentioned that as sufficient informa-

tion for drawing up orders for the following day's operations is

very often not received till late in the afternoon, the issuing

of orders cannot take place, even to the highest commands,

till somewhat late in the evening. This means that the

lower Staffs and commands must be kept busy until late at

ni"ht. To avoid the serious inconveniences that such work, i;^

continued for any length of time, would cause the officers
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concerned, it is very desirable in forwarding orders from tlie

headquarters of an Army Corps or Division, to arrange matters

so that, if possible, they may reach the various Com-

manding Officers concerned early on the following morning, and

not disturb their night's rest.

B. Orders.'

To secure the initiative must be the first object in the

mind of a Commander, when he is considering the general

situation and the solution of problems involved in it. It is

rarely possible in war to count upon information to hand giving a

clear picture of the situation and of the enemy's plans.

A Commander must be able to divine the intentions of the

enemy from the most incomplete reports and to fill in by

his own judgment what is missing. Complete information will

usually only be obtained by means of a battle. It shows a

want of decision for a leader to wait for further information

in order to be quite sure, and thereby to let time and opportunity

for meeting the enemy and gaining freedom of action for himself

slip by. In war almost everything is uncertain, and since this

uncertainty usually affects both sides, the leader who dares

something gains the inestimable moral advantage of decision

of purpose. Sometimes the desire to adopt the best possible

measures causes decision to be delayed and leads to pedantry.

It is necessary to act quickly and to the purpose. Prompt

decision and a rapid disposal of the force available will frequently

more than compensate for any inferiority in numbers, and pave

the way for the defeat of an enemy who is inactive though

superior in numbers.

In aiming at rapidity the decision must not, however, be over-

hastily formed or influenced by an under-cstimate of the enemy's

strength. The enemy must be given credit for taking the best

measures to thwart the intentions of its opponent. But the
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quicker action follows upon decision, the less time will tlie enemy

have to meet It. A knowledge of the personality of an opposing

Commander may have an important influence on the decisions

arrived at.

The difficulty of command increases with the size of Armies.

While a small, closely concentrated body of troops can carry out

an order in exact accordance with the Commander's intentions,

loss of time is involved in transmitting orders to very large

commands, and the intentions of the Commander-in-Chief can

only be carried out with the co-operation of a large number of

subordinate Commanders acting independently ; the more the

latter act in accordance with the Intentions of the Commander-in-

Chief the more certain and the greater will be the success attained.

The decisions of the Commander-in-Chief are conveyed to the

troops in a form which appears In the simple word of command
and In every intermediate step up to detailed instructions for

carrying them out. It is not possible to arrange for a model

form which will suit all cases, since the composition of orders

is a work requiring knowledge and trained military judgment.

The example giving the various headings, and their proper

places In an order, In F.S. Regns., sect. 53, Is only to

be considered as a guide showing how orders may be simplified,

so as to be more easily understood by the recipient. Changes

In orders after they are issued usually cause the troops increased

fatigue and weakens their confidence In their Commanders.

Such changes are usually caused by orders being prematurely

Issued, or going into too great detail and therefore being later

found unsuitable. Although the Commander must always

therefore avoid anticipatory orders, yet he must, of course, make

his plans In anticipation of events without publishing them In

his orders.

For the above reasons absolute precision in orders is not always

possible. Still, in no circumstances should a Commander issue

a vague order from fear of responsibility, for subordinates have

the right to know as much as possible of the intentions of their

Euperior, so as to be able to act in accordance therewith. In
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view of the importance of what is at stake, the composition of

orders is far more important in war than in peace, and the effect

of every word upon the recipient should be weighed. It is usually

best for the writer to imagine himself in the recipient's place.

But the most carefully thought-out measures may come to grief

if events happen Avhich could not have been reckoned on, e.g.,

apparently incomprehensible mo\'<!ments of the enemy (the reason

for which it is impossible to fi«thom), misunderstandings by

subordinates, late arrival of troops owing to unforeseen difh-

culties in the transmission of orders, bad weather,* or rail-

way accidents. In such circumstances it is necessary to

decide whether to persist in the decision which appeared correct

at the time, or to recognise the changed circumstances and issue

other orders. It is difficult to decide what is the boundary

between determined execution of the plan decided upon and

obstinate adherence to an idea which has not kept pace with

the march of events. It requires a great General to hit upon the

right line; this is an art which is innate in a great leader and is

not easily acquired.

March orders are those which occur most frequently during

the course of warlike operations. [See F.S. Kegns., sect.

306, last sentence.) They should not invariably be drawn

up on the supposition that the enemy is to be met with, but

the possibility of such an event must, nevertheless, never be

lost sight of, for experience in past wars has shown that battles

are generally the result of unexpected encounters with the enemy.

March orders will usually be limited to what is necessary to

inform the troops as to the intention and objective of the march,

the composition of the columns, the time of starting and the

measures for security. Further details will be kept back

to await such information as may be obtained during the

march, and all possible causes of interruption will be carefully

considered beforehand.

If the possibility of falling in with the enemy is out of the

* Part III, Ch. IV B, " Marches in the presence of the r.'neniy."
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question, marcli orders merely mean, so far as tlie troops

themselves are concerned, arrangements for the movement from

one place (or rayon of quarters) to another. They would then

be drawn up mainly with a view to ensure the necessary move-

ments taking place without any crossing of strong columns on

the line of march.

The Field Service Regulations do not recognise so-called

*' Battle Orders." The orders which lead up to a battle usually

appear, as has been mentioned already, in the form of " March

Orders," i.e., the troops are in the first instance set in motion in

the direction in which the enemy is supposed to be. If there

have been opportunities of reconnoitring the enemy, or if the

situation and early information allow of clear deductions as to the

enemy's probable intentions being drawn, movements may be

ordered in advance which will prepare for and lead up to the

battle in the way desired. This will, as a rule, only happen

when the rival forces have been face to face for some time, or when

a defensive position has been occupied which the enemy will

probably attack.

In issuing Orders for Battle, even when the object in view is

well known, no attempt should be made, in giving instructions,

to go beyond what in all probability, judging from the circum-

stances of the case, can be carried out. Everything beyond this

must be reserved for orders to be issued during the impending

battle. It is absurd to attempt to give instructions in detail to

meet the various and possible contingencies that might occur.

Experience in past wars shows that when this has been attempted

some unforeseen event has usually occurred which has taken the

subordinate leaders, tied down by other instructions, by surprise

and interfered with their initiative. Orders which go into too

great detail, trench unnecessarily upon the provinces of the

subordinate Commanders, deprive them of the responsibility of

forming their own conclusions, and may easily get them into the

habit of waiting for orders. But in battle the initiative of Com-

manders of all ranks within the limits determined on must always

achieve the greatest results. This is essentially the principle
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upon which the German system of military training is based,

and it must be carefully kept in view in framing orders for

battle.

The chief duty of an officer of the General Staff, in the prepara-

tion of orders, consists in arranging for his General in a convenient

form the facts necessary for an appreciation of the situation. He
must compare the information sent in from higher authority, or

from neighbouring commands, with the reports from his own
reconnoitring troops and from his spies. He must complete

them and put the result upon the map whenever possible. The

picture so obtained can, however, rarely pretend to be complete

or reliable. For even when the information received is very full,

there remains the serious difhculty of extracting the truth from

the large number of reports received, many of them contradictory.

The more or less inherent probability of individual reports,

which are often very varied in character, must be estimated in

accordance with the general situation. Besides this, the charac-

teristics of those who furnish the reports, the proved reliability

of any particular body of troops, and perhaps, too, occasionally

some information which has been received several days before

and was then considered incorrect, have to be taken into account.

The correct appreciation of information is therefore usually the

result of experience, though many men show at once that they

have a gift for this kind of work. The labour is much increased

when a large number of reports come in at once at a critical

juncture.

When the Commander has come to a conclusion, based upon the

work of his General Staff officers, it is necessary to reduce it to the

form of an order as quicldy as possible ; if the General Staff

officer knows his work he will be able to relieve his superior of

the petty work of composing the order.

During a battle the General Staff officer should remain with his

General, in order to be able to assist him in the work of issuing

orders. He should only leave his superior in exceptional circum-

stances, and with the latter's express consent. It is often one of

the essential duties of a Staf? officer to make judicious proposals
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for action, without in any way attempting to interfere with the

command of the troops in battle. The loyal relations between

the Commander and his first assistant on his Staff will naturally

cause the former to pay attention to, and to further, the views of

the latter. This will be most apparent in the case of the Staffs of

Armies and of Army Corps, where the high position and ripe

experience of the Chief of the General Staff carry weight.

Other duties of a General Staff officer in battle are to collect

and put together the verbal and written reports as they arrive,

to reduce the former briefly to writing, and always to mark all

reports with the time of receipt (on the larger Staffs an officer is

sp3cially charged with this duty), to compose, punctuate and

despatch the reports intended for higher authorities if a reporting

officer is not specially attached to the Staff for this purpose; to

keep a watchful eye on the requirements of troops as they arise

in the course of battle, e.g., the establishment of the chief dressing

stations, the supply of ammunition, the despatch of wounded

and prisoners, the bringing up of supphes. For these services the

Departmental officers attached to the Staff require carefully

thought-out suggestions and the necessary information as to the

situation ; the troops too have to be kept informed.

If a General Staff officer is sent on a special mission, it will

usually consist of one of the following duties : Reconnoitring

the enemy and the country in his vicinity. Examining and

reporting on fighting which is going on beyond the General's

power of observation, and on the position of his own and of neigh-

bouring forces. Conveying important orders, which may require

to be modified by him in accordance with circumstances to carry

out his General's intentions. (The Commander who receives such

orders must be informed of the circumstances which affect them.

A General Staff officer should usually speak with great caution to

subordinate Commanders and to the troops, and should never

spread depressing information.) Guiding various detachments

and indicating to their various Commanders the best roads and

directions to be taken.

If the enemy is to be attacked, a rapid reconnaissance of
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his position and of the ground that lias to be crossed is one of

the first essentials. Next comes the duty of seeking for

and selecting good positions for artillery, the question of making

detachments that might appear desirable, and finally explaining

matters to officers holding minor commands charged with any

special mission. In most cases the General would rarely have

time to do more than merely assign the latter. The question

of bringing forward at the right moment troops temporarily

held in reserve, as well as even some of the supply and ammunition

columns, must also be constantly borne in mind as the action'

progresses. Finally, there is the examination of wounded or

unwounded prisoners taken in the course of the fight on matters

on which they are likely to be able to give information.

When acting on the defensive a sharp look-out must be kept

for the enemy's advance, and especially for the deployment of

force in a clearly indicated direction of attack. The flank

which the enemy appears to be threatening must be very closely

watched. With this is connected the question of taking proper

counter measures for defence—a matter essentially depending on

a constant and intimate acquaintance with the disposition of

one's own troops. Of these as many as possible, in addition to

those regularly detailed as reserves, should, when on the defensive,

be kept as much as possible available for use in any direction.

Troops, the fighting strength of which has been exhausted to the

utmost, can thus be all the sooner relieved from the fighting line

and withdrawn to positions of greater security. The latter then

become points on which stragglers may be assembled. The

right moment for bringing forward and utilising reserves, and

above all things, the right opportunity for either a partial or

general offensive movement, must always be watched for.

In consequence of the experience of peace manoeuvres, views

are often expressed on the question of breaking off an engagement

which arc not in accordance with the facts of war. With the

armament and tactics of the present day, battles can only be

broken off in their early stages when the ground is exceptionally

favourable, and even then the results are often very similar to
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those of defeat. The time for deciding whether to oppose the

enemy or to avoid a decisive engagement is very short, and the

necessary orders will often not be issued in time to allow of the

troops beng set in motion in accordance with the Commander's

wishes. It is therefore very important to be informed as early

and as accurately as possible as to the enemy's strength. But

experience shows that this knowledge is usually first obtained

in war in the course of a battle, frequently indeed after the battle

is over. A Commander will therefore rarely be convinced of the

necessity of retiring till a large part of his force has become

engaged, and thereby involved with the enemy.

The most useful arm for the purpose of breaking off an engagement

is therefore Artillery. If it has been possible to withdraw the

guns under cover of the ground, and to take up fresh positions in

rear, the first Infantry to be withdrawn can be effectually sup-

ported. But in any event a considerable part of the Infantry

must be sacrificed, for they may either have to cover the with-

drawal of the main body by making an obstinate stand, or may
have received the order to withdraw so late that they are obliged

to hold on to the last against the advancing enemy.

Now since, as has already been mentioned, the exact strength

of the enemy will frequently not be discovered through the

ordinary measures of reconnaissance, cases may arise in which

a Commander may order a reconnaissance in force. But it is

necessary to be absolutely clear on the point that such actions can

very rarely be broken off at the desired moment. A reconnaissance

in force should only be resorted to as an introduction to decisive

engagements, so that the troops pushed forward may be supported

at the right moment by the main body.

When the action is over, the General Staff officer has first to

see to the fighting efficiency of the troops, and consequently

the first thing to be done is to re-form them in their units,

which become always unavoidably mixed up in battle.

This not only re-establishes order in general, but the operation

of bringing forward supplies and ammunition and transport

is much facilitated. Otherwise the transport is kept moving
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to-and-fro, and this not only prevents the troops receiving

their supplies until a late hour, but by crowding and

blocking the roads interferes with other traffic, and prevents

for instance the wounded being properly conveyed to the

rear.

The value of a pursuit is in theory an undisputed fact ; but

in reality it requires energy of no ordinary kind to take one up

and carry it on vigorously. The victor is in most cases just as

exhausted after an action as the vanquished. The harder the

fighting has been, the greater will be the satisfaction with which

one side sees the other give way. Again, there is a natural

hesitation to risk the prize that has been won at such sacrifices

by prematurely committing the only troops that still remain

intact to a pursuit with the chance of their suddenly coming

upon fresh reserves of the enemy. A General is only in a position

to see the state of his own troops, which, of course, must leave

much to be desired, and he cannot, for the time, fully realise

the far worse condition in which the fighting has naturally

left his opponents. There is, besides, the natural tendency

coupled with a feeling of thankfulness, to pay immediate attention

to the exhaustion of one's own troops, who have in most cases

already gone through far more than a ha^d day's work. All this

is human and has its weak side.

The less, then, the officer of the General Staff has actually to

do with the fighting, the more may he be expected to keep him-

self free from the depressing effects that even a victorious action

produces. He should think of adding to, rather than rejoicing

over, the success that has been obtained. But to add to a victory

the enemy must be pursued with every available man and horse

till utter exhaustion brings everything to a standstill. What the

pursuer leaves in rear he afterwards recovers, but in the case of

the pursued, it falls into the hands of the victor.

The General Staff officer must consequently have recourse to

those troops that are best fitted and most ready to take

up the pursuit. These would, when practicable, be those in

advance, who can move most rapidly. The defeat of an
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enemy is immediately followed up on the field of battle by

Cavalry and tlie long range fire of Artillery. Pursuit beyond

this must, as a rule, be left to Cavalry provided with Horse

Artillery. If the fighting only ceases as darkness comes on,

Infantry would have to lead the pursuit, as Cavalry is too much
exposed to serious accidents in the dark. But Cavalry should

closely follow the Infantry, to be well up and ready to act on

their own account on the first streak of dawn. The more Cavalry

is able to effect on the morning and day following the victory,

the better. But for this arm to be successful when opposed by

a rear guard of the enemy composed of oil arms, it must be

favoured by certain topographical advantages which cannot be

always reckoned on. Infantry and Field Artillery must con-

sequently follow closely to afford support to the Cavalry when

difficult positions are met with.

The greatest dash and enterprise in the pursuit must, however,

be accompanied with a certain amount of caution, especially

with a view to prevent the leading troops from being surprised or

falling into ambuscades. This requires a numerous and efficient

Cavalry. If the enemy be superior in this arm, pursuit would

soon be checked through our inferior means of reconnoitring

and scouting, and consequent ignorance as to the right direction

to be followed.

An advanced guard, composed as the urgency of the case

might best permit, must be closely followed by columns of

troops in their proper order, both to support, and when a suitable

opportunity is offered, to relieve it.

If it has been clearly ascertained in the course of the first

day's pursuit that the enemy is retiring in great disorder, night

attacks are advisable. These have a most demoralising effect.

But to attempt such a course in the face of an enemy whose

order is still unshaken is the more unj ustifiable, as the ease with

which night attacks are repelled only tends to raise the enemy's

self-confidence.

In addition to a direct pursuit, the advance of another column

in a parallel direction would often have a most desiiable effect,

u
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inasmucli as it would constantly threaten the enemy's rear guard

in flank, and force it to hastily retire. And if by any chance

such a manoeuvre could be hastened by using the railway, the

enemy might be anticipated at important strategical points, and

if not cut off and destroyed, at any rate pushed off his original

line of retreat.

In every engagement the possibility of being worsted and

having to retire must never be ignored. The direction of such

a retrograde movement is a strategical question. How a retreat

in such a direction may be ensured is a tactical one.

The question has often been raised whether it is well in

framing orders for a battle or engagement to take any measures

for retreat in case of a reverse. Opinions have been always

decidedly against such a step, from what might be termed,

for want of a better expression, moral military considerations,

and such considerations should by no means be ignored. There

is again the question whether, when we make up our mind

to accept a decisive battle, it is either necessary or desir-

able to give directions as regards a possible retreat. This must

certainly be answered in the negative,

A retreat can only be determined on when all hope of being

able to continue the struggle is at an end. But it would be

always a very doubtful matter whether there would then still

remain the possibility of retiring in the most desirable direction,

for it must be taken for granted that in the majority of cases

such a line of retreat would not have escaped the observation of

the victorious enemy, and the side that is giving way would

probably be pressed off the field of battle in, perhaps, the least

desirable direction. Any order given at the outset of the action

and defining the line of retreat to be taken in case of a

reverse would then be of no real use. If the enemy does

not press in pursuit, each body of troops would naturally

retire, as a rule, in the direction wlience it advanced. Besides,

the subordinate leaders knowing, as they would know, the general

positions of their baggage and supply columns would at once see for

theniSelves in which direction it Was most, desirable tb tetito, io
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as to preserve (or as the case might be, regain) their communi-

cations.

But though directions as regards the line of retreat are to be

avoided in orders for battle, it is nevertheless the duty of those

in command carefully to consider every circumstance bearing on

the point, and to be prepared to issue promptly the necessary

instructions on the spot in case of failure. These considerations

may be expressed in secret instructions issued to immediate

subordinates.

The most important point is the existence of a good rear

guard position close at hand, and a country behind this with

numerous roads and points where the beaten forces may
be conveniently assembled.

The steps that may be necessary with a view to reconnoitring

the country before retiring, should at the latest be taken

when there is the slightest appearance of the tide of war turning

against us. One of the most necessary precautions is a careful

reconnaissance of the roads to be followed, taking steps to have

them clearly indicated to the retiring columns by night. Other-

wise the most disastrous mistakes may be made. The supply and

ammunition columns and baggage should at once be quickly

moved to the rear, so as to leave the roads clear for the movement

of the retiring troops. Only what is absolutely necessary for

replenishing ammunition and issuing supplies should be tem-

porarily withheld, and for the time posted at suitable points, i.e.,

where they would be afforded some natural protection.

The General Staff must lose no time in the matter of estab-

lishing as soon as possible proper order in the various columns

of route. It can, however, hardly be expected that the proper

order of the troops in column will be maintained for the first

few hours. We must consequently, under certain circum-

stances, be satisfied if we manage to get the different battalions,

squadrons and batteries into column of route, regardless of their

proper order, provided they are complete and orderly in them-

selves. The first consideration, and one to which others must

be made subservi<jul, is to get a start of the enemy with

V J
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our main forces. If we succeed in doing this, the order

of the various units can all the sooner be re-established in the

next day's march.

Troops, the fighting strength of which has been least impaired,

or which are most reliable, should be chosen for the rear guard.

They should, as circumstances may require, be reinforced by

Cavalry and Artillery.

The General Staff must never relax its efforts in assigning to

the troops the best roads and lines of retreat, procuring them

good supplies (a matter which may often decide the fate of an

engagement), and finding them comfortable quarters.

A successful encounter will, however, better thati all this,

tend to raise the spirits and re-establish the shaken moral of

troops that have been worsted. The General Stalf should con-

stantly endeavour to bring about such an issue, especially by

seeking a favourable opportunity for suddenly falling on the

heads of the pursuing columns.

It finally remains to be seen what instructions should be

included in Orders as regards baggage and supply

columns. It is desirable, in the first place, that the sub-

ordinate leaders should be informed in orders of the general

positions occupied by these formations. It is very necessary

besides that they should be furnished with precise information

as regards the whereabouts of those particular units (such as,

for instance, ammunition columns and field hospitals) which are

to supply the immediate requirements of the troops they com-

mand during the coming engagement. The Officers Commanding

supply and ammunition columns receive special instructions as

to their own duties, with general information on the other

measures taken.

As a rule orders received from a higher authority are not

transmitted literally to those below with additional instructions

or observations. Each General in command inserts in his

orders anything that has been communicated to him by his

superiors which it may appear to him desirable that his

subordinate leaders should know.
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On tlie Army Corps, Divisional or Brigade Orders being framed,

all officers belonging to the Staff, as well as the orderly officers

temporarily attached, should be accurately mformed of then

contents. They can only thus be expected to carry out without

fail any special mission with which they may be entrusted

whilst such orders are being carried into effect, or to transmit

instructions and give satisfactory answers to the questions on

them that are sometimes asked by subordinate leaders.

Similarly, the Intendant and Surgeon-General of the Staff

should be furnished with the general contents of the orders.

They are then in a position to take any steps that may

appear necessary to ensure supplies and the efficient working of

the Medical Department.

C. The Intelligence Department;

The duties of the Great General Staff in collecting information

in peace and war about the enemy's Army have already been

discussed. This information forms the chief basis for the con-

centration and for the early operations of our own Army. The

Intelligence Department must therefore be m constant com-

munication with those whose duty it is to work out the probable

movements of the Armv. The duties of the Great General Staff

at headquarters, and also on the Army and Army Corps Staffs.

arc regulated accordingly.
• m •

f

Information does not merely provide the Commander-in-Chiet

and the hi^rher Commanders with the basis upon which their

orders are prepared ; some knowledge of the information which

particularly affects them and the situation of their troops is

essential to subordinate Commanders of all grades, in order that

they may execute the orders of the higher Commanders effectively

and intelligentlv. For this reason almost all operation orders

begin with the information about the enemy. (F.S. Regns
,

paras. 53, 58.)
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It is of course the duty of troops while engaged in active

operations to use all available means of obtaining information

for theirown advantage, and, what is equally important, to keep

neighbouring troops and the higher Commanders informed of

the intelligence.

In order to facilitate the transmission of important intelligence

from the troops engaged in the first line, Reporting Officers will

be attached by Commanders to units, as required. Experience

shows that reports on the situation are only received at rare in-

tervals from the first line, because the whole attention of the

Regimental Officers is naturally taken up with fighting. Report-

ing Officers will, therefore, often be the only means by which

Commanders will be enabled to supervise the battle in its whole

extent.

The arm which is specially charged with reconnaissance work,

the Cavalry, is trained for it in peace (F.S. Regns., paras. 81-105,

119-133). In regard to this, the solution of the most important

strategical problems has to wait for information from this arm

throughout the war.

Balloons are another means of obtaining information at the

disposal of the Intelligence Department. On field service

captive balloons are chiefly employed in order to obtain early

information about the enemy's advance and to provide an

observation post in battle. But since balloon reconnaissance is

limited by weather conditions, hilly country, woods, and other

circumstances, it can only supplement Cavalry reconnaissance

and not take its place. During the march the Officer Com-

manding the Balloon Detachment is with the Commander ; the

latter issues orders what to observe and when and where the

balloon is to ascend. If the enemy is met on the march, the

balloon must ascend as early and as near the enemy as possible,

if it is to be of service; the detachment should therefore be

attached to the advance guard when it is intended to be used.

(F.S. Regns., paras. 185 and 147.) During an attack on a prepared

position it is best for the balloon to remain where it can continu-

ously observe the enemy. Changes of position will usually be
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ordered by the Commander of the troops. An officer of the

Balloon Detachment is generally the observer^ but it may be of

advantage to have the observation done by a General Staff officsr,

trained in balloon work and in observing from balloons. Con-

nection between the balloon and earth may be maintained by
telephone or by means of pockets attached to the balloon. A
dra^ving or a sketch showing the position of the- troops will

often be more in place than a long written report.

Dirigible balloons would often be of great advantage to the

Intelligence Department. These are being so steadily perfected

that it is only a question of time wlien they will be available ; the

conduct of war will then enter upon a new phase.

In siege warfare captive balloons are used in a similar manner
and also occasionally free balloons. The attacker uses the

latter to sail over the enemy's fortress and observe his works
;

the defender to convey information from the besieged fortress.

There is little risk of a balloon being hit by shells, for shooting

can be made very difficult by changing the elevation of the

balloon. When hit a balloon falls very slowly. Captive balloons

are used with advantage in the Navy for reconnoitring at sea,

where the radius of vision is naturally much longer than on land.

Balloons may be used at night to flash signals which are visible

for great distances.

Motor-cars on good roads are an important means of conveying

information. The very great speed of some of the motor-cars

we possess is only of use for racing purposes; it is not of any

military value, because the cars are very quickly worn out by it

and very easily break down. Our military motor-cars can do

36 miles an hour; it is calculated that they will average 15 miles

an hour in war.

The telegraph remains the most important means of conveying

information. The telegraph system in war is divided into

four sections :

—

1. The Imperial Telegraph system of Germany.

2. The Line of Communications system, which connects

Germany with the Ai'mies.
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3. The Field Telegraph, by means of which the Army and

Corps Telegraph Detachments connect the Armies and

Army Corps with headquarters and with each other.

4. The Cavalry Telegraph, which can only be read by ear and

therefore is not entirely satisfactory.

The optical telegraphy apparatus consists of a lamp of high

illuminating power connected with a lens and heliograph;

the beam is visible up to 30 miles by night and 15 by day. But

in war stations should not be more than from 9 to 12 miles apart.

Wireless telegraphy has, without question, a great future

before it, as soon as the existing disadvantages of its use have

been successfully overcome. Its usefulness is at present limited

because stations interfere with each other, and messages ma}/

also be read and interfered with by the enemy. Messages are

transmitted in the Morse code and may be read by ear up to a

distance of 60 miles, and automatically transcribed up to a

distance of 30 miles.

At home the Frontier and Forest Guard and the postal and tele-

graph employes, whose duties accustom them to the collection and

dissemination of news, will be able to render valuable assistancs,

but this will cease as soon as the enemy has been met. The

reports of inhabitants are generally to be accepted with caution,

because the natural tendency to exaggerate any exciting news is

usually highly developed among them. The reports of spies

also should be confirmed before they are accepted. Most spies

are only anxious to obtain money without really earning it in a

service which is almost always hazardous. The greatest caution

is required because of the comparative security a spy enjoys

wnen playing a double part, i.e., serving both sides. It is there-

fore the rule that spies are to be interviewed whenever possible

in the outpost line, or at some point where they cannot gain

information of what is going on on our side. In order to test the

reliability of spies, several may be given the same duty to carry

out at the same time, without being irxformed that this is being

done. But in any case this form of intelligence work is always

unsatisfactory, and in 1870 it failed at the beginning of the war.
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Special attention should be paid to ourown and the enemy's news-

papers, and also to those of neutral states ; it is well known that

the latter frequently publish information about the movements

of the Armies. For this reason a careful eye must be kept upon

our own newspapers, and upon the postal and telegraph services.

The use of cypher for unofficial correspondence must be forbidden.

By intercepting telegrams and correspondence from the enemy's

country, important information may be obtained, for example,

as to the moral in a besieged fortress. All the information which

is received has to be examined and passed on both to higher

authorities and to subordinates. An exception may be made in

the case of all reports which are apparently unimportant or

incorrect, although in forming conclusions such reports should

receive attention. Urgent and important news should not only

be at once forwarded to the officer in immediate command, but at

the same time to the higher commanders and, if necessary, to

the Commander-in-Chief, whenever it would appear that the

information would reach them quicker in this way,

D. War Diaries and Tables of Marches.

All Staffs and all units down to the Infantry (or Rifle) Battalion,

Cavalry Regiment, Battery, Foot Artillery or Engineer Company,

single companies or squadrons, temporarily detached, Ammuni-

tion and Supply Columns and field railway and telegraph units,

keep a diary of the war from the day of mobilisation or of

leaving their home quarters.*

The object of this arrangement is to have an accurate record

of all important events and occurrences that have taken place

and in any way concern the unit in question, to collect information

on practical experience gained in the field as regards organisation,

armament, e(|uipmcnt and supply, and, finally, to furnish a

narrative of the military operations from the point of view of

the unit concerned.

Information must be entered referring to daily occurrences,

* There are special regulations on the point which are attache 1 to every diary.
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that is to say, as regards marches, engagements, outpost duties,

and matters of a similar character ; the nights the force in question

has bivouacked or been quartered and the state of the weather.

Copies of all reports furnished on engagements should be added,

as well as lists of casualties in officers, men and horses, after each

collision with the enemy.

The original diary is retained by each unit after demobiHsation,

but a certified copy of the same, with enclosures, is transmitted

to the War Ministry. The latter keeps all matter referring to

questions of organisation, which should be kept separate

from the remainder, but forwards the actual diary itself, with

all supplementary matter referring to engagements, to the

Great General Stafi, with a view to its being filed in the War
Archives.

There is no necessity to show how important it is to carefully

and conscientiously keep diaries of this description, both in the

interests of the individual officers and units concerned, as well

as to furnish reUable data for a trustworthy and accurate history

of the war.

On the Staffs of Armies, Army Corps and large units, an

officer of the General Staff is detailed to keep the diary referred

to. He at the same time has charge of and keeps the Tables of

Marches.

The following table may be taken as an example of one for an

Army Corps :

—

Table of Marches of the —tli Army Corps. July, 19 .

Corps, <fec.
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Under the heading of " Detachments " should only be placed

such forces as are detached with a definite object by the General

Commanding the Army Corps. Should a Cavalry Division be

attached for the time to the Army Corps, it would be given an

additional horizontal line.

E. Reports on Engagements and Lists of Casualties.

By a " Report on an Engagement " is meant the account

which every Unit is called upon to furnish to its immediate

superiors of the part taken by it in the action, as soon as

possible after it has ceased. In addition to these, short reports

will be rendered immediately after fighting is over, giving in

a few words the residt, together with any steps taken to

follow up the success gained, or cover the retreat, as the case

may be.

A report on an engagement contains a compilation of facts

and a detailed account of what has taken place. But on no

account whatever must reports be delayed for information of

this description, nor must information thus obtained be allowed

to outweigh the immense importance of at once forwarding

reports on impressions gained at the time. All Generals holding

commands, and all officers commanding units, must consequently

at once forward their respective reports without waiting for the

reports of officers under their orders.

The higher the command held by an officer, the less will

be the amount of detail contained in his first report

of an action. No apprehension need, however, be entertained as

regards a want of this, for it is well known that units generally

give too much rather than too little. The contradictory

evidence which naturally must occur in comparing documents

of the kind is left to be settled later on, when additional reports

are called for by higher authority. Indeed, such reports

are often drawn up and forwarded, uncalled for, owing to

errors having been subsequently discovered, or other causes.

A request is even sometimes added to a report forwarded

directly after an engagement, to have it returned ^vith a view
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to its being corrected or modified. Such a request sliould

never be granted ; for in spite of the many inaccuracies

which a report written immediately after an action may
contain, it possesses, nevertheless, a real value, as it gives

the first impressions of the officer forwarding it.

To extract and compile from this mass of reports, enclosures,

and supplementary evidence and finally write a history of the

war with the greatest regard for truth and accuracy, and at the

same time faithfully place on record the services performed by

different units, is a matter left to those who have afterwards

to undertake this somewhat thankless task.

We are now, however, merely dealing with the question of

furnishing Generals Commanding Armies and Army Corps with

every kind of information that may be necessary for effectually

carrying on operations against the enemy.

The report of an officer in command of a strong force should

contain information on the following points :—Circumstances

under which the action took place, giving the time at

which it began ; any remarks on the ground forming the

scene of the engagement ; strength, positions, or advance of

his own or the enemy's forces ; written or verbal orders issued
;

critical or decisive phases in the engagement ; close of the en-

gagement ; result
;

positions or movements of his own and

the enemy's forces after the action ; steps proposed to be taken

immediately, or, as the case might be, in the next few days;

conclusions as to enemy's immediate or future objective

;

information and description of the enemy's forces that have

taken part in the engagement, with the names of the Generals

commanding.

It is evident that the kind of information which should be

given must vary more or less in detail according as the force in

question has been acting independently or in co-operation

with other forces under the immediate direction of a General

in command of all the forces present.

Finally, a detailed list of casualties in officers, men, horses,

and guns, and of iftilitary trophies and prisoners taken
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from tlie enemy should be added. Attention may also be

drawn to any very distinguished feats or actions performed by

individuals, or units. Notices of the latter description may,

however, be afterwards forwarded with recommendations for

decorations and rewards.

Lists of casualties are made out on the prescribed form which

units take with them on service. They usually take two or three

days to prepare.

F. Daily Reports.

" Daily Reports " are furnished by detached forces acting

independently, in accordance with general instructions, and

consequently not acting under orders received from day to day.

Daily reports should contain the following :—Narrative of the

events of the preceding day, together with a report on any

engagement, should fighting have taken place ; summary of all

information that has been acquired concerning the enemy ; and

a statement of steps contemplated for the following day or days,

with special reference to the place where it is proposed to establish

headquarters, and the most effectual way of maintaining tele-

graphic or written communication.

This does not, of course, prevent short, concise messages,

giving a summary or abstract of what will be sent in the daily

report, from being previously forwarded with the utmost despatch.

Such a step is often of the highest importance to the detached

force.

G. Orders op the Day axu Proclamations.

*' Orders of the day " comprise everything not immediately

connected with the direction of warlike operations. They take

the place, in the field, of General or Garrison Orders, and are, as

a rule, prepared and drawn up by the Routine Staff.

In all cases where the efficiency of the troops is in any way
concerned—as, for instance, in questions of reinforcements,

remounts, fresh supplies of materiel, arms, ammunition, the

sanction of extra rations,^ orders on the subject of guards or
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orderly duties during halts of any duration—the General Srafi

must be referred to, and the necessary arrangements made by

order through the Chief of the Genera! Staff.

" Proclamations " form a special subject by themselves. They

should not be frequently resorted to, as they thereby lose their

value. We maintain in the German Army—and in this respect

differ from some other Armies—that a Proclamation is not in itself

a factor of considerable importance. We rather try to accustom

ourselves to believe in acting quickly and unhesitatingly and

saying little. There are circumstances, however, under which a

Proclamation may be useful or necessary—useful, that is to say,

on account of the effect which it may have on the minds of

our soldiers ; or necessary to make an impression on the minds

of the inhabitants of the country. The tone employed must

consequently vary according to circumstances.

The inhabitants of the country in which war is being

carried on should be informed, shortly and clearly, of the

conditions under which they may hope to escape measures

of severity. The rules to be observed by the inhabitants should

be accompanied by threats of severe punishment of all trans-

gressors, and these threats should be carried out to the

letter.

A Proclamation to the troops is, on the other hand, generally

given in the form of thanks for, or recognition of, some signal

feat of arms. Such an address is usually issued on the spot

immediately after a victorious engagement has been won with

great sacrifices. A few words coming from the heart of the

General, and avoiding the indifference wrongly supposed to be

inseparable from his high position, go straight to the heart of the

soldier, and tend to dispel the impressions of the terrible ordeal

he has gone through more than any outbreak of sentiment, so

foreign to the German character.

It would be a great mistake to try the effect of repeating

a Proclamation which has before, at a different time and place,

been issued by order and known to produce a good effect. It

would be too ratioh to expect that s^oldiers would look upo)i
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such a Proclamation as original. It would represent, indeed,

more an effort of memory than of feeling.

A few heart-stirring words, spoken by the General on the spur

of the moment at the right time and place, are far more powerful

in their effect on the mind of the soldier than any Proclamation

which is read in the same words, on parade, to all units. It is

well to bear in mind, however, that few men have the natural

gift of using the right expression on the right occasion.
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CHAPTER IV.

MAKCHES.

A. The Strategical Concentration of the Army on the

Frontier by Road and Railway.

1. Marches and Quarters on the March.

At the outbreak of the war the " strategical concentration," i.e.,

the assembly of the troops ready to take the field in the neighbour-

hood of the intended theatre of war is effected nowadays almost

entirely by railway. It is often impossible to repair a mistake

made in the strategic concentration during the course of an

entire campaign. Units are conveyed in succession by different

lines leading to the neighbourhood where the concentration is to

take place. The fact that they cannot all complete thoir

mobilisation by the same time makes it desirable to begin the

movement of concentration with those corps which are first

ready to take the field. Consequently, the movement of con-

centration takes place whilst mobilisation is still going on.

The time when the movement to the front of large masses

of troops by rail can begin does not, however, solely depend on

the time when those corps which arc most quickly mobilised are

ready to take the field. It also depends on when the roliing-

Btock of the various railways, which has first of all to be used

in conveying men, horses and materiel to bring the Army up

to a war footing, is again available in sufficient quantity to

carry on the movement to the front without a check. This
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can be calculated with, tie more confidence in proportion to tlie

care and foresight used in making arrangements beforehand for

rapidly completing the ranks to a war footing, assembling the

men and horses with the least possible amount of traffic, and

reducing the amount of mat rid that has to be moved, on

mobilisation, to a minimum.

But even supposing that these arrangements have been made

with the greatest conceivable care, and that it has consequently

been possible to commance the forward movement of troops

whilst mobilisation is still in progress, even then marching by

road cannot be entirely dispensed with.

This can only be looked upon as a drawback, if the concentra-

tion of the whole is delayed in consequence of a part having to-

move by road.

It is well to remember that the use of railways in the strategical

concentration of Armies is only advantageous as enabling the.

operation to be rapidly carried out. The loss of the great

advantages of marching by road, which formerly always had to

be done and, in spite of certain losses it entailed, prepared the

troops in the very best way for the coming work of the campaign,

cannot be said to be now entirely compensated for by the fact that

an Army can be transported by rail to the rayon of concentration

practically without the loss of a man or horse. A certain

amount of marching by road is consequently very desirable,

provided it in no way delays the concentration of the whole

Army.

Marches, moreover, have to be performed by units which com-

plete their mobilisation at a distance from points where they can

be entrained, or when the railway does not take them to their

actual destination in the rayon of concentration ; also by those

larger units whose places of mobilisation lie near the rayon of

concentration.

In the operation involved by the movement of troops from their

respective garrisons to the frontier it is desirable to assign as the

destination of each unit of an Army Corps that portion of

the rayon of concentration which lies nearest it. Troops arriving

X
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by rail, and afterwards moving into quarters by road are then

much less liable to cross each other on the line of march. The

length of the daily march the troops would have to perform must

depend on the time available for each unit to cover the

total distance, as well as on considerations of quarters and

supplies on the line of march. As to the time allotted for

the whole march, it is not advisable, nor is it indeed justifiable,

except when it cannot be possibly avoided, to make it so short

that the day's march averages more than 22i kilometres (14

miles) per day. Every fourth or fifth day,* moreover, must be

reckoned as a halt day.

The first few days' march should, if the time allotted

admits, be comparatively short. For if this is found to be

advisable in time of peace in moving troops to the annual

manoeuvres; it is the more so in the case of mobilisation, as it

is very desirable that the men should gradually get used

to their heavy field equipment, especially to new clothing,

boots, belts, &c. The delects in these are less felt in a short

day's march, and time and leisure are moreover afforded when

in quarters to rectify evils of the kind incidental to the hurry

of mobilisation.

Certain units must nevertheless be called upon to make long

marches from the moment of leaving their garrisons, for

important places lying near the frontier must be occupied, the

garrisons of frontier fortresses may have to be quickly reinforced,

or some regiments of Cavalry to be pushed forward to watch the

enemy's forces and cover our own movements.

Marches to foints of entraining on the railway are, as a rule,

short. The network of railways in Germany is such that it

requires but Httle marching by road to reach the railway in any

part of the Empire, and by far the greater part of the Army is

(juartcred in garrisons situated on lines of railway. Troops

60 placed have, of course, generally speaking, no marching to

* The rule observed in peace, that Sundays and Feast days are alwaya

(lays of rest, of course no longer holds goocU
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do at all to reach railway stations, for, even if the garrison they

belong to is not actually situated on o.ae of the main lines of

railway used in the general movement to the front, they can

generally reach the latter by branch lirien. Difficulties would

rarely, if ever, be met with in making arrangements for

this.

If several bodies of troops are to be despatched by rail in

rapid succession from the same place, and, owing to want of space

quarters have to be taken up in the neighbourhood of the town,

it is well to remember that those units which are to

proceed at inconvenient hours (in the night or shortly before

daybreak) should be given quarters nearest the railway station

and, if possible, in the town itself.

The question of detraining troops in or near the rayon of

concentration is one which presents far greater difficulties.

Quarters must now be assigned to the troops acc3rding to

the force to which they belong, but the transport by rail cannot

always be arranged so as fully to meet this requirement, for the

time taken by different units in mobilising in their respective

garrisons, and the fact that the rolling-stock available is not

always adapted for carrying the different arms must affect

the order in which it is possible to forward the troops. Troops,

again, often arrive by rail in rapid succession at the place where

they are to detrain, and have to be moved away at once by road

in order to avoid excessive crowding, yet cannot reach the points

assigned them in the rayon of concentration in o)ie day's march.

Quarters whilst on the march must consequently be found, and

it need scarcely be said, such quarters, if assigned to other troops

as points of concentration, must, for the time being, be left un-

occupied by the latter. This entails a certain amount of marching

to and fro, which is all the more difficult to arrange, as, under

these circumstances, the country is invariably strongly occupied,

and special arrangements have to be made as regards supplies.

The times of arrival have also to be considered. Troops arriving

late in the afternoon or in the evening or night do not like to have

X 2
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to march far ; they prefer to go into quarters. In a long railway

journey the feet swell, and if Infantry are called upon to march

for any distance on leaving the train, new boots are sure to cause

a large amount of footsoreness.

But supposing every precaution to have been taken, and

nothing neglected to secure punctuality, a stopj)age in the

traffic, which is at once transmitted along the line to all succeeding

trains, may cause a delay of several hours and entirely upset

the arrangements made. Troops arriving in the evening might

thus be called upon to march a long way to their quarters, and

those arriving in the day find their quarters close by.

As it is almost impossible to change, at very short notice, the

quarters that have been assigned to the troops, some lucldess

officer of the General Staff who is in no way to blame for the

contretemps, and who has very likely done his best and worked

hard for several days together to make everything satisfactory,

generally gets the benefit of everybody's displeasure. He must

never, however, allow himself to be discouraged by accidents of

the kind.

From the above some idea may be formed of the difficulties

met with in finding quarters for troops arriving en masse by

rail, and of the direction in which the General Staff should

chiefly turn its attention in making the best arrangements

under the circumstances. In extreme cases, indeed, bivouacking

must be resorted to.

Further details on the subject of quarters during this period

of a campaign are given in Chapter VI.

2. Railways.

Railway communication is now so thoroughly organised in

civilised countries that railways have, for certain military

purposes and at certain periods of a campaign, gained a far

greater importance than roads. Roads still maintain their

superiority over railways in warlike operations in the presence

of and near the enemy. But for the mobilisation and concen-
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tration of Armies, the rapid transfer of Armies from one part of

the theatre of war to another, the forwarding of supplies in the

broadest sense of the term, and the transport of military materiel

and stores of every description, railways are now of far more

importance than roads.

Eanways, it should be remembered, are made to meet the

traffic requirements of peace and not those of war, and the

laying out, construction and provision of materiel and personnel

of a line of railway are consequently, in most cases, not based

on military considerations. Still a line of railway may be

constructed with a view to national defence, and not for

commercial purposes, thereby entailing additional expenditure

in its construction or working. It is entirely against the

principles of the system of national defence of the German

Empire to suppose that the construction of any line could

j)ossibly imperil its efficiency. On the contrary, every additional

line adds to it.

Even in carrying lines through fortified places and constructing

permanent bridges over large rivers, military considerations

of a purely local character must be entirely subordinated

to those of a general character. A line of railway may offer

general military advantages, the importance of which only

makes itself felt at a considerable distance from the place

where local objections may be raised to its construction. These

broad views as to the development of the railway system have

not always been followed in the past, but it should be remembered

that in former days the military use of railways was but im-

perfectly understood. Besides, the military organisation of the

North German Confederation was then based on a purely de-

fensive attitude.

Thus, when a new line of railway was contemplated, the first

consideration, from a military point of view, in those days was

whether the line would be of advantage to the enemy if in his

possession, and not the question of its advantage to the system

of national defence. All this is now a thing of the past, as

united Germany is now in a j^osition to make the best use of
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her railway system for military purposes and thus deny its use

to an invading enemy. There is, moreover, alv«ays the expedient

of temporarily or permanently rendering useless such exposed

lines as might be secured and used by an invader.

Apart from the number of the railway lines and the general

conformation of the system, any increase in the traffic capacity

of individual lines also carries with it an addition to the military

strength of the country.

The arrangements for and the carrying out of the transport of

troops en masse are dependent on certain fixed military and tech-

nical considerations. The latter, being for the time determined

by physical laws and the degree of mechanical knowledge of the

day, must be rigidly adhered to. Military considerations, on

the other hand, admit of certain modifications, and have

consequently to give way when they clash with technical

difficulties.

The management of all military heavy traffic must nevertheless

be kept in the hands of the military; and the General Staff,

being the branch of the service to which this duty falls, must

possess sufficient technical knowledge to avoid attempting

what is impossible, and at the same time to accomplish all

that can be done.

It must always be distinctly remembered that the amount

of traffic depends on the safety with which single trains can

travel. To ensure this, a train must travel with moderate

speed, and be driven by an engine-driver acquainted with

the line. Moreover, trains must always follow each other in

the same direction at known intervals, and it must be

impossible for trains coming in opposite directions to meet on

the same line.

The sfeed with which a train is driven depends on the power

and number of the engines, the condition of the permanent

way, and the resistance to travelling caused by friction (inclines

and curves on the line, weight and number of carriages the

train is composed of, and state of the weather). A high rate of

speed increases, of course, the danger of leaving the metals,
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squeezing out light carriages and breaking the couplings. On

the other hand, the lower the speed the smaller the number

of trains that can travel over a given length of line in a certain

time.

Speed, then, converts the distance in s'pace necessary for

safety into distance in time, and it is according to the latter

that calculations are made. Speed is always kept' below what

is actually attainable, and varies constantly with the nature of

the line the train is passing over. In making calculations a

mean speed is generally taken. This, in the case of troop trains

consisting of 120 axles (GO carriages) and under, may be taken

as from 2i to 3 minutes fer kilometre, or from 20 to 25 kilometres

(12| to 15^ miles) per hour, or taking the average of most lines,

as 2| minutes per kilometre or 22i kilometres (1-i miles) per hour.

This includes the necessary short halts, and the slackening of

speed when passing stations.

It is a questionwhether this low rate of speed, which was decided

upon some years ago, should not be increased in view of the im-

proved condition of railway mat'riel in the present day. Ad-

ditional appliances for safeguarding traffic have been introduced

at our stations and along the lines. We have now engines of

greater traction power, which can draw ordinary and express

goods trains at a speed of from 21 to 36 miles an hour. A mean

speed of 24 miles an hour for movements of large bodies of

troops seems therefore reasonable, the more so as most drivers

are not. now accustomed to the low speed of 14 miles an

hour. The increased rate of speed will accelerate the strategic

concentration.

Want of acquaintance on the part of an engine-driver, either

with his engine or the line, is a source of danger to a train. When
there is only a single line the return journeys of empty trains

and engines have to be provided for. They have, as a rule,

to be shunted at certain stations where there are sidings

to allow troop trains going to the front to pass, as it is

very seldom that they can be sent back by another and

separate line.
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For this reason the interval in time between two trains pro-

ceeding in the same direction on a single line is more than double

that between two trains on a double line for like distances.

In the case of a double line, each line of metals is exclusively

used for trains going in the same direction, and a train can at

once start from any station (railway station, halting place or

signal station) as soon as the line has been reported clear from

the next station after the passage of the preceding train. On
a single line, on the other hand, the arrival of the train coming

in the opposite direction must be waited for, and prudence

demands that the same inquiries should be made before its

departure as in the case of the troop trains. The time between

trains for a given distance is thus rather more than double that

taken by travelling only.

The amount of traffic a line of railway is capable of, limited as

above, will be relatively greater in proportion as trains move

regularly in the same direction, and as all overtaking and long

delays are avoided.

Drawing up and carrying out a '' Time Table," which gives

the successive times of departure and arrival, and the duration

of halts of every train in both directions, is much simplified

when the return traffic is carried on at the same relative rate

as the traffic to the front. The interval between the trains

shown in the Time Table is governed by the time taken by

a train in moving between the two stations on the line which

are furthest apart. At these stations halts are also ocQasionally

necessary for taking up water, changing engines or the railway

'personnel of the train, examining and greasing carriages, turning

engines, adding extra engines, or detaching or adding carriages.

Halts of this kind, as well as those that are necessary in the case of

troop trains for refreshment, increase the total time taken in

travelling over certain lines very considerably. In the case of the

despatch by rail of a large force, the actual time of transit only

comes into the reckoning once, either as regards the arrival of

the first or of the last train.

The load of each train is of great importance. Putting aside
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the question of economising traction power, it is very desirable,

in the case of troop trains, to keep tactical units together during

the journey, i.e., in separate trains. For this reason the greatest

length of train for a battalion, squadron or battery should, if

possible, never be more than 100 axles (or 50 carriages).

On inclines not greater than
-^-f;,

trains of the above descrip-

tion can travel with the assistance, if necessary, of auxiliary

engines in front and rear, without being uncoupled. On
inclines greater than -g-V for any considerable distance, a

train would have to be reduced to 50 or 60 axles, and to a less

number if the incline were as steep as -J^- and there were no

relay of very powerful engines.

The necessity of having to uncouple* trains diminishes

at once the traffic powers of the line by about one-half. The

evil may, however, be entirely or partially remedied by a double

line or a sufficient number of sidings at short intervals. Sidings

will, under such circumstances, be all the more useful for military

purposes, as the troop trains, being reduced to half their normal

length, will correspond more nearly to the length of train which

is customary for ordinary traffic. Whole troop trains, on the

other hand, require sidings 550 yards long to enable the traffic

on a single line to be carried on regularly, without being disturbed

by the repeated uncoupling of trains for shunting purposes.

Traffic is always liable to be interfered with by circum-

stances which cannot be foreseen even with the very best

and most carefully selected railway officials, and the most

favourable conditions of line and rolling-stock. Such circum-

stances arise from weather and other causes over which we have

no control, but which must, however, be invariably taken into

consideration.

It has consequently been found advisable in the case of the

transport by railway of a very large force lasting for some

considerable time, to insert in each day in the Time Table

a period free of trains. This period enables trains that

* Uncoupling may be also necessary where there are sharp curyes and the

lines arc liglit, e.g., on auxiliary lines.
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have been retarded by various causes such as unavoidable

delays, accidents and irregularities, to regain their respective

positions in the Time Table.

There would, therefore, be in each day's Time Table an interval

on each line during which trains would not be calculated to

run, making a division in the stage or list of trains to be run

each day, and consequently dividing the day of twenty-four

hours into periods. It assists the order and regularity of the

traffic if the same arrangement and succession of trains is repeated

in the different periods.

Trains travelling within the day of twenty-four hours (trains of

the same Section) are numbered, those travelling in one direction

are given the uneven numbers, 1 to 95, those in the other, 2 to 96.

If more than forty-eigh t trains travel in each direction the additional

trains are numbered 3a, 9a, 4a, 10a, and so on. If less than forty-

eight trains travel, then certain pairs of numbers are omitted.

The following is an example of a table showing all the trains

travelling between two points in twenty-four hours, with half-

hour intervals between trains :

—

Direction I.
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interval between successiv^e numbers of the same " direction."

The capacity of a section of the line is expressed by the number

of series which travel over it. In the above example eight series

travel with trains at half-hour intervals, six series can travel with

trains at forty minutes' interval, four series with trains at one

hour's interval. In one of the periods no trains will travel, as has

already been mentioned, and the numbers in it will be left out.

Trains will be allotted to the larger units by whole series, e.g.,

if the Guard Corps is allotted Series 1, 5, 9, 13, then the 1st Guard

Division will travel by Series 1 and 9, the 2nd Guard Division by

Series 5 and 13.

This rh}i;hmical repetition in the traffic is of special advantage

when lines possessing different degrees of facility for traffic have

to be connected up into through lines, and when, consequently,

trains have to be frcc[uently passed out and shunted from, or

taken over and brought into the traffic of the several lines. In

such cases trains laden with troops must often be kept waiting

in order that the intervals may be properly regulated when

trains are brought on to or passed out of the line. Stoppages

must also be foreseen for many trains which, leaving the line on

which they have hitherto travelled, have to take their appointed

place in the traffic of another line, with the certainty of being

ready at the proper time.

It need hardly be said that sufficient siding accommodation

must be provided at the stations concerned to allow of trains

coming in from both directions while other trains are already

waiting in the station. Siding accommodation is similarly

necessary when trains are following each other on a line at

close intervals, and halts of considerable duration have to

be made. The position of points and cross-over roads again

plays a very important part in shunting trains from sidings or

side lines to the main line, or vice vers/L Placed to suit the

requirements of ordinary everyday traffic, they are often any-

thing but suited to the shunting of long trains such as are used

for military purposes.

Thus it is evident that it would be absurd to try to compare
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single and double lines, or different lines of railway, to each

other, or attempt to give their relative values for military purposes

by figures. Every line of railway should rather be looked

upon separately, and as such estimated according to its capa-

bilities. There are double lines in Germany on which, before

certain defects are remedied, hardly one troop train could be

despatched per hour, and there are others on which trains could

rapidly follow each other without any kind of danger. There

is no reason why, on a well-constructed single line of railway*

of no very great length, and having ample siding accommodation

placed at close intervals along the line, the interval between

troop trains should not be even less than on a double

line of the same length, on "which long troop trains would

have to be uncoupled on account of steep gradients or other

difficulties.

In drawing up a general plan for heavy military traffic in any

particular direction it is necessary in each case to ascertain

accurately in detail the capabilities of traffic of each separate line

under consideration, and thence form a combination giving the

total maximum effort possible. It will only thus be possible to

lay down exactly beforehand the number of daily through trains

that can be run for the transport of a large force over several

different railway systems, and to gain sufficient reliable data for

making an estimate of the time necessary for carrying out the

complete despatch of a very large force.

Having carefully studied the facilities offered by the various

lines, we have next to take into consideration the railway system

of the country as a whole. It will then at once be evident

that greater facilities for heavy military transport are offered

in certain directions and with the choice of certain rayons of

dctrainment than in other directions with the choice of othei

rayons of dctrainment. The rayon of concentration selected

* There arc many other questions besides those of the line itself that should be

taken into consideration as affecting the amount of military traffic a lino is capable

of. These are the position, size and arrangement of the stations, and, more

than anything else, a numerous well-trained staff of officials and servants,

and an ample amount of rolling-stock.
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for an Army or Armies must then depend on the railway system

of the country as well as on purely military or other considera-

tions. Account must further be taken of the facilities for

" through " traffic on lines made up of sections not having

the same carrying powers. If it were merely a question of

increasing personnel and materiel, the defects of any section

could be soon remedied by reinforcements of railway officials,

servants and rolliftg-stock from other lines more amply provided,

so as to increase the efficiency of the defective section. The

defective points are, however, often not of this description. They

are often connected with difficulties of an engineering or techni-

cal nature as regards the laying out of the line and, consequently,

are by no means easily remedied. A " through " line may often

be seriously affected by a defective section of this description.

Tiies3 points must never be lost sight of in selecting through

lines. Besides the latter, the so-called auxiliary lines, that is

to say, lines leading to or connecting main lines, should have

their facilities for traffic similarly considered. Thus it is at once

evident that the railway system of a country, taken as a whole,

can only be valued from a military point of view by taking

each separate case of strategical concentration on the frontier

independently, that is to say, investigating and examining the

carrying powers of various lines of railway, once the frontier and

rayon of concentration are known.

The facilities for the railway transport of large forces to a

given rayon of concentration must depend then on the number

of through and other lines that can be made use of leading

directly to the rayon of concentration, and on the number of

troop trains that can be daily run on such Hues. Now if the

total number of troop trains known to be necessary for the

transport of a given force be divided by the number of trains

that can be run each day on the line or lines by which this force

is to be despatched to the frontier, we arrive at the most

important consideration in the whole business, that is to say,

the time required for massing the whole Army in a given rayon,

reckoning from the arrival of the first troop train.
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It is part of the duty of the General Staff to examine, in peace,

the precise resources of the railway system of the country with a

view to the concentration of the Army on the different frontiers,

and carefully compare the results obtained in each case with the

facilities for concentration possessed by the neighbouring country

or countries.

Superiority in this respect is an important step in the conduct

of a campaign. An army using an inferior railway system

might even be forced, under certain circumstances, to fix its

rayon of concentration at a considerable distance from the

frontier, so as to avoid the danger of being attacked by the

enemy whilst in pro3ess of concentration.

When any disadvantages of this description have been

recognised heforehand, they may be remedied by the simple

process of extending the railway system at the public expense.

The efficiency of a railway system is much enhanced if all com-

plicated through lines are placed each in the hands of a single

Direction, and the various sections forming part of them laid out,

maintained and managed on similar principles.

Without, however, being able to secure beforehand any su:h

advantages, the German miUtary authorities succeeded, on war

being declared in 1870, in conveying to the western frontier

in eleven days, up to the 4th August, on six North German

through lines of railway, a combatant force of 356,000

men, 87,200 horses, 8,446 guns and carriages, and up to the

9th August, altogether, some 16,000 officers, 440,000 men,

1.35,000 horses, 14,000 guns and carriages, in 1,205 trains,

running on 115,000 axles, in 15 stages (there were 13 on one line

and only 5 on another).

We may reasonably assume then that in future our performances

under this head will exceed this, in view of the great increase in

railway construction.

The general arrangements for the conveyance of large bodies

of troops by rail with a view to the concentration of an

Army or Armies are made by the Chief of the Field Railway

Service.
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Owing to the dimensions wnich the network of railways

covering the Empire has nowadays taken, the whole system

cannot be supervised immediately and in detail by one

central authority. The whole railway system of the country

must consequently be sub-divided into several large " Military

Managements" or "Districts," which, acting as intermediate

agencies, can turn the resources of the different lines to the

best accomit.

Fixing the boundaries or limits of these Managements or

Districts—which should be drawn so as to divide carefully

the lines which may be said to belong to one through route from
those belonging to another—is of the very highest importance as

regards the conveyance of large masses of troops by rail. The
traffic in each of these Managements, the employment of per-

sonnel and maUrid, and the arrangement of the workin<y of

main and branch lines, are matters under the immediate super-

intendence of a " Line Commandant," directly under the orders

of the Chief of the Railway Service,

A permanent sub-division of the traffic into Managements
cannot be made to suit equally the various cases that might occur

as regards the concentration of the Army on the different frontiers.

There are, it is true, in every case certain data to start from, which

are identical, viz., the same network or system of railways cover-

ing the country, and, generally speaking, the points from which

the movements would begin (garrisons, or jDlaces of assembly

of the troops). But, on the other hand, the points on

which the movements would be directed must vary, of course,

in each case. Again, the arrangements which should be made
in peace, especially as regards the question of defining the

military traffic managements, \vould certainly be influenced by
the stability or weakness of our political relations with our

neighbours.

It may therefore be said to be impossible to organise these

military Railway Managements in peace so that the arrange-

ment may be the best possible for every case that might occur

on the declaration of war. It should be made to meet the require-
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merits of the case wliich is most likely to occur, but should he

capable of being adapted to other requirements, so that it may

be given a more permanent character than that of the con-

siderations upon which it is based.

In the question of military railway transport—in which every

precaution against accident cannot be too strongly insisted

on—it is more than ever necessary to secure a well-trained

personnel. This must be carefully borne in mind in selecting

the main through routes. The distribution of the railway lines

follows exactly the existing railway administrative districts,

so that a Railway Commissioner (in war a Line Commandant)

administers one or two railway districts with, it may be, some

lines not under Government management.

It has been already stated that the resources of different lines

of railway vary considerably. Now we find that there is a

tendency, from commercial and other considerations, in peace

to establish through main routes of commmiication of

greatest and most uniform capacity possible. These lines

are worked on a uniform system of traffic management,

and we must consequently look upon them as the main

through routes best suited to heavy military transport. . The

more there are of these separate and independent through routes

that can be made use of in the particular case, the better. If

different through lines meet, cross or merge into one another,

there is always the danger of a block in the traffic which not

only affects the working of one line, but perhaps very seriously

interferes with that of other lines.

In certain circumstances, however, it may be found almost

impossible to define the limits of each Military Management or

District so that the working of one through line does not interfere

with or obstruct that of another. When this occurs the arrange-

ments necessary to avoid difficulties are made by the central

authority, i.e., the Chief of the Field Railway Service.

The latter, on receiving the necessary information as regards

the concentration of the forces of the Empire from the Chief of

the General Staff of the Army, has to draw up a set of " General
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Transport Directions" based on the following points :—Distri-

bution of tbe Field Army and of the Garrison Troops ; instructions

of the Chief of the General Staff of the Army on the rayons of

concentration of Armies and Army Corps
;
points of detrainment

in accordance with these ; lines of march
;

places of assembly of

" Communications " formations ;

" stations of assembly "
;

" transfer stations "
; bases of the Lines of Communication of

each Army Corps {Etappen-Ajifangsorte) :* Time Tables and the

designation of the different lines of railway ; Time Tables for

forwarding reinforcements in men and hors3S ; and, finally,

Time Tables for the mobilisation of Army Corps.

In the concentration of an Army by railway certain classes of

troop trains must be given precedence in order to secure

the safe transit of those which follow—for instance, trains

conveying combatants precede those containing supply columns,

as the latter are only wanted when the concentration is prac-

tically completed and the Army is about to begin active opera-

tions. Thus, when the Army is being massed on the frontier

by road and rail, the forces that are being conveyed by the

latter should be despatched in trains arranged with regard

to the composition of the different parts of the Army, and also

to getting the whole army in a state of readiness with the least

possible delay.

Some idea may now be formed of the numerous requirements

which the central authority has to meet. In the first place,

sufficient information and data for the ultimate division of

transport among the different Managements and among the

through routes must be furnished. The detail that has next

to be worked out, which appears in the form of " Railway and

March Time Tables " for the immediate use of the troops, is

left to the " Line Commandants," though the preliminary

work connected with it is undertaken by the Railway Section

of the Great General Staff, thus affording the latter the oppor-

tunity for practice in the subject.

* For further information on these phiees and stations connected with the

" Communications of an Army in the Field," see Chapter VIII.

Y
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The detail that has to be worked out in the case of each Managp-

ment or main through route may be classed under the following

heads :

—

1. The units to be forwarded by the line in question.

2. The garrisons or places of entrainment of the above.

3. The places of detrainment.

4. The requirement in axles.

5. The maximum amount of traffic the different sections of

the line in question can furnish.

1. Unless special instructions are given ordering certain troops

to be sent on in front, the first thing to be done is to fix the

order in which the units and special formations are to be forwarded.

On this point the following may be laid down as general rules :

—

The combatant troops of any force should precede the supply,

ammunition and other columns belonging to it ; and, again,

in an Army Corps the Division, and in a Division the Brigade,

which can first be assembled complete is the first to be forwarded.

Divisional Cavalry should accompany or immediately follow

the leading Infantry. Part of the Divisional Artillery should

be with the leading Infantry Brigade, or at any rate in the

centre of the Infantry. Engineers should be despatched as

soon as possible (work may have to be done at detraining stations)

;

and bearer companies with the Divisional Staff, or at the tail of

the Infantry (in the latter case with some field hospitals). The

Staff of one Infantry Brigade should be forwarded with the

leading Battalion of the Division ; that of the other, after the

Divisional Staff. The latter should be with the leading Brigade.

The Army Corps Staff, with the heads of the administrative

services, should either accompany or immediately follow the

leading Division.

As regards supply and other columns, the general rule of pre-

cedence would be :—The field bakery column should be forwarded

as soon as possible ; the first echelon of the train and a detach-

ment of the ammunition columns with the rear units of, or

immedlMtfily following, the second Division. Next would follow
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the second ^chdon of the train, the field hospitals, the second

detachment of ammunition columns, the Corps Bridge Train, and

the Remount Depot.

These rules should, however, be departed from when bv

strictly following them there would be a train or a portion of

an available train left unoccupied in consequence, or when en-

trainments or detrainments would follow too rapidly at in-

convenient stations, or when it would be possible by making

slight alterations to maintain the regularity of traffic on the

several sections of the line by arranging that daily or during

fixed periods certain trains only shall run on one section and

others on other sections.

Trains laden with supplies should be included in the amount
of railway transport required for each Army Corps, the provisions

thus forwarded being intended to assist in supplying the Army
Corps in the rayon of concentration. A train laden with supplies

can furnish subsistence for an Army Corps and half a Cavalry

Division for two days. Finally, each troop train is given a

number.

2 and 3. Entraining and detraining troops, and especially

unloading trains conveying baggage or supplies, are operations,

it should be remembered, requiring no inconsiderable amoimt
of time. In some cases, where local arrangements are ill adapted

for the purpose, the difficulties may be so great as to cause the

railway station in question to be practically excluded, or

at any rate only considered as available at long intervals of

time.

Even with the very best arrangements more trains can be run

daily on one through route than can be possibly loaded or unloaded

at any single station. As regards entrainment, the peace distri-

bution of the Army in garrisons enables the operation to be

carried out simultaneously at several stations. Detrainment, on

the other hand, takes place, as a rule, in a contracted area, and

it is desirable to have as many points of detrainment within this

space as will allow each train arriving in succession several hours

for unloading. This is considerably more than is absolutely

y 2
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necessary for the purpose, but allowances must be made for

checks and delays in the traffic.

4. As regards the length of a troop train, it may be laid down

that, if possible, it should not exceed 110 axles, in no cas3 be

greater than 120 axles, and as a rule be 100 axles, or somewhat

less.

Taking 10 officers or officials, or IG men, or 3 horses and

1 man, or i a gun (with limber) or four-wheeled carriage, ot I a.

pontoon wagon, per axle, the requirement iti axles of every

unit can be calculated, and from this the arrangement and

compOoition of the trains, so as to avoid as much as possible the

breaking up of units.

The approximate load of each carriage will therefore be—

24 officers ; or

3G rank and file ; or

G liorses and 2 men ; or

4 draft horses and 2 men ; or

1 gun or vehicle.

An Infantry Division (13 battalions, 3 squadrons, 12 batteries)

therefore requires 34 trains ; a Cavalry Division (24 squadrons,

2 batteries), 28 trains ; an Army Corps (25 battalions, 6 squadrons,

24 batteries), 68 trains ; the first echelon of the supply and

ammunition columns, 21 trains ; the second i^cJielon, 23 trains
;

the whole Army Corps, including five or six supply trains, requires

117 or 118 trains.

The time of despatch is—

Single Line. Double Line.

For an Infantry Division.

3 da3's. 1| days.

For a Cavah-y Division.

1\ days. 1 day.

For an Army Corps.

7 days. 3 days.

For the Supply and Ammunition Columns.

.3^ days. H days.

For the five or six Supply Trains.

* day. I day.

Total for an Army Corps.

11 days. 42 days.
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It may be seen from this that to move troops by rail is only

advantageous when it takes longer to march by road. An Army

Corps covers about 72 miles in five days ; the journey by rail on a

single line takes seven days ; it is only when the line is double

that there is any advantage in moving an Army Corps by rail, it

then takes only three days.

5. The amount of traffic of which a given section of railway

is capable is expressed by the number of trains which can be

despatched in 24 hours. This must be ascertained in each case.

The general plan of the despatch of troop trains contains the

necessary information for this.

A railway and march Time Tabic will be drawn up for each Army

Corps and independent Division, in accordance with these con-

siderations. This shows, in addition to the general detail of the

journey, the marches to the place of entraining, the time of depar-

ture of each unit, the time of arrival at the various stations, with

the names of those at which food is provided for the troops, the

day and hour of arrival at the place of detraining, and the marches

to the place of concentration. All orders which concern the

railway management and the feeding of the troops are issued by

the railway staff. The troops are required to implicitly follow

their instructions.

3. Steamboats.

In the matter of the transport of troops by steamboats, the

only questions to be examined are the accommodation of the

vessels themselves and facilities for embarkation and disem-

barkation. The actual line itself, which plays such an important

part in railway transport, is here represented by the sea, lakes,

rivers or canals. Rivers and canals are rarely sufficiently navi-

gable for the purpose, and their use must thus be limited.

Again, the transport available on rivers (that is to say, the steamers

themselves) is of a very limited description compared to that of

railways. Then, again, there is an absence of good water com-

munication betv\e?n rivers, so that the use of water transport for
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the concentration of large forces can only be looked upon as of

secondary importance.

On the other hand, waterways may be used to supplement

railways, particularly in supplying an Army with food, ammuni-

tion and materiel, and in moving sick and wounded. See

Chap. VIII, B. {See Part II, Chap. X, re the transport of troops

by sea to carry out landings.)

B. Marches in the Presence of the Enemy.

When troops are marching in the presence of the enemy, that

is to say, when there is any possibility of their meeting with

the enemy on the march, their realinsss for action takes

precedence of all other considerations.

The hour at w^hich a body of troops is to reach its objective is

often fixed. This makes it necessary for some units of a large

force to start sometimes at inconvenient hours. The

objective may be the enemy, and not only is his position

in many cases imperfectly known, ha\ang to be sought for on

the march, but he may be himself on the move. Another great

difficulty to be dealt w^ith in issuing orders is the small number

of roads available, for, with the size of modern Armies, w^hen

two opposing forces are in presence of each other and have estab-

lished close contact between their advanced posts, huge masses of

troops have to march in a contracted space, and, necessarily,

on few roads. When troops become massed, indeed, in a given

space, beyond a certain point, actual inarching, i.e., the regular

movement of troops for an average day's march on roads of the

country, becomes impossible. Forces under such circumstances

can only be moved, i.e., change positions, by moving to a certain

extent across country, in formations most inconvenient for march-

ing, and consequently only practicable for short distances. The

great thing then is to be concentrated at the right time (for

fighting), and separated at the right time (for marching, quarters

and subsistence). In the judicious application of these two •
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well-known principles lies the main secret of the skilful

mancEUvring of larcje Armies.

Marching is by far the commonest incident in the field, and

all arrangements for marches are in the hands of the General

Staff. But, in spite of tha apparently complicated nature of

this duty, and the necessity for duly weighing conflicting

interests (such as, for instance, readiness for action and the

comfort of the troops), the thing is in itself tolerably simple

if the relations between time and space, as well as the

tactical and strategical considerations of the moment, are

never lost sight of.

As regards the latter, in certain cases—as, for instance, in a

pursuit, or to anticipate the enemy at a point of strategical

importance (such as a railway or road junction, a mountain

defile or a bridge)—it may be necessary to call for the greatest

exertions on the part of the troops for a few days. In other

cases the troops may, and therefore should be spared.

The strategical and tactical situation affects chiefly the

extent to which columns on the march must be ready for

action and the precautions that have to be taken against

surprise ; it may also make it necessary to use roads which are

otherwise undesirable. Again, the formation of advanced

guards, the order and composition of the columns of route,

the hour of marching off are questions affected by tactical

considerations, to an extent which often involves considerable

hardship on the troops. Even night marches may be unavoid-

able under certain circmnstances.

It may sometimes happen that in war, and even within the

theatre of active operations, there may be no reason why certain

forces should not march with very little more than the ordinary

precautions and arrangements observed in peace. One rule

must be observed, however, and that is—under no circum-

stances whatever should Artillery be allowed to march for any

distance separated from the other arms.

The relations between time and space require the most careful

consideration. The length occupied by a force in column of
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route on a road must be known, as well as the time It takes to get

over a certain distance. Defiles that have to be passed must

be carefully considered.

Errors of judgment or omissions in the application of these

principles are sure to be followed by the most serious con-

sequences ; for, apart from the risk of accidents, troops are

generally harassed, without any reasonable excuse, by umieces-

sarily early starts, constant and wearisome halts on the march,

and such-like occurrences.

The mistake that is usually made, and which directly brings

about such results, is the massing of too large a force at the

same place, whence it must march off by one road—the desire

being to keep the troops well together and to complete the

day's march at an early hour.

It often happens that circumstances do not allow the military

situation to be sufficiently clearly grasped to enable the best

arrangements to be made when issuing orders. Again, the

character of the roads, especially in an advance, is often imper-

fectly known, though with the aid of good maps and by taking

the state of the weather into account this can usually bs

conjectured. The weather is, however, always liable to

change and cannot be known with any degree of certainty

beforehand.

Errors are consequently not only possible, but often

unavoidable. But to issue instructions which should have

been known beforehand to be impracticable or impossible to

comply with is an unpardonable blunder. Mistakes of

this kind can generally be traced to an imperfect know-

ledge of the lengths of the various columns and their rates of

marching.

The want of discipline, or the faulty marching powers of the

troops, on the other hand, will often frustrate the very best

arrangements.
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1. Composition and Strength of Columns.

The composition and strength of the various cohimns cf route

depend first of all on the total strength of the force that is

marching and the number and quality of the roads available.

A force should always march on as broad a front as the military

situation may justify. Supposing then that an engagement is

possible on the march, the degree of its probability decides

how far this rule should be made to apply in each case.

The necessity for dividing a large force is, however, inevitable

if the maximum length of a column of route for a day's march

be considered. Thus when this maximum is exceeded for any

given road, the force in question must be divided, either as

regards its length into echelons of a day's march each, or as

regards its breadth into parallel columns. The latter expedient

is often necessary as a precaution against surprise, and

is frequently very desirable from a tactical point of view,

as enabling an outflanking attack to be made on the enemy.

If a large force were marching on a simjle road, the troops at

the tail of the column would come up in line much later than if

the force were divided and marching by several roads, and

in the former case the force would be in reality less con-

centrated for battle, notwithstanding that the troops were

following in one continuous column, than in the latter. A
judicious division, therefore, into columns has the great

advantage of enabling troops to be deployed into line of

battle more rapidly, and at the same time more easily housed

and fed.

Though as regards the two latter points it is not very easy to

lay down any precise rules as to how far troops may be scattered,

there is one broad principle that should never be lost sight of,

and that is—the division of a force into lateral columns is disad-

vantageous as regards deployment into line of battle if the

distances between the different heads of columns are together

much greater than the total depth of the whole force if it were

marching in one column.
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For instance, a Division requires a front of about 3 kilometres

(1| miles) to deploy fully into line of battle.

Now supposing the Division to be advancing in alignment

by two roads some 3 kilometres apart, it would take just

half the time to deploy on the leading troops of both columns that

it would take if it were advancing by one road. This advantage

diminishes as the lateral distance between the columns increases,

and disappears when it greatly exceeds half the depth of the

whole division in column of route. For if one of the

columns had to converge on the head of the other to

deploy into line of battle, it would have to execute more or less

of a flank march—an evil in itself—occupying, in all probability,

very nearly as much time as would be taken to deploy from

behind were both advancing by the same road. Besides, the

General commanding the Division can only immediately

command one column.

There may, however, be advantages of another nature to be

gained by an advance in several columns, and such a proceeding

may not only sometimes appear justifiable, but even very

desirable, especially in cases where a force has to pass through

defiles or debouch from mountains.

The question is more serious when the distance between

the heads of columns is stUl further increased, or the force is

divided into many columns moving far apart. The danger of

these columns being attacked and crushed singly by superior

forces of the enemy before they could be supported is all the

more to be feared in this case, as no efficient and active unity

of command, which alone can prevent such catastrophes happen-

ing, is possible with very scattered forces, and perhaps no single

column could, unless favoured to an extraordinary degree by

thi ground, be expected to hold out by itself until supported.

The advantage of marching in separate columns has its

limitations, especially when the country lying between the

roads used by the different columns is of an inaccurate or

impassable character.
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The above considerations may be said only to apply literally

to marches in advance or retreat. They apply nevertheless to

flank marches as well.

The first consideration in every case is the length of a column

of route for one day's march on one road. This mainly rests on

the depths in column of route of the various units forming the

force, and on their rate of marching, or rather on the mean

daily rate of marching of the whole column. Taking the latter

as averaging 22 kilometres (13f miles), the point to be

determined is the strength of the force that occupies 22

kilometres of road in ordinary column of route.

Any officer who is responsible for assigning, within the time

required to complete this distance, additional troops to the

particular section of any given road required for the movement

of this column, without taking steps to reduce the length of the

column by marching on a broader front, or some such measure, is

guilty of a military blunder.

a. Depth of Columns.

In drawing up orders for the march of large bodies of troops,

the officer of the General Staff must invariably be able to

estimate roughly on the spot the depth of column of route of

any body of troops. He must consequently always have at

his fingers' ends in round numbers the various depths of

the units composing a force on the march, as well as the

depths occupied by the 2nd Line Transport, The figures

representing these, however, must be regarded as liable to

extension, for the depth of columns is, especially in war, a very

variable quantity.

In the immediate presence of the enemy the breadth of the

road will, as a rule, be turned to account to the utmost possible

extent. The depth of the colunni will therefore depend directly

on the width of road available, bearing in mind that room must

be left on one side for the passage of officers and orderUes,
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The state or character of a road may, however, have even

more to say to the question than its actual breadth. A road

may indeed be broad, but yet be in such a state as only to enable

foot soldiers and riders to move on it in file on either side, and

guns and carriages to get along l)y picking out the best places

oneat a time.

Again, the state of the Aveather, especially great heat and

dust, the length of the day's march, or the tired state of the

troops, may tend to cause the columns to tail out even when

the troops are in the highest state of military order and discipline.

Finally, the effective strength of units at the time must be

borne in mind.

The following may be taken in round numbers as the depths

occupied on the line of march by men, horses, guns and vehicles

on a war footing, and by which the total depths of columns can

be estimated ; the Infantry being in fours, the Cavalry in sections,

vehicles in single file :— ^

Units.
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Thus it appears that an Infantry Division occupies in its

ordinary order of march and under exceptionally favourable cir-

cumstances a depth in column of route, without its 2nd Line

Transport, of 10 kilometres (G miles). To this should be added

the distance to whioh the advanced guard and its component

parts are pushed forward. This may be taken as from 2 to 3

kilometres, so that the total depth occupied by a Division

marching on one road in the presence of the enemy may be put

down as from 12 to 13 kilometres (7|- to 8^ miles), reckoned from

the leading troops of the advanced guard to the rear of the main

body.

A Cavalry Division occupies, without reckoning any advanced

guard, a depth of 4 J kilometres (3 miles).

The total combatants of an Army Corps occupy a depth in

column of route of 25 kilometres (15J- miles).

Ammunition columns and trains occupy, exclusive of intervals

between dchdotis, a depth of 20 kilometres (12J miles).

The depth occupied by the 2nd Line Transport^ may be

calculated from the following :—

For a battalion

,, macbinc-guii detaehinent.

.

„ Cavaky Regiment (four squadrons)

„ „ » (three „ )

„ battery

„ heavy field howitzer battery

„ mortar battery

„ 10-centimetre gun battery

„ light ammunition column

,, „ „ ,. of a Cavalry Division

„ field company of Engineers

„ divisional bridiie train

„ telegraph detachment

„ balloon „

„ gas column of balloon detachment

„ bearer company

Yards.

110

46

215

195

55

65

65

65

54

54

22

12

12

54

54

12

In reckoning the depth occupied by the second line transport of a

strong column, the total obtained by adding together the depths of

the various units as given above must be liberally rounded off, to

allow for the second line transport of the Staff whichis not included.
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The second line transport of aninfantry Division occupies a depth

of 3 kilometres (2 miles), that of a Cavalry Division 1- 6 kilometres

(1 mile), and that of an Army Corps 7 kilometres (4| miles).

If it were necessary to march on a smaller front, that is to

say, Infantry in files and Cavalry in half-sections, the depths

given above would be increased by at least 50 to 100 per cent.

If it were possible, on the other hand, to march on a broader

front, the depths would be diminished as follows :

—

Infantry in sections of 6 files by about 25 per cent.

„ M 8 „ 40

In the case of a column of all arms :

—

On a front of half zug*—
Infantry in column of half zugs, Cavalry in squadron column and

Artillery in column of sections, vehicles in pairs—by about 55 per

cent

On a front of a section (zug)—
Infantry in column of zugs, Cavaby in half squadrons, Artillery in

column of batteries at close interval, vehicles, &c., in fours (front of

44 yards)—by about 70 to 75 per cent.

A pontoon bridge is crossed by Infantry breaking step, by

Cavalry dismounted and by Artillery by single guns and

ammunition wagons with intervals of D yards. Battalions

maintain intervals of from 30 to 45 yards between each other,

squadrons and batteries 9 yards, and Cavalry Regiments from

30 to 45 yards. These intervals may be increased at the discretion

of the Engineer officer acting as Bridge Commandant. Thus

the depth in column of route of a large force passing a pontoon

bridge may be taken as increased by at least 50 per cent.

This temporary increase in the depth of the column results

in a loss of time to the head of the column if it halts in order

that the broader front may be resumed and the tail close up,

to continue the march in the normal depth. But if the head

of the column marches on without waiting, and no attention

is paid to the increased depths in the formation of the troops,

the tail of the column is late in arriving at its destination, in

* The zug ia Jrd of the German Company. (Tr.)
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proportion to the extent to which the total depth of the column

has been lengthened.

b. Rate of Marching.

Next to the length of columns, the rate of marching has most

effect upon a march. It varies, of course, with the different arms.

The rate of marching in the case of Infantry depends upon the

total length of march (for halts and gradually increasing weariness

have to be taken into consideration), also on the weather, the

season, and finally on the state of the road. The Artillery and

the transport are particularly affected if the road is in bad

condition or has steep gradients. Ice, sandy or stony roads

and steep gradients particularly affect the rate of marching of

Cavalry. But if there are no specially unfavourable circum-

stances, Cavalry and Artillery will always move faster than

Infantry. It is, therefore, the rule to regulate the rate of march-

ing of mixed columns by the rate of marching of the Infantry.

Experience shows that the following will be the usual rates of

marching :

—

An Infantry Battalion marching on a good road with the

weather favourable covers a kilometre in 10 minutes, and therefore

10 kilometres (6 miles) in 100 minutes. If the march is longer

than this, allowances must be made for longer halts, for the men
becoming tired, and for delays. The 22 J- kilometres (1-4 miles)

which, as has been previously pointed out, is the average length

of a day's march, therefore takes about six hours.

The pace of Cavalry and Artillery at a walk is rather quicker

than that of Infantry, the proportion being about to 5 ; both

these arms have therefore to check their pace when marching

with Infantry; they can usually do this by means of short halts,

and by making use of the distances which are always left between

units in column of route. Troops move considerably slower

when the thermometer is above 70° or 80°
; every 10 kilometres

(6 miles) should then be calculated as taking from 25 to 30 minutes

longer. This loss of time increases when the heat is greater

(00°), and owing to the frequent halts necessary, it may tako
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from one to two hours longer to march 10 kilometres. Severe

cold only affects mounted arms on the march, and does not

interfere with their rate of marching unless the roads have been

cut up before the frost and the rut? are frozen hard, or unless

the roads are slippery. Cold weather will, as a rule, considerably

increase the rate of marching of all arms, because then the halts

are shorter. Sandy or greasy roads and deep snow delay the

rate of marching of Infantry and Artillery from 20 to 30 minutes

every 10 kilometres. A strong head wind delays them from

40 to 60 minutes, heavy rain or snow from 15 to 20 minutes in

the same distance. In mountainous country, except in the case

of a road running along a valley with gentle gradients, an allow-

ance of from 30 to 60 minutes for every 10 kilometres should

be made, because of the difficulty of measuring correctly on the

map all the bends in the road, and because of the gradients.

The time which is required for a march and the length of the

column determine the hour of starting. In deciding on this,

care must be taken to see that the last units in the column do not

reach their destinations too late, i.e., not much after mid-day.

A very early start undesirably curtails the night's rest ; in

winter when the days are short it will often not be possible to

march before 8 a.m. The mounted arms have to begin their

preparations for the march two hours before starting, Infantry

about one hour.

Experience shows that there are certain hmits to the strength

of man and horse which cannot be exceeded for long. Any
increase in the marching powers of large bodies of troops depends

therefore chiefly upon the arrangements made for the march.

An Army which falls below the standard of other Armies in this

respect throws away one of the most important weapons for the

conduct of war, and one which increases in importance with the

size of modern Armies. Only the most complete knowledge and

mastery of all the attendant circumstances assures the timely

concentration on the battlefield of the large bodies of troops which

have to be kept separate during the march, and makes the excep-

tional marches which may be rorpiirod in coitain circumstances
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possible. Such marches require the greatest efforts on the part

o£ all concerned, and all Staff officers must be careful to spare

troops in every possible way by means of efficient arrangements

during the ordinary marches which precede these exceptional

efforts. Necessary and unavoidable exertions already cause a

greater reduction in the strength of units than is desirable, next,

in fact, to actual losses in battle ; so that any unnecessary expendi-

ture of force, which almost invariably entails losses, must be

absolutely avoided.

The following have been found to be the times taken to perform

a 22J-kilometre (14 miles) march :

—
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would, wlien advancing by one road, require from 12 to 20

hours, according to circumstances, to raarcli a distance of

22^ kilometres (14 miles) and deploy into line of battle. This,

then, at once gives us the maximum force that should be moved

Dy one road (the troops being at full v;ar strength) if it is at

once to engage the enemy, or to be drawn up in position ready

for battle.

If, however, it is merely a question of an advance, and the

component parts of the force remain Echeloned along the road at

the end of the day's march, at intervals corresponding to their

respective depths in column of route, ready to continue the

march on the following day, the total length of the whole force in

column of route is no longer of the same importance. This,

however, at once ceases to be the case when, for any reason, the

tail of the column has to deploy into alignment with the head,

or other bodies of troops have to be temporarily inserted in the

column or join it—as, for instance, would occur if several columns

marching separately by different roads had all to pass a certain

defile which could not be turned.

In a case of this description, the times taken by the different

columns to clear the defile from end to end must be calculated

from their respective lengths and rates of marching. Hence the

proper time for the arrival of the head of each column at the

defile can be deduced, and an estimate can then be formed of

the maximum number of troops that can pass the defile in the

course of a day.

r. c. Order of March of Comhatants.

By Order of March is here meant the order in which the troops

follow each other in column of route and the distances maintained

between the various bodies on the march.

In this, as in other questions of a tactical nature, it is impossible

to give any hard-and-fast rules, as the peculiar circumstances of

each case require different arrangements. Certain general

principles, can, however, be laid down, any deviation from which

would be rarely justifiable.
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When a force is marching in the presence of the enemy, and

there is any chance of the latter being encountered, precautions

must necessarily be taken to prevent surprise. This is done

by pushing forward advanced guards and sending out flanking

detachments ; in fact, by detaching small forces from the main

body. These, inasmuch as they are more ready for action and

further protect themselves by again pushing forward small

parties, enable the main body to gain time if suddenly attacked.

But by far the safest plan is to find the enemy, never lose " touch
"

of his forces once obtained, to rapidly report all his movements,

and to draw a screen, so to speak, round one's own. Cavalry

alone can do this, and must therefore be thrown out in advance

and on both flanks. In the German Service this is done on a

large scale by the judicious employment of the greater part of

the Cavalry, that is to say, the Cavalry Divisions.

The order of march of a Cavalry Division depends upon the

extent of front the latter has to occupy. A reconnaissance

cannot always be carried out by patrols. Reconnoitring requires

a variety of measures, from the use of patrols whose movements

are concealed from the enemy's observation, up to the employment

of the whole Cavalry Division. As reconnaissance is the chief

duty of the Cavalry Division, its main body must be kept in hand,

po that it can tear apart by force the veil formed by the enemy's

Civalry.

The Cavalry screen requires a distribution of force along the

whole front of the Armies which have to be covered. This fre-

quently necessitates the Cavalry Division being split up, and

thereby weakens its fighting strength.

It is very difficult to carry out two duties simultaneoushj which

are so apparently incompatible ; for while the essence of

reconnaissance is to push forward, and not to be tied down by
the movements of the main Army in rear, screening duties

generally necessitate slow advance and constant halting in

front of the force to be screened. Of course the latter duties may
in certain circumstances be best carried out by attacking the

enemy.

z2
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It is impossible to lay down hard-and-fast rules for the advance

of a Cavalry Division. After 1870 the most suitable formation

was considered to be in two Brigades, the Artillery in the

first line, and one of the Heavy Brigades in the second

line, but all three Brigades may be required to advance in

line, or one behind the other. There does not seem to be any

point in discussing which of these three formations is most

suitable, when it is remembered that the composition of a Cavalry

Division will not be constant throughout the course of a campaign,

but may be frequently altered to suit the duties it has to carry

out, or because of detachments which it may be necessary to

make. The situation at the moment, the nature of the country,

the number of the roads, the weather, all affect the formation

of a Cavalry Division. The latter cannot march on a broad

front in the immediate vicinity of a strong force of hostile Cavalry,

for the information about the enemy's movements would come

in too late to allow of the Division being concentrated before

the enemy was met. The Cavalry combat is over too quickly to

allow of brigades marching on different roads to be always

concentrated at the right time and place, even when the lateral

communications are very favourable. There are great disad-

vantages in allowing the Cavalry Division to fall back to con-

centrate : it must usually, therefore, be kept concentrated in

a single column when close to the enemy: it can be deployed ftr

battle in from 12 to 20 minutes. The further it is from the enemy

the more the Cavalry Division can be spread out to save horses

and to obtain better quarters and supplies. The Cavalry Division

can usually be spread out over a front of 30 kilometres (18 miles)

and a depth of 15 kilometres (9 miles), without taking into

consideration the front occupied for reconnoitring purposes, and

still be concentrated to either flank in one day.

When the Cavalry Division marches in one column, the Com-

mander of the Division orders the measures necessary for security,

which depend for their effectiveness chiefly on the distance to

which the various detachments are pushed forward. In order to

gain time to reconnoitre the enemy, and the country, the troops
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charged with the piotection of the march must move forward at

a rapid pace ; this must also be done in flank marches and in

retreats. The guns and the machine-gun detachments must be

kept concentrated. In a pursuit they will always form part

of the advance guard, in a retreat they will frequently be attached

to the rear guard. -

When the Cavalry Division is marching in several columns, the

objectives of the Brigades are settled by the Divisional Commander,

who regulates the relations between the various columns. All

further instructions are issued by the Brigadiers. The position

of the Divisional Commander, the allotment of the Artillery,

or machine-gun detachments, to one or several of the columns

depend upon the circumstances of the case. If one of the larger

Infantry units is temporarily attached to a Cavalry Division it

will always march at the end of the whole column. If several

Cavalry Divisions are placed under the command of one Cavalry

General, they will always march by several parallel roads when-

ever the number of roads admits of it. The length of two or more

Cavalry Divisions in column of route on a single road has a

very disturbing effect upon their marching, and does not increase

the rapidity with which they can be deployed for battle. The

General in command must therefore allot the various duties to the

Divisions, fix the roads by which they are to move, and issue all

orders required to insure the permanent co-operation of the

Divisions, without limiting their initiative more than is necessary.

Since the Cavalry Divisions are often pushed forward several

days' march in front of the main Army, they cannot assure the

security of the troops behind them. This duty therefore falls

to the Infantry Division which is nearest to the enemy, even when

a Cavalry Division is in front of it. The greater part of the

Divisional Cavalry is often placed under a Commander appointed

for the purpose and attached to this Division. The order of march

of the detachments composing the advanced, or flank, guard, is

fixed by their Commanders.

The remaining troops of the Division (with the exception of

any detachments that might be necessary as escorts for the 2nd
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Line Transport) form the main body. This is not, as a rule,

p\aced under the orders of any specially detailed officer. The

General Commanding the Division gives the order of march of the

main body, and the distance to be observed from the advanced

guard. This interval is intended to give the main body time to

deploy for action without a check, should the advanced guard be

attacked and forced to retire.

The order of march must suit the order in which it

appears desirable the troops should deploy into line of battle

from column of route.

Artillery, as the arm which begins an action, and which

requires time to produce an effect, should therefore be,

as a rule, as far forward as possible in the column of route. Artil-

lery, however, from its very nature cannot actually form the head

of a column, though, as in the case of Cavalry, such a position

best suits it for marching only.

Heavy Artillery should generally march in rear of the fighting

troops, because the length of road it occupies in column of route

makes it undesirable to include it in the columns, and because

it is usually only employed during the course of a battle. If it is

likely to be required at the beginning of a battle, the wagons

necessary for observation purposes should be sent forward to the

advanced guard, and the heavy batteries pushed on to the rear of

the Field Artillery. Their ammunition wagons follow immediately

behind them. The mobihty of the heavy field howitzers is about

the same as that of Field Artillery when the country is favourable,

at other times it is about that of Infantry. The 10-centimetre

guns and mortar batteries sometimes require the assistance of

Infantry on the line of march. Weak bridges must be

strengthened in time by the Engineers.

At first sight it would appear desirable that the interval

between advanced guard and main body should be equal to the

depth in column of route of the latter. This, however, is an

arrangement of too mechanical a nature, and assumes that the

advanced guard will be taken by surprise—a circumstance

which should not occur if the leading Cavalry were pushed
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sufficiently far to the front. A shorter interval would seem to

meet the case best, and this has the advantage of enabling

the advanced guard to be more rapidly supported.

If an Army Corps is advancing on a single road, the leading

Division undertakes the measures necessary for security auto-

matically. The General commanding the Army Corps may
occasionally order the two regiments of Divisional Cavalry to be

concentrated for a particular purpose. Care must be taken when

this is done that the Divisional Cavalry return to their Divisions

when they have carried out the duty.

The second of the two Divisions must adopt an order of march

suitable for its deployment for battle, usually on the flank of the

leading Division.

If the Army Corps were advancing by two roads, one would,

as a rule, be assigned to each Division. The Divisional Generals

would draw up the order of march of their respective Divisions,

forming each an advanced guard; as in the case of the advance of

an Army Corps in separate columns, a single advanced guard

would rarely be practicable.

The principles by which the strength and composition of

advanced guards are to be regulated are laid down in F.S. Regns.,

para. 147. The Regulations do not prescribe any definite model,

but certain points are laid down for guidance. The questions

whether the advanced guard should be strong or weak, whether

it should have Artillery with it or not, whether tne Cavalry

attached to the advanced guard should be under the orders of the

Commander of the latter or not, must be decided in accordance

with the instruction that the strength and composition of

advanced, rear, and flank guards must be regulated in each case

according to the situation and the particular duty to be performed
;

that is to say, they may vary to an almost unlimited exteDtn But

since an advanced guard in war is usually formed for more than one

day, and for more than one purpose, and for the reasons given

above must usually be organised for several days, and be prepared

for duties which cannot be foreseen, these questions obtain an

importance which seems to justify a thorough investigation.
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Besides having to reconnoitre and to ensure the safety of the

main body, an advanced guard has to prepare the way for and

lead up to the carrying out of the intentions of the Commander

of the force, without committing him to a course of action of

which he would not approve. -

A strong advanced guard is in a position to drive back the

enemy's advanced troops, to compel the enemy to deploy in

considerable strength and thereby to obtain information as to

the enemy's position. It can also seize positions which may be

of importance to the attack, oppose any hostile advance, and

enable the main body to push steadily forward and deploy for

battle without undue haste. A strong advanced guard therefore

assures freedom of action to a Commander, and allows him to

develop his main strength where it will be most effective.
,

When an advanced guard is comparatively strong and in-

dependent, there is a danger that its Commander maybe led into

action which is not in accordance with the intentions of his

General. This danger is, however, not altogether obviated

when the advanced guard is weak, and may then have much

more serious consequences. The only way of getting over this

difficulty, without destroying the initiative of an advanced

guard by issuing definite orders, is to educate the advanced guard

Commanders in peace to understand the larger operations of war.

The surest means of preventing premature action on the part

of an advanced guard is for the General in command himself to

ride forward and be prepared to issue instructions on important

points. A weak advanced guard will be formed, when the

enemy is still distant, to act as a support to the reconnoitring

Cavalry, and also to protect the Artillery when it is pushed

forward to prepare the attack, after the enemy is discovered

to occupy a strong position. In either case a comparatively

small force of Infantry will be required. A weak advanced

guard is specially exposed to the danger of being overwhelmed

by an enterprising enemy before the main body can interfere.

In accordance with the above considerations, a strong advanced

guard will generally be able to move at some distance from
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the main body, while the distance between the latter and a weak

advanced guard must be considerably less.

A strong advanced guard would be composed of the three

arms, with a proportion of technical troops. But measures of

security on this scale will only be taken by independent Divisions

or Army Corps, for these alone have full freedom of action in

seeking out the weakest points of the enemy in an. attack, i.e.,

they alone are free to make wide flanking movements under

cover of a strong advanced guard.

When several Infantry Divisions or Army Corps are advancing

to battle as parts of an Army on parallel roads in close touch,

then none of these units, with the possible exception of those on

the wings, is free to move far to a flank on its own initiative.

In such a case it is usually a question of a rapid deployment to

the front, and this would only be delayed by the distances taken

up by a strong advanced guard ; therefore, the advanced

guards pushed forward would be weak, the more so as they

would mutually support each other. An advanced guard

consisting of one battaUon, moving about 1,000 yards in front

of each Army Corps, is usually sufficient in these circumstances,

in addition to the reconnoitring Cavalry.

The question of allotting Artillery to an advanced guard has

already been partly answered in discussing the above points.

A strong advanced guard will usually require Artillery ; a weak

one can do without it. Still the number of guns allotted must

always be in proportion to the Infantry. A battery will rarely

be allotted to an advanced guard consisting of a battalion,

although this would be the right proportion in view of the

composition of an Army Corps ; tactical considerations have

here to be taken into account, and these do not make the detach-

ment of small isolated bodies of Artillery desirable ; but if a

whole Artillery Detachment is allotted to one battalion, the

latter becomes merely an escort to the guns. Such a measure

will only be justified in exceptional circumstances. The distance

between a weak advanced guard and the main body is generally

so small that the Artillery can be pushed forward in case of need

just as quickly from the rear.
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Unless an advanced guard be of the strength of an Infantry

Regiment (3 battalions), it will, in ordinary circumstances, not

be provided with guns, whereas a comparatively strong force of

Artillery is required in a pursuit or during a retreat. In any

case, when this arm is attached to an advanced or rear guard,

it is an indication that the Commander should carry out his

duties more or less on his own initiative, in proportion to the

number of guns allotted to him.

The question whether the Commander should give the Cavalry

their orders, or should place them under the orders of the ad-

vanced guard Commander depends upon the strength of the

Cavalry, the distance from the enemy, and on the particulai

situation. Cavalry which is pushed forward must be strong,

at least three or four squadrons, in order to be able to hold its

own for any length of time. If the enemy is at a great distance,

it may be necessary to push the Cavalry further forward, £0

that it may have the greatest possible freedom in seeking out <he

enemy.

Many duties, e.g., the rapid occupation of an important point

before the arrival of the enemy, can only be carried out by the

Cavalry when it has been pushed forward. On the other hand,

if the enemy is near, the Cavalry fights in closer co-operation with

the other arms, and is then best attached to the advanced guard.

It is generally desirable to place all the service of reconnaissance

and security under the control of one hand, as co-operation and

economy of strength is thereby obtained.

The points to be observed in arranging for the security of

marches are laid down in the F.S. Regns., paras. 148-155. Their

further development is a question of tactics. It should be noted,

however, that the arrangements for security cease as soon as the

main body becomes engaged.

If a Cavalry Division is attached, as an exceptional measure,

to the Army Corps, it should, if not entrusted with any special

duties, be pushed as far to the front as possible. It WQuld

thus perform the duties of an advanced guard in the fullest

sense of the term. Nevertheless, in such a case, the Infantry
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Divisions must still take the usual precautions against surprise.

Officers' patrols from the Divisional Cavalry are still indispensable

for keeping up communication with the Cavalry m front, examin-

ing the resources of the country, reconnoitring roads, and similar

duties, and are at the same time extremely useful in protecting

the columns of all arms against the isolated enterprises of small

parties of the enemy. The leading Divisions must adopt

such a form.ation as to be able to afford immediate support,

if necessary, to the Cavalry in front. The extent, however, to

which weight may be attached to this principle must depend

on the military situation at the time, and in a very great measure

on the distance separating the bodies of Cavalry in front from

the heads of the advancing columns.

Though reference in this subject has been confined to an

advance only, the principles and rules that have been explained

apply equally to a retreat or to a flank march ; so far, at any rate,

as contact with the enemy is concerned. In a retreat, it may

be added, the rear guard should be given a strong force of Artillery

if its object is to gain time by engaging the enemy, and every

endeavour should be made to maintain a considerable distance

between rear guard and main body. This distance, how-

ever, need not exceed the depth of the latter in column of

route.

It is one of the first duties of a General Staf? officer during

a march to keep himself fully informed of the movements of

all troops that may in any way whatever affect or concern

the force he belongs to. If the orders issued on these points

are not clear, steps must at once be taken to remove the un-

certainty.

Measures must also be taken to ensure that communication

with the neighbouring columns is kept up uninterruptedly,

and also that the connection between the different bodies of

troops belonging to the command, as laid down in the orders

for the march, is constantly maintained. Should the rate of

progress of a portion or portions of the force at any time have

been increased irregularly, or in a manner not corresponding to
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the object In view, the irregularity should be corrected by halting

the portion or portions in question.

The General Staff officer should be with his General on the

line of march, provided the latter does not assign him any

special duties requiring his presence elsewhere.

The following may be taken as the nature of the special

duties in question that would be required of him, and in case

of necessity the Staff officer should himself take the initiative

by asking for instructions on these points.

1. Riding to the head of the column, and beyond it again to

the head of the advanced guard, with a view of obtaining

information on the enemy and the country. As regards

the latter point the usual considerations would be :—

Selection of positions where outposts would be established,

lines of advance to the attack, sites for bivouacking,

halting places for rest (thus avoiding forming up whole

Divisions and Brigades and long halts on the roads),

quarters, and quarters combined with bivouacs. If

there were several General Staff officers belonging to the

force in question, it would be often advisable to assign

one, accompanied by some mounted orderlies, during

the entire march, to the advanced, or as the case might

be, rear guard. Any observations he might have made

on the above headings would then be more rapidly

communicated.

2. Riding down the entire column from end to end, to be

satisfied whether the whole were sufficiently closed up.

Small deviations from the regulation distances between

battalions, batteries, and other units, are of no importance.

A constant lengthening, on the other hand, of such dis-

tances, or of the depths covered in column of route

by the various units—at once indicated by each

column being insufficiently closed up— shows a want

of discipline on the march, an unnecessarily rapid rate of

marching of the leading troops, or signs of exhaustion.
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The latter soon causes many Infantry soldiers to fall out

and be left behind. The General StafE officer riding

rapidly back to his General, alongside the column, would

report all such matters that he had seen for himself.

3. Personally examining the state of afiairs in a neighbouring

column of troops, as soon as there might appear to be any

probability—such as, perhaps, would arise in the case of a

coming engagement—of the column to which he belonged,

being required to turn aside from its original line of march

and be directed on some other point. Similarly his

presence might be desirable with a neighbouring column to

show it the way, if circumstances were such as rendered

its co-operation desirable in a given direction, in the

interests of the column to which he belonged. In the case

of a Division having only one officer of the General Staf?,

some other officer of the StafE would usually be sent on

such an errand.

4. Riding in advance of a column in retreat, to any defile

that might have to be passed to ascertain for certain

whether it could be passed without a check by the retiring

troops. If, for any reason, a halt before passing a defile

appears desirable or necessary, and the enemy is following

close at hand, no time must be lost in looking for and

selecting a position for the rear guard to hold.

d. Order of March of the 2nd Line Transport.

The 2nd Line Transport (under which heading baggage, supply

and ammunition columns are included) considerably adds to

the difficulties met with in making judicious arrangements

for the march. The fact, indeed, speaks for itself, if we

bear in mind that the combatant portion of an Army Corps

(including spare horses, ambulance and ammunition wagons

which, by regulation, accompany the troops in action) occupies

much about the same depth (or length of road) in column of route

as the supply, ammunition columns and heavy baggage together.

When active operations are being carried on with comparatively

small forces, covering a considerable extent of country much
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intersected witli good roads, the case is an easy one to deal with.

But it is a very different matter when, as in the concentration of

large forces for battle, troops have not only to be massed in a

comparatively confined space, but must in addition be in a posi-

tion to form line of battle with the greatest possible rapidity.

The necessity of providing for the baggage and columns, and of

taking care that the movements of these imjiedimenta—which on

an occasion like this are found to be so embarrassing—are not in

any way likely to hamper or cross on the line of march the fighting

portions of an Army, is wont at such times to produce a certain

feeling of uneasiness.

The difficulty has been very simply got over before now by

keeping all iinpedimenta as far as possible in rear—so far indeed,

that in some cases neither could ammunition be replenished nor

supplies issued to the troops within the following day, and that

some units were separated for weeks together from their transport.

Convenient and simple though such a proceeding may appear

at first sight, it is one completely ignoring the necessity that has

been fully recognised of providing large bodies of troops with

collimns of every description, and miits with regimental transport.

Were it indeed possible or practicable, without incurring serious

disadvantages, to dispense with all these accessories for any

length of time, it would evidently be far wiser not to take them

into the field at all. This question must, however, be considered

as one definitely settled in peace as the result of experience gained

in past wars. To make the best use of such impedimenta in war

is, therefore, the duty of those who have to order the necessary

arrangements.

It cannot, however, be expected that troops are invariably to

be in immediate possession of all their wheeled transport, or

that as a precaution against any, even in the remotest degree

possible, failure of ammunition, the twelve ammunition columns

of an Army Corps should all immediately follow the troops.

Conditions that are liable to daily change must be met by

arrangements varied to suit time and place, and by a judicious

compromise between all the requirements that have to be satisfied
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There must never, liowever, be any doubt on tlie question of

making every consideration give way to that of keeping the

troops in readiness for action.

It would be wrong to carry this principle too far and keep troops

constantly in readiness for battle when the situation does not

require it, simply with a view to being alivays ready for action,

even though it were unnecessary. By such a proceeding troops

would be uselessly exhausted before they were needed to act.

Troops appear much less encumbered without transport, and

undoubtedly are so for the time being. But they lose at the same

time their manoeuvring and fighting powers at an alarming rate,

and it is to preserve and maintain such essential qualities that

they are accompanied by some transport. It tends to military

efficiency, and is, at the same time, a proof of judicious arrange-

ments being made for the march, if units are, as a rule, every

evening in full possession of their regimental transport, and the

columns are also sufficiently near to enable the latter to make

good any deficiencies.

Neither should the 2nd Line Transport be withdrawn too long

be'"ore the troops march off. If the enemy is still at a distance,

it should be left cl^ar of the roads, and should follow at the pre-

scribed distance when all troops to pass through the place have

gone by.

The 2nd Line Transport should only be sent off early when

retiring in close touch with the enemy, if it should happen to be

with the troops under such circumstances.

If " touch " of the enemy has been gained, or it is a question

when forces are advancing to a general engagement of diminishing

as far as possible the depths of the various columns, everything

that is not absolutely necessary for the coming battle must at once

be eliminated and left in rear. Consequently, troops in such cases

would only be immediately followed by their 1st Line Transport,

i.e., spare horses and ambulance wagons, Cavalry by their col-

lapsible boat wagons, and Engineers by their equipment wagons.

Small-arm ammunition wagons also should generally accom-

pany the units to wliicli they belong ; but sometimes it ma)
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be preferable that tliey should be formed in a body arid follow

rnmediately in rear of larger units (advanced guard or Brigade).

All other StaS and regimental transport (forming the 2nd Line

Transport) should then follow in the order of march of their

respective units at a proper distance from the tail of the column.

If more than a Division were marching on the same road,

the 2nd Line Transport should only be allowed to follow each

Division when there was absolutely no possibihty of having to

bring forward all the troops marching on the road into action

on the same day. It is only justifiable to allow units to be

accompanied by all their regimental transport when a collision

with the enemy is entirely out of the question. Consequently,

in order to have at hand only such ammunition and supply

columns as may be necessary under different circumstances, they

are each divided into two (Echelons, with the exception of the

ammunition columns of the heavy Artillery.

The f^rst Echelon of ammunition columns comprises, as a general

rule, one ammunition column detachment, composed of two

Infantry and four Artillery ammunition columns. The first

Echelon of the supply columns consists of a certain number of

provision and transport columns and of field hospitals. The

Commander of the Train Battalion is at the disposal of the Army

Corps Commander for the purpose of the command of this Echelon.

It would follow, under ordinary circumstances, in rear of the com-

batant forces, at a distance of about half a day's march. If the

Divisions were marching by different roads far apait, it might be

directed either to follow one or be divided and follow both.

In order to facihtate command, the first and second dchdons

both of the ammunition and of the supply columns are combined

respectively into " first and second Echelons of ammunition and

supply columns," which are under the command of the senior

officer present.

When an engagement is expected, a portion of the ammu-

nition columns must follow sufficiently close to enable ammu-

nition to be replenished, if necessary, at certain points of the

ticene of the encounter during the action.
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It will usually be sufficient in the case of an Army Corps if the

combatant troops are immediately followed by about one or two

small-arm and two or three Artillery ammunition columns at a

short interval, i.e., frecedingtlie 2nd Line Transport of the troops,

when there is a prospect of an engagement. The 2nd Line Trans-

port cannot, of course, rejoin the troops until the action has besn

decided beyond all doubt. For similar reasons, some field hospitals

(generally four) would follow immsdiately in rear of the combatant

troops, and in front of the three or four ammunition columns

referred to. It is advisable to attach such columns and field

hospitals to the Divisions,

The second echelon of ammunition and suppl}'' columns, wh'ch

consists of the remainder of these columns, acts as a reserve to

the first echelon.

It is rarely complete in itself, though forming an integral

part of an Army Corps, and, under ordinary circumstances,

would follow at a distance of about a short day's march.

The composition of either fcMon varies like other units accord-

ing to circumstances. For instance, a column of the first Echelon

that has issued all its ammunition would at once quit the first

echelon, and return to the place where the field ammunition parks

were stationed, its place being taken for the time by a column of

the second echelon. The latter would have, consequently, to make

a two days' march on that day, unless it were a rest day for the

first echelon. A similar process would be followed in replacing

any field hospital that had been established, and thus left the

first {'clielon, or in replacing empty supply columns.

Considerations of supply may make it necessary to march a

part of the supply or transport columns immediately in rear of

the leading division of an Army Corps. This entails such

difficulties that it is preferable, if possible, to march on a broad

front, i.e., in the case of an Army Corps on a front of tvro

Divisions.

The Divisional bridge trains are cither attached to the

Engineer field companies if they are likely to be wanted; or they

will march with the 2nd Line Transport.

2 4
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The Corps bridge train forms, under ordinary circumstances,

part of the second dclielon, but would be brought to the front

should its employment appear at all possible.

The field bakery column would rarely march with the

second (^chelon of ammunition and supply columns. It would

be brought forward as far as possible to establish field

bakeries at convenient places, and follow the movement of the

troops by successive stages, which should be as long as possible,

using the railway or requisitioned country transport as a means

of conveyance, thereby saving as much time as possible, and

avoiding any unnecessary fatigue on the part of the men, so as

to enable them to work all the harder when halted. A field

bakery column can be divided into sections or groups, which

may, if necessarj^, be attached to the different Divisions.

The second echelon is, unless unexpected changes in the

direction of the march have to be suddenly made, generally

speaking, able to reach the destination assigned it in Army

Corps orders without hindrance or check, and has only then to

be prepared to forward at once to the first echelon such com-

ponent parts as might be required. The first i'chelon, however,

is often assigned points where the different fractions composing

it must halt tUl further orders. Such points would be chosen,

as in the case when the i^chelon in question must be temporarily

kept in rear owing to an engagement coming on, so as to enable

the columns to be parked, and afterwards proceed without check

or delay in different directions. These conditions are best fulfilled

by places where roads intersect or meet, and where there is plenty

of open space in the immediate vicinity. As a precaution against

things talcing an unlucky turn in an impending action, columns

must never be allowed to pass defiles until they are absolutely re-

quired. The places where they are to be halted must, however, be

indicated to the troops whenever such information would be neces-

sary to them, as, for instance, in the case of ammunition columns.

The commanders of echelons must keep in constant communi-

cation with the Commander. They should be informed as soon

as the result of the engagement can be foreseen.

There only now remains the rjupstion of affording the 2nd Line
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Transport efficient 'protection. Every detachment made for

this purpose not only weakens the combatant troops, but also

entails the breaking up of units, for it is impossible to detail

whole battalions or squadrons to escort columns on the march.

Consequently, as the persojinel of the supply and ammunition

columns are armed and generally able to keep off any small

parties of the enemy, special escorts are only required in very

exceptional cases. The best protection may be said really to

consist in judicious arrangements for the march, in the efficient

performance of all reconnoitring or scouting duties, in the mainten-

ance of strict discipline and order in the various supply and other

columns, and finally in successful operations against the enemy.

In the case of a retreat through a country in a state of insur-

rection, the 2nd Line Transport, which in this case would

retire before the combatant troops, would have certainly to be

provided with a special escort or covering force (Infantry for

their immediate protection and a respectable force of Cavalry to

reconnoitre). Under such circumstances supply and ammunition

columns should be sent to the rear as far as possible. Those that

are immediately required to supply the troops should be made to

halt at or near points on which the latter are retiring, and having

once supplied their wants, immediately to rejoin their respective

Echelons, either by a night march or a double day's march.

2. The Object of the Day's March, and the use

OF the Koads.

It would be a great mistake, when drawing up orders for the

march, to take.a day's march as constituting in itself a distinct and

independent operation of war, and one that can be dealt with by

itself.

The positions occupied by an Army or force at the end of a

day's march must necessarily directly affect the arrangements

that have to be made for the movements contemplated on the

morrow. Consequently, the fact that orders for to-morrow are

only the preliminary of orders for the day after to-morrow,

must never be lost sight of. It never does to live from hand

to mouth. The turn that thiiigs arc taking or arc likely to take

2 A 2
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in the military situation, must be maturely weighed and considered,

and all arrangements made to meet the march of events as far as

is possible. These considerations are also of importance in deter-

mining the ohject of each day's march and in making the hest use

of the roads available.

The military situation at the moment, viewed both from a

strategical and tactical point of view, is of first importance. Th's

often necessitates an attempt to reach certain points, or take up a

certain position in a given time. As a rule an enterprise of

this description can only be accomplished by several days'

marching, as strategical operations generally cover a consider-

able extent of country and require more than one day

for their execution. If the Army or force in question is in

immediate contact with the enemy, the daily marches to be

performed, and the roads by which they are to be accomphshed,

mainly depend on tactical considerations in connection with

the military situation at the moment. But if the enemy is not

in the immediate neighbourhood, tactical considerations cease

to be, for the time being, of the same importance, and attention

should then be chiefly paid to maintaining and preserving the

fighting strength of the troops. Bearing this in mind, the

following are the points which deserve special care :—Marches

should not be too long, and arrangements should be made for

intermediate halts ; the troops should be adequately housed and

fed at the end of each day's march ; outpost and scouting duties

should not be more severe than circumstances require ; and,

finally, care should be taken that in arranging each day's march

any alterations that might become necessary in the direction

of march on the morrow are foreseen and provided for.

In estimating the time required to accomplish a given

distance, the length of a day's march should not, unless in a

case of emergency, be taken to exceed an average of 22 kilo-

metres (li miles). In fact, in the case of large bodies of

troops, this is very severe marching indeed to be maintained

for any length of time without halts for rest, and can only be kept

\ip by large forces, as a whole, if the troops arc spared fatigue

in every way possible. With this objivt, troops should march in
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separate small columns, thus avoiding the closing up and opening

out that so constantly take place in large columns and entail extra

fatigue. Again, it is not always necessary for a large force to

be concentrated before, during, or after the march. As long

as the enemy is not in the immediate neighbourhood, it is far

better to assign to the separate portions of the force

different objectives situated in alignment and. connected

by good communications, and consequently to give difjerent

roads to the separate columns. How far such a proceeding is

feasible must, of course, chiefly depend on the total strength of

the whole force in question as compared with the number of

roads available, and the extent to which these are practicable

for the different arms.* To make the best use of all the available

roads of the country is the only sure means of confining the hours

during which troops are kept on their legs to the early part of the

day."}" This is a c|uestion which affects the efficiency and welfare

of the whole force concerned, and materially improves its marching

qualities as a body.

In dividing the total distance that a force has to accomplish

in a given time into day's marches, it scarcely answers the

purpose to fix the latter by the somewhat mechanical process of

ascertaining the average length of each day's march from the

number of days available. On the contrary, it often happens

that a comparatively long day's march on one day may,

with advantage, be compensated for by a short one on the day

following, when circumstances show such an arrangement to

be desirable. This Avould be the case, for instance, when passing

a tract of country unfavourable to military operations (extensive

forests, long defiles, ranges of mountains), pushing on to seize

a defensive position, anticipating the enemy at a point or

points of strategical importance, endeavouring to ensure, jjcttor

quarters or supplies. The question of obtaining a good

* Compare Chapter V (Rcconnaissanco of Roads), both as regards this point

and the question of supplementing roads by temporary passages across eoiuitry.

f The hours of marching off, putting aside cases wiien troops have to arrive

at tlicir destination at stated times, vary according to the time of year, tho

weather and the way in which tho men arc boused. An earlier start can

be made from bivouacs than from quarters.
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water supply has often, before now, been considered a sufficiently

good reason for lengthening or curtailing a day's march.

It may be necessary in certain cases to divide the day's march

into two parts. This is an arrangement which must, for instance,

be made to apply to a large force marching in separate columns

on two roads which unite. One of the colunms has, in this case, to

wait for the other to pass ; but instead of postponing the hour at

which the rear column is to quit its quarters or bivouacs, it is a

better plan, as a rule, to order it to march at the usual hour and

halt at the junction of the roads. The men can then rest and

cook dinners, and when the other column has passed and the road

is clear, the march may be resumed.

If a change in the direction of the march on the following

day appears probable, the various forces should be so distributed

as reo^ards cross roads and communications as to enable them to

march off either in the original or new direction, without having

to make any considerable detours or causing any material

alteration in their formations.

If an unexpected change in the direction of march becomes

necessary, a fresh distribution of the roads, by which every

possible use is made of those available, is required, if possible,

before the troops have begun their march in the old direction.

When making a wheel the marches required from the troops on

the outer flank will be the more exacting the quicker it is neces-

sary to reach the new front, and the earlier the troops on the

inner flank, i.e., that nearest the enemy, may expect a collision.

Particular attention must be paid to the fresh allotment of roads

for the communications of the troops ; for supply and ammunition

columns on the outer flank, in endeavouring to shorten their

marches, may easily trench upon the roads allotted to other

corps and cross their line of march.

If it is a question not merely of a wheel, but of carrying out a

change of front to a flank as rapidly as may be, it will not always

be possible to avoid temporarily allotting more than one Army

Corps to one road, even though every effort is made to use the

roads to the utmost. This naturally causes great difficulties,
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which can only be ob\dated by immediately despatching Staff

officers to each of the new roads to regulate the hours of march

for all units which have to move by them. In spite of this,

experience shows that interruptions to the march still occur,

which can only be limited to an appreciable extent by improvised

and supplementary measures taken by the units concerned.

But if we are in close contact with the enemy, the presence

of the latter must often directly affect the choice of objectives,

inasmuch as it must frequently be first of all decided

whether he is to be attacked and driven from positions where

he has established liimself, and w^bich we intend to occupy, or

beyond which we wish to continue our advance. In the case of a

retreat, too, we may often be obliged either to continue to retire for

a greater distance than was originally intended, or turn and show

fight to avoid being pressed any further by the pursuing enemy.

It must always depend on circumstances whether an

engagement should be risked, or whether we should allow

the choice of the position to be reached by our forces to be

imposed on us b}^ the enemy. In most cases the General

Commanding the Army would issue his orders on the subject.

These, in order to avoid all uncertainty in the arrange-

ments of the subordinate leaders, and prevent any crossing

or collisions between the various columns on the march, should

fix, in addition to the points that the latter should endeavour

to reach, lateral limits to the movements of each column

(so far as the whole force has been divided into columns by the

General holding the command in question). Moreover, the

arrangements which have to be made for the marching, halting,

quartering, and even subsistence of the troops are so intimately

connected, that not only the roads, but also the towns and

villages situated on or near them, would have to be assigned

to the troops forming the various columns.

An area of country running in a direction parallel,

as far as possible, to that of the general movement would

consequently be given to each column, and within this

the troops forming the column would have the exclusive
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right of using tlic roads, fjuartering on tlie inliabitants, and

even requisitioning supplies. At the same time they would

be called upon to provide for all patrolling and outpost duties,

and to maintain order within the area in question. During

active operations the limits of the latter would be practically

determined and fixed by the roads intersecting the country,

for, putting aside battles (and even then the bulk of the

forces arrive on the spot by the roads of the country),

marching is practically a daily occurrence, and everything

else must, for the time being, be made of secondary im-

portance.

It would be wrong, as a rule, to take a main road as

the line of demarcation between tv/o such areas, even though

the road in question were distinctly assigned to the use of the

troops in one of these only. All by-roads and lateral commu-

nications in the immediate neighbourhood of a high road belong,

so to speak, to it. Rivers or streams, wooded tracts, ridges or

chains of hills, in fact all features running in the general direction

of the movement, and offering in themselves an obstacle or

impediment to the march of troops, form much better natural

lines of demarcation in a large tract of country. By choosing

these as forming natural limits between each strip of country,

it would rarely happen that any practicable road running in the

right direction could not be taken advantage of.

The subordinate leaders have next to sub-divide the country

in the areas assigned to them by superior authority, among the

forces they command.

It would be absolutely impossible in the case of very large

forces for a single authority, i.e., the General Commanding-in-

Chief, to undertake all the detail connected with this—that is, to

draw up all the necessary arrangements for marching in separate

columns on points more or less connected with each other, and to

make at the same time the best use of the roads of the country.

This can, in fact, only be carried out by the strict application

of the principle of the division of labour, by which all parts

of the military machine do their separate share of the work.
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TiIrT co-operaio witli tlic directing power ia attaining tlic

common end.

The General commanding all the forces concerned

is only called upon to issue detailed orders when there

appears a pojsibility of one column interfering with the

movements of others ; as for instance, when a certain defde

has to be passed by more than one of the latter, or when

it is impossible to avoid one line of march crossing

another.

In the first case, the hour at which the leading troops of

each column are to be in readiness at the beginning of the

defile must be stated in orders. Anotlier plan has sometimes

been proposed, and that is—to fix the hour at which the tail of

each column nmst liave cleared the defile. But to carry this

out in the case of one column following another becomes

next to impossible, or at any rate, can only be carried

out by enormous exertions on the fart of the troops, if the

leading column ceases, from one cause or another, to be

punctual in its movements. Besides, it is evident that if the order

fixes the hour at which the head of the second column is to be

in readiness to enter the defile, the leading column is thereby

at the same time informed as to when its tail is expected to

have cleared it. A careful estimate of the time taken by each

column to clear the defile is as necessary in one case as in the

other.

A crossing in the lines of inarch should, if possible, be avoided,

but need not necessarily lead to a crossing of the columns on

the march. This is a matter to v/hich attention cannot be too

strongly drawn, though it might hardly be thought necessary

to counsel precautions against mismanagement of such a glaring

and self-evident nature. It is clear, in fact, that the loss of

time entailed on the column or portion of the column that

is obliged to halt, is given by the length of the other

column that continues to move on, and its rate of marching.

If both columns are pressing on, the arrangements which cause

thom to crosr, each other on the raarcli—when possibly
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they are about to deploy into alignment for battle—must be

seriously at fault.

No consideration can in any way justify an order entailing

such a movement at such a moment. It would be just as

reasonable, indeed, at a critical moment like this, to bring

a unit that was marcliing far back in the column to the

front, and for this purpose cause all the remainder to halt,

merely for the sake of having that particular unit to lead the way.

It is sometimes next to impossible, however, to prevent the

lines of march of two columns crossing each other. After a

decisive battle has been fought, and especially when the reserves

have been engaged, troops may easily find themselves, at the

close of the engagement, occupying positions alongside each

other on the battlefield, very different from those they

mutually occupied on the march. Before continuing the

advance on the following day it must, therefore, be decided

whether the troops in first line are to be kept in the order

in which they actually stand on the ground. If it be

decided that they shall remain so, the lines of march of theii

respective baggage columns—in a word, their communications

—

must necessarily cross each other.

When such an alternative has to be settled, it may be said

to be almost invariably better to revert to the original order in

which the troops in first line were marching before the action

;

but this cannot be done without a certain amount of crossing

of the lines of march. It does not follow, however, that the

columns themselves should cross when on the march, for care

must be taken that the hours of marching off are so ordered

that no column when on the march should be obliged to halt

because its line of march was being crossed by another.
•

The inconvenience of such an occurrence may sometimes, to

a certain extent, be avoided by fixing the point of crossing of

the lines of march, near the bivouac of one of the columns,

or place where it is to be assembled. It can then cross the line of

march of the other column in as broad a formation as possible,

and only cause it to make a comparatively short halt.
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If these considerations are ignored and the necessary-

precautions neglected, the troops suiier from unnecessary fatigue

by being kept on their legs on the roads during long

delays. In addition to this, very disagreeable disputes

are almost certain to arise between officers commanding

columns, as nobody in cases of the kind is inclined

to peld quietly ar d allow another to continue his march.

Crossings in the line of march that are unavoidable must

consequently be foreseen, and ail evil consequences avoided

by the most careful arrangements of those in superior

authority.

3. Special Precautions.

Reference has already been made, when dealing with the

strengths and formation of columns, to precautions that have to

be taken on the march against surprise and the sudden approach

of the enemy. Allusion was made at the time to the

wide field of action of Cavalry, to the formation of advanced

guards, and to flanking detachments. The detail of all such

precautionary measures must be left to the independent action

of officers in command ; but they must be informed of the object

and intention of the movements that are being carried out, the

order of march of the main body, and all that is known or

conjectured as regards the enemy.

It may, however, be often very desirable in addition to,

and independently of, such measures, to order special

officers' patrols to be sent in certain directions with the

express purpose of gaining information which the usual pre-

cauaonary measures against surprise would not necessarily

give.

Those in supreme authority must not lose sight of the mutual

relations which exist between precautionary measures against

surprise when on the march, and similar measures when

halted. The importance of this is at once seen in the question of
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relieving troops employed on outj)ost or detaclied duly. Tills

had always better be done before commencing a fresli march,

that is to say, in the morning, than when a march is completed,

i.e.,in the afternoon or evening. If the reverse course were adopted,

there would always be a certain risk of suddenly interrupting for

a time the advanced troops in following up any information

they might have been able to gain during the march as to the

enemy's movements. In addition to this the march on one day

often begins under circumstances very different from those under

which the march on the preceding day was made. With a

change in the aspect of affairs, less harm is done by a change in

the executive.

In marching in an unknown country, it is often advisable,

especially when moving through mountainous or wooded districts,

to employ, as a matter of precaution, guides knowing the country.

Maps do not always show roads and communications in a wooded

country with sufficient accuracy to make mistakes impossible.

In one's own or in a friendly country, it would be a matter of

little or no difficulty to procure and make the best use of

guides. Indeed, the services of mounted men could be nearly

always procured ; but in an enemy's country any voluntary

assistance of this kind from the inhabitants must never

be reckoned on, and it would be sometimes even impossible

to obtain the class of men required by forcible means, from

the very fact that there would be none to be found. IMoreover,

in using a guide belonging to a hostile population, care should

bs taken that he is strictly watched and guarded during

the whole time of his employment, so that he may be punished

at once in the event of his wilfully leading the column

astray.

If there arc no particular reasons to the contrary, it is Vv'ell

to alternate the positions of troops in column of route from

time to time, so that the same troops do not invariably find

themselves bringing up the rear. The tail end of a column is,

in fact, the most tiring and disagreeable position on the march,

and the desirability or even the necessity for alternating or
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changing places is therefore self-evident. A favourable oppor-

tunity must, however, be chosen to make these changes.

It would, for instance, be very injudicious to make the change

in question at the end of a day's march, if all the troops

forrain<T the column were echeloned along the road, in bivouac

or quarters, or both combined, for a distance corresponding to

the depth of the column. Again, to bring to the front on the

following morning troops that were at the time bringing up

the rear of the column would entail on them a severe amount

of additional marching, and they would certainly much prefer

to remain at the tail of the column with all its disadvantages.

Changes of this description should be made, as a matter of

choice, when the troops forming the column occupy bivouacs

close together or in the same alignment, or when a change in the

direction of march is made after an important engagement

in a word, when a favourable opportunity for so doing

presents itself.

Night marches require special precautions. It is not the

obvious disadvantages inherent in night marches so much as

defective preparations and insufficient precautions, due to

ignorance of their nature, which have brought night marches

into disrepute. The chief disadvantages of night marches are

that obstacles, such as broken ground, stones, roots, &c., have

a special effect, and that men and horses are deprived of their

night's rest. A march carried out in complete darkness naturally

takes longer and requires greater exertions than a march by

daylight, or bright moonlight ; the maintenance of order and

communication and the transmission of orders is difficult in the

dark, still it is not much more difficult than it would be on a very

ioogy day, or in passing through a dense forest. If the troop3

are not well disciplined there will be stragglers remaimng behind

on purpose ; disorder which has once crept into a coiunm will

spread rapidly and assume the character of a flight. If a march

by day is protracted into the night much discomfort is caused to

the troops by going into quarters in the dark.

If all these disadvantages arc recognised it is possible to over-
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come tliem or at least to diminish them by careful preparation.

In the first place, the troops must have sufficient test before the

night march, the roads to be followed must, if possible, be recon-

noitred by daylight, and marked if necessary by men with

lanterns, so that mistakes as to the direction to be followed may be

obviated. Maps and compasses should be marked with luminous

paint, so that they may be more easily used. Particular attention

must be paid to the concentration of the troops for a night march,

and the composition of the columns. Since mounted troops have

greater difficulties to contend with on a night march, and cannot

defend themselves so easily as infantry, formed bodies of mounted

troops should be placed far back in columns of march, and all

vehicles should follow at the end of the column. The distances

between the main body and advanced and flank guards, which

should chiefly be composed of Infantry, with a proportion of

mounted orderlies, can be reduced to a haK or even less. The

connection between the various units composing columns should

be maintained by a number of connecting files. All noise must

be avoided when in the neighbourhood of the enemy, in order not

to im.peril the success of the enterprise. Rifles should not be

loaded, for firing in the dark is only a waste of ammunition, and

steel should be used if a colhsion with the enemy occurs.

If night marches are ordered in hot weather in order not to

expose the troops to mid-day heat, it must be considered whether

the advantage of a cooler march compensates them for the

curtailment of their night's rest. The situation frequently

requires night marches to be carried out (F.S. Regns., paras. 29

and 247), e.g., when a decisive engagement is imminent troops

at a distance must start at night in order to arrive in time. If

the enemy is occupying a strong prepared position, troops ma}

often be got by night into preparatory positions favourable fcr an

attack at dawn. A night march will often be the best means of

surprising an enemy by a turning movement, or of withdrawing

from an unfavourable situation. Night operations will often

be of great importance in minor warfare. Large masses of troops

uhould, however, never be involved in fighting in the dark. One
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fights at night with bandaged eyes, leading is impossible, and one

is the victim of chance.

4. Forced Marches.

The average day's march of a large Army during a movement

which does not include any long periods of rest, rarely exceeds

15 kilometres (9i miles), and, as a rule, may generally be taken

at somewhat less. This includes a halt every now and then

for a day at a time. If this average be exceeded, the marches

may be considered as forced. Without the use of railways,

which, owing to the enormous size of modern Armies, can alone

afford sufficient assistance, forced marching can only take place

for short periods, and then only by portions of an Army at a

time.

With a view to obtaining the highest results from this particular

measure, attempts—in themselves perfectly legitimate—have

been made before now by military experts to arrive approximately

at certain conclusions, by establishing theories founded on a

somewhat arbitrary comparison of the relations that exist

between the amount of work that men or horses are capable

of and the rest they require, and thence deducing rules for

general application. These ideas have, however, now been

completely abandoned. We must first—in each case that

occurs—ask ourselves the question whether a forced march, i.e.,

one that exceeds the average day's march, is absolutely necessary,

how far and to what degree such forced marching is justified

or called for by the military situation at the time, and whether

the object to be gained is fully worth the expenditure of fighting

power inseparable from an undertaking of the kind. Once the

case is perfectly clear, forced marches may be ordered, but they

must be energetically carried out, and nothing neglected that

may in any way spare fatigue on the part of the troops. The

chief consideration, then, lies in using the best roads available,

providing good accommodation and liberal ."Supplies, and, if

possible, causing the packs of the Infantry to be carried for

them (F.-8. Kegns., 3U).
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Tliere is, however, even in the mo3t favourable circum-

stances, always a certain limit imposed by Nature on the endurance

of man or horse which cannot be exceeded without reducing

troops to a condition unfit for fighting, brought about both by

the reduction in numbers caused by the falling out on th-

miTch and by the exhaustion of those who do not fall out.

Let us first see what may be considered as the maximum

distance that can be acccmplished in a day, i.e., in the course

of 24 hours, taking the case of the best time of the year (spring (

r

autumn), good weather and a start in the morning after an

undisturbed night's rest.

In the case of Cavalry or Horse Artillery only, if a start be

made at about G o'clock in the morning, a distance of some 35

kilometres (21 miles) can be got over by 11 o'clock in the fore-

noon. A halt till 3 o'clock in the afternoon enables dinners

to be cooked and eaten, and horses to be fed and watered, after

which another stage of some 25 kilometres (15 miles) may quite

vrell be got over by 7 o'clock in the evening. This gives a total

distance of some 60 kilometres (3G miles) performed by the

main body in 13 hours, and if the march is in the presence of the

enemy, a far longer one in the case of tho3e who have, in addition,

to perform scouting and outpost duties. This is a march which

any Cavalry Regiment in hard condition could occasionally

undertake. To order the march to be again resumed at midnight,

however, i.e., after a rest of some five hours, is a proceeding that

could only be justified in cases of the greatest emergency. But if it

be determined on, an additional distance of some 30 kilometres

mi'^ht be accompUshed by 6 o'clock on the following morning,

making the total distance marched in one day, or 21 hours, some

90 kilometres (54 miles). Of course, the total distance thus

covered in the time given might be divided into stages, in o her

ways, according to circumstances. That a performance of the

kind could not be immediately repeated, is, of course, equally

clear. Cavalry that have been marching from midnight to

C o'clock in the morsiing, after the fatigue on the preceding
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day, could not possibly undertake another march of SO kilo-

metres in five hours without resting and feeding and watering

their horses. It will generally be found, in fact, that on the

whole a greater distance can really be got over in sev* ral days

by ensuring the troops as much rest as possible.

Infantry can, in favourable circumstances, by starting at

6 o'clock in the morning, march some 25 kilometres (15 miles)

by 10 o'clock in the forenoon. After a rest of about four hours to

cook and eat dinners it is quite possible to march an additional

distance of some 20 kilometres (12 miles) between the hours of

2 and 6 in the afternoon. This gives a total distance of 45 kilo-

metres (27 miles) for the 12 hours of the day. If the march is

again resumed at midnight, 15 kilometres may be done by

6 o'clock on the following morning, giving the total distance

marched in the 24 hours as 60 kilometres (36 miles). A per-

formance of this kind, however, cannot be immediately

repeated.

It would be a mistake to suppose that when the days are

long the maximum distance that can be marched in 24 hours

is greater than when the days are short. In the former case it

must be remembered that the heat generally accompanying long

days has an exhausting effect on men and horses.

We may therefore take 90 and 60 kilometres (54 and 36

miles) in one day (24 hours) as about the maximum
effort of the mounted and dismounted arms respectively, under

the most favourable circumstances. If marching after this is to

be resumed, a longer rest than usual must be allowed. Now, even

restricting this to three or four hours, it is very evident

that it would have been more advisable to have rested during the

night and started later, say at about 4 o'clock in the morning,

on the second day. The rest of some 9 or 10 hours during the

night thus obtained would have enabled the march to be con-

tinued from 4 to 11 in the forenoon. We must not be surprised,

however, if the distance performed in these seven hours is not

greater than that got over on the pieceding day in five or even

four hours.

2 c
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If marcliing is to be renewed in the afternoon we can only

expect to do the same distance as on the preceding day by

taking far more time about it, so that a full night's rest

until 6 o'clock on the following morning becomes absolutely

necessary if the movement is to be continued on the third

day.

Thus we may assume from the above that the maximum

distance that can be performed in two days (or 48 hours) is 90

kilometres (54 miles) in the case of Infantry and 120 (72 miles)

in the case of Cavalry, to which 15 and 30 kilometres (9 and 18

miles), however, may be respectively added if tlie march is pushed

on during the night between the second and third day till 6 o'clock

in the morning, but this assumes the march to be then brought

to a close for a time. Otherwise, if troops have had their full

night's rest, a distance of 30 and 40 kilometres (18 and 25 miles)

respectively may very well be got over on the third day, and the

fourth day still see the troops in question in a fit state for marching

or fighting.

Besides the somewhat arbitrary assumptions that have been

used in the above calculations, in which a considerable reduc-

tion should be made for previous fatigue and exposure, bad

quarters and food, indifferent roads and unfavourable weather,

it may as well be mentioned that a night march must be con-

sidered as only adding, once for all, to the maximum distance

that can be done in the time, and as reducing the amount of

marching that can be done on the following day in proportion.

Consequently, if it is a question of forced marching for several

days running, the regular night's rest of from 9 to 10 hours' dura-

tion will be found, on the whole, to increase instead of diminish

the total distance performed.

Very much smaller results, in the long run, however, must

be expected, when, in the case of large bodies of troops, it might

for some reason or other appear desirable to form up the whole

force from column of route in a position of readiness or for

bivouacking, either at the end of each day's march or even

during the long halt that usually takes place about noon. In
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the case of small bodies, or when a long column is formed up
along a road in detachments at distances corresponding to the

depths they occupy in column of route, both during halts for

rest and on completing each daily stage, this remark does not
apply. In the case of small detachments, it is indeed quite possible

to enable longer stages to be performed, if, especially in the case of

Infantry, the men are reheved from the trouble of cooking their

food by being directly fed by the inhabitants on whom they are

quartered, and are thus enabled to enjoy more complete rest

when halted. This, however, is a proceeding which is only

possible when the forces advancing are not. too large and can,

without fear of the enemy, spread themselves over a com-
paratively ^nde extent of country, and consequently draw to the

full extent on its resources as regards food and shelter. Arrancrp-

ments for doing this can then be prepared beforehand by the

General Staff and Intendance, covered by a force of Cavalry

pushed a day's march or so to the front.

Picked bodies of Cavalry and small detachments of Infantry

carried in carriages* can accompUsh enormous distances in one or

two clays' march. Owing to the weakness of forces of the kind,

however, their employment must always be very restricted.

They cannot well separate themsehes for any length of

time from the main body to which they belong, and wiiich

naturally moves more slowly, unless they are constituted

as flying columns. Flying columns, however, cannot be expected

to perform very brilhant services, unless they are acting in their

own country, or can rely on the support of the inhabitants.

Experience shows, moreover, that they constantly require a whole
day's rest at a time, just as other troops.

A day's rest is equally necessary every fourth, or at the least

every fifth, day in the case of large forces moving by forced

marches, more especially with a view to replacing the wear and
tear of materiel. This has especial reference to the boots of the

dismounted branches and the shoeing of the horses. It should

* A tvvohorso wagon can carry only 10 men. It takes a long time to
collect the necessary transport.

2 B 2
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be rememlDered tliat tlie extra wear and tear in question does

not result so mucli from tlie three or four days' marcliing, as

from the total distance that has been got over in these three or

four days. This is equal, in fact, in many cases, to what would

have been performed under ordinary circumstances, in perhaps

from six to eight days. Again, on days when troops have marched

nearly double the usual distance, men on reaching their billets

are too tired and have but little time to undertake repairs to

boots and clothes.

Forced marches are impossible, except with very highly

disciplined troops. When troops are wanting in discipline, or, in

other words, when subordination to the will of the superior has

not been so far instilled into their nature as to make the power

of duty overrule that of physical feeling, a large percentage of

men are certain to fall out and be left in rear, in addition to,

and independently of, casualties that arise from unforeseen cir-

cumstances. Under circumstances of the kind it is far better,

in the long run, not to attempt too much.

5, The Use of Railways in Wx\r.-

We must be careful not to over-estimate the use of railways

as a means of rapidly convepng large masses of troops to and

fro during active operations. In the first place, ordinary

railway traffic cannot be entirely suspended for any great length

of time, as the very existence of the civil population is, to a certain

extent, dependent on it. Consequently, a portion only of the

resources ot the railways is at the free disposal of the military

authorities, and therefore always available for immediate use,

and even that portion has often to be stubbornly contended for.

And again, if we bear in mind that the military administrative

authorities must always have by far the greater part of the avail-

able rolling stock at their disposal to keep the Army fully supplied

with everything it requires in the shape of supplies and stores,

but little must remain to the combatant authorities to enable them

to move large masses of troops.

The difficulties of the question are best seen if we take the
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case of an Army occupying an enemy's country after successful

offensive operations, when the railways, after being repaired

and put in working order, have to be provided with both 'personnel

and mati'riel brought from the invaders' country.

If the lines are blocked by fortresses, or if important engineering

works, such as tunnels or large bridges, have been destroyed,

the necessary deviations and repairs can only be carried out by

technical troops, and by bringing up large quantities of tools and

material. Railway lines can be constructed at an average rate

of 3 Idlometres (If miles) a day. But even when railway com-

munication with home has been established, it is stiil very diificult

to maintain a constant flow of regular traffic, for the further

the railway system runs into the enemy's country the more

irregular the circulation of rolling-stock becomes (i.e., the return

of rolling-stock to the terminal stations), in spite of the estab-

lishment of rolling-stock depots at collecting stations and junctions.

Rapid unloading and return of rolling-stock can alone prevent

delays, such as were greatly prejudicial to the employment of rail-

ways in the year 1870.

Railway lines in the theatre of war are always exposed to the

danger of being blocked or destroyed by hostile enterprise. The

Cavalry of all great Armies is provided with the necessary

apparatus for this. The safety of a railway line cannot be assured,

in spite of careful watching, if it is within reach of hostile patrols,

quite apart from interruptions caused by hostile inhabitants,

which cannot be prevented even by the severest measures. There-

fore if troops have to be despatched over a section of railway

which is exposed to these dangers, it is desirable to form mixed

trains, for mounted troops are practically useless if a train is

stopped—say on an embankment. Infantry can detrain quickly

anywhere, and if they have the necessary material with them

they can repair minor demolitions.

On the other hand, when an Army retires on its own soil

in the face of an invader, the personnel and materid of the railways

abandoned to the enemy either precede or accompany the

retiring forces, and can be turned to account by the latter on the
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railways that still remain at their disposal, so as to increase

their facilities for traffic.

But no movement of troops on an enormous scale, such as

would take place according to pre-existing arrangements on

the concentration of the Army before hostihties commenced,

could ever possibly be expected to be carried out with the same

regularity and despatch when arrangements would have to be

made during active operations. In the first case, advantage is

taken of the network of railways covering the country, and the

rolling-stock belonging to them, to convey troops scattered in

their various garrisons, by several through routes, straight to the

rayon of concentration. But in the second case it is a question

of moving a large concentrated force from one point to another,

there being, perhaps, only one line, or at the most very few hues,

of railway available, probably provided with a hmited amount

of rolling-stock.

The orders for such movements on a large scale will usually

only be issued just before they have to be executed, because

the necessity for the movement can rarely be foreseen, and has to

be kept secret as far as possible. It is not feasible to keep the

necessary rolling-stock in readiness for any length of time, in

view of the necessity of maintaining a constant flow of supplies.

But in any case the combatant Staffs must put themselves into

communication with the Military Railway Staff in good time,

in order to obtain accurate information as to the feasibility

of the undertaking, as to suitable times for beginning the move-

ment, entraining and detraining places, and as to its duration, so

that impossibihties may not be demanded. If troops which are

in touch with the enemy have to be despatched, entraining places

must be fixed in accordance with the tactical situation, i.e., the

entraining should be, as far as possible, undisturbed by the

enemy. Vice versd, similar measures must be taken with regard

to detraining. Alterations or interference by Commanders of

units in the railway arrangements may lead to disastrous con-

sequences. Technical administration must always be in the hands

of one man ; if this is observed the execution of technical details

is not difficult.
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When the force is small but the distance it has to be moved is

considerable, as, for instance, that from one scene of operations

to another, a great saving of time may certainly be effected by

using railway transport. But it may very possibly happen that

when the distances are short and the forces to be moved large,

not only may no time be gained by such a proceeding, but the

interruption of regular traffic on the lines of railway used may,

in the end, cause a considerable delay in the assembly of the

whole force at the point or points whence it is to begin a new

series of operations.

The conveyance of laige masses of troops by rail with im-

provised arrangements only is, in fact, an undertaking beset

with every kind of difficulty apart from the danger of inter-

ruption by the action of the enemy. There are, of course, cases

when difficulties of the kind would be less liable to be met with—
as, for instance, in the defence of a line of coast, when the con-

veyance of troops from one point to another is a matter that can

be foreseen, and steps taken beforehand for carrying out the

operation with certainty and despatch.

The arrangements that are necessary for the movement of

troops by rail, of this or any other kind, that may have to be

undertaken during active operations in the field, are made on

precisely the same principles that apply to the strategical con-

centiationof the Army before the commencement of hostilities.

If both the lines and stations of detrainment of a railway

are perfectly safe from the enemy, there is no reason why com-

paratively small bodies of troops should not be conveyed by rail

to the immediate neighbourhood of the very battlefield itself,

in support of the force that is actually engaged with the enemy.

For the transport of large bodies of troops by sea, see Part II,

Chapters X and XII ; for landings and the measures necessary

to oppose them, see Part III, Chapter X.
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CHAPTER V.

EECOKNAISSAXCE.

A. General Observations.

Reconnaissance in every sense of the word is essentially one of

the duties of the General Staff.

It is not to be inferred from this that a reconnaissance cannot

be made by officers of other branches of the service. In some

cases the object of the reconnaissance can perfectly well be

arrived at by a young Cavalry officer, and in others the co-opera-

tion of officers of the special arms may be essential. Bub the

officer of the General Staff must be able to undertake every

kind of reconnaissance which is not too involved in techrical

details.

It may be laid down at once as a principle to be strictly

followed, that whereas everything that in any way bears on the

military situation at the moment must be most' carefully

examined, all that does not apply to the questions under con-

sideration should be as pointedly avoided. Tliis is very neces-

sary. Otherwise the examination of a tract of comitry and the

report on it, which would depend on its extent, would occupy

more time than would be available in war for the recon-

naissance, and for the writing and subsequent reading of the

report.

A sketch, either as a means of supplementing or illustrating a

map, is very often a most valuable addition to a report, and may

in some cases even be substituted for the latter. When time is

short a verbal report must sometimes take the place of a written

one. Under such circumstances a sketch cannot, of course, be
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expected But even in this case it is very advisable tliat the

officer reporting verbally should make sketches of what he has

actuallv seen himself, by which he can illustrate any verbal

report he is making. It is desirable, also, in all cases to make

corrections and additions on the spot on the map actually used

in the field ; and further to explain these, if necessary, by notes

made at the time. Tliis plan has the advantage of showmg at

once whether everything of importance has been observed

diirinc the reconnaissance, and further, the fact of makmg notes

of the" impressions gained at the time acts as a great assistance

to the memory.
• ^i, ^ 4. i

The officer making the reconnaissance must m the farst place

thoroughly understand its object and the mihtary situa-

tion at the time. He must not only collect information on

such points as have been indicated to him, but must sift for

himseli aU that he has been able to ascertain. His General will

in most cases make up his mind how to act from such reports.

It is therefore of far more importance to ascertam the most

advantageous position, than to describe, however perfectly and

minutely, others offering minor advantages.

An officer of the General Staff seldom makes a reconnaissance

alone in war. He is generally accompanied by a detachment

of Cavalry to protect him against small parties of the enemy,

to drive in the enemy's vedettes and to carry information

rapidlv In addition to an escort of this description, it is often

advisable, as several pairs of eyes are better than one, to give

him the assistance of one or two well mounted officers who have

previously been thoroughly made acquainted with the object o

the reconnaissance. By then dividing the ground to be exammed

among the party, a considerable saving may be effected m the

time available for gaining the information desired. Again,

especially in a thick or intersected country, a better and more

accurate idea can be obtained of the circumstances connected

with some given point to be reconnoitred, when it can be simul-

taneously observed from different directions. It rests with the

GeneralStaff officer on such occasions to give smtable directions

to his assistants.
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When any special teclinical knowledge is necessary, it is

desirable to have the assistance of Artillery, and especially of

Engineer, officers. In the attack and defence of fortresses, their

co-operation is, of course, of the highest importance. But even

during active operations in the field, circumstances often arise

when, though the General Staff officer must have sufficient

training to prevent his making any mistakes, it is necessary to

have the question technically examined with the greatest care by

officers of the special arms.

In a case of this description the object in view is generally

of such importance that it is desirable to entrust the reconnais-

sance to the management of a General Stafi officer of high rank.

Officers belonging to the special arms accompanying the recon-

naissance should, under these circumstances, be chosen so that

they are junior in rank to the General Staff officer, thus giving

the latter sole direction and charge of the business. Otherwise

technical details might quite possibly be allowed to carry undue

weight.

In peace time in one's own country reconnaissances are best

made on horseback, accompanied by a mounted servant. The

latter can then hold the officer's horse when he dismounts to

make notes or corrections on the map. Writing or sketching on

horseback is a difficult matter, even on the quietest of animals.

Occasionally country may be reconnoitred in a carriage, and

this plan would be adopted in the case of a foreign country, so

as not to attract attention. Under such circumstances anything

which distinguishes the reconnoitring officer from an ordinary

traveller should be avoided. At home a pocket compass, a

sketching case with coloured pencils, some squared and tracing

paper, and a notebook would be carried, but abroad as much as

possible should be entrusted to memory, and only committed to

paper afterwards when in one's own room.

B. Hints on Reconnaissance.

A high standard of general military information is the most

valuable outfit in making reconnaissances. Frederick the Great
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required a higher standard in this respect from liis Cavalry officers

than from his Infantry officers of corresponding rank. It would

therefore only be in keeping with the spirit which is still so con-

spicuous in the Cavalry of the Prussian Army, of founding

everything connected with its organisation and training on the

doctrines of the Great King, if the latter's warnings and demands

received the same consideration at the present day in regard to

this as they do in other matters.

It may be doubted whether Cavalry will ever again play the

brilliant and decisive rCle in actual battle which distinguished

it during the Silesian Wars. But, on the other hand, there

can be no doubt whatever that in reconnaissance and

scouting work. Cavalry can and must be able to be of the same

service as in former days. It is evident, moreover, that the

importance of this branch of its duties, which facilitates and

renders possible the manoBUvring of x\rmies, has increased with

the size of modern armaments.

This duty should not, however, be regarded as limited to the

mere observation of the enemy's forces. A thorough knowledge

of the nature of the country which may have to be traversed on

the following day by our own troops can be obtained at the same

time as any intelligence of the appearance and movements of the

enemy, and is often of equal or even of greater importance.

The many enterprising Cavalry officers who act as " the

eyes of the General," and seek to keep the closest "touch"

with the enemy, should therefore endeavour not only to

procure intelligence of the enemy, as the result of their excur-

sions, but to bring in reports on the country they have ridden

through. As regards these officers, it should not be necessary to

point out every day to each individual the particular objects

to which he should pay attention. They should know instinc-

tively, as the natural result of their own military judgment,

the points on which it is desirable to obtain information both

as regards the enemy and the comitry.

The power of forming an opinion from extended observa-
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tions may be given by Ncature to a few specially gifted individuals,

but the majority can only acquire the desired faculty by constant

study and practice. The less inclination young Cavalry officers,

who may perhaps be quartered in stations where there are

few inducements to study, have for work of a scientific nature,

the more necessary it is that they should receive special training.

Every squadron leader can impart the first and most essential

instruction to his young officers by extensive excursions under-

taken in the country round the garrison in which they are

quartered. We would next recommend practice in reconnais-

sance and scouting duties, lasting for several days together, made

under the supposition of some given military situation, and

systematically carried out by the greater portion of the officers

of a regiment together, under the direction of the Officer Com-

manding the regiment or the second in command. Next should

come Cavalry and General Staf? rides.

Officers would thus gain confidence in themselves in noting

anything in the country that would be of importance on service.

They get accustomed to observe the country as well as the enemy,

to note what is necessary, and draw attention to it in their

reports. In this the following are of special importance :

—

Roads and communications ; character of rivers and water-

courses, woods, hills and mountains, especially as affecting the

movements of troops off the roads
;

places that appear

favourable for bivouacking either for large or small forces (not

forgetting the question of water supply, which is an important

consideration)
;
positions which might with advantage be held

by lines of outposts either to observe the movements of the

enemy or cover certain points.

An officer who, when riding over a tract of country, has

looked about him, keeping such points as these in view, can

afterwards be usefully employed as guide to a column of troops.

The reports of such officers taken collectively furnish, when

they contain information both as regards the enemy and the

country that has been reconnoitred, information which is doubly
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valuable fcc those in high autiiority who have to issue orders tor

operations.

It must be presumed, however, that the ceporrs in question

are the result ot protessionai judgment. The latter must include,

in addition to the knowledge that is specially necessary, a

certain acquaintance with the military situation at the moment.

A Cavalry officer sent to reconnoitre in the face of the

enemy is actually performing the duties of an officer of the

General Staff. He should consequently be trained for this

branch ot a General Staff officer's duties, if possible by the

theoretical ;?tudy of military science, but at any rate by numerous

practical exercises on horseback.*

ft is, of course, unnecessary to point out that the reconnais-

sance of certain very important points, as well as a general

reconnaissance "embracing large tracts of country, require military

judgment of a sounder nature and previous study of a more

thorough description. In the latter case, the most accurate

knowledge ot the country to be examined that can be acquired

beforehand from materials already in our possession or within

our reach, is of especial value. We are then at least sufficiently

informed at the outset not to lose time in learning what is already

known. New information is what is required, or at any rate,

old information corrected and enlarged up to date. The military

history of a country is of great value in giving hints as to the

course to be pursued. Many conditions of making war remain

constant in spite of great changes in the military art. In this

respect the past serves as a guide both to the present and to the

future.

Good maps are another great source of assistance. We
can never take too much trouble in endeavouring to procure

the best maps. Booksellers' shops often contain maps made
for local purposes, which, though not military maps, may
furnish much useful information. It need scarcely be said that

they should invariably jc compared with the ground, and, if

necessary, corrected.

* This, of course, equally applies to the Mounted Officers of other arms.
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Tims in the use of maps, as well as in giving an accurate

representation of the ground at certain points in a recon-

naissance, some proficiency in the art of sketching ground is

indispensable. It forms, in fact, an important subject of military

education.

Finally, among the aids for carrying out a reconnaissance,

the natural gifts of eye for country and power of judging distances

must be reckoned.

The former is an instinct with which all men are not equally

endowed, but which it is quite possible to improve by practice.

Every General Staff officer must, however, be able, under

any circumstances, to find his way about a country with the

assistance of a map and a pocket compass. Generally the use

of the latter may be dispensed with by following up the same

road, or if necessary, by observing the position of the sun by day,

or that of the pole star on a clear night. On a dark night a

compass marked with luminous paint may be of service if a pocket

electric lamp is not available.

Judging distances by eye can be considerably improved by

practice. Until a reliable, light, handy and portable range-finder

is invented, every individual must have some plan of his own of

estimating distances, whether it be by judging by eye, pacing on

foot, or cantering on horseback. Pacing on foot is the most

accurate though the slowest method. The most rapid but most

inaccurate method is judging distances by eye. Many attempts

have been made to give rules for this method, but in addition to

the sight of each individual, the nature of the country (whether,

for instance, it is mountainous, or there are broad expanses of

water), as well as the state of the weather and light, have to

be considered.

Attempts have also been made to utilise the velocity of

sound (about 1,180 feet per second) for measuring distances,

by timing the interval between seeing the flash and hearing

the report of a gun. The theory is sound enough, but

the errors of observation are so great that the method is

only applicable to very long distances, for, the errors of
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observation remaining the same, the total error diminishes as

the distance increases.

Finally, it is necessary when making reconnaissances in foreign

countries to have a table of foreign measures by which distances

expressed in foreign measurements may be compared with our

own.

The following table gives the equivalents in the metric

system* :—
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A sketch of this kind is generally used to illustrate a report,

or may be required instead of a report. In the case of the

reconnaissance of a large extent of country, sketches are rarely

necessary, and only then as a means of correcting or explaining

certain points on existing maps. In making a reconnaissance,

moreover, the General Staff officer would nowadays almost

invariably be in possession of a map from which the leading

features of the ground might be previously copied and converted

to the scale of the sketch, so as to act as a general check on any

very great errors in the latter.

The question has often been raised, especially with reference

to experience gained in recent wars, whether sketching is still

necessary and should consequently continue to form a subject

of instruction in peace. There is no doubt that sketches have

only rarely been made during active operations. In most cases

when reconnaissances have suddenly had to be made, there has

been no time to transfer to paper, in the form of a sketch, the

impressions gained. The officer making the reconnaissance

generally returned as quickly as he could to the spot whence

he was sent, and, with the map in his hand, reported at once to

his superiors the results of his investigations.

But it may well be asked whether reconnaissances would

hive been as rapidly and satisfactorily carried out had officers

not been trained during times of peace in surveying and sketch-

ing, and thus acquired the habit of rapidly grasping in their

minds the important topographical features in a tract of country.

An officer, thus trained, when making a reconnaissance, forms a

sketch of the ground in his mind without expressing his thoughts

on paper. Drawings, however, are often very necessary in war,

if only for the purpose of describing and illustrating at some

future period the history of battles by sketches of the ground on

which they have been fought.

We are consequently perfectly right in keeping up training

in sketching with simple materials in peace time, and in not

dispensing too much with requirements of clearness and accuracy.

Men possessing the greatest natural talent, and not those who
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are least adapted for this kind of work, set the standard which

should be aimed at. But many a General Staff officer may fall

short of this without prejudice to his actual value.

Sketches are, as a rule, made on the scale of
5-5-0 oiy (2'53-4-i

inches to the mile). Sketches of specially important points may
be made on the scale of tttI'oo (^"^^^^ inches to the mile), and

sketches of large extents of country on the scale of z-qI-^-q (1'2672

inches to the mile) or on a still smaller scale. In sketches of roads,

3vS well as of rivers, streams and valleys, the ground on either side

should be shown to a distance of from 550 to 1,100 yards. If

heights run parallel to a road, the watershed, if it is within

efiective Artillery range (about 4,500 yards), should be included.

The same rule applies as regards showing the hills bordering the

valley when sketching a stream.

Troops would only be marked on a sketch made to supple-

ment a report on an engagement, or describe a position,

care being taken to draw them as far as possible to scale. The

conventional signs used by the General Staff should be adhered

to. One side should be shown in red and the other in blue. It

should be stated on the margin of a sketch whither roads leaving

it lead.* A sketch should always have a scale drawn on

it, showing at least 2 kilometres (1| miles), and graduated in

hundreds of metres so that distances can be measured from it

with a pair of compasses. A sketch should almost invariably

be made facing the true north. In the case of road sketches, how-

ever, it is advisable to depart from this rule and to make the

general direction of the road sketched run from the bottom to the

top of the paper. The sketch can then be more easily carried in

the hand and compared with the ground when on the march.

Sketches may be either black or coloured. In the latter

case coloured pencils are very useful and handy. The style of

drawing is best taken from the sheets of the survey. The

writing need not necessarily be very beautiful, but it should

on no account be indistinct. It is often desirable, especially in

* The usual plan with us is to state whence the roads come on the left of thw

sketch, and whither they lead on the right.

—

(Tr.)

2 c
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the case when a sketch is to take the place of a written report,

to give written information on the sketch itself (or on the

margin), on points which are not clear from the sketch, but

which are nevertheless of importance, such as the depth and

breadth of watercourses, thickness of woods, breadth and quality

of roads, and character of ground.

Finally, a sketch should be dated and signed by the officer

making it.

D. Expressions used in Eeconnaissance Reports.

It is very important that the same forms and expressions

should be used throughout the Army in making reports. In

Germany, as in most countries, the language varies very con-

siderably in different parts of the country, giving rise to so-called

provincial expressions.

These should be altogether avoided, or at any rate explained

by expressions universally understood. Mistakes are not likely

to occur if we onlymake use of words which belong to the German

language as written (including foreign words which have been

Germanised*), seeing that provincial expressions really occur only

in the language as spoJce-71. There are also certain words which

may have different meanings, according to the character

of the country in which they are used. For instance, in a

flat country an elevation in the ground would be styled a

mountain, which in a mountainous country would hardly be

considered worthy of the name of a liill ; similarly, the terms

sieep, flat, or uild, have relative meanings. Again, there is

a tendency to the bad habit of unnecessarily using foreign

expressions, the exact meaning of which is not clearly under-

stood. But besides this, inaccuracy of expression is sometimes

met with in military reports, which gives rise to doubts as to

what is actually meant.

* The German language has borrowed enormously in this respect from the

French.—(Tk.)
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The above reasons, tlien, fully justify us in attempting to

arrive at some uniformity of language (more especially in

connection with the reconnaissance of ground). The following

are some of the expressions most used, together with their

definitions :

—

" Unenclosed country,"—This means ground which is free

from obstacles of any kind (hedges, ditches, &c.), and offers no

hindrance to the movements of troops in any formation or in

any direction, " Enclosed country " means the reverse of the

above.

" Open country " means ground over which the view is

unrestricted. " Broken country " would be the reverse of

this.

" Passable country" means ground which, from the character

of its surface, offers no obstacle to the passage of troops.

" Impassable country " means the reverse of this.

It is evident that these expressions have not only an absolute

meaning, but also a relative one when applied exclusively to the

different arms.

" Level ground," in a mathematical sense, does not exist.

The expression, however, is used to describe ground in which

there appears to the eye to be no perceptible rise or fall,

which permits of the unrestricted action of the three arms, but

which does not admit of the formation or movement of troops

under cover,

"Hilly ground" means an undulating country or a locality where

level country merges into a mountainous one. The elevations

in ground of this description are slight, both as regards height

and steepness of slope, and do not affect to any great extent the

movements of troops, but at the same time they enable troops to

be formed up and moved under cover. Limits are imposed on

the action of the three arms, but by a suitable choice of elevated

points a greater field of fire may generally be obtained.

" Mountainous country " affects the movements and action of

troops to a very great extent by high elevations, steep slopes

and the rugged character of the surface, and very often confinea

2c2
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troops to tlie roads. There is also great difficulty in quartering

and feeding troops on the country, and in very high mountains

(over 10,000 feet) this would be only possible in the case of small

detachments. Large bodies of troops would have to depend

almost entirely on supplies brought from a distance.

Topographical features may be divided into natural and

'artificial. By the former are understood the surface of the

ground and its natural features without artificial modification.

The latter include all artificial modifications necessary to satisfy

the requirements of man.

As regards the former, there is first of all the surface of the

ground with its elevations and depressions, such as the following :

—

A " hill," an isolated elevation of the ground, not of great

height.

"Heights," or "ridge," a more extended elevation, not of

great height.

A "mountain," ah isolated elevation of considerable height

above the surrounding country.

A " plateau," an extensive elevation of the ground, having a

summit with a nearly flat surface.

In reconnaissance reports it is desirable that either absolute

or relative altitudes should be given, that is to say, in the latter

case the altitudes above some datum level.

Depressions in the ground are the reverse of elevations, and

may be classed as "depression?," "basins," "gorges," "ravines"

or " valley3." They should be specially described both as regards

their dimensions and steepness of slope.

As regards the character of the surface of the ground, it is

usually described as having a subsoil of rock, clay, loam,

or sand. This is generally covered with a layer of mould

of variable thickness, on which there is vegetation. Ground

is described as " rocky " when the rocks without any cover-

ing of earth or soil protrude beyond the surface, and as

" stony " when the surface is covered with a layer of loose

stones.

" Soft ground " is used to describe ground not having a firm
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surface. Under this head come water-meadows and peat bogs,

both of which are of some agricultural value as producing

hay and peat respectively. They generally have dams or em-

bankments which may be of some military importance.

"Marshes" or "swamps" are to be considered as tracts of

ground left in their natural state, and untouched by man for

purposes of cultivation. They may generally be described as

impassable tracts of "soft groimd."

Slopes may be either " gentle " (up to 5°), " steep " (over 20°),

or " very steep " (over 30°). Slopes are best given in degrees.

Gentle slopes offer no obstacle to the movements of troops.

A slope of 10° has a considerable effect on the movements of

Infantry in close formation. Cavalry cannot charge down hill,

and only with difficulty up hill. Artillery can only move up hill

with difficulty, and the drag-3ho3 or brake has to be applied going

down hill. At a slope of 20° the ordered movements of mounted

troops cease, except for single horsemen. Slopes of 30^'

may be considered as impassable for Infantry in close formation.

On steeper slopes, i.e., up to 45°, single men can only climb with

difficulty.

" Water," as belonging to the natural features of a country, is

very important from a military point of view.

Water may be either " running " or " still." Running water

may be classed according to the size and importance of the

stream, as " river," " stream," or " brook." Still water may be

classed as " sea," " bay," " lake," " pond," or " pool "
: and

parts of the sea as "gulf," " bay," " harbour," or "roadstead."

Among the artificial features of a country, land communica-

tions are of great importance, especially railways, with which

may be classed " light railways."

Next come roads. These may be classed as follows :

—

Main roads are those which are scientifically laid out, systemati-

cally kept in repair, and either macadamised, made of loam, or

paved. Country roads are those joining villages, without reference

to their quality. Tracks are tlio^e whii-h merely provide for cart

traffic between farms, houses, or hamlets. The expressions "field
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track," " wood track " and " meadow track " speak for tteni-

selves as regards the use for which they are respectively intended,

and indicate that they do not, at any rate directly, connect

houses, farms or hamlets. Finally there is the footpath.*

An embankment is also sometimes used as a means of com-

munication, being raised above the surrounding land and having

a level surface. In low-lying districts a construction of this kind

is often intended to arrest floods caused by the rising of a river

in the vicinity. It is then called a " dam " or " embankment."

A " hollow road " is a road the level of which is sunk below

that of the adjoining ground.

A " pass " may be considered as a road leading over a chain

of mountains and connecting the country on either side of such

chain.

A " defile " means the contraction or narrowing of passable

ground, such as, for instance, a road over a chain of mountains,

along a dam or embankment with wet and impassable ground

ground on either side, or over a bridge.

Among water communications may here be mentioned canals

and dykes which are navigable either by ships or boats.

Ditches are often made in low-lying land to drain the sur-

rounding country, and gradually run dry during certain seasons

of the year ; ditches may therefore be either always wet or dry,

or sometimes wet and sometimes dry according to the state of

the country, and should be described accordingly.

Rivers, streams and ditches may be crossed by bridges, ferries

or fords.

The first-named may be classed as permanent or floating,

according to their construction.

Ferries vary according to their capacity and method of transit

from one bank to the other.

Land may be classed as park, garden, meadow, plough, grazing

or uncultivated land, and as woods or forests.

Woods which have been regularly planted and laid out are

called in Germany " Forste.^^

* In inoimlainoiis countries there are also tracks or paths that are used

by [)i<k iiiiilc.s or liorsua.
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Dwelling-places may be classed as large towns, small towns,

villages, hamlets, farms or single houses. Large houses of

very solid construction, or of architectural interest, are usually

called country-houses or castles (Ger. " ScJdoss,''^ Fr. " Chdteau ").

Fortifications may be classed according to the size and par-

ticular object of the work, as " battery" (intended for guns only)

" field work " (intended chiefly for Infantry), " fort

"

(a closed permanent work of small dimensions), "fortress" (a

permanently fortified town), and " first-class fortress " (a fortified

place of great size, strength and importance) (Ger. " Waffen-

platz "). The general principles as to the form a report should

take are given in F.S. Regs. 5S-74 and 106-118.

E. Reconnaissance of Water.

1. General Observations.

Water plays an important part in. the operations of war. As

an appui to a flank or as an obstacle in front it assists the

defensive and obstructs the offensive. Water is also of use as

means of communication, and may thus serve both the offensive

and the defensive.

a. Runninq Water.

1, Rivers.

a. Length of the portion of the river to be reconnoitred,

general direction and any very great deviations therefrom.

h. Breadth, viz., the average breadth, and that at passages

over the river and at towns or villages of importance.

When the banks of a river are higli, the breadth varies

very slightly for considerable distances.

c. Depth in deepest places in the stream, average depth, as

well as the depth at points of special importance (as

mentioned under b).

d. Banks, height above mean level of the river, slope and

peculiar character, embankments or artificial banks.

e. Bed and character of the bottom, whether rocky, stony,

sandy, gravel or mud. Periodical changes in the bed.

/. Islands, including nature of cultivation on them and

whether passable.
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fj. Fa'l, and rapidity of the current per second. The fall is

" slight " if the rapidity of the current is from 0-3 to 0-7

metre (11-811 to 27-5G inches), "moderate" if from 0-7

to 1 metre (2-2966 to 3-280 feet), "rapid" if from 1 to

2 metres (3-280 to 6-560 feet), and " very rapid " if 3 or

more metres (9-840 feet or more) per second.

h. Whether navigable for vessels or rafts, together with

information on the water-faring population, vessels, boats

and ferries, especially steamers, and purposes for which

used. Any alteration in the volume of water according

to the time of year should be noted and given.

i. Artificial arrangements, such as locks, sluices, dams or weirs,

giving their position and construction, and the effect

they have on regulating the volume of water in the river.

k. Affluents should, if necessary, be similarly described.

2. The valley of a river.

a. Depression and extent, whether passable or crossed by

roads ; cultivation ; towns and villages, especially those

situated on the banks of the river ; backwaters, creeks,

marshy places, elevations of the ground, dams, embank-

ments and ditches should be specially noted.

b. Sides of the valley, distance from the river and from each

other, relative heights, nature of the ground, whether

steep or passable ; roads and cultivation.

3. Passages of rivers.

a. Bridges.

cc. Permanent bridges. Material (wood, stone, brick

or iron) ; construction (on piles, arches or girders)
;

length, breadth and height of roadway above mean

water level ; whether any part can be temporarily

drawn up or removed ; weight the bridge can support,

and whether passable for the different arms ; ap-

proaches on either bank ; whether easily destroyed

and restored

y9. Floating bridges. Whether made of boats or rafts,
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stating size, construction, weight the bridge is capable

of supporting, the number of boats of which

the bridge is formed, and the time taken in opening

and closing the bridge.

6. Ferries and flying bridges. Weight the ferry or bridge

can support, giving the time taken in crossing, together

with the number of men, horses and guns that could be

taken over at a trip.

c. Fords. Position, direction, depth, bottom. A ford 1 metre

(3-28 feet) deep is passable by Infantry, IJ metres (4-71

feet) deep by Cavalry, and | metre (2-852 feet) deep by

Artillery.

d. Favourable positions for the construction of military bridges.

Approaches on either bank, facihties for bridging, and

whether assistance could be obtained on the spot in the

way of bridging materials, workmen or transport,

e. In winter the possibility of crossing when the river is frozen

must be considered.

Places on the river where both the technical and tactical

conditions for the construction of bridges in the face of the

enemy are favourable should be shown on the map by an arrow

drawn across the river, pointing towards the bank to which the

crossing is to be made. Places suitable for the construction of

bridges when the river has to be crossed in retreat, and when

followed up by the enemy, should be similarly indicated. A

place which is favourable for the passage of a river from the

right to the left bank when taking the offensive may often be

just as suitable for re-crossing from the left toJhe right -bank

when in retreat or vice versd.

h. StiU Water.

1. Lakes.

Length, breadth, depth and nature of the shore. Narrow

arms or creeks of a lake should be treated as rivers.

2. Straits and mouths of rivers.

Breadth, depth, harbour works (specially noting any harbour
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or coast defences, and the possibility of obstructing the

entrance or passage), shipping, docks, dockyards, or com-

mercial depots.

3. Gulfs and "portions of the sea.

Under this heading not only the coast itself but the land

near the coast, together with the nature of the shore,

especially as regards the approach of an enemy's fleet,

should be reported on.

a. Character and nature of the coast to be treated similarly

to the banks of a river. Landing places. In describing a

harbour the wind which is favourable either for entering

or leaving it should be mentioned, as well as the amount

of shelter afforded by the conformation of the coast to

ships lying at anchor either in a roadstead or bay.

Constructions or arrangements for protecting the coast

against the encroachments of the sea. Works of defence

against the attacks of an enemy. Arrangements for

facilitating navigation and meeting the wants of shipping,

such as pilot and lifeboat stations, lighthouses, and stores

for provisioning and fitting out vessels.

6. Description of the beach to be treated similarly to the bed of

a river. Depth of water and rise and fall of tide, giving

the times taken in ebbing and flowing and the time of

high and low water. Character of the bottom as holding

ground for anchorages. Breadth and depth of navigable

water, giving position and distance from the coast.

c. Defensive properties of the coast, specifying points which

seem suitable for the erection of coast batteries and other

defences against the probable approach of an enemy's

ships of war. Projects for obstructing navigation, for

torpedo defence, for positions of despatch vessels, for

the disposition and use of the troops which would be avail-

able, and for the establishment of a system of signals.

It is evident that all the above considerations, which really

belong to the subject of coast defence, could not well be gone
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into without the co-operation of the Navy. Moreover, it

should be remembered that, if the fleet were sufficiently strong,

it woidd form the first line of defence of a coast. Consequently

a reconnaissance of a coast for purposes of defence should be

carried out conjointly by the Navy and the Coast Artillery.

The co-operation of the Land Forces, i.e., of the General

Staff, would only be necessary in the case of the enemy's fleet

being greatly superior in strength, and there being imminent

danger of landings taking place on a large scale. These would

then have to be met by the assembly of considerable forces.

A knowledge of the points favourable for landing on the

coast, a reliable system of transmitting intelligence, and a

system of railways facilitating the rapid concentration of troops

on the threatened points, would then be the principal questions

which would have to be considered.

2. Reconnaissance op a River Crossing.

If a river has to be crossed when advancing, the selection

of the point of passage is a tactical question if any serious

resistance be contemplated on the part of the enemy. A
well-marked re-entering bend of the river, high banks on our

side commanding the ground on the opposite side, secure means

of approaching and taking up positions on our side, and points

(Tafpiii on the opposite side where the troops first crossing

could establish themselves so as to act as a brid'je head to the

others that would follow are matters of the greatest importance.

From a technical point of view there are other considerations,

such as the breadth, depth, nature of banks, stream, bottom

and such like properties of the river. And again, under this

heading would come the question of a sufficient military bridging

train, and the possibility of locally supplementing the same, if

deficient, by material found in the neighbourhood.

These are circumstances which would have to be considered

unJer the supposition t!iat the military situation necessilates
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the river being crossed within a certain section of its course.

Naturally the choice of the section is a strategical question,

depending on the military situation at the time, and the general

features of the country. Within the limits thus imposed the

conditions fulfilling tactical and technical requirements must

be ascertained by a reconnaissance.

If the conditions are perfectly clear in character, the require-

ments of the point chosen for crossing must be separately

considered, and then adjusted, for it would be rarely found

that any point equally fulfilled all the conditions desired.

If a point for crossing a river were being sought for in an

unknown country, the most natural method of proceedure would

be first to examine the river at places where it is crossed

either by permanent or floating bridges, flying bridges or ferries.

There is always one favourable condition to be found at

such places, viz., roads leading to the bank on either side, and

in many cases other advantages of a technical character as well.

But from a tactical point of viev/ such places might be totally un-

suitable. If, then, the place where there is a bridge, ferry, or ford

be objectionable for this reason, some point which fiflfils tactical

conditions must be sought for as near the place as possible, to

avoid all unnecessary marching across country. In every case

the question of being able to march to and from the river

banks should never be lost sight of, nor the fact that

approaches to a river are often seriously affected by changes of

weather.

Conditions which are in themselves tactically mifavourable,

may sometimes be compensated for by skilfifl arrangements, as

well as by a superiority of fire. If the country situated near the

point of crossing were impassable for any distance either by

reason of its being rocky or marshy, regular approaches would

have to be made, requiring much time for their construction.

The chances of success in effecting a passage of the river, in the

face of an enterprising enemy, would then be small indeed, as he

would be given ample time to concentrate all his available forces

on the point threatened.
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Tlie above considerations lead us at once to the importance of a

river as an obstacle covering the enemy's front. To cross a river

by throwing a bridge over it, under fire, is certainly one of the

most desperate undertakings that a General could be called upon

to execute. The difficulties placed in the way of crossing, either

by the enemy or by Nature, might indeed be insurmountable.

The slightest contretemps might suffice to defeat the undertaking,

even if we suppose the bridge to have been thrown without a

check, and before the ei>emy had time to bring any considerable

force to bear on the point of crossing.

For instance, to force the passage of a river, when the opposite

bank is not completely commanded and swept by the fire from

our side, and the enemy is assembled for battle, is almost a

matter of impossibility. Consequently when there is reason to

believe that strong forces of the enemy would be rapidly assembled

to resist the passage of a river at a certain point, some other place

must be diosen and the river crossed there, before the enemy has

time to discover and resist the attempt.

The difficulty of reconnoitring a river is, in nearly every

case, increased by the fact that the enemy's advanced posts

prevent access to the opposite bank. It is then far from easy to

come to a correct conclusion as to the possibility of firmly establish-

ing, on the opposite bank the first troops that are to cross, or to

form any idea as to how, if the river be successfully crossed in

force, operations are to be continued with the best prospect of

success.

Information obtained from persons well acquainted with the

country, a careful examination of all available maps, and a com-

parison of the latter with the topographical features of the neigh-

bourhood, so as to ascertain how far they can be depended on,

may all contribute towards arriving at an approximately

correct conclusion.

The following points should always be made the subject of

careful examination and report :

—

a. Places where bridges may be constructed and the river

crossed, or which oficr exceptional advantages for the

undertaking.
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Reasons given for preferring any particular point or

points.

6. Breadth, depth and force of current, with special reference

to any sudden increase in the volume of water (or floods)

t3 which the river may be liable.

c. Character of the banks and bed.

d. Any existing means of assisting the operation of bridging,

such as boats, ferries, timber, ropes, or anchors. Pro-

posals or projects that may be devised for re-establishing

any arrangements for crossing which may have existed, but

have been destroyed by the enemy.

e. Roads and communications leading to the bank of the

river on either side. Places suitable for collecting

stores.

/. Positions for Artillery on this side, with the relative

commands of the opposite sides of the valley, the

breadth of the valley, whether wooded, enclosed, or

cultivated.

g. Whether the point chosen for bridging the river is likely

to be exposed to the fire of the enemy's Artillery.

h. Towns, villages, and farms, and whether the character of

the country on the opposite bank is favourable or other-

wise to the first troops thrown across.

i. Fords ; these are more likely to be of use if below the

point chosen for bridging the river.

2. If a river is to be crossed in the course of a retirement,

the fir^t consideration is existing bridges, or bridges which have

been destroyed and repaired, for the retreat of the main body.

The examination of such bridges, which should on no account

be delayed, would be made chiefly with a view to ascertain

whether they were safe and strong enough to support the

necessary weight. If considered desirable, repairs should be

undertaken without delay, and the bridges made of the

requisite strength. The technical report would, as a rule, be

made by an Engineer officer, and would have reference to such

matters only
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If the rear guard be closely pressed by the enemy, as will

generally be the case, the possibility of having to retire over the

river under the fire of the pursuers must be considered. Tactical

considerations would then have most weight. The same

remarks may be said to apply generally in this case

as in that of an advance, circumstances which may be considered

favourable or otherwise in one case being equally so in the

other. But in a retreat, opportunities are often offered of

improving any advantages the features of the country may
offer by hasty entrenchments and field fortification. These

may either take the form of gun emplacements on the farther

bank, commanding the ground on the near bank and checking

the enemy's advance, or works thrown up on the near bank

covering and protecting the bridge to the last moment.

Finally, there is the danger that a portion of the main body,

or, at any rate, the rear guard, which is often obliged to main-

tain itself against the enemy longer than is desirable, may
possibly be cut off by the enemy from the point of crossing.

The enemy would usually do his utmost to accom-

plish this, and his movements would generally indicate from

which side the pressure might be expected. If his design be

foreseen and a bridge thrown at some other point to enable the

rear guard to retire with safety, the latter may continue to hold

out and may allow the enemy to complete his turning movement,

thus drawing him off from the point where the main body was

crossing. But in choosing such a point, care must be taken that

there may be every prospect of accomplishing the retreat with

slight loss and every chance of saving the bridging material.

To ensure this, recourse must be had to field fortification to

strengthen and add to" such tactical advantages of a general

character as are offered by the point in question.

Reconnaissances made with a view to the selection of the

different points referred to can, as a rule, be carried out without

any particular difficulty, as both banks of the river may be

examined without fear oi the enemy.
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reconnaissancl:.

3. If holding a river line against an enemy wlio may
be expected to attempt a crossing, it is well to put

oneself in the position of the enemy, and, having selected his

best points of crossing, see how the attempt may be best foiled.

The report of the reconnaissance, which should be treated as

far as possible as a broad question, must in this case be ac-

companied by proposals for the observation and defence of the line

formed by the river.

The proper observation of a line of river requires above all

things a good system of transmitting intelligence, and this

again requires efficient outpost arrangements. Small detach-

ments posted on the opposite bank must hold out as long as

they are able, send all information they can get on what appears

to be the line of advance of the enemy's main force, and

only retire across the river v\rhen hard pushed, and then at

some point where the passage has been made secure. An

efficient and well-organised system of acquiring information

supplements and completes the reports made by the detachments

which have been driven over the river. The plans of the enemy

may often be discovered by observing what particular points he

has been reconnoitring.

The posts of observation stationed on the near side of the river

should be instructed not to interfere with or fire on officer's

parties of the enemy reconnoitring on the opposite bank, unless

these come very near and they are sure of their mark. It is

far better to watch carefully the enemy's intentions than

momentarily to interrupt his observations.

Means of rapidly sending information should be provided by

the telegraph, telephone, or by a system of mounted relays. At

all important points or places where the enemy would be likely

to attempt a passage or make a feint, intelligent officers should

be posted who may be scifely trusted to distinguish feigned

from real attempts.

The defence is materially assisted by the removal or destruc-

tion of everything which could be of use to the enemy in

attempting a passage, such as boats, ferries and timber. Whether
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it is better simply to remove tiiese to some safe place on the

near side of the river, or to burn or destroy them, is a

question depending on the possibUity or probabHity of our

shortly assuming the offensive. Similar considerations must

also decide whether railway and other bridges and fords are

to bo destroyed or defended intact. Preparations made for

blowing up and destroying bridges should be constantly

examined and ascertained to be effective. Finally, a judicious

and skilful distribution of the forcss available, so that they

may be concentrated on the most probable points of passage

in the shortest possible time, is, it is unnecessary to add, of

the first and highest importance.

It is only by making the most careful reconnaissances that

sufficient information can be obtained on which all the above

considerations and questions could, at any rate so far as local

arrangements are necessary, be decided. The strategical con-

ditions, i.e., the extent of river to be observed and defended

(and consequently examined and reconnoitred), are in this case,

as in the case of a contemplated offensive movement across a

river, dependent on the general military situation. The line of

river to be observed would be divided into sections or lengths, and

assigned to different officers for separate examination and

report.

As the intentions of the enemy cannot be accurately known,

the reconnaissance on our part must in this case be far more

extensive than on his, from the very fact that he has a definite

object in view, and consequently has, from the first, a much

less extensive field to contemplate. As we have to await the

enemy's advance and do not know where he will be met, we must

have an even fuller knowledge of the country than he has. The

difference between the active and passive is perhaps nowhere better

shown or illustrated than in the case of the attack and defence

of a line of river. The latter, while apparently affording the

defenders a long and formidable line of defence, at the same time

enables the assailant to mass his forces suddenly on a given

point Thus the danger, when acting on the defensive, of

2d
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scattering an Army too widely, is in this case more tlian usually

serious. It may to a great extent be guarded against by

efficient and careful recomioitring. The look-out must be sharp

and the observation correct, but the aim and object always

kept in view must be to ascertain the intentions of the enemy.

F. Reconnaissance of Roads.

1. General Observations.

Numerous roads covering a country are in every way favour-

able to the operations of war.

Roads may be classed according to their origin and con-

dition. Thus they may be described as roads which have been

scientifically laid^ut, roads which have been improved from old

tracks, and roads which have been casually formed.

To the first belong the great paved chaussees of the Con-

tinent, macadamised, loam, or gravelled highways, and wooden

(corduroy) roads.

Roads casually formed are merely tracks which have arisen

from use and are left to take care of themselves. This class

of road is rapidly disappearing with increased civilisation, as

in most countries of Central Europe towns parishes and com-

munes are bound by law to improve and maintain the country

roads in their vicinity. The extent to which this is enforced

varies of course very much. Moreover, in many countries, owing

to the nature of the soil, it is impossible to expect roads to be

kept in a state of repair in all weathers, unless they are properly

constructed according to the rules of road-making. On the other

hand, sandy roads can be kept in a tolerably good state of repair

by being frequently coated with loam, and when roads have a

firm foundation (as in mountainous districts) the metalling has

merely to be constantly renewed. Roads of this description may
be classed as roads improved from tracks.

The importance of the various roads of a country for national

and commercial purposes has led to roads being divided into main
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roads and country roads, and to a share of the expense of keeping

them in repair being borne by the State. The system upon

which roads are constructed and repaired in different countries

varies of course very much, but a knowledge of the system

observed in the country concerned is of great assistance in making

a reconnaissance of its roads.*

In the reconnaissance of a road it is desirable to ascertain to

what extent it can be used for marching, and consequently the

following points should be noted :—

•

a. Length and classification.

h. Breadth, so that the front on which troops could march

may be known. Any contraction or widening of the

road should be carefully noted.

c. Nature of the roadway, specifying

—

a. The materials of which the roadway is constructed,

effect of weather on the road, and whether the road

could be improved, giving the materials necessary, and

stating if they are to be found in the neighbourhood.

/3. Inclines on the road, giving the gradient, and stating

whether any very difficult parts of the road could be

turned or avoided by using other roads.

d. Defiles, including all bridges, giving materials of construc-

tion, length, breadth, weight the bridge is capable of

supporting, and description of the obstacle which the

bridge crosses.

e. Country on either side of the road, whether troops could

march parallel to it and deploy off it to either flank,

especially noting whether the ground is wooded or cut up

with trees, hedges or ditches. Towns or villages through

which the road passes, other roads crossing or joining the

road. Positions favourable for defence, for outposts, or

for holding with a rear guard.

* In France roads are classified according to the anthorities who make and

repair thcjii, and are styled route nalionulc, route dcpartcmentale, roulc coin-

inunule and route licinalc.—(Tr.)

2 D 2
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. Where there are any obstacles on a road, the means of over-

coming them should be reported on.

2. Choice of Roads. Cross Country Tracks.

In an advance when a close " touch " of the enemy is being

maintained, the leading troops, generally Cavalry, are rarely able

to make a preliminary examination of the roads to be followed.

Maps and information gathered from the inhabitants have, on

such occasions, to be relied on, and a more or less correct idea

formed of the roads leading in the desired direction. If a road

taken is found to lead in the wrong direction or becomes imprac-

ticable—the worst that could possibly occur—there would be no

help for it, and we should have to retrace our steps. Such a

mistake might, however, entail the most serious consequences.

The punctual arrival of a column of troops at a given point, upon

which much depended, might be delayed, and the fate of a battle

perhaps decided thereby. It may be impossible to reverse

vehicles, particularly in defiles, and the attempt may seriously

block the roads.

It is, therefore, very desirable before assigning routes to forces of

any size, to ascertain from the map whether and to what extent

the roads by which they will have to march are practicable and lead

in the desired direction. Consequently, it is best to assign to

large bodies of troops such roads only as are at once seen to be

good from the map. Roads which the enemy has just used in

his retreat may be used by us without hesitation. If the

enemy can no longer continue to retire by such roads, there

would be at least the probability of coming up with him and

forcing him to fight at a great disadvantage. The surest way

of being kept correctly informed, during an advance, of the state

of the roads it is proposed to use is to accustom the most ad-

vanced parties of Cavalry to send in daily with their reports

on the movements of the enemy, a short account of the

practicability of the roads they have used.

It may, however, in certain circumstances, possibly happen

that a force in an advance is assigned a road which is

either quite impossible or can only be used with the greatest

difficulty. It docs not necessarily follow, however, that the
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General Staff is to blame for sucli mistakes. It cannot alwaj-s

personally reconnoitre all the roads of a country.

But in a retreat such an occurrence must never, on any

account, occur, unless, of course, a force has the misfortune to be

driven by the superior strength of the enemy into impracticable

country. To retire before an enemy by bad roads is to incur

the additional risk of being outstripped by him on good roads

and cut off.

Great circumspection in this respect is necessary when using a

railway as an ordinary road. In a marshy or mountainous

country, or in the passage of a large river, the disadvantages of

using a railroad are compensated for by the advantage of an

additional line of march, or of an extra bridge ; but a line

of railway often practically forms, for considerable distances,

a defile from which there is no escape, which cannot be used by

all arms, and which by an accident, such as the breaking of an

axle, might for a time be completely blocked at some inconvenient

point by a wagon left on the road and impossible to remove.

Consequently, a railway to be used as a road should, as a rule,

be assigned only to Infantry without wheeled transport.

To think of retracing one's steps, on the road being found

impassable, when retiring and followed by the enemy, is, of

course, quite out of the question. The General Staff mus'.,

therefore, in this case reconnoitre with the greatest care and

attention. It should be remembered there is no time in war

when it is more important to preserve the greatest order and

regularity in things great and small than in a retreat. Any

circumstances which could possibly affect an orderly retreat

—

and faulty orders for the march arising from insufficient know-

ledge of the roads and communications of the country may

certainly be considered as such—should be most carefully avoided.

Main roads do not, as a rule, require to be reconnoitred when

the maps of the country have been kept up to date and are to be

implicitly trusted. In a retreat the 2nd Line Transport and Trains

would use these roads and precede the Army. If there were any

obstacles on such roads which were not already known to exist,.
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they would thus be ascertained and opportunity given either to

remove or avoid them, as the case might be.

The choice of roads to be used by the troops nearest the

enemy is a question of the highest importance. Considera-

tions of fighting and of marching are constantly in conflict.

What appears desirable from the latter point of view must

often give way to considerations of a tactical nature. Flank-

ing detachments must often be formed, and these must

sometimes move by inferior roads. Troops, again, may often

be directed by roads solely with a view to resist any contem-

plated advance of the enemy on certain points. But all such

roads must enable marches to be regularly executed, and should

therefore be previously reconnoitred.

The reconnaissance of a road in such a case must go mto details.

The character and degree of practicability as regards its being

used by the different arms must be given, drawing attention to
*

the following points : breadth of the road at its narrowest point,

subsoil, metalling, gradients, bridges and similar defiles,

if these cause the road to be stUl more contracted than at the

narrowest parts. The country or ground on either side of the

road is of special importance as regards the cj,uestion of an en-

gagement, i.e., how far it is favourable, or otherwise, to the

deployment of troops and to the movements and action of the

different arms, and whether it offers good positions for rear guards

or outposts, is favourable or otherwise to a retreat or facili-

tates surprises. All such matters must be considered by the

General StafE officer as he rapidly rides along making the recon-

naissance, and must afterwards be reported on. Similarly,

the bivouacking, quartering and subsistence of troops must not

be forgotten.

The question of finding cross country tracks,* by which columns

of troops can march, is one of special importance, as this

* Called by the Germans a " Kolonnenweg," lit., " column way." It may
fiomctiines be a road or track, but it more often means an improvised passage cr

line of march across country. The English reader is again reminded of the UQ
enclosed character of Continental cultivated land.

—

(Tr.)
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is necessary in order to make the best use of the communi-

cations of a country with a view to the combined movements

of several columns,

A single column of troops moving from one point to another

uses the best and shortest existing road of the country. Con-

sequently, it is only necessary to seek and assign a special im-

provised road to such a column when, as rarely happens, in

the absence of a good map of the country or other reliable in-

formation, there appears to be some doubt as to the right direction

to be followed.

But whenever several columns of troops are marching simul-

taneously towards the same point each must be assigned a separate

road. This often leads to a somewhat complicated combination

in the use of the existing roads of the country, or even to seeking

for new lines of march over ground h^ing off the roads, by using

communications not usually intended or employed for road

traffic, such as railroads. Such a proceeding is naturally

to be avoided so long as a sufficient number of roads actually

exist and can be turned to account. Practically, such impro-

vised communications have only to be sought for when large

masses are being concentrated or deployed into position for

battle. On such occasions there are rarely too many roads

available. But the more there are of them, provided there be

the proper distances between them, the more rapid and efiectual

will the deployment be. At times it may be necessary to quit

the road and march for a certain distance across country, in

order that the column may escape the enemy's observation, or

in some cases avoid being exposed to fire.

In a combined march of several columns it may often be

impossible to allow a column to continue its march entirely by the

road originally assigned to it. It may be necessary, for instance,

for a column to change from one road to another, or even, in

certain circumstances, to cross over from one road to another

by making a short march across country, in order to arrange

or maintain the combined movement on as many parallel roads

as possible.
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The following sketch puts the matter in a somewhat clearer

liaht :—

If a force is to advance from the line A, B, C, to the line

A', B', C, in three columns, the heads of which are to be kept as

nearly as possible in alignment, the column at C, if it were

ordered to march by the highway C, D, E, G, H, B', would

imavoidably meet and cross the columns marching from A
and B.

The column a, starting from A, must therefore march by E

and G to reach A' ; the column c, starting from C, must reach

C by D and F ; and, finally, the column b, marching by D towards

E, must, before reaching the latter point, turn aside, and by a

previously selected track (shown by a dotted hne in

the sketch), reach the road F, H, and attain the point B', by H.

It is, of course, taken for granted that the columns b and c could

pass through the town D by two distinct roads from B to E
and from C to F. If this were impossible, one of the columns

would have to avoid or pass round the town by using a pre-

viously ascertained improvised road, so as to let the other pass

through it.

Tracks which may be fomid, over and above the roads existing

on the map, must be particularly distinctly shown. When there is

sufficient time, or when, as in the case of the investment or siege

of a fortress, the track is likely to be used for a considerable

period, it should be marked with wisps of straw fastened to

trees or poles, and have signposts at each end. If there be no

time for such arrangements the General Staff officer selecting
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the track would mark it out by posting mounted order-

lies, and he should therefore, when reconnoitring for such

purposes, be accompanied by a sufficient number of men. On

being posted, they would at once dismount, and should be given

verbal or short written instructions as to their duties.

If the track is to be used by troops at night, the orderlies

should be posted closer together, and, if possible, provided

with lanterns or torches. It is also always very desirable to

provide guides who have been able to make themselves acquainted

with the locality by day.

In selecting tracks to be used by troops when deploying or

moving into position for battle, the Routine Staff or Orderly

Officers of the different columns should accompany the General

Staff officer to the front, see for themselves the line of march to

be taken by their respective columns, and then act as guides to

the latter. In such circumstances, the marking out on the

ground of the different tracks would not be necessary.

The 2nd Line Transport should only be allowed to move across

country in an emergency. It takes less time to attach it tem-

porarily to the transport of some other unit moving by a good road

than to march it over bad country. The orders for this must, of

course, be issued by higher authority.

G. Reconnaissance oe Towns and Villages.

Most towns and villages, and especially those of any size or

importance, are situated on comparatively low-lying ground and

near watercourses, from the fact that the existence of a supply of

water has led to their formation. Towns and villages thus

situated often contain bridges over the stream or river on which

they are built, and though, as often happens, they may be

commanded by the neighbouring heights and, in view of the

power of modern Artillery, cannot be considered safe, they are

still capable of local defence. This mainly depends on the

following points

;
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1. How surrounded or enclosed. Whether the outskirts

would offer obstacles to the movement of troops, and

thus confine the attack to certain points such as entrances

or exits, or would afford the defenders cover against the

enemy's observation and fire.

2. The ground in the immediate neighbourhood. Whether it

is open and would offer a free field of fire to the defenders,

or is enclosed, and would afford the assailants cover.

3. The possibility of ofiering a protracted resistance in the

place itself by having several lines of defence and buildings

acting as reduits. The danger of the place being set

on fire. The existence of convenient open spaces where

reserves could be posted. Facilities for interior communi-

cation.

4. Opportunities for posting and moving strong reserves in

covered positions behind, or on either side of, the place

for a counter attack on the enemy.

The role that Artillery might play in attack or defence,

the strength of the force required for the defence of the place

itself, how it should be held and how the defence should be

conducted (especially if the troops available for the defence

were inadequate, in view of the size and peculiar character

of the place), and, finally,^ the measures to be adopted to

strengthen and fortify the place and the ground in its vicinity,

are all questions deserving special attention.

If the reconnaissance be made merely with a view to finding

quarters in the place, then the number, size and character of

the houses, buildings, stables, barns and sheds are matters to

be considered. Towns or large villages should be portioned

off in districts ; this facilitates the supervision of the work.

A somewhat similar proceeding is necessary when requisi-

tioning a place for supplies. But whereas the accommo-

dation afforded by a place would remain the same, unless houses

and buildings had been destroyed in large numbers by fire or
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similar accidents, tlie quaTitities of provisions, cloth or leather

that may be found in a town or village may vary very much,

and would mainl}'- depend on whether the place had. been

recently sul)iccted to military requisition. In cases of this kind,

instead of a reconnaissance being made by a General StafF

officer, a minute search conducted by the Commissariat, assisted

in certain circumstances by the troops themselves, would have

to be undertaken.*

H. Reconnaissance of Woods.

Woods are of great importance in concealing the movements

of troops from the enemy. But in very dry weather the dust

arising from columns on the march often enables the enemy to

detect the presence of troops, and even sometimes assists him in

making a rough guess at their strength. As regards the part

which woods play in fighting, it may be accepted as a general

rule that a large wood intersected with numerous good roads is

advantageous when situated in rear of a position, but dangerous

when close in front of it, or on the flanks. In the first case a

retreat, if necessary, is favoured by the wood, inasmuch as an

immediate pursuit must cease at the edge of the wood, and the

retreating troops on entering it are soon screened from the fire

of their pursuers.

On the other hand, woods placed close in front or on the

flanks of a position screen the advance of the enemy, afford

facilities for unforeseen attacks, or at least enable an enemy to

deploy to attack more or less under cover.

Small patches of wood are often useful as points (Tappui in an

action.

Fighting in large woods should, if possible, be avoided, for

as there can be little or no supervision on the part of the officers,

troops soon get out of hand, and even in the most favourable

circumstances the scattering and mixing together of units is

* Part 3, Chapter VII, F. 4.
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always to be feared. In addition, troops holding the edge of a

wood are liable to suffer much from Artillery fire.

The following points should therefore be considered in making
a reconnaissance of woods :

—

a. Position and extent.

h. Nature and configuration of ed^es.

c. Roads, paths, tracks and clearings.

d. The kinds of trees, where thick and where scattered.

e. Nature of the soil, with special reference to the undergrowth

and movements of troops off the roads.

/. Obstacles to movements, such as streams, water, or marshy
places.

g. Villages in the woods, with any clear spaces round

them.

As regards the difficulty usually met with in finding one's

way in woods, it may not be out of place here to give

a short description of the system adopted in Prussia of dividing

the large crown forests into " Jar/ew " (lit., game drives) by
" Gestdle " (rides).

The latter consist of " Hauptgestelle " (main rides), gene-

rally running east and west, and lettered alphabetically in

large Latin letters from south to north, and " Ncbengestelle " or

''' FeuergesteUe" (side rides), running at right angles to the

former and lettered alphabetically in small Latin letters from

east to west. These rides are generally about 880 yards apart.

The portions of the forest or " Jagen " thus enclosed by these

rides cover about G4 hectares (IGO acres) each, but those lying

on the edge of the wood are, of course, more or less modified

in shape and size by the irregular form of the edge of the forest.

" Jagen " are numbered according to the same system as the

' Gestelle^ thus, the south-east " Jagen,'" bounded by the

' Gestelle " A and a on the north and west respectively, would,

as a rule, be known as No. L
At the points where " Gestelle " cross, small posts of stone

or wood are fixed in the ground, on which the letters and numbers

of the neighbouring " Gestelle " and " Jagen " are marked.
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The point of crossing of two " Gestelle " thus furnishes at

once the means of finding the way when lost, especially as very

often the letters of the " Gestelle " are shown on the map.

The more impassable the wood itself the more important

becomes the reconnaissance of the roads through it, and also

the more difficult.

J, Reconnaissance of Low-lying Ground.

Low-Jying ground, if extensive, is an obstacle to the move-

ment of large bodies of troops. The field of view is usually

much restricted by cultivation, and such country is unsuitable

for fightinor.

A reconnaissance report on the above should give information

as regards—

a. Position and extent of the valley or depression.

h. Nature or character of the ground. Whether cultivated

or dug for peat and intersected by banks or ditches.

c. Roads, paths, tracks, defiles and embankments [see under

heading L., next page).

d. Ground off the roads. Whether passable for the different

arms, and how far the state of the ground varies at

different times of the year. It may be mentioned that

low-lying ground is rarely quite impassable in summer,

or in winter during a frost.

e. Positions as regards headings c and d with the possibility

of attacking them.

K. Reconnaissance of Mountains.

The reconnaissance of mountains is a very difficult matter,

inasmuch as the vision is generally much obscured, especially

when mountains are wooded.

Good maps are consequently indispensable. Very particular

attention should be paid to places where troops can, to a certain

extent, deploy for action. Otherwise the chief points to be con-

sidered are whether, or to what extent, troops can be moved,
housed and fed.
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The reconnaissance report should furnish information on the

following points :

—

a. Position, extent, character, and relative heights. Main and

secondary ridges or spurs, plateaux, and main and

secondary valleys should all be considered, giving steepness

of slope.

h. Climatic conditions and how they affect the movement of

troops.

c. Surface. The actual surface of the mountains (rock,

boulders, stones, debris, or earth,), marshy or rocky

places, cultivation (woods, ploughland, meadows), towns,

or villages, with the resources they contain.

d. Rivers, streams or lakes.

e. Roads, tracks, paths, and passable ground, especially

noting ground where troops in formation could move

off the roads (generally only found in valleys or on

ridges). Places where troops can debouch from the

mountains,

/. Special military considerations, such as positions, places

for bivouacking, or where defiles or passes, could be

held.

For reconnaissance of mountain roads, see under next

heading, L.

L. Reconnaissance of Defiles and Passes.

Places where passable ground is contracted as regards

width, usually called defiles or passes, have a military import-

ance from the fact that troops in the act of passing such defiles

can make but very little use of their fighting power. Thus, a

small fraction of a force might find itself exposed for a longer

or shorter time to a superior force of the enemy if it were

separated from the remainder by a difficult or long defile.

The object of a reconnaissance would then be to ascertain the

difficulties or obstacles presented by a defile. These depend on

the length, breadth and practicability of the defile itself, as
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well as on the extent to which the ground on either side of

the defile is practicable for troops and, again, on the peculiar

character and features of the country near the defile, as

facilitating or hampering attack or defence, or a retreat when

pressed by the enemy.

The length of a defile must be considered, both as regards the

time required for the different arms to pass it, as well as whether

it is exposed to fire from one end to the other. The longer a

defile is, the easier is it to defend, the chief reason for this being

that the enemy, when trying to pass it, is for a longer time

almost helplessly exposed to the defender's fire ; and if a defile

be sufficiently long to prevent the assailants from their end

bringing an effective fire to bear on the defenders at the other,

it may, if held by a sufficiently strong and well-posted body of

troops, be practically impossible to force.

The breadth of a defile has to be considered from the opposite

point of view to the length. The broader a defile is, the wider will

be the front, and consequently the more powerfully can the

attack be developed. Again, a force being able in a broad defile

to pass on a wide front with a diminished depth, can more rapidly

clear the defile when the defenders have been forced from it by the

leading troops.

As regards 'practicability, a defile may be viewed as a " road,"

and its character in this respect judged from the nature of the

subsoil and gradients.

What really gives a defile its importance is, however, the

character of the ground or country on either side as regards its

degree of practicability. Troops attempting to force a defile by

a direct attack are, when once engaged in it, in an ahnost

helpless condition owing to their being unable to develop

any fire. Fire must therefore be directed from points on the

flanks or in rear, unless the ground enables Infantry to be

deployed and extended in loose formation—an operation which

though attended with considerable fatigue and difficulty, is

nevertheless generally more or less practicable.

As regards the character and features of the ground, tlic first
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point to be considered is the presence or absence of Artillery

positions on either the attacking or defending side. Any very

marked superiority in this respect on either side at once settles

the value of the defile from the point of view of the defence.

Next to be considered are any existing points that might be

used as joints d'apfnii for local defence ; next, places whence, if

acting on the defensive, an extensive view can be obtained and

whence all the enemy's movements can be clearly discerned, or,

if acting offensively, points where troops may be massed or the

defile approached unperceived by the defenders ; and, finally,

positions which, if held, would at once close the defile with ease, or

places where it might be artificially blocked.

A very long defile, such as, for instance, a mountain pass,

generally consists of several separate and distinct defiles, or at;

any rate, is of this description whenever the ground on one or

both sides of the defile is such as to enable troops to deploy

from time to time. As a general rule, this would enable a force

to take up a series of defensive positions one behind the other,

commanding the pass. The chief danger to be avoided in such

circumstances is the possibility of being suddenly turned by

some unobserved or unknown road or path, and taken in flank or

even perhaps in rear.

Machine guns are especially suited for use in defiles.

M. Reconnaissance of Positions.

The military meaning of the word " position " includes a

supposition that an engagement is either contemplated* or

shortly expected. As the character of the fighting expected may

vary very considerably in its object and other attendant cir-

cumstances, military positions may be variously classed. The

most important may be taken as " positions of readiness,"

" fighting positions " (distinguished as positions for battle or for

advanced and rear guards), and " positions for outposts."t The

* What is usually called a " position of assembly " is not a position but

an arrangement of troops.

I Called by the Germans " Bcrcitschaflssidlung,'^ " Gefcclilsstellung " and

Vorpo9tcn!<tellung ^' respectively.

—

(Tr.)
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point of view from wliich a reconnaissance of a position is made

must vary according as the position is intended for one or other of

these different purposes.

1. Positions op readiness

" Positions of readiness " are taken up when an uncer-

tainty exists as regards the positions and movements of the

enemy. It is then felt that our line of action must depend on

his, and we consequently wish to reserve to ourselves the power

of being able to act in one way or another, when all doubts on

the military situation have been cleared up. To avoid any

unnecessary loss of time, it is desirable in such circumstances

that the different bodies of troops or fractions of a force should

occupy, and be ready to move from, points where the roads

meet which lead in the directions contemplated. In a great

many cases, moreover, it would be advisable to order the men to

cook their dinners, as then, when the further plan of action has

been decided on, the movement once resumed can be all the

better executed. It very often happens again that the question

of continuing a movement in a given direction is intimately

connected with that of occupying or taking up a certain position

for battle.

The " position of readiness " must fulfil all the conditions

referred to above. It must therefore be chosen with regards to

the network of roads covering the country, together with any

improvised roads which mayhappen to have been laid out, so as to

enable the various columns of troops to march off with ease in

the directions contemplated, without crossing or interfering

with each other, or at once to move into the positions for

battle previously determined on, without fear of being antici-

pated or interfered with by the enemy. Assuming that the

plans of the General Commanding remain unchanged, the

" position of readiness " taken up on one day will often

coincide with the position the forces have been ordered to

move into on the preceding day ; for in ordering troops to

march on certain points on one day, the events of the

2 E
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morrow must be foreseen and provided for. In such cases

troops would either be ordered to keep themselves in readiness

to move from their bivouacs, or to assemble from their quarters,

on certain previously determined places of assembly.

In war, however, it often happens that plans which are being

followed and arrangements already made have to be suddenly

abandoned, owing to unexpected changes rapidly taking place in

the military situation. It is precisely in such cases that a

correct appreciation of the state of affairs and a knowledge

of the necessary steps to be taken cannot be arrived at before

a reconnaissance has been made of the enemy—an operation

entailing, of course, a certain loss of time. In the meanwhile,

the troops would be held in readiness to move—a circumstance

which, however, as has been already pointed out, does not

prevent them from cooking their dinners and feeding their

horses.

The points chosen for halts of this nature should be sel.ected

so that the troops may assemble on them unobserved, and not

run the risk of being disturbed by the enemy. There should

be firewood and drinking-water in the vicinity. It is, moreover,

desirable that the rations carried by man and horse should be

supplemented by such food and forage as can be requisitioned

in the neighbourins; farms and villages.

2. Fighting Positions.

These may be classed as positions for battle, or for advanced

and rear guards. The conditions which are desirable may be

broadly stated as :—first, the greatest possible effect of our fire,

and secondly, protection to ourselves. The latter condition

must, however, never be allowed to act prejudicially to the

former.

a. Positions for Battle.

A position for battle is one in which a battle is to be

accf'ptcd and fouglit out until decided. An Army taking up a
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position with a view to being sought out and attacked by the

enemy, voluntarily places itself thereby, for the time, on the

defensive. The question of selecting an exceptionally strong

position would in such circumstances depend on whether it

was intended to remain on the defensive for a longer or shorter

period. Such a proceeding is only justifiable in very rare cases,

for great defensive strength in a position is usually only arrived

at by the existence in its front of a very serious natural obstacle,

which prevents the defenders more or less from assuming the

offensive after repelling the enemy's attack. Moreover, a position

which is difficult or formidable to approach naturally induces the

assailant to attack it by a turning movement.

It would be wrong to believe in a theory advanced by some,

that an enemy must attack a position of this kind, especially

when it is on the flank of his Une of operations, and dare not

pass and avoid it. On the contrary, we must make up our

minds that, should the enemy ignore this theory of " must " and
' dare not," he must himself be attacked from this position, and

in such a manner that the defenders on taking the offensive

may do so under conditions favourable to themselves and un-

favourable to the enemy. If the assailants, whilst in the act of

executing a turning movement, are attacked by the defenders from

their position, and are able to deploy their forces to the flank

thus threatened faster than the defenders can bring their forces

over the obstacle in their front, which constitutes the strength

of their position, the latter, now turned assailants, might

possibly find themselves in a very critical position. And we

must suppose besides that, as is generally the case, the

side acting offensively is either numerically stronger or made

of better fighting material. Consequently, a position, to be

a good one in this case, must enable the defenders rapidly

to assume the offensive in force, and there must therefore be no

natural obstacle of any kind in front.

A position which owes its strength to a natural obstacle situated

in front is quite out of the question as a position for battle,

^strong points on which the flanks may rest, a free field of fire in

2e-^
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front, an extensive and clear view of the country over which

the enemy may be expected to make his main advance, and

finally a sufficient defth ivitli covered 'positions where troops

of all arms may be securely posted, are the most essential condi-

tions. There must be no hindrance or obstacle of any kind to

assuming the offensive at once. For to assume the offensive

directly the state of affairs enables it to be done, must always

be the aim of any General placing his forces in a position for

battle with the object of arriving at the greatest military results

but temporarily constrained to act in a defensive attitude.

An obstacle along the front of a position is therefore anything

but desirable in modern warfare. But, on the other hand, seeing

the power of modern firearms, the importance of a free field

of fire in front of a covered position has immensely increased

;

and the best is formed by a gentle and uniform slope falling

towards the enemy. But such ground, and indeed the view over

the country beyond, should not be judged from the position of

the defenders only, but from the side of the assailants as well.

It requires, indeed, a very marked superiority in Artillery, as

well as a very gallant and numerically stronger Infantry, to force

an enemy from a position by a frontal attack, when he, from

more or less coveted positions, can effectually sweep the ground

in front with Artillery and Infantry fire. The frontal attack

must be rather withheld until it can be combined with an attack

on one of the enemy's flanks. The importance of having the

flanks of a position secure is then at once evident. This may

be brought about by having obstacles or impassable ground on

the flanks, or strong positions for Artillery commanding the

ground to a great distance. Any turning movement attempted

by the enemy must, in the latter case, entail a long detour,

causing him to divide his forces, and thereby give the defender

a favourable opportunity for a counter attack. The possibility

of an attack on tlie flank may at times be sufficiently provided

for by troops held in reserve to meet it by a counter attack,

when those would fight under some very marked advantage.

(jl round on tlio llai^lcs which is wooded, or which cannot be clearly
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commanded, renders a position otherwise excellent untenable

or useless wlicn such ground can be passed under cover by

the enemy in force.

The limit to the length of the position which may be occupied

by a given force requires special notice. Formerly the force

necessary to occupy a position was fixed at ten men per pace as a

m^iximum. Though the front of a position is certainly now
stronger in itself owing to improvements which have taken place

in firearms, we shall be on the right side in not deviating much
from the old rule. We must remember that the tendency now-

a days of the assailant to turn a flank renders a deep formation

desirable on the part of the defender, and practically entails a

prolongation of, or alteration in, the line originally taken up by

the latter for battle. When Army Corps or Divisions are

acting independently from five to eight men per metre may be

considered sufficient.

The strength of a position is increased if there be strong points

suitable for local defence, situated in front or on either flank.

These may be small but strongly-built villages or chateaux,

patches of wood, and indeed any feature which, strong in itself for

defence, requires to be held by but few men, but necessitates

the employment and use of considerable forces on the

part of the enemy. Where there are no such points, they

may, to a certain extent, be artificially created by works of

defence, such as shelter trenches or gun emplacements, afford-

ing the defenders additional cover. Works of this kind should be

placed not only along the front, but on the flanks of a position

.

The long range of modern firearms requires a position to have

great depth, in order that the reserves may be posted beyond the

reach of the enemy's projectiles. Reserves are besides, when

thus placed further in rear, all the better able to frustrate any

outflanking movement on the part of the enemy, by taking

such a movement itself in flank.

Finally, the question of a retreat must be considered. In

this case it is first of all desirable that the ground in rear of a

position should offer no impediment to the movement of troops,
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and be in fact as passable as possible. Impassable ground in

rear of a position, or indeed an obstacle which can only be

crossed at certain points (such as a river impassable except at

bridges or fords), renders the position at once a bad one. But a

wood intersected by many good roads and paths is decidedly

advantageous, as it quickly screens the retiring force from the

viev/ and fire of the pursuers, and at the same time checks

immediate pursuit. With a view at once to resist a victorious

adversary following up his success, it is always desirable to have

a second position ready, where the first movements of a pursuit

may be checked.

A reconnaissance report should deal, in logical sequence,

with all the points which have just been referred to, and then

give a general opinion, taking into consideration the circum-

stances of the situation. The strategical conditions of the case

may, it is true, be fixed by higher authority, as a constant

quantity in the problem to be solved ; still it should be very

carefully pointed out how far a flank which is thereby threatened

is more or less exposed or secured by conditions of a tactical

character. In some cases a proposal or scheme for the occupation

of the position may be required. In such a case, a sketch

showing how the position would be occupied by troops is highly

desirable. On it should be marked, as far as is possible, by a

thick dotted line, the approximate range of vision from the posi-

tion. Tracts of ground lying within range of Artillery, which

are " dead " or cannot be seen into, should be shown by shading.

b. Advanced Guard Fositions.

These often coincide with positions chosen for outposts (a

matter which will be dealt with further on), but they differ from

the latter inasmuch as they must always be considered as posi-

tions for battle with a distinct offensive object. To push an

advanced guard far ahead of the main position chosen for fighting

in, with the object of engaging the enemy, must, as a rule, be

considered a faulty measure. Experience in war has shown

that it is a mistake to suppose that the plans of the enemy
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are more clearly exposed, or that his main strength is partially

exhausted, by preliminary encounters of this description. The

real result, indeed, of such a proceeding has generally been found

to be that the advanced guard becomes hopelessly engaged with

superior forces of the enemy, and is driven back with serious loss

on the main position. If it receives no support from the main

position, it would generally reach the latter, when forced back,

in a state which would render its further employment in action on

the same day very doubtful. This might have a very bad moral

effect on the troops holding the main position, whereas the

enemy would momentarily claim a distinct advantage.

If an advanced guard is to be reinforced and supported from

the main position to avoid the results just described, the forces

intended to hold the latter would be weakened, and the battle

would be in the end mainly fought out on quite different ground

to that originally chosen. Consequently an advanced guard

pushed forward in front of a position should, as a rule,

only serve the purpose of observing the enemy and guard-

ing against surprise. The role that it would play would

consequently be guided in the main by the rules and principles

which apply to outposts.

But to push forward an advanced guard which is to engage

the enemy in a given position, is a proceeding which is perfectly

justifiable when an advance with the main body either into or

beyond the position in question is contemplated or determined

on. The advanced guard, if attacked, would in such a case be

reinforced to the extent required without in any way abandoning

the line of action it was originally intended to pursue. The

original intention can in fact only be carried out in certain

circumstances by pushing forward an advanced guard into

action in this way. This would be the case, for instance, in

debouching from mountain passes or crossing a river, when the

action brought about by the advanced guard would be intended

to gain time for the arrival and deployment of the main body.

If, in such an engagement, the object cannot be attained

by continuing to act on the offensive in the face of superior
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forces of the enemy, the advanced guard must be content to

remain for a time, at any rate, on the defensive. Consequently

a good defensive position must be sought for.

The conditions to be fulfilled by the latter are much the same

as those that have been alluded to in the case of a position for

battle, especially as regards the effects of fire. The distance of

the main body, and the time that must elapse before it can

arrive in support, are questions upon which must mainly depend

the front that an advanced guard may occupy and the manner of

securing its flanks, together with the possibility of gradually

extending the front. In any case the position should be at

such a distance from, and so situated as regards the position of

deployment, or of concentration of the main body, as to afford

the latter sufficient space to move up or deploy in line of battle,

without being exposed to the fire of the enemy's Artillery.

Should a retreat become necessary, unfortunate results can

scarcely be avoided, as, taking the case of an advanced guard

pushed over a river to cover the passage of the main body, it

must unavoidably have the river running close in rear, and, con-

sequently, accept battle, against all rule, ivith its hack to a bridge.

These considerations show that to push forward an advanced

guard into a position where it is to fight an action, is a step that

should always, if possible, be avoided, but that in any case the

main body should be sufficiently near to be able to afford effectual

and timely support to the advanced guard in case the latter

ehould be attacked by the enemy in superior force.

c. Rear Guard Positions.

A position for a rear guard should be of great defensive strength

and have its flanks firmly secured. It should be such as to

enable Artillery to be used with effect at a long range, and

should require but a comparatively small force of Infantry to

hold it. A frontal attack on it should offer serious obstacles to

the assailant. To outflank or overlap the position during an

engagement should bo impracticable, and any turning move-

ment should entail a wide detour to be effective. The object of
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gaining time for the orderly and unmolested retreat of the

main body is thus best secured.

Opportunity for assuming the offensive is, in the case of a rear

guard, not a condition sought for; consequently a formidable

obstacle in front is then very desirable.

A reconnaissance might often be required to be made of

several positions for a rear guard in a line of retreat, one behind

the other. These must then be at a proper distance apart,

depending on the strength of the rear guard. It is hardly

necessary to point out that a small detachment takes less time

to abandon one position and move into another than a large

force, but that at the same time a large force can better maintain

itself when actually retiring from one position to another than

a small one, though the movement itself may take longer.

As we are now only supposing the case of a rear guard provided

with Artillery, we may express the minimum distance that

should intervene between any two such positions by the extreme

range of the field gun, or 4 to 5 kilometres (4,500 to 5,500 yards.)

The enemy would in the long run abstain from at-

tempting frontal or even outflanking attacks which, if the

positions were skilfully chosen, must always be accompanied by

very severe losses. He would rather try to turn his superior

strength to account by turning the flank of the positions and

thus manoeuvring his adversary out of them. It is evident that,

in choosing the flank to be made most secure, strategical

considerations are of the first importance, but in some

caserj it may happen that these may be ignored if it is

desirable to give additional weight to tactical considerations.

It would then be advisable to select, as far as possible,

a series of positions, so that the flank most easily turned or over-

lapped was not always the same. If it were so, the turning

movement of the enemy carried out against one position

might be favourably situated for repeating the manoeuvre against

the next position in rear. In such circumstances a rear guard,

although taking up two succcs^dve positions, practically gains time

only in the first.
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In other respects the conditions to be fulfilled by a position

for a rear guard are much the same in character as those necessary

for a position for battle. But as a rear guard is only concerned in

gaining time and not in fighting a' decisive battle, the position in

question may be more extended in proportion to the force which

is to hold it.

It is desirable, if an opportunity occurs, to make a short and

sudden Cavalry charge immediately after quitting a position on

any advanced parties of the enemy that might push forward

rashly in pursuit. A vigorous offensive movement of the

kind may often check immediate pursuit and render the

enemy cautious. The Infantry would be at the same time

enabled to continue its retreat without molestation, on roads

screened from the enemy or behind folds in the ground.

3. Outpost Positions.

Positions for outposts are occupied with a view to observing

the enemy and securing a force against surprise. In the former

case a clear view of the surrounding country is desirable, and in

the latter, every impediment in the way of the enemy's approach.

It may be considered a very fortunate coincidence if both condi-

tions are found to be fulfilled by the same piece of ground. But

the necessity for both being present is in fact a rare occurrence,

as the object of observing the enemy is generally attained by

parties of Cavalry pushed as far as possible to the front, and the

necessary precautions against surprise are then sufficiently

provided for by occupying with Infantry or Artillery points well

suited for arresting the approach of the enemy.

Security against surprise mainly depends on observing the

enemy at a very considerable distance in advance, for it should

be remembered, outposts are not, as a rule, intended actually to

arrest the attack of the enemy, but only to secure the forces they

cover against being surprised. It is only in the case of a retreat

that a rear guard with its outposts is intended actually to prevent

any collision between the main body and the advancing enemy.

A position for outposts should, in such circumstances, be much

the same in character as a position for a rear guard.
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As a rule, an officer who had to reconnoitre a position for

outposts, would be given the points or line which the main body

was to occupy. The strength of the latter, and the space it

would occupy, whether bivouacked or in quarters, would deter-

mine the distance, the front, and the nature of the line of out-

posts, i.e., the line to be occupied by the pickets with their

outlying sentries beyond.

This line may be less extended and brought nearer the main

body, according as the groiuid separating the outposts from the

main body is better adapted to offering resistance with the

object of gaining time, and again in proportion to the distance

beyond the chain of outposts at which Cavalry are satisfactorily

keeping an independent and uninterrupted watch on the enemy's

movements. With regard to the latter point, places where

several roads meet, defiles of various descriptions, and towns or

large villages should be closely watched, as these are places

where the enemy would be likely to be found in force, or by

which he would probably attempt to push forward.

If Cavalry are pushed well to the front, the line of outposts

would consist of a chain of small detachments acting as supports

to the Cavalry, which would be posted on the main roads

of the country. They would keep up commimication with

each other, and would arrange for their own protection

against surprise. The reserves of the outposts would act as

supports to these detachments. Whether they are to be re-

inforced in the line of outposts from the reserves, or whether

they are to fall back on the latter, must depend on circumstances.

All such questions must be considered with reference to the

position of the enemy, our own position, and the topography of

the country. No hard-and-fast rules on these points can be given
;

any stereotyped form should be avoided. (F.S. Regns. 178).

The reconnaissance report shoidd comprise a proposal for

the general line to be taken up by the outlying sentries, the

position of the picquets, of the supports, and of the reserves.

Finally, an opinion should be given as to how scouting duties are

to be undertaken by the Cavalry, and whether the whole out-
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post system should be placed under the orders of one or more

officers. The latter question is one that mainly depends on

the extent or length of the line of outposts, and on whether it be

divided into sections by natural obstacles. If it appears from

either of these reasons that a single command be impracticable,

it should be abandoned and a divided one substituted.

Of course neither the outpost commander nor the commanders

of outpost companies or picquets should allow their initiative

to be affected by a report rendered to a higher commander.

The reconnaissance should only be considered as a general-

guide in selecting the outpost line. All commanders should

make such dispositions as they may consider advisable, after

making a personal reconnaissance.

N. Reconnaissance of the Enemy.

An officer of the General Staff should not shirk the danger of

meeting with the enemy, but he must not unnecessarily seek it.

He must remember that he is merely sent out to see. A wound

or the loss of his horse might cause him to be taken prisoner,

and the reconnaissance would thus result in complete failure.

The fact, moreover, of personally taking part in any fighting

is sufficient to distract his attention and impair his powers

of calm observation. In certain circumstances, however, a

short encounter, such as would be caused by breaking through

the enemy's outposts, might be the only way of gaining the

desired information. On an occasion of the kind, it is best

for him to make up his mind and ride rapidly forward to a point

wlience the necessary observations can be made. If he succeeds in

his object, no further delay on the ground should be made, but,

trusting to the speed of his horse, the protection of his own

troops should be regained as rapidly as possible.

It is well then for an officer when going on an expedition

of this kind, to select his best and safest horse. Any orderlies

accompanying him should also be exce2>tionally well mounted.
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As there must always be a certain risk of being killed or

captured on such occasions, the officer should never carry any

notes or documents which might, if they fell into the hands of

the enemy, afford him information. A map and a note-

book are things that cannot well be dispensed with, but care

should be taken that nothing be written or marked on either

which might in any way serve as a clue or hint as regards the object

of the reconnaissance. Thus, an officer who has been in the habit

of daily marking on his map the positions of his own forces, or

of carrying in his note-book extracts from orders on operations,

should be careful to leave both behind, and take articles of a less

compromising nature with him.

In a reconnaissance of the enemy's position, it is generally a

question of ascertaining the best way and means of forcing or

dislodging him from it, and reporting accordingly. In the case

of a skilfully-chosen position, a frontal attack will rarely lead

to the desired results. Consequently, when setting out on a

reconnaissance, the officer should bear this in mind from the

very first and direct his attention without delay to that flank

of the position which the strategical situation makes it desirable

to attack. If, according to the instructions received, a portion

only of the enemy's position is to be reconnoitred, the line of

action of tlie troops, which are to attack the adjoining portions

of the enemy's position, must be carefully borne in mind

This is all the more necessary if we remember that one of the

first things to be considered is the covered approach and

deployment of the Artiller}'- which is to open the engagement.

An officer reporting on a portion only of the front will find

his freedom of choice in this respect inconveniently, though

inevitably, limited by the requirements of the troops advanc-

ing on the adjacent portions. To avoid complications, it is

well on such occasions to come to an understanding with the

officers reconnoitring the adjoining portions of the position.

The results of a reconnaissance such as has been just described,

carried out before the commencement of an action, are, as a rule,

meagre and incomplete ; for if we except the ground lying in
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front, the position itself can only be examined from our side

and very little at all seen of tlie enemy's forces holding it. Con-

sequently, whilst the action is going on, every effort should be made,

by keeping a sharp look out, to acquire the information which is

still wanting and turn it to account as the action proceeds. In

the case of a battle on a large scale, officers should be specially

detailed to look for and obtain information of this kind.

0. Reconnaissance of Fortresses held by the Enemy.

The reconnaissance by the General Staff officer is confined in

this case, in the main, to the question of cutting off and investing

the place. If any idea be entertained of surprising or attacking

the place de vive force, or of besieging it, it is necessary to have the

co-operation of Engineer officers. If a bombardment alone be

determined on, matters are of course almost entirely settled

from an Artillery point of view.

In blockading and investing a fortress, the first question to

be considered is the selection of the line in which the sorties of

the garrison in force, made with a view of breaking through the

line of investment, are to be met and resisted. Once determined

on, arrangements must be immediately made for fortifying and

strengthening it, and the works must be undertaken without

delay. Bearing in mind then that the garrison, being centrally

situated, can suddenly bring a superior force to bear on any

point in the circle of investment, the questions of posting reserves

and of establishing good and safe communications between

the different corps holding advanced positions in the line of

investment must be at once dealt with. The situation is especially

difficult when, as is often the case, the fortress is situated on a

large river, thus dividing the investing force, from the very

first, into two distinct portions. Positions for establishing

bridges must then be sought and, when chosen, strongly

fortified.

The position to be occupied by the outposts is in this case a

very important matter. With a view to cutting off the
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place entirely from the exterior, they must be very carefully

posted. They must, moreover, by taking advantage of natural

and artificial defences, be in a position to hold their own against

small sallies of the garrison, or when attacked by the latter in

force, at any rate to of?er such resistance as would enable the

troops they cover to get ready for action.

In active warfare in the open field, this condition is facilitated

by placing the outposts at a considerable distance both from the

enemy and from the forces they cover. But, in an investment

or siege this is impossible from the fact that any increase in the

distances referred to at once entails a serious lengthening in the

total line of investment, and the latter would very soon become

too extensive for the investing force to hold.

If the latter be insufl&ciently strong it must content itself

with observing the fortress. This is a proceeding which may
not absolutely cut it off from the exterior, but may still

efJectually prevent the garrison from taking any active part

in the campaign, provided, of course, the observing force is

sufficiently strong in comparison to the garrison. Only parts

of the latter, it should be remembered, would be available for

operations beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the fortress.

The pi 3bable direction, according to the state of affairs, in which

any enterprises of the kind would be likely to be attempted,

would then mainly decide the position for the main body

of the Corps of Observation. In selecting such positions it is

very desirable that they should be situated so as to take in

flank any offensive movement of the garrison, bearing in mind

how concerned any detached parties of the latter would be about

their line of retreat. The actual work of observation would,

in the case in point, be performed by Cavalry keeping at a con-

siderable distance from the works of the fortress, under the

supposition that the observing force is of course much stronger

in this arm than the garrison.

A reconnaissance bearing the above points in view would

have to be made of the ground ii the neighbourhood of the

fortress, together with any po:-iDions which the enemy mi'^ht

occupy.
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Information obtained in various ways as to the strength and

composition of the garrison of the place, its Artillery and Engineer

means of defence and equipment, and the stores of all kinds

which it contained, would, when weighed and compared with the

strength of the forces available on our side, determine whether

the place should be at first merely observed, or at once closely

invested.

If it be clearly the intention shortly to undertake siege opera-

tions en rigle or to proceed to a bombardment, the reconnais-

sance of the place, undertaken in this case with the co-operation

of Artillery and Engineer officers, should be made with a view

to investing the place in such a way that the siege operations

contemplated may be advantageously begun and carried

on. The General Staff officer must, on an occasion like this, be

careful not to forget that neither a siege en regie, nor a bom-

bardment, can dispense with Infantry as its main support.

How circumstances, arising from the choice of the front to be

attacked are likely to afEect this arm is, then, a question for

him to examine carefully.

If a surprise or an assault be contemplated, the first question

to be considered is whether, owing to the carelessness of the

garrison or the weakness of the works, there might be a fair

chance of success. Next, the roads by which the place may

be approached must be most carefully reconnoitred, so that

each unit may be clearly and distinctly assigned its role in the

enterprise. Any uncertainty or want of clearness in the orders

issued, arising from the roads or ground having been imper-

fectly reconnoitred, is sure to result in failure.

The General Staff officer and the Artillery and Engineer

officers who act as his technical advisers are mutually responsible

that no unforeseen obstacle or impediment, to the existence

of which they have omitted to draw attention in time, causes

the attempt to fail. If their reconnaissance is incomplete in

this respect, it is their duty not to recommend the attempt.

More detailed information as to the attack and defence of

fortresses cannot for obvious reasons be given here.
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P. Reconnaissance of Railways.

1. General Statistics and Details.

a. The line.

a. Permanent way. Gauge. Whetlicr the Ime is single or

double throughout or only double for certain lengths.

(3. Gradients. In ascending a gradient below 1 in 100 the

ordinary traction is sufficient. Between 1 in GO and

1 in 100 an additional engine is necessary either draggi.ng

in front or pushing in rear (in the latter case uncoupled).

On steeper gradients a troop train must be divided. In

descending a gradient between 1 in 100 and 1 in GO

speed must be slackened, and on steeper gradients than

1 in 60 the train must be divided. This precaution must

also be taken when a gradient of 1 in 100 or more is on a

sharp curve.

A succession of gradients ascending and descending

affects the traffic very considerably.

fy. Curves. Giving the radius. When this is less than 300

metres, speed must be slackened. Frequent curves,

especially when in different directions, affect the traffic

very much.

When details under headings ^ and 7 are unknown,

it is best to adhere to the usual length of laden train,

on such parts of the line as appear to present difficulties.

5. Distance between stations. On this depends the interval

between successive trains. On a single line only

stations, where troop trains can meet, i.e., where there

are sidings of 500 metres in length in the clear, need be

considered. On double lines the intervals depend on

the distances between stations in telegraphic communi-

cation. Signal stations, i.e., stations where the line is

" blocked " until signalled " clear " have also to be

considered.*

6. Weight which the permanent way can support. Rails

* Known in England as " signal boxes " or " fignal cabins."—(Tu.)

2 F •
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and sleepers, how laid, whether the latter are longi-

tudinal or transverse, and whether of wood or iron.

If details are wanting under thJs heading the weight

carried by ordinary trains on the line should not bo

exceeded.

^. Height and width in the clear in tunnels and under bridges-

Minimum clear space and maximum height to which

trucks can be laden.

h. Stations.

a. Permanent way. Two lines of rail the minimum neces-

sary ; their length in the clear should be given, as well

as that of all sidings or extra Imes. Cross-over roads.

Points. Large turntables for engines with tenders,

medium-sized turntables for engines only, and small

turntables for carriages. Terminals. Crossings.

Traversing platforms working ou or below the level of

the metals. Distance between lines from centre to

centre (from 3-5 to 4 metres).*

yS. Entrainment and detrainment. Platforms at the side

of or between the lines. Levels of these as regards

the floors and footboards of the carriages. Ramps for

loading carriages at the end or side, giving dimensions

and stating how they can be reached from the principal

lines. Platforms or stages in goods sheds. Facilities

for making temporary platforms and ramps. Cranes

or derricks, whether fixed or movable, with maximum
weights that can be lifted. Approaches to the station

for troops arriving or leaving. Spaces available for

forming up troops or parking carriages.

y. Storehouses and goods sheds. Places where stores may

be loaded or unloaded. Situation so as not to interfere

with the entrainment or detrainment of troops.

Buildings in the vicinity which might be turned to

account, and facilities for the transport of stores to and

from them.

* In England the middle space between two lines should be G feet wide. It

ift known as the " six-feet " or " six-foot-way."

—

(Tr)
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S. Refreshment stations. Sidings or lines independent of

the main line, sufficiently long to take whole troop

trains, having a clear halting space of from 8J to 11 yards

broad; and beyond this a space of from 88 to 175 yards

long by 88 yards wide for sheds, kitchens, drinking

fountains and latrines.

e. Watering stations. Halting space. Drinking water for

men and horses, and whether it would have to be

brought from any distance. Latrines.

c. Traffic arrangements.

a. Water for engines. Number of cubic metres that can

be supplied in 24 hours. Rate of flow, per cubic

metre (about 35 cubic feet, or 375 gallons). (The

engine of a troop train holds about 10 cubic metres and

consumes on an average about one cubic metre per hour.)

/3. Coal depots. Supply usually kept.

7. Engine sheds. Number of engines which could be

accommodated.

S. Workshops for the repair of engines and carriages.

€. Telegraphs and signals. Wires for railway or general

use. System in use for telegraphing between stations.

Alarm arrangements for warning watchmen stationed

along the line. Visual signals used at entrances and

exits of stations and danger signals. Visual signals for

watchmen stationed along the line. Signals used by

trains (steam whistles).

d. Rolling-stock.

a. Engines. Percentage under repair. Engines for station

or shunting purposes, and engines with tenders. Pas-

senger engines with one pair of driving wheels for

local, reserve, and relay purposes.

Passenger engines with four coupled wheels have

half traction power, and goods engines with four or

six coupled wheels have full traction power with

troop trains on ordinary gradients. Goods engines

2 F 2
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with eight coupled wheels have full traction power

on very steep gradients (1 in 40), but with half-troop

trains only.

/3. Carriages. Percentage under repair. Number of 1st,

2nd, 3rd and 4th class carriages, composite carriages

(2nd and 3rd classes) and covered goods vans.* Number

of seats per axle. Covered goods vans suitable for

horse transport.

Open trucks with high sides (5 feet high or more).

Trucks with low movable sides or ends. Length of

floor, 16|, 19i and 23 feet and upwards respectively.

Number of wheels to each carriage and truck, and

number in each category provided with brakes.,

e. Management.

Chairman, directors and secretaries. Managing or working

directors, and managers, inspectors, and superintendents

of branches or departments. Offices of the various

officials. Traffic management. Traffic superintendence.

Executive engineer's department.

f

/. Railway servants.

a. Stations. Stationmasters, assistant stationmasters, tele-

graph clerks, pointsmen, and shunters.

/3. Line. Line inspectors, watchmen, and attendants at

level crossings.

ry. Engines. Drivers, firemen, greasers, and drivers, of

fixed steam engines.

8. Trains. Guards, baggage masters, and brakesmen. w

* The author does not mention the fact, but it is well known that covered

vans provided with straw afford more comfortable accommodation for troopj

on very long journeys than passenger carriages provided with seats. All such

vans are marked on Iho outside in Germany with the number of men or horses

tliey can take.

—

(Tr.)

\ We have given these more in accordance witii the management of an
Engli.sh line of railway. It would bo almost impossible to translate German
railway official titles. Besides, tliey would convoy no meani ig to En^'lish

icaueis.

—

(Tk.^
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g. Division of the line in sections.

a. vSection of the line over which each engine worlds.

13. Stations where the jurisdiction of one Company ends

and that of another begins.

ry. >Stations where the personnel in charge of trains is changed.

h. Duties. Usual spells of duty, and roster. Day and night

duties, whether carried on with double, extra, or the

ordinary 'personnel. Ordinary day and night duties.

Order of duties, and how carried out. Ordinary traffic.

Increased traffic.

%. Any large engineering works on a line of railway, such as

bridges and tunnels, should be carefully described. In

the early days of railway engineering a great many

works on a large scale were designed for a single

line of rails only, partly from motives of economy

and partly from want of foresight at the time as to the

development of railway traffic. To establish a double

line of rails at the points referred to is now a matter

of impossibility, as traffic would have to be entirely

suspended. As a general rule, then, all such under-

takings are now designed with a view to eventually

taking a double line of rails, though the line may only

be intended, at the outset, for a single one.

In addition to questions of traffic, the peculiar construction of

bridges and tunnels* deserves special attention from another

point of view, and that is, how far their deliberate destruction

during military operations would render the line useless for a

longer or shorter period.

It is scarcely necessary to add that the co-operation of railway

cno-ineers, or officers specially trained in military railway cnginecr-

• This includes railway bridges of boats or railway ferries, which are some-

times used in the place of large railway bridges. These enable trains or portions

of trains to be carried across a river by means of various appliances, or in

some cases single carriages to be ferried over. When such contrivances are

met with, the amount which can be taken over at a time, together with the

time taken in crossing, should be ascertained, as well as whether the passage is

likely to be interfered with by ice.
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ing duties, can hardly be dispensed with. They should invariably

assist in making an examination of a line of railway, and should

draw up a separate report containing their own ideas and remarks

on the subject.

2. Reconnaissance of Lines to be Worked.

In time of war a report on the actual condition of a line of

railway would seldom be found to convey all the information

required for working it. It would be necessary at the same time

to have a full account of such means as are available for im-

proving, supplementing, and extending facilities for traffic,

together with the sources whence such assistance might be

forthcoming.

In the first place, through traffic is impossible without per-

manent way, crossings, and sidings ; engines, tenders, or carriages

coals, and water ; and station, line, and engine 'personnel.

The way in which the traffic of a line of railway is variously

affected by the character of the permanent way, stations, rolling

stock, staff of railway servants, and telegraphic commmiication

has already been alluded to.

That one or more essential conditions for working a line of

railway may be entirely or partially wanting is invariably to be

expected when it has been recently in possession of the enemy,

or even within his reach.

To enable traflBc to be resumed, and to carry it on when

resumed, is, in such circumstances, the business of the military

railway authorities and the railway troops. But the officer of

the General Staff accompanying the first body of troops which

seizes or passes a line of railway, can be of great use to these,

and consequently render very valuable service, if he ascertains

to what extent facilities and means are to be found on the spot

for re-establishing traffic. He may thus add very materially to

the value of the report he sends in on the seizure or possession

of the line.
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Opportunity may be given, and it may seem desirable, in

certain circinnstances, at once to place such traffic arrangements

as are found on tlie spot under military guard.

The special information of a more technical character which

it is necessary to obtain before re-establishing or extending the

traffic on a line of railway, is, of course, a matter for officers and

employes technically trained and skilled in the subject.

The General Staff officer, however, whose duty it may be

to represent higher military interests, and the authorities

concerned in such a question, should, in nearly every case, bear

in mind that, from his point of view, to open traffic at once,

however restricted and primitive it may be in character, is

often preferable to postponing it until such preparations have

been made as might enable it to be undertaken on a better

scale. Traffic may be afterwards improved by further arrange-

ments. Thus the construction of a loop line, for instance, which

could be made practicable in from 6 to 8 days' time for trains

of from 10 to 20 axles each, but running at the rate of, say, 4

kilometres (2 J miles) an hour only, should not be neglected

because it is expected that a tunnel which is blocked on the

main line may be cleared and opened for traffic in perhaps treble

that time.

The immense importance of having as much railway communi-

cation as possible in rear of an advancing Army, to forward its

wants and send back its encumbrances of every conceivable

description, should be borne in mind, and no help, however

insignificant, despised. The usual rules of technical and engineer-

ing perfection must be departed from and those measures

adopted which enable difficulties to be overcome most quickly.

3. Reconnaissance of Lines to be Interrupted.

To destroy a line of railway so as to stop traffic entirely, is to

use a weapon that might cut both ways. Even a line of railway

which is to be abandoned to the enemy, and wliich he could actually
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make use of, sliould not be permanently destroyed if there

is any chance of our being soon likely to want it. As a rule,

therefore, a line of railway should only be rendered useless to the

enemy bj' causing temporary obstructions to traffic, and would

only be permanently destroyed in a way to render traffic impossible

for a very long time on a distinct order being given to do so by the

higher military authorities.

In the former case any troops might have to undertake the

work, but in the latter the operation would be one usually

performed by the Engineers or Railway Troops, and the detailed

examination of the line, with proposals for its destruction, would

be then matters for the officers of these branches of the service.

Under the heading of temporary or partial demolitions may be

classed the destruction of rolling-stock and permanent way. If

the latter be ripped up and destroyed, it might appear superfluoi s

to destroy the former, but to destroy the rolling stock only would

hardly answer the purpose.

Rolling stock may be rendered unserviceable for a time by

removing or smashing wheel boxes, or wheels. In the case of

engines, it is sufficient to remove the valves and gearing.

To burst the boilers of engines, and burn or blow up tenders

and other rolling stock is to destroy utterly beyond repair.

Permanent way is best destroyed in places on the line where

there are curves, and the outside rails should then, as a matter of

choice, be ripped up. At stations it should be destroyed at the

points. If it be intended that the line is to be rendered useless

for any considerable time, several lengths of rail should be removed

together, and the line destroyed in several distinct places.

A line is rendered useless for a time by simply removing the

fastenings of the rails to the sleepers, and unscrewing and

removing the nsh-plates on the outside rails.

At stations, demolitions are better effected with explosives

especially dynamite, than with crowbars, cold chisels and sledge

liammers. Cavalry Regiments are provided with all the appliances

for minor work of destruction of this description.

The permanent destruction of a line of railway is always
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best effected by blomng up some important and difficult work

of engineering. If no such work exists, a railway may be rendered

useless for a considerable time by totally and utterly destroying

the permanent way, with all the appliances at stations (such as

points, crossings, turntables, tanks, and wells), ripping up and

twisting rails, removing or burning sleepers, and removing or

destropng chairs, bolts, and fish-plates for considerable distances

and in many places on the line. Still, the line could not

be said to be thus absolutely destroyed. The traffic would be

suspended for a comparatively short time only, but it would be

seriously crippled during a much longer period.

The destruction of station buildings is no very serious draw-

back to traffic. The removal or destruction of telegraphs and

signals is far more effective.

When preparing mines for eflectually blowing up (or in) high

embankments, bridges, viaducts, tunnels, the steep sides of deep

cuttings, and high cliffs above or below the line, the resistance

to explosion must be carefully ascertained and calculated, so

that the efiect produced may be neither too much nor too little,

but exactly that required. To blow in a tunnel driven in

compact rock produces but little effect, but in loose earth or

wet clay the line may be most effectually blocked, and it may
take a very long time, in some cases even years, to repair the

damage and re-open traffic.

When a line of railway is to be destroyed as completely as

possible, it is not merely necessary, in selecting the work to be

destroyed, to consider how long it will take to repair it tem-

porarily or permanently. It is equally desirable to ascertain

whether the point where the line is to be thus destroyed can be

avoided and turned by using other lines, and if so, how long

such a turning movement would take. The officer sent to

reconnoitre nmst, with the help of such technical assistants

as accompany him (officers or others belonging to the Railway

Troops), carefully consider such a contingency, and, if he thinks

proper, select a work for destruction which, if destroyed, might

offer greater facilities for repair, but which is situated on a
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section of the line that cannot be turned, instead of one which,

though far more difficult to repair if destroyed, is so situated

that it could be more easily turned.

Narrow gauge light lines and tramways should be reconnoitred

from similar points of view. Though such lines have not the same

value as lines of the normal gauge, they may still supplement

the latter or be of local importance.
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CHAPTER VI.

LEST AND QUARTERS.

Rest is ab,so]utely necessary for man and horse, and cannot be

dispensed with for any length of time, even in war. From the

very fact then, that, owing to the peculiar conditions of warfare,

troops are constantly prevented from enjoying regular and

uniform periods of rest, it is the duty of every General holding

a command to make a point of invariably giving his troops ample

and unbroken rest whenever the circumstances of the situation

may justify it. This means in general that night marches and

night enterprises should be avoided, since man and beast both

require a certain amount of rest at night. The question of rest

must, however, be always subordinate to the tactical require-

ments of the situation.

The question of quarters or shelter is so intimately connected

with that of rest, that it would be impossible to consider it

separately. The better the troops are housed the more perfect

will be their rest, and, consequently, the better the conditions for

preserving their health and strength. Thus bivouacking in the

open air should never be resorted to unless absolutely necessary,

and this point cannot be too strongly insisted on. Experience

has shown, indeed, that more men are lost to an Army by such a

proceeding, especially in inclement weather, than by the hardest

fought battles.

Formerly (up to the time of the French Revolution), when

Armies were, comparatively speaking, small, troops encamped

during the whole period of active operations in tents which

were carried in special wagons or carts, or on pack horses. On
the approach of winter hostilities ceased by conventional
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arrangement, and the opposing Armies went into winter

quarters, where they wore completed with men, horses, and

materiel, with a view to renewing the contest in the spring of the

following year.

Again, even during the time of the year suited for military

operations. Armies after acting against each other for certain

periods of time, were often allowed to withdraw into quarters

to refit by tacit consent, which, though not recognised by any

actual truce or armistice, practically separated the combatants

for the time in the mutual interests—as Vv^as then supposed—of

both sides. In these circumstances, Armies could be per-

fectly well kept in a healthy condition under canvas at a favour-

able time of the year. Their small size, together -with the

pedantic system of warfare practised in those days, enabled

them to be accompanied by baggage trains carrying all their

impedimenta.

During the French Revolution, Armies were raised by

conscription, and tents were given up, as the enormous baggage

trains to carry them would have seriously interfered with rapidity

and freedom in manoeuvring. It was rightly argued that, in the

place of G,000 horses carrying tents for an Army of 100,000 men,

it was better to have a similar number of cavalry or an additional

hundred guns. The question of shelter from the weather was

settled by adopting the system of quartering troops on the

inhabitants. Thus the difficulty of finding shelter for an Army
was taken from the shoulders of the mihtary administrative

authorities, and placed on those of the inhabitants. With the

introduction of this principle came a change in the system of

feeding Armies, or, in other words, the substitution of requisitions

for magazines.

Bivouacking was only resorted to when troops were kept

ready for immediate action, as in the case of detachments on

outpost duty, or when large forces were closely concentrated

within narrow limits on the days preceding or following decisive

battles, and the villages in the neighbourhood were not

sufficiently large or numerous to afford quarters for all.
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Winter quarters are now, strictly speaking, a thing of the past.

Decisive battles are soon fought between large Armies, and even

if final results are not brought about at a favourable time of the

year, or if the war only breaks out on the approach of winter, the

bad time of the year is no longer taken as an excuse for not

baginning or carrying on warhke operations. Pauses during

active operations constantly take place, it is true, at all

seasons, and troops may be refitted during short periods

of rest in quarters. But such pauses are either the result

of a regularly concluded truce or armistice, or are brought

about by the fact that events have caused the opposing Armies

to be widely separated. This is generally, however, only a

prelude to a fresh series of warlike operations.

Troops actually engaged in active operations in the field have

sometimes to bivouac, and at other times may be quartered. As

a rule, however, a plan which may be regarded as a combina-

tion of the two methods is adopted. This may be described

as cramming troops to the full extent into every house of

a village for 07ie night only, and causing the remainder, for whom
there is absolutely no accommodation, to bivouac in the imme-

diate neighbourhood, or even in the farmyards or gardens of

the village itself, so as to take advantage of any protection against

inclement weather, and turn to the utmost account the resources

of the place.*

Camps are only resorted to nowadays when mihtary opera-

tions are confined for any considerable time to the same place

—such as happens, for instance, when blockading or besieging a

fortress. The mass of the investing forces would be quartered in

villages, but the supports and reserves of the outposts

would be hutted, and the bivouacs of the outposts would thus

gradually become camps of shelters m":de of straw or

brushwood.

Tents may be used within large fortresses or to accommodate

prisoners of war when the weather is favourable, but on the

approach of winter they must be replaced b}'^ huts.

* Tbia is known to tho Germans as tho "Ortsbivak " sy£tcm.
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A. Billets during the Concentration of the Army.

When sslecting our place of concentration we must, in

addition to providing food and comfortable quarters for the

troops which are at first still on a peace footing, also turn our

attention to the enemy, and consider his probable line of action

as well as that which we propose to take ourselves.

The question of finding billets for the Army follows and is

a matter to be settled in conjunction with our civil autho-

rities or may be those of an alKed country. The closeness of the

quartering varies with the strength of the forces to be concen-

trated, the extent of country comprised within the Kmits of the

rayon of concentration, and the facihties offered by the latter for

quartering troops. As long as the outbreak of hostilities is not

imminent, the rayon should be kept as widely extended as

possible, to be so far contracted just before hostihties begin,

as to enable the troops to be rapidly assembled from their

quarters, and to begin warhke operations at once.

When several Army Cori^s are billeted in close proximity to

each other, it is advisable to place them alongside each

other so that each occupies a narrow front and a great depth,

rather than a fi'ont and a depth of approximately the same

dimensions. This is best explained by the accompanying

figures in which the arrows give the direction in which operations

are contemplated.

Fifj. A. Fig. B.

IV.
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In Fig. A a closer concentration, when necessary, can

be carried out by closing up the Army Corps on itself, but

in Fig. B it would have to be done by closing up one Army
Corps on another, in which case the billets vacated by the

one in front would be re-occupied by the one in rear. Again,

in Fig. A the Army Corps when closed up would occupy the same

front as before, so that the duty of covering it could still be

performed by the same troops, whereas, in Fig. B, troops

belonging to Army Corps III and IV in second hne, would

have to be brought forward to the extreme front and occupy

positions in a country hitherto unknown to them. But it is

just at this period of a campaign, when the frontier dividing

the hostile forces cannot be too stiictly watched, that a detailed

knowledge of the ground occupied by the troops pushed to the

front is so useful.

It is, of course, assumed that in the arrangement which we

have shown to be preferable, four good roads exist by wliich all

four Army Corps could advance parallel to each other. If, how-

ever, there were only two such roads, and two Army Corps

had to march on each, one behind the other, there would

be no possible advantage in placing the Army Corps according to

Fig. A, as a preliminary to active operations. The arrange-

ment given in Fig. B would, in this case, be preferable, and it

would be merely a question, shortly before actual operations

began, of closing up each Army Corps on its own front along

the two roads, the two leading Army Corps th.us forming a

first echelon, and the two following a second echelon.

This example is sufficient to give an idea of the numerous

and various considerations which have to be taken into account

when apportioning a large rayon of concentration to various

Army Corps.

In the case of a single Army Corps, or of a similar body

of troops being quartered independently, the best form for

the rayon of quarters is a square or circle, provided, of course,

the peculiar topographical conditions of the country, or similar

considcrati(jns, do not stand in the way.
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The distribution of the troops within the rayon chosen would

be made by tactical units, the character of the country bein»,

at the same time, never lost sight of, so that no topographical

feature offering an obstacle to the movement of troops would

interfere with the connection between bodies forming the

same tactical unit. This consideration is sufficiently impor-

tant to justify slight variations in the closeness of the

quartering.

As a rule, the two Infantry Divisions would be billeted along-

side each other, each being distributed in depth rather than

in breadth. Their Cavalry should be assigned quarters in front,

unless, as sometimes happens, these are allotted to a Cavalry

Division or Brigade. In that case, the Divisional Cavalry

would be assigned quarters somewhat further in rear. The

Artillery should never be given quarters by themselves, but should

be billeted among the Infantry. Ammunition and supply

columns would be given, as long as quarters were extended,

distinct rayons of their own in rear of the Infantry Divisions.

On the billets being drawn closer together, the mounted arms

(Cavalry and Artillery) would close up to the front, and

those quarters hitherto occupied by the Infantry might then

be allotted to the first dcliehn of ammunition and supply

columns.

Bridge trains should, if possible, be stationed near a river.

They could thus be given an opportunity of practising bridging,

and might, in addition, establish bridges at points where none

existed, but where they would be very desirable for troops

quartered in the neighbourhood.

Too much importance cannot be attached to the matter of

choosing positions for the various headquarters and Staffs.

The points chosen can, in fact, either greatly facilitate or seriously

impede the transmission of orders.

The headquarters of an Army Corps should be in telegraphic

communication with the Army headquarters, but they should

be given, so far as is possible, a central though somewhat forward

position in the rayon of Army Corps quarters.
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Di^dsional Staffs should be given as far as possible a central

position as regards their own troops, and be near Army Corps

headquarters. By this is meant being near not so much in

point of actual distance as in respect of means of communication.

In other words, if the Staff of a Division were separated from

its Army Corps headquarters by a distance of some 20 kilo-

metres, but connected with it by telegraph, it would be

practically nearer than if it were only 10 kilometres distant, but

not in telegraphic communication.

We now have to consider the positions to be assigned to

magazines and hospitals. When the necessary steps have not

been taken in this respect by the General commanding the Army,

or his officer in charge of "Communications," the most important

point in the selection of the positions in question is their con-

nection with railways. Railways enable magazines to be filled

and hospitals evacuated. Consequently, the best position for

these is actually on a line of railway. On the other hand, local

considerations, such as healthy situations and convenience of

position in the rayon of quarters, cannot, of course, be

ignored.

No unit should, as a rule, be further than 15 kilometres (9 miles)

from a magazine. In the case of hospitals, however, the distance

may be considerably greater, as improvised wards should always be

established by regimental surgeons in towns and villages occupied

by troops, for the reception of cases of slight sickness or patients

who are too ill to be moved. In all cases which promise to last

for a considerable time the patients should if possible be evacu-

ated on hospitals established further in rear.

As a general principle, the local estabUshment of mobilised

field hospitals should be avoided, although there is no reason

why the medical personnel belonging to them should not be

employed, if wanted, in any large hospitals which might be tem-

porarily established. It is important, in selecting positions for

the latter, to bear in mind that it is well to choose places where
there is a resident civil practitioner, either in the place itself or

in the immediate neighbourhood, so that when the troops quit

o p
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tlie district the sick left behind may be handed over to his

charge.

In a further advance the sick should be handed over to the

authorities in charge of " Communications," or, should this be

impracticable, to the local authorities, the former being at the

same time informed of the fact.

The above considerations have, it may be seen, mainly reference

to the efficiency and welfare of the troops. We have now to

deal with points connected with their employment in the field

and with precautions against surprise.

Let us first consider the question of fixing alarm posts. The

first condition in the choice of such places must be that the

troops may be able to concentrate or assemble on them in

absolute security, even in the case of the most unforeseen

attack. Thus, in cases where there is no natural obstacle in

the way of an enemy's approach, such as a large river easily

watched, steps must be taken to make good this deficiency by

taking additional precautions against surprise, and by keep-

ing the troops quartered at a greater distance from the

frontier.

In other respects the points selected as places of assembly

must depend on the rayon of quarters of each tactical unit.

Moreover, it must be distinctly laid down in orders whether the

different battahons, squadrons, and batteries are to proceed

directly from their quarters to the place of assembly of the

Division, or to go first to places of assembly of regiments

and brigades. The latter places of assembly should always,

if possible, be chosen, so that the places of assembly of the

higher tactical units may be reached without making any

detours.

Artillery must never proceed alone to a place of assembly, but

should invariably be either accompanied by a special escort

detailed for the purpose, or ordered to join a force of infantry or

cavalry.

As alarm posts naturally imply the concentration of troops in a

position of readiness, the remarks on this point in Chapter V apply
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equally here. Tt is an additional advantage, to which too much

attention cannot be paid, if there is in the immediate neigh-

bourhood a position well adapted for defence. The circumstances

of the situation must always decide whether places of assembly are

merely fixed for Divisions and Brigades, or whether the whole

Army Corps, or, at any rate, its combatant portion, is to concen-

trate in every case of alarm on a given point or in a certain

position. As a rule, the latter arrangement is not one to be

recommended, especially in cases when the time that would be

occupied by Divisions and Brigades in moving on their

respective places of assembly, would be amply sufficient to

enable the necessary orders to be issued as regards the further

action of the troops concerned.

Even when war has not been actually declared, the precaution

of -protecting the Army by outposts is advisable, as there is always

the danger of an unforeseen attack by an enemywho may disregard

the rules of civihsed warfare. Experience has, moreover, shown

that in addition to dehberate attempts to violate international

law, colhsions are always hable to take place from misunder-

standings or want of judgment, and these, if no precautions were

taken against surprise, might entail heavy losses on the side taken

unawares. Outposts are also useful in preventing espionage,

in obtaining information of the movements, of the enemy,

and in training the troops to shake off the habits of peace.

Buildings as guard-houses* are selected in the quarters on

the extreme front, and small detachments would be pushed

forward on the main roads leading to the frontier. These

detachments, taking every miUtary precaution as if hostilities

had actually begun, would assist the frontier authorities

in keeping a watch on the traffic, examining all persons passing,

and arresting suspected individuals, especially those found

when patrolUng by-roads and paths. In such a case a single

Commander would not be appointed for all the outposts in the

rayon occupied by the Army Corps ; the various detachments

* Called by the Germans " Alarmhauser " (lit.. Alarm-houses). Theyaresimply

houses in which tlie troops are kept ready to turn out at a moment's notice.

2 G 2
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would rather, as a rule, be under the immediate orders of their

respective Divisional Commanders, and from them receive all

necessary instructions.

The various duties, to which we are now referring, connected

with the safeguarding of an Army against surprise, are often

performed by portions of the first Cavalry Divisions pushed

forward to the frontier. If these still occupy the same

positions after the various Army Corps have moved up, the

latter have only to afford the Cavalry in their front the neces-

sary support by pushing forward detachments of the different

arms.

Taking this description of how an Army Corps has to be

billeted, and the various steps which have to be taken in consequence,

as a basis, we may now examine more closely the share of the

work that falls on such occasions to the lot of the General

Staff.

Directly the rayon of quarters for the Army Corps is fixed,

be it in accordance with Army Orders or by the direct order of

the General Commanding the Army Corps in question, the officer

of the General Staff specially detailed to make the necessary

arrangements would proceed at once to the rayon indicated for

the Army Corps, accompanied by an Intendance official, a mihtary

surgeon, some depot officials, and a few clerks. During the

journey he can, provided he knows the number of inhabitants of

the different villages, always prepare some kind of plan, though he

may notknow the amount of accommodation the district can afford.

A map carefully kept up to date as regards railways and metalled

roads, affords him a rough guide in choosing points for the estab-

lishment of magazines and hospitals. Once on the spot, questions

of detail as regards both the latter would be left to be settled

by the Intendance official and the surgeon, whilst the General

Staff officer would lose no time in fixing the distribution of tlie

troops about to arrive, by coming as quickly as possible to an

arrangement with the civil authorities concerned. The latter

confine themselves to equalising as much as possible the propor-

tion of troops quartered on the various villages, and this is
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a point no less desirable in the interests of the troops. This

princinie must, however, frequently be departed from to avoid

brealdrig up tactical units.

Until the arrival of the General Commanding, the General

Staff officer has to issue orders as to the preparations for the

Army Corps in the General's name. He must also see that tho

various officials co-operate effectively, and they in turn must
keep him informed as to all they are doing.

The General Staff officer in question should take up his quarters

for the time that he is engaged in tbis worh—for whicb, as a rule,

there would be but a few days available—at some point situated

if possible on the raihvay,* or at any rate where there is telegraphic

communication. He would then invite the civil authorities or

their representatives to meet him there and transact the necessary

business, and he would not quit the place until the whole matter

was arranged. He must report important events occurrin-'

in the rayon of concentration to Corps Headquarters by tele-

gram, urgent cases to Army Headquarters at the same time.

As soon as the distribution, together Avith the Tables of

Marches, were drawn up and completed,, he would forward them

to the Chief of the General Staff, or hand them himself to the

General commanding the Army Corps, on the arrival of the

latter.

When there is time enough it is advisable to make a sketch,

in which, by the use of coloured pencils, representint^ the

different arms, the various allotments can be at once clearly

shown.

The civil authorities should note everything that concerns

them during these transactions. Extracts from the Tables of

Quarters or Marchesf would be given to the different billeting

parties, who precede the troops by 24: hours to take over or telJ off

the quarters, eichcr by the General Staff officer or by the Station

* In the case of the concentration cf Army Corj s by rail, it would bo at the

chief jjoint &f dctiainment.

t 'Jheftrm u cd for Tables cf Quarters is, as a rule, much tlie , ame as

that used for Peace Mananivres. A column is necessary to give the nia-azintj

from which the tnois aie to diaw lations and forage. The hosjital which ia

to receive thrir .'ick must be similarly indicated.
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Commandant at the point of detrainment. These extracts,

besides giving the necessary information concerning the units to

which they refer, should also state whether there are other units

with which the village has to be shared, and should give the

places where the commanding officers are to be quartered.

From what has been stated, some idea may be formed of the

magnitude and responsibility of the duties which the General

Staff officer has to carry out for his Army Corps in this matter.

It would hardly appear practicable to lighten his labour by giving

him the assistance of the General Staff officers of Divisions owing

to the fact that there would always be many conflicting

interests at work, which could only be satisfactorily and evenly

balanced by one authority.

The operation of billeting a Cavalry or anIndependent Infantry

Division would be similarly carried out by its General Staff

officer who would have attached to him, if necessary, an official

of the Intendance, and the Divisional surgeon. In every case

he must arrive on the spot before his Division, even when the

latter has been temporarily attached to an Army Corps for

quarters, so that no time may be lost in acquiring the necessary

information. Besides, he can be of no possible use to his Divisional

General when travelling with him in a railway carriage, for all

matters connected with the conveyance of troops by rail are

entirely in other hands, and have nothing whatever to do with him.

The next proceeding, after completing the arrangements for

the actual billeting of the troops, is to select places of assembly

in ease of alarm, reconnoitre defensive positions and mark the

line of outposts. The results of his labours and investigations

would be submitted to the Chief of the General Staff, or to the

General commanding the Army Corps in the presence of the

former.

Finally, the question of ensuring the safe and rapid trans-

mission of orders is a most important one.

The existing telegraphic and telephonic communications

would be used by the Corps Telegraph troops to complete

connection between the lieadquarters of Army Corps and
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the Staffs of Divisions or of other bodies of troops

directly bL^longing to them, and with Army headquarters,

ns well as Avitli the headquarters of any Army Corps in the

immediate vicinity. Telephonic communication between the

troops on outpost duty and the higher Staffs is of immense

importance.

B. Billets when not in the Immediate Presence op the

Enemy.

Shortly before the outbreak of hostihties, or, at any rate,

immediately war is declared, billets should be drawn closely

together, so that the Army can at once begin operations.

Tactical considerations are then of the first importance.

The allotment of billets is now made to conform to the distri-

bution of the troops, and due regard mu^ be paid to the

questions of the interval which it is necessary to leave between

the advanced guard and main body, and of the limits beyond

which the rayon of quarters should not extend.

The intention of the Commander-in-Chief is the chief factor,

but the proximity, strength, state of preparation, and supposed

intentions of the enemy have all to be considered. As an

example, for instance, the advance of the Third Army and Army

of the Meuse on Paris, after the capitulation of Sedan, was made

in circumstances which justified a departure from the arrange-

ments made in the movements which preceded the battle.

To ascertain the distance that should be left between the

advanced guard and main body, we must first of all reckon the

time which would be taken in sending intelligence of the approach

of the enemy from the outposts to headquarters, and thence to

the troops in quarters, and the time required for those furthest

off to turn out, form up, and march to the places of assembly.

The time required for the above must be assnred by the resist-

ance of the advanced guard. As mistakes and accidents may

cause delays, it is advisable only to reckon on the time which would
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be available if the advanced guard simply retired without offering

any resistance. In the case when the advanced guard is to be

supported in the position it holds by the advance of the main

body, the position in question must be one of exceptional strength,

or outposts must be pushed sufficiently far in the direction of the

enemy, to enable very early tidings of his approach to be given.

When retiring, it is well to remember that the main body has,

besides assembling, to get into columns of route—the length of

road occupied in this formation by the strongest column deter-

mining the time necessary. Consequently, the distance sepa-

rating a rear-guard from the main body must, for this reason

alone, be greater than tbat left between an advanced guard and

the main body.

It may then be inferred that when in close proximity to an

enterprising enemy, extended quarters, which afford a roof of

some description to all troops not actually on outpost duty, are

almost a matter of impossibility. It is only by pushing masses of

cavalry far to the front, and so keeping the enemy at a distance,

that we can have recourse to quarters of this kind—a matter of

the greatest importance, both to the welfare and to the efficiency

of the Army. Troops must not, however, expect the same ease

and comfort in these circumstances as in ordinary times of

peace.

The area, in fact, over which quarters may be scattered, is, after

all, a somewhat restricted one. For even supposing a Cavalry

Division to be pushed a good day's march (20 to 3^ kilo-

metres, or 12i to 18| miles) to the front, it sl.ould always be

possible to concentrate an Army Corps (cr perhaps even an

Army) in the course of one day, so that a battle maybe fought

on the following day. If this condition be -strictly carried

out as regards every point comprised in the rayon of quaiters,

the latter must not exceed a circle, the diameter of which is roughly

22^ kilometres (14 miles), or a square, with sides of sonie 22^

kilometres. Within the space thus comprised, or from 400 to

500 square kilometres (154 to 195 square miles), we may usually

expect to find, in a well cultivated country, some 3,000 or 3^000
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hearths {without reckoning towns of any importance). This in the

case of an Army Corps on a war footing, would give from 12 to 15

men per hearth—or quarters which in time, of peace we slioukl

consider decidedly close.

The exigencies, however, ot war are great, and it should not

be forgotten that a much larger force than an Army Corps h; s

often to be assembled in the space above alluded to. It

frequently happens, moreover, that the amount of accommoda-

tion, i.e., the number of hearths available, is considerably less

than that we have given.

When it is not a question of changing quarters daily on the

march, the rayon of quarters should be as nearly as possible

circular in form with the points of assembly of the main bodies

situated near, and as a matter of choice, somewhat in advance

of, the centre. When acting on the defensive, the places of

assembly would often be on the position previously selected in

which to accept battle.

In cases where it is impracticable to give the rayon an approxi-

mately circular form, it should be given a greater depth than

breadth. A force thus quartered is better prepared for offensive

and defensive purposes than if it were extended on a broad front.

A large rayon of quarters intended to be occupied by several

Army Corps would be subdivided among them, so that the different

Corps stood alongside, and not behind each other.

The position of the Army Corps headquarters should be choscii

so as to ensure rapid communication with Army headquarters,

and in'!orm ition from the advanced guard or outposts being received

as early as possible. The best situation is consequently a central

one, and well to the front, without being absolutely exposed. The

Staffs of the forces immediately under the orders of the General

commanding the Army Corps would be established at points in

accordance with the principles already laid down.

The positions for magazines and hospitals must always depend

to a great extent on the existing communications of the country,

as well as on the facilities for their cstabhshment offered by the

different towns and villages. If the resources of the country are
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small in the latter respect, the work both of collecting and for-

warding supplies by railway, and of receiving and removing

the sick to the rear, has to be almost entirely performed by

tlie authorities in charge of '' Communications."

'Let us now examine the duties of the General Staff in finding

quarters under the conditions we were discussing.

The Chief of the General Staff of the Army Corps would mark

off the rayons of quarters for the two Infantry Divisions, but the

allotment of billets would be left to their respective General

Staff officers. It would at the same time be intimated, whether

the rayons allotted to the Infantry Divisions should provide,

in addition, for portions of the Cavalry Division (if one be tem-

porarily attached to the Army Corps), of the Heavy Artillery

of the Army, or of the first echelon of supply and ammunition

columns. If the Army Corps has an advanced guard, the General

commanding the Army Corps would assign to the latter a rayon

of quarters.

The co-operation of the civil authorities in dehmiting the

rayons of cantonment and distributing the troops among the

various villages is, as a rule, out of the question, owing to the

shortness of the time available. NevertLeless, it is always advis-

able, when allotting quarters to troops in a town or village to have

recourse to the mayor, or head man. The General Staff

only deal with such matters in the case of very large towns

which can accommodate a Division or more. The town would,

in such circumstances, be divided into districts which would be

allotted to the various units.

As regards the question of outposts, the most important

point to be considered, next to the military situation at

the time, is whether we intend or expect to occupy the

quarters in question for one or two days only, or for a

longer period. The nearer and stronger the enemy is the more

care must be taken in placing the outposts duriug a long halt and

in seeing that their Juties are efficiently performed. According to

the circumstances of each particular case, a mean can always be

arrived at somewhere between the system which would be used
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from day to day on the march and that which would be

adopted when besieging or blockading a fortress. This mean

has a tendency to one or the other of these extreme cases, which

we shall presently investigate. It is very rarely necessary to

estabUsh an unbroken hne of picquets and vedettes. But, on

the other hand, provision must always be made for offering

serious resistance at certain points, especially defiles. Strong

detachments provided with artillery should consequently be

posted at such points, and these should push their outposts

heycnd the natural obstacle in question. In certain cases it

might be necessary to take steps to destroy the roads by which

the enemy could approach.

When a strong force of Cavalry is well in advance or more

than a day's march ahead, the duties of scouting and recon-

noitring naturally form its chief occupation, thereby ensuring

to some extent the safety of the forces in rear. The Army Corps

must, in this case, be so disposed as to afEord proper support to

the Cavalry in its front, and also, if necessary, to undertake the

protection of an exposed flank. For the latter purpose a

special force, exceptionally strong in Cavalry, or, indeed, composed

entirely of this arm, would be detached, to hold some important

point (such as the junction of several roads), where it would take

up a position, using every precaution, and reconnoitre for a

distance of a day's march in the direction whence danger was to

be apprehended.

It is the duty of the officer of the General Staff to consider

all such matters and bring them to the notice of the General

commanding the Army Corps or Division.

The written orders which would be issued on the subject should

not contain any unnecessary detail as regards execution. This

should be left entirely to the officer commanding the advanced

guard, special detachment, or outposts. These officers should

be informed of the direction whence the enemy may be expected,

to enable them to carry out reconnaissance work, and as far as

the service of security is concerned, they need only know the extent

of front occupied by the Army Corps in quarters. On tliis depends
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the interval wliicli sLould be observedbetween advanced guard and

main body, and the distance from the former to which the out-

posts should be pushed. It is, moreover, sometimes necessary

to indicate certain points to which Cavalry patrols under officers

should be sent, to obtain information in connection with the

strategic reconnaissance.

WTien orders have to be issued by the General commanding

the Army Corps as regards estabhshmont of magazines or

hospitals, tlie General Staff must first confer on the subject

with the Field Intendant or Corps surgeon-gen3raI. A similar

rule must be observed in the case of the General Staff officers

belonging to Cavalry, or independent Infantry Divisions.

C. One-day Billets or Village Bivouacs on the March

WHEN NEAR THE EnEMY.

By these are meant the rest and shelter which troops endeavour

to obtain from day to day during active operations, either

after fighting or marching, when inclose ''touch" with the enemy,

In such circumstances it is often impossible to obtain a

space of approximately a day's march in breadth, by pushing

Cavalry to the front. Consequently, the Army Corps or

Divisions in first line must be kept in a more perfect state of

preparation for meeting the enemy, and every precaution should

be taken to prevent the daily marching powers of the whole

force being impaired by allowing fi actions to be mover! to any

distance on either side of main direction of advance, for the

sake of obtaining better quarters.

An intimate connection must therefore exist between the

marching or fighting formations of a force, and the system that

may be used for finding it rest and shelter clunng periods of active

operations, just as close relations exist between advanced guard

duties on the march and the corresponding outpost duties at the

halt. These considerations, confirmed by practical experience,

shew tliat troops can, in most cases, only use a3 quarters villages
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and houses wliicli are situated on, or only a few kilometres

on either side of, the road along which they are marching. Under

these conditions, even supposing the force in question to be kept

echelonod alotig the road durJnir the night m the formation in which

it had been marching, or in that proposed for the next day's

march, it would be often quite impossible to get the whole force

under shelter, though the buildings might be crammed to the

utmost extent. In spite, indeed, of the astounding numbers that

may, in such circumstances, be crammed, into a village, it

must often be inevitable that some, for whom there is absolutely

no room, must bivouac on the outskirts. The latter contingency

has, indeed, to be accepted by the larger part of the force when,

from tactical considerations, it cannot well remain echeloned

along the road during the night in the order in which it has

been moving, but must be closed up on the leading troops, so as

to be in a better position to engage the cnem.y. In this case the

force practically has to bivouac, quarters being only available for

a very small portion.

It should, nevertheless, be borne in mind, that even in times of

the greatest emergency, the most closely occupied quarters

are always to be preferred to the bivouac. Consequently, in

the selection of halting places this principle must always be

recognised, in the absence, of course, of any valid reason to the

contrary.

Shelter must be found for the mounted arms whenever possible,

because the animals sul!er much in bivouacs. It would be very

petty-minded to suppose that the Cavalry are therpby unduly

favoured. The more horses are saved and rested at night, the

more work will they be able to do by day.

A Cavalry Division, when resting, should then, if the tactical

situation admits of it, halt at some distance from the enemy;

it may be that some obstacle in its front will afford it more or

less security. But the Cavalry must, of course, be able to billet

in the vicinity of the enemy, relying for security upon reconnais-

sance, and upon its carbines and machine guns. It will then be

better able to save its horses and will get more out of them than
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Cavalry which protects itself by always bivouacking and being

constantly ready for action.

As regards the actual numbers that can be afforded cover in

villages and farms, it is impossible to give in this work anything

like approximate figures. Troops occupy, in fact, every hole

and corner where there is room for a man to he down, without

considering the inhabitants, and as few men as possible are left

outside. A large chateau or country house with numerous

stables, barns, sheds and outhouses may thus afford shelter to a

larger number of men than a village inhabited by, perhaps, four

times as many people. Villages and buildings in the country are

to be preferred to towns, the houses in the latter being only, as a

rule, suited to Infantry. An even distribution of quarters to

the various fractions of a force is hardly possible, and troops

must be content to take what luck brings them. If any

particular body of troops invariably fares badly in this respect,

it can only hope for compensation when circumstances admit of

more regular arrangements. The staffs must be accommodated

in the same places as their troops.

The position of magazines and hospitals cannot, of course, be

chosen to meet the requirements of troops crammed into quarters

for one night only. They must be placed to meet the requirements

of the general plan of operations contemplated, and cannot,

therefore, enter into the present question.

Measures to be adopted againsb surprise or attack mainly

depend on whether it is a question of seeking rest and shelter

after an engagement, or after a day's march, and whether all

movements or active operations on the part of the enemy have

ceased. It is the duty of the Cavalry nearest to the enemy to

obtain correct information as regards the latter point, and

afford at the same time a first Hne of protection to the Army

while at rest.

If an engagement has been fought and a victory won, the

enemy should be followed up with all the forces available. The

best method of ensuring rest for our own side during the subse-

quent halt is to weaken further the fighting powers of the enemy.
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After an unsuccessful action, it is usually desirable to retire at

once with the mass of our forces to a considerable distance from

the enemy. This movement should be protected by a rear-

guard. The latter should resist the enemy in any attempt to

follow up his success, and thus enable the main body to rest

during the night. The further back the main body has b?en

able to retire, the more easy will it be to find quarters.

The outposts of the rear guaid should be strong, and act as

supports to the cavalry, which should, whenever it is piacticable,

be left next the enemy.

The roads by which the enemy would push forward should be

held in strength, and care should be taken that communication

between the different detachments posted for this purpose is

securely kept up.

But if the day's work simply comes to a close by a halt of the

forces on the march, it is essential that, before the troops are

allowed to settle down to rest, correct information be obtained as

to whether the enemy with whom "touch" has been maintained

or gained during the day, has intentions similar to our own. If it

is evident that the enemy is near, it becomes indispensable for us

to know whether he is inclined to attack us, to retire, or to remain

in such a state of preparation for immediate action as to oblige us

to dispense with finding shelter for our troops in quarters. It is

the business of the advanced parties of Cavalry to obtain early

information on the above, and in the case of a retreat to ascertain

if the enemy is still in order of march, and shows an intention

of continuing the pursuit. It is only when all doubts as

regards these points are cleared up th.at a decision may
be safely arrived at. The questions to be settled are then :

whether the enemy is to be attacked, whether his further advance

is to be resisted, or whether it is deemed advisable to avoid a

collision by halting the main strength of our forces at a greater

distance than was originally contemplated, or, perhaps, by

continuing the retirement. To enable troops to rest, but more

especially to obtain some sort of shelter in villages and buildings,

there must be a considerable space between the main bodies of
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tlie opposing forces. In tliis space tlie outposts must, by their

vigilance, prevent anything in the nature of a surprise on the

part of the enemy.

It might pei-haps be inferred that if the action of one side

depend;}d upon that of the other--a supposition that has been

accepted as the basis of the questions which have just been dis-

cussed—the opposing forcos, by waiting for each other's plans

to be developed, would neither of them be able to get any rest

at all. As a matter of fact, it sometimes happens, as experi-

ence has shown, that both sides remain watching each other till

nightfall. Anyone who has experienced this knows the frightful

tension of the nerves which such a state of affairs produces. The

remedy hes, indeed, in having a Cavalry superior to that of the

enemy, either in numbers or skill, and being able to be beforehand

in getting an insight into his position, num-bers, strength, move-

ments and intentions. In most cases, however, the circumstances

of the military situation force one side to adopt some definite

decision and immediate line of action, which are accepted more

or less wilHngly by the opposite side, th.us very much reducing

any delay in bringing matters to an issue. Darkness usually

puts a stop to operations on a la^gc scale.

AMien once the situation is clear, the enemy must be

constantly watched by pushing Cavalry well ahead.

Directions must also be issued as regards the places where the

advanced (or rear) guard and main body are to halt and

occupy quarters, either wholly or in combination with bivouacs,

giving precise information as regards the villages to be occupied

by the different units.

These dispositions should be made as far as possible preliminary

to the measures which are to be carried out on the morrow, especi-

ally as regards any alterations contemplated in the direction of

march or distribution of the troops. Directions must next be

given as regards any alterations that may be essential or desirable

in the outpost arrangements, in view of the latest information

from the Cavalry, and also as to the despatch of special

oilicer's patrols.
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Any change in the outposts at dusk or after dark causes great

discomfort to tlie troops concerned, because all the arrangements

made by them for the night have to be given up and made again

in another place in the dark. The present Field Service Kegula-

tions no longer recognise any difEerence between day and night

outposts. Outposts in fortress warfare are under different

conditions.*

D. BivouACS.f

The bivouac is the most convenient arrangement from a purely

tactical point of view, but it may seriously affect the health of

troops, especially in bad weather. The rule that the worst

billets are better than the best bivouac, is one that cannot

for a moment be doubted. But it is nevertheless constantly

broken. This very often arises from anxiety or desire to keep

troops as much as possible together. At other times it is errone-

ously thought ad\dsable to spare the troops a short lateral march,

and they are consequently ordered to bivouac on the spot instead

of finding them quarters. And it sometimes happens that it

is the result of carelessness and a want of consideration, which

caimot be too strongly condemned.

To bivouac instead of finding quarters is a proceeding which

is only justifiable when troops must be held ready to fight at a

moment's notice, as in the case of those that are on outpost

duty, or when it is absolutely necessary to mass troops as closely

as possible on the few days preceding or following battles on a

large scale.

Since the introduction of portable tents infantry have pro-

tection against the weather, which the mounted arms have for

the most part to do without. The horses of the latter suffer

severely in bad bivouacs. A further disadvantage is that the

character and strength of a force in bivouac is easily ascertained.

Smoke is visible at a distance by day and fires by night.

Moreover, it is difficult to cook in bivouac in bad weather.

If, however, troops must bivouac, and there is no help for

'

Chapter VI E. t V*^ footnote, page 176,

2 a
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it, the clioice of site to be occupied is a question requiring the

greatest care. In the first place the ground chosen must be

screened from the enemy's observation, and be in the immediate

vicinity of a sufficiently good defensible position. Troops never

bivouac on the actual position chosen for battle, with the single

exception of the case when, after an indecisive struggle, the

night is spent rifle in hand, on the ground which has been main-

tained or won during the day. In all other cases it is desirable

that the bivouacs of a force should be behind the position it is to

hold, so that the latter may be occupied by a forward move-

ment. The ground occupied by the bivouacs must, however,

be sujficienthj near the position to ensure that the troops shall

have ample time to occupy it fully, should the enemy make an

offensive movement. Consequently, good communications, as

little as possible exposed to the enemy's enterprise, both between

the bivouacs and the position, as well as between the bivouacs

of the component parts of a large force, are in every way highly

desirable. Care should also be taken that the reserves, in moving

into the positions assigned to them, should, if possible, not have

to make a retrograde movement from the ground on which they

have bivouacked. It follows from these considerations that a force

when bivouacking should be more or less echeloned. Such forma-

tion will also, as a rule, best meet the requirements of space,

supply, and water. So long as the force remains in the vicinity

of the main roads, its distribution in bivouacs will generally

correspond with the order in which it arrived and is to advance.

As Infantry, when bivouacking, is far more quickly got into

fiffhting formation than Cavalry or Artillery, its bivouacs should

be so situated as to afford a certain amount of protection to the

two latter arms. If Cavalry has to l)ivouac by itself, some kind

of natural or artificial obstacle between it and the enemy, efficiently

protecting it against the latter, is, in certain circumstances,

verv desirable. But it must not be forgotten that the land of

protection thus afforded can, in most cases, be only reckoned on

as giving security against a sudden Cavalry attack, and not

against Infantry or Artillery fire. It would thus appear that
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ground tliafc is not open in character, sitiiaied either in front or

on the flanks of Cavalry bivouacking, is highly dangerous unless

occupied by Infantry. Artillery always bivouacs with the other

arms.

Next to the requirements of the tactical situation, come those

that have to be observed in the interest of the rest and welfare

of the soldier.

A dry sub-soil, shelter from sun or wind, the proximity of

villages, the advantages offered by small wooded tracts, the

vicinity of good drinking water, facilities for obtaining firewood,

straw, and, if possible, suppUes close by, are all questions of

the highest imjjortance. These, conj ointly with tactical considera-

tions, often make it desirable to divide a force into small separate

bivouacs, in which the troops are usually more comfortable. In

the case of Infantry, a thin wood always forms good bivouacking

ground. Cavalry and Artillery may with advantage bivouac

on the edge of a wood furthest from the enemy, provided the

ground in the immediate neighbourhood is not such as would

impede their movements, and the wood itself is occupied by

Infantry, The latter may also get a certain amount of protection

from the weather by bivouacking under the lee of bushes or copses

standing over a man's height. Bivouacs very close to, or on

either side of, a main road where there is much traffic, should,

as a rule, be avoided. The dust rising from a road may often

prove a terrible nuisance, and the noise produced by constant

traffic may seriously interfere with sleep.

The space required by imits in bivouac is given in

F.S. Regns. 403-415, These figures are only intended as a

guide and must be made to suit the ground.

Since it takes far longer for troops to settle down and get the

requisite supplies, wood, water, and straw in a bivouac than

in billets, it is evident that all loss of time should be carefully

avoided by making judicious arrangements and preparations

when selecting sites for bivouacking.

Consequently, as soon as the General in command has decided

to bivouac, the General Staff must at once take the matter in

2 H 2
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hand, and, in case it finds itself unable to do all that is necessary

in a sufficiently short time, must immediately apply for assistance.

The tract of country a force (down to a Division) is to

occupy with its bivouacs depends on the military situation at

the time when the decision to bivouac has been arrived at.

The orders issued to the troops (generally given verbally)

would first of all fix the positions of the Staffs, which from

Brigades upwards should be quartered in villages or houses.*

The necessary directions as regards outposts must next be

given, for, in most cases, the selection of the ground depends on

the protection they afford.

Wliilst the troops were still continuing the march to some con-

venient point, the General Staff officers would ride rapidly

to the front, if time were available, and the situation admitted

it. They should be accompanied by mounted orderhes,

Intendance officials, and, when possible, by the Routine Staff

of the Brigades belonging to the Division, The General Staff

officer, on arriving on the ground where the troops are to

bivouac, would then assign the various sites to the different

fractions of the force.

The sites selected for the various bivouacs would then be

indicated to the Routine Staff officers present, and these

would at once rejoin the units on the march, and act as guides

to them. Should no Routine Staff be present, momited orderlies,

furnished with written notes, would be despatched to the officers

commanding the units in question in their stead.

Such orderlies as would not be required for duties of this kind

might in the meantime be employed in looking for water (the

map in the first instance acting as a guide), and in examining

the villages and farms to be used by the Division, and the

Intendance official in ascertaining the supphes they could

furnish, and other similar useful duties.

The General Staff officer would then personally verify on the

spot, with special care, the reports he received on the water

* The troops that are to occupy the same viUagea should be mentioned

as well.
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supply, and assign the various sources of supply to the different

units of the force—the orderlies that accompany him acting as

guides to the latter, immediately they arrive on the ground.

Usually, however, it will only be possible to allot bivouacs,

watering places and areas for supply by the map.

The matter of providing and issuing straw and firewood, as

well as the question of supphes of food and forage, are things

that chiefly concern the officer of the Intendance, but he must

nevertheless come to an understanding with the General Staff

officer before submitting any proposals to the General command-

ing the Division on such questions, so that water and supplies

may be fairly apportioned amongst the various units. If.

however, such simple arrangements as these were found impos-

sible, the different villages and farms would have to be searched

by foraging parties specially detailed by order of the General

commanding the Division, and the supplies found by such means

distributed to the troops. Fatigue parties of the latter would

then be detailed to proceed to the places where such supplies

were collected for issue, and fetch their respective shares.

The General Staff officer must obtain information of this kind

as quickly as possible, so that when he rides back and meets his

General, either on the road or at his quarters, he may be able at

once to inform him of the various positions he has chosen for the

bivouacs, and submit the necessary orders without delay.

The General commanding the Division would then, in a

great many cases, at once accompany the General Staff officer

himself to the outposts. Consequently it would be desirable

that one of his adjutants should be given sufficient information

to enable him to draw up any further orders that might

be necessary for the bivouacs.

E. Billets during Sieges.

The question of finding quarters for the troops investing or

besieging an enemy's fortress, is a subject of immense importance

from the fact that a proportionately larger force in such cases
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wculd be constantly on outpost duty, and troops frequently called

upon to perform duty of such a harassing nature should, when

relieved, be given better quarters and more perfect rest.

The first condition is that the c^uarters occupied by the troops

should be completely out of range of the guns of the fortress.

Consequently, villages that are not at least 8 kilometres

(5| miles) distant from the works of a fortress armed with heavy

artillery, or not so situated as to be completely covered from their

fire, cannot be considered nowadays as fit quarters for troops

off duty.

Bearing this in mind, then, as well as the fact that in a blockade,

and consequently a fortiori in a siege, of a fortress, it is essential

that a strong force of advanced troops .should be pushed forward

close to the works of the place and invariably have immediate

and ample support against the sorties of the garrison, it is at

once clear that the rayon of quarters of the investing or besieging

force cannot be given any great depth. For this reason, and in

spite of the great length of an investing hue drawn right round

a fortress, villages have often to be much more closely

occupied than would be desirable from a sanitary point of view.

It would be a great mistake to try partially to remedy this

evil, by allotting the quarters available to the troops after de-

ducting those that are on outpost duty (generally about one-

fourth of the whole force), and only to calculate on housing the

troops that are off duty (about three-fourths of the whole force).

Such a proceeding would lead to a constant changing of quarters

when the outposts were leUeved, and the troops could not there-

fore be expected to take any trouble or interest in keeping the

villages in the best possible state for habitation. The latter is a

question of the highest importance in preserving both the health

and spirits of the troops, for nothing tends to depress the mind

more than living in a dirty house presenting the picture of ruin.

But this is sure to be the case if the soldier, being merely a bird

of passage, does not know whether, after remaining for a few

days in a building, he is ever likely to come back to the same place

or cannot say to what use the next visitor may put it
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If, however, it is clearly understood that the troops coming

off outpost duty are, as a rule,* to re-occupy their old quarters,

the men have a natural interest in keeping the buildings in a fit

state for habitation, and even in going so far as actually to im-

prove and repair them. Again, by clearing the troops for a time

entirely out of certain buildings, an opportunity is given of

thoroughly ventilating and cleaning them out by fatigue parties

told off and left bellind for the purpose—a circumstance that

cannot but be very desirable for sanitary reasons.

If, after taking all the above questions into consideration, it

is found that villages will be too closely occupied for any

time, steps must at once be taken to build huts for a portion

of the force.

Outposts constantly occup}dng the same position feel the

need of protecting themselves against the weather in every way

they can. Straw shelters are made for the sentries ; billets are

found for the picquets, huts built for the supports, and they will

take care to protect themselves from the enemy's fire in every

way possible.

The quarters would, in the main, be allotted to the various

Army Corps, Divisions and Brigades according to the sectors of the

circle of investment they occupy. The latter are determined on

from tactical considerations, and, in the case of a siege, with chief

reference to the front or fronts selected for attack. The selection

of sites for siege parks and depots are naturally questions that

chiefly concern officers of the Artillery and Engineers, but on

the selection of such sites must depend, to a certain extent,

the question of quartering the troops, as the greater portion of

the Artillery and Engineers would have to be given quarters

near such places, or opposite the front or fronts attacked.

Outpost duty before an invested fortress is a matter that must

be carried out on the strictest principles, and is one which

absorbs an enormous proportion of the forces present. To cut

* It need hardly be observed that this rule cannot be alway,s strictly

tidhe: ed to ; troops must occa-ionally be moved and changes take place m the

qua! tcr.^, for tactical rcasuni.
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off all communications of the garrison of an invested place from

the outside world, requires in itself a closer chain of advanced

posts than would be thought of in an army on the move in the field

.

If the outpost hue be too near the fortress, the investing troops

might, from the fact that no cover would, as a rule, be afforded

thein near the place, suffer constant, and, in the long run, serious

losses, whilst unable to inflict anything hke corresponding

injury on their adversaries, screened as they would be behind

their works. By keeping the circle of investing outposts, on the

other hand, at a considerable distance from the works, the length

of the chain becomes so great as to be out of all proportion to the

strength of the investing force. A mean between the two

extremes must therefore be arrived at. This is best done by

keeping further off and in a thinner line by day, when objects

can be more easily distinguished, and approaching closer and in

a thicker line by night, taking care at the same time not

invariably to occupy the same positions. Every effort must

at the same time be made to get artificial cover for the outposts,

and constantly to increase and improve the protection thus

afforded. In the first place it shields them from the enemy's

fire, and, secondlv, it enables them better to resist his sorties.

Field ivorks of this description, consisting of shelter trenches

or rifle pits for the outlying sentries and their supports, with

covered communications, and the fortification of points to be held

by the supports and reserves of the outposts until the arrival of

reinforcements, cannot be undertaken too early, and cannot

easily be overdone. The most distinct orders must be issued on

the subject by those in high authority, and steps at the same time

taken to see that they are rapidly and properly carried out.

Work of this description is all the more disagreeable to troops

in this case, as in many instances it is a labour that is not in the

immediate interests of the men forming the working parties.

The outposts being constantly relieved and changed, it is, of

course, nobody's business to begin. And yet it is perfectly clear

that the stronger acd more secure the outposts are made by such

works, the more perfect will be the repose of the troops in quarters
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beliincl them, and the more extensive may the rayon of the latter

be.

No doubt must exist as to the portions of the hne of outposts

that may be abandoned on being attacked by the enemy in

superior force, and those that are to be held, at any rate, untij the

arrival of reinforcements. In the latter case, provision should be

ma-de for the speedy arrival of support.

It should, moreover, be clearly imderstood that any point

temporarily abandoned to the enemy during a sortie, should be

immediately re-occupied on the latter being repulsed. Other-

wise it would certainly have been better not to have occupied

it in the first instance even for purposes of observation.

If possession of the point in question is desirable for the latter

purpose, there is all the more reason for regaining it after it has

been temporarily abandoned, even if it be only on account of

the bad moral effect its permanent loss would produce. Looking

at it again from a practical point of view, the besieged and

besiegers would by such a proceeding change their respective

rules, were the former to gain and the latter to lose ground in

the course of an investment. The besieger should, therefore, take

the necessary steps beforehand with a view to facihtating the

re-capture of the point, by removing all obstacles that would

impede his attack, or in other words, making it as open and

indefensible as possible to the rear.

It may, nevertheless, sometimes happen that a point of this

description may prove a constant apple of discord between the

opposing forces, and it may be justifiable for the besieger iu

isolated cases finally to give up the idea of re-capture. Such a

step is, however, as a rule, to be avoided, and the outposts

should never be left in doubt on the subject. An investing

force which allows the garrison of a place to retain possession

of points temporarily won in a sortie, ceases ipso facto from that

moment to maintain its character as such.

The suddenness and rapidity with which an active enemy,

bent on a determined resistance, can direct sorties, great and

small, against a blockading force, render it necessary that the
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latter should use every possible means of obtaining timely

information as to the designs of the garrison, and that the

necessary information should be disseminated, as far as is

desirable, among the investing forces.

One of the first essentials for this is the use of balloons and

the establishment of observatories on commanding points from

which, in spite of their being necessarily at a distance from the

works of the place, a good view can be obtained with powerful

telescopes, and the massing of troops for sorties detected

IntelUgent and highly trained officers should be posted at such

observatories, and the latter should be in telegraphic communi-

cation both with each other, with the headquarters of the

investing force, and with the Staffs of Army Corps, Divisions, and

Brigades posted opposite the front under observation. The tele-

graph should also connect the Staffs of the different Army Corps,

Divisions and Brigades both with each other and with the head-

quarters of the investing force. The latter should also be similarly

connected with points of special importance in the line of invest-

ment. All points of importance in the line of outposts should be

connected by telephone with the rear.

The headquarters of the investing force should be established

at the point where the exercise of the supreme command appears

most Hkely to be needed. In most cases this would be somewhere

near the line of demarcation between the two sectors of the circle

of investment which appear most exposed to the sorties of the

garrison. If, when the investment of a place is complete,

actual siege operations are contemplated, the headquarters

would, of course, not be placed too far from the front selected

for attack. The Staffs of Army Corps, Divisions, and Brigades

would, as a rule, if there were no vahd reasons to the contrary,

be placed as far as possible behind the centre of the investing line

held by their respective units.

All these questions must be carefully considered by the General

Staff from the very first days of the investment, so that during the

course of the latter there may be little cause for uncertainty and

no necessity for change.
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The selection of positions for magazines and hospitals is a

comparatively easy question in the case we are at present dealing

with. The investment of a fortress may certainly be said to

be an impossible undertaking, unless communications with

home are kept open ; the blockading force, moreover, commands,

as a rule, a zone round the place for a distance of several days'

march. There would thus be sufficient accommodation and the

means at hand to collect and fill magazines and establish hospitals.

These conditions would, indeed, become uncertain on the approach

of a hostile force for the relief of the place, or were communica-

tions interrupted for any considerable time. It is therefore very

desirable that such magazines should be equal to providing for

the wants of the force for some little time, without receiving

regular supplies. But such a state of affairs could not, of course,

continue for any length of time.

Further details as to the attack and defence of fortresses are

given in the special regulations on the subject.

F. Billets during an Armistice.

As far as is practicable every advantage should be taken of an

armistice to repair losses to personnel and materiel. Billets

should therefore be selected with this object, but should

not be so scattered as to interfere seriously with a timely

concentration when hostilities begin again.

An armistice of a few days' duration is consequently of

little assistance in repairing the wear and tear of warfare ; but

it enables troops to rest, and often affords an opportunity of

regulating the supply services which may have been more or

less thrown out of gear by any rapid movements of the fighting

forces. It is only possible to scatter troops widely in bUlets and

turn the resources of large tracts of country to account, when the

armistice is to last for a considerable time, and can only be broken

off by giving several days' notice. The latter then affords time

for the concentration of troops from extended quarters.

It is generally the custom to define a neutral zone of some
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one or two days' march in breadth between the hostile forces,

to be kept free of troops of either side. This enables outpost

duty to be dispensed with as a precautionary measure in the

presence of the enemy, and troops would only be called upon

to perform ordinary guard duties in their quarters. The quarters

should in these circumstances be as extended as possible,

the Infantry and the greater part of the Artillery being placed in

the towns, the Cavalry in the open country, and supply and

ammunition columns distril)uted so as best to meet the wants

of the troops.

If the country occupied during the armistice is that of the

enemy, the local means of transport and draught animals would

be requisitioned to the full extent for conveying supplies and

removing the sick before resorting to the teams and vehicles

belonging to the Army ; for it should be remembered that these

would often be just as much in want of a rest and refit as any

other troops.

The distribution of the forces in the variou'; towns and

villages must be subordinated, in the first place, to the require-

ments of the military situation, such as, for instance, the uninter-

rupted observation of a fortress still in possession of the enemy

(even where the fortress and its garrison are included in the

armistice under definite conditions) or the occupation in force of

certain important points and should be carried out in

conjunction with the civil authorities of the country. The latter

in an enemy's country would be desirous of distributing as far

as possible the burden among the inhabitants according to the

resources of the various districts, towns, or villages. As long as

military considerations are unaffected by their proposals, it is

advisable, as a rule, to be guided in the main by them.

All questions affecting the repair of losses caused by the

wear and tear of war must be undertaken by the General Staff,

in conjunction with the heads of the various departments con-

cerned. Such questions include the filling up of gaps in the

ranks by the arrival of re-inforcements in men and horses, the

medical service in the broadest sense of the term, the
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replenishment and issue of ammunition, supplies, clothing

equipment and repairs to arms and stores.

The Tables of Marches for any concentration likely to take

place on the armistice being broken off, together with the Tables of

Quarters for the troops when concentrated preparatory to resuming

operations, should be prepared and drawn up without delay.

It is again very necessary, especially when occupying hostile

territory, to issue distinct orders on the allowances in money

and rations sanctioned for the troops whilst quartered during

the armistice, to fix the rate of exchange between the money

of the country and that of the country to which the troops belong,

to define the functions and power exercised by the civil authorities

under the military, and to notify the punishments the inhabitants

may expect for any offence or act committed against the security

and welfare of the Army, or for ofiences against orders issued.

The fi-ual working out in detail of all these questions does

not always rest, it is true, with the General Staff. The latter

must nevertheless always take a general view of all such matters,

be the initiating authority, and see that nothing is lost sight of

or neglected.
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CHAPTER VII

SUPPLY.

A. Historical Development

An assured system of supply is one of the first conditions of success

for an Army in war. Want of food may stop an Army in its

victorious career, and even in certain circumstances bring it to

ruin.

The regular supply of great Armies (and it is only with great

Armies that we are here concerned) with means of subsistence

depends upon the resources of the theatre of war, the capacity

of railway and water communications, the condition of the roads,

and the transport available. Alternations between shortage and

superfluity of supplies cannot be avoided.

Even when an Army is moving in accordance with the inten-

tions of the Commander-in-Chief, the size of modern Armies

makes the question of supj)ly difficult. Sudden alterations of

front, and enforced change of base, the concentration of large

bodies within a confined area, before and after a decisive engage-

ment, and the retreat of an Army after defeat, place difficulties

which are almost insuperable in the way of the administrative

authorities. Military history teaches us that good troops can

and must endure hardships for a time without losing their

efficiency.

Again, there is the question—whether it is absolutely necessary

that the issue of supplies should be constant and uninterrupted ?

War ignores, by its acts of violence, the importance of the preserva-

tion of human life, and calls, even off the battlefield, for efforts

to which the weaker succumb. It therefore requires the troops

to endure privations from time to time.

Every General in command must, however, try his very best

to attain the desired results ou the field of battle with the smallest
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possible loss to his own side, and the Commander-in-Chief and

his General Staff must do the utmost in their power to direct the

movements of the forces they are manoeuvring, so that the

strategical object in view may be arrived at with the least amount

of fatigue, hardship, and effort on the part of the troops under

their orders. Similarly, those who are in military and adminis-

trative charge of an Army must equally consider it their duty

to see that the soldier is provided with food and that it is as

regularly issued and as good in quality as is possible in the

circumstances.

But this must never be considered as the main object

to be aimed at. To spare troops in battle, to exact the

least amomit of hardship and fatigue on the march and in the

bivouac, and to ensure regular supplies, though desirable objects

in themselves, must be regarded only as considerations to be

taken iato account, without assigning to them more than their

due weight.

These ideas may, perhaps, appear barbarous and inhuman.

But on the one hand, is not war in itself a cruel and inhuman

proceeding ? and, on the other, should we not, by refusing to

submit at the right time and place to certain losses, sacrifices,

and hardships, run the risk of losing the game altogether, thereby

entailing in the long run the terrible losses, misery and suffering

which would, for instance, be caused by a signal defeat ?

The magnitude of the stake at issue may, consequently, justify

a certain degree of recklessness. But such a theory must

never, on any account, be used as an excuse for crass ignor-

ance or carelessness. On the contrary, we must scrupulously

endeavour to secure for the troops the very best supplies

available, and allow this consideration to carry due weight in

drawing up our plans of operations.

The question might perhaps be asked—whether the business

of securing supplies for forces in the field could not be reduced

to some such hard-and-fast rules as govern other questions of

military organisation for war ? Military history, hov/ever,

shows that such a system has been tried, and has been
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invariably found to be prejudicial not only to vigorous war-

like operations, but to the supply of good food to the soldier

as well.

Formerly wars consisted, as a rule, of a series of disconnected

undertakings separated by pauses of longer or shorter duration,

during which hostilities either entirely ceased and only existed

in a political sense, or the opposing forces were withdrawn so

far apart, that either side could turn its attention to the question

of supply without troubling itself about the doings of its opponent.

Such a state of affairs naturally rendered the question of supplies

of food a comparatively easy one, from the fact that during such

pauses the belligerents could scatter their forces widely, and, when

the resources of the country were exhausted, could change

their position. The supplies for expeditions which were only

intended to last for a short time were collected beforehand and

carried with the troops. The small size of Armies at the time

enabled this to be done.

Modern wars, i.e., those which have taken place since, say, the

peace of Westphalia, have, owing to the increased efforts made

by the Governments of different countries, been carried on in a

more systematic and connected manner. The actual object for

which war is undertaken is now kept more distinctly in view,

and the supply arrangements must be such as to enable the

best measures to be taken for attaining that object. There

were, it is true, long pauses in the wars of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, chiefly caused by the opponents

retiring into regular winter quarters. But the temporary

cessation of hostilities thus brought about was more the result

of climate or unfavourable weather than of the difficulty of

obtaining the necessaries of life.

The change of system may be realised from the fact that, in

the wars of Louis XIV, Armies were removed to winter quarters

in, distant provinces to enable them to be properly supplied with

food. We find, however, nothing of the sort taking place in

the Seven Years' War,

The system of supplying, like that of raising, Armies,
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wHch was then cliiefly done by enlistment, was looked upon

more as the ai?air of the Government than of the nation,

and there arose in consequence, with Armies kept separate

and distinct from the civil population, a purely military

system of victualling made as independent as possible of the

country.

The method, indeed, by which Armies were supplied in those

days consisted in obtaining supplies from a distance either by

direct purchase or State contribution, collecting them in maga-

zines, and convejnng them by specially organised transport

to the Army, the rations being finally fetched by the troops

themselves with the transport which belonged to, and

accompanied, them.

The system by which Armies were maintained in the field

like that by which they were raised and formed, tended to

become more and more independent of the country and its inhabit-

ants. The result was that war became more conformable to

rule, more connected in character, and was conducted more in

accordance with the object or political reasons for which it was

undertaken, but military operations were at the same time very

restricted and terribly lacking in energy and vigour. An Army
was, in fact, tied to its magazines, and obliged to limit its move-

ments to the fetching and carrying power of its transport, and

nothing was more natural as the result of all this, than the cutting

down and economising of all supplies to the utmost. By such a

system, artificially and carefully planned and entirely inde-

pendent of the country, the energy of warlike enterprise was

crippled and the Army starved.

The brilliant results obtained by the rapid marches and bold

enterprises of Frederick the Great are all the more striking if

we remember the system then in vogue of feeding troops in the

field. At the same time there can be no doubt that had he

been unfettered by such arrangements, his exploits would have

been far greater. His opponents, it should be remembered,

used the same system, but never once managed to turn it to

Buch good account.

2 I
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Cavalry certainly lived on tlie forage of tlie country, for tlio

artificial system of feeding Armies referred to did not extend

to providing forage for horses, owing to its enormous bulk. A
horse's ration weighs five times as much as a man's, and the

number of horses in an Army amounted in those days to about

one-third of its total strength in men.

The French Revolution, which inaugurated a new system

of raising Armies—the conscription—introduced with it a new

way of feeding them in the field. There was in the latter, it is

true, at first, no system, or at any rate, no method or order.

The Armies of Revolutionary France took by force all they

could lay their hands on. But they lived entirely from hand-

to-mouth, without papng the slightest regard to the question of

turning the resources of the country to the best account, and of

enabling them to make a prolonged stay in the same place.

The French, in fact, committed the fault of going to

extremes, and of recklessly reversing the system that had

hitherto been followed. It was only indeed v/hen Napoleon

brought order and method to bear on French military

institutions, that something like a mean between the

old and new systems was arrived at, or, in other words, that

use was made of any means that suited the circumstances.

Neither the system of magazines nor that of requisition was

neglected. Both were, to a certain extent, combined, so

that their respective advantages could be turned to account

according to the requirements of time and place.

The problem of supplying Armies in the field has of recent

years been facilitated by the use of railways and the partial

substitution of preserved for fresh provisions. The administra-

tive authorities of an Army have nowadays constantly to establish

magazines and to keep them in touch with the troops. The

latter, when moving rapidly, live as much as possible on the

country. In difficult or critical circumstances, i.e., when

large masses of troops are concentrated in a small space, as

happens immediately before decisive battles are fought, recourse

is had to the supply columns, and finally to the " iron ration ",
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carried Ly the soldier. The whole art of supplying an Army
consists indeed in finding the system that is best in the

circumstances, and only in cases of absolute necessity fallincr

back on the supplies the troops carry with them,

B. Supply Services;

The arrangements for the supply of the troops during the

period of mobilisation will be fixed during peace by the Corps

Intendants in accordance with the instructions of the Generals

Commanding Army Corps. Supply measures on a larger scale,

and those which are of more general importance, will be carried

out by the Corps Intendants, and their subordinate^?, in

accordance with direct instructions from the War Office.

The forwarding of supplies from home in war-time is arranged

by the War Office in co-operation with the Intendants, who

have taken the place of those with the Armies, in so far as it is

carried out by road, up to the point where supplies are handed

over to the lines of communication of the Army. The forwarding

of supplies from home by rail, or by water, is regulated by the

Inspector-General of Communications and Railways.

The higher Commanders, who have the assistance of Ad-

ministrative Staffs, are responsible for the arrangements for

supply in the theatre of war ; but subordinate Commanders

have also to make every endeavour to keep their troops supplied

with good and abundant rations.

The Intendant-General of the Army on the Great Head-

quarters Staff is the head of the supply services of the Army.

He arranges for the supply of the Army on a large scale, in

accordance with the instructions of the Commander-in-Chief,

and superintends the forwarding of food stuffs in co-operation

with the Inspector-General of Communications and Railways.

He also sees to the necessary adjustment of the various require-

ments of the dilfcrent Armies.

The Army Intendant arranges for the supply of the Army,

in accordance with the orders of the General in command, and the

2 I 2
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particular instructions of tlie Intendant-General. He does

not interfere in general with the supply arrangements of the

units composing the Army (Army Corps and Cavalry Divisions).

His duties consist in assisting, by foresight, and a proper adjust-

ment of the various claims, the Corps and Lines of Communication

Intendants under his orders. He directs the supplies ordered

up by the Intendant-General, or forwarded by the Lines of

Communication Intendants, to points where they are, or are

likely to be, required. If the Army is acting independently, he

does not refer to the Intendant-General.

The Lines of Communication Intendant regulates the supply

arrangements of the lines of communication of the Army in

accordance with the instructions of the Inspector of Communica-

tions and of the Army Intendant. His chief duty consists in

having supplies for the Army ready when required, and in

forwarding them in time ; and also in utilising the resources of

the country through which the lines of communication runs, as

supplementary supplies for the Army. He has to make arrange-

ments for forwarding supplies by rail in conjunction with the

military railway officials.

The Corps Intendant is charged with the supply arrangements

of the Army Corps, under the instructions of the General com-

manding. He must see that ample supplies are always available,

either from the area allotted to him from which to draw suppHes,

or by bringing them up in good time from the rear, and must

have them stored in fixed or movable magazines. Supplies will

be forwarded from the Unes of communication in accordance with

the demands of the Army Intendant. The control of the

supply establishments of the Army Corps (magazines, field

bakeries, and supply columns) is one of the special duties of the

Corps Intendant ; the General commanding disposes of these units

in accordance \vith his proposals. No hard-and-fast rules for the

permanent supply of an Army Corps can be laid down. Diffi-

culties must be overcome by a skilful use of the resources

available.

The Divisional Intendant has in the first place to see that
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the supplies to be found in the theatre of war are utiHsed by the

troops. He acts under the orders of the General commanding

the Division, and of the Corps Intendant. He has to administer

and distribute the supplies found by, or forwarded to, him. All

orders to the troops on supply matters are issued by the military

staffs. The administrative officials can only issue orders direct

to the supply columns in exceptional circumstances, and must

at the same time report to the Commander concerned.

The Intendants should always be with the General on whose

staff they are ser\dng, so that they can make the necessary

arrangements for supply when the miHtary situation changes.

They are assisted by subordinate officials.

The supply officers have to regulate the supply arrangements of

the units in detail, in accordance with the instructions of their

superiors. The Quartermasters are at their disposal. They

receive the suppUes for the troops, carry out purchases or requisi-

tions, distribute supphes, and superintend the transport from

the places of issue to the troops.

C. Supply Arrangements in General.

The general instructions issued in peace for the supply of the

Army in war can only be considered as a guide, for we have no

experience in feeding the enormous masses of troops which form

the Armies of the present day. The chief point to be considered

is that on the one hand the mobihty of an Army is to a certain

extent dependent upon the supphes necessary to its maintenance
;

while, on the other hand, any increase in the number of vehicles

for the transport of supphes has an injurious effect upon mobihty.

Hence the principles of supply in time of war are quite different

from those in peace, which are governed by considerations of

economy, by law and by regulations.

The chief necessity in war is that supphes should be abundant

and quickly delivered. No system of supply is so dear as a bad
one.

Since the Administrative Staffs are often as much in the dark
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in war about tlie immediate future as are the Military Staffs,

measures of supply will often be taken which afterwards turn out

to be useless. Still, every effort must be made to arrange for the

continuous supply of the Army, even at the cost of milUons. The

Supply officials must act with as much determination as the

Commanders in the field. A mistake in the choice of the means

to be employed does not affect the former so much as neglect.

In supply matters the effect of omissions is usually first felt when

they can no longer be made good.

It is most important that the orders for supply should be drawn

up in accordance with the plans of the Commanders. Supply

officials must therefore be constantly in communication with the

Mihtary Staffs, and vice versd. Commanders must keep their

Supply ofl&cers informed of their intentions, so that the latter

may be able to look ahead. It is well known that arrangements

for supply require time to become effective. It is advisable to

allow Intendants considerable freedom in carrying out their

duties, so that they may be able to act independently when all

orders, regulations and instructions fail to meet the case, and

some new and miprecedented measure has to be tried.

Supply arrangements must vary considerably according as the

campaign is conducted in an enemy's or in friendly country,

whether the Army is acting on the offensive or defensive, in

field or in fortress warfare. The feeding of a large Army during

a rapid advance on a wide front, in a poor or exhausted country,

or when an Army is closely concentrated within the same area

for a long period, and transport is deficient, is a matter of great

difficulty.

Since, as has been already mentioned, the preparation and

carrying out of supply arrangements on a large scale require

time, it is necessary to begin the arrangement as early as possible.

The guiding principle is that the theatre of war is to be used foi

supplying the Army. The more it can be so used the less are

the operations of the Army Hmited by considerations of supply.

How far the resources of the theatre of war can be made available

for the troops depends upon the plans of the Commander-in-Chief.
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the military situation, the season, the roads available and their

condition, the fertiUty of the country, the size of the Army, and,

finally, on poUtical considerations. Even when in hostile terri-

tory, there are Hmits to the exactions to which the country can

be subjected, for the district in question may perhaps later be

incorporated in the vistorious State. Limits to the use to which

the country can be put are fixed by treaties in the case of the

territory of an ally, and in the case of our own country, by the

laws.

Generally speaking, the troops and the Administrative depart-

ments must work hand-in-hand in the arrangements for supply.

The troops in the front fine can make their own arrangements
;

the co-operation of the Administrative officials is more and more

necessary as the distance from the front increases.

D. Eations.

1. The soldier's ration to which every ofiicer, soldier, and

employe belonging to the mobihsed Army has a right as long

as the Army is in the field, consists of the daily bread ration and

the daily meat, vegetable and grocery ration. The former con-

sists of 750 grammes (1 lb. 10"35 ozs.) of bread or 500 grammes

(1 lb. r63 oz.) of biscuit, and may, if the meat ration be for any

reason reduced, be increased to 1,000 grammes (2 lbs. 3"27 ozs.)

of bread, at the discretion of the General commanding the Army
Corps. On the other hand, if the fresh meat ration be increased

to 500 grammes (1 lb. 1'63 oz.) or a corresponding increase be

made in the preserved meat ration, the bread ration may be

reduced to 500 grammes.

The daily meat, vegetable, and grocery ration is as .follows :

—

375 gr. (13"226 oz.) of fresh or salt meat, (weight when raw), or 200 gr.

(7'053 oz.) of smoked beef, pork, mutton, or salt pork, or

200 gr. (7'0u3 oz.) of tinned meat.

200 gr. (3*o26 oz.) of rice, groats, or barley meal, or 250 gr. (8'817 oz.)

of pulse (peas, beans, or lentils), or 250 gr. (8 817 oz.) of flour or

meal, or l,GrX) gr. (3 lb?. 47 oz.) of potatoes, or 150 gr. (579 oz.) of

tinned vc^^eliibles.

25 gr. (-8317 oz.) of salt.

25 gr. ('8817 oz.) of coffee (in roasted berries), or 30 gr. (1-058 oz.) if

unroistcd, or 3 gr. (1703 oz.) of tea, with 17 gr. (5996 oz.) of
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The following will approximately furnish rations for one day* :

—

(a) For a battalion, 1 J oxen, 5 pigs, or 17 sheep or calves.

(6) For a Cavalry regiment, 1 ox, 3 pigs, 12 sheep or

calves.

(c) For a squadron or battery, | ox, | pig, or 3 sheep or

calves.

(d) For a battery of heavy Artillery, | ox, IJ pigs, or

6 sheep or calves.

If the animals are small the numbers must be increased ac-

cordingly.

When troops have to undergo exceptional hardships, the

General commanding the Army Corps can order the ration

to be increased. This is generally done by increasing by one-

third either the meat or vegetable ration, or both. Similarly,

the General commanding the Army Corps can order a double

ration of cofiee, or with the ordinary coffee ration, an issue of

0-1 htres (-704 gills) of brandy, or a ration of tea with sugar, or,

instead of the cofiee ration, a double ration of tea with sugar.

In the enemy's country the issue of luxuries, such as wine,

butter and tobacco, may be sanctioned by the Generals com-

manding Army Corps. But if the issue is to last for more than

two days, it requires the sanction of the General commanding

the Army.

In Germany itself the issue of luxuries would have to be

sanctioned by the War Minister.

It is well to observe that it is very undesirable, and prejudicial

to disciphne, to inform troops of any idea that is entertained of

raising their rations, without being quite certain that such a

measure is possible beyond doubt. On the other hand, troops

should always, if possible, be informed in orders of any reduction

contemplated in the usual rations that are being issued.

When troops are being conveyed by rail they are given a

money allowance in addition to their rations to enable them to

purchase refreshments on the road. The allowance is sixpence

* In most parts of Germany the breeding of pigs is a speciality ; the sheep

are small as compared with English sheep. (Tr.).
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per man for every day during the course of wliich at least four

hours' travelling has been done.

2. The forage ration in war is :

—

6,000 grammes (13'22-± lbs.) of oats.

2,500 „ ( 5'511 „ ) of hay.

1,500 „ ( 3-306 „ ) of straw.

For heavy draught horses :

—

12,000 grammes (26448 lbs.) of oats.

7,500 „ (16-53 „ ) of hay.

3,000 „ (
6-61 „ ) of straw.

Durincf railway transport an extra ration of 3,000 grammes

(6*612 lbs.) of hay is issued per horse for every day during which

the actual journey lasts at least four hours.

The General commanding an Army Corps can in exceptional

cases order the oat ration to be increased by 500 grammes

(M02 lbs.).

E. Food.

The food provided for the troops can only be varied when the

theatre of war admits of it. When it does, every opportunity

should be taken to vary the monotony of the rations by issuing

fresh vegetables, potatoes, wine and tobacco. Only those

articles of food which are liighly nourisliing and durable, are not

bulky, and weigh Httle, can be carried. Such are flour, rioe,

groats, peas and beans and salt. Heavy articles of food, such

as bread and fresh meat, cannot be carried for any length of

lime, and must therefore be prepared in the immediate vicinity

of the troops. Efforts should be made to get the troops to bake

their own bread, and in any case they should provide themselves

with fresh meat by slaughtering cattle. It is, however, very difficult

for the troops to bake, and is usually only possible when they are

halted for some time, and then only to a hmited extent.. It is
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quite impossible for large bodies of troops to themselves collect tbe

requisite flour from the country. Ground grain is not usually

obtainable in large quantities ; it is not worth while to thresh

and grind any grain that may be found, more particularly as

the amount of bread-stufTs obtainable diminishes with the time

of year. Flour must therefore usually be carried with an army.

But it must further be considered whether there are enough

ovens and sufficient fuel, and whether the troops have trained

bakers with them. As these will usually not suffice, the Field

bakery colunms must assist. The latter should be established

as near the troops as possible, so that bread may be issued

early, i.e., two days after the bakeries have been opened. One

advantage of the new portable ovens is that they can be very

quickly sot up and taken to pieces again. '

If the supply of bread is insufficient, biscuits must be issued

instead, or the meat ration correspondingly increased.

Slaughter cattle must be taken directly from the country

as far as possible, as they suffer much in condition if they are

driven far, apart from, the difficulty of finding fodder. It is almost

out of the question to forward large numbers of cattle by train

in vdew of the great demands usually made upon the railways

in war. Driven or purchased cattle follows with the Second

Line Transport, and should usually be Idlled by the troops 24

hours before use, the meat for the next day being carried on the

provision wagons.

Salted or smoked meat and pork serves as a reserve supply.

Pork perishes quickly in hot weather ; dried meat, when eaten

for any length of time, is unhealthy. In case of need, frozen* meat

may be of service.

Preserved foods make the best rations. They are already

cooked, require only to be heated, and may to some extent be

eaten cold. Still, after a time men get weary of them,

so that they should be kept for times when forces are closely

concentrated, and be used as emergency rations when other

supplies fail.

* From tho refrigerators of the large fortresses.
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Other sorts of grain besides oats must ocasionally be used as

forage. Peas, beans, Indian corn, roots and bread may also be

used. Horses should, however, be gradually accustomed to

changes of forage, to avoid ill-effects. The transport of forage is

very difficult o'sving to its weight and bulk. Forage cakes may

perhaps serve as a reserve supply. The supphes available

in the theatre of war will not be sufficient for large masses

of cavaby ; in such cases, oats must be carried in spite of all

difficulties.

F. Systems of Rationing.

1. Rations Provided in Billets.

The system of finding the soldier food and quarters together,

i.e., causing him to be fed as well as housed by the inhabitants

on whom he is billeted, is by far the most agreeable plan to the

soldier. It depends, in the first place, on the possibiUty of quarter-

ing troops on the country, and in the second place, on how far it

is possible for the inhabitants to provide them with food. The

soldier, at the end of the day's march, finds in this case his meal

ready cooked and prepared, or at any rate has to trouble him-

self very little with cooking or preparing it. Consequently this

system should, when possible, be preferred to others. But

in a great many cases it is impracticable from the scarcity

of provisions in the district, and must be supplemented by

other means.

The more troops are concentrated, the less practicable does

it become.

In Germany, this system is recognised by the law
;
payments

may be made by receipts or in cash. The latter is preferable

in the interests of the inhabitants, and should be followed if

money is available.

Provisions for several days are, as a rule, to be found in every

town or village. Consequently, troops in about the same numbers
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as the inhabitants of a place can be provided with subsistence

without any difficulty for a single day, and, as a matter of course,

a less number for more than a day, depending on the strength

of the force.

Large populous towns are, therefore, well adapted for receiving

and feeding strong bodies of troops, as a formidable force (at any

rate, of infantry) can thus be massed in a comparatively small

space. The country offers less favourable conditions in this

respect. Still, where there are from 3,000 to 4,000 inhabitants

in an area of from 50 to GO square kilometres (19 to 23 square

miles), the circumstances would be very unfavourable, if no

more than from 3,000 to 4,000 men could find subsistence in

billets in such an area for a single day. A much larger number

of men than this can, however, be safely reckoned on in most

cases, as provisions are always to be found in much greater

quantities, in proportion to the inhabitants, in the coimtry

than in towns. The latter, in fact, are supplied, as a general

rule, from the former.

The farmer has generally in his house a bread supply equal

to his household wants for from 8 to 14 days, a sufficient store of

vegetables and forage to last until the next harvest, and more

head of cattle than would supply himself, his family, and his

servants with meat for a whole year.

It is quite possible, therefore, when a country has not recently

been occupied by troops in strong force, to find, when quartering

troops in villages or farms, provisions sufficient for several

days for a force amounting to three or even four times the number

of the inhabitants. Assuming then that an Army Corps, ad-

vancing by two roads, would occupy a depth of about 15 kilo-

metres (9| miles), it would require, in order to be able to five

for one or two days on the resources of the country in a district

of average population and fertiUty, a breadth of not more than

7 or 8 kilometres (4^ or 5 miles). And it would, in addition,

be quite possible in most cases for a second Army Corps, following

at a short interval, to do precisely the same.

Conditions such as these are extremely favourable to military
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operations, even in the case of very large Armies. They are,

however, liable to faU when, for instance, the country has been

exhausted, either by the fact of our own or the enemy's forces

having previously passed through it, or when, owing to the

communications of the country at certain points being bad—as,

for instance, when marching through mountain passes—the

villages and towns situated on or near good roads have to bear

the whole burden of finding supplies for the troops.

In such cases, or when a considerable stay is to be made in a

district, even though the latter be itself a rich one, the resources

of the country must be supplemented by bringing supplies for

the Army from a distance. The inhabitants may also be allowed

to purchase supplies from the magazines in order that they may
be of service for longer periods.

It may, however, be safely inferred from the above, that in a

country of average population and fertility, an Army of from

100,000 to 120,000 men can, without being so far separated as

to compromise its co-operative action in case of battle, perfectly

well subsist without magazines or any special arrangement for

supply during an advance that is only interrupted by halts of a

single day's duration.

Napoleon often made war in this fashion, and the system

answered perfectly so long as operations went on without a check,

and did not necessitate any prolonged stay in one particular

district.

But if circumstances are unfavourable—that is to say, if the

population be thin, the land unproductive, or the country already

considerably exhausted by the movements of troops • if again

the harvest of the preceding year has been a failure, or operations

are taking place immediately before the harvest—Armies, if they

are to live as much as possible on the country, must be spread on

a broad front, must be less exacting, and must to a certain extent

be supplied by other means.

Of course, in an enemy's country the system of subsistence in

billets will be resorted to without question. In this case, too,

payment would be made either by receipts or in cash, the latter
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only with the express consent of Army Headquarters, the money

for the purpose being obtained by requisition.

If supplies are not forthcoming even when recourse has been

had to threats, they must be forwarded from magazines estab-

lished in rear, or collected from neighbouring districts. It may
even be necessary to have recourse at certain points to the

provision columns, and as an extreme measure to the three

days' " iron ration " carried by the soldier.

2. Rations from Depots.

Depots are established either with a view to supplementing

the resources of districts which otherwise would be unequal

to meeting the demands for subsistence made on them, or

to acting as depots for replenishing the provision columns and
" iron rations " carried by the troops, as well as in certain cases

to supplying the latter directly with provisions. In the former

case they are stationary for fixed periods of time, and in the

latter they change from place to place, according to the move-

ment of the forces in the field, following the principal lines of

railway and main roads. In some cases the position of a depot

might fulfil both conditions.

The selection of points where depots are to be established

is a question depending in the first instance on military require-

ments, and in the second on the character and quantity of the

supplies available to fill them, and on the means of transport

for bringing such supplies to the spot.

Depots intended to supplement the resources of a country

or district should be so situated that no troops drawing supplies

from them should be quartered at a greater distance than 15 kilo-

metres (9§ miles).

As a general rule the diHornit villages would be called

upon to provide transport for the conveyance of supplies to the

troops, but the military vehicles belonging to the latter might,

nevertheless, be employed for the same purpose.
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Depots that are changed from one place to another, following

the operations of an Army, are, as a rule, best established at

railway stations, or in their immediate neighbourhood. Such

magazines often increase in size and become magazines on the

" Lines of Communication " from the very fact that places of

importance, situated on a line of railway, are often, at the same

time, points where many roads meet and are well adapted for the

establishment of hospitals or sick horse depots. They would,

moreover, as a rule, be occupied by a garrison which would

naturally require some permanent system of supply.

Depots are filled at home either by contributions made by

the Administrative officials, or by contract, or by direct

purchase.

Contributions from the country are regulated by law, with a

view to a fair distribution of the burden. Contracts afford little

security that they will be punctually executed ; in any case

prompt delivery should be required.

Purchase will usually be carried out by the Administrative

departments. The consent of the General commanding the

Army is required, except during the period of concentration ; he

fixes the limits of prices, so as to avoid excessive demands.

In the enemy's country the principle that an Army should

live at the expense of the enemy is equally applicable when it

is being fed from magazines—or, in other words, the latter should

be filled, so far as is in any way possible, from the resources of

the enemy's country. When direct requisition no longer meets

the case, supplies may be obtained by purchase, care being at

the same time taken that the cost of such purchase is covered by
appropriating the ordinary taxes of, or by exacting money
contributions from, the country.

Though purchase in an enemy's country is usually an expensive

method, still there is a saving in transport, and the heavy expenses

due to transport and loss in transit are avoided.

The establishment of public markets may be advisable. Traders

must, however, be protected by a show of compulsion against

the resentment of their fcllow-comitrymen.
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Money requisitions are chiefly imposed on towns, which have

not so heavy a burden to bear as the country.

Communication with home must, however, be invariably

and uninterruptedly maintained, so that supphes which fail may

be at once forwarded.

The conveyance of supplies from depots to the troops,

putting aside those that are quartered on the spot, must be pro-

vided for. This may be done by letting the troops fetch their

supphes themselves by means of requisitioned country carts or

their own mihtary transport, or sending them their supphes by

transport placed at the disposal of those in charge of the

magazines. In either case it is desirable that the distance

should not exceed a certain hmit, about 15 Idlometres (9| miles).

Should this be impossible, the troops would have to be supphed

by the provision columns, and these would then have to proceed

to the deputs to replenish with such articles of supply as had

been issued.

When troops are being supplied from depots, the most

important considerations are the repair of any communications

that have been destroyed, the best system of turning these to

account, and, finally, sufficient transport.

3. Rationing by the Supply Columns.

The supplies carried by either the Supply or Transport Columns

should be considered as in reserve, and only to be used when

troops can neither be fed by the inhabitants on whom they

are quartered, nor from depots, nor, indeed, in any other

way.

The authorities might indeed be comphmented on having

performed their duty in a most perfect and faultless manner, if

at the close of a campaign it could be said that it had never

once been found necessary to fall bnck on the Supply Columns,

except for the purpose of merely issuing certain articles, in
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order that they might be replaced by others fresh from store.

If the Supply Columns must be turned to account, and there

is no help for it, every effort should be made at once to replace

the articles issued, and cause the columns to rejoin the troops

to wliich they are attached immediately. A Supply Column

which has been emptied of its contents, must proceed at once to

a point where there is a magazine, or faiUng this, to some

place where a depot of supplies has been estabhshed (by re-

quisition or some such measure), fill up, and return to the troops

by making a double march. In many cases it would have to

march by night to leave the roads free by day for the troops.

Since the Supply Columns of an Army Corps contain four days'

supplies for an Army Corps and half a Cavalry Division, it is

necessary that they should be divided into four sections of about

equal strength, each with a day's supplies. The first section

would be unloaded on the evening of the first day, the second

on the second day, and so on. Whenever possible the supplies

in complete columns should be off-loaded and issued. Any sup-

plies not issued should be deposited in the Divisional Field Depots.

During an advance, when it was necessary to issue rations to

the troops, the first section would be brought forward, at the

end of the day's march, to some convenient point. The different

wagons, according to the description of stores they contained,

would then be despatched to the various units, or the latter

would fetch with their own transport from the place where the

Supply Column stood, such provisions as they required. In a

retreat, the section would remain for a time halted at some poin*-

near where the day's march was to end, mitil the parties told off

from the troops to fetch provisions arrived.

As a rule, a section that has been emptied of its stores would

immediately afterwards have to undertake a night march.

In the case of an advance, the object would be to reach some

magazine established further in rear, and in the case of a retreat,

to leave the roads clear for the troops and to get a start of

them and even, if possible, of the other sections,

3 K
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It is evident that it is impossible to expect an Army to

subsist on the supplies carried by the Supply and Transport

Columns during an advance lasting for any time. In a retreat,

it is true, the system, in theory at any rate, appears more feasible.

In this case, however, it is well to remember that its practical

application is liable to be interfered with by the action of the

enemy, which might, in some cases, bring about unforeseen

changes in the direction of retreat.

1

As a rule, directions for the movements of the Supply

and Transjjort Columns are given by the General commanding

the Army Corps after conferring on the subject with his Chief

of the General Staff and Field Intendant. To attach these

columns to Divisions permanently would certainly, to all

appearances, considerably diminish the work of the Army
Corps Staff. Such a proceeding would, nevertheless, by no

means free the latter from the duty and responsibility of seeing

that all the troops of the Army Corps were properly supplied.

It is always possible to attach such columns temporarily to a

Division during a given march or movement, or while in quarters,

or again when a Division is detached for any considerable time.

Even smaller bodies might, in such circumstances, be given

for a time a Supply or Transport Column, or in some cases

perhaps half of one only.

If it is desired to despatch some supply vehicles as rapidly as

possible, thehghtly laden two-horse Supply Columns are suitable.

They can be very rapidly changed into two-wheeled carts, which

may be of value when the roads are bad, or in hilly country.

The heavy laden Transport Columns must, if necessary, be

given extra teams. In any case, wagons should be loaded in

accordance with the condition of the roads. The tare shown

on the wagons should only be taken as a guide.

i. Requisitions.

Requisitions can only be made at home in accordance with the

law in the direst need, and must be conducted with every con-
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sideration. In an enemy's country, requisitions are the best

means of using the resources of the theatre of war.

In order that requisitions may be carried out in a regular and

orderly manner, it is necessary that the area in which a force

or a military authority has a right to make such requisitions

be distinctly and clearly defined.

Requisitions levied over extensive districts are niade with the

object of collecting large quantities of supplies with a view to

establishing magazines, and replenishing supply columns, and

are carried out in accordance with directions given by the In-

tendance (generally of the " Communications "), and, as far as is

practicable, with the assistance of the civil authorities of the

country. Troops only take part in such matters to overawe by

their presence any unwillingness on the part of the inhabitants

to comply with such requisitions, or crush any resistance that

might be offered. In any case requiring the assistance of troops,

matters should be conducted with the utmost severity, and every

endeavour should, if possible, be made to obtain and carry off,

independently of such subsistence as is being furnished by the

inhabitants directly to the soldiers quartered on them, tmre

supplies than were originally demanded. When, again, it is

necessary to subdue any resistance on the part of the inhabitants,

a money contribution should, in addition, be exacted as a fine.

Finally, a careful estimate must be made of the utmost that can

possibly be expected from a country, making due allowance for

the absolute wants of the inhabitants, and taking into considera-

tion the question of supplementing their resources by bringing

supplies from a distance. Astonishing results are sometimes

produced by purchase, the money for such purposes being ob-

tained by contributions levied on the country.

Direct requisitions, followed by the immediate issue on the

spot to the troops of the supplies obtained, generally take place

when troops bivouac, the troops co-operating in an orderly

manner. The villages and farms situated in the rayon assigned

to the troops for purposes of subsistence are divided among the

2k2
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latter according to their position and resources. The quantities

of food required are collected by parties of men under charge of

an officer, with the assistance, if possible, of the head men of the

various villages. In the subsequent issue of the supplies obtained,

the Intendance should see that the quantities issued to the

various troops are equalised, whenever the amounts obtained

from certain villages fall short of what is required or expected.

Instructions should be given to advanced guards and cavalry

detachments moving ahead, to collect supplies over and above

the quantities that satisfy their own requirements, and hand them

over to the troops following them.

Kequisition by the individual soldier on his own account must

not for a moment be tolerated, and should be punished as an act

of plunder. As a rule, it is found that a tendency to acts of

this description generally arises when troops are quartered on the

inhabitants, and in most cases can be accounted for by the soldier

not receiving from his host such subsistence as the latter is called

upon to give him. In such cases, it is the duty of the officer to

step in, and promptly put an end to any refusal or resistance

on the part of the inhabitant, by punishing him on the spot.

This may be often a very disagreeable proceeding. But it is the

only way to maintain discipline on this point, and if once discipline

be relaxed or affected in one particular respect, it soon becomes

generally impaired. The interest taken by the officer in the

welfare of his men in the matter of seeing that they get their

proper rations as well as in other respects, tends to increase his

authority and strengthen the bonds of discipline.

5. Rationing with the " Iron Ration."

In the dismounted arms the soldier carries by regulation three

days' " iron rations," and the riding horse one day's ration of oats.

In the Cavalry the troop horse carries, as a rule, only one day's

soldier's rations and one-third of a horse's oat ration. For dra ught

horses three days' rations of oats are carried, partly on the horses

themselves and partly on the vehicles. In the case of field
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batteries, light ammunition columns, heavy batteries and balloon

detachments, two days' rations of oats are carried for both

draught and riding horses, but in the horse Artillery and

the Infantry and Artillery ammunition columns one ration and a

half only ; the other heavy Artillery ammunition columns carry

three days' rations.

It is of the greatest importance that the above rations, except

when it is necessary to replace them by fresh issues, should be

carried intact and never touched until it is absolutely necessary to

have recourse to them, all other means of subsistence having failed.

There is always the danger that the soldier, until he has learnt

w^hat it is to sui?er from want of food, may be tempted to lose or

get rid of his " iron ration," so as to diminish the weight he has

to carry. Again, it may happen that the rations are consumed

before the moment arrives when they are intended to be used.

Such irregularities can only be checked and prevented by minute

and constant inspection.

G. Application of the Various Systems.

If, under the conditions of modern warfare, an attempt were

made to bind an Army to any owe particular system of supply,

it would soon be fomid utterly incapable of maldng war, or at

any rate would be at a terrible disadvantage when opposed to an

enemy who used every system when necessary.

The system of subsisting entirely on depots means

hopelessly hampering and interfering with military operations.

General and Intendant would, in fact, change their respective

roles. To feed the troops by billeting them on the inhabitants

is a plan that can only be safely relied on when the Army is sure

of an uninterrupted advance through a rich comxtry which has not

recently had to support troops in any numbers ; but, on the other

hand, it might possibly happen that, this being the only available

means of subsistence, an advance which is not required by the

situation must be made. As soon, however, as a halt becomes

either desirable or necessary, recourse must be had to magazines.

Provision columns and the " iron ration " provide for un-
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foreseen emergencies, and may be used to a certain extent if

forces are moving rapidly when concentrated. In such circum-

stances it would be impossible to expect large masses of troops

to be fed by the inhabitants on whom they are quartered, and any

magazines that it might have been possible to establish could

not meet the demand, for want of time. Finally, the most

advanced troops could live by requisition on the country, and

by the same means small expense magazines might be rapidly

established to supply, at any rate, some of the wants of the

troops that follow.

Supplies are generally found to fail shortly before and after

decisive battles, or when, in a victorious advance, the lines of

communication become very long, and means of transport cannot

be established as fast as the Army advances. To forward supplies

from the rear becomes then a difficult matter, and those found in

front are soon eaten up, as an enemy would in retiring, in all

probability, have already greatly exhausted the comitry, and

would in most cases have carried off or destroyed, so far as he

had been able, all that he could not consume. Relief can be

afforded, in such circumstances, only by extending the troops

on as broad a front as the military situation will allow, in order

to enable them to utilise the resources of a larger area. Forage

in such circumstances becomes a matter of exceptional

difficulty, as, owing to its enormous bulk, it is almost impossible

to forward large supplies of forage when means of transport are

deficient and the distances great. Much second line transport

would indeed prove a positive burden, and every unnecessary

horse an evil. It is therefore desirable to restrict everything

under this head to what is indispensable.

It is as impossible to lay down any hard-and-fast rules for pro-

viding an Army with supplies as it is for the conduct of military

operations. But we may, nevertheless, by carefully examining

the various phases of military operations, deduce certain principles

which, as the result of experience in war, appear worthy of con-

sideration. It is well, first of all, to point out that the real
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difficulty does not lie so much in tlie matter of obtaining, as of

issuing, supplies. For the former there are all the resources of

commerce available, and more particularly a large number of indi-

viduals at hand always ready to make money by undertaking

contracts. The Intendance may perfectly well make use of

such persons in the matter of obtaining supplies, but to entrust

them with the matter of issuing them is out of the question.

The province of the contractor ends in fact, as a rule, where

the work of forwarding supplies to the theatre of operations

begms. A free use of the various means of commimication

in the theatre of war, the contractor forwarding supplies direct

might occasionally prove of advantage to a certain body of troops

if they had to deal with a contractor who knew how to arrange

it. But the business of supply as a whole would be certain

to miscarry, were the means of communication not regulated by

the military authorities and managed with a view to meet the

various requirements of time and place.

The contractor has, in the main, but one object in view, and

that is to forward and dispose of the particular articles he supplies

as quickly as possible. It is of little or no importance to him

whether such articles are those most wanted at the time or not.

A judicious use of the available, and always somewhat limited,

means of communication, necessarily requires such articles of

supply to be forwarded as are most wanted at the time, accord-

ing to the degree of urgency. This is a matter with which the

military authorities are alone competent to deal.

The latter consequently should take especial care that all means

of communication or transport—from the railway train to the

requisitioned country cart—are put to the best use in bringing in

proper time to the troops such supplies as they most require at

the moment. To do this, a higlily organised system, and the

orderly co-operation of a large number of persons, such as is to

be found in the German " Communications " service, are indis-

pensable. At the point where the province of the authorities in

charge of " Communications " ends, that of the administrative

departments belonging to the troops in the field begins. The
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suppL"^.

point where the authority and responsibility of the two meet

and end must be most carefully defined. The troops themselves

take a certain share in finding subsistence, as has been already

mentioned. The regimental transport has often besides to be

used to bring them supplies to the spot.

During the period of mobilisation the Intendants, who take

the place of those serving -with the Armies, superintend the ar-

rangements, which have already been made in peace time for the

provision of large reserves of biscuits, and for loading supplies,

meal and oats on trains, and for the despatch of the reserve

supplies which are at the disposal of the Intendant General ; the

supply arrangements at the railway stations, the organisation

of emergency bakeries, filling of reserve magazines, and arrange-

ments with the various trades for delivering cloth, leather, food

and other necessaries come within their province.

The Field Intendants arrange for the supply of the troops

till they leave the Army Corps Districts ; this is carried out on

the same principle as in time of peace. In places where it is

necessary to quarter troops during mobilisation more than

20 kilometres (12J miles) from headquarters, magazines must be

established to facilitate supply, in the same way as at autumn

manoeuvres. This must also be done when large numbers of

troops arrive in succession at a point where they are to entrain,

and near which they must be quartered.

The Field Intendants have also to provide the troops with

an " iron ration " and with rations for the first day's march.

They have further to arrange for loading all supply vehicles, and

for providing the troops with bread, oats (for one or two days)

and hay (for one day), for their railway journey, and finally, to

pay for billets and for supplies purchased.

During railway journeys, hot meals (including coffee) are

supplied by the railway authorities at certain fixed halting-

places. These meals, and the provision of canteens and drinking

water for men and horses at railway stations, are arranged in con-

junction with the Intendancc authorities of the District in which

the station is situated. If hot meals cannot be provided, cold
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meals and hot cofEee must be arranged for instead. Advance parties

must look after themselves, but they may claim the assistance of

the Railway authorities if the latter are informed in time.

Troops which reach the rayon of concentration by road alone,

may, in a great many cases, be billeted on the inhabitants. If

necessary this may be supplemented by magazines.

During the period of assembly in the rayon of concentration,

the forces engaged in the movement cannot possibly subsist on

the country comprised in the rayon without the assistance of

magazines. It would be quite impossible to feed during such a

period—which lasts invariably several days—the large masses

of troops thus assembling in a comparatively narrow space,

on the resources of the country alone. Consequently the trans-

port of the Army by rail must comprise from time to time special

supply trains and trains laden with flour or oats,* with a view to

establishing magazines. It is very desirable that the Field

Bakery Columns should proceed as early as possible to the

rayon of concentration to assist in converting the flour into

bread. The question of responsibility of supply within this

rayon is defined by making the Army Corps Intendant re-

sponsible for the supply of the troops as soon as they reach their

final quarters, and the " Communications " Intendant respon-

sible for their supply whilst on the march from the point of

detrainment to the latter. The somewhat difficult matter of

seeing that the troops are properly supplied during this period

is to a certain extent facilitated by the fact of the troops havino'

with them, on leaving the railway, rations for one day. The horses

and regimental transport are, it is true, somewhat over-weighted

by this measure, but the extra load lasts for one day's march only.

At any rate, this is a better plan than to attach, as has been

sometimes proposed, to each train conveying troops, vans or

trucks containing provisions for several days' consumption.

* A supply train can carry sufficient rations for two days' consumption for

man and horse of an Army Corps and half a Cavalry Division. A flour train

can 6U))ply bread for an Army Corps for eight days. An outs train can supply
un Army Corps for Ihrce and a half da^s, and a Cavalry Division for ci"lit

days.
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On the troops detraining there would always be the risk, in

the first place, of finding insufficient transport to carry such

supplies further ; and secondly, there would often be no space

available at the point of detrainment for their temporary storage.

The immediate and rapid unloading of all trains is absolutely

necessary to prevent any interruption in the traffic, and the supplies

carried might thus be easily spoilt. It is well, therefore, to limit the

amount of food and forage carried by units to that which its horses

and regimental transport can carry when loaded to the utmost.

The administrative authorities should only purchase suppUes

in the area of concentration when the troops have more

supplies in their billets than they can possibly need. The

country on either side of the rayon should be used for obtaining

supplies. Whether the country on ahead is to be drawn

upon must be decided at Headquarters. Every effort should be

made to bake large supplies of bread, so that four days' supply

beyond that required during the concentration may be available

when the army begins to move. The troops should obtain such

meat as cannot be provided in the billets, by purc!:ase. If there

is a deficiency of cattle, the administrative authorities must

establish cattle depots in time.

In other respects the rule observed that during this period

of a war units are entitled to draw or complete, as the case

may be, their daily supplies from the nearest " Communica-

tions " depot, and also to have such supplies conveyed to

them by the transport belonging to the depot, simplifies

considerably the arrangements to be made. The possibility

of carrying out this rule depends mainly on the existence of

well filled magazines.

It is desirable, as a rule, that supplies for the day should be

issued on the previous evening. Troops arc thus provided with

rations for the next 24 hours—a circumstance of no small im-

portance, especially in the course of active operations. Were

this precaution not taken, troops would often, after a hard day's

work, get their food too late.

The changes in the billeting arrangements necessitated by the
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gradual arrival and concentration of the troops, the possibility

of interruptions caused by the enemy, and delays in the off-loading

and transport of provisions, may require the positions of the

magazines to be changed. The officers sent forward to the area

of concentration will have to come rapidly to important decisions

on points such as these.

The troops are forbidden to make requisitions or to issue

supplies from the Supply Columns in the area of concentration.

The principles of administration which regulate the distribution

of duties govern the services of supply during military operations,

that is to say, that supply requirements in the first line must be

provided for within the area occupied by the troops, and there-

fore by the Field Inter dants; the officials of the lines of

communication are resj)onsible for the second lines of supply

and the officials at home have to provide any further assistance

necessary. It must be ascertained before the Armies begin to

move that all supply vehicles have been correctly loaded and

that the emergency rations have been issued. The state of the

roads may require the loads of the vehicles to be reduced in order

to avoid delays. In ordinary circumstances the Supply and

Transport Columns carry four days' supplies, and the provision

and forage wagons with the units two days' supplies ; so that,

if the three days' emergency rations are included, the supply of

an Army Corps is assured for about nine days.

If the enemy is at some distance when the Armies first move,

and an immediate engagement is not likely, they can move on

as broad a front as the number of roads allow. The broader the

front on which the advance is made the easier it is to utilise roads

and railways for bringing up the requirements of the Armies

and the quicker will supplies reach the troops. If the Armies

change their direction, or move to a flank when concentrated,

the roads must be allotted with great care. When changes of

direction take place the Supply Columns, following the Army
Corps on the outer flank, arc inclined to cut off corners in order

to reduce tlic length of their marches ; in such cases they would

trespass upon the roads allotted to other Army Corps and would
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cross tlie line of march of the Supply Columns of the latter.

This must be avoided m any circumstances, for the crossing of

Transport Columns on a single road may not only imperil the

supply of the Army, but, in the event of the Army havuig to

retire, may block the roads, which would lead to the most serious

consequences. In such a case the Supply Columns should, if

possible, be marched by by-roads on the inner flank, and the

supplies delivered to the troops on that flank.

The difficulties of supply are increased, if, during a change of

front. Army Corps, which have been marching parallel to each

other, have to move one behind the other. Apart from the difh-

culties which such a movement entails on the fighting troops,

serious delays will arise from the Supply Columns of the different

Army Corps crossing each other if the roads are not at once

re-allotted and a Staff provided to regulate the hours of march

on each road. In order to facilitate these measures it is necessary

in such a case to depart from any established system and to

break up the echelons of Supply Columns by temporarily mter-

changing single columns or complete sections between the various

Army Corps. If billeting is impracticable in these circumstances,

neither are requisitions of much assistance. If requisitions are

to be of service for large masses of troops, they must be ordered by

higher authority and carried out on a larger scale ; but it then

takes time, and imposes long marches on the troops, and neces-

sitates detachments wliich are not justified on tactical grounds.

But if the troops are allowed to make requisitions at will the ad-

vanced detachments alone profit. Experience shows that the

troops always take more than they need for the moment in their

desire to obtain supplies for several days at once ; this increases

their transport to a considerable extent, and, since the teams of

requisitioned vehicles are usually bad, it becomes a serious

hindrance. This is the more dangerous, as, in addition to the

supply wagons, all the thousands of vehicles, which contribute to

its efficiency, follow behind a large Army, and in rear of the Army

discipline and efficiency rapidly disappear.

If an engagement ia in prospect the troops must be relieved
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of the duty of finding their food, and must be supplied from the

supply columns. If it is necessary to have recourse to this means

of subsistence to any considerable extent the marches of the supply

columns must be considered when regulating the marches of

the troops. If there is any reason to fear that supplies are running

short, the guiding principle must be to keep a part of the supply

columns so close behind the troops that the empty provision and

forage wagons belonging to the units can reach the places of issue,

load up, and return to the troops, in one day ; or that single supply

or transport columns can be brought up to the troops. But in spite

of all, the supply vehicles never get any rest at such a time. It

is e\ddent that if the weather is unfavourable or the roads bad,

suppUes must frequently fail. It is therefore necessary to include

one or two supply columns in the column of route of an Army
Corps marching on a single road, so that the leading division may
have some prospect of obtaining its supphes. It must, of course,

be considered whether the tactical situation admits of such a

measure. If several Army Corps are temporarily marching

on one road, as may happen when the Army is very closely con-

centrated, or is carrying out a change of front, it is necessary

to push hght supply columns forward and to run the risk of these

vehicles falhng later into the enemy's hands.

The emergency ration is the last resource, but if supphes

have been running short for several days, it should not be assumed

that the emergency rations are complete.

When the conditions of supply are very unfavourable it may be

necessary to advance more slowly, or to stop the advance alto-

gether, in order to allow of the depots being brought nearer. The

shorter the distance is between the latter and the troops the more

quickly and regularly will supply be carried out ; the longer the

distance is the more carefully must the trafTic arrangements be-

tween the troops, the supply columns, and the Field and fines of

communication depots be worked out. If the Army has advanced

a long way this duty is carried out by the fines of communication,

or Army transport columns. It is of great advantage if railways

can be used in rear of the Army. Waterways are also of service.
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When the Armies are halted it soon becomes necessary to send

forward supplies, if it is not practicable to extend on a wide front

and use the resources of the theatre of war ; requisitions in the

immediate neighbourhood soon fail. During prolonged halts

magazines are estabUshed in the area occupied by the troops;

these are filled by requisitions on a large scale, by purchase, by

contribution, and by bringing up supplies. Factories and mills

may be of service in refitting the Armies. Emergency rations

which have been used or have perished must be replaced, and tho

troops supphed with provisions as at the beginning of the campaign.

An Army will not usually retire till after an unsuccessful engage-

ment, for the honour of its arms prevents a great Army voluntarily

retreating without fighting. But in this case the emergency

rations mil have been used up, the supply vehicles will for tactical

reasons have been sent far to the rear, the country will have been

exhausted, and there will be no time to make requisitions on a

large scale. Distress can only be avoided if the supply columns,

when retiring, deposit their supplies along the lines of retreat

for the use of the troops as they march by. If it is possible to

choose the line of retreat this expedient is practicable, but if

the enemy is pressing close, and is outflanking the retreating

Army by pursuing rapidly on parallel roads, it will not be possible

to use the supplies so deposited, or they may be lost. In these

circumstances badly-disciplined troops disperse, but an Army
which is not to be daunted by the effects of retreat, and by great

privations, vidll be met by supplies sent forward by the lines of

communication, and regain strength to make a further resistance.

The question next arises whether, when acting on the defensive,

or during a retreat, it would be justifiable thoroughly to devastate

the country in order to hinder the enemy's advance. To carry

off or destroy everything in the shape of supplies not wanted by

the defenders,to fill in or poison* wells, break up and destroy roads,

and withdraw all horses and beasts of burden, might possibly

answer the purpose. But v/hat frightful misery would such

proceedings entail on the unfortunate inhabitants who would

* For example, with cholera or t-jphoid g Tins.
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thereby be forced to quit tlieir homes and belongings, and how

terribly would such a plan tell against the defenders, should

they afterwards be in a position to assume the offensive—and

they must always, after all, look forward to doing so when the

proper moment arrives ! In wars of a purely national character,

when the whole nation, driven to exasperation, takes part in

the bitterest way in the fighting, such a procedure is possible,

and, as happened in the war of 1812, in Russia, may be

considered as a noble act of patriotic self-devotion. If, how-

ever, the conditions of the case were otherwise, any plan of

systematically laying waste a country could only be very partially

carried out, and consequently have but slight effect. It is quite

possible that, though intended as an effort of lofty patriotism,

it might not even produce sufficient effect to prevent it appearing

ridiculous !

Any proposal to carry out such measures in one's own country

must find an echo in the hearts of the whole nation to a man,

if it is to have any kind of moral or physical effect on the enemy

commensurate with the sacrifices which it involves.

These remarks must not be taken to apply to such cases as

the blowing up of a bridge to prevent the enemy from immediately

seizing some important point, or the destruction of the supplies

collected in a magazine, which could not be removed, and would

therefore fall into the hands of the enemy.

The supply regulations for the Grernian Army are only intended

to intimate the goal to be attained, and to serve as a guide.

It is not possible to adopt any sealed pattern for the supply of

troops in war, but all concerned must act on their own re-

sponsibility, as the circumstances of the case require. If the

administrative officials are temporarily unable to attend to their

duties, owing to ill-health or other causes, they may have to be

replaced by combatant officers. Officers of the General Staff

would in the first place be called upon, since they are accustomed

to deal with difficult questions of the supply of Armies, as they

have to consider the feeding of the troops when drafting many of

the orders issued by their Generals.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFICIENOy.

A. General.

Attention has already been drawn more than once m the course

of this work to the importance of being careful never to take any

action which might unnecessarily iaterfere with the efficiency

of the troops. It has been pointed out that troops on the march

or in quarters should be spared all hardship and fatigue not

absolutely unavoidable on military grounds, and that every oppor-

tunity should be given them of having access to their baggage to

enable them to make full use of such articles of store as are carried

by their regimental transport. But even were such considera-

tions allowed to carry the greatest possible weight, they would

never suffice to maintain troops permanently in a state of

efficiency. The serious losses in men, horses, and materiel that

inevitably accompany any kind of warlike undertaking cannot be

avoided even by the most judicious arrangements in the employ-

ment of troops. Certain organisations consequently become

necessary to connect Armies in the field with sources of supply

at home, or to utilise the resources of the occupied portion of

the enemy's country to keep up a regular and constant supply

of such articles as are necessarily expended and to fill the gaps

caused by war.

The resources of the enemy's country can, generally speaking,

only include such supplies as food, forage, materials for clothing

and equipment, and, to a certain extent, draught animals for the

supply columns (few remounts for the combatant branches

are obtainable). As, moreover, all such supplies, both as

regards quantity and quality, must always be of a doubtful
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character, any organisation intended to maintain the eflSciency

of Armies in the field must depend on commmiications with

home being properly maintained. It consequently follows that

Armies cannot exist for any time, at any rate, in the field,

without uninterrupted communications with their own country.

Strategy, therefore, aims as much at covering our own as at

severing the enemy's communications. This idea has been

carried so far as to lead to the saying that strategy is the art

of dealing with the wants of Armies. The definition, though

in itself somewhat too narrow, is nevertheless useful in drawing

attention to the importance of the subject. Well organised

arrangements under this heading facilitate and assist the military

command of Armies in the field, as much as a sound tactical

organisation and an efficient armament.

During the wars in the early part of last century, main and

country roads were the only communications by which the wants

of an Army could be permanently supplied, the latter being used

to transmit correspondence and the former as the lines of march

of reinforcements, trains of ammunition and supplies, and con-

voys of sick and wounded. Reinforcements of the different

arms, marching on the lines of communication, afforded at

the same time immediate protection to the roads and points

where magazines and " Communications " stations were estab-

lished. Such a system worked but slowly and clumsily, whilst

Armies continued to advance, and the latter were often obliged

to check their onward movement to enable reinforcements and

supplies to come up. Armies could only, strictly speaking,

fill up gaps and make good losses, when halted for a consider-

able length of time, as, for instance, during an armistice.

Nowadays the communications of Armies in the Field depend

mainly on railways and telegraphs. Main and country roads are

only used as accessories.

Railway transport is so enormously superior in conveying

large masses of men, horses and stores of every description, that

it would be impossible to neglect such an important factor.

Unfortunately, railway traffic is extremely liable to interruption

2 L
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of various kinds, and the protection of lines of railroad, when one

is opposed to an energetic and enterprising enemy, is, especially

in hostile territory, an exceedingly difficult matter. A few

determined men provided with such means of destruction as

science has of late years produced, can rapidly, and consequently

with little risk of being discovered, destroy a line of railroad at

certain points to such an extent as to render it unfit for traffic for a

very long time. Troops being conveyed by railway are again

unable to protect the line, as during the actual journey they are

practically powerless. Consequently, it is necessary to detail

troops specially for the protection of railroads and communi-

cations.

The difficulty in the matter of maintaining a system of

" Communications " in constant and uninterrupted working

order has been found to be best met by having recourse to the

strictest centralisation under the " Inspector-General of Com-

munications and Kailways," belonging to the Headquarter Staff

of the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in the Field. To carry

on the duties connected with " Communications," he has a staf!

working under him, and the " Inspectors of Communications,"

one to every Army or Army Corps acting independently.

The following are also under his orders :

—

The Chief of the Field Eailway Service.

The Director-General of the Military Medical Department.

The Director-General of Military Telegraphs.

The Field Postmaster-General.

The Field Kailway Troops.

He must co-operate with the Intendanl-General whenever

the latter requires the use of the railways for forwarding

supplies^

B. Lines of Communication.!

The Communications of the Forces in the Field extend from

the troops to Army Corps Districts at home, and are confined as

far as possible to the railway. The lines of communication of

the different Armies or Aimy Corps acting independently, together
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with the districts belonging to, and situated on either side of,

them, are fixed by direction of the Commander-in-Chief of the

Forces in the Field. When no instructions are issued to the

contrary, the authority of the " Communications " Staffs formed

on mobilisation extends from the limits of the area actually

occupied by the Forces operating in the field to the home

frontier, or to the boundaries of such districts of the

enemy's country as have been placed under the administration of

Governors-General. Beyond the limits thus defined, matters

pass into the hands of the authorities at home, or of the

Governors-General. The chief duties of the authorities in charge

of " Communications " may be said to be :

—

1. Forwarding personnel and maUriel of every description

from home to the Forces in the Field.

2. Bringing home all men, horses and materiel temporarily

or permanently sent to the rear, i.e., the sick and wounded,

officers and men on command, prisoners of war, superfluous or

damaged arms and equipment, trophies, arms and prizes taken

from the enemy.

3. Finding quarters and subsistence and otherwise providing

for the wants of men and horses either on their way to join the

Army or returning from it, so long as they remain in the districts

of the " Communications."

4. Protecting and maintaining the fines of communication
;

maintenance and repair of railways, and construction of tem-

porary fines of rail ; maintenance and repair of roads, bridges,

telegraph lines, and postal communications ; mifitary occupation

and defence of all communications, and superintendence of the

military pofice in the districts under their authority.

5. The organisation and administration of the government of

the enemy's country occupied, provided such country has not

been placed under the orders of a Governor-General,

The Cliief of the Field Railway Service has, by making judicious

traffic arrangements on the various lines of railway concerned,

to do all in his power to assist the working of the " Com-

munications." His assistants are the Military Railway
'? T 9
JJ 1j 4J
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Directors (for lines in the theatre of war), the Line Commandants

(for certain lines at home), the Station Commandants (acting

under the orders of the two authorities first named), and finally

the Railway Section of the Great General Staff, which takes the

place at home of the Railway Section of the Great General Staff

in the field, and which controls the Line Commandants and the

mihtary traffic on other home fines of railway. These are

independent of the " Communications " authorities. By fixing

the position of "transfer stations ^\Uehergangs Stationen) the

places where civil or peace traffic ends and mihtary traffic begins

are defined. Consequently the hmits of authority of the two

railway departments referred to are thus known.

The point in an Army Corps District where the fines of com-

munication of an Army Corps begins, or the place on which all

trains carrying suppfies for the Army Corps in question con-

verge and from which they start, or whence all trains return-

ing diverge {Etappen Anfangs Ort), is fixed by the Chief of the

Field Railway Service. To provide for the enormous accumula-

tion of men and stores taking place at such a point, the place

chosen must be pro\aded with a large railway station well suited

for entraining troops and stores, and, together mth the immediate

neighbourhood, offer great facifities for quartering troops.

The Chief of the Field Railway Service fixes " stations of

assembly" {Sammel Stationen) or points on which trains coming

from the different Army Corps districts converge with a view

to being despatched on the different lines to the theatre of war.

He also fixes the " transfer stations " above referred to. He

fixes, moreover, on every fine leading to the area within which

the Army is operating, a " terminal station " {Etappen Hauptort),

or extreme point on the fine where military railway traffic ceases,

and whence the contents of the various trains arriving are

despatched to the different Army Corps, or where personnel

or materiel is cofiected with a view to being sent home. Beyond

tbis, traffic has to be carried out on the roads of the country.

Whilst the point where the fines of communication of an

Army Corps begins, remains stationary, and the " stations
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of assembly " and " transfer stations " are only changed in

very exceptional circumstances, the " terminal stations," on

the other hand, are hable to constant change according as

operations progress, or traffic is re-estabhshed on fines that have

been temporarily rendered useless.

At the " stations of assembly " where the Line Commandants,

as a rule, estabfish their headquarters, depots of mifitary stores

of every description are formed in course of time, since stores

of all kinds arriving from the rear cannot always be immediately

despatched to the front. Only trains conveying troops or am-
munition pass without stopping.

As regards trains containing suppfies drawn from magazines

estabfishedat "stations of assembly," thelntendant-General of the

Army gives directions as to the suppfies with which the train is

to be loaded, and its destination, while the Chief of the Field

Railway Service gives instructions as to the despatch of the train.

The arrangements made under these heads, which require perfect

understanding between the two authorities, must, in the

first place, obviate all crowding on the fines of railwav—

a

circumstance soon producing interruption in the traffic—and,

on the other hand, must be calculated to meet the actual wants

of the Army according to their degree of urgency. AH trains

coming from the Forces in the Field and returning home should

always, if possible, pass the stations of assembly without makino^

a stoppage of any duration.

The Director-General of the Mifitary Medical Department is

the central directing authority of the medical department in

the theatre of war. His functions will be more clearly defined

further on.

The Director-General of Military Telegraphs regulates the

whole telegraph service in the theatre of war. The means at

liis disposal for carrying out the duties of his department have

been already referred to in the description of the war formation

of the German Army.

He is under the orders of the Chief of the General Staff and of

the Quartermaster-General as far as concerns the field telegraphs
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in the area within which the Army is operating. He is under the

Inspector-General of Communications and Railways as far as

concerns the telegraphs of the hues of communication.

His duty is so to arrange the connections of the field telegraphs

that communication is always maintained between the various

parts of the Army and with home by connecting with the Imperial

or State telegraph system. He is further responsible for rein-

forcements of telegraph personnel and for supply of materiel.

He directly controls the Army Telegraph Detachments with the

Great Headquarters and the hues of communication telegraph

system. The other telegraph detachments are only under his

orders as regards technical details.

The Field Postmaster-General is responsible for the main-

tenance and working of postal communications in the theatre

of war, and sees that the duties in the various field post-offices

are efficiently performed. While all field postmasters, post-

offices and stations are under his orders, he has himself to con-

form in all matters of a technical postal nature to the directions

of the General Post Office.

The above may be taken as a brief description of the various

central authorities of the " Communications " service belonging

to the Headquarter Staff of the Commander-in-Chief, and it

now only remains to examine the " Communications " service of

an Army or an Army Corps acting independently.

Tliis is placed under an Inspector of " Communications " whOj

on the one hand, is responsible to the Inspector-General of

" Communications " and Railways, and on the other to the

General commanding the Army, or Army Corps acting

independently.

The Inspectorships of " Communications " should be formed

as early in the campaign as possible, indeed their existence,

even when the Army is engaged in its strategical concentration,

is required for the establishment of magazines. The Inspector

of " Communications " has, in fact, to see that the Army
is properly supplied at all time and places, foresee what it may

probably want, protect its communications and rear, cause all
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that it requires to be conveyed to it without hit^h or hindrance,

and similarly remove all that is useless or an encumbrance.

For such purposes he must be constantly instructed by the

General commanding the Army as to the movements and employ-

ment of the various forces and bodies of troops, and informed as

early as is practicable of all orders drawn up and plans of operations

contemplated. With a view to enabling him to forward reinforce-

ments and stores, the whereabouts of the different units—down,

to, say, the regiment or body of corresponding strength—must

be constantly communicated to him. He must take care that

he is in constant personal communication with the General

commanding the Army, and establish his headquarters as near

the latter as the exigencies of his department permit. The

Generals commanding Army Corps and independent Divisions must

be kept informed by him, either directly or through the General

commanding the Army, of the position of the " Commimications "

terminal station, the roads leading therefrom, and the places where

"Communications" hospitals and depots for sick or spare horses

are established.

Inspectors of Communications fix the roads to be used as

communications, and establish stations (with the exception of the

terminal stations) about one day's march apart on roads or

waterways and arrange for the magazines and hospitals to be

established in them. They regulate the traffic on any field railway

lines which may be laid down, and on the roads and waterways,

and are responsible for the protection of the communications.

The Inspector of Communications appoints Communication

Commandants both at the terminal stations, and at all important

railway stations, and lines of communication posts. The Com-

mandants arrange with the military authorities for the traffic

leaving their stations, direct the transfer from railway to road

communications, and assist the lines of communication Inten-

dants in collecting supplies ; they control the Field Police and

arrange for the security of traffic.

Some of the communication troops at the disposal of the

Inspector of Communications are used to garrison the most
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important stations, but the greater part are kept concentrated.

They have to arrange for the security of the communications

by careful reconnaissance and a good intelligence service, as well

as by means of small flying columns. Permanently-occupied

stations should be fortified, and abundantly provided with all

requirements. Any insubordination either on the part of

followers of the Army or of the population should be severely

punished. A Judge-Advocate assists the Inspector of Communi-

cations in all legal matters.

The Communications Intendant stands in the same position

to the Inspector as the Corps Intendant does to the General

commanding the Army Corps. He controls the despatch of

the supplies allotted to the Army in accordance with the instruc-

tions of the Inspector and of the Army Intendant. He utilises

the resources of the communications area and keeps supplies in

readiness for the use of the Army. He also directs the establish-

ment of small magazines at the lines of communication stations

for the lines of communication troops, and keeps them filled.

Large magazines, cattle depots and bakeries will be established

for the Army at selected points, so that the Communications

Intendant can meet the requirements of the Army Intendant

at any time. Particular care must be taken with the forwarding

of supplies from the terminal stations to the Army. The maga-

zines must always be near enough to the Army for the supply

column to be able to reach them. The constant supply of the

Army with bread stuffs and forage is of the greatest importance.

If there is no railway available, traction engines, motor lorries,

or horse trams may be of service. If the Army is at too great

a distance from the terminal station, the communication transport

columns must, with assistance from the Army transport columns,

form the nucleus for the necessary transport. Connection may
be permanently maintained by requisitioning, hiring or purchasing

transport. When the Army is halted the Communication

Intendant at once arranges for a imiform] system of trafiio.

During a retreat abundant supplies will be deposited at many
places on the roads that will most probably be used. If railway
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troops are placed under the Inspector of Communications as an

exceptional measure, he will usually attach them to the Construc-

tion Department. The Inspector of Communications arranges

also for the replenishment of the Ammimition Columns in

accordance with the instructions of the General commanding the

Army.

The Director of the Medical Department for Communications

sees to the personnel and maUrid necessary for establishing

communications hospitals, relieving field hospitals by the estab-

lishment of permanent military hospitals, and evacuating the

sick and wounded to the rear.

The Army Postmaster has charge of all postal arrangements

of the Army, including post-offices, horses and carriages.

The Director of Communications Telegraphs has to see to the

connection of the field telegraphs with the home system and to

the maintenance of telegraphic communication in the districts

comprised ia the lines of communication.

Traffic on waterways will generally be confined to the transport

of supplies, ammunition, maUriel of all kinds, and of sick and

wounded. Since boats travel comparatively slowly, waterways

will chiefly be used when the Army is halted. Temporary checks,

due to low water or ice, must be taken into consideration. Th3

size of the boats depends upon the character of the waterway, its

depth and the capacity of the locks. For transport of goods In bulk

large hold capacity is advantageous. The capacity of boats on

canals and rivers of average size is from 100 to 200 tons. When
the depth of water varies it is not safe to reckon on more than

50 tons. Unloading is a comparatively simple matter in canals,

but special preparations are necessary on rivers where there are

no quays. Labour and transport should be kept In readiness at

the unloading places for the despatch of stores, if storehouses

are not available for the reception of the goods before they

are damaged. The imloading of an average boat (100 to 200

tons) takes from two to four days.

The use of motor-lorries is for the present limited to the lines of

communication, where breakdowns arc not so serious as they
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would be with the fighting troops. The chief advantage of

motor transport lies in the economy of personnel and horses. In

1870-71 want of horses caused great difficulties in the supply of

the Army. Since that date the Army has been greatly increased

and the requirements of the mobile troops in horses have grown,

while the supply of serviceable horses has not kept pace with the

increase. It is therefore much to be desired that motor transport,

which is not yet quite satisfactory, should be further improved.

C. The Medical Department.

Modern wars, notwithstanding the increase in the numerical

strength of Armies, show very great improvement in the medical

care of the soldier. The great strides which have been made in

surgical and medical science have, of course, very materially

contributed to bring about such results, but it is nevertheless

impossible, without the assistance of efficient and extensive

military organisation, to expect science and skill alone to attain

the ends desired.

The soldier on active service cannot in the first place devote

the same care and attention to his health as can a private indi-

vidual living under favourable conditions at home. In certain

circumstances he is called upon to make efforts, undergo priva-

tions and hardships and face the elements to such an extent that

the strongest alone are able to bear the strain. But these are

not the only causes of sickness. Soldiers fall sick at times en

masse, and sicknesses of this description often degenerate into

epidemics attacking even those who would otherwise be able

to bear all the hardships of a campaign. In such circumstances

it is impossible to give the sick soldier the same medical attention

and care as can be given in garrison hospitals at home. The

difficulties to be contended with are even greater when, after a

victorious battle, the conquerors find enormous numbers of

wounded men of both sides left on their hands.

On occasions of the kiud the sympathy felt for the sufferings

of our fellow-creatures would make us wish to provide iramediate
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succour and the most careful treatment for every soldier who has

fallen wounded on the field of battle in the service of his country.

The complete fulfilment of this wish would, however, make such

demands ' on the available medical 'personnel as would be

impossible to meet, and would render necessary an enormous

amount of transport and hospital stores, which would hopelessly

hamper the movements of Armies in ordinary circumstances, and

would probably not be on the spot in sujB&cient quantity when

required. The organisation of the military medical service in

time of war is, consequently, based on a compromise between

what is desirable and what is practicable ; and the meaning of the

latter expression may, it is unnecessary to add, be variously

interpreted.

Time has shown, in fact, that we have succeeded in approacmng

very nearly the limit of what is practicable. This may be

inferred from the details that have been given on the medical

service of a mobilised German Army Corps, in the chapter

devoted to the war formation of the German Army. There being

then no doubt that this organisation is insufficient to meet the

requirements of masses of sick and wounded men, and moreover

that it must follow the Army everywhere in its movements so as

to be constantly at hand when required, attempts have been

made to improve matters by calling in the assistance of Societies

for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War, and connecting the

system with the " Communications," thas facilitating intercourse

with home.

In the first place the " Communications " enable such field

hospitals as have been established to be relieved. For this

purpose the Inspector of " Communications " has at his disposal

certain hospital fersonnd and depots of reserve hospital stores.

The new hospitals, which would be formed with these, would be

styled " Fixed Military Hospitals " and, with the Hospitals of

" Communications " specially established, would be under the

Inspector of "Communications." The latter is represented in the

medical service by a Surgeon-General of " Communications " and

the Directors of Field Hospitals are under him (one for each

Army Corps, forming part of an Army).
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The " Communications " have again to attend to the sending

home of all the sick and wounded who can be moved. The Director-

General of the Military Medical Department has for such pur-

poses at his disposal a number of specially arranged hospital

trains. By arrangement with the chief of the Field Railway

Service he has these brought forward, and, as in the case

of trains conveying invalids home, has them despatched to

points where " Commissions for the Transport of the Sick,"

established for the purpose of distributing invalids, cause the sick

and wounded to be conveyed to various military hospitals

established at home.

This system of evacuating the sick forms the basis of the

entire military medical service in the field. It not only enables

field and fixed hospitals to be ready again for use with the troops

in the field in the shortest possible time, but is calculated to pre-

vent a great accumulation of sick and wounded at any particular

place—a circumstance always to be avoided. It ensures, more-

over, better medical treatment and greater comfort for patients

in hospitals removed from the scene of hostilities, and well

provided with the necessary 'personnel and appliances.

The Imperial Commissioner and Military Inspector of " the

Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War " is the chief

of the volimteer medical organisations in the theatre of war

;

further control is ia the hands of delegates on the lines of com-

munication. To every inspectorship of communications are

attached : (a) Hospital 'personnel for the military hospitals,

orderlies for sick and wounded, and personnel for rest and re-

freshment stations for the wounded
; (6) forwarding personnel

,

immediately attached to the Reserve Depot hospitals, to maintain

communication between the advanced hospitals and the terminal

station
j

(c) depot personnel, for the administration of the

stores of the volunteer medical organisations, at the terminal

and collecting stations.

The Surgeon-General of the lines of communication gives the

delegates at his disposal their instructions, and arranges foi

co-operation between the volunteer and military medical ser-

vices. All members of volunteer medical organisations in the
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theatre of war are under martial law. They wear the red cross

as a distinguishing mark and are under its protection.

Depots for sick horses are established on the roads of " Com-

munications," by order of the Inspector as circumstances require,

for the reception of sick horses, and of such horses as are no

longer required by the troops and cannot accompany the horse

depots of the Army Corps. The veterinary fersonnd for these

is appointed by the acting commissariat authorities at home, on

application of the Inspector of " Communications," by engaging

civil veterinary surgeons.

D. Reinforcements and Remountsj

On war being declared, the depots, or troops that take the

place at home of those which have left for the front, are at

once mobilised. Steps are at the same time taken for ensuring

their numbers being permanently maintained throughout the

campaign, so that the losses in men and horses, which 'may,

according to past experience, be expected in the ranks of the

forces in the field, may be sufficiently provided for by them.

When troops have suffered any very severe losses, these

may be made good by reinforcements from other depots as

well as from their own. As a rule, reinforcements are forwarded

to the troops in the field by their own depots, on a proper demand
being made from the former direct to the latter.

Reinforcements, both mounted and dismounted, are sent from

home fully armed and equipped, including ammunition and
" iron rations." The necessary railway transport is provided at

the point where the lines of communication of the Army
Corps concerned begins, as soon as trains can be made up by
the Line Commandant to suit the various detachments, on a

proper intimation being sent him by the officer acting as substitute

for the General commanding the Army Corps. The transport

of reinforcements thence to the " terminal station " and their

further despatch to the units which they are to joia, are matters

for the authorities in charge of " Commimications.''
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Reinforcements of Army Service Corps soldiers for the various

stafEs and administrative departments are obtained through the

officer commanding Army Service Corps. Horses required by

these, as well as by the infantry, rifles, and Engineers, are supplied

by the remount depot of a mobilised Army Corps, which may
be used to supply any very pressing wants of the other arms.

E. Supply of Arms and Ammunition.

A supply of small arms is very rarely required by troops in the

field, the number of men becoming non-effective generally ex-

ceeding the number of small arms rendered unfit for use. Repairs,

unless on a large scale, can be undertaken by the regimental

armourers. The necessary information as to the ammunition

reserves with the troops is contained in F.S. Regns. 476-495.

The Inspector of Communications arranges for refilling the

empty ammunition columns (including those of the heavy Artil-

lery) in accordance with instructions from Army Head Quarters.

The Commander of the Ammunition Park, the Lines of Com-

munication Ammunition Columns, and the Ammunition Supply

Staff and Depots are at his disposal for this purpose. The Com-

mander of the Ammunition Park obtains the necessary ammuni-

tion through the Ammunition Staff at the stations of assembly,

and arranges for it to be forwarded from the Terminal station to

the depots or to the troops. He uses the Lines of Communication

ammunition columns for this, which can carry artillery stores

and explosives as well as ammunition.

By using the above system of supply, in Echelons, so to speak,

the different formations for providing and conveying supplies

of ammunition were classed according to their degree of mobility,

and a constant supply was ensured.

i
The ammunition columns belonging to, and forming part of, a

mobilised Army Corps are organised so as to be always able to

follow the movements of the latter. They are provided with

a number of carbines to protect them from small parties of the

enemy. The columns of the Lines of Communication Ammuni-
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tion Parks are provided with rifles and carbines, and being

closely connected with the " communications " as they

advance, are protected at the same time with them. As

a rule they are conveyed by rail, but provision is made
for a certain number of teams, so that they can gradually

take to the roads, and so establish intermediate depots of am-

munition between the " terminal station " and the troops.

If teams could be requisitioned in sufficient numbers, all the

columns could indeed, in time, take to the roads, as the ammuni-

tion is by regulation packed in ammunition wagons. Field rail-

ways and waterways, if available, would also be used.

The Cliief Ammunition Depots are situated at the stations

of assembly, and are imder the Ordnance staff. From these,

ammunition packed in boxes is forwarded as required by rail

to the places where the columns of the Field Ammunition Parks

are halted, or to some point whence it can be fetched by the

empty wagons of these columns.

Finally, ammunition must be unceasingly made up at home

in the Artillery Depots, and from these the Chief Ammunition

Depots kept constantly supplied as fast as they are exhausted.

F. Supply of Clothing and Equipment.

As regards the loss and wear and tear of articles of clothing,

and accoutrements in the field, the observation made, when

dealing with the question of the expenditure of small arms, may
be said to apply to a certain extent, inasmuch as the loss

in men is greater than that in articles of clothing and accou-

trements. In the matter of clothing, however, there is a

difficulty in meeting the wants of troops in the field by supply-

ing one man with what belongs to another, especially as

regards boots, which can rarely be made interchangeable.

Again, whereas a sick or wounded soldier no longer requires his

arms, he must be allowed to retain his clothing.

The supply of articles of clothing to troops in the field is limited

in the main, so far as the troops themselves are concerned, to
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what is carried in reserve by the regimental transport, and this

can only be very rarely and inadequately supplemented by the

requisition of boots in the enemy's country. In a certain time

the clothing -will be so completely worn out that large supplies

must be sent to replace it from home.

The making up and despatch of clothing is the busmess of

the depot troops at home, and the tailors and shoemakers

belonging to these have to work incessantly to supply the wants

of the Army in this respect.

Troops in the field make demands for such stores of clothing

as they require, direct to their respective depot troops at home,

and the latter complete and forward the order for transport to

the front, through the officer acting at home as substitute for

the General commanding the Army Corps. The transport of

such stores to the " terminal station " is a matter for the authori-

ties in charge of " Communications." From this point they are

either fetched by the troops for whom they are intended, or else

are conveyed to the latter under charge of any reinforcements

that may happen to be joining.

Accoutrements are similarly supplied when wanted, but

these, when the effectives of an Army begin to diminish, are

soon found to be in excess of what is required, being more readily

transferable than articles of clothing, and, as a rule, lasting

much longer.
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CHAPTER IXJ

DEALINGS WITH THE ENEMY.

The operations of war occasionally lead to—and invariably end

in—a proposal from one at least of the belligerents for a suspen-

sion or for a final cessation of hostilities. If it be a question of a

general cessation of hostilities, political considerations, as a rule,

go hand-in-hand with mUitary negotiations, and the former, which

are the busmess of diplomatists, may affect even the purely

military part of the negotiations. The local cessation of hostili-

ties has nothmg to do with diplomacy, and is an entirely military

question.

Dealmgs of this description with the enemy are almost invari-

ably carried on by officers of the General Staff. On such occa-

sions it is a question of turning the actual existing situation—be it

an advantageous or disadvantageous one—to the very best

account. To do this effectually, every endeavour must be mnde

skilfully to conceal our own weak points from the enemy, and at

the same time to turn any known weak points of the enemy to

our advantage. But though to be perfectly open and candid is

out of place when dealing with an adversary, an officer must not

be expected, on the other hand, knowingly to state what is false

even to an enemy. If the latter, however, shows on his own

account that he is under certain false impressions, there is no

necessity to dispel his illusions by statements which might possibly

expose weak points on our side. Still more out of place is

any feeling of generosity aroused by the misfortunes of an

enemy. Gratitude and friendship are sentiments that must

never for a moment be taken into consideration.

The military success must be turned to the best possible

account. In striving to attain this, it may be becoming

2 n
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to pay every formal honour to a gallant enemy, provided the

honours that belong to the victor, according to the usage and

custom of war, be not thereby diminished. Otherwise offence

would be given to the feelings of our own Army. The profit to

be derived from a victory won cannot be placed at too high a

figure. This idea is at once forced on us if we consider the sacri-

fices our Army has been called upon to make. To call upon the

latter again to make similar sacrifices owing to false ideas of

humanity or mistaken notions of chivalry, would be to offend

against that clearness of judgment which should never for a

moment be sacrificed in our dealings with the enemy.

The negotiations which take place generally end in the drawing

up of a written agreement. This should admit of no doubt as

regards the range of concessions obtained or engagements entered

into. For the honourable fulfilment of the former, every possible

measure of security must be taken. This, in many cases,

merely consists in having the means at hand of compelling their

fulfilment by force, and making any compliance on our side

dependent on the previous fulfilment, on the enemy's side, of the

terms that have been accepted.

Negotiations with an enemy may be affected by a great variety

of considerations. It is consequently impossible to lay down
hard-and-fast rules for drawing up a convention with an enemy.

It is only practicable to call attention to certain points deserving

notice in drawing up the terms of an armistice or a capitulation.

Negotiations for an armistice have for their object the tem-

porary separation of belligerents, but with an understanding

that, unless peace be concluded in the meanwhile, hostilities are

to be resumed. The first question to be decided then is to

determine a line of demarcation or, better still, a neutral zone

which is not to be crossed, or entered on, by either side. The

breadth of such a neutral zone may, in the case of active operations

in the field, be some one or two days' march in breadth ; but in

the case of a blockaded or besieged fortress, it should be drawn

within the narrowest limits. In the case of a line of demarca-

tion or a line fixing the limit of a neutral zone, comnaunications
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such as a line of railway or a high road should never be chosen,

but rather a line which in itself constitutes a natural obstacle and

can only be crossed at certa'n points. Outpost duties are thereby

much simplified, and these, it may be remarked, must never for

a moment be relaxed along the front, during the whole

armistice. Experience has shown that in spite of conventions

which have been agreed to, attacks, either the result of indisci-

pline or misimderstanding, or which have been treacherously

planned, must always be guarded against. These would be

sure to entail very severe losses on the side which carelessly

allowed itself to be surprised.

Negotiations for an armistice must also fix the period for which

it is to last, or the notice that must be given before it can be broken

off. In calculating these, the questions of the possibility

of or facilities for reinforcing and re-establishing the Army, the

quarters it would occupy during the armistice, and finally the

positions which it would have to take up on the latter being

broken off, are the mam points deserving consideration. Whether

besieged or invested fortresses are to be allowed to revictual

for a period corresponding to the length of the armistice, is a

question that must be specially decided. At any rate, it is ad-

visable never to agree to conditions the fulfilment of which cannot

be easily watched and enforced. A convention for an armistice

should therefore be given the simplest possible form.

Negotiations for a capitidation start from the assumption

that one side can offer no further resistance. Whether this

is actually the case, is a question to be decided solely

by the party that is about to capitulate. Only in very

rare cases, excepting of course when military considerations

have to give way to political exigencies, can a capitulation

be justified when there is still any fighting strength left. The
question would then arise whether it would be in the

interest of the opposite side to meet any proposal for a

capitulation considered premature from a military point of view,

by granting better conditions. Otherwise the surrender of the

enemy's forces as prisoners of war, and the delivery of all arms

2 M 2
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and military materiel should always be insisted on. The con-

ditions of the surrender must be carefully drawn up as regards

time and place, and their punctual fulfilment ensured by the

presence of a sufficient force. In the case of the capitulation

of a fortress, the outlying and detached works should first betaken

possession of, and next the gates of the enceinte. After the

garrison has marched out, been disarmed, and surrendered as

prisoners of war, the powder magazines should be taken over,

and then the place occupied.

An officer of the General Stafi sent to negotiate with the

enemy, should be fully instructed by the General in commard

on the spot as to the conditions he must at least insist on, and

the concessions he may at the most make. To obtain more

advantageous conditions than were contemplated is, of course,

perfectly admissible, but less advantageous terms must never

be agreed to without first obtaining the necessary authority.

It must always depend on the general military sitaation at the

moment, whether negotiations should in such case be simply

broken off on the spot, or a proposal made to prolong them to

await further instructions. The latter is invariably the course

to be pursued when to gain time is of itself an advantage.

A convention drawn up by an officer of the General Staff is,

as a rule, only complete when approved of by the General in

command. But it is as annoying to the latter as to the General

Staff officer himself, if such approval cannot be given. This

makes it all the more necessary for the General Staff officer to

be as thoroughly informed as possible on all the circumstances

of the case. In doubtful cases he should ask for further in-

structions ; these might be communicated to him through an

officer who had accompanied him to the spot.

By the usages of civilised warfare, officers engaged in negotia-

tions with the enemy {'parlementaires) are guaranteed security

to their persons within, the enemy's lines. If facts have shown

that this right has not been always observed, inasmuch as officers

accompanied by the conventional signals (a trumpeter sounding

and a wh\te flag unfolded) have been occasionally fired on, the
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fault may generally be traced to unruliness on the part of soldiers

caused by intense national animosity, or to ignorance on the

part of officers or men on the subject.

The security which, however, may be said, as a general rule,

to be guaranteed to an officer bearing a flag of truce, renders

it a matter of duty on liis part carefully to keep within the

bounds of the mission on which he is engaged. This should

always be considered as solely directed to the General com-

manding the forces of the enemy on the spot. Consequently,

the officer protected by the flag of truce should avoid any
misuse of the immunity to danger thus enjoyed among the

enemy's troops. Otherwise he would, by his own act, at once

put himself beyond the protection afforded him by the usa^e

of civilised warfare, and must expect to be ruthlessly treated as

an enemy. To prevent an officer bearing a flag of truce from

unavoidably observing the position of the enemy's forces, the

enemy has a right to insist on his being blindfolded.

There is no necessity whatever for miwillingly receiving a

flag of truce. For instance, the commandant of a besieged

fortress, determined to hold out to the last, would act wisely in

refusing to receive all flags of truce, or at the most in confinino-

all correspondence with the enemy to written communications

transmitted through the outposts. Similarly, during active

operations in the field, all officers with flags of truce should be

stopped at the outposts and there detained until further orders.

Circumstances must, on such occasions, decide whether they are

to be simply turned back, whether negotiations are to be entered

into with them in the line of outposts, or whether they are to bo

conducted, with the necessary precautions, to the headquarters

of the Division or Army Corps.

An officer of the enemy's forces who, bearing a flag of truce,

directly addresses troops and summons them to surrender,

instead of addressing the officer in command, should be instantly

shot down,
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CHAPTER X.

THE CO-OPERATION OP THE ARMY AND NAVY IN WAR.

In the wars wliich. preceded the foundation of the German

Empire the Prussian Fleet was too weak to co-operate effectively

with the Army, or to exercise any decisive influence ; but the

want of a strong Navy was often bitterly felt. Since then the

German sea power has been steadily increased, with the object of

making it fit for the duties which fall to it in peace and war. Its

further development is in progress.

To co-operate effectively, the Army and the Navy must have

a common objective, the rapid destruction of the enemy's forces.

It will depend upon the strength of the enemy's land and sea

forces and the position of his country and its frontiers relatively

to our own, whether this destruction can be carried out chiefly

by the Army or by the Navy. In a struggle with a great Power,

in which our national existence is at stake, every available

source of strength must be systematically employed from

the outset. The Fleet can unassisted compel small States

beyond the seas to observe the principles of International Law,

and to carry out their duties, by bombarding coast towns or by

landing crews and Marine Infantry, and occupying harbours.

But if more important countries have to be dealt with the Fleet

will not be able to carry out its duties without the assistance of

an expeditionary force from the Army, if the enemy offers a

stout resistance or retires inland.

It is impossible in this work to go into the great mfluence which

the mutual co-operation of the Army and Navy have exercised

from ancient times ; it is sufficient to refer to the fact that States

which have lost their fleets in Naval engagements, or which possess

no Navy, have very soon found it dilTicult to continue the struggle
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with their whole strength, when the enemy was in undisputed

command of the sea and could prevent the transport by sea of

war maUriel of all kinds. This fact is therefore of importance

for every future great war. The seizure of war materiel will be

extended in accordance with the interpretation of so-called

International Law favoured by the stronger Power, to raw

matt'riel, coal and foodstuffs, which will be treated, even when in

neutral bottoms, as contraband of war. Since almost all higlily-

civilised countries are dependent upon constant importation of

food-stuffs by sea, a country which has lost its sea-borne trade

will soon find itself in the position of a besieged fortress, to compel

the surrender of which any means may be used, even starvation.

If the supply of food-stuifs fails, the operations of an Army
acting on the defensive in its own country are affected equally

with those of an Army which has advanced victoriously into the

enemy's territory, for the latter is dependent, to a great extent,

upon supplies forwarded from home, even when every use is

made of the resources of the theatre of war.

The duties which the Navy has to carry out in co-operation

with the Army are partly strategic and partly tactical. But

while the strategic co-operation continues throughout the whole

campaign until the enemy has been completely overthrown, the

tactical combination of the two forces is usually only temporary,

though at times of the utmost importance. The first strategic

duty of the Fleet is to gain command of the sea. If the Fleet is

in a condition to deal with the enemy, it will seek a decisive

engagement, or will blockade the enemy in his haibours.

If it is not strong enough for this, it will, if the object of the cam-

paign requires it, employ all its strength to render the enemy

immobile. In certain circumstances the advantage of gaining

the command in some portion of the sea at least for a time, and

thereby making j)ossible the transport of troops by sea, may
justify the loss of our own fleet.

How far the Fleet will be able to interfere directly with the

enemy's movements, to shield our coasts from hostile enterprises

and to protect our commerce, depends essentially upon the degree
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in which it has been, successful in gaining and maintaining the

command of the sea on a larger or a smaller scale.

A fleet which endeavoured to carry out its duties by destroying

the enemy's commerce without considering the general situation

would violate the most important principle of strategy—that the

main force should be kept concentrated to deal with the most

dangerous opponent. No single ship should be withdrawn from

its chief duty—the defeat of the hostile Fleet. After this duty

has been fulfilled and the command of the sea been won the

Fleet can be employed on any further enterprise.

In order that the whole undivided strength of the Fleet may be

successfully employed in the destruction of the enemy and in

defending our coasts, it is necessary that the Army and the Navy

should have a common Commander-in-Chief, whom the German

Empire possesses in His Majesty the Emperor. The Navy, as

well as the Army, must receive its instructions from the great

headquarters, and this will be taken into consideration in the

composition of the latter.

The tactical employment of the Fleet may vary considerably,

according as it is employed in a naval battle, in supporting or

preventing a landing, or in the attack or defence of coast fortresses.

The employment of the Fleet independently—that is to say, when

none of the land forces are immediately co-operating with it, as,

for example, in a naval battle—is beyond the scope of this work

and will not be discussed here.

In every operation in which the Navy and the Army are both

engaged, one Commander-in-Chief is necessary to ensure effective

co-operation. The chief command may be exercised either by a

General or an Admiral, according as decisive results may be

expected by land or sea.

If the preponderating force is employed on land and the

decisive engagement is to be fought out there, the raval force

will be chiefly employed in protecting the commimications of the

troops on shore. If the latter, however, are to carry out duties

subordinate to the naval operations—for example, to co-operate in

the capture of an enemy's naval base—they must be subordinated
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to the requirements of the Fleet. In either case the auxiliary

force must be under the same command as the main force.

The disadvantage of having one command lies in the difficulty

of the effective control by one man of two such distinct forces

as the Army and the Navy. This difficulty will be lessened if the

Staffs of the landing troops, and of the Fleet, as well as that of

the officer in chief command, are composed of both mihtary and

naval officers, and it will be still more readily overcome if the

Commander-in-Chief allows the various parts of his force full

freedom in carrying out their special duties, while liimself re-

taining the responsibility for the success of the whole enterprise.

When an Admiral is in chief command, for instance, he vnW not

usually feel himself called upon to command the troops

during an engagement, any more than a General would interfere

with naval orders during a sea voyage or disembarkation,

or would issue detailed orders as to the mamier in which the

Fleet should co-operate with an engagement on shore. It will

always be the exception for ships' companies and naval guns to

be landed and to fight ashore. The landing of a strong naval

detachment weakens the efficiency of the Fleet, and makes it

immobile and defenceless in its own special rule—the naval battle.

Such a measure is only justified to assist the land forces tem-

porarily after the enemy's fleet has been defeated.

Men-of-war will usually only co-operate in an engagement

ashore, i.e., during a battle on the coast, or the landing of detach-

ments from the Army on a hostile coast, by means of gun-fire

from ship board as far as the depth of water and the formation of

the coast may allow. Flat coasts make it difficult for ships of

deep draft to stand in ; chffs limit the view and power of observa-

tion ; in a rough sea shooting from on board ship is usually

ineffective. It is quite impossible for troops on transports to

take part in a naval engagement. A troopship, now that the

days of boarding are over, is quite defenceless when opposed to

a modern man-of-war, which can sink it without difficulty.

Troopships must therefore keep outside the range of an enemy's

guns or torpedoes. For this reason it is very inadvisable that a
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fleet of transports sliould be escorted by tlie battle fleet to

protect it against the enemy's ships, A naval engagement

under these conditions would be the more serious, as the battle

fleet would be deprived of its freedom of manoeuvre by the fleet

of transports. The decisive naval engagement must be fought

out by the battle fleet alone. The transport of troops is a very

risky enterprise if the command of the sea has not been gained,

even when the troopships are escorted by a fleet which is superior

to the enemy's ships.

Further, it is necessary to be clear upon the point that any

landing on an open coast is so dependent upon the weather, that

the attempt may not only be undesirably delayed, but may
even have to be given up altogether. Only the impossibihty of

using a harbour can justify landing on an open coast.

The most important requirements for carrying out a landing on

a large scale are : shelter from the wind, good anchorage, smootli

water, small rise and fall of tide, and waters clear of obstacles or

mines. It is a great advantage if a large number of ships can be

brought alongside landing places or quays at the same time, or

if horses and vehicles at least can be disembarked without the use

of lighters or flat-bottomed boats.

The follomng points are of mihtary importance : the point

of landing should be covered from the view and fire of the enemy
;

there should be suitable points for bases on the coast after a

landing has been effected, and a good covering position for the

landing troops, e.g., a peninsula.

The troops must be made acquainted with the method of carry-

ing out the disembarkation, and instructed how to behave in the

boats ; and they must be exercised in this in peace.

The tactical carrying out of a landing on a coast occupied

by the enemy is, in the first instance, the duty of the infantry,

who may be effectively supported by naval detachments with

machine and swivel guns. In certain circumstances the men-of-

war will co-operate with their fire. There is little advantage

in tlic infantry firing from the boats; they must seek to gain the

shore and land as quickly as possible. The disembarkation of the
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mounted arms can only be begun when this is completed. The

latter will usually be comparatively weak owing to the diffi-

culty of transporting horses by sea. For the same reason

and owing to want of space, the landing troops will have little

transport.

The positions gained on shore must be at once strengthened

and protected against counter attack. It may be desirable in

a surprise landing for the ships to reach the coast at night without

lights, and to make all the preparations in the dark to begin the

enterprise at dawn. The quicker the disembarkation can be

carried out the less chance there is of its being observed and

disturbed by the enemy ; it must therefore be carried out in

accordance with a well-matured plan, and after a careful

reconnaissance of the landing place.

If re-embarkation should be necessary, the above steps will be

carried out in the reverse order. If it is not necessary to abandon

stores, owing to pressure from the enemy, they will be loaded first.

The vehicles, guns and horses will come next, and the infantry

last. The latter must keep off the enemy as long as possible,

assisted by the Fleet.

The landing of a large force will, as has already been explained,

be usually only attempted by the side which has gained the

command of the sea to a greater or less extent. The defender's

fleet must, therefore, either be defeated in a naval battle, or

blockaded in its harbours. But even a blockaded fleet can make

itself very unpleasant to, or seriously threaten the attacking

fleet, by surprising the latter, which has to lie outside in the open

sea, at an unfavourable moment, e.g., when part of the fleet is

coaling. Heavy coast defence guns, torpedo boats, obstacles

formed by anchored mines or sunken ships, can always assure

the retreat of a blockaded fleet operating in well known waters,

under the protection of coast fortresses, even if it does not

succeed in breaking out.

Altliough an inferior fleet will not be able altogether to prevent

hostile landings in the long run, still it will be able to discover and

report the probable direction of the enemy's movements by means
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of fast cruisers. Numerous coastguard stations, connected with

eacli other, can prepare the way for the repulse of a landing,

by reporting the approach of a hostile fleet to the troops

allotted to coast defence. The telegraph and railways make it

possible to concentrate large bodies of troops at the threatened

point, for even after the whole of the mobilised Army has left

the country, there will be a strong force of reserve and garrison

troops left behind.

If it has been possible to anticipate the enemy and to prevent

him setting foot on shore, the defence must be conducted with

all the more energy. But if, on the other hand, the enemy has

landed in strength and is already in a covered position, it may be

advisable to wait until he begins his march inland and then to

attack him and drive him from his line of retreat. No force is

more sensitive about its communications than a landing force

;

it has no broad base upon which it can fall back, but must retire

upon a single point—its landing place.

The defender's fleet, even when it has been unable to prevent a

landing, must make itself constantly felt. If it is unable to

cope with the enemy in battle in the open sea, it can keep him

ni uncertainty, and divert attention to itself by means of night

enterprises, such as torpedo attacks. If the enemy's landing

force is compelled to re-embark, an opportunity for bold enter-

prise is afforded even to a weak fleet. If the re-embarkation of a

beaten and hard-pressed force is interrupted or prevented, the

latter must with certainty be destroyed.

Since the heavy shell of a fleet are cliiefly designed to penetrate

armour and are very expensive, and the guns can only fire a

comparatively small number of loaded shell in consequence of

the strain upon the bore, an attack upon a modern coast fortress

by men-of-war has comparatively httle effect, and the necessary

expenditure of ammunition is only justifiable in exceptional

circumstances. Battleships are not provided with guns which

can employ high-angle fire, therefore they cannot destroy the

interior of strong works. The Fleet, therefore, usually requires

the support of detachments from the Army in an attack on coast
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fortresses. The landing troops can co-operate successfully with

the Fleet by employing high-angle fire.

A fleet should only seek refuge in a coast fortress and allow

itself to be shut up in a harbour in a case of the direst necessity,

just as an Army should never voluntarily retire into a fortress.

All available ships must remain as long as possible on the high

seas, and only return to harbour to coal and repair damages.

But if the remnants of a defeated fleet are obliged to seek refuge

in a fortified harbour they will not be able to leave it again,

for the attempt to pass through the narrow exit of a harbour,

in face of an enemy lying outside on a broad front, would be

disastrous. They must then assist in the defence of the coast

fortress in every possible way,
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CHAPTER XI.

THE DUTIES OF THE GENEEAL STAFF IN THE COLONIES AND IN

OVER-SEA EXPEDITIONS.

It is not proposed in this chapter to attempt any exhaustive

description of the special services required of troops in countries

beyond the seas. This must be left to those who are quahfied

by personal experience ; also, the space available in this book is

limited. Therefore, in choosing the title " Duties of the General

Staff," it was intended to convey that this chapter would only

be concerned with such suggestions and discussions as would

present themselves to the staff of a Commander in the Colonies,

when preparing for, or conducting, an expedition, and that the

duties of the troops as such would only be lightly touched on.

The strategical and tactical principles laid down in the service

regulations of the German Army, as the result of the experience

of great campaigns, are also to a certain extent applicable to the

conduct of war in the Colonies, and to over-sea expeditions. The

wide scope and the absence of any hard-and-fast rules in the Field

Service Regulations permit a Commander in any given case to

depart from the forms described therein and to adopt whatever

means may appear most practical.

The special conditions under which savage or half-civilised

peoples live will frequently justify measures which would be

exceptional in European warfare. The success of future expedi-

tions to a great extent depend upon a knowledge of the climate,

the character of the country, its cultivation, on the experience

gained in long intercourse with the inhabitants in peace and

war and upon a correct appreciation of the ascertained facts.

In considering the climate in hot countries, it will be

found that the dangerous fevers which are prevalent
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and the damp, enervating heat, have a deadly effect

upon European troops. It is therefore necessary to traverse

unhealthy strips of coast and swamps as quickly as possible,

and to take the most stringent sanitary precautions, such as

forbidding the troops to drink water that has not been boiled, in

order to protect the men from sickness. Marches in the heat of

the day should be avoided, and therefore night marches must

frequently be made, in spite of their attendant disadvantages.

The changes in the temperature by day and by night necessitate

suitable clothing and equipment. A European requires a con-

siderable degree of comfort if he is to be kept fit for active work

in the tropics, Avhich necessitates what would be considered at

home a relatively large amount of transport. Servants for the

officers and bearers for the bawgao-e must be selected from theDO O

natives, or from races accustomed to tropical conditions. The

fighting troops will also frequently be formed from the same

material. The officers must, however, always be men of white

races, for natives should rever be put in a position of authority

over Europeans. Frequent changes of Commanders shoidd be

avoided as much as possible. The way to handle natives can

only be learnt by experience. Still, coloured troops, trained on

the European model and commanded by white officers, will never

be entirely satisfactory, for they lack the quality of bulldog pluck,

and will usually only fight against their fellow-countrymen under

compulsion.

Punitive expeditions composed entirely of white troops must

therefore occasionally be employed regardless of the unhealthi-

ness of the chmate. In such a case the losses from sickness are

usually very great in spite of the most careful sanitary precau-

tions. For this reason military operations in the tropics are

confined to certain relatively healthy seasons of the year.

The difficulties due to the nature of the country in these

territories consist in the absence of roads and of cultivation.

Rugged mountains, steppes where the grass is taller than a man,

thorn jungle, wide rivers with constantly changing depth of

water, huge marshes or waterless deserts, make the movement
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of troops and their supply difficult to an extent which can only

be appreciated by experience. The employment of European

transport is quite out of the question. Supphes can frequently

only be forwarded by carriers, who must carry their own food in

addition to their loads. It is often impossible to employ horses
;

other pack animals, such as oxen, mules or camels, must take their

place, but they cannot usually be employed for the same variety

of purposes as the horse. The transport which accompanies

or follows a force is therefore often more numerous than the

troops themselves, and the latter thereby lose in fighting efficiency

and mobihty, and become merely an escort to the baggage.

These disadvantages may be reduced if the transport can be

given some miUtary training, but this requires lengthy prepara-

tion. Light mobile supply columns suited to the character of

the country must be formed of the vehicles of the country, pack

animals, or carriers. This cannot be done by a turn of the wrist.

The preparations must be completed before the advance into the

interior begins, for they form one of the first conditions of the

success of the expedition. General Stafi officers, sent out from

home ahead of the expedition, undertake the necessary prepara-

tory measures (purchase of draft and pack animals, vehicles,

and enUstment of carriers), so far as they cannot be carried out

at home before the force starts. Supplies consist chiefly of pre-

served provisions and rice for the natives ; fresh meat can seldom

be obtained.

The further troops advance into the interior, the greater are

the difficulties of supply. The fewer roads and the more inhos-

pitable the country, the greater will be the expenditure of strength

necessary for the protection of the communications. If railways

are available the advance will usually take place along them, and

they will be used for forwarding supplies, but extensive measures

will be necessary to protect the line from destruction by the

natives, or by the forces of Nature. The estabUshment of maga-

zines along the Hne of march has occasionally been advisable,

but it takes a long time to fill them, and under certain conditions

this may be much delayed or altogether prevented. If the country
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is in a disturbed state the establishment of magazines ahead of

the troops will be impossible, but preparations must be made
for the subsequent retirement as soon as the line of retreat can

be fixed. Natives, who are accustomed to the climate and have

fewer requirements can feed themselves in a country which they

know well and which is friendly to them, when white troops are

reduced to want.

The methods of fighting adopted by the natives must be taken

into consideration as well as the climate and the nature of the

country.

Since most of the Great Powers have forbidden the import of

arms into uncivilised countries much too late, the cupidity of

traders has enabled natives to equip themselves with breech-

loading rifles and a good supply of ammunition. The gradual

disarmament of the native population such as was carried out

in the Boer States with the greatest energy and with complete

success, before the war with England, will be accompanied by

a severe struggle in the German colonies. Still, it must be taken

in hand, since an armed and uncivihsed native population is an

impossibiUty in a country inhabited by white settlers.

The methods of fighting of savage peoples consist chiefly in

skilfully prepared surprises carried out in superior force. They

seldom attack with equal numbers, but often maintain an obstinate

defence of strongholds which are difiicult of access, and display

an adaptability for guerilla warfare which is worthy of respect.

But it may be said with truth that their occasional successes

over troops trained on European principles and commanded

by white ofiicers, have been only due to an underestimate of the

difficulties and a consequent vrknt of foresight on the part of the

Commander. Unjustifiable t)lemency and confidence towards

conquered races, who regard every peace merely as an enforced

cessation of hostiUties, have caused many a check in the develop-

ment of our colonies. A Commander must, therefore, keep

himself constantly informed both in peace and war, by means of

a careful intelligence service, as to the attitude of the population.

Beports from native sources should be accepted with mistrust

2 ^
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owing to the cunning and duplicity of native races, and must be

confirmed and supplemented by information from settlers,

missionaries, and white soldiers, who are acquainted with the

language and customs of the natives.

Any attempt to lay down rules for marches, for fighting, for

camping and for supply, in accordance with the character of the

country and its inhabitants and based on the experiences of cam-

paigns in the colonies, must fail because of the great variety of

special conditions in the German colonies, and in other terri-

tories beyond the seas. Guiding principles may, however,

be deduced from the history of former expeditions, the reports

of scientific explorers, and of those acquainted with the conditions

of the country ; but these cannot replace, and must be modified

in accordance with, more recent personal experience.

The following examples may show to what extent it is necessary

to supplement the tactical principles laid down in the German

regulations :—

In hot countries, measures must frequently be taken similar

to those which would be adopted in a European theatre of war

in dealing with an insurgent population in a densely-wooded

country, or in one where the field of view is equally restricted.

The most practicable route should always be chosen, even if it

is the most circuitous.

Roads that are seldom used are quickly grown over m the

tropics and become impracticable. Only weighty reasons

justify the use of a shorter but less serviceable road.

Reconnaissance and a clear field of view on all sides is .one of

the chief conditions for the security of a march, but the nature of

the country and the vegetation in the tropics often necessitate

a march in single file. This and the impossibility of reconnoitring

to the flanks greatly increase the difficulties and dangers of a

march, so that special measures must be taken for security,

intercommunication, transmission of orders, and to ensure

readiness for action. It is impossible, however, to give any

figures as to the strength and composition of, and distance

between, the various parts of a column of march even as a general

guide. The Commander must always act in accordance with the
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situation at the moment and the country in which he is operating.

It is essential that rehable soldiers should be dispersed at intervals

in the column of carriers, which should be always under a white

officer, and which must always be followed by a rearguard.

Owing to the want of satisfactory maps it is not possible to

adhere to the rule of dividing to march and uniting to fight in

an unknown country where the field of view is hmited. Instead,

the force should be kept concentrated as much as may be, since

it is hardly ever possible to reckon with certainty upon the timely

arrival of widely-separated detachments on the battlefield, owing

to the difficulties of the country and the imforeseen delavs and

incidents which result therefrom.

In an engagement troops trained in the European manner must

always advance to the attack as soon as possible, for natives

rarely offer much resistance to an energetic attack. White troops

should only confine themselves to the defensive when in very

inferior numbers, or during a retirement. Weapons which savage

races do not possess make a great im^^ression upon them. Troops

should therefore be provided with a number of macliine guns and

vvnth light, quick-firing guns. The action will often take the

form of a fight in a wood vnth all its attendant difficulties. Light

quick-firing guns are indispensable in the attack or defence of

artificially strengthened locahties. The personal example of the

officers is of even greater importance than in European warfare.

Billeting will seldom be possible ; it will usually be necessary

to camp so as to be always ready for action. The selection of

camping grounds is carried out in accordance with the principles

laid down in the Field Service Regulations, paras. 389 to 393, the

immediate proximity of water being of special importance.

Blankets must be carried by the carriers or on the pack animals,

as well as tents, to afford the troops protection against the

weather. The want of this protection has a speedy effect upon

the health of the troops. The camp must be protected by an

abatti, which also affords security against the attacks of wild

animals. Outposts must be established all round the camps in

comparatively strong numbers to cope with the cunning devices

of native races.
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Commanders and troops for service in the Colonies must always

be carefully selected, and must be instructed in the special con-

ditions of the country and of its population.

The more technical troops there are with an expeditionary

force the better. The many obstacles which Nature opposes to

the movements of the troops, to the transmission of orders, and

to the forwarding of supplies may be rapidly and permanently

overcome by establishing signalling stations, making roads and

bridges, and by fortifying posts.

If the theatre of war is similar in character to the countries of

Europe and the enemy is to a certain extent civilised, the methods

of warfare will approximate to those adopted in Europe. In a

country which is difficult to conquer chiefly because of its great

extent, but where it is possible to move freely and where the

climate is good, it is advisable to employ Mounted Infantry. In

this case the horse (or pack-animal) is not used for charging,

as with the Cavalry, but is employed as a rap'd and steady

means of transport, as in the case of the Artillery,

But since bad horsemanship, ignorance of the powers of the

horse, and bad horsemastership cause a rapid wastage of horse-

flesh, not only should the marine battalions, which are always

available for employment abroad, be trained as Mounted Infantry,

but a larger number of trained riders and good shots should be

practised in Mounted Infantry duties in peace, so as to form a

nucleus for mounted corps in the Colonies. Preparations should

similarly be made for forming Colonial Artillery.

It is certainly doubtful whether the money for these new

formations will be obtainable in the near future owing to the wide-

spread ignorance of the importance of acquiring, maintaining

and developing colonial possessions. But in the future the Ger-

man Empire will not only have to deal with punitive expeditions

against insurgent natives in its colonies, but also, as the campaign

in China in 1900 has shown, with expeditionary forces on a

larger scale. Up till now volunteers have been called for for these

expeditions, and, thanks to the spirit of enterprise and adventure

in the youth of the country, there has been no lack of response.
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But tlie formation of volunteers in complete units is a complicated

and lengthy undertaking, and mucli valuable time may be lost ere

these newly-formed units are ready for service ««™-y
!^;^';

however, be in a position to despatch considerable bodies of

troops, in the shortest possible time, across the seas to the

threatened point to protect her interests in the event of a^

important oversea developments. Our strong mercantile mar nc

provides us with sufficient means of rapid transport but the

rapid preparation of large bodies of troops is not yet assured.

A suggestion which has recently come from a well-known autho-

rity i hkely to be of assistance in this.* The German Army

Corps quartered on the coast should be so equipped that they can

be not only employed in a land campaign in Europe, but are also

in a position to despatch rapidly a large force across the sea.

For this purpose these Army Corps should be provided with

arms, equipment and clothing for a campaign ma tropical

country. The large harbours in the Army Corps district, are

amply provided with the resources necessary to aUow of the

troops being quickly embarked. The task of preparing a large

part of the Army for this dual role must be worked out by the

General Stafi in conjunction with the administrative authorities.

• Untcmtlimunseii ttbei-See" von L. i. Uthiit.
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CHAPTER XII.

Conclusion.

The principle that any definite or permanent model for orders, for

the movements of Armies, and for the conduct of operations is

to be avoided, and that where any specific instruction is laid

down it is only to be used as a guide, runs Hke a red thread through

all the regulations of the German Army.

The use of any so-called " approved models," e.g., for the com-

position of orders, is often satisfactory enough in peace, for they

serve to remind the writer of many points which are of importance

for the recipient, and which, if forgotten, would affect the comfort

of the troops.

But even the best and most complete model is not suitable

for every case, and it has always the disadvantage that something

unnecessary may be included or something necessary omitted, a

mistake in either case.

Though in peace this does not lead to any very serious or

irreparable mistakes, there is always the danger of acquiring

habits which are unsuitable on active service, and of

discouraging originality of thought. For this reason the

*' normal orders," '' normal formations " and " normal

forms of attack," which are to be found in many text books

and pocket books for every possible case which may arise,

should be expressly discouraged, for the right form to meet

any particular case will only be lighted upon by chance. A
Commander will only issue satisfactory orders when he sees

clearly the objective required by the situation, and when he

has made up his mind how that objective can be attained

in the simplest and best way. But the duties to be carried out

in war are often full of responsibihty, usually the most difficult
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which fall to the lot of mortal man. For it is not the weal or

woe of the individual which is at stake, but the hves of hundreds

of thousands of men, and the fate of a nation. The man who

attempts to remember the model which he has so often tested

in peace will surely fail in the hour of trial. The ceaseless pro-

gress of the Art of War in all its aspects is continually render-

in» it necessary to discard as obsolete and impracticable

many methods which but a short time before seemed to

guarantee success. Every fresh campaign brings with it

astonishing phenomena not previously dreamt of, in face of which

a Commander who is not accustomed to think for himself in

peace stands confounded. But the man who has learnt by ceaseless

toil in time of peace to rely upon his own judgment, and has

altogether abstained from the use of " normal formations

"

and " models," will be able to deal effectively in war with un-

expected and unprecedented incidents.
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west from beginning of Dec. Siege of Paris from commencement of Dec. to

the Armistice ; Operations in the South-east from middle of Nov. to middle

of Jan. £X 6s.

Vol. ?, (Sec. 19 and 20). Events in South-east France from middle of Jan. to

Termination of Hostilities. Pearward Coninumications. The Armistice.

Homeward March and Occupation. Petrospect. £1 ll.«. 6(7.

Section.

1. Events in July. Plan. 3s.

2. Events to Eve of Battles of Worth and Spichoren. 3rd edition, o.f.

{Out of print)

3. Battles of Worth and Spicheren. 3rd edition. .')s. {Oxit ofprint)

4 Advance of Third Army to the Moselle, Ac. 2ud edition. 4s. {Out of print)

5. Operations near Mctz on 15tli, 16th, and 17th August,. Battle of Vionville—

Mars la Tour. 2nd edition. 6s. 6(7.

6. Battle of Gravelotte— St. I'rivnt. os. (Out ofprint)

7 Advance of Third Armv and of Army of the Meu^e against Army of Chalon?.

(55

'

{Out o/'print)

8. Battle of Sedan. .3s,
,
n,>t of print)

'2555) i
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Section.

9. Pi'oceediugs on German Coast and before Fortresses in Alsace and Lorraine.

Battle of Noisseville ; General Eeview of War up to September. 4s. Gd.

10. Investment of Paris, Capture of Toul and Strassburg. 6s.

11. Events before Paris, and at other points of Theatre of War in Western France
until end of October, 5s. od.

12. Last Engagements with French Army of the Rhine. Occm'rences after fall of

Strassburg and Metz to middle of November. 4s. Gd.

13 Occurrences on Theatre of War in Central France up to Re-occupation "of

Orleans bj' the Germans. 6s.

14. Measures for Investment of Paris up to middle of December. 4s.

15. Measures for Protecting the Investment of Paris and Occurrences befoi'e

French Capital to commencement of 1871. 2s. Gd.

16. Proceedings of Second Army from commencement of 1871 until the Armistice.

3s. Gd.

17. Proceedings of First Army from commencement of 1871 until the Armistice. 3s.

18. Occurrenceu on South-eastern Theatre of War up to middle of January, 1871.

Events before Paris from commencement of 1871 to the Armistice. 8s.

19. Occurrences on South-east Theatre of War from middle of January, 1871.

Proceedings in rear of German Army and in Coast Provinces, from Nov.,

1870, until the Armistice. 13s. 6a;.

20. General Retrospect of War from beginning of Sept., 1870, to Cessation of

Hostilities. Armistice and Peace Preliminaries. Retixrn of German Army
and Peace of Frankfort. The Occupation. The Telegraph, Post, Supply
of Ammunition, Commissai-iat, Hospital Service, Divine Service, Militai'y

Justice, Recruitment, and Home Garrisons. Results. 5s.

Analytical Index. Is. Gd.

Plans

—

4. Battle of Colombey-Nouilly. 3d.

5a. Battle of Vionville—Mars la Tour. Position of Contending Forces at Noon. 3d.

5b. Battle of Vionville—Mars la Tour. Position of Contending Forces from 4 to

5 p.m. 3d.

9a. Battle of Sedan. Position of Contending Forces towards Noon. 3d.

9b. Battle of Sedan. Position of the Germans in the afternoon shortly before the end
of the struggle. 3d.

G-EBDIAN ARMY. Field Service Eegns. 1900. Gd. '

GERMAN FIELD ARTILLERY. Drill Regns. 1899. Is. Gd.

GERMANY. The Campaign of 1866 in. With 22 Plans in portfolio. 1872.

(Reprinted, 1907). 6s.

Ditto. Moltke's Projects for. Is.

GUNNERY. Text Book of. Part I. 1907. 2s. 3d.

GUNS. Handbooks for:

—

60-pr. B.L. Mark I. Land Service. 1907. Extracts from. Gd.

18-pr. Q.F. Land Service. 1907. Extracts from. Gd.

15-pr. B.L. Mark I. and Carriages, Marks I.*, II.*, Ill, and III*. Field Batteries.

1904. Is.

lJ)-pr. B.L. Marks II. to IV. and Carriage, Wagon, and Limber Mark IV. Field

Batteries. 1904. Is.

15-pr. Q.F. Field Batteries. 1905. dd.

13-pr. Q.F. Laud Service. 1907. Extracts from. Gd.

12.pr. of 12 c.wt. A, Q-F. Land Service. 1903. Od.

12 -pr. B.L. of 6 cwt. Msu-ks I. to IV. and LYa, and Carriages Marks I.*, I.**,

and II. Horse Artillery. 1905. Is.

10- pr. Jointed B.L. Mulo Equipment. 1904. Is.

1-pr. Q.F., on Field Carriage. 1902. Is. Gd.

9'45-inch B.L. Howitzer. 1906. Od.

9'2.inch B.L. Marks IX., X., X^. Land Service. 1906. Is. Gd.

8-inch R.M.L. Howitzer of 70 cwt. Movable Armameut and Armament oj Works,
Laj»d Service. 1901. 2s.
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Guns. Handbooks for

—

continued.

e-inch B.L. andB.L.C. Guns, Mountings, &c. 1904. Is. M.
6-inch Q.F. Land Service. 1903. Is.

5-4-incli B.L. Howitzer. Mark I. 1902. Is. 6d.

5-inch B.L. Marks I.—V. 1904. 9d.

5-inch B.L. Marks IV.—V. Land Service. 190S. Is. 6d.

5-inch B.L. Howitzer. 1905. Is.

4-7-inch Q.F. Fixed Armaments. Land Service. 1904. Is.

4-7-inch Q.F.B. (Mark IV*) on Travelling Carriage. Land Service. 1904. Is.

2-95-inch Q.F. Mountain. Mark I. Mule Equipment. 1906. Is. Gd.

-303-inch and -SOS-inch Converted Maxim Machine (Magazine Eifle Chamber},
on Carriages, M.G. , Cavalry, Infantry, Parapet; Tripod and Cone Mountings.
1907. Is.

0-303-inch Nordenfelt 3-barrel and Gardner 2-barrel converted from 0-4-inch

and 0-45-inch M.H. Chamber, Magazine Rifle Chamber, on Carriages. 1900.

9rf.

HISTORICAli RECORDS OF THE BRITISH ARMY:—
Horse Guards ; 17th Dragoons (Lancers). Each 5s.

Dragoon Guards, 3rd. 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th. Each 4s.

Dragoons, 1st, 3rd. 6th, 7th, 14th, 15th, and 16th. Each 4s.

Ditto 9th, 12th, and 13th. Each 3s.

Marine Corps. 3s.

Foot, 1st. 6s.

Do. 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, loth, 16th, 17th, 18th,

19th. 20th, 2lst, 22nd, 23rd, 34th, 36th, 39th, 46th, 53rd, 67th, 71st, 72nd,

73rd, 74th, 86th, 87th, and 92ud. Each 4s.

Do. 14th, 56th, 61st, 70th, and 88th. Each 3s.

HISTORIES, SHORT, OF THE TERRITORIAL REGIMENTS OF THE
BEITISH AEMY. 67 numbers, each Id. In one volume, os.

Ditto. The Scots GJuards. Id.

HORSE AND STABLE MANAGEMENT. Manual. 1904. id.

HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF WAR, FROM 1700 TO
1870. 2s.

HYDRAULICS FOR GARRISON ARTILLERY, Manual of. 1895. 4s. Gd.

INFANTRY TRAINING. 1905. Is.

INFANTRY. Mounted. Training. 1906. 6d.

INSTITUTES. Gai-rison and Eegimcntal. Eules for the Management of . 1907. Id.

INTELLIGENCE DUTIES IN THE FIELD. Eegus. for. 1904. 2d.

KING'S REGULATIONS AND ORDERS FOR THE ARMY. 1907. Is. Gd.

(^In the press)

KIT PLATES:—
Artillery

—

(1.) Koyal Horse and Field Artillery. Kit of Mounted N.C.O. or Driver.

Laid out for Inspection. 1903. 2d.

(2.) Koyal Horse and Field Artillery. Kit of a Dismounted Man. Laid out

for Inspection. 1903. 2d.

(6.) Garrison Artillery Kit. Laid out for Inspection. 1904. 2d,

(10.) Garrison Artillery Kit in Barrack Room. 1904. 2d.

Cavalry. 1891. \d.

Engineers. Royal

—

No. 1. Dismounted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. 1906. If/.

(Under revision

No. 2. Dismounted. Full Kit laid out for Inspection in Banack Room.
1906. \d. {Under revision)

No. 3. Dismounted. Firld Kit laid out for Inspection on Panide. 1899. Id.

No. 4. Mounted. Full Kit laid out for inspection in Barrack iiooui. 1899 Id
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Kit PlQ.tes

—

coniinued.

Engineers. Koyal

—

cowtimnd.
No. 5. Mounted.' Detail of Shelf and Bedding, New pattern. 1899. Id.

No. <5. Driver, -vrith jjair of Horses. Field Kit laid out for Inspection on'

Parade, including Articles carried iu Valise on Baggage Wagou.
1899. Id.

No. 7. Drivci", with pair of Horses. Peace Marching Order. Kit laid out for

Inspection on Parade. 1896. Id.

No. 8. Dismounted. Field Kit laid out for Inspection on Parade. 1898 Id
Infantry

—

No. 1. Kit in Barrack Koom. 1905. 2d.

No. 2. Kit laid ovit for Inspection, 1905. 2d.

Highland. 1884. Id

LAW. Militarj'. Manual of. 1907. 2s.

LAW FOR THE RESERVE FORCES AND MILITIA. Manual of. 1886
Is. 6d

LEGAL MANUAL, (In preparatlwi)

MAGAZINES AND CARE OF WAR MATi^RIEL. Eegulations for.

(In jirejiaration)

MANGEUVRES. Notes on. 1898. 2s.

MAP PROJECTIONS. A Sketch of the Subject of. 1902. U.

MAP READING AND FIELD SKETCHING. Manual. 1906. Is. 3rf. And
see Schools, Armj-.

MECHANISM AS APPLIED TO ARTILLERY. Notes on. Second edition.

19U2. Is.

MECHANISM. Text Book of. (In preparation)

MEDICAL CORPS. Eoyal Army :—
Admission to. Piegus. for. May 1, 1907. Id.
Manual. 1904. Reprinted l^iid. bd. (Under revision)

Ditto. Extract from. Sec. II. Drills and Exercises. 1904. 3d.
Standing Orders. 1903, Is. (.Yew edition in the press)

Ditto. Appendix 2. Eevised. 1906. Id.

MEDICAL SERVICE. Army. Eegulations. 1906. 6d.

MEDICAL SERVICES. Army. Advisory Board for. The Treatment of Venereal
Disease and Scabies. First Keport. 1904. Is. 6a!. ; Second Eeport, 1905, 2s. ;

Tliird Eeport. 1905. Is. ; Final Eeport. 1906. 6d.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. Army. Index to Appendices of Eeports from 1859
10 1896. 3d.

MEDICAL ORGANIZATION OF FOREIGN ARMIES. (Chiefly for War).
1902. Is.

MEDICAL SERVICES OF FOREIGN ARMIES. Ilaudbook of. Part I.

French Army. (]n the press)

MEKOMETER. Handbook. 1904. 6A
MILITIA l;.-iis. 19U4. Provisional. Is.

MOBILIZATION ivcgus. JIIOC. Id.

MOTOR RESERVE, ARMY. InfoiiuMlin,, ivgardiiig Appointment, Promotion,
and (Conditions o( Service. Id.

MOUNTED TROOPS. Manual. (In preparation)

MUSKETRY EXERCISES. 1904. Provisional. 3d. (Under revision)

MUSKETRY REGULATIONS. 1905. Is,

NUMBER OF TROOPS TO THE YARD in the Principal Battles since 1850,
Momn. on. With opinions of Modem Authorities on limits of extension at the
lircscnt day. 1884. 9c/.

NURSING IN THE ARMY. (iueen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nursing
Scrvici-. licprintcd from " The British Medical Journal." 1905. Id.

OPTICS, El(!mcntary Service Treatise on. (In 2>reparatio7i)

OPl'ICAL MANUAL or Handbook of Instructions for the guidance of Surgeons.
Thiid tdiliou. 1885. 1«. 6rf.
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ORDNANCE COL.L,EGE:—
Regulations. 1907. "id.

Advanced Classes. Reports on. Various. Eaek Is.

Ordnance Courses. Reports on. Various. Each \s.

ORDNANCE CORPS. Army. Standing Orders. 1906. M.

ORDNANCE MANXJAIj. (J>i irreparatim)

ORDNANCE. SERVICE. Treatise on. Sixth edition. 1904 With Volume of

Plates. 10*-. {Under revision)

ORDNANCE SERVICES. ARMY. Regns. 1907. Part I. 9d.

PATHOLOGICAL. SPECIMENS in the Museum of the Army Medical Department,

Netley. Descriptive Catalogue of. Third Edition. Vol. I. By Sir W. Aitkeu,

M.D. 1892. bs.

PHYSICAL TRAINING. Manual. (/« preparation)

PLACE-NAMES OCCURRING ON FOREIGN MAPS. Rules for the Trans-

literation of. 190G. Is.

POSITION-FINDER. Handbook. 1904. 3d.

POSITION-FINDER. Application of, to Coast Batteries. Notes on. 1904. od.

PROCEDURE. Rules of. 1907. id.

PROJECTION, «&c. Linear Perspective. A Text-Book for use of the R.M.

Academy. Part I.—Text. Part II.—Plates. 1904. 6s.

PUBLICATIONS (RECENT) OF MILITARY INTEREST. List of. Issued

Quai-terly. 2d.

RAILWAY DISTANCES. Ireland. Handbook of. Thii-d edition. 1884. 7s. Gd.

RAILWAYS IN WAR IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES :—
Sec. I. General Principles, Organisation, and Management. {In preparation)

Sec. II. . Sm-vey and Alignment of. Rules and Regulations. {In preparation)

RANGE-FINDER Handbooks :—
Depression. For Elevated Batteries. Land Service. 1905. 4rf.

Watkin. Regulations for Instruction in, and practice with. 1882. Is.

RANGE-FINDING. FIELD. With Watkin Field Range-finder and Telemeter.

Handbook. 1904. Qd.

RECRUITING FOR THE REGULAR ARMY, MILITIA, AND
IMPERIAL YEOMANRY. Regulations. 1907. 6f/.

REMOUNT MANUAL. 190G. Gd.

REQUISITIONING OP SUPPLIES, TRANSPORT, STORES, ANIMALS,
LABOUi;, &c., IN THE FIELD. Instmctions for the. 1907. Id.

RESERVE OF OFFICERS. Conditions of Service. 1903. Id.

RHODESIA. Southern. Precis of Information couceruing. Jaa., 1899. 2s.

RIFLE RANGES. Care and Construction of. Instructions for. 1905. od.

RIFLE (Miniature, -220 bore) RANGES. Instructions for the Construction and

Inspection of. {In preparation)

RIFLES, &c. Cleaning of. Notes on the. 1907. 25 for Gd.

RUSSIAN MILITARY AND NAVAL TERMS. Dictionary of. 1906. 3s. Gd.

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR. In 4 parts :—
Part I. 1906. Is. 6(/. {Other parts in prei)aration)

Case for Maps of the Complete Work. 9rf.

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR. Reports from British Officers attached to the Japanese

Forces in the Field. Vol.1. (In preparation)

Ditto. Vol. II. (In preparation)

Ditto. Vol. III. {In preparation)

SADDLES AND COLLARS, SORE BACKS AND SORE SHOULDERS.
Manual i.f. 'I'hird edition. 1897. \s. {Under revision)

"SAM-BROWNE" BELT, SCABBARD, AND SWORD KNOT. Spedfica-

tiuu and Drawings. 1899. Id.

SANITATION IN ITS APPLICATION TO MILITARY LIFE. Manual of.

l'JU7. 2(/.
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Yj!;UXYLii.JNK,Y, ANDSTATIONS OF UNITS OF KEGULAK, miLlTlA,
VOLUNTEER FORCES. Issued Quarterly. 'Id.

STATUTES relating to the War Office and to the Army. 1880. bs.

STATUTORY POWERS of the Secretary of State, Ordnance Branch. 1879. 5s.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS. Management of. Notes and Memoranda.
18!»7. U.

STORES used in H.M. Service. Triced Vocabulary of. Land Service Stores, Naval Ord-
nance Stores, and Stores common to Land and Naval Services. 1906. Parti. Is. 9rf.

Part II. 3s. Gd
SUDAN ALMANAC. 1908. Compiled in the Intelligence Department, Cairo. Is.

SUDAN. TLo Auglo-Egyptian. A Compendium prepared by Officers of the Sudan
Government :

—

Vol. I. Geographical, Descriptive, and Historical {ic'dli Eighty-two Ilhis-

ti-ations). 10s.

Vol. 11. Routes. 7s. Grf. {Not containing Chapter VIL, Supplement {A) ).

Ditto. In Separate Chapters. Is. each :

—

1. and II., Nil. III. North-Eastcrn Sudan. IV. Eastern Sudan. V.

Central Sudan. VI. Sonth-Eastorn Sudan. VII. Bahr-el-Ghazal. VIII.

Kordofan. IX. North-Western Sudan.
Ditto. Chapter VII. Supplement (A). Bahr-el-Ghazal. Additional Routes. 1«.

SUDAN CAMPAIGN. History of the. In two parts, with Case of Maps.
1890. Vi)s.
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SUPPLY, TRANSPORT, Ali ||j{|||||{||||||||||||llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNllllll ^illations.

i^^«- ^d- 3 9424 02459 0306
SURVEYING. Topographical aii(^ ,^^g..vyui^tn. xcAb ijooii. or. lauo. '6s. dd.

Ditto. Appendix XI. Tables for the Projection of Graticules. 4fZ.

SURVEYS (Goverumont) of the Principal Countries. Notes on. Supplement. A
Guide to Recent Large Scale Maps, including both Survej-s aud Compilations,
together with a List of some Large Scale Atlases. 1899. 5.*. 6(7.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY. Armies of. Handbook. 1901. Is.

SWISS ARMY. Handbook. 1898. Qd.

TACTICAIj STUDIES of the Battles of Columbey-Xouill^- and Viouville. 4s M.
TACTICS. Modern. Precis of. Second Edition. 1896. 3s. (^Oiil ofprint)

TELEGRAPH. Army. Field Telegraphs. Manual of Instruction in. 1897 3s.

(^Otit of print)
TELEGRAPH LINES. FIELD. Instruction in Laying and Maintaining

1907. 6a'.

TELEGRAPHS IN WAR. Regulations for Working, 1897, Id.

TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. Instruction in. Vols. I and IL
(In prenciration')

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS. Handbook. Laud Service. 190-1. M.
TERRITORIAL FORCE:—

Leaflets:—Xo. 1. Organisation and Principles ; No. 2. Terms and Conditions of
Service. Id. each, or 6rf. per dozen, or 3s. per 100.

Regulations. (//j preparation)

TRACTOR TRIALS held by the Experimental Sub-Committee of the Mechanical
Transport Committee at Aldershot. Sept. and Oct., 1903. Report on. Gd.

TRAINTT'^'" --

TRA' 4rf.
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